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THE SKI *Hi MODEL

Programming for Hearing Impaired Infants

Through Home Intervention

Introduction and Overview of the Ski*Hi Model

The SKI *H1 Model was conceived and developed as a comprehensive model for the identifi-
cation and home intervention treatment of hearing impaired children and their families. The
model is not.: used throughout the United States and several foreign countries. This model is
(urrently used with about 2,000 hearing impaired infants and young children annually.

This introduction will describe the background, rationale, and the components of the model.
The purpose of this introduction is to provide a holistic view of the model. The successful
implementation and use of this program is highly correlated to the use of the whole model, not

the use of isolated components.

Background

Traditionally, education of the deaf, like other educational programs, has been based on a
classical schoolroom teacher-pupil approach. Children have been placed in classrooms and
teachers have taught them the classical subject matter lessons. This method has had modest
success with children who have no handicapping conditions. However, it has not worked well at

all with deaf children.
Data from the 1969 Demographic studies for the Deaf,Office of Demographic Studies,

Gallaudet College, indicates that the average deaf child in the United States progresses less than
two months per year in language and reading. In an attempt to improve this situation, educators of

the deaf were among the first to move into preschool education. Center -bas "d and residential

preschools were established.
Studies on the long-term effects of center-based and residential preschool programs on

young hearing impaired children are inconclusive. Research done primarily during the 1960's did

not yield conclusive evidence for positive sustained impact of preschool intervention. Craig

( 1%4) administered comprehensive batteries of speechreading and reading tests to 151 children

at the Western Pennsylvania School for the Deaf and the American School for the Deaf (Con-
nectic ut) who had attended preschool earlier in their lives. He also tested a control group of 101

children from the same institutions who had not attended preschool. He found no statistically

significant differences between the experimental and control groups after thechildren had been

in the primary grade for 3 to 4 years. Similar results we re found by Phillips (1963) who tested 9 year



old severely and profoundly hearing impaired children from eastern United States schools for the
deaf including the Lexington School (New York) and the American School for the Deaf (Con-
necticut). No statistically significant differences between the experimental preschool group and
the control no-preschool group were found on measures of arithmetic achievement, language

achievement, and socialization.
Vernon and Koh (1970) compared children who had experienced three years of oral pre-

school ( lohn Tracy Preschool Program) to children with no preschool who had (a) oral home
environments and (b) manual communication home environments. Groups were ma 'ched ,)n
age, IQ, and number (23 subjects in the experimental group and 23 subjects in each of the two
control groups). Participation in preschool did not seem to be the determining factor of later
academic achievement advantages. At age 18, children who experienced an oral preschool
program did not score statistically significantly higher than the no-preschool children from oral
home environments on the Stanford Achievement Test. However, the experimental preschool
children scored statistically significantly lower than the no-preschool children from manual
communication home environments on the Stanford sub-test of paragraph meaning and reading.

Balow and Brill (1975) did a fallaw-up study of the Vernon and Koh research. They studied 264

John Tracy Preschool Program graduates who were attending the California School for the Deaf at

Riverside. This sample was larger than the 23 subjects used in the Vernon and Koh study. The
Tracy graduates were compared to other students at the Riverside School who had not had

preschool programming. The John Tracy graduates scored statistically signficantly higher on the
Weschler Adult Intelligence Scale and on the total battery of the Stanford Achievement Test than

the control group. An analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) showed that a statistically significant

difference in achievement remained when the effects of IQ were controlled.
The discrepancy between the Vernon and Koh (1970) study and the Balow and Brill (1975)

study could be attributed to the use of large samples and a more efficient research design

(ANC:OVA) by Balow and Brill. Larger samples and efficient designs (such as ANCOVA) add more

power to a study and increase the likelihood of rejecting the null hypothesis in favor of the
research hypothesis (which in this case is the differential performance of preschool and no-

preschool children).
Moores, Weiss and Goodwin 0978) conducted a 6-year longitudinal study on preschool

prowarns for deaf children. Subjects included children who had attended seven different pre-
schools which emphasized different communication methodologies. The experimental children

were shown to have almost identical scores to hearing control children on the Illinois Test of

Psyc holinguistic Abilities and the reading sub-test of the Metropolitan Achievement Test Primer

Battery. However, communication success as measured by the Receptive Communication Scale

(a tool developed by the research team) depended on the type of preschool program in which the

hildren had participated. Children scored highest who had been in speechreading and signing

press hool programs. These children were followed by those who had experienced speech and
fingerspelling preschool programs; these were followed by children who hao been in preschool

programs utilizing speech and audition. Children scored lowest who had been in programs

utilizing auditory receptive communication only.

9
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In summary, the limited research available on Iong-terrn effects of center-based preschool
programming for hearing impaired children seems inconclusive. Even though center-based
preschools and nurseries may have some possible long-term effects on hearing impaired
children, this delivery method may not be completely adequate for this population.

Simmons-Martin, Horton, Northcutt and others took the first step out of the classroom when

they developed home demonstration programs on the campuses of schools for the deaf. These
demonstration homes attempted to create a homelike atmosphere where parents could come
and be involved with their children.

Studies done on the long-,tekm impact of demonstration home programs for parents of young

hearing impaired children indiCate children whose parents have been in these programs show
greater language competence and academic achievement in the first few primary grades than
hildren whose parents have not participated in such programs.

The authors of the SKI*1-11 Model (Clark and Watkins, 1978) concluded that programming for

cleat children had to begin as close to birth as possible, had to treat the hearing disorder and
provide a model of language development in the home for the parents and child. Watkins (1971)
did a comprehensive survey of infant hearing impaired programs in the United States. She was
able to find only two programs that were home intervention (home visit) programs. She used a
questionnaire type research to develop her Guidelines for a Model Hearing Impaired Infant
Program. She received completed questionnaires from 26 professionals who were involved in
infant hearing impaired programs. Ninety-six percent of the respondents answered that ideally a

home visit program should be used for promoting language development in hearing impaired
infants. It is interesting to note, however, that only two of these programs were actually using
home intervention.

Watkins (1971) summarized the responses of the participants and developed Guidelines for a

Model Hearing Impaired Infant Program. She stated that a home visit program and demonstration
home program were the most preferred models of delivery of services. She outlined such
procedures as age requirements, payment for services and acceptance of multi-handicapped

1 he respondents indicated that parents should he the targets of training, that hearing
aids and molds and audiological testing should he provided by the program and that one home
visit per week should be made.

Rationale for Early Home Intervention With Hearing Impaired Children

Several authors have described the effects that language deprivation has on the acquisition of

re( eptive and expressive verbal language. Ewing (1963) reports on a comparison of the receptive

and expressive language development of young deaf children as indicated by the Watson-Pickles

'c ale, with tho development of normal children as reflected on the Gessel Language Develop-
ment Sc ale. the study shows the 10 best deaf children to be retarded from 5 to 3.3 months in
rec. eptive language development during the second to fifth years of life and from 4 to 27 months
retarded in expressive language development during the same time period. Northcutt (1966)
disc uses the etfeet language deprivation has on speech development. She states that the hearing

impaired c hill, after reaching the stage of random vocalizations, becomes silent sine , he has no



language to imitate. The subsequent stages of speech development are then delayed or do not
naturally develop at all. Tervoort as cited by Simmons (1967) comments on the expressive
language development of language deprived children:

If the deaf child is left by himself there is no adaption to the world around of
the speech sounds, and therefore, no extensive training of all possible
phoneme combinations prior to their symbolic usage as words.

Consequently, there is no single word phase, no morphological and syntacti-

cal refinement; in short: no language learning. (p. 3)

Because of the profound language delay and disorder caused by hearing loss and the
apparent ineffectiveness of later school experiences in developing language in deaf children,

many professionals have looked at the area of early intervention. The idea of a critical period for

language development also places great emphasis on very early intervention.
There is evidence in the literature that there is a critical period for language acquisition in the

life of every child. it is during the first few years of a child's life that language appears so rapidly

and effortlessly. Researchers have studied this critical period and some have indicated the actual

ages of the child during this time.
McNeill (1%6) states:

The fundamental problem to which we address ourselves in language acquisi-

tion by normal children is the simple fact that the process occurs in a supris-

ingly short period of time. Grammatical speech dyes not begin before .5
years of age; yet as far as we can tell, acquisition is virtually complete by 3.5 or

4 years. Thus a basis for the rich and intricate competence of adult grammar . . .

must emerge in the short span of 24 to 30 months. (p. 120)

That language is acquired during the first few years of life is supported by L enneberg (1967).

He terms this stage of development as behavorial resonance and defines it as the time when a

child, after being exposed to the language of his social sut \undings, suddenly responds to the

stimuli and vocalizes in meaningful ways. The process is confi d to the years just preceding the

physical maturity of the brain when the nervous system is plastic and the cognitive processes are

unfolding. "An individual may outgrow the capacity for the acquisition of language," reports

I. enneberg (1967, p. 1337). Levine (1960) and Meadow (1968) believe-ifiat if language is not

developed during the early years of a child's life, little more than remedial work can be done since

language will never develop spontaneously. McCroskey (1967), Simmons (1%7), and Downs

(1967) maintain that the capacity for language acquisition occurs only once in the early years of life.

Several writers stress the importance of early intervention with hearing impaired infants

because of this optimal or critical language development period. St reng (1%7) feels that the

( apacity to acq\iire language may be transitory, and reach a peak around the ages two to four. She

states:

If this is true, it leaves us in a rather hopeless situation unless language

learning is seriously begun in the home before the age of two .. . the. greater

the delay in learning to communicate, the greater the delay in the more formal

4 1 1



aspects of education and the more difficult is the task for both teaches and
child. (p. 128)

Bric ker and Bricker (1974) write that

The infant and pretinguistic child are not simply sitting around listening to well

formed sentences. They are exploring their environment and synthesizing a
sensorimotor account of it all. Consequently, an early intervention program in
language should begin during early infancy rather than in the middle of the
second year of life, (p. 432)

Berg (1976) refers to the 1971 Simmons study which suggested why special assistance should

be provided to hearing impaired children from infancy. She noted that it is during the first years of
life that language learning ordinarily advances rapidly. She also indicated that language is inextric-

ably linked with auditory experiences. Simmons concluded that delayed identification of hearing
loss and delayed utilisation of residual hearing prolong the time it takes a child to progress
through the various stag:s of language development.

McCroskey (1967) supports an early language training program for hearing impaired infants
because: (1) Humans have a predisposition to language; (2) early sensory input provides the
material necessary for the infant to internally organize language; (3) the child learns how n
monitor and control his language if he is given early feedback; and (4) the social, emotional, and
intellectual growth of the child are proportional to the child's ability to relate to others and
therefore are contingent on early language training.

An -en ea of critical need that can best be met by early intervention is the need of parents of
handicapped children for services and for psychological and emotional support.

The first reaction to finding that a child has a handicapping problem is generally distress.
E Hers (1966) found that the mothers of retarded children typically reported being shocked and
disbelieving when their child's condition was first confirmed.

The very identification or labeling of a person in the role of parent of a handicapped child
nearly always comes as an unpleasant surprise. The expected perfect child, as pointed out by
S( hlesingc-r and Meadow (1972), is an anticipated gift to the family. If the child fails to be perfect,

confli(ts arise even in the best adjusted parents. The very presence of a handicap means that the

rarents' hopes and dreams have not been fully realized.
Even the birth of a normal child is a potential life crisis. The life style of family members is

almost always changer, i creating a readjustment of roles within the family. The child to be is usually

idealised as one who will meet or surpass his parents' achievements. He is generally perceived as

giving pleasure (Schlesinger and Meadow, 1q76). They contend that if the child is not perfect:
latent ( ()nth( ts are.ravivect for his parents (Schlesinger anti Meadow, 1976).

iDuring
the process of suspecting, recognizing, and identifying a hand-

ap, it would appear that the following emotions are common among pa.

re its: shock, bewildermen9orrow, guilt and anxiety. (p. 36)

Klaus and Kennell ( 1976) describe the stages that parents go through in reac, tion to having a

handl( apped child The stages they give are (1) shock, (2) disbelief (denial), (3) sadness, anger and
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anxiety, (4) equilibrium and (5) reorganization. The amount of time that a parent needs to deal

with the issues of a specific stage varies, but the sequence reflects the natural course of most

parental reactions to their malformed infant.
Optimally, educational intervention will occur early in the life span of the exceptional child.

Professionals should meet the parents shortly after the disclosure of the diagnosis (Schlesinger

and Meadow, 1(.1: 6). They state that the professional may be ready and eager to initiate education

or therapy while the parent is stilldealing with the impact of the diagnosis and his contact with the

experts.
Klaus and KtInnell, (1976) say that:

Involving the parents in the care and planning for their infant allows them
to enjoy satisfying feedback from him. It is also at this early stage that the

groundwork is laid for an effective alliance of parents and professionals
concerning treatment. (p. 117)

The rationale for early home intervention is a strong o?te. The handicap of deafness imposes

acute to profound language delay. These disorders have not responded well to later educational

programming. From the body of early language development research and writing, there is a

convincing theory that there exists an optimal if not a critical period for language development,

i.e., from birth to five years of age. Language intervention for hearing impaired children, there-

fore, must begin as soon after birth as possible: It should occur in the home setting with parent

and family involvement. Early home intervention can provide the psychological and emotional

support that parents of a handicapped child need.
The philosophy and.thus the home program for hearing paired infants and children are

therefore built on the following concepts: (1) Language programming and intervention for the

hearing impaired child must begin as dose to birth as possible. (2) The hearing disorder must be

treated immediately. This treatment is in the form of amplification. Medical treatment is given

where applicable. If the child with a hearing disorder does not respond to the treatment of

amplification, then the communicative disorder is treated through an added visual system, total

communication. (3) The language program should follow the sequence of the natural language

universals. (4) The language program must be in the home and the parents are the target

population which will execute the language program and bring about the language growth of the

child. (5) The teacher's (parent advisor's) role is to teach the parent through modeling and
instruction. (6) A child with a hearing disorder must be taught to use and develop his residual

hearing. (7) A language development program for a hearing impaired infant or child should not be

struct ured.s(8) A horn(' program should provide psychological ano emotional support for parents

of handicapped children.

Development of the SKI*HI Model

The Skis Hi Model was originally developed through an Office of Special Education, Handi-

capped Children's Early Education Program (HCEEP) Demonstration Model Grant from 1972 to

1975. During the demonstration phase, staff members visited programs for young hearing

13
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paired children throughout the United States. Consultants were used to develop the basic
p.ograms. Staff members researched early language and communication. An experimental model

was developed and evaluated for one and a half years. After evaluation and extensive field testing

and revisions, the SKI*HI Model became a reality in 1975. Upon completion of the three-year
model program in 1975, the model program became the Utah Parent Infant Program and SKI*H I
became a HCEEP Outreach Model.

Project SKI*HI Outreach refined the SKI*HI Model and took the necessary steps to have it
validated as an exemplary educational program. SKI*HI became a member of the National
Diffusion Network and has now been adopted by more than 140 agencies throughout the United
States and Canada. Approximately 2,000 children and their families receive home intervention
services annually.

In 1981, Project INSITE was funded as a HCEEP Demonstration Model for home intervention

services for multi-handicapped sensory impaired children.

INSITE IN Home Sensory Impaired Training & Education

The INSITE Model uses the basic SKI*HI Model and concept of services to parents in the
home. However, INSITE has developed a curriculum for multi-handicapped deaf children, multi-
handicapped blind children and deaf-blind children. The INSITE Model was funded as an HCEEP

Outreach Model.
Project INTERVENTION was funded in 1983 as an OSE innovative program for severely

handicapped children. The INTERVENER Model provides a different type of service in the home of

severely multi-handicapped sensory impaired (MHSI) children. This model builds on the SKI*HI
Model and INSITE Model but provides direct service to the MHSI child and family. The Intervener
is a non-professional person who provides direct daily service to the child and family under the
direction of the parent advisor.

Bask Educational and Philosophical Underpinnings of the SKI*HI Model

1. the hearing impaired child must be identified as close to birth as possible. Therefore, the
model of delivery of services must include a hearing screening-identification system. This screen-
ing method must be at birth and in hospitals in order to screen all children. There must be an
active public awareness program and an effective referral system. All hearing impaired children
should be ideritified by at least one year of age.

2. The child's hearing disorder musi be treated with binaural amplification at the earliest
possible time. The child should be fit with trial amplification within one month of identification.

In order to provide optimum amplification for hearing impaired infants, a team auditory-
hearing aid management system must be employed. The audiologists, parents, and parent
adykor,, work together in order to select the optimal hearing aid and effect the best fitting
possible. A hearing aid trial system must be available for optimal fitting of the infant.

4. Binaural, ear level amplification has been demonstrated to ho best for most hearing
impaired infants in home intervention programs.



S. The home based parent advisor model is founded on the principle of assisting the parents

to effectively parent their hearing impaired child. The parent advisor teaches, models and advises

the parent. She does not work directly with the child. The only time the parent advisor works with

the child is to model an activity for the parent. The best frequency for home visits is weekly. The

average duration of the home visit is approximately one hour.

6. The SKI*HI Model is based on an ecological model. This model treats the child and the

environment in which he lives.
7. The parents must be taught and assisted in understanding and managinghearing aids.

8. The parents must teach and assist their hearing impaired child in using his hearing. A

planned auditory program is necessary for the child to develop his auditory potential.

9. The SKI*HI Model is based on the pragmatic language approach. The child is a dynamic

partner in a two-way communication system. The child has intentions to be expressed through

gestures, facial expressions and vocalizations. If parents are taught to be sensitive to these

expressed intentions and respond to them, the hearing impaired child will develop a communica-

tive system. The child and parents must develop a communication system before a language

system can develop. Therefore, the parents need a model of how to develop a pragmatic
communicative system with their child when he is still very young.

10. Some hearing impaired children can and will develop an effective communicative

language system through amplified hearing. However, many hearing impai-ed children must

have a maximum visual system plus amplification to develop an effective communicative/

language system. Thus, the parent infant program must provide both an auditory approach and a

total communication approach in order for all children to develop maximum language systems. It

is the responsibility of the parent infant program to evaluate the child and family for the
appropriate communication approach. The program must not bias the parents toward one

communicative method but assist them in knowing and choosing the best approach for each child

and family.
11. The parent infant program should provide the necessary resources in the home to make

the program effective for the family. The program should provide a hearing aid trial system, a

hearing aid loaner bank, hearing aid molds at minimum cost, library materials and a system for

learning total communication. The parents should not have to leave the home to obtain these

services.
12. Parents should have a model as to how they can use the everyday activities in the home to

develop language in their child. Parents should not be expected to become teachers or behavioral

engineers. They should be able to continue with their family functions using an unobtrusive,

effective communication system to build an effective language system.

13. The parent advisor needs to understand the dynamics of the family she serves and be

supportive.
14. The parent infant program should provide necessary supportive programs to the family.

Part of these underpinnings constituted the basic foundation of the original SKI*HI Model

and the philosophy upon which the program was developed. Some of these basic philosophies

have developed and formalized as the program has matured.
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The SKI*H1 Model

The SKI*H1 Model is a comprehensive home intervention program for hearing impaired
infants and families. It is based on the rationale and basic educational, developmental, and
philosophical underpinnings previously stated. it is the result of ,-vvelve 'ears of research,
development and experience. It is a proven model being used with 2,0)0 hearing impaired infants

and young children annually. It has found acceptance by over 140 agencies which have adopted
the SKI*H1 Model.

This discussion is a brief overview of the model and is intended only as an introduction. The
working SKI*HI Curriculum is found in Clark and Watkins (1985), the SKI*H1 Curriculum Manual,
which contains the full detailed home intervention curriculum

The model has four main components. These components are: child identification and
processing, program management, direct services to families and supportive services.

Child identification and processing. The basic areas and the flow of the identification and child
processing components are displayed below.

SCREENING

REFERRAL
Professionals
Agencies
Public

DIAGNOSIS
1 st CONTACT FAMILY

PREASSESSMENT 0- 1st QUARTER PLAN
HOME VISIT ORIENTATION

These areas are described in detail in the SKI *HI Administrative Handbook. They are briefly
overviews d below.

1. Screening: Birth certificate screening and maternal questionnaire high risk hearing screen-
ing are the most commonly used screening systems. Hearing screening in intensive care newborn
hospital units is also a valuable screening resource. The agency conducting the hearing screening
should work directly with the parent infant program to insure immediate referral.

2. Referral: A parent infant program must have an active, comprehensive referral system to
supplement the screening program. No screening program will identify all hearing impaired
infants. A systematic referral system should be administered by the parent infant program. A
referral system should include a public awareness referral system and a sensitive professional
resource referral system.

3. Diagnosis: Th.! parent infant program should have a system in which audiologists and
otolaryngologists provide diagnostic services. It is critical that a child entering a parent infant
prngrarn be diagnosed as hearing impaired by an audiologist and have an otolaryngok)gist's
learance for hearing aid fitting. Exact hearing thresholds are not necessary and in most cases, are

not obtainable.
4. First Home Contact: The family should be contacted by the Parent Infant Program im-

mediately upon receipt of the referral. it is critical that the parents are aware of the support the

9



Parent Infant Program can give. A parent advisor should make the first visit to the home within two

days of receipt of the referral. The first visit should be a supportive get-acquainted experience.

5. Family Orientation: It is highly desirable to have the complete family of the hearing

impaired child come into the program office to become oriented to the program. 1 his is usually

the official entry of the family into the program. An orientation program can be shown, additional

testing done, acid completion of necessary information and forms can be accomplished. The

famih orientation should giv,?. support to the family and help them to have hope and a positive

attitude toward the future of their child.
6. Preassessment: It is critical that pre-data be obtained prior to the commencement of the

home intervention services. Good pre-data will make possible the measurement of the effect of

the program on the child and family.
7. First Quarterly Staffing: After complete child and family assessment data aie available, the

staff should meet to evaluate these data and determine the first three month plan for the child and

family.

Program Management

The basic areas of program management are (a) Selection of Personnel, (b) Model for

Delivery of Services, (c) lnservice Training, (d) Interagency Coordination, (e) Supervision, (f)

Budget Management, (g) Program Evaluation.

These areas of program management are described in detail in the SKI*HI Administrators

Handbook. A brief overview follows.
1. Persormel: The personnel required for a parent infant program will depend to a great

degree on the size of the program. However, regardless of the size of the program, it must have

one or more parent advisors. A small program operating out of a school district may have just one

parent advisor with supportive and ,administrative time from district personnel. A fully organized

parent infant program should include: (a) coordinator- supervisor, (b) parent advisors, (c) au-

diologist or audiological time, (d) counselor or counseling time, (e) child development specialist

or time.
2. Model for Delivery of Services: Several models for delivery of services have been

developed to serve different geographic areas and resources. The most commonly used is the

part-time parent advisor model. Parent advisors are recruited, hired and trained to serve a specific

geographic area. They are paid by the case load. This is a cost effective model and is highly

successful in rural areas. Another model is the use of center-based preschool teachers who teach

preschool in the morning and make home visits in the afternoon.' They may teach in the

( enter-based program for three or four days, then make home one or two days a week.

Some larger programs use full-time parent advisors. There are a variety of combinations of the

above models.
3. lnservice Training: Because of the nature of parent infant programming, staff will need

inservice training in areas such as adult learning strategies, child development, family dynamics,

and other areas. An ongoing inservice program is essential to a parent infant program.
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4. Interagency Cooperation: The parent infant program must work within the community,
school and stale !;tructures that already exist to provide services for hearing impaired infants and

their families. The program must identify these services, then form a linkage which provides a

maximum service pattern to families without overlapping of services or gaps in services.

The direct service of weekly visits to the home is a function of the parent infant program.
Hearing screening, identification, diagnostic programming and hearing aid fitting require the use
of state, regional and local health and medical and audiological services. The parent infant
program must access and coordinate these services. Family support, psychological and emotional

support and child development services may or may not exist within the milieu of the community
service pattern. If they exist, the parent infant program must access and coordinate these
services. If they do not, then the program must provide these services as best they can.

5. Supervision: The size, geographic location and structure of the parent infant program will
dictate the supervision needs and functions. A large, well organized parent infant program should
have a full time coordinator who provides supervision services. Many states have one parent
infant program which serves the entire state, for example, Utah, Idaho, Montana, North and
South Dakota, Arizona, Vermont. These programs employ a full-time coordinator

Supervision of parent advisors scattered over a large area is critical. These parent advisors
should receive regular visits from the supervisor and regular telephone visits. The following
pattern has been successfully used:

A. On-site supervisory visits are made monthly for the first three months to new parent
advisors; every other month for the remainder of the first year; visits every three months for
the second year with visits twice a year thereafter. The supervisor should plan the visit and
determine the purpose of the supervisory visit. Time should be allowed between visits or
during travel between visits for conferencing.

B. Supervisory phone calls can be made once per month. A regular format for these calls

should be used with a pre-established time for the call.
C. Periodic staff meetings can provide group information which is a cost effective

supervisory tool.
D. Parent advisors have used collegial supervision successfully. The parent infant prog-

ram provides time and travel for one parent advisor to visit another parent advisor. She
accompanies the other parent advisor on her home visits and observes, discusses and shares

ideas, procedures and materials.
6. Budget Management: A parent infant program can have its own budget or be a aprt of an

institutional budget. Experience with agencies throughout the United States indicates that a
soli -e mtained budget for support of the parent infant program is the best way to provide funding.

A imrent infant prograrn presents unique budgeting problems. Because of the nature of identifi-
ation of babies, they are continually coming into the program throughout the year. The number

of c hildren identified determines the financial demand on the budget. The use of part-time parent
advisors also presents special budgeting needs. These and other budget management proce-
dures for parent infant programs are disc ussed in the management manual.



7. Program Evaluation: it important that program evaluation not be confused with child

performance data. Child performance da assists in determining an individualized program for a

child while program evaluation measures the effectiveness of the complete program. Child

performance data is used collectively to evaluate the performance of the program. WI-it has

developed a program evaluation system which includes child demographic and child assessment

data (see pages 70-87). A national data system collects child data from all SKI *Hi adoption

programs. Each participating agency then receives an annual evaluation report. This national data

bank is available for research on parent infant home programming.

Direct Services To Families

The heart and soul of the SKI *HI Model is the direct services to the family. The Direct Service

Component is delivered by a parent advisorwho makes weekly home visits. The parent advisor is

a certified professional who has complete SKI*HI training.

The home visit is about one hour in length and nas a format for the delivery. The parent

advisor makes a lesson plan prior to the visit and then makes a report of each visit.

It is important that the parent advisor understands the complete direct service component

and the sequencing and coordination of the various components of the direct service compo-

nent. The correct sequencing of the SKI*HI curriculum is critical and should be followed in the

order outlined on the following table. The hearing aid fitting process should also be carefully

sequenced as shown. The table depicts the complete Direct Service Component in the optimal

sequence of services. All services should be delivered simul6neously as noted from left to right.

It is important that the parent advisor and supervisor understand that as they begin home

visits, they should also begin a diagnostic program of collecting pre-data on the child. The first set

of earmolds should then be made and the fi, ,t trial hearing aid be fit. The Home Hearing Aid

Program and the Home Communication Program should then commence simultaneously. At the

same time the parent advisor should begin collecting behavioral data. Note that by the time the

parent advisor completes the Home Hearing Aid Program she should also complete the trial

hearing aid program and fit the permanent hearing aid. While the Home Hearing Aid and Home

Communication Programs are in process, the parent advisor should commence the monitoring

for choosing the optimal communication method. During this time, the child assessment cycle

should be in progress. By the time the child is well into the Home Auditory Program, data should

have been collected and the communicative situation properly monitored to allow for determina-

tion of the appropriate communicative system for the child and family. A staffing should be called

to make the final determination of the communicative method. When this is determined, the

anguage Stimulation Program should proceed either in the aural-oral mode or the total com-

munication mode.
I t is critical that the parent infant program t e understood not as an end in itself but rather as a

means to make the family self-sufficient. The goal of the program should be to make the home a

meaningful, communicative, developmental environment for the hearing impaired child. The

family should not become dependent on the parent advisor. There is no set length of time for

home intervention. This depends on the age of the child at entry in the program, the severity of
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Sequential Order of Direct Service Component of the Model

HOME INTERVENTION CURRICULUM

Begin weekly home %/Is.'s 0- Home Hearing Aid Program 0- Home Auditory Program Preparation

for exit from
Determine parent readiness
for !G.mal lessons Home Communication Program Home Language Stimulation Program Norris Program

AUD:OLOGICAL/ HEARING AID FITTING PROCESS

Make molds 00- Establish Begin Parent
and fit first full time trial and P.A
hearing aid wearing program data

CHILD ASSESSMENT

..0.- Child is optimally amplified
monitor amplification

All children 0. Collection ---0- Quarterly _ a-- Quarterly-0- Collection -111. Quarterly 40-- Staffing --41.- Staffing
begin diagnostic of testing staffing of testing for deter- ,Aural -Ora! , for child-
program collect behavioral determine behavioral mination exit from
pre -.rata data 3 month plan data of comm Total Comm. program

method

Monitoring for rommi inicalive method
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the handl( ap, and the needs of the family and child. For a family having a child with a moderate
hearing loss, the intervention may be only a few months to properly fit the hearing aids and go
through the Home Hearing Aid Program. The average intervention time for the child with a
prc found loss is about eighteen months. The prime consideration in length of the home interven-

tion process is to develop the skills and understanding of the parent, make the home a meaningful
communicative environment, and provide a system for necessary supportive services. The parent

advisor should then exit the home. The staff should prepare the family for exit from, the program
and assist the family in accessing available services. The parent infant program should work with
the center-based program to insure smooth transition from home-based pre .m to center-based

program.
The following is a brief description of the components of the Direct Services to Families or

otherwise, the SKI*HI Curriculum.

Information For The Parent Advisor

This is information that the parent advisor should be familiar with prior to initiation of the
SKI*HI home programs.

Determining Parent Readiness For Formal Skl*HI Lessons: This information provides parent
advisors with guidelines to determine the parents' readiness for the formal home program. If the
parents are not ready, strategies are provided which assist the parents to become ready for the

Skl*H1 lessons.

Prov;ding Psycho-Emotional Support for Families: This unit contains information about family

dynamics, the mourning process, role of the parent advisor, assessing the impact of the parent
advisor in the home, and identifying and meeting family psycho-emotional needs. The parent
advisor is given basic information on each topic and si .,cific strategies for dealing with the issues.

Planning, Delivering and Reporting the Home Visit: This unit is a complete step-by-step guide to

the planning, delivering, and reporting of the home visit. This information will enable parent
advisors to make proper preparations for the visit, deliver the SKI. HI lessons effectively, and

assess parent and child progress to determine the effectiveness of the home visit program.

SKI*HI Programs

There are four basic SKI*HI home programs. Each home program consists of a series of

lessons delivered in the home by the parent advisor.

Home Hearing Aid Program: The Home Hearing Aid Program provides a series of nine lessons

whic h facilitate the proper fitting of hearing aids and acceptance of amplification by the child. it

provides instructions to the parents in understanding the hearing aids, maintenance of the aids,

and overall management of the hearing aids.

Home Communication Program: The Home Communication Program is a pragmatic approach

to building a communicative system for the hearing impaired child and his family. The program

assists the parents in understanding the importance of communication and how it develops. The
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program assists the parents in developing essential communicative skills and leads to the selec-

tion of an optimum language method for the hearing impaired child and his family. It consists of 12

information lessons and 15 skill lessons. It provides instructions and guidelines for the parent

advisor.

Wane Auditory Program: This program provides a means of teaching the parent to help the
child :o use his residual hearing so that he is able to hear and derive meaning from the vocaliza-

tions of others and relate them to his own vocal productions. The Auditory Program consists of
guidelines in developing the child's hearing through five phases. Teaching guidelines, activities
and materials for developing hearing in each phase are given. Information on general auditory
programming is provided for the parent advisor.

Home Language Stimulation Program: The Home Language Stimulation program involves
content, form and use of language. It uses natural parent-child interactions and conversations
which are based on normal language development. The program assists the parents in creating a

natural, stimulating home environment that will encourage growth in the hearing impaired child
through incorporation of effective language practices in daily living activities. The program
provides for a total communication approach and an aural-oral approach.

Supportive Service Component

The parent advisor delivers the basic parent infant home intervention services to the home.
However, there are some important services which the parent advisor cannot deliver. These
services must be offered through a support service component. If these services are not available,

the quality of the home intervention services is undermined and the overall effect on the child and

family can be greatly limited. For the parent infant home intervention program the following
minimal supportive services should be in place: (a) audiological and hearing aid management, (b)

materials and devices for parents, (0 psychologica.l-emotional support, (d) child development

services.
The supportive services can vary frcm program to program depending on the needs and the

resources of the program. A small school district program is dependent on whatever services the

distric t has available and is willing to provide to the parent infant program. Larger programs can

and should have all of the 'portiye services previously listed. The less support that is provided,

the more frustration parent advisors have and the less service parents and children receive. The

following describes these basic areas of support services.

Audiological and Hearing Aid management: This is an essential part of the model that cannot be

delivered by the parent advisor. Thus, the parents and child are dependent upon the quality of
audiological/hearing aid support services that are otherwise available.

The optimal audiological and hearing aid management for hearing impaired infants and
young c hildren can only happen through team management with the audiologist heading the
team and the parent advisor and the parents being on the team. Horne intervention through the
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SKI* HI Model provides the mechanism for this team approach. The following is a brief outline/

flow chart of the SK1'Fil audiological/hearing aid management system. The tv,odel calls for

an up-to-date hearing aid trial bank which the audiologist can draw on to select trial aids in order

to determine the best permanent hearing aid fitting on an infant.
The auditory functioning of the child is highly dependent upon the quality and appropriate-

ney-, of amplification. The amplification the child receives is dependent on the audiological
supportive services. With an audiologist involved in child slayings, home fitting, management of
the hearing aids, maintenance of the aids and molds, periodic audiological testing, and selection
of the communicative method, the hearing impaired child has optimal opportunity to develop his

hearing potential to its fullest capacity.

Materials and Devices For Parents: There are some materials and devices which greatly facili-

tate implementation of the SKI*HI Curriculum. The following are some important services to
provide parents and their hearing impaired child:

1. Trial hearing aids. These aids are an essential part of the hearing aid elpnagement systm

and should be provided by the program.
2. Hearing aid molds. It is critical that the child have the best fitting earmolds possible during

the trial fitting program. The program should provide the molds during this time.
.3. Resource materials for parents. Most parents have a need to learn more about their child's

handicap. The accessibility of a resource library through a home loan system can greatly facilitate

the p. rents' acceptance of the hearing loss and their ability to help and enjoy their child. The

SKI' HI Model has a library loan program which provides a free library loan system-for parents.
4. Total communication tapes and video playback machines. The total communication video

tape program is described in the Language Stimulation Program: Total Communication section.

The parent infant program should have an adequate supply of video tapes and can work with local

video rental agencies to supply video playback machines for parents.
These devices and materials along with the other SKI'HI services make it possible for parents

to provide a high quality program for their children in the home.

Psychological and Emotional Support: The parent advisors can provide some psycholog;cal
and emotional support to parents as they make weekly home visits. These support services are

described in the Direct Services to Families Component. However, there are some psychological-

emotional support services which cannot be provided by the parent advisor and must be provided

by the Supportive Services Component of the SKI *Hl Model. These services are: (a) psychological

support to parent advisors, (b) parent group meetings,(c) psychological counseling.

Summary

'The SKI*/ il Institute staff hope that the user of this manual will conceptualize the whole

SKI *HI Mociel and provide a holistic approach to home programming for hearing impaired

hildren and their families. The home programs for implementing the Direct Service Component

of the Ski*Hi Model follow. It is important to keep in mind how one program meshes with the

other programs and how the complete SKIHI Model provides a comprehensive program for

families of hearing impaired children. .
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The management of the SKIFil Model with the roles of the Director, Supervisor, Parent
Advisors ond- support staff is detailed in "Management Guidelines I (77 The SkIsH I Model : A

Practitioner:' Guide.-

USE OF THE SKI*HI MANUAL

This manual contains the complete home visit curriculum delivered by the parent advisor in

the home. The curriculum is divided into two main sections: (a) Information For the Parent
Advisor (pink tabs) and, (b) Skl*H1 Home Programs (purple tabs). The first section contains
information the parent advisor should be familiar with prior to the initiation of the SKI`Hi home
programs. This section contains three units: (a) Determining and Promoting Parent Readiness For

Formal SKI*HI Lessons, (b) Psycho-Emotional Support For Families, and (c) Home Visit Planning,

Delivery, and Reporting. The second section contains the actual SKI*Fil home programs. Each

program is a separate unit. The programs ire: (a) Home Hearing Aid Program, (b) Home Com-
munication Program, (c) Home Auditory Program, (d) Hcr e Language stimulation Program:
Aural-Oral, and (e) Home Language Stimulation Program: Total Communication.

Each program unit has introductory information including rationale and background, over-
% iew of the program, use of the program in the SKI*1-11 model, and general teaching suggestions.

Next, the lessons in each program are presented. in each lesson, an outline of parent objectives is

given first. The parent advisor can easily refer to this outline to ensure coverage of all lesson

topics. Child o',iectives are also given if appropriate. Next, materials are listed that the parent
advisor will need for delivery of the lesson. The actual lesson follows, including discussions and

teaching strategies. Review questions for the parents and sample challenges follow the lesson

itself. Finally, notes/supplemental information and reading lists follow as appropriate. The parent

advisor will want to carefully study the information on pages 67-69 which discusses effective

delivery of all lesson materials.
Note: Throughout the curriculum, the parent advisor is referred to as "she" and the hearing

impaired child as "he" in order to simplify content for the reader.
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UNIT

DETERMINING AND PROMOTING PARENT READINESS

FOR FORMAL SKI*HI LESSONS: THE FIRST HOME VISITS

Introduction

It is not always appropriate for the parent advisor to begin the SKI'HI Home Visit Programs
(Hearing Aid, Communication programs) during her first few visits to the home. Many parents will

not be ready for these programs because of three major factors:

1. Parents may not be nurturing or enjoying their hearing impaired child.
2. Survival needs of the family (clothing and shelter, medical and financial needs) may not be

met.
3. Parents may not be emotionally ready to receive and act upon new information.

Because these factors may be present in any home, the parent advisor should spend time

during her first visits to the home observing, exploring and dealing with these issues. Specifically,

the first home visit should consist of the following activities.

1. Make acquaintances (child background information, parent advisor background, etc.)
2. Give brief, simple explanations (possibly review) of the role of the parent advisor and a

description of the program.
3. Ask parents "How can i be of help as a parent advisor?"
4. Observe parent nurturing behaviors and emotional readiness to receive lessot.s; observe

survival needs of family.

For many families, these activities will take more than one home visit. If it is obvious during
these first home visits (as a result of observation or parent requests for help) that parents are
having problems with survival, emotional adjustment, or nurturing behaviors, the parent advisor
should then implement specific strategies to deal with these problems. This section includes
discussions on observing and dealing with these problems in the home.



Use of Program in SKI*Fil Model

The following schematic shows how this program, Determining Parent Readiness For Les-

sons, fits into the SKI°1--11 Model.

Determining Parent Readiness
for Lessons:

Informal observation and strategies
to promote readiness.

Home Hearing
Aid Program

Home Communication
Program

Home Auditory
Program

Home Language
Stimulation Program

It should be noted that parents of all sensory impaired children (including hearing impaired

children) need to establish a successful relationship with their child based on caring, touching,

eye contact, and other forms of meaningful contact. Because of this, the concepts in the

programs, Determining Parent Readiness For Lessons and the Home Communication Program,

are used with all sensory impaired children in the SKI*Fil Institute including deaf-blind and

isually impaired children.
As parents learn how to handle, interact with and enjoy their child, information is obtained

that will be used in determining the most appropriate communication mode for the child. This

assessment can be seen graphically on the following chart. A detailed discussion of this assess-

ment as it relates to the hearing impaired child is on pages 289-315.

Determining Parent
Readiness for Lessons

41 Home Communication
Program

Obtaining Communication Information on Child...111

22 30

Hearing Impaired:
Aural-Oralism
Total Communication

Deaf-Blind:
Co-active Signing
Aural-Oralism
Communication Boards

Vir %ally Impaired:
Aural-Oralism
Communication Boards

Severely Sensory Impaired:
Gestures and Primitive
Signals/Signs



Observing Parent Readiness and Strategies to Promote Readiness

During the first visit(s) to the home, the parent advisor will need to determine the parents'
readiness to receive the SKI*HI lessons. Parents may not be ready to receive lessons if they are: (a)

not caring for (nurturing) the child, (b) emotionally unready to act on new information, (c) not
having their survival needs met (including clothing, shelter, food). Each of these areas will be
discussed in a section below.

Each section first contains an introduction, then a guide to observing the behaviors or needs
in question. The parent advisor should not formally administer the guide to the parents. Rather,
she should be aware of the items on the guide and watch for evidence of them during the first
home visits. Finally, strategies follow which promote parent readiness. If parents are
having difficulty with items on the guide, the parent advisor assists them in dealing with these
problems so that they will be better able to receive the formal SKI*HI lessons.

In all three areas, nurturing, survival needs, and emotional needs, the parent advisor must
use her own judgment in deciding when to begin SKI*HI lessons after initiating a process of
meeting needs. The parent advisor should be conscious of not allowing herself to be bogged
down or side tracked for an inordinate time in this phase of her service. She should try to begin
the lessons as soon as possible, perhaps when she becomes aware that the parents are

beginning to develop a more positive outlook with the prospect that their problems are on the
way to being addressed or solved.

Caring For The Hearing Impaired Child

Introduction. Perhaps the most important things patents can give their hearing impaired child
are LOVE and CARE. The child who receives CARE will learn to care for himself and to attach to

othf.,r human beings. Development of this care of self (personhood) and care of others
(interpersonal relationships) forms the basis of all other human experiences.

Quite simply, the most important thing the p, nt advisor can gehtly inspire in the parents is
I NJOYMENT OF THE HEARING IMPAIRED CHILD. All of the SKI*HI home visit lessons are
designed to facilitate this. Parents are provided emotional support as they deal with the loss of
a "perfect child" and the rebirth of their own child. They need to recognize the unique
qualities of their own child, one of which is hearing impairment. Parents are helped to see the
strengths of the child and their own strengths. Parents are helped to joyfully play and
communicate with their child. As the SKI*HI Program progresses, parents experience increas-

d.
ing affection for and joy in their hearing impaired child.

However, for sonic parents the enjoyment and nurturing of the child is severely disrupted by
the diagnosis of hearing impairment. The child is no longer a normal child but a handicapped
child who requires special treatment. Some parents become so preoccupied with the fact that
the child is "different" that they back off from their natural nurturing behaviors and concen-
trate completely on treating the child's prohlerns. The parents need encouragement to
enjoy the child as he is. They need help with bonding and nurturing behaviors before
concentrating on the implementation of specific SKI*HI skills. Some parents simply do not
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know how to nurture children. They too need help in learning how to enjoy their hearing

impaired child. Because of this, it is recommended that each parent advisor pay special

attention to the parents' enjoyment and nurturance of the child (bonding) during the first visit

or visits to the home. The parent advisor may want to use the guide below in deciding if the parent

touching, holding, responding to, and showing enjoyment of the child. If the parent

is -ver or infrequently using most of these nurturing behaviors on the guide, the parent

ads r should postpone the initiation of the Home Hearing Aid and Home Communication

Programs and follow the suggestions under Guide to Promoting Nurturing on page 25.

Observing parent nurturing. The following guide will assist parent advisors to determine if

parents are nurturing their child. Remember the guide is not a formal assessment. Parent

advisors should be aware of the behaviors on the guide and watch for evidence of these

behaviors, but they should not formally administer the guide to parents.

Parent Nurturing Guide

1. Touching: Does the parent frequently: (a) kiss the child, (b) pat and stroke the child, (c)

touch the child in play (patting hands together in pat-a-cake, bouncing child on knee, etc.), (d)

cuddle the child?
2. looking: Does the parent frequently: (a) look at the child when communicating with him

(maintaining eye contact), (b) glance at the child when he is present, (c) focus on the child

when caring for him?
3. Holding: Does the parent frequently: (a) support baby's back and neck (avoid neck flop),

(b) keep the child in a safe place or in the presence of a responsible care giver, (c) protect the

child from injuries (shade his eyes from the sun, remove hazardous objects), (d) touch the

awake child in a stimulating way while holding him (bouncing, patting), (e) hover (lean tov,,-d

child, bend over to be near him), (f) *hold the baby close during bottle feeding rather than

setting him aside and placing the bottle in his mouth, (g) *hold the baby on the shoulder to

burp rather than setting him down and patting his back?

4. Enjoying: Does the parent frequently: (a) smile at the child, (b) laugh at or with the child, (c)

wink at the child, (d) make interesting faces, funny sounds or actions to amuse the child, (e)

enjoy playing with the child, (f) avoid shouting, scolding, or expressions of overt child

annoyance, (g) avoid slapping, spanking or otherwise physically punishing the child?

5. Comforting: Does the parent frequently: (a) comfort the crying child, (b) speak reassur-

ingly to the child when the child is frightened, hurt, confused or otherwise distressed?

6. Vocalizing: Does the parent frequently: (a) coo, gurgle, babble or talk to the child, (b) hum

or sing to the child, (c) convey positive feelings when communicating to the child?

Applies uniquely to infants (pre-toddler).

Promoting nurturing. If parents are never or infrequently using most of the nurturing be-

haviors on the guide, the parent advisor will then want to use the suggestions in the following

Guide To Promoting Nurturing.
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Guide To Promoting Nurturing

, -,1. Realize that an important reason why arvnts may not be displaying affectionate behaviors

toward their child is because they are "grit? int
/"

(see pages i4 -39 for a disc ussion of this process).

Parents may feel incapable of warmly touching and interacting with the child because of their
feelings of anxiety, rage, depression, and frustration. Parent advisors need to allow parents time
to grieve. However, parent advisors can provide support during this grief process as discussed on

pages 34-39.

2. Parents need to understand the importance of providing companionship and nurturance
for their child. It is suggested that parent advisors postpone the initiation of the Home Hearing
Aid and Home Communication Programs for a few visits and concentrate on informally discussing

the importance of nurturing with the parents and modeling nurturing behaviors to them. A
suggested brief discussion script follows:

"The basic needs of your child are food, warmth and compan'onship.
Providing love and care is much more important to your child's eventual total

development than keeping your child warm and fed. When young children
are fed and dry and still cry, they are indicating their need for companionship.
Picking up your child, cuddling him, rocking him, and talking to him wil!
provide the companionship that your child so needs and wants.

During the first few years of life, your child is completely dependent on
you. You are his provider of food and warmth and most importantly care. Only
when your child can feel completely dependent on you (you are there to hold
and cuddle and nurture him), will he feel secure enough to move out on his
own. This sense of security, rather than fear, will enable your child to explore

his environment, learn, and gain independence. So your early nurturing will
enable your child to grow into an independent, confident adult. It will also
help him to be a happy, well-adjusted child since he will feel your warmth and

affection and in turn feel affection for you and himself. Of course, this will
increase your enjoyment of your child and of yourself.

There are three basic nurturing behaviors that form the foundation of all

other nurturing behaviors. They are: (a) eye-contact, (b) touching-holding the

child, (c) smiling to the child.
Simply remembering to look at the child, especially when caring for or

communicating with the child, will help your child feel companionship with
you. Of course, frequently holding and touching your child will enable him to

feel close to you and loved by you. Final's, , the social smile forms the base of

other later social interactive behaviors. Smiling frequently to your child will
help him feel appreciated and will encourage nim to respond back to you!'

Parent advisors m y want to refer to the SKIIHI Cognition Program for a detailed cikruccion

on nurturing and b nding. This program includes a discussion on what bonding is, why it is so
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important, why American babies and handicapped babies may have difficulty bonding, and what

parents can do to promote bonding. The Cognition Monograph can be obtained from:

SKI*HI Institute
UMC 10

Utah State University

Logan, UT 84:322

3. While parent advisors are informally discussing the importance of early nurturing, and

providing incidental modeling of bonding, it is vital for them to demonstrate nurturing behaviors

to the parents. It is suggested that the parent advisor select one of the three basic nurturing

behaviors listed above, and then tell the parents that this behavior will be emphasized during the

home visit. The parent advisor will want to demonstrate that behavior during selected home visit

activities. Some sample home visit activities for teaching the three basic nurturing skills follow.

Eye contact:

a. Role play talking to the parent but looking elsewhere, looking at the parent while
talking to someone else, and focusing all attention on the parent when talking. Compare with

parents how they felt each time.
b. Reinforce parents when they make eye-to-eye contact with their infant. Set up play

situations where they can maintain it.

c. Ask parents to show their child different things, looking at him as they do. If the

parents watch the child, he will know they are interested in what he is doing.

Touching/Holding:
a. Have the parent hold the infant using soft stroking of the cheeks, back, arms, hands or

legs. This will usually be relaxing and comforting to the child. Stress that the parent should do

this frequently throughout the day.
b. Have the parent place the child on variously textured surfaces, for example, terry

cloth, shag, or vinyl. Have the child clothed only in a diaper or wearing as few pieces of

clothing as the weather dictates.
c. Have the parent rub child's arms, hands, legs, and feet applying firm yet gentle

pressure. Baby lotion can be used.
d. Encourage parents and siblings to hold, rock, and gently bounce the infant for

periods of time during each day.

Smiling:

a. Have parents become aware of their own facial expressions around the home. Have

them periodically ask themselves, "Am I showing my child a happy/smiling face, a scowl, a

blank face?" Parent may want to put up reminders around the home to "smile" or "look

happy."
b. Have the parent smile frequently to the child when diapering or feeding him.

After the parent advisor has conducted one or more of the above activities to teach a

particular nurturing behavior, she should challenge the parent to use the behavior during the

week.
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4. Atter these thread basic nurturing patterns have been established by the parents, the parent

advisor should begin the Home Communication and the Home Hearing Aid Programs. The Home
Communication Program elaborates on some nurturing behaviors and introduces new communi-

cation behaviors that provide nurturing for the child. Particular emphasis should be placed on the

following skill lessons in the Communication Program that stress interactive bonding skills: (a)
lesson 2 on freedom to explore and play, (b) lesson 6 on establishing eye contact, (c) lesson 10 on

touch, (d) lesson 11 on responding to the child's cry, (e) lesson 12 on stimulating babbling, and (f)

lesson 13 on responding to the baby.

Meeting The Survival Needs of Families

Introduction. It is impossible for family members to think about such things as hearing aids
and interactional turn taking if their primary survival needs are not being met. If children are sick
or if money is not available for basic living expenses, time spent on issues other than these most
basic ones will be to no avail.

There are two levels of meeting the primary needs of family members: (a) meeting immediate

survival needs of families, (b) meeting later medical, nutritional, financial, and legal needs. The
first home visit or visits are devoted to the first level of determining and meeting the immediate
survival needs of families. The following discussions are to help parent advisors determine
immediate survival needs and courses of action should there be problems. The life styles of some

families may inclticle problems (such as impoverished, pest-ridden environments) that simply
cannot be rectified before formal SKI*HI lessonS are presented. The important thing for the
parent advisor to do is to assume an empathetic "I'm on your side" approach during the early
visits to the home and to lend support to the parents' survival concerns.

Determining family survival needs. The following guide will assist parent advisors to determine

it tamily survival needs are being met. Remember the guide is not a formal asNessment ad-
ministered by the parent advisor to the parent. Rather, the parent advisor watches for the
prohlems in the guide and asks parents "How can I help?" in order to identify immediate survival

needs.

Guide to Determining Immediate Survival Needs of Families

I . Shelter anti Clothing: (a) Is the home warm, dry and pest-free? (b) Are space and furnishings

adequate to provide for eating, sleeping, and other basic needs? (c) Is the child appropriately
dressed (clothing that fits and is appropriate for weather/season)?

2. Medical: (a) Is the child sick? (b) Are other family members sick? (c) Do parents know who

to contac t for medical treatment?

3. r;Aritional: (a) Is adequate food available? ib) Is the child consuming nutritional foc '? (c)

tit othir nutritional food?



4. Financial: (a) Are basic living expenses (food, shelter, clothing, etc.) being met? (b) Do

parents know where to go for financial consultation?

Meeting family survival needs. If families are having difficulties with the items on the guide,

parent advisors may want to take the following courses of action.

1. If families are having problems in any of these areas, the parent advisor may want to

postpone the initiation of the Home Hearing Aid and Home Communication Programs until

resolutions of the problems are underway.
2. Parent advisor should put parents in contact with appropriate people (i.e. doctors, public

health nurses, welfare workers).
The parent advisor may want to discuss with parents the handout material "Parent Resource

Information" which contains lists of national and local resource people. This information is
available from the SKI*HI Institute with local resource information added by local programs.

3. Parent advisor should discuss with her supervisor about spending time actually taking the

family to the doctor, welfare agency, etc. Although this should not become a regular practice,

parents may need this help during the first few weeks of the program in order to become
physically and emotionally prepared for receiving the SKI*HI home programs.

4. With advance agreement of the family, the parent advisor may want to invite local

resources (nutritionist or public health nurse) to accompany her on home visits to give informa-

tion and advice to the family.

Meeting inter medical, nutritional, legal and financial needs. It is important to realize that even if

basic survival needs are observed and identified during the first home visits (or if observation

indicates no survival problems), other medical, nutritional, financial and legal needs may occur

later that require monitoring. The guide below can be used during subsequent home visits to

watch for these problems. Here are suggested courses of action should problems be apparent.
'N

Guide To Determining the Later Medical, Nutritional,

Legal and Financial Needs of Families

I. Medical: (a) Is the child receiving regular medical checkups and inoculations? (b) Is the

child receiving appropri al treatmer when ill? (0 is prescribed medicine being ap-
propriately administered? (d) Are the i. I Id's c, '11 needs being met? (e) Is genetic counseling

being given to parents as appropriate? (1) Are the St :ICI's u! ancillary medical personnel utilized

as appropriate, such as a physical therapist (P.T.), occupational therapist (O.T.) etc.?

2. Nutritional: (a) Is the child eating a balanced diet with meals served including the four basic

food groups? (b) Are special diet needs of the child being met? (c) Does the child eat nutritious

snacks?

3. Legal: (a) Do parents know the legal rights of their handicapped child? (b) Do the parents

know who to contact for legal consultation ? (c) Do parents know what tax deductions are available

because of their having a handicapped child?
3
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4. Financial: (a) Is family income sufficient for recreation? (b) Is family income sufficient to

cover bills (telephone, etc.)? (c) Is family income sufficient for the special needs of the child
(hearing aids, 0.T., P.T., etc.)? (d) Does family income allow for some savings?

Courses of Action.

1. If the above needs are not being met, parent advisors should determine why. For example,

if the child is not receiving proper medical treatment, is it because of transportation probk-,ms or
money problems? Once the reasons have been discerned, parent advisors should assist families

in contacting local resource people to help remedy the problems. As appropriate, resource
people can be invited to accompany the parent advisor to the home to give information and advice

to the family in such areas as nutrition, physical or occupational therapy and financial aid.
2. The parent advisor may want to present one home visit on the "Parent Resource lnforma-

'ion ." This information is available from the SKI*HI Institute. It can be inserted into section VII of
the Parent Notebook (see page 157). The parent resource information packet discusses such
things as: (a, what are the legal rights of handicapped children, (b) what tax deductions are
available for 'andicapped children and, (c) community, state and national resources for hearing

impaired children.

Helping Parents Become Emotionally Ready to Receive New Information

Parents of handicapped infants are reported to experience greater emotional problems than

parents of normal infants. These emotional difficulties are not universal. When they do occur,
they vary widely in nature. However, some emotional adjustment problems are noted with
sufficient frequency to warrant attention by parent advisors. These common emotional responses

of parents to the discovery of disabilities are discussed on pages 34-39 of this manual. They
include such emotions as denial, anxiety, anger, depression, and frustration. It is entirely possible
that some parents may simply be unable to deal with formal lessons if these emotions are so
intense that they cannot concentrate on new information. Because of this, it is appropriate for the

parent advisor to do the following: (a) determine the feelings the parents are experiencing
discussed on pages 34-39; and (b) determine if the intensity of the feelings is rendering the
parents incapable of receiving or discussing new information. Try presenting some new informa-

tion and see how parents react. If parents are incapable of receiving or acting on the new
information, temporarily postpone or simplify lesson material presentations while assisting
parents to deal with the grieving process. A discussion on how parent advisors can support
parents in the grieving process is on pages :W-39.



UNIT 2

PSYCHO-EMOTIONAL SUPPORT FOR FAMILIES

introduction

In the past few years, attention has been focused on the need for professionals provide
psycho-emotional support to families of hearing impaired children. The continued increase in
parent-centered versus child-centered programs reflects this trend and has raised the conscious-
ness of professionals. The professional providing services in the hbme on a weekly or biweekly
bases may find her effectiveness hampered by the emotional issues faced by the families she
serves. Parents may view the parent advisor as the professional who is most knowledgeable about

their child, a trusted person who respects their opinions, and who is, therefore, the one most
capable of understanding their problems. In many cases, the problems discussed with or ob-
served by the parent advisor relate only indirectly to the hearing impaired child. These problems
may include husband and wife disagreements, financial problems, religious needs, difficulties in

coping with the extended family, or career decisions. Thus, although the parent advisor is not
expected to assume the role of a psychologist or counselor, she may find an understanding of the

communication skills from these fields to be useful in effectively implementing the SKI*ll
Curriculum.

The following are not lessons to give to parents, but an attempt to provide the parent advisor
with a basic knowledge of the psycho-emotional needs of families. This goal can only be achieved

through an increased awareness of family dynamics, impact of the hearing impaired child on
those dynamics, and impact of the parent advisor in the home. The parent advisor needs this
awareness to identify the needs of families and to understand her own capabilities and limitations

in meeting those needs.
The intent of this section is to assist the parent advisor in aking a realistic assessment of her

impact on the families she serves. This portion of the SKI' I Manual will not provide the parent
advisor with training to mak her a psychologist or counselor. It is not intended that she assume

the role of healer or mirac worker. The parent advisor who assumes these roles may feel
tremendous pressure and ma suffer the emotional burn-out so common in the helping profes-

sions.
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Family Dynamics

Introduction

One way to achieve a better understanding of the structure and inter action of families is to

view the family as a system of interdependent elements which come together to form a new unit

with both internal and external boundaries. The interdependent elements are the family mem-

bers. In today's society, family members are not limited to the traditional father, mother, son and

daughter. Others within the family system might be grandparents, aunts, uncles, cousins and/or

friends. The parent advisors needs to be acquainted with extended family members and friends

who function as interdependent elements in the family system.

Boundaries

The family system has both external and internal boundaries. While the external boundary is a

separation point between the family and the outside world, the internal boundaries divide the

family members into subgroups. Neither the external nor internal boundaries can actually be

seen, but their impact on family systems is definitely observable.

The external boundary determines who does and who does not function as a member of the

family system. Family members may exhibit very different behaviors within the external boundary

of the family than they exhibit outside that boundary. For example, the quiet, shy, well-behaved

child the parent advisor sees in the office, may exhibit frequent, loud tantrums at home. Or the

audiologist may observe a loving, nurturing mother who may actually be abusive to her children at

home.
The internal boundaries determine the closeness of the relationships within the family

system. A typical internal boundary exists between the two parents and the children. In other

words, the parents F ave a special relationship which excludes the children. The parents form one

subgroup, and the children form another. A subgroup often observed in families of the hearing

impaired k that of one parent, usually the mother, and the hearing impaired child (see Family

Drawing I, p. 30).
Both internal and external boundaries may be characterized as open or closed. in An

introduction to Family Intervention, a slide/tape program developed by Lewis, Morrow and

Melville (1977), open and closed boundaries are described as follows:

An open external family boundary permits the exchange of information bet-

ween institutions outside of the family and the family system its21f. An open
boundary in a family system would permit the family to respond to outside de-

mands. The internal boundaries of the family may also be characterized as open or

dosed. When those internal boundaries are closed, certain family members are

unable to have contact with other family members.

On the other hand, if external boundaries are closed, communication is limited between the

family and outside institutions Open internal boundaries allow a flow of communication bet-

ween family members.
39
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If the parent advisor is faced with a family whose external boundaries are closed, she may find

the family unwilling to listen to lessons, complete challenges or even accept services. Problems
could occur in a situation where home visits are usually with the mother in the evening while the
grandmother is the primary caregiver during the greater part of the day. It the internal Lioundary is

closed so that mother and grandmother do not communicate, the effectiveness of home visits is
decreased (see Family Drawing II, p. 51).

Family Balance

A family system works to maintain balance or homeostasis by meeting the needs of family
members. To meet the needs of family members effectively, roles are assigned to them. Becom-
ing aware of the roles of each family member can make the job of the parent advisor easier. For
example, who is the decision maker in the family? Who is the child's primary caregiver? Who
responsible for medical care? Who supports the family financially? Any or all of these roles could

be held by one person. If this one person happens to be a family member with whom the parent
advisor has little contact, ineffective service can result.

The family balance can be disturbed by a variety of internal and external changes or stresses.

Family balance is determined by the family's ability to deal with these stresses. Normal, healthy
families may appear to be abnormal while coping with these changes. Examples of internal
stresses are marriage, divorce, birth, death, illness, and suspicion or diagnosis of hearing impair-
ment. Examples of external stresses are a new job, loss of a job, purchase of a new ho ne, inflation,

a broken-down car, lack of appropriate services for the hearing impaired child in the local
community, or demands from professionals to spend more time working with the hearing
impai red child. Whether the stress is internal or external, the family attempts to readjust and again

achieve homeostasis (a state of balance) in order to continue meeting the needs of the family as a

group and as individual members. The parent advisor is the professional who provides the
information and empathy necessary for this readjustment.

Family Communication

How well a family communicates can determine how well home intervention services are
rec eived and implemented. Three basic types of communication occur in families: factual state-

ments, commands, and feeling statements. Factual statements have the least impact on relation-
ships in the family while feeling statements have the most impact. Family members who are
unable to express their feelings or accept the expression of feelings from others will primarily rely

on factual and command communication. Communication will be inhibitA if a family experienc-
:rig the mourning process is limited to these two less significant types of communication. It the
parent advisor finds herself working with this type of family, she may want to emphasize the
importance not only of talking about the child's feelings, but of talking about the parents' feelings

as they work through the Home Communication Program. The parent advisor should encourage

the parents to write about their feelings and the child's feelings in the language experient e ho,

(pp. 329- 33).
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Family Rules

Any group of people living together must have rules to insure peace among the group
members. Family rules may be either spoken or unspoken. If the rules are spoken, the family
members know what is expected of them. If they are unspoken, family members may not know
the rule exists until it is broken. Family rules can also be negotiable or non-negotiable. If a rule is

no longer useful or begins to cause problems between the members, can it be changed or
discarded? Or, are the rules very rigid, unchanging and unaccommodating to changes in the
family?

Family rules may be made by one member or by a consensus of members. How family rules

are made is of particular importance to the parent advisor. For example, if the family rules are

made by the father, and the parent advisor works primarily with the mother, rules may be made
prohibiting the implementation of challenges. Or perhaps the parent advisor is working with both
father and mother, but grandmother makes all the family rules. In either case, if the parent advisor

determines that the family rules are authoritarian, every effort should be made to include that
authority in the home visits. Whether or not the parent advisor has any impact on this family may

depend on the relationship she has with this family member.

The Mourning Process

Introduction

The mourning process was first discussed by lindenman in 1923, after studying the survivors

of the Cocoanut Grove fire (Blair, 1981). This process is experienced by all normal, healthy

individuals in a crisis. Sometimes called the grieving process, individuals involved in this process

are mourning a loss. A mourned loss might include the loss of a loved one through separation,

divorce or death, . of good health through serious illness or accident, loss of a job, inability to

have children, cl oss of the perfect child through the suspicion and diagnosis of hearing

impairment. Dr. Ken Moses (1984) summarizes these losses to mean the loss of a dream. All

human beings have experienced the loss of a dream in or way or another so this process is not

unique to famines of hearing impaired children. This common experience with the mourning

process gives the parent advisor empathy for parents of young, hearing impaired children. The

parent advisor mo, have lost a close relative through death, while the parent has lost a dream of a

perfect child through the diagnosis of a hearing loss.
In the film, "Assisting Parents Through the Mourning Process," Dr. James Blair (1981) states

that the parents of the hearing impaired child "have to let that first fantasy child they were going to

hove die." To maintain balance, the family must readjust to this new information about one of its

members. I ife is a process of building dreams, attaining some and losing others and, hopefully,

readjusting and building new dreams. Because the SKI*HI Program is geared to the family of the

young hearing impaired child, the parent advisor becomes an active participant in this life process

cat the families she serves.
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Stages in The Mourning Process and Possible Outcomes

The mourning process begins at the moment of the first suspicion that something is wrong
with the child. Dr. James Blair (1981) describes the stages of the mourning process for the family of

the hearing impaired as including the following:
Denial & Anxiety
Anger or Rage

Bargaining

Depression and Guilt
Frustration and Confusion

Acceptance

One must understand that parents do not move smoothly through these feeling states in a

sequential order. This is a mourning process. Although parents typically begin with denial and
anxiety, they may go from feelings of denial to feelings of depression and guilt to anger and range,

etc. Parents may also appr to readjust to a new dream when their child is three years old; and,
later, go through the entire pr\ocess again when their child enters school, becomes an adolescent,

or leaves home.

Each of these stages can beXewed in terms of its F:Jsitive and negative outcomes. This
discussion describes the process useti,to facilitate the understanding of families. It is not a system

to categorize parents as being "stuck" i this or that stage.

These feeling states are experienced normal, healthy individuals in a crisis. However, it
should be noted that even psychologically h !thy individuals do not progress at the same rate
through this process. Families may differ gretly from one another. One can assume the
percentages of psychologically healthy and unhea* individuals to be the same among families
of the hearing impaired as among the normal populatibn. Therefore, while the parent advisor will
usually be working with psychologically healthy individu Is, she may occasionally be confronted
with emotionally unstable people. Because of this small rcentage of individuals, the parent
advisor must realize that no matter how much she might be ble to help, success, in terms of
ac «.ptance of the hearing loss, may not be possible.

The parent advisor must also be aware that even in normal, heatty families. the parents may
not be the kind of parents we want them to be. Our goal is to help ese parents be the best
parents they can be, given their social, emotional, educational and econ is backgrounds. This
process of mourning that so often seems to frustrate our good intentions to '11.1p these families is

really a positive, protective growth process for dealing with a loss. \\
Deniai

Denial allow, people the time they need to "cushion the blow" of bad news. It is ,i3Oealthy,
opin mechanism needed by most parents to integrate the loss of their fantasy child and find the

external support needed to readjust to the new child. Moses (1984) describes four levels of den1.41:

1. I he parents deny the child is impaired. ("My child responds to everything I say.")
2. The parents accept the child as impaired, but deny that it is permanent. ("We will find a

cure!")
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i. I he parents accept that the child is impaired, but deny that it will have an impact. ("We can

overcome the problem. It will not change our lives.")

4. The parents accept that-the child is impaired, but deny they feel anything about it. ("He's

just deaf, that's all.")

Possible outcomes of denial include the family's not completing challenges, not putting the

hearing aid on the child, or perhaps even refusing services. These situations often result in the

parent advisor's becoming frustrated and confused. It is not uncommon for the parent advisor to

find herself mourning the loss of her own dream for the hearing impaired child because of the

parents' denial.

Anxiety

Anxiety mobilizes the energy needed to make changes. However,earlyexpression of anxiety

may he used to get others to do something. When working with an anxious parent, the parent

advisor may also feel anxious. The temptation is to tell the parent to calm dcawn, and to comfort

them by telling them that things are not so bad.
The primary task of the parent advisor is to listen to the anxious parent, express understand -

ing, and acknowledge the rationality of their feelings. When the parents perceive that they are

accepted and their feelings are acceptable, it is po;:sible to channel those feelings in more`positive

ways. The parent advisor may be able to help the parents prioritize their feelings, organize what

they want to do and establish appropriate first steps. While the anxiety may not disappear, they

may gain the ability to think more clearly and make decisions. The parent advisor should not make

decisions for the parents but help them determine their priorities.

Because anxiety is not a comfortable state of being, there tends to be a cycle where the

grieving person fluctuates between denial and anxiety. Ultimately, however, the cycle s broken

by movement through the remainder of the mourning process.

Anger or Rage

Anger or rage is a necessary step along the way to acceptance of a loss. It is the motivating

feeling state which gives the parent the power to do something. It is frequently the result of a

lengthy depression, state of frustration or fear. This anger may be expressed directly or displaced

onto family members, friends and professionals. Comments heard by the parent advisor such as,

lhis isn't fair!", "He can toc, hear!", or "Why didn't the doctors know this sooner?" reflect this

anger.
Many parents are able to channel their anger into positive action. An example might be a

parent who returns to educate the physician who mis-diagnosed her child as mentally retarded or

normal hearing rather than hearing impaired. Another example is a group of parents who form a

new organization to provide information and support to other parents going through similar

experiences. The parent advisor may observe the most distressing, negative outcome of anger

whit h is child abuse. This happens when all of the anger is displaced onto the hearing impaired

child. Even though the child had no choice in determining his destiny, he is a visible reminder to
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the parent of a cause of conflict in the home. Child abuse is less likely to be an outcome of anger in
families which were intact and mature prior to diagnosis of hearing impairment in their child.

Bargaining

Bargaining is a coping mechanism employed not only by parents of hearing impaired
children, but also by the seriously ill. The individual may attempt to bargain with God, making
promises never to smoke, drink, or swear if God will just make everything all right. Attempts may
also be made to engage the professional in bargaining with questions such as, "If I make sure that
my child wears his hearing aid, will he learn to talk?" or, "If I work with my child everyday, will he
be able to go to a regular public school?" While recognizing the parents' need to ask these
questions, the parent advisor should also be aware that she cannot know the answers with
absolute certainty.

In addition, parents may engage in bargaining with themselves by looking for miracle cures.
They believe they can solve the problem if they secure another diagnostic opinion, try another
hearing aid, try acupuncture, travel to California for a cochlear implant for a child who is not a
candidate, or change services. Some parents may be consumed with a need to try anything new
before obtaining adequate information on the "cures." This self-bargaining can be frustrating to
professionals. In a positive light, the self-bargaining parent may be willing to try anything with a

potentially positive outcome. The parent advisor might compare the positive aspects of the
self-bargaining parent to the parent who is unwilling to try anything new. The self-bargaining
parent is more likely to be willing to follow the audiologist's recommendation to change from a
body aid to an ear level aid with Libby Horn earmolds, thus providing the child with improved
hearing for the high frequencies, than the unwilling parents.

Parents should be encouraged to seek a second opinion if they feel the need. Some home
visit services are started as a result of parents who sought a second opinion. The difficulty arises

when parents refuse to implement the program because they are positive they will find a cure. Of
course, no one knows for certain if a cure is possible. With this understanding, the family can be

encouraged to implement the program until the cure is found. After all, the information in the
SKI HI lessons should only increase the child's ability to catch up if he is cured. Totally discount-
ing a miracle cure as even a possibility serves only to put the parent on the defensive.

Depression and Guilt

Depression and guilt are two difficult feeling states for most professionals to deal with
\ettectively. Because the professional is uncomfortable with these two feeling states, she may

attempt to deny their eXisiefiCC. If the parents are depressed, the professional may work at
( hewing them up. If the parents feel responsible for their child's hearing impairment, the parent
ativis4 may try to make them fed better by telling them it is not their fault. Instead of accepting
these te0i,ngs as normal, coping mechanisms, the professional may try to discount them. This
attempt to iikscount feelings of depression and guilt is a coping mechanism used not only by
professionals cNorking with the hearing impaired, but also by family members, friends, and
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professionals in other fields. This happens because depression is the coping mechanism with

which the majority of human beings feel the greatest discomfort.
Depression is a feeling state with which many parent advisors become overly empathetic. A

parent may sit with slumped shoulders, staring at the floor, saying, "I just don't know what to do

anymore. I can't handle this. I can't help anyone." This may overwhelm the parent advisor with

feelings of personal and/or professional inadequacy or guilt. However, if the parent advisor can

look at depression from a positive, rather than negative perspective, she can convey empathy to

the parent without becoming depressed herself. How can the parent advisor view depression in a

positive light? Because depression is a feeling state that is uncomfortable for most people, they

either deny its existence or work diligently to get out of it. However, depression does give parents

a motivation to readjust to their new life; and, they will benefit from having a friend, relative, or

professional willing to listen, giving them time to redefine for themselves why they are valuable

and capable persons.
Guilt is another uncomfortable feeling state; many individuals spend their lives trying to

avoid it. A manifestation of guilt observed in many families is overprotection of the hearing

impaired child. The parents do not allow the child to do things of which he is capable. They may

postpone toilet training, taking away the bottle, playing outside, or walking. A tremendous need

exists for the parents to make sure that they are not responsible for this child enduring any

additional pain.
Guilt also can result in positive outcomes. This feeling state may serve as a mechanism for

cleansing the soul of the parents. They may, in fact, be responsible for their child's hearing

impairment. Nine times out of ten, this is not the case; but if it is, feelings of guilt can be brought

to the surface and dealt with, though perhaps never completely forgotten. With these extremely

uncomfortable feelings out in the open, the parents can begin to implement the suggestions

presented by the parent advisor, thus ridding themselves of continued feelings of guilt.

Frus ation and Confusion

I rustration and confusion are heightened because 91.7% of parents of the hearing impaired

are normal hearing parents (Schein and Delk, Jr., 1974) and typically, have very little information

about hearing loss and its ramifications. At the moment of diagnosis, the parents begin a long

journey through a variety of conflicting professional opinions about methodology, hearing aids,

earmolds, language techniques, kinds of services best for their child, disciplinary techniques, and

future school placement decisions. The road is not an easy one as they begin their journey as

uninformed consumers of services who must make difficult decisions affecting their child's future

life.
Manifestations of frustration and confusion can include anxiety, fear, and tension between

the parents. Anxiety, fear and tension can also be at the root of behavior problems observed in the

child. 1 misbehaving child may actually be exhibiting tension between parents. If these feeling

states are anxiety-provoking, the child may be filling a need for extra attention whether it be

negative or positive. This type of parent-child interaction is also disc ussed in Information Lesson 1

of the Communication Program (pp. 267-27W.
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In a positive light, fear and tension can provide the motivation parents need to readjust to this

new reality. Symptoms of fear and tension such as lack of sleep, stomach upset, and general
irritability are unpleasant states of being. The parent advisor should realize that the length of time
some parents experience these feeling states may be much longer than the parent advisor is
comfortable with.

A lot of fear and tension can be dissipated by the provision of adequate information. This
information may need to be presented several times, in a variety of ways for some parents to truly
understand it. The parent advisor may become frustrated and confused because the parent does
not seem to integrate the information that has been presented. Some effective ways of presenting
information will be discussed later in this section.

Acceptance

Webster defines acceptance as the act of receiving with approval. Dr. James Blair (1981)
states, "Acceptance is not necessarily the thing where you say, 'Hey, I'm grateful that I have a
hearing impaired child!" Professionals must remind themselves daily what this parent has been
through to arrive at a point of acceptance. The mourning process has had a definite impact on the

parents' ability to readjust, reattach, and rebuild. Acceptance does not mean the cessation of the
feeling states discussed previously, which never completely disappear and which result in varying

levels of acceptance. Some parents become angry when professionals even allude to the thought
that they do not totally accept their deaf child. These parents seem involved in their child's
program exhibiting what the professional would describe as acceptance. They may be educated
parents, who are aware of the mourning process, but who still find themselves harboring feelings
of anger, depression, and frustration. Parents of normally hearing children also experience these
feelings about their children and their children's futures. Professionals need to realize that
ac«,ptance is a feeling state with great promise for the future; but the possibility exists that for
every four steps forward, parents may make one step backward. This is perhaps not progress at
the rate the professional would prefer, but it is progress nonetheless.

Role of the Parent Advisor

Self-Awareness -

To be an effective helper, one must know oneself. Why do I want to help? How can I help?
Will what I know help this family? Will what I do not know hurt this family? Do I know the limits of
my helpfulness and can I accept those limits? How are my needs being met by my t hoice of this
profession? What are my professional biases and personal values and do I impose these on others

who do not share them? Can I tolerate a substandard home environment? Do I like this parent and

does this parent want me in the home? Do I assume too much responsibility for the families
sirve I expect more of these families than I am capable of doing myself? Can I help everyone !

serve?
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These are_just a sampling of the questions the effective parent advisor should attempt to

answer. Introspection may be a frightening experience initially, but it can also be viewed as an

adventure. You may choose to embark on an introspective adventure, one which will assist you in

identifying your needs, your strengths and weaknesses, and your future potential.
Any adventure provides both excitement and fear; excitement at the possibility of discover-

ing personal potential and fear of uncovering those parts of ourselves that we have burieddeeply

for our own protection. This adventure may begin by answering the previous questions.
Sometimes merely writing down feelings provides a person with new insight and solutions.

At other times, it may simply serve as a means to distance our feelings from our need to protect

ourselves. In other words, writing the answers to the above questions can enable us to view, from

a distance, our own needs as they relate to our profession. Another suggestion might be to have a

person with whom you feel safe, someone who knows you well, also answer the questions and

discuss the answers with you. Or, you could discuss your answers with your supervisor if you feel

comfortable doing so.
Let's take a look at one of the questions you have answered and its implications for your

effectiveness in the home. To answer the question, "1 low are my needs being met by my choice of

this profession?", you first have to determine what your needs are. If you did not specifically

determine your needs before answering this question, you might want to do so at this time. Being

able to either write or voice your specific needs as they relate to your job is a critical jxst step in

becoming an effective parent advisor. Our personal needs determine how we comra6nicate and

respond to others. That is not to say that we are all self-serving people. You may be a very giving,

caring, and supportive person, but you may be this way because your needs are met by helping

others You may have identified needs such as having financial security, or wanting to work with

children, to feel useful, to feel important, to make good use of your degree, or to help hearing

impaired children. Or, you might just say that you have a strong need to feel needed. Whatever

your list of needs included, by having defined your own needs you will find yourself better
prepared to identify and respond to the needs of the families you serve.

Identifying Your Strengths and Weaknesses

Once you have begun to identify your own needs, examine your strengths and weaknesses

and how they impact on your role as a parent advisor. We all have weaknesses just as we all have

strengths. Perhaps through introspection, we can look at our weaknesses in new light as Virginia

Sat i r (1978) suggests in the following passage from Your Many Faces:

Many people make an internal scoreboard and judge each face as being either

good or bad. Would it sound very bizarre to entertain the idea that each of your

faces, no matter how you have judged them in the past, can be used to work for

you? They all contain vital energy. (p. 64)

One of the most effective ways to define individual or program strengths and weaknesses is

through the simple process of writing them. The forms on pages 43 and 45 have been found to

be helpful to both parent advisors and their supervisors in planning for their programs. It is
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suggested that each parent advisor complete both forms. The parent advisors is given the choice

of whether or not to discuss the personal form with her supervisor.
An additional mechanism for identifying your strengths and weaknesses and thus your

potential is given by Virginia Satir (1978):

Make a list for yourself, of all the different faces that you know about, dividing them

into those which you label good and those you label bad. Each of your faces,
regardless of whether you label it good or bad, holds the seed, the germ, so to
speak, of new energy and new uses, something like finding a pretty face under a lot

of dirt. I recommend just washing off the dirt and being careful not to destroy the
whole face. (p. 64)

Now that you have a clearer picture of your strengths and weaknesses, you may find it easier to
answer some of the earlier questions to which you found it difficult to respond. Another parent
advisor might also be willing to provide feedback to you regarding your answers, while you could
provide feedback for her answer.
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PERSONAL STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES

YOUR STRENGTHS YOUR WEAKNESSES

PRIORITIZED GOALS FOR YOURSELF

PLAN FOR ATTAINMENT OF GOALS
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PROGRAM STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES

PROGRAM STRENGTHS PROGRAM WEAKNESSES

PRIORITIZ,ED PROGRAM GOALS

PLAN FOR ATTAINMENT OF GOALS
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Assessing Parent Advisor Impact In The Home

Communication Style

There is much that the parent advisor can learn about adult interaction from the SKI*HI
Communication lessons on parent-child interaction. Perhaps we have become more sophistica-
ted communicatos, but the basic premise holds true that what and how one individual communi-
cates affects what and how another individual communicates. The communication signals to
which the infant pays the most attention are the same for the adult. They include intonation, facial
and body expressions, repetition, simplicity, and looking and talking directly to the child. Take
intonation for example; no adult enjoys listening to a monotone speaker. Our facial and body
expressions convey as much or more of our intended message than our verbal communications.
To communicate effectively, our nonverbal communication must be congruent with our verbal
communication. In other words, do not say that it is all right for the dog to lie next to you on the
couch, then try to move away from him unnoticed; or to say the smoke from a nearby cigarette
does not bother you as tears roll down your face. If you say one thing and mean another, the
parents may be astute enough to recognize what you really mean by your nonverbal clues. You
also run the risk of the parents' providing their own inaccurate interpretation of your incongruent
communication. They may decide that you do not like them or that their home is not good enough
for you.

Repetition and simplicity are two important communication signals. We need to remember
that we are teaching information which initially seems foreign to many parents. Words such as
hertz, decibel, audiogram, air molecule, and cochlea are not common everyday words. The
parent advisor would do well to think back to her introductory course in audiology. The informa-
tion may seem simple now, but it certainly was not then. In addition, most parent advisors had a

semester of three classes a week to learn this new information. If the parent advisor finds herself
frustrated with the amount of time she spends repeating the same information, she may need to
change her presentation style. Could your vocabulary be at a higher level than the parents'? If you
were required to sit in a senior medical school class once a week, would you understand the
vocabulary and be able to do minor surgery immediately? Repetition and simplicity of information

presented are very important to basic learning. No matter what the subject matter, if the
intormation is presented above our heads, we soon learn to effectively tune out the speaker.
Some parents we serve, although not completely understanding, may sit quietly, nodding their
heads with a smile instead of stopping the presenter to ask for clarification.

The final characteristic, looking and talking directly to the person, probably requires very
little explanation. Eye contact tells us this information is for us and that the speaker is interested in
our rea( lion to the presentation. We know we are the reason for this presentation.

Two additional techniques to establish effective communication, not only between the
parent and the child, but also between the parent and parent advisor are turn-taking and
r einto re ernent. The parent advisor should be as aware of her own communication style as she is

aware of the communication style of the parents. Communication is interaction between people.
Most of us do not look forward to sitting down and talking to a tree in the backyard. In addition,
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very few of us would enjoy listening to other people talk all day without ever saying a word
ourselves. Human beings prefer two-way communication. Hopefully, we want to talk some of the

time and listen some of the time. Most of us like to have the opportunity to communicate, an
outcome of turn-taking behavior, and to be reinforced for our communication. These behaviors
encourage us to continue our communication with another person.

Presentation Style

A primary goal of the effective communicator is to establish and deepen rapport. Attempting
to match your presentation style with the learning style of the parents is one way to assist the

t parent advisor in attaining this goal. Considerable discussion concerning learning styles has

arisen in the past few years. Are the parents you serve primarily visual learners, auditory learners,

or kinesthetic learners? That is, do they need to see and write down information or merely listen

to the information and say it to themselves, or do they need to actually "walk through" the
material or experience the information to integrate it? Are you as parent advisor matching your

presentation style with the parents' learning style? You may present your lesson with visual

materiJs such as flip charts, slide presentations or pictures. 'Or, you may be the kind of parent

advisor who prefers not to use the flip charts but just talks to the parents about the information.
People typically present information according to their own learning style needs. Whatever your

own learning style, it is important to match your presentation style with the learning style of the

parents.
One of the easiest ways to identify the learning style of the parents is to ask them. Many times

it seems we professionals continue to look for new and exciting tools to assist us in becoming

better communicators when, in reality, honesty is the best tool we have. If we seem to be going

nowhere with the parents, why not say, "I feel like I'm not really helping you. Is there something I

( ould c flange to make this information more meaningful to you?" Or perhaps, the parent advisor

is frustrated because the parents are not carrying through with the weekly challenges. Why not

ask the parents, "What would you like this program to do for you and your child?" A common

response is that the parents want this program to help their child learn to talk. Tell the parents that

in order for their child to have the opportunity to talk, he should be wearing his hearing aid one

hundred percent of his waking hours, he should be taught to use his residual hearing, and they

need to establish effective communication with him. For many SKI*HI parents, this is a primary

goal
You may also be faced with unresponsive parents. No matter how hard you work at getting a

response, they just sit and smile, seeming to nod in agreement. In attempting to increase
communication between you and the parents, you must look not only at the communication style

of the parents, but also at your own communication style and how it may be causing the parents to

respond. Remember, the most effective parent advisor is the parent advisor who knows herself.

1 'le parent advisor seeking further information about establishing and deepening rapport is

roterri,d to Appendix I, Neurolinguistic Programming, on pp. 57-59.
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Determining The Needs Of The Family

The parent advisor generally enters a home with a preconceived idea of the needs of the
family. Because the family has a hearing impaired child, they will need information about hearing
aids, auditory development, communication, and language development. But because the parent
advisor becomes involved when the diagnosis is relatively new, the parents may not be ready to
deal with the information they need. How can the parent advisor determine the present needs of a
family and provide the emotional support necessary to assist them to a point of receptivity to the
information she has to present?

In attempting to identify the needs of the family, it is important to remember that as
professionals, we are dealing with a family system. To identify the needs of that family, we must
understand the needs not only of the mother, father, or hearing impaired child, but also the needs
of other significant members including the extended family. True, you may feel it is not part of
your job to meet grandmother's needs. You are there to present the SKIHI lessons to ensure that
the hearing impaired child receives the optimum opportunity for growth and development.
However, you might find that grandmother makes the decisions in this family; and, if you can
meet her needs, she will meet the needs of the parents, who, in turn, will meet the needs of the
child. The grandmother may be the key to meeting your needs as a parent advisor. This may seem
like a round-about process, but very few family systems are simple in their make-up.

Your own family can serve as a reminder of family complexities. Sometimes problems we
identify in the families we serve are the same problems we face in our families. In other words, if a
problem is too close to our own home, we not only have to deal with the emotions of the family we
are serving. but our own emotions. We also may find our emotions in a heightened state if the
family's problems are totally unacceptable to us. Examples of these problems might be wife or
child abuse, alcoholism, drug addiction, neglect, malnutrition, or unsanitary conditions of the
home.

If you find yourself making general, emotionally-charged statements such as, "I get so
depressed when I visit that family."; "I am so angry at that mother.'; "They just never carry
through. "; "I just can't understand that family."; or, "I'm so frustrated! ", it may be necessary to
take a small step LNay from this family emotionally and look at what is happening more objk-
t ively. Sometimes we assume too much responsibility for the family. In his book, Counseling
Parents of Hearing Impaired Children, Dr. David Luterman (1979) describes this as the "Annie
Sullivan" syndrome.

We can set a good example by being comfortable enough to discuss our feelings with
parents. But as in any relationship, sometimes we need to take a closer look at the basic problem.
The Family Needs Assessment form on p. 53 is another tool to facilitate our understanding of the
family's problem. Parent advisors who have used this simple form in the past have found that,
once identified, the needs of the family can usually be met in some way. If you find it difficult to
write down the feelings or needs of the parents about a problem, you may want to ask the parents
di* #'c tiy.
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Another tool which may help you better understand a family is to draw a picture of the family,

indicating both external and internal family boundaries and whether they are open or dosed.

Before drawing a picture of the family whose needs you are trying to meet, you might want to draw

a picture of your own family as away of clarifying what you are representing. Two family drawings

follow which demonstrate this technique.

FAMILY DRAWINGS

IM IM.ROM MMII ,M . = IMME. 41.

FATHER

I HEARING IMPAIRED

SON --
1 --

1

^ -^

MOTHER

DAUGHTER

I OPEN EXTERNAL

Imo^ BOUNDARY

I OPEN INTERNAL

I BOUNDARY

Drawing I. illustrates a family system composed of a father, mother, hearing impaired son and

a normally hearing daughter. Both the external and internal boundaries are open in this family. A

very strong, but open internal boundary exists between the mother and the hearing impaired on

and the remaining family members. Therefore, communication is open between all family

members and between the family and outside institutions.
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MOTHER
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MOTHER

SON DAUGHTER DAUGHTER

CLOSED INTERNAL

BOUNDARY

CLOSED EXTERNAL

BOUNDARY

Drawing II. illustrates a family system composed of a grandmother, her two daughters; one
having a son and daughter and the other having two daughters, one of whom is hearing impaired.
The external boundary is closed between this family and outside institutions. The grandmother
and the mother of the two normaVy hearing children have a special relationship which excludes
the other family members. Th9 grandmother also has a closed and special relationship with

hearing impaired granddaughter.

Providing Emotional Support To Meet Family Needs

Psychological Growth Assumptions

In providing emotional support to families, there are four basic assumptions which underpin

the process of psyc hological growth. The first assumption b that people create and select

experiences. This assumption suggests that an individual selects the experiences that have

meaning to him. Thus, what an individual perceives as reality, is reality for that individual.
heretore, it a person truly believes that their child will get over their hearing loss, the parent

advisor cannot change that view. The parents must change their own perception. The parent

advisor can only help the parents have a different set of experiences.

A second assumption is that people seek help as they perceive a difference between where

they are emotionally and where they would like to he. Therefore, if I feel that I need help, then I

will seek help. The parent advisor is the person rno,,t likely to be present when the parents

perceive the need to change.
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A third assumption is that significant human interaction produces growth. This assumption
suggests that as the parents interact with a parent advisor in a significant way, change and growth

will be spontaneous.
The fourth assumption is that the parent advisor's role, in providing emotional support, is

primarily perceptual rather than behavioral. The primary task then is to let the parents discover
their reality for themselves. it is not so much what you do as how you interact and listen that
makes the significant difference. Given these assumptions, there are some specific steps that the

parent advisor can take to help parents grow.

Establishing Rapport

The first step in providing emotional support to families is to establish rapport. Rapport is an
essential component of any positive relationship involving another human being. You already
have a variety of tools available to you to facilitate the establishment of this rapport with parents.
Some of these tools include your ability to attend to the parents, to exhibit congruent verbal and
nonverbal communication, and to empathize with the parents. One additional tool you might
consider is matching the process words of the speaker as discussed by Bandler and Grinder (1979)

(see Appendix I). Again, you may require some practice and further reading to feel comfortable

with this tool.
Rapport cannot be established without attending to the parents. Attending skills include

establishing eye contact, talking directly to the parents, observing the parents' facial and body
expressions, and observing the impact of your communication on the parents. Your ability to
exhibit the above skills can only enhance your ability to be an active listener.

Developing Trust

The development of trust is the second step in providing emotional support to families.
Listening is a most important aspect in the development of trust. Listening may seem like a skill we

should have naturally since the majority of our own education involved this skill. But, how many
ot us really paid close attention to every word our professors said? And, how many of us have been

carried away, telling another person something important. only to realize they never heard aword

we said? Listening may be the most important support tool we possess. Rogers (1961) states:

. . . that the major barrier to mutual interpersonal communication is our very
natural tendency to judge, to evaluate, to approve or disapprove, the statement of
the other person, or other group. Real communication occurs, and this evaluative
tendency is avoided, when we listen with understanding. What does this mean? It

means to see the expressed idea and attitude from the other person's point of view,

to sense how it feels to him, to achieve his frame of reference in regard to the thing

he is talking about (p. 331).

he majority of parents we s have the ability to solve their own problem,. if they have

someone they c an trust to listen to their concerns. Although their solutions may not he your

hoices, they can still be viable solutions.
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FAMILY NEEDS ASSESSMENT

SITUATION PROBLEM PARENT'S FEELINGS PARENT'S NEEDS PROVIDER



You might think about the process you an;61, a very close friend went through to establish your

relationship. You probably met, realized you hA some things in common, had discussions about
those commonalities; and then, as you began t\trust each other, you disclosed small secrets.
When the secrets were not laughed at but remained between the two of you, you both began to
risk more and more. There can be a similar process which happens with you and the parents you
serve. Trust can be encouraged when your nonverbal and verbal behaviors are congruent; you
dearly say what you mean, and what you say fits your actions. Your demonstrating the truth of
statements you make to the family can be ver, important.

Your ability to empathize with the parents' feelings is also necessary to establish trust in
relationships. Empathy is understanding to the point of not being afraid to "feel" with the other
person, thus sharing your commonalities. ,
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APPENDIX I

NEUROLINGUISTIC PROGRAMMING

The parent advisor may gain insight from a therapeutic model termed Neurolinguistic
Programming (NLP). Neurolinguistic Programming is a therapeutic model of human communica-

tion and behavior developed by Richard Band ler, John Grinder, Leslie Cameron-Bandler and
Judith DeLozier. This model was developed throUgh the systematic study of what Band ler and
Grinder (1979) term therapeutic "wizards" such as Milton Erickson, Fritz Pens and Virginia Satir.
Because the parent advisor is typically not a trained therapist, this model will not be discussed in
detail. Only what Band ler and Grinder (1979) term representational systems will be briefly
discussed to provide the parent advisor with additional information to better understand her
communication style.

Human beings communicate in different ways, primarily through the three senses: vision,
hearing, and feeling or kinesthetics. Band ler and Grinder (1979) provide the following informa-
tion regarding representational systems:

When you make initial contact with a person, he will probably be thinking in one of
these three main representational systems. Internally he/she will either be generat-

ing visual images, having feelings, or talking to themselves and hearing sounds.
One of the ways you can know this is by listening to the kinds of process words (the

predicates: verbs, adverbs, and adjectives) that the person uses to describe his
experience. If you pay attention to that information, you can adjust your own
behavior to get the response you want. If you want to get good rapport, you can
speak using the same kind of predicatethat the other person is using. If you want
to alienate the other person, you can deliberately mismatch predicates. (pp. 14
,end 15)

Bandler and Grinder (1979) also use visual accessing cues or eye scanning patterns to assist in

determining the client's representational system. To facilitate a better understanding of visual
a( «ssing cues Randier and Grinder (1979) provide the following diagram:



VISUAL ACCESSING CUES FOR A "NORMALLY ORGANZIED" RIGHT-HANDED PERSON

VC Visual constructed images. Vr Visual remembered (eidetic) images.

(Eyes defocused and unmoving also indicates visual accessing.)

Ac Auditory constructed sounds or words. Ar Auditory remembered sounds or words.

K Kinesthetic feelings (also smell and taste). A Auditory sounds or words.

ihe information about identifying representational systems of clients through listening to the

client's processing words and observing eye scanning patterns presented by Band ler and Grinder

can assist the parent advisor in determining he'r own style of communication and the style of the

parents. Does the parent communicate using visual processing words such as see, look, view,

show, picture, focus, or watch; or auditory processing words such as hear, say, tell, talk, discuss,

praise, listen, verbalize, veil or describe; or kinesthetic processing words such as feel, reach,

touch, push, talk, attach, support, or handle? Does the parent say, "I see what you're saying.",

" Thanks for telling me.", or, "I feel I can handle that."?

The visual accessing cues can really best be used to help the parent advisor understand

herself. You might want to sit down with a friend, another parent advisor, or your supervisor and

take turns asking each other questions. Do your eyes go up and to the left o.- right and remain

unmoving in response to most questions? In this case, you are accessing most of your information

visually. Or, do your eyes shift to the right or the left or left and down in response to most

questions? in this case, you are accessing more of your information auditorily. Or, do your eyes

move to the right and downin response to most questions? In this ase, you are accessing most of

the information kinesthetically.
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A word of caution is necessary in interpre.ing this information. Listening to processing words

and observing eye scanning patterns are only some of the many tools available to you to facilitate a

better understanding of your communication style and the learning style of the parents you serve.
The information about these two tools presented in this section is very brief compared to the
information utilized by the trained therapist. The parent advisor interested in further reading can
refer to the Reference and Reading List which follows.

Reference and Reading List

Randier, R. & Grinder, J. (1975). The structure of magic I. Palo Alto, California: Science and
Behavior Books.

Randier, R. & Grinder, J. (1979). Frogs into princes. Moab, Utah: Real People Press.

Becvar, R. 1. (1974). Skills for effective communication. New York: John Wiley and Sons.

Blair, J. (1981). "Assisting parents through the mourning process." Department of Communica-
tive Disorders. Utah State University, Logan, Utah.

Egan, G. (1977). You and me: The skills of communicating and relating to others. Monterey,
California: Brooks/Cole.
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UNIT 3

HOME VISIT PLANNING, DELIVERY, AND REPORTING

Introduction

This section covers three general areas:

(a) Planning the home visit

IL)) Delivering the home visit

(c) Reporting (SKI*Hl assessment and evaluation)

Each area be discussed in detail in the following pages.

Planning The Home Visit

Preparing a lesson plan for a home visit is challenging. Home visits that are not well planned

often become nothing more than social visits. However, a pre-written lesson plan cannot antici-
pate circumstances in the home when the visit is made. The plan needs to have planned activities

and procedures, but at the same time, it must allow for spontaneous events in the home that can
he as or more effective than the planned activities. The following guidelines should he tempered
with the parent advisor's knowledge of the child and the family. Home parent-child programming
allows for complete individualism.

In preparing for a home visit to a family, the parent advisor should do the following:
(a) Consider the needs or ideas that came up during the last home visit (it may be helpful to

write down needs and ideas as they arise during the home visit or immediately after the
home visit).

(h) Note the child's auditory, communication and language levels.
(c) Note the specific levels of parent competence; consider the parent's style of interacting

with their child.
(d) Review specific developmental skills in the various home programs (auditory, con imuni-

cation, language, etc.).
el Check last week's lesson plan and challenges.

( t) Using the lesson format and steps in teaching on pages 67 and 68, write the plan for the
home visit keeping in mind each of the above.

It is .,uggested that the parent advisor use the lesson plan on page 6S. Some programs may

also want to use the "1 esson Narrative Report" which is on page 66. This is not the child and parent

data report (which is called the SKI 'HI Data Sheet and is forwarded to the University of Virginia;
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see discussion of (his under Reporting on pp. 70-87). Rather, it is narrative information that the

supervisor may want to know about the child, the parents, and the home visit or information the

parent advisor may want to maintain in the child's file. It is suggested that the lesson plan and the

lesson narrative report be used in one of two ways:

Suggestion #1

First Form Second Form

Front Back Keys to SKI*H1 Data Sheet

t esson Plan SKI*HI Data

and Sheet
(See page 74.)

I esson Narrative

Report
Parent advisor keeps this key form with her

and uses it each week to fill-out the SKI *HI

(See sample of this on pages 63 and 64.)
Data Sheet.

It is suggested that this form be sent to the
Supervisor each week with a duplicate copy

kept by the parent advisor. The supervisor
then copies the SKI *HI Data Sheet side for
submission to the University of Virginia
(SKI * HI Data Sheet discussed on pages 70-87.)

Suggestion #2

First Form Second Form

Front Back

ess0n Plan I esson Narrative

Report

Front Back

SKI *HI Data Sheet Keys to SKI*H1

Data Sheet

see sample of this on pages 65 and (-)b.) (See sample of this on pages 73 and 74.)

It is suggested that this form be sent to the

supervisor each week with a duplicate copy,

kept by the parent advisor.
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HOME VISIT PLAN

Chad

I SUBJECT AREA

3

PARENT-INFANT PROGRAM
LESSON PLAN AND LESSON NARRATIVE REPORT

Parent Advisor Parent Visit # Date

OBJECTIVES ACTIVITIES MATERIALS VOCABULARY

LESSON NARRATIVE REPORT

HEARING AIDS Functional Right

Left

Yes No Yes No Max Time Down Time Not
Wearing Aids One H/A

Two H/A

II E ARMOLDS Problems Noted.

III ENIF ES/CHALLENGES Parent Notebook Entries Yes

IV HOME VISIT NARRATIVE REPORT

6 .1

o n

Remakes Made:

Exp.-,rience Book Yes No Challenges Completed Yes No

V CHALLENGES:

VI PROBLEMS/HELP NEEDED FROM SUPERVISOR:

65



Child's Name:
I= 0 OM OM MID IMO MS MS MIN NMI MN NMI MN MI =I MN I= MIN MI INE ME OM MIR MI MI MIN INN EMI Mil MIN MO MI NM NIP 1111 INII MI MI ME UM 11111 MIS WO MI all MO MI MI all

DEMOGRAPHICSI sn. Prolix (3 WWI)

I Oats Hearing AM Fit

SKI HI DATA SHEET

2 C104431211 . 3, Date of birth 4. S.s s Program Start Oats Date of 10

2 Ono as both Parents Oast Vets I No (circle ono) W. Date of Suspicion 11 Type of Loss Sonsorinoural I COM:Wetly* missid (circle oats) 12. Cause of Leas

13 Oslo of "C-eirser it Occurred ill& Birth 14 Race 15 Language Spoken In the Horne

Other hondicaPs

DEMOGRAPHICSI1 mum., program initiation and thereafter whionmer orartittonsichenstee ars snadm

1 Mooring Lose (dB nurnoricol
rim of 2 frequoncits or leas)

Test Data Unaided Mt

v aloof. use but oar. ruche it

Toot beta 7 Alcle0 41171

2 Communication AtethOdisialy:

Disignoaticipmacriptim

Aurel.Oral

Tot* Communic.e Don

OT .q

Oen/ Begin. 3. Other Non4erent *font
Program Services. Date begun.

4 Frequency of Hansa Visits:

I Mac's virooli

i once a amok

)111011/y ether weak

t I other

0.1. Saigon:

Rreatiatton Onto

TEST DATA oopt,. down acor.s and cialoa of toefs)

LOS Tom Dom RA EA 1 (highest month In
1 pee fatarrai)

_ 4

CHILD DATA (Utah Item ft no Wooer reporting. Leave
Matt It chin) not yet achieved 1

(Visit (1)

Thee Hewing Aid Worn
login recording eta Ft A Prog insttatod Write Oaf appropoote
interval Soo back Discontinua (.laser) urban child *chimes 100%

Auditory Oevolopenient
begin recording et MN AM. Ping. initiated.
Write Mithitat level child achieves (1.11). See ascii .

CoMMureiCa I lon-LarKambp Dowatopment
begin recording otter Comm Prog. MNtieted Writs highest lava child
*chimes 11-121 See bock. Write 4 of 14P944144late ItnabularY Interval.
S. back Div %of thus (.Fash) whim child has over 303 wads

PARENT DATA (begin recording after each program initialed Slash

Item if no Wager reporling. Lem Went if net yin achieved.)

Now Auditory acquintd (1-11).
Soo bock

Ron Communication bilge ocquirod (I I S)

See lama

NM, AurfttOral Language Wits acquirod (141
See beck.

Nen Toted CeaWyounication Ulna acquired II 20).
Sae book

New Cognition Sallit acquired 1 121 Optional
See Sick

Data Dale Or to Date

Communication, Language Least

V ocabutary

7 T

Data Delo Date Dale Oath DsM Ditto Dail Osie Delo

T I

Mooring Aid laiiir Wait penult schiewie 60102% on hearing aid competency last

4

jI

T

I 1 BEST COPY AVAILABLE

4
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Chita

2

Ci 6

PARENT INFANT PROGRAM
LESSON PLAN

Parent Advisor

OBJECTIVES ACTIVITIES

Parent Visri # Date

MATERIALS VOCABULARY
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HEARING AIDS Functional Right

Lett

Yes No

LESSON NARRATIVE REPORT

Wearing Aids: One H/A

Two H/A

Yes No Max. Time Down Time NotWorn

II EARMOLDS Problems Noted. Remakes Made:

III ENTRIES /CHALLENGES Parent Notebook Entries. Yes No Experience Book: Yes No . Challenges Completed: Yes . No '..

IV HOME VISIT NARRATIVE REPORT

V PROBLEMS/HELP NEEDED FROM SUPERVISOR

7u

VI CHALLENGES:
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Delivering The Home Visit

Introduction

Parent advisors in home intervention face a unique challenge: how to facilitate parents'
learning of skills and concepts in an effective way so that these skills and concepts become a
natural integral part of the family's life. An important concept which will help the parent advisor
meet this challenge is to remember that parents are persons. They are persons who have needs
for ertain information and skills but who have many other aspects of their lives to consider and
attend to. Parents are not just machines into which information is fed, who are then expected to
act upon that information in set ways. If the parent advisor is to be effective, she must make the
parents partners in a two-way interactive process in which the parents play an important role in
actively acquiring information and skills in their own ways. The parent advisor facilitates this
acquisition. This approach to teaching parents combines well-kno,.in concepts of interpersonal
«mmunie ation and adult education.

As the parent advisor begins working with a family, she must make an effort to get to know
the parents who will be the targets of her teaching. She must ask herself, "What do these parents

want to know, how do the parents want to learn it, and how will the parents learn it best?" Then
she must determine how to convey information and skills in a way that the parents will find
meaningful and practical.

General Teaching Strategies

There are some generally applicable guidelines and strategies that parent advisors can keep
in mind as they deliver ali of the curricular programs of the SKI*Fil Model. These will be presented

in the tolls wing discussion. Specific suggestions applicable in particular programs or lessons will
be presented with those programs. With all of these suggesti oils, the parent advisor must keep in

mind the individual parent she is teaching.

Lesson format. All of the lessons throughout the SKI*HI curriculum manual are presented in a

onsistent format for parent advisor use. This format includes outline/parent objectives, materials

needed, lesson content, review questions for parents, sample activities and challenges, and
tea( lung suggestions specific to the skill or topic. The parent advisor need only refer to these
helps and make adaptations for each child and family.

In genral, the home visit should be about 60 minutes in length. At the beginning of each
home visit, the parent advisor should: (a) check the child's aid as appropriate, (b) review last
week's disc ussion and challenges as appropriate, (c) obtoin information from the parents for the

Data Sheet.

Steps in teaching. The parent advisor should follow the SKI"Fil teaching procedure, this
pro( edure has proven to be very effective, as it incorporates the parent advisor's imparting of
information and skills with the parents hands-on involvement and reinforcement.
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Steps in teaching parents a skill:

1. Parent advisor describes the skill: what it is, why it is important, and how it applies to the

particular child.
2. ;'arent advisor models the skill using the hearing impaired child.

i. Parent carries out the skill with the child.
4. Parent advisor reinforces specific things parent does well.

S. Parent advisor and parent discuss paren,'s experience with the skill, such as how the

parent telt about doing it, how the parent would have done it differently, and other situations

where the skill can be used.
6. Challenge (write specific things parents will do during the week and leave with parents;

see page 101).

Guidelines for effective home visits. In carrying out the teaching steps, there are several

guidelines the parent advisor can remember.

1. Keep parent and child objectives in mind during the visit; it will be easier to keep the

lesson and activities moving and keep distractions from intruding. Remember that the activities

and challenges that are used to achieve the objectives must be adapted according to the child's

age and abilities as well as the parents' capabilities, routines, and interests. Even the objectives

themselves must be applied in light or what is realistic for the child and family. Consider what the

child can already do and build on that.

2. Use the suggested materials when possible. Before the visit, assemble the materials and

bec ome comfortable with their use. During the visit, use the materials in a positive way as they will

enhance the presentation and the parents' understanding of the concepts being taught.

he lesson contents have been arranged in a local grouping of concepts and skills. The

parent advisor may wish to break some of the larger lessons down into smaller segments

presented over a series of weeks. She may, on the other hand, find that some lessons contain

intormation or skills already acquired by certain parents, or not applicable because of the age or

status of the child, She may wish to combine the information from two lessons into one,

presenting it more briefly in order to reinforce the parent for skills already acquired and to

provide additional information that the parent does not yet have. It is important to provide this

type of reintorcement to the parents and to bring to their attention the desirability of their

ontintring to do the things they are doing well. If the lesson is not applicable at the present time,

the parent advisor may decide to use it in an order different from that presented in the manual, or

in sonic cases may dc.c.icie to eliminate the lesson it it is not applicable at all.

4. In order to present information in the most effective way to the parent, the parent advisor

must he thoroughly familiar with the content in advance. She should not read the information to

!lie parent. The parent advisor can use the parent nhjective outlines which appear at the begin-

runt; of ea( h lesson, or may write up an individualized outline to take into the home in order to

ensure that all important conc epts are included.

I )evote a good portion of each visit to modeling and parent prac tic e' of new skills. Do not

allow the visits to become largely discussion sessions. t he parents will learn the «incepts best by

putting them into practice.
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h. Make tin ettort to have the parents personally involved in every aspect of the visit. As
information is presented, ask the parents for examples of its application to their child. Pause to
allow the parent to comment or ask questions. Review information and ask parents questions
about what they have learned. Involve parents in setting goals, in planning activities and
challenges, and in planning what will be done at the next visit. The parent advisor must remember

that parents must first have the desire to learn the concepts and skills she has to teach, and that if

they are not involved in the setting of goals, there is a possibility that the goals set may not seem
meaningful to them. If the goals are not meaningful, the parents may have difficulty in workingon
related activities and challenges. In addition, involving parents in planning will ensure that the
activities selected will fit their family's routines.and interests.

. In deciding upon activities, remember to use naturally occurring situations and materials
found in the home, teaching the parents to make optimal use of these. It may be advisable at times

to help the parents enrich the home environment by adding to the experiences and materials
available. The parent advisor's suggestions must be made in light of what is realistic and affordable

for each family, but at the same time the parent advisor can encourage parents to be creative with

what is available.
8. Involve both mother and father, as well as siblings and other significant persons in the

tea( ping process. The mother is usually the main "significant other" in the child's life. Therefore,

the greatest amount of time in the home intervention program is usually spent with the mother.
However, if there are more "significant others" in the child's life, these others should be involved
in the home intervention program. It takes considerable effort to involve others. Involving father
will otten have to he a deliberately planned event. Few fathers will become naturally involved;
however, most fathers will become more involved if the parent advisors have a definite plan to
involve them. Parent advisors should plan several visits when the father can he there. As a rule, do

not ask the mother to teach the father. It the parent advisor is hesitant to work with the father,
work to\A ards rapport. Establish a good working relationship with the father as well as the mother.

Work with the mother and father together on regular Morrie intervention procedures. Plan a few
spe( fail sessions exclusively for the father and child. Work with the father in special "Dad"
as [RA ties that he like-- to do with the child. Leave challenges for the father.

Siblings often wet left out or neglected because of all the attention and time the handicapped

( hild re( eives. When there are young children in the family, they should he included in the
t les as much as possible. In many instances, they will be delighted to do the same things the

hearing Unpaired k hild is doing. For all siblings, both young and old, specific visits should be
planned to vork with them ex( lusively. Specific auditory and language activities can be planned
to tea, h the sibling how to communicate with the hearing impaired brother or sister. Thus, the
homy will her orne a more meaningful language environment.

'spec ( an he planned to involve others outside the immediate tamily. Most
o; her,:" are eager to learn to ( ommunic .tte with the hearing impaired child and will attend special

s('s.,ions H learn to do so.
9, I )) 11( 111,1kt' the home visit as s()( i,al call. It is deleterious to the parent advisor/parent

relationship for the parent advisor to stay In the home and chat about whatever topic ( ores up.
parcult a(ivisoriparent relationship should he warm and friendly but professional.
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Reporting: SKI*HI Assessment and Evaluation

Overview of 94.1111-11 Assessment and Evaluation

An important feature of the SKI*HI Model is assessment and evaluation. Parent advisors who

assess and report child and parent progress will be able to:

(a) Determine specific needs of parents and children and determine parent advisor course of

action. This is the area of assessment. For example: How many waking hours each day

does the child wear his hearing aids? Does more time need to be spent on assisting the

parents to help the child wear the hearing aid during all waking hours? What are the

child's language gains? U language gains are not being made, should action be taken to

alter the program?
ib) Determine the effectiveness of their particular program. This is the area of evaluation.

SKI*HI Outreach provides personnel in each replication site with a report on the progress

of all the children in theii. program so they will know if their children are making gains. In

addition, they receive information comparing the gains of their children with tho,,e of

other children in the United States who are in the SKI "HI Network.

The reporting of data involves tm main components:

1 Determining Child Progrk

(page 70) and

Determining Parent Progress

(page 71)

2 Completing and Submitting
the "skrHI Data Sheet"

(pages 71-84)

I hese two components will be discussed in detail below. After parent at. visors submit the

SK1* HI Data Sheet, their programs will receive a local and national parent and child progress

report. The interpretation and use of this report will also he discussed below

Determining Child Progress

Parent report. The first way the parent advisor determines the progress of the child is by

parent report. Parents record the progress of their child on three checklists (Hearing Aid Wearing

irne Checklist, Auditory Development Checklist, and Communication-Language Checklist) and

report this information to the parent advisor each week. These checklists are in the Parent

Notebook on pages 103-, i 1 3. Parents take the checklists out of the Parent Notebook and put them

on the refrigerator or some other obvious place to remind them to watch for the child's behavior

and tiler' e hec k the appropriate behavioral level on the checklist. It !s suggested that lust prior to

the home visit, the parent should date the checklist(s) that are currently being used and then

Chet k the highest level of the child's behavior in the appropriate box. For example, the parent

ould enter the date on the Auditory Development Checklist and then chec k the "attendinC box

it :he t hild's highest auditory behaviors during the preceding week Were attending behaviors.

l'ar:nts should be encouraged to write down examplesof the child's auditory and communication
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behaviors during the week. This simple requirement of having parents check one or two boxes
per week should promote parent record keeping.

They Hearing Aid Wearing Time Checklist is used by the parents after the initiation of the
1 fearing Aid Program. Parents use the Auditory Development Checklist after initiation of the
Auditory Program and the Communication-Language Checklist after the initiation of the Com-
munication Program.

+ter parents have completed a checklist, it is put back into the Parent Notebool. in the
appropriate section. A complete description of the entire Parent Notebook is on pages 89 157.

Parent advisor observation supplements and reinforces parent observation and report.
Parent advisor observation may be particularly important where parent report is not forthcoming
or where the reliability of parent report is questionable. In such cases, parent advisors should be

partic ularly aware of the child's behaviors during the home visit and then discuss these behaviors
with the parents, coming to a mutual agreement about what specific child behaviors should be
reported.

Administration of tests. The second way parent advisors determine child progress is by the
administration of tests. The anguage Development Scale (LDS) should be given at least twice a
year. More frequent administrations are encouraged but left up to the discretion of replication
site personnel. Other tests such as the SK *H1 Receptive Language Test may be given to the
hildren in the program but are optional. Complete instructions for administering and scoring the

I anguage Development Scale and the SKI *H1 Receptive Language Test are published with these

tests and are available from: SKI*H1 Institute, UMCIO, Utah State University, !_ogan, UT 84L2.

Determining Parent Progress

All SKI*I I I lessons are written in terms of parent objectives. For example, the Total Communi-
c anon I esson 4 Ojectives are: Parents will use the skill of sign simplicity by (a) using total
onimunication telegrams, b) using signs that are easily formed, functional, and iconic. The

lesson ifselt is a specific description of how parents will fulfill these objectives.
In order to determine if parents have learned a particular skill (such as sign simplicity), the

parent advisor should go back to the objective after the skill has been taught to the parent and
then ask the following questions: "Has the parent demonstrated accomplishment of this objec
tive ias spec ific ally desc ribed in the lesson) by (a) modeling hack the skill to me after I have
modeled the skill to the parent or (b) spontaneously performing the skill during the home visit or
is ) reporting use of the skill during the preceding week." If skill use is reported by parents, parent
ack is.)r obser.ation should supplement this report if possible.

Completion and Submission of the SKI*HI Data Sheet

General Instructions. As soon as a child begins the program, the SKI* H I Data Sheet should be

kept on the e hill. This is done in the following way: During (or atter) each home visit, the parent
.rcly i,r,r makes appropriate c hild and parent progress entries on the SKI' t ii l ),Ifa Sheet (see form

(),1 page 7;i Programs may duplicate this form for their own use. 'fle parent advisor also records
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demographic and test data on this form, Some demographic data are filled in at program
initiation. Other demographic data entries are filled in both at program initiation and thereafter

whenever additions or changes are made. This SKIH1 Data Sheet the only form that SKI*H1

Outreach requires for replication site personnel to complete and submit for data analysis of
children in the SKI*HI Network. All replication sites must complete ,Ind submit the demographic
data portion of the Data Sheet. Completion and submission of the ..st data and child and parent

data are optional but strongly encouraged.
During (or after) the home visit, the parent advisor makes appropriate entries for that week

on the SKI*H1 Data Sheet (this constitutes a master form for each child). There is room on this

master data sheet for at least four months of home visits (17 weeks). After one master form is

completed, a second one is started and so forth. The parent advisor can insert a carbon and
another data sheet under her master form or can xerox the master form) for weekly submission to

her supervisor. See page 62 for two suggestions on how the SKI*HI Data Sheet can be used and

submitted to the supervisor in conjunction with the Lesson Plan and Lesson Narrative Report.

Once each year in May, parent advisors or supervisors are required to send copies of the

master data sheets on each child to:

SKI *Hl Data Manager

Evaluation Research Center

School of Education, Ruffner Hall
University of Virginia
4O Emmet Street
Charlottesville, VA 229i
(1iO4-'124 0511

submission of three forms per child will be necessary on children who received 12 months of

home vi'.it es during the preceding year (4 months of visits per form). For children receiving

less that 12 months of service, (ewer forms per child will he necessary.

lie SKI*Ht Data Sheet is self explanatory. Kt on the back of the form enable parent advisors

mak:' appropriate entries on the front of the form. However, in case there are specific

questions about the «llnpletion and submission of the SKI*HI Data Sheet, detailed instructions

are given on pages 77-84 under the title "Step-By-Step Guide To Completion and Submission of

ski III Data Sheet."
I his step-by-step guide has been summarized below for parent advisors who would like a

(i1/1( k reference tt ail (Lila colic( lion and submission procedures:
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SKI*HI Data Sheet Key

CHILD DATA

Time Hearing Aid Worn Auditory Development
Communication-Language

Development Vocabulary Interval
1 Less than '4 time 1 Attending 1 Aware of surroundings. laces and / or voices 1 0 5 words
2 4 time 2 Early Vocalizing 2 Pre-babbles (coos, gurgles, etc ) 2 6 10 words

X4 time 3 Recognizing 3 Babbles or gestures 3 11-20 words
4 Over '- time 4 Locating 4 Understands single words or signs 4 21.30 words
5 All of the Itme 5 Vocalizing w I inflection 5 Uses single words CP signs Si 31 50 words

tE)ISLontinue report ng when chid wears aid 100% 6 Distances r levels 6 Uses ;argon 6. 51-100 words
of !mit/ or neccimmendect heating aid wearing time 7 Producing vowels / consonants 7 Understands 2 word or sign sequences 7 101.200 words
dunng airy *eV* 8 Environmental discrim and comp 8 Uses 2 word or sign sequences 8 201-300 words

9 Vocal discrim and comp 9 Understands 3.4 word or sign sequences (Discontinue reporting when child has over 300
10 Speech discrim and comp 10 Uses 3 4 word or sign sequences words.)
11 Speech use 11 Understands compound 1 complex sentences

12 Uses compound) complex sentences

PARENT DATA

New Auditory Skills
1 Attemitog
2 E arty vOCilliZing

ReCOgrli:InU
4 Lot,-.atIng
5 Sroctatizing
6 Distance ; ievels
7 Producing vowels consonants
ti EftvfOrlffl !di dISCTIM and comp
9 Voc al it ',L ,,I71 and comp
i) Saws, n ,I1SCIrrn and comp

I I Speet

New Cognition Skills
Parent helps chtld

I Assimilate ant: accommodate (lesson 2)
2 Learn obiect oc,manence (lesson 31
3 Develop goal di ection (lesson 3)
4 Learn about space (lesson 4)
5 Learn about ciwsatity (lesson 4)
6 Inteurafe all senses (lesson 4)
1 Alta, h symbols to objects and mental

refJr1.5enidtIons (lesson 51
Drs lance self from obiects (lesson 5)

9 Engage in tirmbolic play (le..son 5)
11) 1 WO' concepts (lesson 6)
11 Learn about order (lesson 61
12 (.earn how to generalize (lesson 61

I

2

3

4

5

6
7

8
9

10
11

12

13

14.
15

New Communication Skills
Minimize background noise
Encourage child to explore end play
Serve as communication consultant
Use interactive turn-taking
Get down on child's level
Maintain eye contact ! direct conversation
Use facial expressions
Use intonation
Use gestures
Touch child
Respond to child's cry
Stimulate babbling
Respond to communication intents
Use conversational turn taking
Use meaningful conversation

1

2
3

4

5

6

B

9

New Language Stimulation Skulls:
AuralOral

Conversation in child dare activities
Conversation in parent task activities
Conversation in child initiated activities
Conversation in parent directed activities
Selection of target words and phrases
Increased frequency
heintorcement
Expansion
Naturalness

1

2

3

4

5.

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14.

15

16

17

18

19.

20

Total Communication
Use gestures (lesson 2)
Respond to baby's gestures (lesson 21
User c. telegrams (lesson 4)
Emphasize iconic, easily shaped,
functional signs (lesson 4)
Increase frequency of functional signs
(lesson 5)
Emphasizes signs appropriate for child's
language and visual development (lesson 5)
Reinforce child's signing attempts
(lesson 6)
Sign consistently to chili in chid care
activities (lesson 7)
Sign consistently to child in parent task
activities (lesson 7)
Sign consistently to child in child initiated
activities (lesson 7)
Sign consistently to child in parent directed
activities (lesson 7)
iSleigsnson6consistently during home visa

Sign consistently when child present but
conversation not directed to child lieSson
Use animation in t.c. (lesson 10)
Use speech effectively in t c. (lesson 10)
Use affixes and nonconlent signs
(lesson 10)

get child to watch theKnow
(lesson 10)signer

Know now to correct child's signing
mistakes (lesson 10)
Know how to sign when hands are 11,11
(lesson 10)
Know how to involve reluctant family
members, friends and relatives in 1.c.
(lesson 10)

u
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Data Collection and Submission Quick Reference

Step 1

Complete demographic Section I of SKI*HI Data Sheet at program initiation. Complete Demo-
graphic Section II at program initiation and thereafter when additions/changes are made.

Step 2

Explain parent notebook to parents (see pages 89-157). Have parents put parent notebook check-

lists in an obvious place (ex: refrigerator door) and check highest level of child's behavior for
preceding week. When particular checkiist is completed, have parents put it back in the Parent
Notebook.

Step 3

Obtain child progress data (from parent Checklists and parent advisor observation) and record
highest :eve! of child's behavior on Master SKIHI Data Sheet during each home visit. Record
parent progress data. A carbon and another data sheet may be inserted underneath the master
data sheet for submissi.m to supervisor (or a xerox copy may be submitted).

Step 4

Suhrnit wpy of SKI*HI Data Sheet weekly to upervisor and as appropriate, Lesson Plan and
esso i Narrative Report).

Step

A.drniniter I and;. 'age Development Scale OLDS) to child at least tv. e yearly and record gate and

results ,)n `-kl*H1 I )ata Sheet. Administ,_q and report on other tests as appropriate.

Step 6

e r if I) year in May submit SKI * HI Data Sheets to the University >t Virginia. Thee are 4 months

,,! hmue visit data per sheet so as many as 3 SKI 'HI Data Sheets per hild will be required qn those

HiHrem who re( eiverl ti.d1V4"4.1r rat hOine v; Its.
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Step-By-Step Guide to Completion and.Submission of

SlasH1 Data Sheet

Step 1

Complete Demographic Section I of SKI*HI Data Sheet at program initiation. Complete
Demographic Section II at program initiation and thereafter when additions/changes are made.

Demographic Data I. Parent advisor fills in Demographic i (fixed data) only once at program

initiation. All dates should be written in numbers: month/day/year. For example, a program start
date of June 4, 1985 is written 6/4/85.

Site Prefix: Each SKI *Hl replication agency is assigned a 3-letter prefix (for example, GAA is

(;eorgia's prefix and NDX is North Dakota's prefix). Enter the site's assigned prefix.
2. Child ID Number: Each child in a program is assigned a 3 digit number (for example, the

sixteenth child to be assigned a number in a particular program is 016). Enter the child's ID
number.

3. Birthdate: Write birthdate in numbers. For example, a birthday of July 6, 1985 is written

7/6/85.

4. Sex: Write M for male, F for female.
5. Program start date: The program start date is the month, day and year that any parent-infant

program services were first given by the SKI*HI program. Examples are the date the coordinator
spends time on the first telephone contact, the day the parent advisor visits the home and collects

background information, or the first date of any home visit.
ti. Date of ID: Identification is defined as first report from an audiologist indicating a hearing

loss.

Other handicaps: Check yes if the child has a handicap, other than a hearing loss, which has

been professionally confirm..d.
8. Date hearing aid first fit: Write the date: in numbers (month,dav ' r) when an aid, either

trial or permanent, was first fit by any agency.
9. One or both parents deaf: Circle yes if one or both parents living in the home are searing

impaired.
10. Date of suspicion: Suspicion: Record the date the parents first suspected the hearing loss.

It parents did not suspect any hearing loss before formal identification, record the identification

date.
11. Type of loss: Circle only one of the types. Mixed implies both serisori- neural and conduc-

tive types of loss.



A

12. Causes uf loss: For cause write the one from the following list that best describes the cause

of the hearing loss.

1) unknown
2) hereditary
.3) maternal rubella, CAW, or other infections during pregnancy

4) meningitis
5) defects at birth
6) fever or infections in child
7) RH incompatibility
8) drugs during pregnancy
9) other conditions during pregnancy

10) middle ear problems or ENT anomalies

11) drugs administered to child
12i birth trauma
1.3) child syndrome

14) other (specify)

13. Date of cause: If cause o,=curred after birth (e.g., meningitis, infection, child's reaction to

drugs, or middle ear problems), enter the date of occurrence. If hearing loss present at birth,

leave blank.
14. Race: Write child's race from the following (parental provision of this information is

optional) :

1) Caucasian

2) Black
3) Oriental/Asian American
4) Spanish American
5) American Indian
6) other (specify)

15. Language spoken in the home: Indicate what primary language is spoken in the home from

the following fis;

H English
2; Spanish
3; American Sign Language

4; Signed English System

70 ()tiler (specify)

Demographics -

Parent advisor tills in Demographic ti II ((hang,' g data) at program initiation and thereafter

whenever e,.Ani information is available'. Dates should be written in numbers: month/day/year.

1. Hearing loss: Report the hearing sensitivity of the child in numerical d13 vilues. Do not use

ategorical words. Use the child's best ear. It the average of two frequencies or less is reported,
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circle that number. If the average of three or more frequencies is reported, do not circle that dB
value. Make sure to indicate test date in numbers: month/day/year.

2. Communication Methodology: When the child first enters the parent-infant program, check
the communicative placement and give date. Diagnostic/Prescriptive refers to the first few
months of the child's enrollment in the program when no decision has yet been made as to
auditory or total communication placement. During this time, evaluation data is being collected
to aid in making this decision. By the end of the Communication Program, a communication
method decision should be made, if possible. The child then begins the Language Stimulation
Program : Aural-Oral or the Language Stimulation Program: Total Communication. The parent
advisor should be sure to note when the child changes from diagnostic-prescriptive to an
aural-oral or a total communication language program. When the child is placed in or changed to a
specific methodology, give the date the family begins to use that method with the child.

3. Other Non-Parent-Infant Program Services: List and date the initiation of other non-parent-
infant program services (other than diagnostic) given to the child and family while child is in the
parent- infant program. List services by category as shown below:

a. educational (e.g., preschool, day care, kindergarten)
b. speech and hearing therapy

c. mental health (e.g., parent counseling, child therapy)
d. health (e.g., free clinics, public health nurse. nutritional services)
e. social (e.g., welfare, aid to dependent children, family services)
f. services for mentally retarded
g. other (specify)

4. Frequency of Home Visits: Check the one that best describes the current visiting schedule.

5. Graduation Date: Put the date in numbers (month ,day, year) of the child's graduation from
the parent infant program.

Step 2

xplain parent notebook to parents (see pages 119-157). Have parents post parent :iotebook
chec klists in an obvious place and check highest level of child's behavior for preceding week.
When particular checklist is completed, have parents put it back in the Parent Notebook.

Step 3

Obtain child and parent progress data and record on the SKI*Fil Data Sheet during or after
ea( h home visit. It is suggested that the parent advisor take one SKI*HI Data Sheet (which
hemmes the parent advisor's master copy for that child) and then insert a carbon and another data
sheet underneath the master for weekly submission to the supervisor. Or the parent advisor may
xerox the master data sheet for the supervisor. The parent advisor retains the master copy for
ontinued data entry.

f3!4ore recording child and parent data, the parent advisor should enter the home visit date in
numbi.rs imonthidaviyear) and the home visit number (1, 2, .3, 4 ... etc.). For example, the first
hz m t made to a home on Nov. 3,1985 reads: Visit 1 on 111:3/85. When beginning a new data
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sheet, the first home visit number entered will be the next higher number after the List entry on

the previous sheet. If the parent advisor goes to the home and the family is not there, date the

home visit but do not write in a new home visit number. Then write "no show" across the blank

lines below.

Child Data.
On all child data, slash the item 0 if no longer reporting the item. Leave the item blank if the

child has not yet achieved a new skill. For example, if the child has not yet begun the Auditory

Program, leave the auditory development item blank. Or if the child achieves an auditory level of 4

one week but does not achieve a new auditory level the next week leave the next week blank.

1. Time Hearing Aid Worn: Begin recording weekly after initiating the Home Hearing Aid

Program. Using the SKI*H1 Data Sheet Key, write down the number of the appropriate time

interval (as determined from the parent's entry on the Hearing Aid Wearing Time Checklist from

the Parent Notebook). If the child does not achieve a new time interval during a particular week

(tor example, the child stays at 1/4 -112 of the time), leave the current week blank. When the child

wears the aid all of his waking hours or the hearing aid time recommended by the audiologist,

discontinue reporting by slashing item on data sheet.

2. Auditory Development: Begin recording weekly after the Auditory Program is initiated.

Using the SKI*H I Data Sheet Key, write down the number of the highest auditory level the child

achieves during the week (as determined from the parent's entry on the Auditory Development

Chec klist from the Parents Notebook). The parent advisor will want to discuss with the parents the

parent's entry on the Auditory Development Checklist and then using the guide below, make a

final decision as to the auditory level that should be checked on the SKI*HI Data Sheet.

Determining The Child's Auditory Achievement Level

I or Auditory Skills 1, 3, 4, and 6, achievement of a particular level is determined by the child's

responding, without auditory clues (see page 394), to three or more different sound stimuli at a

50% or higher consistency level during a series of meaningful presentations of each sound. For

example, the child is on the "locating" level if he can localize half the lime without clues to three

or more sounds (e.g., knocking, his name being called, electrical appliance) during a series of

meaningful presentations of each sound (e.g., Mother knocks five times on kitchen cabinet while

she is cooking and child responds three times).

For Auditory Skills 8, 9, and 10, achievement of a particular level occurs when the child is

making more than 50% of his auditory responses on that level. For example, if most of the child's

responses are discriminations of vocal sounds, words, or phrases, the child is on auditory level 9.

For achievement of vocal skills (auditory skills 2, 5, 7, and 11), the child should be making 50% or

more of his vocalizations on that level. If the c hild does not acquire a new auditory level (auditory

level for current week is the same as the preceeding week), leave blank.

i. Communication-Language Development: Begin recordingafter Communication Program is

initiated.
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(a) Language level: Using SKI*Fil Data Key, write down the number of the highest language
level the child achieves during the week (as determined from the parent's entry on the
Communication-Language Checklist from the Parent Notebook). The parent advisor should
discuss the parent checklist entry with the parents and verify it if possible. if the child does not
acquire a new language level (level for current week is same as preceding week), leave blank.

(b) Vocabulary co...at: Using the Key, write down the number of the appropriate vocabulary
interval (as determined from the parent's entry on the Communication-Language Checklist from
the Parent Notebook). The parent advisor should discuss with parents their entry on the
Communication-Language Checklist. Using the following guide, the parent advisor can make a
linal des ision as to what new vocabulary words should be counted for entry on the SKI*1-11 Data
Sheet.

What Constitutes A New Vocabulary Word

Count as a new word, a morpheme that is distinguishable as a word and has been used
spontaneously (not imitatively) by the child more than once. If the word is so misarticulated that it
is not recognizable as a word (child says ma or makes an unrecognizable or unrelated sign as he
points to a doggie) do not count it as a morpheme (word). If the child understands one morpheme
(c at) but uses it in an over-generalized manner to refer to any furry animal with four legs and a tail,
only one morpheme will be counted (the verbalized or signed cat is very different from the word
dog.

It the child says a morpheme /ba-ba/ for bottle and another morpheme /ba-be/ for baby, the
parents can "hear" the differences and will note the presence of two morphemes. Similarly, if the
hild signs a close approximation for father and a slightly different but distinguishable approxima-

tion for boy, the parent will note the presence of two morphemes. If the child utters one
morpheme /ba-ha/ in many different situations, such as when the child wants his /ba-b:i/ (bottle),
waving and saying fti-bat (bye-bye) or pointing to a /ha -ba/ (baby), the parent will know the child
has three morphemes it:

I . T here is a close approximation caf t le uttered word to the real word (/ba-ba/ to bye-bye or
/[ta-t)i/ to baby) and,

2 . I t there is a ,trong indication of the c ridd's knowing the three words because of (a) gestural

c !Lies such as waving and saying /w-ba/ or pointing or reaching for a ;ba-ba/ (bottle) or (b)
emir( tonic-mai clues (whenever mother gives the child a bottle the child says /h. 'la/ or whenever
the t a baby the child says /bpi-b:i/).

l his pr int iple c arl aft,o by applied when the ( hild is ifsing signs t or example, the child may
11,1 the same squeezing or wrist-twisting motion for milk, orange, and ice cream, but indi( ations
Illtf be that he knows and distinguishes the three different words.

Ii the ( hild utters /baha/ or makes one sign indisc riminately as a generalized response to
man\ cvents or ()hie( t, (points to things and makes the sign or /ba -11(.0 only one
in( )i.phymy w ill be counted. 11 the chid( uses two words together so( h as lallgone/ or ',Awl/ that
represent (me meaningful unit, only one morpheme will he counted.
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it during a particular week the child does not achieve a new vocabulary count interval (for

example, child stays at 21-30 words), leave the space for that week blank. When the child has more

than 300 words, discontinue recording by slashing item on the data sheet.

Parent Data.
On all parent data, slash the item 151 if no longer reporting the item. leave the item blank if the

parent has not achieved new skills. For example, if the Language Program has not been initiated,

leave the new language skills item blank. Or if the parent achieves language skills 1 and 2 during a

pre tiding week and no new skills for the current week, leave the current week blank.

. Hearing Aid Skills: Begin recording after initiation of the Home Hearing Aid Program. Write

Hown only once, the number of the home visit during which the parent receives 80-100% on the

hearing aid competency test, The competency test is in hearing aid lesson 9 and is on pages

2 31-2.W, For example, if the parent achieves 80-100% on the competency test during visit 10, write

down 10. Discontinue reporting by slashing this item after the parent achieves 80-100% on the

«mnpetenc y test.

2. New Auditory Skills: Begin recording after initiation of the Home Auditory Program. Using

the SKI *Hl Data Sheet Key, write down the number(s) of all new skills the parent acquired during

the home visit or preceding week. (See page 71 for complete description of determinir parent

progress.) If the parent achieves no new auditory skills during a particular week (for example, the

parent achieves auditory skills 3 and 4 during a preceding week but achieves no new skills during

the current week), leave the space for the current week blank.

3. New Communication Skills: Begin recording after initiation of the Home Communication

Program. Using the Key, write down the number(s) of all new skills the parent acquires during the

home visit or prec week. (See page 71 for complete description of determining parent

progress.) It the parent achieves no new communication skills during a particular week (for

example, the parent achieves communication skill 3 and 4 during a preceding week but achieves

no new skills during the current week), leave the space for the current week blank.

4. New Language Stimulation Skills: Aural-Oral: Begin recording after initiation of the

anguage Stimulation Program: Aural-Oral. Using the Key, write down the number(s) of all new

skills the parent acquires during the home visit or preceding week. (See page 71 for complete

desc ription tat determining parent progress.) If the parent achieves no new language skills during

a parti( ular week (for example, the parent achieves language skills 2 and 3 during a preceding

week but achieves no new skills during the current week), leave the space for the current week

blank. t cave blank if the family is using Language Stimulation Program: Total Communication.

-I. New Language Stimulation Skills: Total Communication: Begin recording after initiation of

the I onguage Stimulation Program: Total Communication. Using the Key, write down the num-

beris) of all new skills tne parent acquires during the home visit or preceding week. (See page 71

for «irnplete description of determining paren. progress.) If -1e parent achieves no new total

«)mmunication skills during a particular week (for example, the parent achieves total communi-

ation skills 7 and 8 during a preceding week but achieves no new skills duriag the current week),

leave the space for the current week blank. 1 eave blank if the family is using Language Stimulation

Program : Aural-Oral.
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h. New Cognition Skills (optional): Begin recording after initiation of the Home Cognition
Program. Using the Key, write down the number(s) of all new skills the parent acquires during the
home visit or preceding week. (See page 71 for complete description of determining parent
progress.) If the parent achieves no new cognition skills during a particular week (for example,
the parent achieves cognition skills 1 and 2 during a preceding. week but achieves no new skills
during the current week), leave the space for the current week blank.

Step 4

Submit the carbon or xerox copy of the SKI*HI Data Sheet weekly to the supervisor. It is
possible that the copy sent to the supervisor will also contain the Lesson Plan and Lesson Narrative

Report if suggestion 1 on page 62 is being used. If suggestion 2 is being used,' the parent
advisor may be required to send to the supervisor both the Lesson Plan and Lesson Narrative
Report (one formiand the SKI*H I Data Sheet (another form). In some programs, submission of
the I esscm Plan and Narrative Report Form may not be required'tir may eventually be phased out if

th,' parent advisor and supervisor deem it appropriate. However, it is suggested that the parent
advisor continue to make written lesson plans and narrative reports for her own use even if she is

not submitting them to her supervisor.
Upon receipt of the carbon copies, the supervisor reviews parent and child progress,

responds to any parent advisor comments, and riles the report chronologically in the child's file.

Step 5

Administer LDS to child at time of entry into the program and twice yearly. Record date and
results on SKI *HI Data Sheet. Administer and report on other tests as appropriate.

language Development Scale (LDS): Parent adviso, records IDS test scores and dates when-

ever the I DS i-, given. Children in SKI*H I replication sites should receive the test at least twice a
year. More frequent administrations are encouraged. The first administration of the LDS must take
plac e within the first three months of the child's enrollment in the program. This first administra-

tion onstitutes the pretest. The earlier the first administration can be given, the greater the
likelih')od of demonstrating child progress.

Parent advisor should record the child's receptive and expressive ages (RA and EA). These
ages will be the highest age in months of the highest interval achieved (for example, if the child's
receptive age interval is 20. 22 months, the RA would be recorded as 22 months). Parent advisors
should make sure to date all test administrations in numbers: month/day/year.

Other tests: Administrations of tests (other than the LDS) are optional. All test administrations

must be dated. It the Al*H I Receptive Language Test is given, enter the child's percentage scores

tor Parts A, B, C, and D. If the child does not respond, enter a O.

Step 6

Once each year in May submit SKI*HI Data Sheet, on each chill in the program to the
University of Virginia. There are 4 months of home visit data per sheet so as many as 3 SKI*HI Data
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Sheets per child will be :equired on those children who receive a full year of hoMe visits. For

children receiving fewer months of services, fewer forms will need to be submitted.

A call will come from the SKI`HI Data Bank Manager (University of Virginia) in April to remind

replication site personnel to submit copies of their SKIHI Data Sheets in May. The program
should cut off the child's name at the top of the SKI*HI Data Sheet to ensure anonymity of the data,

make copies of all data sheets kept on each child since the previous May's submission, and send

the copies to: dli4

SKI.H1 Data Manager

Evaluation Research Center

School of Education, Ruffner Hall
University of Virginia
405 Emmet Street

Charlottesville, VA 22903

(804) 924-0511

In small programs that do not have a supervisor, the parent advisor will need to follow the

above procedures to submit data on her children.
At the SKI*HI Data Center in Virginia, all data will be analyzed. Reports will be sent to

replication site personnel describing the progress of parents, and children in the entire SKI*HI

Netwock and in their particular site if more than 10 children are served. In order to help replication

site personnel interpret and use these reports, the section below is gi,yen:

National Report

This report is sent to all SKI*HI replication sites. It contains child and parent progress data and

demographic information. The sections of a typical national report are here described.

The first section of the report gives some background information on the report and what is

included in it , ;the number of children and the number of sites covered in the report).

The second section (child and service description is a summary of descriptive information

about all SKI Fil children. Information for this section comes from the demographic sections of

the SKI*1-1 I Data Sheet. The following explanations will help in interpreting this secCon.

It is possible that the number of valid cases is less than the number of children included in

the national report. This is because certain items of information are not noted or are not available

on some children (for example, maybe test information but not demographic information is

available on some children).
2. Percents are found by dividing the number of children with a certain characteristic by the

total lumber of valid cases. For example, the percentage of children with other handicaps is

found by dividing the number of children with other handicaps, i.e. 226, by the total number of

valid cases, say 789, which then equals 29%.

3. When unknown is reported (such as the cause of hearing loss), it means that the informa-

tion is unknown (i.e., the cause is unknown) not that the information is unavailable.

4. Mean dB loss gives the average hearing loss reported for different test methods. Standard

deviation, sometimes abbreviated as S.D.. is a measure of how much variation there is in the
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intormation used to calculate the mean. If every childhas a hearing loss of 73 dB when tested by

the soundfield method, then the standard deviation would be 0. If the S.D. is 20, this means that
most children have a loss within a range of 20 dB more or less than the average or between 53 dB

and 91 dB. This tool helps to compare children in a particular site to children in the nation as a
whQle. If the children in one site have an average loss of 89 dB, then they are more severely
impaired than the national average but within the standard deviation range expected by the
national profile.

Min. dB loss shows the smallest reported hearing loss while Max. dB loss shows the highest.,*Means and related standard deviations can be used in the same way as described above for

sue h items as age hearing loss identified and age hearing aid fitted.

b. Remember that some demographic data .'aries over the course of service to the family.
his data includes the child's hearing loss in dB, communication method used, supplementary

services provided, and frequency of home visits.
the next section of the national report concentrates on language change. Language develop-

ment as measured by the Language Development Scale (LDS) is reported in the tables in this
see hn. Since notations on these tables may be unfamiliar to some readers, a sample table is

'presented and discussed below.

Pre /Post

Sa7nple Table
Pre/Post Test Comparisons of LDS Scores and

Language Development Quotients;
Receptive Ability

Valid Pairs Mean S.D. t-value

LDS Scores in Months

I- irst Testing 330 15.6 10 9

Spring 1983 330 27 4 14 5

1:ill 1982 285 21 5 12 9

Spring 1983 285 28 6 14.5

Developmental Quotients

First Testing 304 0 62 0 30

Spring 1983 304 0.67 0 31

F- all 1982 262 0.62 0.33

Spring 1983 262 0 70 0.34

c.) 05
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Pre/Post information is information from before something happens (pre) and after some-
thing happens (post). The information in this case is performance on the LDS. The something that

happens is home visits by the trained SKIH1 parent advisor. in one comparison in this table, the
Pre is the first LDS test the child received and the Post is the child's Spring 1983 test. in another
mmparison, the Pre is the child's f- all 1982 LDS test and the Post is the Spring 198.3 test. The goal is

for language performance to improve between thesetwo times.
Valid Pairs shows the number of children with LDS scores both Pre and Post. For statistical

at uracy one has to compare the same chilth-en before and after SKI*H1 treatment. As discussed

above, the mean is the average and S.D. shows how much variation exists in the numbers used to

tind the mean. The t-value is derived from comparing the Pre/Post pairs on each of the children.
The larger the t-value, the more likely it is that the Pre and Post measurements are different. The *

Indic ale's that t-values of this size would occur by diance alone only 5 times out of 100. This
probability value (p < .05) is a commonly accepted criterion for saying there is a statistically siKnific-

ant difference between two means.
Another way of looking at Pre/Post gains is to subtract the Pre score from the Post score and

log ik at this difference in light of how many months are between the Pre and Post. For example, the

I all 1982 Pre score is 21.5 and the Spring 1983 Post score is 28.6. This is a difference of 7.1 months

over a 6 or 7 month period (Fall 1982 to Spring 1983). This is good language progress in that it is

what one would expect from a hearing child.
Developmental Quotients are calculated because between the Pre and Post test, something

happens in addition to the SKI*HI parent advisor's visits; i.e. the child gets older. The child's age is

taken into account as part of the calculation for the Development Quotient (the language age is
divided by the chronological age). The quotient can be thought of as a ratio or percent. For
example, the Fall 1982 Development Quotient of .64 can be interpreted as the average language

age being 6-1"6 of the average chronological age. The Spring 1983 quotient of .70 indicates that this

pert nt improve,, over time. By showing that the t-values are statistically significant for these
quotients, it becomes apparent that language scores are changing despite the fact that ages are

c hanging too.

Sin e all t-values in this sample table are statistically significant, it is obvious that change

tars between Pre and Post. These SKI *H I children are making language progress.

Local Site Report

SKI `I i l replication sites with at least 10 valid cases receive a local site report as well as the
national report. This report includes information on children only at the local site. However, the
saint' Format as the national report is followed. look at the site report side by side with the national

report, noting all differences. If data from a local site is worse than the national data, it may mean
that there are local programming problems, or if the local data are better than the national data, it

may Hll( ate a superior local program. It is advisable to remember the following when noting

national and loc al differences and drawing conclusions:
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tat Younger t hitdren served will have lower LDS stores on the average.

(b) More severely impaired children will probably have lower LDS scores compared to mildly
impaired children of the same age.

(c) Remember that an average calculated from fewer valid cases may not be as reliable a
measure. took at the national means based on many cases. Subtract and add one standard
deviation to it as suggested. If local site data are beyond these boundaries, careful attention
should be given to the special features of the local site.
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PARENT'S NOTEBOOK

Introduction

Objectives

1. To provide a means whereby the parents may monitor and record their child's growth.
2. To assist the parent advisor in identifying the needs the parents in relation to their child.
i. To help the parent advisor keep data and evaluate the program.

Description

1 very parent will be provided with a looseleaf notebook. This notebook will remain the
personal property of the parent. Parents will be asked to record weekly the child's hearing aid
usage, auditory and communication-language development, and if desired, aspects of child
growth arid development.

This information will allow the parents to review the progress made by the child, will serve as

a 'support to other parents beginning their observations of their younger children, and provide
vital data to project personnel.

The notebook is divided into sections including personal information, lesson summary and
challenge sheets, hearing aid wearing time checklist, auditory development checklist,
communication-language development checklist, a developmental guide, and parent resource
intormation.

Training

The parent advisor will provide an orientation and trwning for the parents on how to use the
note look. Samples of skills and developmental information will be provided to serve as a guide
for the parents. The notebook will serve as a means of training parents in utilizing a more
systematic approach to observing and teaching their chili

Programs may use the following pages for masters for duplicating Parent Notebook contents
for all parents served by their program.
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Section 1

Personal and Program Information

Parvnts may want to record personal information about their child and information about the
parent-infant program for easy access. This section will include such information as birth record,
description of the child at birth, hearing impairment, date enrolled in the parent-infant program,
nan u s , addresses and phone numbers 3f parent advisor, audiologist, and other resource people.
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PERSONAL AND PROGRAM INFORMATION

Child's Name:

Birthdate:

Date errolled in Parent-Infant Program:

Name, address, and phone # of Program:

Parent Advisor Name:

Parent Advisor Address:

Parent Advisor Phone #:

Parent Advisor
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The name of my child's
audiologist is:

address:

phone #:

The name of my child's
ear, nose, and throat

doctor (ENT) is:

address:

phone #:

Other names, addresses,
and phone #'s:

My child's hearing aid(s)
is/are:

(brand name & model number)

The hearing aid serial
number(s) is/are:

The battery size is:

Dates of hearing
evacuations: 1. Notes:

2.

3.

4.
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Mother's Name:

Father's Name'

Time Child Was Born:

Doctor's Name:

Hospital:

State:

CHILD'S BIRTH RECORD

City __

Zip __

DESCRIPTION OF CHILD AT BIRTH

Color of eyes: _
Color of hair:

Weight - lbs.:

Height:

Hearing Impairment Identified: _

ounces: __ _
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Section II

Lesson Summary and Challenge Sheets

At the conclusion of each lesson, parents will be given a lesson summary and challenge sheet.

These sheets are available in notepad form from SKI*H I Institute. The parent advisor simply tears
off the appropriate lesson summary sheet from the notepad, writes challenges or has the parent
write the challenges on it that are designed to facilitate the development of the child, and then
gives the sheet to the parents to post in an obvious place. In this way, parents are frequently
reminded of the previous lesson and of the challenges they are to fulfill during the week. All
SKI *HI lessons are summarized on these notepad sheets. If a new lesson is not given during a

particular home visit, the parent advisor can use the lesson summary sheet given at the previous
home visit to write down new challenges for the upcoming week.

After a new lesson summary and challenge sheet is given to the parent, the old one is inserted
in Section II of the Parent Notebook for easy reference.



SAMPLE OF LESSON SUMMARY AND CHALLENGE SHEET

Communication Skill Lesson 9
Use Natural Gestures

What are the goals
of this lesson?

Challenges

1.

2.

3.

4.

TO USE NATURAL GESTURES:

1. to add meaning to my
communication with my child

2. to help my child better
understand what I am saying

3. to encourage my child's use
of gestures

TO REWARD MY CHILD'S USE OF GESTURES

How did my child
react or respond?

[)o I feel comfortable with this skill? What changes, if any, did I see in Illy child as I used it? How
can I continue to use this skill as my child progesses?



Section III

Hearing Aid Wearing Time

Blank aring Aid Wearing Time Checklists ar-! available in this section. Parents are given a
blank checkh t to post in an obvious place in the home. Parents then record the child's hearing aid
wearing time on the checklist.

After parents have completed the Hearing Aid Wearing Time Checklist (which has entry space

for 12 weeks), the parents put it back into this section of the Parent Notebook. If appropriate, a

new checklist is then posted in an obvious place in the home and parents continue to record the
child's hearing aid wearing time until the child is wearing his aid during all waking hours or the
amount of time recommended by the audiologist.
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HEARING AID WEARING TIME CHECKLIST
Check how much of the child's waking hours the aid was worn during the week. Stop recording whan
child WWI aid all hisitier waking hours or the recommended hearing aid wearing time.

CHECK ONE BOX LESS THAN
PER WEEK: IA TIME

1 4 1A2

TIME
V2 Ili
TIME

OVER 2A
TIME ALL TIME

Week: 0(Date)

Week: 0 ',(Date)

Week:

El(Date) E
Week: 0 CI(Date)

_

Week:
_ _ _ . ..

(Date) II
Week:

(Date) III

Week:

(Date) 0 C Ei

Week:

El ET_ El El(Date) P
Week:

(Date) 0 E C 0 C
Week:

(Date) 111 E E E
_.
..._.

Week:

(Date) 0 Ell 0 El

Week:

(Date) 0 E C .
El
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Section IV\

Auditory Development

Blank Auditory Development Checklists are available in this section. The parents post this
checklist in an obvious place in the home. Each week the parents check the child's highest
auditory development level (noting specific examples if possible) on the checklist. After the

hecklist is completed, it is put back into this section of the Parent Notebook and a new auditory
checklist is posted in the home for recording of the child's auditory progress.
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BEST COPY AVAILABLE

AUDITQRY DEVELOPMENT CHECKLIST

Check Netssat isysi gelid achisvas during the weak and writs down some *pimples. Write month,
day and Year for *soh work.

Weak of

1. ATTENDING tclItII muses
of protersco of Nome endow
Sosetn sounds but may not
knots moanings. stops.
usiHts, etc I
ax

2. EARLY VOCALIZING
(child Coo& purolos. repeats
syllables. ate
ex

E. RECOGNIZING (OHIO
snows Meaning of home
andfor speech tooundS but
may not DI gbh, to bate.
smiles. when beers 0010y
home, tic
OF

4. LOCATING (cflik1 fume
to, punts TO Iceitles sound
S ources;
ex

S VOCALIZING WITH IN-
FLECTION (11911/It w.
loudisoll sixstor upIdown
es

S. NEARING AT
DISTANCES AND LEVELS
(cnod tocatat sounds fw
sway tildof abort IoW draw)

T. PRODUCING SOME
VOWELS AND CON
SONANTS
ex

ENVIRONMENTAL
DISCRIMINATION AND
COMPREHENSION (child
hears Mt tonirtos* *mono
and' underlItanda ham.
sounds)
ex

$, VOCAL DISCRIMI.
NATION AHD COSTIPLE
HOOK* (child hews dit
fartocts (111 among voc..W
sounds (b) among words. or
IC) Among otwasss
unctiostaodo Mom)
ow

10. SPEECH SOUND
DISCRIMINATION AND
COMPREHENSION (chid
hears dittsgincss wont;
sack.), undnstscHIS doitinct
speeLn soundest
ex

II SPEECH USE (child
rtetatat ande04 u tot tpre4
mow ing.fultyl
Ix

Wash of .

ATTENDING
ex

2. EARLY VOCALIZING
ex

, &RECOGNIZING

S. LOCATING
ex .1_.;,

I. VOCALIZING WITH
INFLECTION
tx

S. NEARING AT
DISTANCES AND LEVELS
ex

. _ .

1. RoDuciNa VOWELSI
CONSONANTS
ex _

S. ENVIRONMENTAL
DISCRIM. AND COMP.
IA

S . VOCAL DISCRIM.
AND COMP.
e x

ID, SPEECH SOUND
DISCRIM. AND COMP.
IA

I t SPEECH USE
trx

Week of
wft

1. ATTENDING
tut

2. EARLY VOCALIZING
05

4. LOCATING

5. VOCALIZING WITH
INFLECTION
ex

. a. HEARING AT
DISTANCES AND LEVELS
e x

T. PRODUCING VOWELIU
CONSONANTS

I. ENVIRONMENTAL
DISCRIM. AND COMP.

e x .

i. VOCAL DISCRIM,
AND COMP.
*5

10. SPEECH SOUND
DISCRIM. AND COMP.

OR

II SPEECH USE

Weak of

1. ATTENDING
ex

2. EARLY VOCALIZING

3. RECOGNIZING
ex

I. LOCATING

E. VOCALIZING WITH
INFLECTION

S. HEARING A/
DISTANCES AND LEVELS
ex

T. PRODUCING VOWELS/
CONSONANTS
ix

I. ENVIRONMENTAL
DISCRIM. AND COMP.
05

O. VOCAL DISCRIM.
AND COMP.
ex

, 10. SPEECH SOUND
DISCRIM. AND COMP.

11. SPEECH USE
ex
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Section V

Communication-Language Development

This section provides blank Communication-Language Checklists and a place for parents to
keep completed Communication-Language Checklists. The checklist has a place for parents to
make weekly notations abotit the child's communication-language level and the number of new
vocabulary words the child acquires.
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'Week or

COMMUNICATI PM T H KLIST

Check highest communication level child achieves during the week and writ* down some examples.
Discontinue recording "Number of New Words Used" when child has over 300 words.

dale

Communication Level:
1. agree o4 surreundings and

feces smiler voices
ea

wadi* Week et
cm.

Communication Levet: Communication Level:

2 r Dabbles Itectal
expeasolone, cues, gurgled.
eic

i.

3 tabbies end/or gestures
es

Understands eingie
words (signal
ex. 1

6 Uses single words
(104Piel
e s

t Use* jargon (jabber)
ex

7 Understands 2 word teign1
See tieftalli
es

I Uses 2 word (Vgn)
N4960006
ea

9 Linden. tends 14 word (sign)
sequences
ex

10 Uses 3 4 word reign)
sequences
ex

uoderslands compound/
complex sentence
(consoled with 'end". or
"but" etc
e x

12. Uses compoundicomplax
whom's
e x.

week of
dale

5. Altera
at.

2. Prebabbies
7; es

1. AINOVI
ea

2. Pre-SW*14e
ex

3. Ilebbieshgestu.rea 3 114416161esigisturex ex.

4 Understands single wools 4 Understands single words
1 ex '7 X

6. Use single weeds 6 Used ample wools
IT ex.

t. thles srpen
es

levee, stands 2-word sequence*
ex.

I Users 2 word saquemes
ex

9 Understands 14 word Sespniniel
ism

$._ Uses lemon
ex

7 Understands 2 wont sequences
les

E. Uses 2-word sequences
Olt

9 Understands 34 word sequences
s.

10 Uses 3.4 word sequences 10 Uses 14 word IlegeenCee
OA.

11. Understands compound/
complex ten
A

12 Uses compound/complex
OM lancet. .
OA

ex.

11. Understands compound/
complex sen4ntes
ex

12. Uses compound/compte I
sentences
ex

Number of New Words Used: Number of New Words Used: Number of New Words Used:
(:$i

2 1619

3 11 20

4 2130

5. 11 50
ax

6 51 100

7 101 200
es

201 100
5

2 510
at

3 11 20
ex

4 21.30
4.

5 31 50
OA

6 51 100

7 101 200

201 300
to

2 010
ex

3 11 2C

21 30
X

5 3150
ex

6

I 201 300

1 100

7 101 200

OA

06'

Communication Level:
1 Awe,

01

PM. tAllb01111!
ax

BabblesIgeeturve

4. Urseeretarida single words
IX.

5 Uses single words
as.

t Uses {argon

L. al-

7 Understands 2-word sequences
ex

t Uses 2 word sequences

_ _

9 Understands 3.4 word sequences
DX

10 Uses 3-1 wont sequence*
ex.

11 Understands compound"
complex senleoces
ex

12 Usss compoundlcomptex
sentences
ex.

Number of New Words Used:
1 OS

ax

2 610
at

1 11 20
at

21 3.0
ex

31 50
ex

II 51 100
ex

01 200
OA

I 201 300
IP

BEST COPY AVAILABLE



Section VI

Developmental Guide

Parents may want to periodically check the developmental guide in this section. Pa, ents can

note any areas of development the child is not performing on age level. The parent advisor should

discuss the child's development with the parent and together they can provide enrichment
activities that will give the child opportunities to develop the skills.
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DEVELOPMENTAL GROWTH

A developmental checklist for children 0-3 was developed by the Texas Eduction Agency as

part of their Stage 0 Curriculum. This Stage 0 Curriculum is a developmental curriculum for
hearing impaired children 0-3 years of age. The Stage 0 developmental checklist is in this section

of the Parent Notebook. General developmental guidelines are also included for children 3 to 6
years of age. These checklists are not developmental testing scales. Rather, their purpose is to be

a reference for parents. Parents of handicapped children are often overly concerned about the
child's development. The child may be normal in every area except a specific one affected by the
handicap. It is important that parents know what normal development is so they will not be
concerned in areas where the child is not developmentally delayed but will be aware of areas
where the child is indeed behind.

Parents are asked to periodically check the developmental skills for the age of their child and

record specific areas where they feel their child is behind in normal development. A form is
provided in the Parent Notebook for the parents to record this information. The parents, parent
advisor, psychologist or other professional will then discuss the areas where the child is behind
and plan an appropriate program for the child.

For the child 0-3 who shows developmental delays, the Stage 0 Curriculum can be used to
provide parents with activities to promote the development of specific skills on the Stage 0
developmental checklist. SKI*HI endorses the use of the Stage 0 Curriculum as a supplement to
the SKI*HI Home Visit Curriculum. The Stage 0 Curriculum and a self-training packet can be
obtained from:

Resource Center and Publications

Texas Education Agency

20 East 11th Street

Austin, Texas 78701

(512-475-2268) .



DEVELOPMENTAL GROWTH

Record of areas which may need assistance in development

Date:

Age of child:

Area of concern:

Plan for developmental assistance:

Date:

Age of child:

Area of concern:

Plan for developmental assistance:

Date:

Age of child:

Area of concern:

Plan for developmental assistance:

Date:

Age of child:

Area of concern:

Plan for developmental assistance:
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Stage 0 Developmental Checklist*

Stage 0

Perceptual Motor Development
PIS4111

Locomotion Prehension Other Fine Motor Skills Discrimination

Lifts the head Waves the arms
momentarily and ad at the sight of an ob
justs posture when ject but is unable to
being held on an reach and grasp it. If
adult's shoulder. accidentally does

grasp it, the object is
not looked at but is
merely a reflex
grasp.

Moves and fo-
cuses the eyes to-
gether in symmetri
cal eye movement.

Begins to ex-
hibit postural control
of the head and up-
per trunk, 1.e heishe
will turn the head to
the side and the
trunk and limbs will
follow as a unit.

Attempts to
grab an attractive ob-
ject but not inten-
tionally bring the
grasped object into
the visual field for in.
spection.

Sometimes
brings a grasped ob
ject such as a rattle
to the mouth.

Locks promptly
at an object held at
midline and will fol-
low the object 90c
visually as it moves
from center to side
or from side to cen-
ter of the body but
will not visually track
it across the midline.

Exhibits com-
plete head control
and extends the
trunk as a single unit
while lying on the
stomach.

Grasps an ob
ject by chance as
reaches for and
closes an a dangling
object and can bring
the hand or object to
the mouth whenever
wishes to do so.

Manipulates
and plays for several
seconds with a rattle
placed in hand.

Shows coordi
nation of both eyes
by following moving
objects visually with
horizontal, vertical.
and circular eye
movements.

Sits with sup-
port for 10.15 min-
utes with the head
held erect in midline,
the trunk rounded
and the shoulders
forward.

Uses a "mitten
grasp" with the palm
of the hand and the
lingers opposing the
thiimb in grasping.

4.

Retains ob-
jects which are
placed in each hand
and can pass ob-
jects from one hand
to the other.

Tracks a falling
object or a ball roll-
ing across the table
visually as manipu-
lates the table edge
slightly and stares at
the place from which
the object drops.

Stage 0 Developmental Checklist was developed by the Texas Statewide Project for the Deaf, Texas School for
the Deaf and the Office of Services for the Deaf, Texas Education Agency.
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0
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C
0

co

C
0

C
0

Locomot ion

Stage 0

Perceptual Motor Development

Prshonsien Other Fins Motor Skills
Visual
Discrimination

Rolls from the
back to the stomach
and the stomach to
the back or from side
to side.

Uses thumb
more skillfully in par
tial opposition to the
fingers when grasp-
ing (radial palmar
prehension.)

May begin at-
tempts to sign or
gesture for commun-
ication.

Creeps for-
ward or backward by
propelling hims,3If or
herself with the legs
and steering the di-
rection with the
arms when lying on
the stomach.

Grasps ob-
jects using the fore-
finger and the thumb
(pincer grasp).

Reaches far-
ther for more distant
objects and uses a
shorter reach for ob-
jects that are close.
showing an ability to
distinguish near and
distant objects in
space.

Watches things
happen in the sur-
roundings by shifting
visual attention from
one object or event
to another when two
or three are pre-
sented simultane-
ously (scanning).

Sits for short
periods of time with
both hands and
arms free to play
without being
needed for support.

Attempts to
hold two objects as
a third is offered and
may bang them to-
gether.

Holds an object
with the side of the
palm and the thumb
and pokes or exam-
ines it with the index
finger.

Shows an inter
est in greater details
of objects by con-
centrating attention
more carefully.

Cruises or
walks sideways
while folding onto a
supporting object
such as furniture or
can walk a few steps
when held by both
hands or supported
by the trunk.

Carries two
small objects in one
hand and differenti-
ates use of two
hands.

Continues at-
tempts to sign, re-
peating those signs
or gestures parents
recognize and rein-
force.

Responds to
distant space in
terms of regions of
differing depth and
judges distances
more effectively.



C
02

CY

.c
C
0

Locomotion

Stage 0

Perceptual Motor Development

Walks a few
steps Li:sing a toddler

at with the arms
high at shoulder

level and the feet
widely spread for
balance but will nave
difficulty stopping,
turning and chang-
ing directions.

Prehension
Visual

Other Fine Motor Skills Discrimination

Uses each fin-
ger individually, es,
pecialiy tile index fin-
ger try do such
things as press a
buzzer. turn.a dial,
stick it in a pegboard
hole, etc.

Forms several
more signs correctly,
mastering additional
cheremic compo
nents (for example.
mother, daddy, milk,
dog, etc.)

Seats self on a
low chair for short
periods of time.

Throws an object
repeatedly and picks
it up again to exer-
ciSe new ability to re-
lease an object in
grasp.

Makes both
spontaneous scrib-
bles and also
strokes a crayon in
the air imitatively af-
ter an adult draws a
vertical stroke.

Exhibits depth
perception by reach-
ing into a box for a
ball or putting a ball
into a box while
guiding self in loco-
motion so as to eas-
ily avoid obstacles.

Walks and
runs using a some-
what wide stance,
but will begin using
a gait which increas-
ingly resembles an
adult's.

Begins to show
a hand preference
when doing such
things as turning the
knob of a radio or
television but will
have some difficulty
due to limited agility
at the wrists.

Grips 4 crayon
with the butt end
firmly in the palm
and scribbles a
straight fine and cir-
cular strokes and
will attempt to imi-
tate scribbles.

Improves his or
her ability to go up
and down stairs but
he or she continues
to need one hand
held and to take one
step at a time.

Exhibits a fully
developed grasp,
prehension and re-
lease of objects.

Fits related ob-
jects together appro-
priately by releasing,
pressing, and turn-
ing until they slide
into place; e.g., ring
onto a pole, peg into
a pegboard. nesting
cups, etc.
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Stage 0

Perceptual Motor Development
Visual

Locomotion Prehension Other Fine Motor Skills Discrimination

Squats all the
way down to play
with toys without us-
ing the hands for bal-
ance or propping
himself or herself up,
resuming a standing
position without diffi-
culty.

Uses both
hands and fingers to
turn a doorknob and
unscrew a jar lid.

Strings several
large beads by hold-
Ing the bead with
one hand and push-
Ing the string
through the hole
with the other.

Detours around
an obstacle in path-
way to follow a roll-
Ing or bouncing ball.

Climbs up and
down short play
equipment ladders
such as rocking
boats, playhouses,
etc.

Associates cer-
tain actions with one
hand or one foot.

Scribbles in a
more controlled way,
experimenting with
vertical and horizon-
tal lines, dots, and
circular movements.

Walks up stairs
alternating the feet
with one hand being
held or holding onto
the rail and de-
scends the stairs
alone by marking
time.

Is definitely be.
coming left- or right-
handed.

Attempts to use
blunt scissors to
snip paper with a
minimum of suc-
CBS&

Runs smoothly
making changes in
speed easily.

Uses one hand
to hold something
and the other to
turn, stir, or crank an
object.
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Builds a tower
with 9 or 10 blocks
as well as some en-
closures and simple
designs.



Stage G

Cognitive Development

Recognftion, Recall Discovery of Mental
Exploration and Imitation Object Permanence Relationships Problem Solving Representation

Stops sucking
to look at something

Remembers an
object that rap-
pears within 2 1/2
seconds.

Uses adaptive
movements instead
of simple reflexive
reactions

Anticipates
familiar events. i c
feeding, being
picked up, etc

May continue
briefly to look at the
spot where a moving
object was last seen.

Repeats
actions for their own
sake

Begins to rec.
ognize and differenti
ate family members
and looks carefully
at a pecsonS face
while being fed

May begin to
associate an action
with its result; i.e.,
kicking a crib gym
and producing a
noise.

Focuses atten
Von on causing
something to hap-
pen to an object in
stead of on move-
ments alone.

May prefer one
toy to others

Watches the
place where a mov-
ing object disap-
peered.
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Exploration
Recogn it lon, Recall
and Imitation

Stage 0

Cognitive Development

01$110 Permanence
Discovery of
Relationships Problem Solving

Mental
Representation

Coordinates
two actions in play,
ie., holding and shak-
ing a toy.

Discriminates
strangers from fam
ily members.

Visually
searches for fast
moving objects and
objects he or she
has previously
looked away from
and those which
have fallen.

Reaches for
grasps and inspects
objects.

Briefly copies a
new movement mod-
elled by an adult.

Looks in the di.
rection of a fallen ob-
ject out of reach and/
or out of view.

After grasping
two blocks, looks inn-
mediately toward a
third.

Explores ma-
Lions of 'in" and
"out" by putting
small obiects in and
out of a container.

Imitates fame.
iar movements and/
or sounds being pro-
duced by a parent or
adult provided the
child can see or hear
the movements and/
or sounds.

Searches be-
hind a screen for an
object if he or she is
looking when it is
hidden.

Is aware of the
relationships be-
tween his or her own
body and move-
ments and those of
others,

Solves simple
problems like kicking
to make a hanging
toy move or pulling a
string to get an at
tached toy.

Combines
known bit; of behav-
ier into a now act.

Is aware of
vertical space. Be.
gins climbing on ob-
iects and exploring
vertical movements

Begins 'mital.
ing people and be-
haviors no longer in
sight.

Realizes that
an object continues
to exist atter he or
she can no longer
see. touch, hear, or
smell it

Matches two
blocks.

Tries out new
acts for the same
goal; modifies old
acts through trial
and error.

Role plays trou-
blesome acts; shows
symbolic thinking t
(for example, pats a),.
hurt),
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Stage 0

Cognitive Development
Recognition, Recall Discovery of

Exploration and Imitation Obiect Permanence Relationships
Mental

Problem Solving Representation

Explores con-
tamer-contained rata-
tions lifts lid from
box, unwraps cube,
pokes clapper of
bell.

Imitates a
model more deliber
ately and precisely

Unwraps toys;
finds toys under
boxes, cups, and pil-
lows; searches for
hidden objects even
if heor she has not
seen them hidden.

Stacks objects
such as plates,
bowls, cups, blocks,
etc. by recognizing
those that 'it to-
gether

Through trial
and error, may find
effective ways (truly
new to him or her) to
solve problems.

Will empty any
thing he or she can
get todrawers.
cabinets, trash cans,
hampers, purses.
etc

Indicates likes,
dislikes, and prefer.
ences (for example,
food, toys, games)

Demonstrates
that a disappeared
object may be found
in different places.

Solicits help
from a caretaker to
obtain objects or
complete tasks.

...

Combines ob-
jects with other ob-
jects to create new
ways of doing
things.

Moves the arms
and legs of a doll,
sticks the fingers in
its mouth, and
moves it so that Its
eyes open ark:Foliose
to imitate the move-
ments of infants.

Still likes erne-
tying containers, but
is beginning to be
occupied with fitting
objects into other
objects

Performs a se-
ries of known move-
mentr after they are
demonstrated by an
adult (for example
wipes a table with a
sponge, pours from
a teapot, and wipes
his or her face with a
napkin.)

Finds an object
which has been
placed under one of
three coverings by
lifting each until it is
located.

Engages in
imaginary play by
using objects to rep-
resent tithe' objects
or to reproduce ac-
tivities which nor
malty occur In a O-
ferent context.

Can obtain a
familiar object from
a different room on
command.

Can place a tri-
angle, a circle, and a
square block car.

redly in a form
board.

Can complete
simple jigsaw puzzle
of two to three
pieces.

Identifies plc
tures in a book.
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Stage 0

Cognitive Development
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Exploration
Recognition, Recall
and Imitation Object RWITIarentV

Likes to fill and
empty, put in and put
out, tear apart and fit
together objects and
their parts

Can some
times identify gross
body parts by touch-
ing such places as
tummy, back, arms,
legs, thumbs, or face
when asked to do so.

Deduces the lo-
cation of an object
from indirect visual
cues (invisible dis-
placement).

Discovery of
Relationships Problem Solving

Knows that a
picture represents a
real object even
when the representa-
tion differs in size
and C0101 from the
real object.

Mental
Representation

Can complete
a three-piece form
board.

Attempts to dis-
assemble and reas-
semble anything
with parts.

Calls attention
to his or her imita-
tion of parental be-
havior.

When objects
not visible can be in
only a finite number
Of places, searches
those places system-
maticaily until the
objects are found.

Begins to dis-
cover elementary
cause-effect relation.
ships: i.e., when you
Cover or close your
eyes, you cannot
see.

Experiments
somewhat systemat-
ically to solve prob-
lems; reverts to trial
and error only when
experiments fail.

Relates pie-
tures and diagrams
to real objects.

Is sometimes
attentive to specific
stimuli, especially
those chosen by the
child, up to 30 min-
utes at a time.

Knows how to
play several simple
games

Transfers
search strategies
learned in play to lo-
cate missing cloth-
ing, dishes, or table
ware, and other
movable objects (for
example, pillows,
blankets, magazines,
etc.)

Begins to
group objects on the
basis of some corn
mon attribute.

Recalls how to
work a specific puz-
zle or table game
and does so more
quickly on repeated
attempts.

Creates sub-
spaces with furni-
ture, blocks, and
toys in which to pre-
tend being other
Places or doing other
things.

Pursues self-
selected play activi
ties up to an hour (or
more) at a time

Displays an in-
creasing recall of the
sequence of daily
routines of and can
verbalize and/or per-
form some of the ex
peeled behaviors as-
sociated with them.

Identifies ob-
jects by their use (for
example, "What do
we drink from?" "Eat
with?")

Seeks more
complicated games
to play, puzzles to
work and general
problems to solve in
order to apply his or
her growing range of
successful strate-
gies.

Asks more pre
cise and complete
questions; gets par-
ents to Supply miss-
ing words or signs
when necessary; per-
sists until satisfied.
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Stage 0

Social Development

C
O

Relationships With Dr#1110Pr000f of Relationships with Development of Play with Toys and

Adults Emotions Peers Self-Help Skills Sell-Concept Books

Maintains brief
periods of eye con-
tact when feeding.

Exhibits feel-
Inge, activity level,
and reactions to
stimulation which
are unique for each.

Shows no
awareness of the
presence or absence
of peers, or of a
peer's cry, voice, or
touch.

Exhibits a suck
ing or "rooting" re-
flex.

Reacts to re,
moval from view ands
or touch of a familiar
person

Shows delight. Begins to
smile in the press
ence of peers.

Eats on some-
what more regular
schedule according
to individual needs.

Quiets self with
sucking.

Smiles and vo-
calizes in response
to the primary care-
taker's presence,
voice, or signs

Expresses emo-
lion through facial
expressions, body
movements, and vo-
caiizations such as
chortles, squeals,
whimpers. and
smacking of lips.

When placed
next to a peer, re-
sponds by staring or
touching

Increases sc.
tivity in anticipation
of feeding (e.g. move-
ment of arms and
legs, etc.)

-1,
, /

Exhibits a be-
ginning awareness
of his or her hands
and feet as exten
sions (for example.
holds up own hand
and looks at it care -
fully).

A2a1: Responds with
at least a single be-
havior to an adult's
attempt to interact

Recognizes a
bottle or breast on
sight and purses
mouth for food.

Shows interest
in own image in mir-
ror and may smile at
It.

Exhibits
awareness of things
outside of self by
showing an interest
in playthings,

F
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Stage 0

Social Development

Relationships with Development of Relationships with Development of
PAWSAdults Emotions Self-Help Skills Se lf-Concapt

Play with Toys and
Rooks

Smiles or vocal-
izes to get attention
and to make social
contact

Shows fear, dia.
gust, anger in addi-
lion to pleasant emo
titans.

Begins taking
some liquid from a
cup as interest in
breast feeding may
begin to lag,

Discriminates
self as being differ-
ent from caregiver in
the mirror and may
makes faces in imi
tation of caregiver's
actions.

Withdraws or
cries when a stran
get approaches

Differentiates
familiar and unfarnil-
iar environments

...

Smiles, vocal-
izes, or gestures in
response to a peer's
face or voice.

-

Wants to ma-
niputate his or her
own bottle and hold
semi-solid food in
own hand when eat-
mg.

Discriminates
self from image in
the mirror but con-
tinues to smile, talk,
and gesture to mirror
image.

Shows a
strong preference for
caretaker and quiets
quickly when care
taker talks to him or
her

Systematically
explores by touching
a peert hair, face,
clothing, etc

Drinks from a
Cup or glass while
trying to help the
adult hold it

May suck fin-
gets and thumbs as
well as bring the feet
to the mouth while
playing and while ly
ing on the back,

Occupies self
unattended for up to
20 minutes in play-
ing with toys, biting
and chewing on
them.

Initiates play
activities with adults,

Indicates differ-
ent moods such as
sadness, happiness,
discomfort, anger.
etc

Begins to pro-
test self and defend
possessions and fa-
vorite toys.

Becomes some-
what less resistant
to being dressed and
undressed.

Chooses a spe-
cific toy deliberately
and shows a prefer-
ence for one or more
special favorites.
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Stage 0

Social Development
Relationships with Development of Relationships with Development of Ray with Thy; and
Adults Emotions Peers Se 11.1.41p Skills Seit-Conespt Books

Shows much
affection toward err
mary caretaker and
reacts strongly to be
ing separated from
him or her

Begins to in.
tube own behavior
and show a sense of
guilt when caught at
wrongdoing

Responds to a
peer's attempt to in
Wad (e.g., vocalizes
or gestures in se-
sponse to a peer's
vocalization or ges
lure, accepts a toy
which is offered by a
Peer)

Participates in
It \

helping to dress self
(e.g., puts an Arm
into a sleeve when it
is held out, extends
the leg when putting
on pants, etc.)

Responds to
,pin name, signed or
spoken (for children
with usable hearing).

May turn pages
of a book, not neces.
sadly onkat a time.

Wants to keep .

c.dreiakie in sight
wede exploring si,
t ,e) t.rrei.k bar k
him teem tie
kit.enil y as 0 Se( ure
base

Exhibits an in
crease in negativism
by expressing re-
fusais with bodily re.
sponses primarily,
oc( asionally may
say -no".

Interacts with
other children mostly
in a physical manner
(for example, touch.
ing, pushing, hug-
ging. giving or taking
a toy).

Imitates very
simple hygiene and
basic grooming be
haviors (for example,
attempts to brush
hair, tries to blow
own nose, or wipe it)

Exhibits self-
assertive behavior
and wants to do as
much as can alone

Manipulates
with much experi-
mentation such fa-
vorite playthings as
balls, spoons, cups.
clothespins, boxes,
fitting toys, small
cars, horses, sand-
box toys, etc.

Plays content
wily alone in soli
hey play for short
periods as long as
an adult is nearby

Exhibits a very
strong will and is
negativistic at times
if does not get own
way

Begins to de,
velop a very simple
awareness of social
rules and have some
expectations about
own appropriate be-
havior although inter-
personal relations
with other toddlers
are dorpinated by
ideas of taking
rather than giving or
sharing.

Wants to help
dress self but often
needs adult assist-
ance in zipping, but
toning, buckling, ty-
ing, etc.

Struggles to be
independent but at
the same time tries
to influence the be-
havior of others ac
cording to his or her
will.

Enjoys toys
which are designed
to provide opportuni-
ties to lug, tug,
dump, push, pull,
pound and use. large
motor skills.

Enjoys assist
ing in household
chores that rave a
lot of active move
ment involved with
the adult serving ac
a model and a posi
live reinforcer ie g .
sweeping, mopping
dusting, vacuuming,
shovelling, raking,
etc i

Begins to sym
pathize with another
person and shows at
least a shallow un-
derstanding of the
feelings of the other
person

Imitates some
of the play activities
of older siblings (e.g.
tag).

Begins to ex.
hibit a cooperative
toilet response by
sitting on a potty or
toilet without undue
resistance and url
nating later

Refers to self by
name, uses the per.
sonal pronoun "me-,
and claims obs?ctS
as "mine".

Continues to ex.
pand interests in a
variety of toys and
activities (e.g. car
rides, outings, walks,
pedaltype wheel
toys, mud pies, sand
and water play, riding
toys, dump trucks,
large empty boxes,
small rubber ball,
etc.)

4,
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faclatiOnships with
Adults

Datelopinent of
Emotions

Cooperates in
arrivales and behav-
iors a goon pyrtio,i
of the time even
though does not yet
understand the prin-
ciple of cooperation.

-,.-Na a ten,
dency toward strong
reactionloatth post-
five atpectally
negative, by using
such expressions as
"It's mine." "1 don't
like it;' away," "I
don't want to," "I
want It.* along with
or in place of
temper tantrums.

Stage 0
Social Development

lelatlonships with
?tiers

hot
ile.liffiriCtnill Self-Concept

Play with Toys and
Books

Shows an In-
crease in posses-
siveness and may
become aggressive
by slapping, biting,
and hitting if ig-
nored.

Outs on simple
garments without
differentiating front
arid back or right
and left but has an
attitude of wanting
to "do it myself".

Often tries to
please adults by fol
lowing directions as
best he or she can
and responds to ap.
provalor disapproval
of tixe results.

Shows feelings
of concern for those
he or she is espe-
cially fond of as well
as affection and car-
ing behaviors when
appropriate.

Behaves as
though other chil-
dren were physical
objects and may hug
them or push them
out of the way some-
what unpredictably
wanting to make
friends but not really
knowing how.

Occasionstly
has daytime toileting
accidents but not
too often on routine
days.

Engages in
symbolic or pretend
play with an adult in
which he or she initi
aces and directs the
activity rather than
responding to adult
direction (e.g.. the
child will offer a cup
of pretend tea to the
adult and refill it

Begins to de-
velop a rudimentary
sense of conscience
when can control
sclIticareas of his or
her behavior to con-
form to social de-
mands.

Uses peers as a
resource by seeking
their hetp when it's
needed and by turn-
ing to a peer as a
partner in a task or
activity which re-
quires two persona.

Takes off moat
Clothing indepen.
dently but still needs
help with laces and
fasteners, and will
also begin to put
away such things as
jacket when it is re-
moved.

Assumes an
increasingly more
self-sufficient and
assertive attitude by
continually testing
the limits and ac-
tively making own
choices.

Participes In
simple make believe

' activities such as
playing house with
stuffad aelmats and
dolls watt 'the child
doing the talking for
eviteyone.

Likes to control
the behavior of
others and tell them
what to do and will
begip to use words
re t often than
teats to do so.

Begins to un-
derstand the func-
tions of different
body parts and may
become aware of
physical differences
between boys and
girls.

Spends less
time interacting with
adults as he or she
builds expanded
friendships with
peers

Avoids dan-
gerous or unpleas-
ant ituations and
will usually
adap easily to new
situations.

Begins to en-
gage in pretend play
with peers such as
playing house or
cooking. Play is
loosely structured
and may not have
well!drligloped
roles

Eats at the to
Ole with the family
without requiring an
unusual amount of
adult attention.

Uses a more
positive means of
persuasion to get
wishes acknowl-
edged rather than a
negative approach

Expands inter-
ests to Include being
told stories which
are Illustrated with
Many pictures, look-
ing at picture books,
and discussing each
Peet

Exhibits an at
tention span of
about 5-10 minutes
when listening to
stories or battik. act-
ing in music activi-
ties (for children with
usable hearing)

Enjoys reating
a product which
results from the ex
pressket of own
ideas (e.g., simple
drawing. painting a
picture, play dough
objects. etc.)
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Stage 0
Language Development

Auditor/ Arnity and
Rocaptiya Language Expressive Language Use ni Sound

Gives no ac-
knowledgement that
speech or signs have
meaning or commu-
nicate information.

Cries differen-
tially for attention,
pain, and hur.ger.

Appears to rec-
ognize and react to
commuilication.

Produce
enttries to ex
pain, dlscomf t,
need for attent *n,
and anger, acc* pa-
nied by an over - I de-
crease in the qu n-
tity of crying.

iffer-
ress

Shows a reflex-
ive reaction to a
sound or sounds, in-
cluding arousal, star-
tle response, cessa-
tion of activity,
widening of eyes, in-
crease of activity,
and crying.

Attempts to imi-
tate an adult's imita-
tion of vocalizations.

Recognizes
the name of some
members of the fam-
ily and the signs or
spoken words for a
few common objects
and actions.

Reciprocates or
mimes words, ges-
tures, or signs for fa-
miliar words or
signs, such as: "Bye-
bye," "Come: "Up,"
"Sit," -Eat".

Shows an aware
ness of voices, espe
cially that of primary
caretaker.

Responds with
facial expressions or
actions to a few
common phrases
(for example,
Daddy's home, go
car, cookie is all
gone.)

Says or signs
first work spontane-
ously tfor example,
mama, daddy, no, or
bye bye).

145
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Begins to associ-
ate a sound with its
source by pointing,
looking, or going to
the source.
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Stage 0

Language Development
Auditory Acuity and

Racoons, Language Expressive Language Use of Sound

CO CO
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Identifies ar Uses a sponta-
tidies of clothing or neous vocabulary of
body parts, familiar five or six words!
People, toys, animals signs.
by pointing.

Seems to un-
derstand more words
or signs than he Or
she is able to use.

Responds appro-
priately to simple di-
rectives received
through audition
alone.

Regularly uses
known signs or
words in combina-
tion with improved
gestures or speech
sounds and body
movements to com-
municate his or her
wants and needs.

Attempts imita-
tion of environmen-
tal noises.

Responds ac-
curately to directions
involving a simple fa-
miliar object (for ex-
empla, "Get your
shoes," "Shut the
door," "Bring the
cup," "Find your
coat," "Pick up yot.1
toys;' the object may
be out of sight or out
of the room).

Combines two
signs into a telegr
phic communication
(for example, "More
drink,,, "Eat finished"
"No bath").

Approximates
the vowel sounds, in-
tonation patterns,
and duration of
speech sounds pre-
sented by an adult.

Responds au-
curately to most
common adult direc-
tives, signed or spo-
ken.

Uses at least
one hundred signs or
words.

147 123

Recognizes most
sounds and locates
their sources.



Stage 0

Language Development

Auditory Acuity and
Receptive Language Expressive Language Use of Sound

Understands
approximately 300
words or signs In
chiding an under-
standing of most fa-
miller carrier
phrases.

Produces utter-
antes or signs ap-
proxirnating short
sentences (3.4
words in with

reasonable fidelity to
English word order.

Understands aid
responds appropri-
ately to spoken Ian-
Otsigio
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SKI*1.11 Developmental Guide
For Children Three to Six Years of Age

Physical,
Motor Skills Adaptive Behavior Social

Increased motor Can say, "Yes" Cooperative Can give as well
ability Is in balance with Easy-going as take

Three Years people and the things
around him

Delightful stage
Greater self-

Laves to conform
Likes to share

No longer needs the
protection of rituals
can vary ways of
doing ;.iings

control He can do it "your
way" with pleasure
Enjoys people and
their good graces

Feels secure Out-going
Can give up a toy
Language facility
increased loves to
exchange with others,
enjoys conversation

Settles his own
disputes somewhat
- average fight,
30 seconds, one
every 5 minutes

Pleased with himself
Simple choices
Goes to sleep better,
but has nightmares

Fantasy and reality
confused

Physical,
Motor Skills Adaptive Behavior Social

incoordination - Disequilibrium (lack Whines Difficult relation-

Three & in all fields of adjustment and ships with people
of behavior - balance) Wants exclusive

one-half Years stuttering Insecure attention
Stumbles - falls "Can't see"
- fears heights Nail biting

Possible hand
tremor

Sucks his thumb
excessively, tics, etc.

Possible crossing
of the eyes

Says, "Don't look" -
"Don't talk" -
"Don't laugh"

Needs: Needs extra affection and understanding

151
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Behavior Adaptive

Out of bounds in every direction Imagination out-of-bounds - companions

Four Years He hits make believe
He kicks Tall tales fact and fiction are a fine
He throws stones line - his imaginings become real
He breaks things Brash - confident - too sure
He runs away
Loud, silty laughter
Fits of rage - "You make me so MAD.-
Shocking, out-of-bounds language
Profanity, bathroom, elimination words
heard now - dwells on them -
rhymes them

Defies parental demands
Toughness - swaggers. boasts, defies

Needs: Parent must set limits - be firm
Must be allowed to test himself - needs neighbors whom he can visit who will notify mother as to his where-abouts
Needs to be allowed to run ahead and wait at next street corner
Reins need to be brought up abarply on occasion

Physical,
Motor Skills Adaptive Behavior Social

Fine motor control Life more matter Beginning to Loves to discuss
better of fact--not so bring himself has a wealth

Four & deep out of the four- of material
Trying to sort year-old behavior to draw onone-half Years out what is real Play is less prompted by

and what is unreal
A bit more self-
motivated

ild intellectual,
philosophical kinds
of interests

Stays on the
track better

Interested in
details - likes
to be shown

Realism often too
stark for adults,
too frank

Better able to
accept frustrations

interested in letters
and numbers

Sees several sides
A -catching-up" time
Possibly a time of

rapid intellectual
growth
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Adaptive Behavior Social

Equilibrium (adjustment) Calm Friendly
Reliable Not too demandingFive Years Stable
Secure - within himself

in his relationships
with others

Capable
Lives with here and now
Reaches for what he can
accomplish: therefore.
accomplishes what he tries

Mother, the center
enjoys her instruction
seeks her permission

Satisfied with himself -
therefore, others
satisfied with him

I

Physical,
Motor Skills Adaptive Behavior Social

Better muscular co- Equilibrium (adjust- Difficult to deal Others are diffi-
ordinaton merit) breaks up with cuff because his

Six Years Health more robust Thrusting out, try- Violently emotion- own demands are
He can catch a ball ing new things al - opposite so strong
He can handle scissors Wants to come first extremes, loves Mother no longer
easily - to be loved one moment and the center - gets

Growth proceeding best, to have the hates the next blamed
more slowly most Much goes wrong. He is the center or

Large muscles better Things must be just demands are strong wants to be
developed than so and rigid Extremely negative
small ones Cannot adapt - Boisterous in response to

Needs 11-12 hours others must adapt Aggressive others
of sleep Vigorous, energetic if all goes well Others must give

Eyes not yet mature -
tendency toward

Ready for almost
anything new

he can be warm,
enthusiastic.

in to him
If he is winning

being far-sighted Wants all of eager for all is well, if
Permament teeth begin- anything anything he is losing he cries.
ning to appear Choosing between if things go badly makes accusations

Heart in a period
of rapid growth

two alternatives
is difficult - he

cries, has trantrurns
High levels of

Self assertive,
aggressive, wants

Inept at activities wants both activity - can to be first, less
using smell muscles He has to be right stay still for cooperative than

He has to win only short periods at five, keenly
Criticism, blame,
punishment are

difficult

Eager to learn,
exuberant, rest-
less, over-active.

competitive, boastful

Things have to go easily fatigues
his way

Random activity
channeled into
specific drives

Whole body involved
in whatever he does

Curious'
He can listen better
He can speak rncxe

distinctly
Ready for the skills

that school offers him
Inconsistent in level

of maturity evidenced -
regresses when tired,
often less mature at
home than with
outsiders

Needs Needs to be praised
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Section VII

Parent Resource Information

A body of information important to parents but not specifically related to the SKI*HI cur-
riculum has been compiled and is available for purchase from the SKI*H1 Institute. The informa-
tion is divided into the following general categories: -

1. Terminology
2. Resources available (local programs should add local resource information)

3. Legal and financial information
4. References for parents

These materials may be inserted into this section of the Parent Notebook. The material is
available from SKI*HI Institute, UMC 10, Utah State University, Logan, UT 84322.
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UNIT4

HOME HEARING AID PROGRAM

Introduction

Rationale/Goals
Most new parents in the program know little if anything about hearing aids. They do not know

how hearing aids work, how to care for them or how to operate them. The parent advisor in the
home teaches the parents what the hearing aid is and how to manage it. Personal contact in the
relaxed atmosphere of the home allows the parent advisor to monitor the parents' progress in
learning these hearing aid skills and give immediate feedback. The parent advisor also provides
instructional lessons on related topics, such as the nature of sound, the importance of hearing for
language development, hearing assessment, speech perception, and causes and types of hearing

losses. Goals of the Home Hearing Aid Program include:
1. All children will be properly fit with hearing aids and earmolds that allow maximum use of

residual hearing sensitivity.

2. -e child will accept the hearing aid within the first few weeks after the fitting.

3. The parents will demonstrate understanding of the important skills and concepts in the

hearing aid lessons which include the importance of appropriate, consistent amplifica-
tion; as well as hands-on skills such as the daily listening check, trouble shooting for

feedback and caring for the hearing aid.

It is hoped that this parent knowledge will enable the parents to become child advocates.

They are the primary constant in their child's life; and the goal of the parent advisor is to help them

feel they have enough information to actively seek help for and participate in the hurdles their
child will face. This parent goal (3) is certainly equally as important as the child goals (1 and 2).

Overview of Program

The home hearing aid program consists of nine lessons and an appendix. Each lesson consists

of outline, parent objectives, materials, discussion, teaching strategies, review questions,sample

challenges, notes/supplemental information and reference/reading list. Whenever appropriate,
the first four lessons are given prior to the hearing aid fitting. Lessons 1, 2, 3, and 4 are
informational lessons. The parents learn information and then describe that information back to

the parent advisor. Lessons 5, 6, and 7 are skill lessons. The parents learn and demonstrate skills.

Any of the first seven lessons can easily be divided into two home visits to facilitate parent

learning. I esson 8 contains a review of lessons 1-7 and discussion questions and answers. I essnn 9

is a competency test to help determine whether or not to continue on to the Auditory Program.
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Discuss briefly:

1. Appropriate use and care of instrument
2. Establishing positive approach to hearing aid usage

3. Auditory responses appropriate for child's developmental level that might be observed
during this first week.

All of these skills will be covered in more detail in the hearing aid and auditory programs.
Don't expect the parents to remember these skills the first week of hearing aid usage, and don't
assul9e the parents know this information even if their child has already been fitted with
permanent aids. Do give them enough information to get off to a good start. They should be made
to feel comfortable about contacting the parent advisor for additional help.

General Teaching Suggestions

In order to effectively present the home hearing aid lessons, it is essential to be thoroughly
familiar with the lesson content. Do not read the lessons in the home. It may be helpful to make-an

outline of the lesson content or use the parent objective outline, which is at the beginning of each
lesson, so that all important concepts can be included.

RenUmber to consider the parents' feelings in regard to having so much information given to
them. Ask them, "What do you need to know?" 'What do you want to learn about first?" Treat
each parent as a co-worker; the goal is to help them develop autonomy and initiative, so that they

will be effective advocates for their child. Remember the parent advisor's role is that of a
facilitator, not a teacher. The parents who are being helped to acquire this information are in a
crisis situation which demands they develop a new view of the world. Be a good listener during
the presentation of these lessons. Often parents will ask the parent advisor to give an opinion (on
hearing aids, etc). In the beginning, it may be important not to give an opinion but rather state:
"I'll bet you've been thinking about this a lot. Tell me what you are thinking," etc. Help them to
acquire the information they need to make decisions themselves.

Although the hearing aid lessons are designed to build parents' concepts and skills in a
systematic way, parent advisors need to be flexible and willing to give any lesson whenever the
parents have a need for the information. For instance, it is not uncommon to make a first home
visit to parents who already have their child's hearing aids but who express frustration at their lack

of understanding. They need lesson 5. Or, a family may be in the process of their child's
audiological evaluation and want to be able to understand the audiologist's technical vocabulary.
They need lessons 3 and 4. Be flexible. Be ready.
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Lesson 1

Hearing For Language; Sound

Outline /Parent Objectives

i. Parents will describe the four reasons why sound is so important

A. Language
B. Physical sensory deprivation
C. Psychological sensory deprivation

D. Warning

II. Parents will explain how sound is made

A. Moving source
B. Medium for the moving source-air

III. Parents will explain how sound travels through the air

A. Air molecules pushed by source, then spread out again

IV. Parents will define

A. Frequency - pitch of a sound

B. Hertz - new name for frequency (pitch), Hz.

C. Decibel (dB) - loudness (intensity) of a sound

Materials

1. Flip chart
2. Pencil
3. Marbles, q-tips, rubber band, bell, drum, etc. to show motion of air molecules

4. Piano, pitch pipe or other musical instrument (can use voice to show different pitches)

Lesson

Discussion: Why sound is important. Discuss with the pare!, the need for them to understand

why sound is important, how it is made and how it travels through the air. This information and

understanding of several professional terms will make it easier for them to deal with their child's

hearing aids and with other professionals they will meet. Sound is important for several reasons. It

is important to provide meaningful sound as early as possible. Hearing aid usage during the

preschool years fosters hearing aid acceptance. The following discussion may help in the presen-

tation of these ideas.
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"Suppose you were very young like your child and did not know any
words and suppose there was no sound to hear these words. Let's pretend
there is no sound (I will not use my voice). See how much you can understand.

(Drop voice and say a few words or sentences in a foreign language or use

nonsense words.)
What did you understand? (Response: Nothing.) You see, when a child

does not know a language (the words) it is very hard to understand what is
being said, but it is even more difficult if there is no sound. So sound is
important to help your.child team words (language). We all learned language

by hearing it during critical periods of readiness. Lenneberg (1967) states that

the development of speech and language is based upon innate biologically
programmed factors. Thus, the earlier the stimulation via aided hearing, the

better.
Sound is important to learn language, but it is also very important for

other reasons:
1. Sound helps to prevent what is called sensory deprivation. While

research is limited, the results do substantiate the notion that physiological
char-es may result from early and prolonged sensory deprivation (lack of
sound).

2. Sensory deprivation can also affect psychological aspects of develop-

ment. Theories of personality development indicate that a basic level of
development is related to the emergence of a sense of trust. Trust apparently

develops as the child's environment becomes more predictable through
visual and auditory monitoring (seeing and hearing) the environment. Sound
makes the child feel part of the world. If the hearing aid only helps in the

prevention of psychological sensory deprivation, it will be enough. The ex-

pense and effort of putting on the hearing aid will be worth it.

3. Sound provides warnings and helps the individual to know how to act.

If something falls behind the child, he can turn and pick it up. If a car honks, he

can get out of the way. If mother shouts, he can come running (or run the
other way). The hearing aid will help bring sound to the child.

Discussion: How sound is made and how sound travels through air. There are two things

needed to have sound. There must be something moving back and forth (demonstrate with

rubber band being plucked, or bell or drum; mention violin string, vocal cords) and there must be

something for the sound to travel through (air). The following discussion may be utilized to

explain how sound is made and how it travels through the ljr.
First, we have something moving back and forth (Figure 1, flip chart;

rubber band, etc.). As the source of sound moves pack and forth it pushes on

the molecules of air so that this molecule pushes this molecule (point to

imaginary molecules). It is like dominoes. (Show Figure 2 in flip chart --draw

illustration or use marbles in a line, one pushing against the other; or use
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q-tips held in hand, one tip pushes the other.) As the source moves back and
forth rapidly, the air molecules move together, then spread out.

Use a real slinky (if desired) to show how the compressed rings, which
represent air molecules pushed together, move through the air or refer to
Figure 3 in the flipchart. Another way to illustrate how sound travels is to use

an air sack. Blow air in plastic bag. Talk on one side of the bag and have the
parents on the other side feel the sack move. Explain that the air molecules in

the sack are moving together and apart and are moving the plastic on the other
side back and forth (vibration).

Discussion: Definition of frequency, hertz, dB. Sound is something vibrating (moving back and

forth) and as that thing moves forward, it pushes on air molecules and the molecules squeeze
together. As it moves back, the molecules spread out.

When the rubber band (or string on a musical instrument) moves back
and forth (demonstrate) one time-, that is one cycle (refer to Figure 4 in the
flipchart). If it moves back and' forth ten times it would be ten cycles. If it
moves back and forth 250 times in one second (try to demonstrate), that would

be 250 cycles per second (refer to Figure 8 in Hip Chart to show 250 cps on
Audiogram). This would be middle C (play on piano or use pitch pipe or other

instrument). Another name for cycles per second is Hertz. If the source
vibrates 250 times in one second that would be 250 Hz (middle C). How fast the

sound source vibrates determines how high or low the sound will be. If it
moves very slowly (125 times i4_pne second) you would hear a low sound
(octave below middle C). If it moves very rapidly (500 times in one second),
you would hear a higher sound (one octave above middle C). Pitch is how high

or low a sound is (frequency, Hz). Sound can be high or low and it can also be

loud or soft.
Decibel (dB) is the term for how loud a sound is. If a sound is very soft

(whisper) it would be about 10 dB. Normal voice would be about 60 dB. If

truck passed by, that would be about 110 dB. Decibel is simply a way to
measure loudness (like inches measure length and pounds measure weight)."

Review Questions For Parents

1. Sound is important for four things. What are they?

(language, to prevent physical sensory deprivation, to prevent psychological sensory depriva-
tion, and warning)

2. What two things are needed for sound to happen?
(moving source, air)

3. How does sound travel through the air?
(sound source pushes air molecules)

4. What is pitch (frequency)? What is Hertz?

(both are names used for the number of sound vibrations occurring per second)
S. What is dB?

(the name used to describe the loudness [intensity] of a sound)
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Sample Challenges

None

References and Reading List

Lenneberg, E. H. (1967). Biological foundations of language. New York: John Wiley & Son.

Webster, D. & Webster M. (1977). Neonatal sound deprivation affects brainstem auditory nuclei.

Arch Otolaryngol, 103, 392.
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Lesson 2

Perception of Speech

Outline/Parent Objectives

I. Parents will briefly describe how speech sounds.are recognized

A. Primarily through auditory cues;but also through vision and touch

Parents will describe how the perception of speech is affected by:

A. The speaker's pitch
1. Men have lowest pitches
2. Women have higher pitches
3. Children' , pitches are highest

B. Connection to other speech sounds
1. Individual sounds are modified by the sounds next to them

2. Changes in intonation and pitch change the meaning
C. The listening environment

1. Loudness of conversational speech fluctuates rapidly (between 30-60 dB)

2. Backgroubd "noise" is often present
Parents will state the sensitivity required for full audibility (loud enough to be heard) and
how much louder it must be than background noise.
A. Hearing at 30 dB hearing level is required for full audibility
B. Speech must be at least 18 dB louder than background noise; 30-40 dB louder would be

ideal

Child Objectives

1. Upon fitting of aids, aided hearing for the primary speech frequencies (500-2000 Hz) will be

as close to 30 dB hearing,level as possible.

Materials

1. Parent handout, "Audiogram with Intensity and Frequency of Speech Sound',"
2. Parent handout, "Comparison of the Frequency and Intensity of Various Environmental

and Speech Sounds"

Lesson

Discussion: How speech sounds are recognized. Although speech can be partially perceived by

the senses of vision and touch, it is only through audition that full perception occurs. The term
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auditory perception has been utilized to mean anything from one specific perceptual skill to all

perceptual bases of language. Language is the means by which all experience is symbolized and

communicated. F'Jr this lesson the term is utilized to describe the ability (of the child) to
discriminate or recognize both nonverbal and verbal stimuli from irrelevant background informa-
tion. Speecivisounds can toe described acoustically from three different perspectives: (a) the

individual sounds, (b) connected speech, and (c) the listening environment.

individual Sounds. People with normal hearing can hear the frequency range between 20 and

20000 (point out range from far below to way above the 125-8000 shown on the parent handout

"Audiogram with Intensity and Frequency of Speech Sounds." People can also hear the differ-

ence between thousands of different tones: Although it is possible to perform precise analyses of

the loudness, duration, sequences, voicing, etc., of speech signals using electronic instruments
and computers, it is not certain which of these isolated acoustic clues people use to communicate

information.
For example, it is known that normal hearing infants can discriminate many speech sounds

almost from birth. Also, it is well known that hearing impaired listeners have difficulty discriminat-

ing certain sounds, for example /b/ from /d/ (one voiced stop consonantfrom anott _g ) or /p/ from

IV (one unvoiced stop consonant from another).
The cues people receive for each speech sound are also dependent on the speaker's pitch.

Men's vocal pitches tend to be concentrated in the 100-150 Hz lower frequency region, whereas

women's pitches are in the 200-225 Hz region. A child's speech is even higher in pitch than that of a

woman.

Connected Speech. it is easy to hear how individual speech sounds are modified by the sounds

next to them. An infant must learn, through listening, the "boundaries" (beginning and ending)

of speech sounds and words. A speaker's timing and stress patterns also greatly contribute to

intelligibility. Stressed speech is usually accompanied by pitch change which conveys a great deal

)f information (meaning).
The parent advisor sho, give parents examples of how rising pitch is used at the end of a

sentence to indicate ;ntentiun to continue; or a question versus a declarative sentence (It's over?

It's over.); or a sentence that is without stress.

The Listening Environment. The parent advisor should use the parend handout "Audiogram

with intensity and Frequency of Speech Sounds" to point out the following information.

The intensity (loudnesE) of conversational speech fluctuates rapidly within the range of 30-60

dB. For example, when a /sh/ sound occurs, intensity in the region of 2500.4500Hz may be

approNimately 20 dB louder than when the unvoiced /th/ is produced. Thus detection of speech

(yes, it's there or no it's not) is possible when hearing is within 60 dB of normal; however, full

audibility requires sensitivity within 30 dB of normal.

The listening environmen frequently includes noises from television, other people speak-

ing, heaters or air conditioners or appliances. (Use parent handout, "Comparison of the Fre-

qut.ncy and Intensity of Various Environmental and Speech Sounds" to support this point).

Although this noise may be only 10-15 dB below speech, it masks out a significant amount of the
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speech. The listener must fill in what cannot be heard by using his knowledge of language. For
infants and children who cannot hear all the acoustic cues clearly, average speech needs to be at

least 18 dB above (louder than) the level of the background noise in the speech range and
preferably 30 or 40 dB louder.

Teaching Strategies. For parents of children with mild-moderate hearing losses, a discussion is

available in The Middle Ear Program (SKIHl Institute Monograph Series). It includes Perception of
Speech relating to word meanings, functional relations of words (grammar) with prosody as an
additional lesson. Use this information for parents of more Profoundly deaf infants whenever it is
appropriate. This monograph can be obtained from SKI*HI Institute.

Review Questions For Parents

1. How are speech sounds perceived? (primarily through audition, but also using some
vision and touch)

2. How is the percept of speech affected by:

a. the speaker? (pitch\ ries for man, woman, child)

b. connected speech? (ti ing, stress, etc., affect learning of the "boundaries" for words

as well as meaning)

c. listening environment? (bac
3. What sensitivity is required for fu
4. How much louder must speech be th

hear the sounds of speech? (18 dB louder mini

round noise affects ability to hear the sounds of speech)

udibility of conversational speech? (30 dB)

n background noise in order for an infant or child to
um, 30-40 dB ideal).

Sample Challenges

None

Reference and Reading List

Boothroyd, A. (1982). Hearing impairments in young children. glewood Cliffs, N.j: Prentice

Hall.

Boothroyd, A. (1984). Getting the most out of hearing, the audiological nd auditory management
of hearing impaired children. Audiology, 9, 2:15.

French, N.R. & Steinberb, J. C. (1947). Factors governing the intelligibility ` of speech sounds.
Journal of Acoustic Society of America, 19, 90-119.

Skirir M. W. (1978). The hearing of speech during language acquisition. OtolarynOlogic Clinic

of North America, 11, 63..-650.
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Lesson 3

Otologicat Care; Anatomy of the Ear;

Causes and Types of Hearing Losses

Outline/Parent Objectives

I. Parents will be aware (through a parent handout) of the various medical personnel available

to their child and be able to state the need for continued medical care

A. Oto laryngologist or otologist gives medical clearance for wearable amplification

13. Continued periodic medical follow-up is necessary:

1. To detect and treat middle.ear infections

2. To detect progressive hearing loss
3. To evaluate a balance problem

II. Parents will describe the four parts of the hearing system and what is in each part

A. Outer ear
1. Auricle /pinna
2. Ear canal

B. Middle ear
1. Eardrum
2. Bones: malleus, incur and stapes

3. Oval window
4. Eustachian tube

C. Inner ear
1. Semi-circular canals

2. Cochlea
3. Auditory nerve

D. Brainstem and brain

Parents will describe how sound travels from the sound source, through the ear and to the

brain
A. Sound pushes eardrum
B. Eardrum pushes three bones

C. Last bone pushes on oval window
D. Push on oval window moves fluid in cochlea

E. Moving fluid in cochlea stimulates the nerve in patterns

F. Patterns travel up the brainstem
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IV. Parents will explain what can go wrong in each of the four parts of the hearing system and

what has gone wrong with their child's hearing system

A. Outer ear
1. Wax plug in canal
2. Canal and/or pinna not formed correctly or missing

B. Middle ear
1. Three bones broken
2. Middle ear infection
3. Hole (perforation) in eardrum

C. Inner ear
1. Nerve cells in cochlea damaged or missing

2. May also be damage to balance mechanism

D. Brainstem and brain
1. Auditory nerves in brainstem or auditory portion of the brain damaged or failed to

develop
2. Auditory nerve tumors

E. Area(s) damaged for this child

V. Parents will explain cause of their child's loss, if known

Materials

1. Parent handout, "Professionals Involved with the Hearing Impaired"

2. Parent handout, "Anatomy of the Ear" (Zenith illustration)

3. Flip Chart
4. Snail Shell
5. Oakland filmstrip, "Anatomy of Hearing Loss" (Use as a review to illustrate concepts in the

lesson.)

Lesson

Discussion: Medical personnel available and periodic follow-up. The first step in obtaining

hearing aids is medical clearance. (Give the parent the handout, "Professionals involved with the

Hearing Impaired" to aid in this discussion.) This clearance can be provided by an otologist (ear

specialist) or an otolaryngologist (ear, nose, and throat specialist) or a family doctor if a specialist

is not available. Medical clearance is needed for hearing aid usage because hearing aids are not

usually recommended if the hearing loss can be either medically or surgically remedied in the

immediate future.
Equally as important is the need for continued medical follow-up, especially of infants and

young children who have frequent colds, influenza, other viruses, and bacterial infections of the

throat that can cause associated middle ear pioblems. Many infants do not let their parents know

when they have a middle ear infection by rubbing or tugging at their ears; therefore, periodic

monitoring is essential to determine whether or not middle ear infection is present when an

upper respiratory infection (cold) is present. Even children with permanent sensorineural hearing
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loss have middle ear infections which cause conductive type hearing loss to be overlaid, resulting
in a significantly greater loss of hearing.

In a limited number of infants, sensorineural hearing loss is progressive and this needs to be
monitored by periodic otologic care. It is essential for hearing impaired infants and young
children who experience dizziness or other balance problems to receive otologic care as soon as
possible.

Discussion: Anatomy and what can go wrong with the four parts of the hearing system. There are
four parts of the hearing system: (a) outer ear, (b) middle ear, (c) inner ear, and (d) brain and
brainstem.

The first area, the outer ear, has the ear flap (auricle or pinna) and theear canal. Wax in the ear
canal can build up and become compacted behind an earmold. Every child should be checked
regularly for earwax because it can cause temporary i,zaring loss.

The second area, the middle ear, includes the eardrum in it. The eardrum is connected to
three tiny bones (malleus, incur, and stapes). The last bone (the stapes) is connected to the oval
window. The eustachian tube is a small tube which goes from the top of the throat to the middle
ear. It has two purposes. The first purpose is to drain fluid from the middle ear space. If there is
fluid in tie middle ear, it will run out of the ear, down the eustachian tube and into the throat. In
this way, fluid will stay out of the middle ear. Sometimes infection from the throat moves up the
eustachian tube to the middle ear. Since young children have more colds, infections and allergies,

it is important to make sure there is no infection in the middle ear.

The second function of the eustachian tube is to make the air pressure in the middle ear the
same as the pressure outside the ear. For example, while driving up a mountain or flying in a
plane, the ear may begin to feel plugged. The air outside is thin but the air inside the ear is not.
This heavy air inside the ear pushes out on the eardrums and causes a plugged feeling. Yawning

will cause the thin air from the outside to rush into the mouth, up the eustachian tube and into the
middle ear. This feels like a "pop." Now the air pressure is the same on the inside and outside of
the middle ear or eardrum and the plugged feeling is gone.

The third part of the hearing system is the inner ear. It has in it: (1) the semi-circular canals
which help with balancing, (2) the cochlea which looks like a snail (show shell) and (3) the auditory
nerve which goes to the fourth area, the brainstem and brain.

4

Discussion: Now sound travels from the sound source through the ear and to thP brain. Something

must vibrate for sound to occur. When it vibrates the air molecules are pushed together. The first
molecule pushes the second molecule which pushes the third and so on until the molecules push
in on the eardrum. The eardrum vibrates or moves back and forth at the same speed (cycles per
second) as the source. When the ear drum moves back and forth, it moves the three little bones
back and forth. (Refer to Flip Chart Figure 5 or Zenith illustration). The cochlea is filled with a fluid
and has thousands of tiny nerve cells in it. As the last tiny bone (stapes) moves back and forth, it
pushes on the oval window, which pushes the fluid in the cochlea back and forth. (Refer to Figure
5 and Figure 6 in the Flip chart.) As the fluid moves back and forth, the nerves are stimulated in a

certain pattern. The nerves join together into one large nerve in the brainstem that carries the
pattern to the brain. (Show Figure 7 in the flip chart).
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Discussion: What can go wrong in each of the four partsof the hearing system. When someone is

hearing impaired, there is a problem with sound going through the ear to the brain. If there is a

problem in the outer ear (wax block in the canal or the pinna and for canal failed to develop),

sound cannot travel through as well as normal. Sound cannot travel through the middle ear if

there are problems such as: (a) the three tiny bones are broken, (b) there is fluid or infection in the

middle ear, or (c) there is a hole (perforation) in the eardrum. If there is a problem in the outer or

middle ear, an otolaryngologist or otologist can sometimes fix it surgically.

When the nerve cells are damaged in the cochlea, the child will have a permanent hearing

loss. Some of the things that can cause damage to the nerve cells are:

1. Spinal meningitis
2. Drugs: there are several drugs that adversely affect hearing; parents need to ask their ear

specialist which ones should be avoided in case their pediatrician or another doctor

inadvertently prescribes one of these drugs.

3. Extremely loud noises: sounds of sufficient intensities and durations can cause injury to

the inner ear producing a temporary or permanent hearing loss; firecrackers, model

airplanes tested indoors, toy firearms (caps), farm machinery, and extremely loud music

are some of the sounds capable of producing injury. Consequently it is important for the

child to avoid exposure to these sounds.

4. Viral infections: hearing loss may result from the mother having measles (rubella) during

her pregnancy and/or other viral infections such as cytomegalovirus which may be in-

trauterine or may be contracted post-natally from the mother.

5. Heredity: with most cases of heredity deafness, the cochlea is adversely affected.

6. Rh factor: due to blood incompatibility of mother and infant, hearing loss may ensue;

most often the brainstem and/or cochlea are adversely affected.

The causes of about 40% of inner ear hearing losses are not known. Basically, problems in the

inner ear cannot be corrected with surgery. Research is being conducted in the areas of cochlear

implants (sending electrical stimulation directly to the auditory nerve). Several implantation

schemes are under investigation (inside the cochlea, at the oval window, etc.) as well as various

stimulation schemes (pulses containing information about fundamental frequency, overall amp.,

litude of the speech signal, and midfrequency cues). Investigators have reported that electrical

stimulation does produce auditory sensations ancl discrimination of stimulus intensity (loudness)

changes-within normal limits. However, discrimination among signal frequencies (pitch) is poor.

Word recognition skills of implanted patients (mostly adults) vary. There seems to be agreement

that the use of implanted devices helps patients to control their own speech output and to engage

in speech reading. It is likely that the future will bring significant improvements in this field of

research and that hearing impaired infants who are considered totally deaf will soon be included,

at least on an experimental basis.

If parents want information about acupuncture, utilize the discussion given after the review

questions on page 178.
Sometimes whatever causes the damage to the cochlea or nerves to the brain also damages

the balance mechanism. When this occurs, gross motor skills may be slightly delayed and the

infant may try to use sight and touch to compensate for damage to the balance mechanism.
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A few children have problems in the brainstem or the nerve that carries the sound to the
brain. This could happen if there was: (a) bleeding or a blood clot in the brain, (b) a tumor on the
nerve, or (c) failure to develop. The sound would come through the ear but the tumor on the
nerve would block the sound and it would not go to the train, or perhaps, the brain would be
injured and would not know when sound reached it.

It is also possible that the sound travels from the inner ear to the brain but is not processed
correctly along the way. Not much is known about how or why these types of auditory processing

problems occur; however, it is suspected that they are a part of some children's hearing
problems.

Discussion: Parents will explain the cause of their child's loss, if known. Discuss with the parents

the location of their child's hearing problem (point to outer, middle or inner ear and/or brainstem
and brain) and the cause (damaged nerves, fluid in the middle ear, combination of both, brain

damage, unknown, etc.).

Teaching Strategies. Use the Oakland filmstrip "Anatomy of Hearing Loss," the Zenith illustra-

tion "Anatomy of the Ear," or the John Hopkins Human Anatomy Series "The Ear-Hearing and
Equilibrium," to illustrate the four parts of the hearing system. Point to each part of the ear on the
illustration and what can go wrong with each part as they are discussed. The John Hopkins
illustration is available from:

Carolina Biological Supply Co.
2700 York Road

Burlington, North Carolina 27215

The Zenith illustration is available from:
Zenith Hearing Instrument Corp.
6501 West Grand Ave.

Chicago, Illinois 60635

Any illustration that shows all four parts (including brainstem and brain) should be adequate.

Review Questions For Parents

1. What role does the otolaryngologist (ENT, otologist) play? %medical clearance for hearing

aid move)
2. What are the four parts of the hearing system and what is in each part?

(a. outer ear : auricle/pinna and ear canal
b. middle ear: eardrum, three bones, oval window, eustachian tube

c. inner ear: semi-circular canals, cochlea, auditory nerve

d. brainstem and brain)
3. What does the eustachian tube do?

(drain fluid from middle ear to throat, equalize air pressure on both sides of the ear drum)

4. How does sound travel from a sound source to the brain?
(sound pushes eardrum, eardrum pushes three bones, last bone pushes on oval window, push on

oval window moves fluid in cochlea, moving fluid in cochlea stimulates the nerves.in patterns,

patterns travel up the brainstem to the brain)
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5. What can go wrong with the four parts of the hearing system?

(a. outer ear: wax plug, canal and/or pinna malformed or absent

b. middle ear: bone broken, middle ear infection, perforation of eardrum
c. inner ear: nerve cells in cochlea damaged or missing, possible damage to balance

mechanism
d. brainstem and brain: auditory nerves in brainstem or auditory portion of the brain damaged

or failed to develop, blood clot or tumor) .-

6. What caused your child's hearing loss?

Sample Challenges

Explain the location and cause of your child's hearing loss to your spouse (if not in
attendance).

Notes/Supplemental Information: Acupuncture

For the past several years there has been considerable interest by parents of hearing impaired
children in the use of acupuncture to improve hearing. It is natural for parents to want to try
anything that might benefit their child's hearing. Two studies by Libby (1974) and Katinsky and

Du rrant (1974), follow patients who decided on their own to try acupuncture.The studies revealed

that the greatest percentage of treated ears showed no significant clinical change in hearing for

pure tones or speech discrimination ability. In addition, the patients reported no significant
improvement in hearing at the completion of the treatments.
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PROFESSIONALS INVOLVED WITH THE HEARING IMPAIRED

1. Oto laryngologist is a physician (M.D., D.0.) knowledgeable in diseases of the ear, nose
and throat (ENT). His goal is to establish the medical parameters of an individual's hearing loss and

offer appropriate treatment recommendations. FTC (Federal Trade Commission) regulations
require physician approval prior to the purchase of a hearing aid; the otolaryngologist is the best
qualified physician to do this. The intent of the medical examination is to assure that the child's
best medical interests are protected prior to the purchase of a hearing aid.

2. Otologist is a physician who is trained in otolaryngology (ENT) and has specialized in
problems of the ear.

3. Audiologist is a professionally trained individual with a masters (M.A., M.S.) or doctorate
(Ph.D., Ed.D.) degree in Audiology. The audiologist has the basic responsibility for assessing
hearing, determining auditory capacity and for increasing the ability of the hearing handicapped
individual to cope with the situations of everyday life.

4. Dispensing Audiologist is an audiologist who, in addition to selecting a hearing aid and
providing attendant services and subsequent follow-up care, orders the hearing aid and sells it to
the patient.

5. Hearing Aid Dispenser is a person with no special training who obtains hearing aids
directly from the manufacturer and sells thzm to patients upon receipt of a prescription from a
physician or audiologist. This person does not have direct contact with the patient. Many
audiologists now offer this service to patients. Some physicians offer it as well.

6. Hearing Aid Dealer is a hearing aid salesperson providing a retail outlet for hearing aids. A
dealer may use the term hearing aid audiologist; however, he may not call himself an audiologist
and is not trained to provide audiological services.
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Lesson 4

Measuring Hearing Lo` s; Preparation for Fitting

Outline/Parent Objectives

I. Parents will explain what an audiogram is, and will describe where pitch and loudness are
measured on the audiogram (what the 0 and X mean)

A. Audiogram is a chart/graph of someone's hearing
B. Pitch (frequency or Hz) is across the top of the chart; dB (loudness) is down the side of the

chart -
C. X is marked for the left ear and 0 for the right at the dB level where each frequency is

heard

II. Parents will explain what their child's audiograin looks like and the amount of hearing loss
their child has

III. Parents will describe how the audiologist tests for clarity of hearing and for tolerance

A. Child points to objects or pictures of what he hears
B. Audiologist obsrves child for signs of discomfort at loud levels

IV. Parents will prepare for the hearing aid fitting (body or behind-the-ear)

Materials

1. Flip Chart -wax pencil
2. Audiometer (if possible)
3. Child's own audiogram
4. Zenith record or audio tape, "Getting Through"
5. Patterns for vests, carrier pockets, and/or toupee tape

Lesson

Discussion: Audiogram explanation. The parent advisor may want to use the following simply

worded discussion to present the audiogram, X and 0 markings, and the possible audiometric
shapes (configurations of the X's and O's) to the parents.

"You will remember when your child had his hearing tested, the au-
diologist wrote down what your child could hear on a paper that looked like
this. This is called an audiogram (show audiogram in flip chart, Figure 8). Let's

talk about how the audiologist tests hearing and what an audiogram is. When a

child has his hearing tested, the audiologist first wants to know what kind of
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response your child makes to sound and how loud a sound must be for the

child to hear it. First, the audiologist will present sounds informally (usually
noisemakers) to determine the kind of response your child makes. Depend-
ing on the age of your child, this response may be anything from an eye blink

to a repeatable learned response (looking at a flashing light or dropping a toy

in a container each time a child hears). The kind of response a child gives

usually agrees with his developmental age. Second, the audiologist will put on

the earphones like this (demonstrate if have audiometer) to find out how loud

sounds need to be for your child to hear. Sound will come through the
earphones, or the audiologist will send the sound into some speakers (like

stereo speakers). The audiologist will pick one frequency (pitch) like a 1000 Hz

tone which is here on the audiogram (show); lower pitches are here, and
higher pitches are here. She will send the 1000 Hz sound to your child very
softly. This side of the audiogram tells us how loud the sounds are. Very soft

sounds are here, very loud sounds are here (point out). So the audiologist

gives your child a 1000 Hz sound very softly (maybe 10-15 dB). Your child

cannot hear the sound so he does nothing. Then the audiologist makes the

sound louder and louder. When your child hears the sound, he will blink or

turn his head or raise his hand or in some way let the audiologist know he

hears the sound.
If your child hears the sound when it is 80 dB loud, the audiologist will

make a mark at 80 dB (point out). If the child hears the sound at 95 dB, the

audiologist will make a mark at 95 dB (point out). When the audioTogist gives

the child a sound in only one ear, the sound goes into just one earphone. If

your child hears the 1000 Hz tone in his right ear at 80 dB, the audiologist will

make a circle like this (demonstrate with wax pen) at 80 dB. If your child hears

this sound in his left ear at 90 dB, the audiologist will make an X like this

(demonstrate with wax pen) at 90 dB. The audiologistwill then select another

pitch (maybe the octave above 1000 Hz or 2000 Hz; point out) and make that

sound loud enough for your child to hear it. When she has finished giving your

child all the pitches, she will have a picture that looks like this (complete

audiogram with wax pen). This audiogram is now complete. if a child doespot

hear the sound even when it is 110 dB (or 120 dB on some audiometers), the

audiologist will not make a mark.
Some people have the same amount of hearing at each pitch. Their

audiogram may look like this (Figure 10 in flip chart). This kind of an audiogram

may mean the person has a problem in the outer or middle ear. This is called a

conductive loss. Some people have different amounts of hearing at each

pitch. Their audiogram may look like this (see Figure 11 in the flip chart). This

kind of an audiogram usually means there is damage in the inner ear. This is

called a nerve loss or sensorineural loss.
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The audiologist also utilizes impedanca audiometry to help determine
what kind of loss (conductive or sensorineural) a person has. The impedance
testing may help determine: (a) existing middle ear pressure, (b) tympanic
membrane (eardrum) mobility, (c) eustachian tube function, (d) continuity
and mobility of the middle ear ossicles (bones), and (e) acoustic reflex thres-
holds.

Tympanometry is the technique for measuring the compliance (mobility)
of the eardrum which in turn gives information about almost any problem in
the eardrum or middle ear. For example, if there is negative pressure in the
middle ear (thin air example of flying in Lesson 3, page 175), this may cause the
eardruM to be pulled in to the middle ear cavity and cause a mild conductive
type hearing loss. This information can be detected by impedance testing
even though there may be no observable fluid in the child's middle ear.

The acoustic reflex threshold is the level (dB) at which the stapedial
muscle contracts. The stapedial muscle is the little muscle in middle ear going
from the stapes bone out to the wall of the middle ear. It is known at what level
the muscle contracts in normal hearing ears. The level at which reflexes are
present (or absent) gives the audiologist additional irtformation about the kind
and amount of hearing loss (such as cochlea vs. middle ear). This type of
testing is valuable for infants and young children who cannot cooperate fully
for other diagnostic tests.

Remember, the pure tone test resul%s may miss a middle ear problem
where severe and profound sensorineural hearing loss exists. Therefore, it is
important to watch for these with tympanometry and medical check-up of the
ears.

If appropriate, the parent advisor should describe how the audiologist determines if the child
has a conductive loss (problem in the outer or middle ear) or a nerve loss (problem in the inner
ear). For most parents, the explanation will be difficult. Parent advisors may want to give it to
interested, educated parents. This discussion is given on page 187 under Notes /Supplemental
Information.

Discussion: Configuration and amount of child's hearing loss.

"Let's look at your child's audiogram and talk about what he hears. At this
very low pitch your child hears at ____ _ dB. At this higher pitch your child hears
at _ _ dB.

Of course different people have different amounts of hearing. A person
who has normal hearing can hear sounds that are 0-25 dB loud (point out green
area, Figure 9 in the flip chart). A person who has a mild hearing loss can hear

sounds when they are about 25-40 dB. if the sounds must be 40-70 dB, the
person has a moderate loss. if the sounds must be 70-90 dB before a person

can hear, that person has a severe hearing loss. A person who has a profound
loss hears sounds only when they are 90 dB or louder. Your child's hearing loss

. is in this area (show).
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Discussion: Clarity and tolerance testing.

"In addition to how loud sounds have to be for your child to hear, the

audiologist is also interested in how clearly your child hears. For infants,

judging how dearly one hears has to be accomplished by long-term observa-

tion of responses to sound. As the infant gets older, he will be given tests to

determine how dearly he discriminates sounds (environmental) of various

frequencies and speech sounds. Your child has to be old enough to point to

pictures or objects accurately to do this type of testing. Usually this can be

accomplished around the age of three depending on the degree of hearing

loss and language development. It is important to get information about the

clarity of your child's hearing as soon aspossible.

The last area the audiologist looks at is tolerance, or in other words, how

loud can sounds be before your child gives signs of discomfort. It is important

to get this information for each ear separately. If the audiologist cannot obtain

a level, she will assume one within the range of safety for your child."

If the child has been evaluated with Brainstem Evoked Response Audiometry (BSER), utilize

the discussion under Notes/Supplemental Information if appropriate and if parents desire the

information.

Discussion: Preparation for the hearing aid fitting. Discuss with the parents ways to keep the

hearing aids in place. For infants wearing behind-the-ear hearing aids, the purchase of a double

sided adhesive tape, like toupee tape (from any local beauty supply store or barber shop) is

recommended. A small piece can be placed on the side of the aid and gently pressed to the head,

directly behind the pinna, each time the aids are p'it on. Also for infants not yet sitting up, a

stretchy head band (such as the kind used while playing tennis) can be shortened to fit snugly

around the child's head over the hearing aids (being sure to keep the band in front of, not over the

microphones). Also, dental floss (or fishing line) can be tied around each aid, then brought

together and pinned at the back neck of the shirt to help prevent loss of the aids if accidentally

removed.,
For infants wearing body hearing aids, it is recommended that parents purchase or make a

pocket for the aid to fit in and a vest or harness to hold the pocket.

The pocket should be made of a soft material. If a starched, crisp material is used, it will

scratLh on the microphone or make noises that will bother the child. Be sure there is a small hole

in the pocket over the microphone so the sound can reach the microphone of the hearing aid

directly. If no pocket is available the day the aids are obtained, wide masking tape can be utilized

to temporarily tape the aids to the child's shirt (as far apart as possible).

Teaching Strategies. Parents can find out what it may sound like to have different amounts of

hearing losses by listening to Zenith's record or tape, "Getting Through." If an audiometer is

available, demonstrate how loud sounds i st bP presented for the child to hear them according

tc, the child's audiogram. The hearing aid wi.imake sounds loud so that the child can hear them.
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Review Questions For Parents

1. What is an audiogram? (chart/graph of hearing) Where are high and low pitches on the
diogram? (highs: 2000-8000 Hz, lows: 250-500 Hz) Where are soft and loud sounds on the

au ogram? (soft: 0-25 dB, loud: 90-120 dB) What does the 0 mean and the X mean? (0 means
softeS sounds responded for right ear, X for the left)

\,2. hat does your child's audiogram look like?
(parent d cribes configuration)

3. How foes the audiologist test for clarity of hearing?
(careful long-t m observation for infants; pictures or object-pointing tasks for older children)

4. How will ou prepare or purchase a pocket and vest or harness for your child? How will
you obtain toupee iape, headband and a method of tying the aids to clothing for your child?

Sample Challenges \\.
None rwfilk

Notes/Supplemental Information: Conductive vs. Sensorineural Losses and BSER

1. Determining a Conductive vs. Sensorineural loss. Use the following discussion fir in-
terested, educated parents.

Pure tone air conduction thresholds are obtained using standard earphones. In air conduction
testing, sound must travel through the enlye auditory system as shown in Flip Chart Figure 12. In

general, if damage to the auditory system icists anywhere, the result will be some degree of
hearing loss.

Pure tone bone conduction thresholds are rn asured using a bone vibrator which usually fits
behind the ear. Vibration from the bone vibrator b asses the external ear and middle ear and is

transferred directly to the cochlea as shown in Flip hart Figure 13. It is possible to assess the
amount of hearing loss contributed by the external ear a d middle ear systems versus the amount

of loss contributed by the sensorineural system by corsivaring the air conduction and bone
conduction thresholds. For example, if a 40 dB hearing loss\exists as revealed by the air conduc-
tion thresholds shown in Figure 14, but the bone conduction th\resitolds are normal (0-15 dB), the

problem must necessarily lie in the external and/or middle ear which is referred to as a conductive

hearing loss. On the other hand, if the pure tone air conduction and bone conduction thresholds
are equivalent as shown in Flip Chart Figure 15, the problem must necessarily lie in or central to
the cochlea. Such a hearing loss is referred to as a sensorineural hearkng loss. It is, of course,
possible for a person to have hearing loss due to both conductive and sensorineural factors in the
same ear or to have a conductive loss in one ear and a sensorineural loss in the other ear.

2. Brainstem Evoked Response Audiometry (BSER). BSER is an evoked response (to auditory

stimulation) recorded via electrodes from the vertex (top of the head) to either mastoid or ear
lobe. It is most easily evoked with clicks repeatedly presented and then summated (averaged) by
computer analysis. The clicks are not frequency (pitch) specific and thus the evoked,potential is
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not as specific as an audiogram. The latency of e potential (how long before it occurs after the

click) corresponds to specific causes of hearing ss (middle ear vs. cochlea vs. auditory nerve

problems). For young infants and difficult to test tients, it is very useful. It does give a reliable

indication of the amount of hearing loss (up to the lirkits of the equipment) for frequencies above

approximately 1500 Hz. The frequency the potential most likely represents depends on the shape

(configuration) of the hearing loss.

Reference and Reading List

Northern, J. L. & Downs, M. P. (1978). Hearing in children, (2nd ed.). Baltimore: Williams &

Wilkins.
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Lesson 5

Parts and Functions of the Aids; Putting on the Aids;

Selecting the Best Aids

Outline/Parent Objectives
(For most parents, this information is best presented in a two-week series as designated in the

sections below.)

Section 1

Parents will show where the different parts of the aids are and what they do

A. Microphone changes sound into electrical waves
B. Amplifier makes the electrical waves bigger
C. Receiver changes the bigger electrical waves back into bigger sound waves
D. On-off switch turns aid on and off
E. Battery gives the aid power
F. Volume control allows for adjustment of loudness
G. Tone control allows for adjustment in frequency
H. Telephone switch

1. T for telephone pick-up or FM unit usage
2. M for microphone (on) for hearing others and own voice
3. MT for hearing one's own voice and person wearing FM unit microphone

I. Cord on body aid takes the bigger electrical waves from the amplifier to the receiver
J. Earmold fits snugly in ear to prevent feedback and to direct bigger sound waves into the

ear canal

Parents will demonstrate how to correctly put the hearing aids on their child and begin
hearing aid usage leading to 100% wearing time

A. Body aids
1. Place harness or vest on child

2. Place hearing aid in carrier pocket, switches off
3. Connect mold to receiver
4. Insert canal of earmold into ear canal wi.h top of earmold rotated forward, then lift

pinna and screw into proper place
5. Move cord out of way (under shirt, etc.)
6. Turn switches on; telephone switch on M
7. Set volume control at correct setting
8. Utilize baby cover, if available
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B. Behind-the-ear aids
1. Connect earmold tubing to neck of aid, line up for correct ear so tubing is straight

2. Insert canal of earmold into ear canal with top of earmold rotated forward, then lift

pinna and screw in the mold

3. Place hearing aid behind the pinna

4. Use toupee tape to secure aid.to head

5. Turn switches on; telephone switch to M

6. Set volume control to correct setting (mark with fingernail polish if there are no

numbers)
7. Use rape over earmold and pinna if needed or use headband around he.:d over

earmolds leaving microphone opening uncovered

Section 2

Parents will indicate what four major considerations are made when selecting hearing aids

A. Type of instrument (ear-level, body, etc.)

B. Frequency (pitch) response
C. Arrangement (one or two aids, Y cord, etc.)

D. Maximum power output (maximum loudness of aid)

Child Objectives

1. Child will begin hearing aid usage with final goal being 100% wearing time.

Materials

1. Flip chart
2. Child's hearing aid(s)
3. Battery tester
4. Hearing Aid Wearing Time Checklist (Parent Notebook, Section III)

Lesson (Section 1)

Discussion: Parts and function of the aids. Now that the child is wearing hearing aids, it is

important for the parents to understand exactly what a hearing aid is and how it helps their child.

The following simplified discussion can be used to explain the parts and functions of the aids.

"Your child's hearing aid is like any other loud speaker system in a store or

church (Flip Chart Figure 16). There is a microphone for the person to talk into.

There is an amplifier which makes the sounds of that person's voice louder,

and there are speakers where the loud sounds come out for other people to

hear.
In your child's hearing aid there is also a microphone (show where). This

is where the sound comes into his hearing aid. The microphone changes the
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sound into electrical waves (Flip Chart Figure 21). The electrical waves then go
to the amplifier where they are made into bigger waves. We cannot see the
amplifier since it is inside the hearing aid. The big electrical waves go to the
receivers (same as the speakers). These big electrical waves are changed bad(
into big sound waves since our ears hear sound, not electricity, but now the
sound is louder since the waves are bigger. Now the child can hear sounds
around him because they are louder.

On-Off Switch. The next part of the hearing aid is the on-off switch. It is
like the on-off switch on any radio or T.V. It simply turns the hearing aid on and
off.

Battery. The battery gives the hearing aid power to make the small electri-

cal waves into big waves. The big waves are louder sounds. Batteries have (+)

and () ends. The (+) end must match the (+) end inside the battery compart-
ment (show). The ( ) end of the battery must match the () end inF:de the
battery compartment (show). The name of the battery is not important. The
important thing is the right size. This hearing aid needs a battery
size. When you go to the store ask for You can get batteries at

drug stores or hearing aid dealers. Make sure they check the batteries before
they sell them to you to make sure they are fresh. You can check to make sure

the battery is fresh each day by using a battery tester. It works like this
(demonstrate). The needle must point 1 or above if the battery is fresh. If the
needle is below 1, throw the battery away. The battery will usually last from
one to two weeks. Note: For deaf parents, leave a battery tester with them
during the week so they will know if the aid is working. Make immediate
arrangements for them to purchase one of their own.

Volume Control. This switch makes the sounds that go into the hearing
aid louder and louder. Here the sounds are very soft (let parent listen). Here
the sounds are louder (parent listens). We will leave the volume on number

as recommended by the audiologist. We may have to put the volume
switch higher if the sounds are not lout enough for the child, or we may put
the volume switch lower if the child acts like the sounds are too loud. You
should watch for this. If the child does not respond to any sounds, we can turn
the aid up slightly to _ . If the child cries, blinks, jumps, or pulls at his aids
when there are sounds, turn the aid down to _ _

Tone Control. Indicate this will be discussed thoroughly next lesson
(Section 2), reinforce recommended setting (if external).

Telephone Switch. This switch has three letters on it. When it is on M, the
child can hear all the sounds around him. When the switch is on T, the child
would be able to hear a voice coming from a telephone or a FM unit (this will

be discussed when appropriate, see page 239). He is too young to worry abotit

using this now. If or when the child uses a personal FM unit, he will put this
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switch on MT. If you (or his teacher) wear an FM unit microphone, the child

will hear what is said into the unit's microphone clearly regardless of room

noise. He will also hear his own voice through his hearing aid microphones.

For now, this switch must always stay on M so the child can hear all sounds

around him including his own voice.
Cord. The cord is a wire on a body aid that takes the big electrical waves to

the receiver. Remember the big electrical waves are changed back to loud

sound waves in the receiver so the child can hear them. You must always have

an extra cord on hand so when this one breaks, you can put a new one right

on. You can buy the cord at

Earmo Id. The mold fits into the ear and channels the amplified sound

down into the ear. It must fit exactly so itwill be comfortable. If it is too large, it

hurts 'tile ear. If it is too small, the loud sond waves will leak out around the

mold (feedback). You will be able to hear these loud sound waves. They sound

like this (demonstrate feedback whistle by putting mold and receiver close to

microphone for a body type aid or close your hand around an ear-level aid). At

first sign of the earmold being too small, a new one should be obtained from

your audiologist (or hearing aid dealer). Molds usually cost from $15 to DO. If

appropriate, parent advisor should state that she will make new molds for the

child when he needs them.
Each morning when you put on your child's hearing aids, it is important

that the aid is put on correctly. This is the way it should be done:

Body-type aid. (Demonstrate)
1. Place the harness or vest on yourchild.

2. Place the hearing aid in the carrier pocket making sure all switches are

off.
3. Connect the mold to the receiver.

4. Place the ear mold in the child's ear (demonstrate how to insert the

canal of the mold with the superior tip of the mold facing forward, then lifting

the ear flap up and out and screwing in the mold).

5. Move the cord out of the way.
6. Turn the switches on. Make sure the telephone switch is on M.

7. Put the volume at the correct setting.

8. Put on the baby cover if you have one.

Behind-the-ear-aid. (Demonstrate)

1. Connect the earmold tubing to the "neck" (ear hook) of the aid. Be

sure to line up the aid and the mold for the correct ear so that there is no bend

or twist in the tubing (demonstrate how to hold the mold up to the ear along

with the hearing aid to ensure the mold is facing the correct direction).

2. Place the ear mold in the child's ear; don't worry about the position of

the hearing aid while you're doing this part (demonstrate how to insert the
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canal of the moki with the superior tip of the mold facing forward; then, lifting
the ear flap up and otiLscsew In the mold),

3. Place the hearing aid behind the earflap (pinna), ensuring that it fits
snugly (the length of the tubing needs to be cut just right to ensure proper fit.
Using a child size neck/earhook also helps fitting for infants).

4. Cut a small piece of toupee tape and stick it on the side of the hearing
aid facing the child's head. Then take off the protective covering of the tape
and gently press the aid against the head (try to find the flattest spot behind
the earflap and be sure not to tape on top of hair).

5. Turn the switches on, making sure the microphone is on M.
6. Put the volume at the right number, or if no numbers exist, use

fingernail polish or typewriter correction fluid to mark the correct setting. (It is
important for the parent to be able to see that the volume control is set
correctly until the child is old enough to make this adjustment himself.)

7. Use tape over the earmold and pinna (make an X) for additional help in

keeping the earmold in place, only if necessary.

8. If necessary, use a soft stretchy headband around the head, going over

the earmolds and external ear area, leaving the aid exposed. Be sure the
microphone of the hearing aid is not covered up."

Tell the parents the importance of their child wearing his hearing aids as much of each day as

possible. Indicate that every hour their child is without a hearing aid he loses "listening time." It
takes hearing children about one year of listening time before they start to use language and
speech. As much listening time as possible must be given the child by keeping the hearing aids on
him

If appropriate at this point, briefly describe alerting to naturally occurring sounds and
reinforcement of all responses to sound. If the child is a profoundly deaf infant or is multi-
handicapped, help the parents learn what type of responses to look for (Auditory Program, pages
409-410). Be careful not to overwhelm the parents. Establishing hearing aid usage is usually
enough for them to attempt to accomplish during this week. Do mention that the time factor
involved for the infant to learn to attend to sounds may be lengthy.

See page 199 for Review Questions For Parents for Section 1.

See page 200 for Sample Challenges for Section 1.

Lesson (Section 2)

If appropriate, use the following discussion to explain to parents the procedures of a trial
hearing aid program. If the child already has his own hearing aids, omit this first paragraph.

"Your child's loaner hearing aid is a aid. This
hearing aid may or may not be the best hearing aid for your child. With what
vie now know about your child's hearing loss, this is the best aid to start with.
However, he is very young, and it is difficult to know exactly what hearing he
has. He cannot tell us with words what he can and cannot hear or whether he
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hears better in the left or right ear. The audiologist tries to notice eye blinks,

head turning and other actions which tell us that the child hears, but some-

times the child may hear a sound and not respond. We will keen testing your

child as he gets older so we will know exactly what he hears in each ear. In the

meantime, we will try a hearing aid on his left ear and then his right ear to find

out if one ear is better than the other. We will then try about three different

hearing aids or hearing aid settings to see which one will help him the most.

The audiologist cannot watch your child during the day to see which ear is the

best or which hearing aid setting is the best, but you can. After your child is

wearing this aid most of each day, we will explain to you how to watch for the

sounds he hears and how to write thatdown."

Discuss with the parents how important it is for their child to wear the aids during all waking

hours. Indicate the reasons for this will be discussed fully in the Auditory Program. Have the

parents record how long the child wears his hearing aids on the Hearing Aid Wearing Time Form

(from the Parent Notebook, section III, page 105). Parents will check how often the child wears the

aids each week. See page 103 for specific instructions on the use of this form.

Discuss with parents different methods they can use to determine hearing aid wearing time.

The goal is usually all waking hours unless the audiologist has recommended someother amount

of wearing time. Therefore, the parents first must decide what constitutes their child's total

number of waking hours per day. Help parents determine what times the child wakes Pip and goes

to bed, and eliminate such times as bath time or nap time. Times when the child is ill or hearing

aids are broken would not be considered available wearing time.

In order to till in the Hearing Aid Wearing Time Form each week, parents then can do one of

the following:
1. Once a week, before the home visit, the parents can think back over the week, estimate

the percent of total waking hours the hearing aids were worn, and check the appropriate box on

the form.
2. With the parent advisor's help, the parents can devise a method for keeping track of

weming time each day. They may draw up a chart for marking down the daily wearing time. The

day may be divided into segments on the chart in a number of different ways:

Morning Afternoon Night

OR

First half of day Second half of day

OR

By activity: e.g. getting-up time breakfast morning activities lunch afternoon

activities coming-home activities bed time

OR

By the hour
OR

By the half-hour
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At the end of each week, the parents can look over the daily record and mark the Hearing Aid
Wearing Time Form.

Discussion: Four major considerations for selecting hearing aids. There are four major considera-
tions made when selecting hearing aids for trial: (a) the type of instrument (ear-level, body), (b)
the frequency (pitch) response, (c) the arrangement of wearable amplification (one or two aids, Y
cord, etc.), and (d) the maximum power output (loudness).

Type of Instrument. There are four kinds of hearing aids (Figures 16, 17, 19 and 20 in the flip
chart; if desired, explain only the kind that applies to each child): (a) all-in-the ear, (b) over the
ear, (c) eyeglass, and (d) body aid.

One important misconception which occasionally still arises is that body aids are best suited
for use with all young children regardless of the degree of hearing loss. This was widely accepted
when ear-level aids were first utilized. Current clinical data strongly indicate most infants and
children to be successful users of ear-level hearing aids. For infants below the age of 6 months or
those not able to maintain head control in a sitting position, a body type instrument might be
preferred. Even for these children, ear level aids should be utilized at least for a trial period.

in the rare case where a bone conduction vibrator is recommended due either to presence of

a bilateral atresia (ear canals absent) or to medical contraindications for earmold use, the body aid

is usually the instrument of choice. Some success has been achieved with the use of an ear level
aid either coupled to a bone conduction vibrator's headband or with a velcro strap around the
head

Another consideration for body vs. ear-level amplification is the manual dexterity of the child.
For those children with motor handicaps, who will learn to care for their aids thertiselves, the body

aid may allow them to personally manipulate the gain control more easily.
With very young infants when the audiological data is limited concerning the degree of

hearing loss in the critical frequencies for the perception of speech (250-4000 Hz), it is important to

select a hearing aid which provides maximum flexibility with respect to subsequent modifications
of the gain, frequency response, and output. Only in the last few years have ear-level aids been
capable of providing this aspect of flexibility so important for fitting infants.

Frequency response. (If desired, explain only the option that applies to each child). Basically
there are three options available.

1. A conventional, adjustable frequency response between (350 and 4000) Hz allows for
either internal or external control of which pitches will be louder than others (Show parent the
type of control their aids have). For example (use Figure 22 in Flipchart), if the child had an
audiogram that looked like this that indicates he has an easier

time hearing low pitches and a harder time hearing high pitches. The hearing aid should be set to

help the child by pushing up the high pitches. If the tone control switch is on H (or whatever is
used to indicate this type of response emphasis), the high pitches would be pushed up the most.
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If the audiogram looks like this that would mean the child only

has some hearing in the low pitches but almost no hearing in the high pitches. The hearing aid

would be set to push up the hearing that the child has in the low pitches by setting the aid on L. If

the audiogram looks like this that indicates the child hears all

the pitches about the same. Thus the hearing aid would be set to N making all the pitches louder.

Ideally the hearing aid will not over-amplify the lower frequencies (which may result in poor

clarity (speech discrimination ability) but will provide maximum amplification above 1000 Hz.

Indicate to the parents the tone setting selected for their child by the audiologist. Use the child's

audiogram to explain why it was chosen.

2. An extended low frequency amplification can be considered if the child has a very limited

response to sound with responses being obtained only for the lowest pitches. Since critical

acoustic information (for hearing speech) below 300 Hz is limited, the utilization of extended low

frequency amplification is restricted to those children with fragmentary hearing losses (no

residual hearing above 500-750 Hz).

3. A high-pass effect where there is little amplification below 1000 Hz is utilized for children

with essentially normal hearing in the lower test frequencies but a significant loss for the high

frequencies. Special earmolds utilized with this type of frequency response allow the child to hear

the high frequencies without making the low frequencies too loud.

Arrangement of wearable amplification. For body type hearing aids, there are three possible

fittings: (a) a 1f-cord, (b) a single cord, or (e) a binaural (two aids) arrangement. The use of a Y-cord

is usually appropriate only on a trial period until detailed audiological information is available for

each ear. The audiologist may recommend obtaining two earmolds and alternate use of a single

cord between ears until a preference for one ear or improved listening with sound in one

particular ear can be detected. The potential benefits of binaural body aids should be carefully

considered at least during the trial period.
With ear-level hearing aids it is easier to demonstrate that binaural arrangements are almost

always the best choice for children with moderate or more amount of hearing loss. Binaural aids

not only provide better speech discrimination ability (particularly in noisy situations) but also the

sound quality arid the sense of listening space (results from hearing on both sides of the head) are

significantly improved.

Maximum power output. This setting is made by the audiologistbased on tolerance test results

and on the knowledge that the output of aids should under most circumstances be set no higher

than 125 dB (sound pressure level). Point out the MPO control if visible.
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For children in the profound hearing loss range, this level is sometimes exceeded and
provisions for audiological monitoring are imperative, especially during the initial months of
hearing aid utilization. In a few cases, disregarding the maximum power of the aid results in
temporary or permanent shift (loss) in hearing.

The audiologist also has the option of controlling the maximum power of the aid internally.
The decision whether or not to use this setting, usually called compression, will be made on the
basis of tolerance data and experience with utilization of high power instruments. One advantage
of compression amplification is that it may alleviate the need to adjust and readjust the volume
control every time the level of environmental noise changes (point out compression control, if
visible).

Teaching strategies. It is not necessary to give all of the information inevery discussion to every
parent. Select the information relevant to their child and to their needs. Some of the information
may need to be repeated later; for example, just before a visit to the audiologist, etc.

Review Questions For Parents

Section 1

1. What do the microphone, amplifier and receivers do?
(microphone changes sound into electrical waves, amplifier makes the electrical waves bigger,
receiver changes the bigger electrical waves back into bigger sound waves)

2. Have parents demonstrate how to put the hearing aid on their child.
3. Have parents point out and exolain the function of the hearing aid parts.

(battery gives the aid power; volume corArol allows for adjustment in frequency [pitch, Hz];
telephone switch (1) T for telephone 'pickup or FM unit usage, (2) M for microphone "on" for
hearing others and one's own voice, (3) MT for hearing one's own voice and person wearing FM
unit microphone; cord on body aid takes the bigger electrical waves from the aid [amplifier] to the

receiver; earmold fits snugly in ear to prevent feedback and to direct bigger sound waves into the
ear canal)

Section 2

1. What are the four major considerations made when selecting hearing aids?

(type of instrument [ear-level, body]; frequency response; arrangement [one or two aids, Y cord,
etc.]; maximum power output !maximum loudness aid will go to])

2. If trial period: How will we know which hearing aid will help your child the most or if he
hears better in one ear than the other?

(trial period with hearing aids, or different settings on the same aid; and observation of child with
one ear then the other ear aided)

3. If appropriate: Why is it difficult to know exactly how much your child hears now?
the cannot tell us in words how/what he hears in each ear)
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Sample Challenges

Section 1

1. Each morning, put the hearing aid on your thild correctly (as discussed in this lesson).

Section 2

1. This week your child will wear his hearing aids at least _ _ hours.

2. Use the Hearing Aid Wearing Time Checklist (from Parent Notebook, Section III) to record

how long your child wears his aids.

References and Reading List

Matkin, N. D. (1981). Hearing aids for children (Chapter 9) in Hearing aid assessment and use in

audiologic habilitation, 2nd ed. Ed. by W.R. Hodgson and P.H. Skinner. Baltimore: Williams &

Wilkins.
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Lesson 6

Daily Listening Check;

Downs' Approach if Necessary

Outline/Parent Objectives
1. Parents will correctly review the parts and functions of their child's hearing aids

A. Microphone changes sound into electrical waves
B. Amplifier makes the electrical waves bigger

C. Receiver changes the bigger electrical waves back into bigger sound waves
D. On-off switch turns aid on and off
E. Battery gives the aid power

F. Volume control allows for adjustment of loudness
G. Tone control allows for adjustment in frequency (pitch, Hz)
H. Telephone switch

1. T for telephone pick up or FM unit usage
2. M for microphone ("on") for hearing others and one's own voice
3. MT for hearing one's own yoke and person wearing FM unit microphone

I. Cord on body aid takes the bigger electrical waves from the amplifier to the receiver
J. Earmold fits snugly in ear to prevent feedback and to direct bigger sound waves into the

ear canal

11. Parents will demonstrate the d. iy listening check correctly (utilizing Daily Listening Check
handout as a guide)

Ill. Parents will explain how to use Marion Downs' "Establishment of Hearing Aid Use" if
necessary

Child Objectives

1. Child will increase hearing aid wearing time leading to full-time usage.

Materials

1. Daily listening check handouts for ear-level or body aids

2. Downs' approach, "Establishment of Hearing Aid Use" if necessary
3. Defective hearing aid kit (if desired and available)

4. Slide and audio tape presentation "Hearing Aids: A Daily Check" available from : Design
Media, 327-17th Street, Oakland, California 94612, (415-832-0848).
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Lesson

Discussion: Review of parts and functions ofaids. Discuss again with the parents the parts of the

child's aids and their functions. Review this information as often as necessary so that the parents

become comfortable with all the parts and their functions. For example, it is important that the

parents understand the telephone switch so that the aids will not be accidentally worn on MT or T

when inappropriate.

Discussion: Daily listening check. Indicate to the parents the importance of keeping the parts

of the hearing aids working all the time. The Daily Listening Check is designed so that the parents

can determine on their own if the hearing aids are working. This check should be accomplished

daily, just before the aids are first put on the child. There are daily checks for body aids, ear-level

aids, and for hard of hearing and deaf parents on the following pages. Have the parents demons-

trate the appropriate daily check and then give them a handout of the appropriate check to keep

and use as a guide.
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DAILY LISTENING CHECK FOR BODY AID

1. Check to make sure the battery is fresh. Remember if your battery tester points to 1.0 or less, the
battery is no longer fresh. You should throw it away and put in a fresh one.

2. Put the battery in the hearing aid. Make sure the (+) end of the battery matches the ( 4-) end in the
hearing aid and the ( ) end of the battery matches the (- ) end in the hearing aid.

3. Make sure the on-off switch is on off. Put the volume control at the lowest number. Make sure the
M, T, MT switch is on M.

4. Put the receiver in your ear. Cover t e receiver with the palm of your hand. Do not press the
receiver too hard.

5. Turn the on-off switch to on.
6. Slowly turn the volume control up louder and louder. Say sounds across the frequency range /u/,

/a/, /1/, 1, f /, /s/ (oo, ah, ee, sh, s). As soon as the child can, have him clap his hands when he hears the
sounds spoken by the parent within the distance the child can normally hear them.

Listen for:

a) The hearing aid does
not get louder and
louder.

b) The hearing aid goes
on and off.

c) The hearing aid has a
loud scratchy sound in it.

7, Roll the cord back and forth between your fingers.

Listen for: What to Do:

a) The hearing aid goes a) Put on a new cord.
on and off.

8. Tap the hearing aid gently on all sides and gently shake the hearing aid.

What to do:

a) Make sure the telephone switch
is on M. Make sure the
battery is fresh. If the
sound still does not get loud,
call the audiologist (or
hearing aid dealer) and ask for a
loaner hearing aid while the broken
aid is being repaired.

b) Call the audiologist (or dealer)
and get a loaner aid while
the broken aid is being repaired.

c) Same as b above

Listen for:
a) The hearing aid loses

power (it gets softer).

b) You hear a rattling
sound caused by loose
screws.

9. Check the earmold for wax in the opening.

What to Do:
a) Call the audiologist ror dealer)

and ask for a loaner aid while
the broken aid is being repaired.

b) Same as a above.

What to Do:
a) Push wax out with a pipe cleaner

or pin.
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DAILY LISTENING CHECK FOR EAR-LEVEL AID

1. Check to make sure the battery is fresh. Remember if your battery tester points to 1.0 or less, the
battery is no longer fresh. You should throw it away and put in a fresh one.

2. Put the battery in the hearing aid. Make sure the (4) end of the battery matches the ( 4 ) end in the
hearing aid and the (-) end of the battery matches the ( ) end in the hearing aid.

3. Make sure the on-off switch is on off. Put the volume control at the lowest number. Make sure the
M, T, MT switch is on M.

4. Put the earmold in your ear. Cover the earmold with the palm of your hand and let the hearing aid
fall away as much as possible (or use a stethoscopeparent advisor demonstrates).

5. Turn the on-off switch to on or turn the volume wheel barely on.
6. Slowly turn the volume control up louder and louder. Say sounds across the frequency range /u/,

/ , /i/, /5 /, /s/ (oo, ah, ee, sh, s). (As soon as the child can, have him clap his hands when he hears the
so ds spoken by the parent within the distance over w!lich the child can normally hear them).

L ten for: What To Do:

\a) The hearing aid does a) Make sure the telephone
not get louder and switch is on M. Make sure
tkuder. the battery is fresh. If

the sound still does not get
loud, call the audiologist (or
hearing aid dealer) and ask for a
loaner hearing aid while the broken
aid is being repaired.

b) Call the audiologist (or dealer)
on and off. \ and get a loaner aid while the

broken aid is being repaired.
c) Same as b above.

N
b) The hearing ai s.R.)es

c) The hearing aid has a
loud scratchy sound in it.\\

7. Tap the hearing aid gently on all ses and gently shake the hearing aid.

\iWhat To Do:

) Call the audiologist (or dealer)
liknd ask for a loaner aid while
the broken aid is being repaired.

Listen For:

a) The hearing aid loses
power (it gets softer).

b) You hear a rattling b) Sam

sound caused by loose
screws.

H. Check the tube for a bend, twist, hole or crack.

Listen For:

Muffled or no sound.

is a above.

What To Do:

a) Untwist the tube.
b) Replace tube or hook.

thick walled tubing.

9. Check the earmold for wax in the opening.

Listen For: What To Do:

Muffled or no sound a) Push wax out with a pipe
cleaner or pin.
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HEARING AID DAILY CHECK FOR HARD OF HEARING AND DEAF PARENTS

If this lesson is being taught to hard of hearing parents or deaf parents: (a) see if there is a
hearing sibling or relative who can learn the daily listening check and teach it to them, or (b) if not,

have the parents follow the procedures on the following handout.

For Hard of Hearing Parents

1. Make sure the battery is fresh. If the battery is less than 1.0 on the battery tester, throw it
away.

2. Make sure all the controls are off. The mike-telephone switch should be on M.
I. Put the receiver to your ear and cover it with your palm. Turn the aid on and turn the

volume switch up. Is the aid working? Do sounds get louder? If not, send the aid to the audiologist

(or hearing aid dealer) with a note asking for a loaner.
4. Look at the cord. Are there any breaks or holes in the cord? If so, put on a new cord.

5. look at the controls. Is there food or dirt in them? Are the controls stuck so they will not
turn on and off? If so, clean with a toothpick or q-tip or smal! pipe cleaner.

For Deaf Parents

1. Make sure the battery is fresh. If the battery is less than 1.0 on the battery tester, throw it

away.

2. Make sure all the controlc are off. The mike-telephone switch should be on M.
i. Look at the cord. Are there any breaks or holes in the cord? If so, put on a new cord.
4. look at the controls. Is there food or dirt in them? Are the controls stuck so they will not

turn on and off? If so, clean with a toothpick or q-tip or small pipe cleaner.
5. Put the hearing aid on your child. T Jrn it to the right volume setting.
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Discussion: M. Downs' "Establishment of Hearing Aid Use." If the child is rejecting the hearing

aid, explain to the parents Marion Downs' "Establishment of Hearing Aid Use." Basically the
approach entails:

Week 1. Put the hearing aid on the child (without turning it on) for 5 minutes, 4 times each day.

Play quietly and lovingly with the child while the aid is on. Hold down his arms and legs gently but

firmly if necessary.
Week 2. Put the hearing aid on 15 minutes, 4 times each day at one-third the desired volume.

Point out pleasant sounds.
Week 3. Put the hearing aid on 30 minutes, 4 times a day a little above one-third volume. Call

the child's attention to sounds as you work around the house.
Week 4. Put the hearing aid on 45 minutes, 4 times a day. Setting should be almost at right

loudness level.
Week 5. Put on the hearing aid 1 hour, 4 times a day. Aid should be at the right loudness level.

Week 6 and thereafter. Increase wearing time until the child is wearing aid all waking hours.

At this point it may be necessary to address the possibility of parental ambivalence toward the

use of hearing aids. If this is a part of the problem of establishing hearing aid usage, the best
approach may be to dialogue directly with the parents about their feelings and again stress the
importance of the role they play in whatever success their child achieves. The programming will
not benefit their child without their efforts.

Teaching strategies.

1. Have parents continue to use the Hearing Aid Wearing Time Checklist (from Parent
Notebook, Section III) to determine how long the child wears the hearing aids each week.

2. Use a defective hearing aid kit (if available) to demonstrate nroblems to be listened for in

the Daily Listening Check.
3. After going over the Daily Listening Checklist, use the slide-tape presentation, "Hearing

Aids: A Daily Check," to emphasize the importance of routinely checking the aids.

Review Questions For Parents

1. Parents complete the daily listening check.

(ear-level aids, page 205, body aids, page 203)
2. Parents will explain how they will use Downs' "Establishment of Hearing Aid Use" it

necessary.
(this week put the hearing aid on for 5 minutes, 4 times each day playing quietly and lovingly
during this time; gently prevent the child from removing the aid; see above for weeks 2-6)

Sample Challenges

I. Perform daily listening check each day just before putting the aids on the child. During
these first weeks, call parent advisor for advice for any problems.

2. Keep aids on the child 100% of waking hours.
3. Keep aids on the child all waking hours, except for two 20 minute rest periods as

recommended by audiologist due to extra high power output being utilized.
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4. Keep aid on right ear only during all waking hours.

5. increase wearing time from 50% (last week) to at least 75% time this week.

Reference and Reading List

Downs, M. P. (1966). The establishment of hearing aid use: A program for parents. Maico

Audiological Library Series 4:V.
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Lesson 7

Care of the Heating Aids;

Trouble Shooting for Feedback Source

Outline/Parent Objectives

I. Parents will review the daily listening check utilizing the Daily Listening Check i;andouts (see
pages 203-207)

Parents will demonstrate how to take proper care of the:
A. Battery

1. Correct size
2. Material
3. Remove when aid is off
4. Remove when dead
5. Purchase only 2 month supply

6. Keep in cool, dry place
7. Do not leave on metal surface

8. Carry extras in original package
9. Keep safe from small children

B. Controls, switches, microphone
1. Avoid food, dirt A

2. Wear body aids under soft clothing
3. Clean aids once a year

4. Avoid catching switches on clothing
C. Cord (body aids only)

1. Do not bend, knot or chew
2. Channel cord out of child's way
3. Disconnect by pulling on plastic end (not on cord itself)

D. Receiver (body aids only)
1. Do not drop or bang
2. Check for rough spots

E. Earmold and plastic tubing
1. Keep clean, check each night
2. Check for rough spots

. Earhook (neck)

1. Keep clean

2. Screw on securely



G. Body of hearing aid
1. Avoid placing in very cold or hot places

2. Do not put in water
3. Do not drop or bang

Parents will demonstrate how to trouble-shoot for the source of feedback (utilizing "Trouble

Shooting For The Source of Feedback" handout as a guide)

IV. Parents .will observe and record data on the "Home Hearing Aid Evaluation for Parents"

handout during trial amplification period if appropriate

Child Objectives

1. Child will demonstrate acceptance of his hearing aids during all waking hours or during

time recommended by the audiologist

Materials

1. Child's hearing aids
2. "Home Hearing Aid Evaluation for Parents" handout page 219

Lesson

Discussion: Care of the hearing aids. After reviewing the daily listening check, state that the

best way to keep the hearing aids working properly is to take care of them. Discuss the care of the

hearing aids including the following information.

Care of the batteries. There are different sized batteries for different aids. Batteries are made

from different types of materials.Help parents compare the cost, battery life and power of the

different types of batteries that will fit in the child's aid. Remember, the exact length of time a

battery lasts depends on the particular aid in which it is used.

Silver Oxide: 1.5 volts, contains the chemical silver oxide, loses power after about

30-50 hours and is the most powerful (most expensive).

Mercury: 1.4 volts, contains the chemical mercury and loses power after about

40-60 hours (considered more poisonous).

Rechargeable Ni(ad: 1.4 volts, contains the chemicals nickel and cadmium, dies after 4-6

hours, can be recharged for another 4-6 hours about 1000 times. You

need to have 3 of these batteries to conveniently use and recharge

them. They last about a year.

Zinc-air: 1.4 volts, contains zinc and air and loses power after 80-120 hours

(most popular).

The battery will last longer if taken out of the hearing aid when the aid is not being used.

Remove a dead battery from the aid right away as it could leak and damage the aid. Do not keep

many extra batteries. Get enough for only two months (or one package) at a time. Indicate about

how many batteries that would be--two extra batteries if the aid holds one battery, three to four

extra if the aid holds two batteries. Keep batteries in a cool, dry place. Make sure they are dry
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before used. Do not leave batteries on metal furniture or shelves or carry them in a pocket or
purse with coins. Carry extra batteries in their plastic package to increase their life.

Care should be taken when disposing of dead batteries. Some companies will pay for them
and use some of the material again. Be sure to keep them safely away from small children as
swallowing them is poisonous (mercury is lethal if ingested). See "Notes/Supplemental Informa-

tion" on page 218 for details on this topic.
The overall cost of batteries depends on the amount of power needed (the volume setting),

how many hours the hearing aid is worn, the particular size of battery needed, and the material
(mercury, etc.), where the batteries are purchased, and how well the batteries are cared for.
Check locally and let the parents know the approximate cost of the needed batteries as well as the

various options available to locate them.

Controls, switches, and microphone. Care must be taken to avoid getting food and dirt in the
controls, switches or the microphone. If a body aid has a baby cover, explain to the parents how

the cover keeps the food and dirt out of the controls and switches. The aid can be worn under a
shirt if the cloth is very soft. Rough cloth will scratch against the hearing aid and make loud
scratchy sounds that will bother the child. After parents purchase aids, remind them that all aids
should be cleaned each year. (The audiologist or hearing aid dealer can send the aids to the
factory for this service and provide loaners.)

F or ear-level hearing aids, care must be taken to avoid getting the switches caught on clothing

and hats. Most ear-level controls are now placed along the top or underneath side of the aid. If the

aids in use have switches located at the end, take care they do not get moved or changed by the

child's shoulders.

Care of cord. It is easy to break the cord. It is important not to bend the cord too much or knot

it. A child should not be allowed to bite or chew the cord. If the child is a cord chewer: (a) make

small button holes in the vest directly above the hearing aid to channel the cord under clothing

and out at the shoulder, or (b) channel the cord from his front,under his arm, up his back, and to

his ear, or (c) have parents obtain shorter cords, or (d) pin cord down (safety pin goes around cord

not through it), or (e) obtain thumb spray or another unpleasant tasting spray from drugstore and

spray on the cord, or (f) put hearing aid on back of child and channel cord up to ear (last resort).

Pull out the cord by pulling on the plastic end. Do not pull on the cord itself (demonstrate).

Care of the receiver. The receiver should not be dropped or banged. The receiver is very
fragile and expensive. Leave receiver savers (obtained from audiologist or hearing aid dealer) with

the family. The receiver saver connects the receiver to the cord so the receiver will not fall off the

cord).

Care of the earmold and plastic tubing. The earmold and plastic tubing should always beclean.

If there is any dirt in the canal hole or tubing, it will block the sound so it can't get to the ear.

Demonstrate how to remove the mold (and tubing on ear-level aids) and wash with warm water

and soap (do not use alcohol). It is best to check the mold to see if it is dirty each night. The mold

needs to be washed at night and allowed to dry until morning. If the mold does not have enough

time to dry, the water will stop the sound from going to the ear. (An air squirting bulb can be used
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to dry the mold and tubing and is available from auditory supply companies.) Sometimes you can

get the dirt and wax out of the mold hole by using a toothpick or a small pipe cleaner. Demon-

strate this for the parents.
On occasion, an earmold will have a rough spot or bump that may cause a sore inside the ear

canal. The rough part can be filed off by the audiologist (or hearing aid dealer). If the spot is minor,

it may be possible to smooth it with an emery board. If this happens, wait until the ear is not sore

(2-3 days) before putting the hearing aid on again.

Care of the earhook ("neck"). The earhook on ear-level aids must be kept dear as dirt or
moisture will block the sound from getting to the ear. If removable, unscrew the neck from the aid

and clean with warm water and soap (let dry thoroughly. If not removable, clean with a pipe

cleaner or a toothpick. Be sure the earhook connects securely to the aid. Have an audiologist (or

dealer) replace it when indicated.

Care of the body of the hearing aid. Indicate to the parents not to do three things to the hearing

aid, (a) put it in a very cold or very hot place, (b) put it in water, (c) drop it or bang it.
Indicate to the parents that if they take good care of the hearing aids, the aids will work better

and longer. Thus their child will have good, continuous hearing time because his aids will not be

broken. There is another way to make sure their child has good, continuous hearing time. If his

molds are too small or the canal portion too short, the sound leaks out around the molds and

causes feedback (whistle sound). Demonstrate feedback sound for the parents. For body aids, the

teedback may also occur between the receiver and the mold. For ear-level aids, it may also occur

between the tubing and earhook or between the earhook and the aid. Or there may be something

wrong inside the aid (body or ear-level) that will cause feedback. When parents hear feedback,

they ,hou Id not turn down the hearing aid to make the whistle go away. If the aid is turned down,

it wi!: no longer provide enough loudness for the child to hear sounds very well. When this
happens, continuous listening time is reduced. It is better to get new molds that fit or fix the

hearing aid instead of turning it down. When feedback occurs, find out where the whistle is

mming from and then fix it. Give the parents the following handout "Trouble Shooting For The

Source of f eedback." (Note: Some programs may wish to put the Daily Listening Check For Body

Aids and the Trouble Shooting Information On Body Aids on a parent handout and the Daily

I istening Check and Trouble Shooting For it -level Aids on another parent handout.) Go over it

with the parents and have them practice the steps.

1 7 4
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TROUBLE SHOOTING FOR THE SOURCE OF FEEDBACK

Body Aid

1. Take the hearing aid off the child. Keep the hearineetton theoudness setting it is already
on. Put a finger over the end of th. earmold canal,hole. If the whistle goes away the mold is too
smell. Have the parent advisor (or audiologist or dealer) make a new mold impression.

2. If the whistle does not go away, takeoff the mold and put a fingerover the receiver hole. If
the whistle goes away, ask the parent advisor about obtaining a plastic washer. This washer wiii
help stop the sound from leaking out between the receiver and mold.

3. If the whistle still does not stop, the hearing aid is broken. Send it back to the audiologist
or dealer and ask for a loaner hearing aid.

Ear-level Aid

1. Take the hearing aid off the child. Keep the hearing aid on the loudness setting it is already
on. Put a finger over the end of the mold hole. If the whistle goes away the mold is too small. Have

a new mold impression made for the child.
2. If the whistle does not go away, take off the mold and put your finger over the earhook

(neck). If the whistle goes away the whistle is due to leakage of sound between the mold and
earhook. Check the tubing. Replace it if it is cracked or hard.

3. If the whistle still does not stop, the hearing aid is broken. Send it back to the audiologist
or defiler and ask for a loaner hearing aid.
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When teaching deaf parents who cannot hear the feedback whistle, tell someone who is
hearing (sibling or friends) to inform the parents (or parent advisor) when the feedback whistle

occurs. If this is not possible, listen for the whistle at each home visit and take appropriate action.

If the hearing aid is accepted at this time (at least half of the child's waking hours), begin the
hearing aid evaluation program (appropriate only for children on trial period amplification). This

is the program of trying one aid on one ear and then on the other ear, followed by binaural (two
aids) usage. Observation of the child under these arrangements of amplification will greatly aid in
the final selection of amplification by the audiologist. When appropriate, several different sets of
aids or different settings (tone, maximum power, etc.) on one pair of aids can then be tried.
Parents begin keeping data on how the child responds to different aids by using the form "Home
Hearing Aid Evaluation For Parents." This handout is on page 219. Use the Auditory Program
material to help the parent look for responses appropriate for the child's age level (page 386). Give

the parents the form and discuss it, utilizing the following guide.
1. What sound does he hear? How do you know he hears these sounds?

Example: (1) He heard the car honk, he turned his head.

(2) He heard the blender, he looked up.
(Write this down when it occurs. If it occurs often, write a brief summary at

the end of the day.)

f. What does he say?
Example: (1) Ma-ma, ba-ba. (Write this down when it occurs. If it occurs often, write a

brief summary at the end of the day).

.3. AttitudeDoes the child like his hearing aid? Does he seem to enjoy it? (Write this down at

the end of the day).
Be sure parents continue to record how long the child wears his aids on the "Hearing Aid

Wearing Time Checklist" (Parent Notebook, Section Ill) until the child wears amplification all of

his waking hours.

Teaching strategies.

1. immediately after demonstrating proper care of each part of the hearing aid, review by

naming each part and asking the parents to state or demonstrate the proper care. Review these

again at the beginning of tho next lesson and as often as the needarises throughout the program.

Review Questions For Parents

1. How do you care for:
a battery (correct size, remove_ when off or dead, purchase only two month supply, store

in cool, dry place, avoid metal surfaces, carry extra in original package, keep safe from

small children)

b controls, switches and microphone (avoid food, dirt, catching on clothes; wear under

soft clothing, clean once a year)

. cord (do not bend, knot, chew; channel out of child's way, disconnect by pulling on

plastic end piece)
d. receiver (do not drop orthang, use receiver savers)
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e. earmold and plastic tubing (keep clean daily, check for rough spots)

f. earhook (keep clean, screw on securely)
g. body of aid (avoid placing in very cold or hot places, avoid water, do not drop or bang)

2. Parents demonstrate trouble-shooting for source of feedback (see page 215)

3. What will you observe and record on the "Home Hearing Aid Evaluation For Parents"

form?
(sounds heard and the responses, exampt . vocalizations, and attitudes)

Sample Challenges

1. Clean earmolds and tubing each night.
2. When appropriate, check for source of feedback.

3. Achieve 100% wearing time for aids.
4. Do daily listening checks every day because the child cannot indicate when something is

wrong with his aids.

Notes/Supplemental Information: Battery Hazards

A child can experience severe injury or even die by swallowing a hearing aid battery.

Although a battery usually passes through the body without adverse consequences, the National

Capital Poison Center has reported two deaths from swallowing batteries, and several instances in

which severe esophageal injury resulted in a permanent inability to swallow food. The Poison

Center attributes these injuries and deaths to the difficulty of removing batteries from the

esophagus.
The following preventive measures will lower the risk of battery related deaths and injuries:

Batteries should not be changed in the presence of children, and unused batteries should be kept

in a childproof place; children should not be allowed to play with batteries and battery cases;

used batteries should be thrown away and the surface of the battery should be coated with a

hitter-tasting solution to discourage children from placing the device in the mouth. A battery

registry is also available at the National Capital Poison Center. For further information, contact the

registry at the National Capital Poison Center, 3800 Reservoir Rd., Washington, D.C. 20007 (202)

625-3333 (voice); 625-6070 CiTY).

17 ?
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When teaching deaf par:sits who cannot hear the feedback whistle, tell someone who is
hearing (sibling or friends) to inform the parents (or parent advisor) when the feedback whistle
occurs. If this is not possible, listen for the whistle at each home visit and take appropriate action.

If the hearing aid is accepted at this time (at least half of the child's waking hours), begin the
hearing aid evaluation program (appropriate only for children on trial period amplification). This
is the program of trying one aid on one ear and then on the other ear, followed by binaural (two
aids) usage. Observeon of the child under these arrangements of amplification will greatly aid in
the final selection L amplification by the audiologist. When appropriate, several different sets of
aids or different settings (tone, maximum power, etc.) on one pair of aids can then be tried.
Parents begin keeping data on how the child responds to different aids by using the form "Home

Hearing Aid Evaluation For Parents." This handout is on page 219. Use the Auditory Program
material to help the parent look for responses appropriate for the child's age level (page 386). Give

the parents the form and discuss it, utilizing the following guide.
1. What sound does he hear? How do you know he hears these sounds?

Example: (1) He heard the car honk, he turned his head.

(2) He heard the blender, he looked up.
(Write this down when it occurs. If :t occurs often, write a b:ief summary at

the end of the day.)

7. What .doe!;. he say?

Example: (1) Ma-ma, ba -ba. (Write this down when it occurs. If it occurs often, write a
brief summary at the end of the day).

3. Attitude Does the child like his hearing aid? Does he seem to enjoy it? (Write this down at

the end q. day).
Bt sure parents continue to record how long the child wears his aids on the "Hearing Aid

Wearing Time (The( klist" (Parent Notebook, Section III) until the child wears amplification all of

his waki1ig hours.

Te a hing strategies.

I Inirnediat-ly atter demonstrating proper care of each part of the hearing aid, review by

nt fning ea( h part and asking the parents t') state or demonstrate [he proper care. Review these

,ig,tin at the beginning of the next lesson anti as often as the need arises throughout the program.

Review Questions For Parents

fliNv do you care for.

hatten, («ire( t remove when off or dead, purchase only two month supply, store

ri tool, !1,y iat e, avoid metal surfaces, carry extra in original package, keep safe from

,).t11 c hildren

«mtrols, switches and in -,hone (avoid food, dirt, catching on clothes; wear under

sutt t lothing, clean once a clr)

«nd (do not bend, knot, t hew; ( he.nnel out of c hild's way, disconnect by pulling on

plastic nd plot t')

d re( ,iver (do not drop or hang, use re( eiver savers)
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e. earmold and plastic tubing (keep clean daily, check for rough spots)

f. earhook (keep clean, screw on securely)

g. body of aid (avoid placing in very cold or hot places, avoid water, do not drop or bang)

). Parents demonstrate troubleshooting for source of feedback (see page 215)

3. What will you observe and record on the "Home Hearing Aid Evaluation For Parents"

form?
(sounds heard and the responses, example of vocalizations, and attitudes)

Sam* Challenges

. Clean earmolds and tubing each night.

2. When appropriate, check for source of feedback.

3. Achieve 100% wearing time for aids.
4. Do daily listening checks every day because the child cannot indicate when something is

wrong with his aids.

Notes/Supplemental Information: Battery Hazards

A child can experience severe injury or even die by swallowing a hearing aid battery.

Although a battery usually passes through the body without adverse consequences, the National

Capital Poison Center has reported two deaths from swallowing batteries, and several instances in

which severe esophageal injury resulted in a permanent inability to swallow food. The Poison

Center attributes these injuries and deaths to the difficulty of removing batteries from the

esophagus.
The following preventive measures will lower the risk of battery related deaths and injuries:

Batterie:; should not be changed in the presence of children, and unused batteries should be kept

in a childproof place; children should not be allowed to play with batteries and battery cases;

used batteries should be thrown away; and the surface of the battery should be coated with a

hitter-tasting solution to discourage children from placing the device in the mouth. A battery

registry is also available at the National Capital PoisonCenter. For further information contact the

registry at the National Capital Poison Center, 3800 Reservoir Rd., Washingtin, 20007 (202)

625-33B (voice); 625-W70 (TTY).

tit
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HOME HEARING AID EVALUATION FOR PARENTS Hearing Aid Child P.A.

SUNDAY MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THRUSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY

What sounds did the child
respond to, how did he respond,
how often did he respond

What vocalizations did the
Child make, how orten.

Attitude and opinions of
parents. attitude of child

What sounds did the child
respond to. how did he respond,
how often did he respond

__.... _.

What vocalizations did the
child make, how often

4-

Attitude and opinions of
parents. attitude of child

What sounds did the child
respond to. how often did
he respond

.. . ....

What vocalizations did the
child make, how often

i

._..

Attitude and opinions of
parents, attitude of child
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Lesson 8

Review of Lessons 1-7;

Downs' "Maintaining Child's Hearing Aid" (Revised)

Outline/Parent Objectives

1. Parents will better understand all previous objectives in Lessons 1-7
A. Lesson 1 Hearing for Language: Sound

1. Why sound is so important

a. Language
b. Physical sensory deprivation

c. Psychological sensory deprivation
d. Warning

"). How sound is made
a. Moving source
b. Medium for the moving source - air

3. How sound travels through the air
a. Air molecules pushed by source, then spread out again

4. Definitions
a. Frequency-pitch of a sound
b. Hertz-new name for frequency (pitch), Hz
c. Decibel (dB)loudness (intensity) of a sound

B. 1 esson 2 Perception of Speech

1. How speech sounds are recognized

a. Primarily through auditory cues, but also through vision and touch
2. How perception of speech is affected by:

a. The speaker's pitch
(1) Men have lowest pitches
(2) Women's are higher
(3) Children's are highest

ft Connection to other speech sounds
(1) Individual sounds are modified by the sounds next to them
(2) Changes in intonation and pitch change the meaning

. istening environment
(1) Loudness of conversational speech fluctuates rapidly (between 30-60 dB)

(2) Background noise is often present
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3. Sensitivity required for full audibility (loud enough to be heard) and how much louder

it must be than background noise
a. Hearing at 30 dB hearing level is required for full audibility

b. Speech must be at least 18 dB louder than background noise and 30-40 dB louder

would be ideal

C. Lesson 3 Otological Care; Anatomy of the Ear; Causes and Types of Hearing Losses

1. Various medical personnel available to child for continued medical care

a. Oto laryngologist or otologist gives medical clearance for wearable amplification

b. Continued, periodic medical follow-up is necessary

(1) To detect and treat middle ear infections

(2) To detect progressive lr -aring loss

(3) To evaluate a balance problem

2. Four parts of the hearing system and what is in each part

a. Outer ear
(1) Auricle/pinna
(2) Ear canal

b. Middle ear
(1)-' Eardrum

(2) Bones: malleus, incus, and stapes

(3) Oval window
(4) Eustachian tube

c. Inner ear
(1) Semi-circular canals

(2) Cochlea

(3) Auditory nerve
d. Brainstem and brain

3. How sound travels from the sound source, through the ear, and to the brain.

a. Sound pushes eardrum

b. Eardrum pushes three bones

c. Last bone pushes on oval window

d. Push on oval window moves fluid in cochlea

e. Moving fluid in cochlea stimulates tit,: nerves in patterns

f. Patterns travel up the brainstem to the brain

4. What can go wrong in each of the four parts of the hearing system and what has gone

wrong with child's hearing system.

a. Outer ear
(1) Wax plug in canal

(2) Canal and/or pinna formed incorrectly or missing

b. Middle ear
(1) Three bones broken
(2) Middle ear infection
(3) Hole (perforation) in eardrum 18,3
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C. Inner ear
(1) Nerve cells in cochlea damaged or missing

(2) Possible damage to balance mechanism as well

d Brainstem and brain
(1) Auditory nerves in brainstem or auditory portion of the brain damaged or failed

to develop
(2) Auditory nerve tumors

e Area(s) damaged for this child

5. Cause of child's loss, if known
D. Lesson 4 Measuring Hearing Losses, Preparation for Fitting

1 What an audiogram is, and description of where pitch and loudness are measured on

the audiogram, and what the 0 and X mean.
a. Audiogram is a chart/graph of someone's hearing
h. Pitch (frequency, Hz) is across the top of the chart, dB (loudness) is down the side

of the chart
c. Xis marked for the left ear and 0 for the right at the dB level where each frequency

is heard

2. Explanation of what child's hearing loss looks like (configuration) and amount
hearing loss child has

.3. How the audiologist tests for clarity of hearing and tolerance

a. Child points to objects or pictures of what he hears
b. .Audiologist observes child for signs of discomfort at loud levels.

Lesson 5 Parts and Functions of the Aids; Putting on the Aids

Section 1

E.

of

1. Parts and functions of the aids

a. Microphone changes sound into electrical waves
h. Amplifier makes the electrical waves bigger

. Receiver changes the bigger electrical waves back into bigger sound waves.

d. On-off switch turns aid on and off
e. Battery gives the aid power
f. Volume control allows for adjustment of loudness
g. Tone control allows for adjustment in frequency
h. Telephone switch

(1) T for telephone pickup or FM unit usage
(2) M for microphone (on) for hearing others and one's own voice
(13) MT for hearing one's own voice and person wearin3 FM unit microphone

1. Cordon body aid takes the bigger electrical waves from the amplifier to the receiver

j. Farmold fits snugly in ear tc prevent feedback aid to direct bigger sound ....'aves into

the ear canal
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How to correctly put the hearing aids on the child and begin hearing aid usage leading

to 100% wearing time

a. Body aids
(1) Place harness or vest on child

(2) Place hearing aid in carrier picket, switches off

(3) Connect mold to receiver
(4) Insert canal of earmold into ear canal with top of earmold rotated forward, then

lift pinna and screw into proper place
(5) Move cord out of way (under shirt, etc.)
(6) Turn switches on, telephone switch on M

(7) Set volume control at correct setting
(8) Utilize baby cover if available

b. Behind-the-ear aids
(1) Connect earmold tubing to neck of aid; line up for correct ear so tubing is

straight
(2) Insert canal of earmold into ear canal with top of earmold rotated forward, then

lift pinna and screw in the mold
(3) Place hearing aid behind the pinna
(4) Use toupee tape to secure aid to head

(5) Turn switches on, telephone switch on M
(6) Set volume control to correct setting (mark with fingernail polish if no numbers)

(7) Use tape over earmold and pinna if needed, or use headband around head over

earmolds leaving microphone opening uncovered

I. Four major considerations made when selecting flooring aids

Section 2

a. Type of instrument (ear-level, body)

h. Frequency (pitch) response
. Arrangement (one or two aids, Y cord, etc.)

d. Maximum power output (maximum loudness aid will go to)

F. I esson 6 Daily Listening Check

1. How to do daily listening check (see pages 203 to 207)

2. If appropriate, how to use "Establishment of Hearing Aid Use" (see page 209)

C. Lesson 7 Care of the Hearing Aids, Trouble Shooting for Feedback Source

1. Proper care of hearing aids

a. Battery
(1) Correct size

(2) Material
(3) Remove when aid is off

(4) Remove when dead
(5) Purchase only 2 month supply

(6) Keep in cool, dry place
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(7) Do not leave c - metal surfaces

(8) Carry extras in original package

(9) Keep safe from small children
b. Controls, switches, and microphone

(1) Avoid food and dirt
(2) Wear body u,ds under soft clothing

(3Clean aids once a year
(4) Avoid catching switches on clothing

c. Cord (body aids only)
(1) Do not bend, knot or chew
(2) Channel cord out of child's way
(3) Disconnect by pulling on plastic end not on cord itself

d. Receiver (body aids only)
(1) Do not drop or bang
(2) Use receiver savers

e. Earmold and plastic tubing...,

(1) Keep clean, check each night

(2) Check for rough spots
f. Earhook (neck)

(1) Keep clean

(2) Screw on securely.

g. Body of hearing aid
(1) Avoid placing in very cold or hot places
(2) Do not put in water
(3) Do not drop or bang

Trouble shooting for the source of feedback (see page 215)

7

H. Parents will be able to answer the following questions (when appropriate).

A. What do you do if the hearing aids and molds keep falling out? (see page 227)

B. What do you do if your child keeps pulling the hearing aids out of his ears? (see page 227)

C. Why does your child sometimes respond to sound without his hearing aids on? (see page
227)

D Your child has worn the aids several weeks/months and still is not paying attention to
sounds. He is still not talking, why? (see page 227)

L. Why are properly fitting molds so important? What is a good way to make sure new molds
are good? 0-.oe page 228)

Why is it important to keep the aids at the right loudness setting? How can you remember
to do this? (see page 228)

G. How do you know if the hearing aids are working properly? What can you do as a parent
to keep the aids working as best and as long as possible? (see page 228)

H. How do you give sounds to your child so he can "listen" all during the day? (see page 228)
1. How do you know if your child has a tolerance problem? What do you do about it? (see

page 227)
18G
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I. In addition to the Daily Listening Check, what can you do to care for your child's aids?

(see page 228)
K. How often should your child's hearing be evaluated? (see page 229)

L Can your child wear hearing aids when playing outside? (see page 229)

Materials

1. Materials from previous lessons as appropriate.

Lesson

Discussion: Review of lessons 1-7. This lesson needs to be a thorough re iew of lessons 1-7.

Review the following concepts from each lesson.

Lesson 1. The importance of sound. What is sound? How sound travels. The meaning of

frequency, Hertz, and dB.
Lesson 2. How speech sounds are recognized. How speech perception is affected by the

speaker, connected speech, and listening environment. The sensitivity required for full hearing

of (.(mver,Itional speech. Preferred speech to backgr, .und noise ratio.

Lesson 3. The otologist's role and need for follov. .4p. The four parts of the hearing system hnd

what is in each part. How sound travels through the ear to the brain. What can go wrong in the four

parts of the hearing system. The problem with the child's hearing system. The cause of the child's

hearing loss.
Lesson 4. Explanation of the audiogram. The amount of the child's hearing loss.

Lesson 5. How to determine the best hearing aids for the child. The four different types of

hearing aids. The parts and functions of the child's hearing aid. How to put the hearing aid on the

hild correctly.
Lesson 6. The daily listening check.

Lesson 7. Care of the hearing aid. Trouble shooting for the source of feedback. Obtaining and

keeping data on the Hearing Aid Wearing Time form (from the Parent Notebook, Section III, page

11)x)

Discussion: Hearing aids and the role of the parents. Review with the parents the need their

hild has for hearing aids and the fact that they need to be worn all waking hours, not just a cart of

the day. Some children, when they become older, even ask to wear their aids while they are

sleeping, stating the aids make them a part of the world at night.

Some parents experience difficulty accepting the aids and some experience trouble keeping

aids on their child. Utilize the following questions and possible answers (received from Marion

I )owns) to facilitate an open discussion about these issues faced by the parents. This information

an he utilised again in later lessons any time the parents have specific questions.
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QUESTION: THE BODY AID RECEIVER AND EARMOLD WON'T STAY IN THE EAR

ANSWER: Babies have very small, soft ears. The ear may be so soft that the earmold and
receiver easily fall out. The audiologist may put a short tube from the receiver to the earmold. The

receiver can then be put just behind the pinna. The tube can be made strong with wire so it will
hold its shape to the ear. Or the audiologist may put the receiver on the shoulder with a tube up to

the mold.
After a year or 18 months, the ear should be iar, enough to hold both receiverr and the

earmold. If they still keep falling out, ask to hav another earmold made. Mayb' -after mold
would be better.

Sometimes the cord keeps getting in th way of small hands, and the receiver is accidentally
pulled out. Try placing the aid on the back ins-lead of the front. Hold the cord down to the back of

the shirt collar with a safety pin. The safety pin goes around the cord, not through it.
If the earmold still keeps coming out, you may have to make a knitted band for him to wear.

QUESTION: MY CHILD CONTINUALLY PULLS THE AIDS OUT OF HIS EARS, SO THE EARMOLDS

MUST BE HURTING HIM, OR THE AIDS MUST BOTHER HIM, OR PERHAPS HE DOESN'T NEED

AIDS AND THEY DON'T DO HIM ANY GOOD.

ANSWER: If you are (and act) completely accepting of the aids, you probably need to be more

firm with your child. But just to be sure, check the aids and earmolds cdefully.
1. If there is some real soreness from the earmold that is hurting him, there is a way to find

out: (a) make an appointment with your doctor, (b) put the earmold in the child's ear for an hour
before you see the doctor who will look at the child's ear for soreness. If there is soreness, the
mold can be remade with a special material or made smooth if there is rough spot.

2. If the aid is bothering the child, the audiologist can tell by doing tests with the aid turned
up very loud (tolerancetesting, see page 188). If loud sounds make the child blink or cry, then the

audiologist will turn the hearing aid down.
I

s. If you feel that the child doesn't really need the aid, you should ask the audiologist to make

another test. He will show you what sounds the child hears and what sounds he doesn't. After a
child has worn an aid for a while and has learned to hear sounds around him, he may respond to
some sounds even when he is not wearing the aid. He is responding to "little cues." That means
he knows sounds are important so he is listening to them. He may be hearing only a part of a
sound, very softly, but he now pays attention to it. This does not mean that his hearing has
improved or has become normal, much as we would like that to happen. But it is very exciting to

know that he is making use of every bit of his hearing.
You should begin to work toward training him never to touch the hearing aid or to take it off.

QUESTION: HE'S WORN THE AID SEVERAL MONTHS, AND HE ISN'T TALKING YET, SO IT'S NOT

DOINC HIM ANY GOOD. I DON'T SEE WHY HE SHOULD WEAR IT.

ANSWER: How long does a newborn baby have to hear sounds before he is even able to pay

attention to them ?-6 to 9 months. How long before he begins to talk?One to one and a half
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years. A ( hild who has just begun to wear a hearing aid needs the same time as the newborn

babyhis "listening age" starts from the time the hearing aid was put on. He must go through the

same time of learning to listen, and learning to use sound himself.

QUESTION: HE DOESN'T SEEM TO BE GETTING MUCH FROM HIS HEARING AID LATELY: HE'S

NOT ATTENTIVE ANYMORE AND HE ISN'T MAKING ANY MORE PROGRESS.

ANSWER: Check the volume setting on the aid. Is it being worn at the right setting? Are you

turning it down because of feedback? if so, the earmold may not fit anymore. At least half of the

problems with hearing aids are because the molds are too small and sound leaks out from around

the mold. You then hear feedback. You should have a newearmold made if you hear feedback.

A good rule to follow when you get a new earmold is to turn the hearing aid up as loud as it will

go. Put the mold in the ear. If there is any feedback at this setting, don't accept the moldask for

another one to be made.
You should be prepared to buy new earmolds often. A baby may need new molds every 2 to 3

months; from 2 years to 6 years of age it may be every 6 months to a year; and from 6 to 12 years, it

will be at least every year or 2.
Make sure the aids are working properly. Do your Daily Listening Check each day.

.:OMPLAINT: SOMETHING ALWAYS SEEMS TO BE GOING WRONG WITH THE AIDS. I GET SO

TIRED OF TAKING THEM BACK TO THE DEALER.

ANSWER: (1) Remember, a hearing aid is a very small machine with thousands of small parts

in it. Many thingts can go wrong with it. Remember, it is being used many hours each day. Most

machines need repair fairly often if they are used all of the time. (2) Make sure you are doing

everything you can to take care of the aid and to make sure it is working properly (see Home

Hearing Aid Lesson 6, "Daily Listening Check." (3) Back up the daily listening check by equally

routine, but less frequent, electroacoustic tests. Approximately every 3 to6 months the aid should

he checked by the audiologist for gain (loudness), saturation sound pressure level (maximum

loudness), frequency response (pitch), and distortion (noise). If a problem is detected, have it

repaired immediately (usually the audiologist [hearing aid dealeri will mail the aid to the factory).

Remember to obtain a loaner aid.

QUESTION: MY BABY DOESN'T SEEM TO LISTEN VERY WELL EVEN THOUGH HE NOW HAS

HEARING AIDS.

ANSWER: An infant needs to be given sounds to listen to all of his waking hours. He should

be talked to, sung to, and called to until he is put to bed. You must not expect him to talk

immediately. (Review what was said about listening age abcve). The normal child spends a full

year in listening before he learns to speak.

Also wnsider the level of background sound in your infant's environment. It must be quiet

some of the time so that he can learn to attend to the sounds you are trying to make meaningful to

him.
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QUES I ION: HOW Of FEN DO WE NEED TO HAVE OUR CHILD'S HEARING EVALUATED?

ANSWER: Hearing testing (thresholds for different pitched tones and middle ear check
tympanometry) should be scheduled every three months for young infants; every six months for
pre-schoolers and school age children up to age 8 or 9; and once a year, every year, for older
children. You can watch for any signs of a change in hearing status such as: feedback because
your child is turning up the volume control or deterioration of your child's responsiveness to
sound.

QUESTION: CAN MY CHILD WEAR HIS HEARING AIDS WHEN HE PLAYS OUTSIDE?

ANSWER: Generally it is best to wear the hearing aids full-time. However, some contact
sports are best played without the aids. Toupee tape or a soft cap or head band could he utilized
during active play to protect the aids from loss and/or damage. Evaluate each situation carefully
and let your child help decide whether or not they should be worn.

Teaching strategies.

1. In general, every parent can benefit from the review of Lessons 1-7. Note areas parents
have trouble remembering and determine what information is really essential for them to
function effectively.

2. Use the revised Role of Parents (Downs) as (a) a means of discussing possible future
problems, (b) a way to bring up material not previously covered, (c) a review, if all these topics
have been discussed previously, or (d) hold material until topics are brought up by parents.

Review Questions For Parents (for revised [)owns' section only)

I. What do you do if the receivers and molds keep falling out?
(utilize short tube over the pinna, utilize tubing from mold down to receiver placed on the
shoulder, utilize mold made from softer material, keep cord out of child's way, utilize soft
headband

2. What do you do if your child keeps pulling the aids out of his ears?

(check for soreness in ear canal, test for tolerance problem, have hearing re-evaluated)
3. Why after several months of hearing aid usage, is your child not paying attention to sound

or tall-sing?

(listening time starts with hearing aid usage, child needs 6-9 months to pay attention, one and
one-half years to talk)

4. Why are properly fitting molds so important? What is a good way to make sure new molds
are good?

(good fitting molds allow maximum use of the hearing aids, check for feedback with new molds by
turning on volume full)

5. How do you know if the aid is working properly? What can you do to keep the aid working

best and as long as possible?

(remember parts and functions of the aids, do daily listening check, have audiologist check the
aids every 3-6 months)
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6. Why might infant who has hearing aids not listen well?

(listening needs to be during all wakinig hours for about a year, background sounds must be kept

low enough so that child can learn to attend to meaningful sounds)
7. Now often does a child need to have a heating evaluation?

(infants every 3 months; pre-schoolers and school age up to age 8 or 9, every 6 months; older
children every year and/or any time you suspect a change in hearing ability)

8. Can a child wear hearing aids outside?
(generally best to wear aid all the time except for contact sports, use protective headband, toupee

tape or cap to protect from loss or damage)

Reference and Reading List

[)owns, M. P. (1971). Maintaining children's hearing aids: The role of parents. Maico Audiological

Library Series, 10, 1.
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Lesson 9

"Sound Approach"; "Changing Sounds"; Competency Test

Outline/Parent Objectives

1. Parents' awareness and understanding of concepts presented in Lessons 1-8 will be en-
hanced by viewing the slide and tape presentations, " Sound Approach" and "Changing
Sounds"

II. Parents will obtain a score of 80% or better on the Competency Test (5 parts, 20% each,
Total =100%)

A. Parents will point out the parts of their child's hearing aid and describe the function of
each part

1. Microphone changes sound into electrical waves
2. Amplifier makes the electrical waves bigger
3. Receiver changes the bigger electrical waves back into bigger sound waves

4. On-off switch turns aid on and off
5. Battery.gives the aid power
6. Volume control allows for adjustment of loudness
7. Tone control allows for adjustment in frequency
8. Telephone switch

a. T for telephone pickup or FM unit usage

b. M for microphone ("on") for hearing others and one's own voice
c. MT for hearing one's own voice and person wearing FM unit microphone

9. Cord on body aid takes bigger electrical waves from the amplifier to the receiver
10. Earmold fits snugly in ear to prevent feedback and to direct bigger sound waves into

the ear canal

B. Parents will be able to fit the hearing aids on their child
1. Body aids

a. Place harness or vest on child

b. Place hearing aid in carrier pocket, switches off
c. Connect mold to receiver
d. Insert canal of earmold into ear canal with top of earmold rotated forward, then lift

pinna and screw into proper place
e. Move cord out of way (under shirt, etc.)
f. Turn switches on, telephone switch on M
g. Set volume control at correct setting
n. Utilize baby cover, if available
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2. Behind-the-ear aids
a. Connect earmold tubing to neck of aid, line up for correct ear so tubing is straight

b. Insert canal of earmold into ear canal with top of earmold rotated forward, then lift

pinna and screw in the mold

c. Place hearing aid behind the pinna

d. Use toupee tape to secure aid to head

e. Turn switches on, telephone switch to M

f. Set volume control to correct setting
g. Use tape over earmold and pinna if needed, or use headband over earmolds

leaving microphone opening uncovered

C. Parents will be able to describe how to care for:

1. Battery
a. Correct size
b. Material
c. Remove when aid is off

d. Remove when dead

e. Purchase only 2 month supply

f. Keep in cool, dry place
g. Do not leave on metal surfaces

h. Carry extras in original package
i. Keev safe from small children

2. Controls, switches, and microphone

a. Avoid food and dirt

b. Wear body aids under soft clothing

c. Clean aids once a year

d. Avoid catching switches on clothing

3. Cord (body aids only)
a. Do not bend or knot or chew

b. Channel cord out of child's way

c. Disconnect by pulling on plastic end not on cord itself

4. Receiver (body aids only)
a. Do not drop or bang

b. Use receiver savers
5. Earmold and plastic tubing

a. Keep clean, check each night

b. Check for rough spots

6. Earhook ("neck")
e Keep clean
b. Screw on securely
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7. Body of hearing aid
a. Avoid placing in very cold or hot places

b. Do not put in water
c. Do not drop or bang

D. Parents will demonstrate tt daily listenibg check utilizing one of their child's aids and the
Daily Listening Check parent handout as a guide.

E. Parents will demonstrate trouble-shooting the hearing aid for the source of feedback
utilizing one of their child's aids and the parent handout as a guide.

Parents will enhance their child's maximum use of residual hearing sensitivity by providing:
A. Farm° Ids that prevent feedback
B. Properly fitted hearing aids

Child Objectives

1. Child will demonstrate acceptance of the hearing aids by wearing them 100% of waking
hours or wearing them time recommended by the (iadiologist.

Materials

1. Slide and tape presentations "Sound Approach" (if not already presented in the Com-
munication Program) and "Changing Sounds"

2. Slide projector and tape recorder
3. Competency test
4. Parent handouts "Daily Listening Check" and "Trouble Shooting for the Source of

Feedback"
5. One of the child's aids

Lesson

Slide/tape presentations. Use the slide/tape presentations "Sound Approach" and "Changing

Sounds" to enhance the parents' understanding of all the concepts presented in Lessons 1-8.
Discuss the presentations. Remind parents that they (or the program) must be willing to consis-
tently provide well-fitting earmolds. Holp the parents determine where the best fitting molds can
be obtained (audiologist, hearing aid dealer, etc.) in the least amount of time.

Also remind parents of the importance of selecting aids that improve the child's hearing
sensitivity as close to 30 dB HL as possible which is required for full audibility of speech (see
Lesson 2, pages 167-169). Determining the best amplification that will provide this improvement
idhearing sensitivity may take longer than the actual Hearing Aid Program Lessons and can extend

into the Auditory Program.
Competency test. Conduct the competency test activity. Ask the parents to perform skills A-E

in th, outline on pages 231 to 233. Make sure the basic skills are performed but be accepting of
varying levels of parent expertise and knowledge.
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Use the Competency Test as a guide for going on to the Auditory Program. If the parents

demonstrate 80% competency, they may not be ready to go on. The child should be
the hearing aids 100% of his waking hours (unless contraindicated for medical or

ilogical reasons). Generally, it is best not to go on to the Auditory Program until this has been
.,Lomplished. If 100% wearing time has not been accomplished, determine the reason(s) and

work directly on this goal before going on to other programming.

Review Questions For Parents

None

Sample Challenges

None
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APPENDIX

Consumer Information;

Radio Frequency-Modulated Systems;

A Guide to Special Earmolds and Tubing

Notes/Supplemntal Information

1. Use the Consumer Information with the parents at the time of purchase of aids. Go over
the information with the parents and leave a copy with them for future reference (if appropriate).

2. The FM (radio-frequency modulated systems) information is for the parent advisor. If a
family will be trying an FM unit, read the information careully as well as the manual accompanying

the unit. Help the parents check the unit each day before usage and learn when to turn off \their
microphones. (See Auditory Program, page 439 for more information.)

3. The Guide to Special Earmolds and Tubing should be utilized as an addendum to the
SKI*H I Monograph, "Earmolds For Young Hearing lmpai red Children" which is available from the
SKI *HI Institute.
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CONSUMER INFORMATION

Warranty/Guarantee

The hearing aid company gives you a guarantee when you buy the new hearing aids. You
enter the date you paid for or received the aids on the warranty card and the guarantee ends one
year from this date.

If something goes wrong with an aid during this one year period, the company will repair it
free. The company will not guarantee the aid if you try to fix it yourself; have another company fix
it; if the cord, earmold, plastic tubing or battery causes the problem; or the aid is broken because
of an accident (or because you didn't take care of it).

The other two pieces of information you must fill out on the guarantee card are: (parent
advisor's point these out to the parent)

Model/Number: the letters and numbers on the hearing aid case which identify the
characteristics of the aid, and the

Serial number: the unique numbers (only your aid) printed on the hearing aid case that helps
you describe the aid if it is lost or stolen.

Service Plan

You can purchase a Service Plan from the manufacturer when you purchase the aid. It gives

you extra protection for problems that the guarantee does not cover. For example, the aid will be
repaired or replaced free if it is lost, stolen, damaged in a fire, car accident, or dropped into water,
etc. The service plan can be purchased only when your aid is new, and lasts usually 1 to 3 years.
The cost of service plans varies with the company. READ YOUR SERVICE PLAN CAREFULLY.

Insurance

Check with your householders' policy to learn if your particular company covers hearing aids.
If they do not and you want coverage for theft, fire, accidental breakage, water, auto accident,
etc; Fireman's Fund Insurance Co. (and probably others as well) offer Hearing Aid Insurance for
approximately $15 per year. To obtain this coverage, check with your local insurance dealer.
Remember, read your policy carefully.



RADIO- FREQUENCY - MODULATED SYSTEMS

The frequency-modulated (FM) system includes a microphone worn by the parent (or placed
near the source of sound), normally clipped to a collar or lapel ensuring a favorable microphone-
talker distance (six inches) for a good signal to noise ratio. The microphone connects via a wire to
the transmitter (about the size of a package of cigarettes) which can be clipped to the parent's
waistband or belt. The child wears the personal receiver (same size as transmitter) clipped to his
waist or to a harness with either a neck-loop transducer beneath his shirtor direct connector wires
to each hearing aid. Some models also have an extension cord to connect directly into tape
recorders, radios or television sets which have an audio output jack.

Make sure the hearing aids are operating properly and that, the hearing aids are equipped
with an MT switch so that the child can hear himself (via M) and the FM signal (via T) at the same
time. It is important to check with the audiologist to make sure the child's personal aids have
equivalent power at the MT settingmany older aids lose so much power when switched to the
telephone settings that a child with profound hearing loss may not have enough gain. If the
hearing aids do have weak tel-coil amplifiers, the volume setting on the child's personal receiver
can be turned full on and/or the hearing aids can be turned to a higher gain setting. If the desired
loudness cannot be obtained, the neck-loop should not be utili7ed. In this case, direct wire
connecters or aids with a more powerful tel-coil could be tried.

Some FM systems have tone control adjustments; therefore, as the parent advisor, you need
to help the parents understand the settings selected by the audiologist, as well as how to care for
the instrument.

Be sure to obtain the operating instructions manual (or copy it) so that you can be well
informed on the settings as well as care of the rechargable batteries.

Be sure the parents understand how to check to see if the unit is working before fitting it on
their child. If it soundS bad to them and the batteries are new, it probably needs repairs. When
working properly the quality of the sound transmitted is excellent. Remind the parents that the
child will receive everything they say and discuss appropriate times for turning off their
microphone (e.g., while answering a phone call in another room or while utilizing a noisy kitchen
appliance without the child's awareness).

The FM system can be used individually or with groups. It can be utilized anywhere as no
permanent home or classroom installation of any kind is required. AEI that is required is that the
child's receiver be tuned to the parent's transmitter and that thoughtful utilization be maintained.
Remember the child hears the parent's voice the loudest regardless of closer voices. If a child is
vocalizing or attempting verbal communication to someone else, it is important that the parent's
FM transmitted voice does not obliterate the child's attempts. If this occurs repeatedly, the effect
may be to de-emphas;ze the auditory signal, as the child finds it irrelevant and distracting. Help
the parents learn to use the unit effectively.

The parents need also to be aware of the excellent results obtained from utilizing FM units in
the mainstream setting. The use of the wireless FM microphone in a regular school setting results
in a highly significant increase inintelligibility scores.

Manufacturers are increasingly responsive consumer needs and many different brands
have some unique and desirable features. Contact the child's audiologist for the latest informd-
tion.
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A GUIDE TO SPECIAL EARMOLDS AND TUBING

The following information is basically for the Parent Advisor; it is a supplement to the SKI*H1
Monograph "Earmolds For Young Hearing Impaired Children."

The earmold and tubing have to be considered part of the total response obtainable from
wearable amplification. Just as modern hearing aids can be adjusted to control the total frequency
response and maximum output and thus enhance residual hearing, the selection of the earmold
and tubing allows for systematic selection of response parameters. The earmold/tubing selection
influences three general frequency areas:

20Hz

Lows

Venting

500 1000

Midrange

Damping

2000

Highs

Horn effects

3000 5000 10,000

Venting effects will be determined by vent diameter, location and length. They can be parallel (to
the tube) or diagcnal (may be required due to physical size). Vents may range in size from a small
vent (.020"), to a medium vent (acoustic modifier .040 to .100") to open coupling or large vent
(.100"+ ). Proper venting can be used as an effective method for modifying (reducing) the low
frequencies without reducing the high frequencies.

Damping will help to eliminate the sharp peaks in the frequency response, providing a
smoother mid-frequency response out to B kHz. Dampers (filters) are usually placed at the tip of
the earhook (where it attaches to the tubing) and/or where the tubing inserts into the mold.
Filters, depending on the type of material, can also reduce output.

Horn coupling refers to the diameter of the tubing which is tapered at the earhook end and is
,

gradually larger out to the tip of the earmold canal. The tube diameter, tne length of the earmold
canal, the use of dampers (filters), and the type of mold utilized (occluded or open molds) affect
the respon obtained. The Libby horn was designed to provide a smooth response extended in
the high frequencies beyond what is usually obtainable.



Unit 5

HOME COMMUNICATION PROGRAM

Introduction

Rationale /Goals

A child's communication begins developing from birth through natural interactions and
conversations between the child and his parents. Through these interactions, the child learns
about the world and things that are important to him and how to communicate about them.

Effective interaction betweemthe parent and the young hearing impaired child is of utmost
importance if language is to develOp. The child is 'not just a language learner, but rather a dynamic
partner in a two-way communication system. The child has communication intentions to be
expressed through a variety of gestures, facial expressions, and vocalizations, and for a variety of
purposes. If parents are sensitive to these expressed messages and respond to them effectively,
the child will develop a growing communication system. If the child does not develop a communi-
cation system, he will not develop normal language.

The goals of the Home Communication Program are:

1. Parents will understand how communication develops and its importance for language
development.

2. Parents will develop the essential skills to foster and stimulate effective parent-child
communication.

3. Parents will monitor and evaluate their child's communication behaviors

4. Parents will arrive at a communication methodology decision appropriate for the child and
the entire family.

Overview of Program

Assessment

Information Lessons:

I. Importance of Communicative Interaction
II. How an Infant Learns to Communicate

III. Signals Important for Communication
IV. Infant Communication: Why a Child Communicates
V. Infant Communication: How a Child Communicates

VI. Introduction to Aural-Oralism and Total Communication
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VII. Evaluation for Aural-Oralism or Total Communication-1
VIII. Evaluation fcr Aural-Oralism or Total Communication-2

IX. Parent Communication: Motherese
X. Parent Communication: Interaction and Conversation

XI. Parent Communica,n: Reinforcement
XII. Communication ThrOugh Experience Pictures

Skill Lessons:

A. Establishing an Effective Communicative Setting

1. Minimize Background Noise
2. Encourage Child to Explore and Play

3. Serve as Communication Consultant
4. Use Interactive Turn-Taking
5. Get Down on Child's Level
6. Maintain Eye Contact and Direct Conversation to Child

B. Establishing Effective Non-Verbal Communication

7. Use Facial Expressions

8. Use Intonation
9. Use Natural Gestures

10. Touch Child
C. Establishing Effective Verbal Communication

11. Respond to Child's Cry

12. Stimulate Babbling
13. Identify and Respond to Communicative Intents

14. Use Conversational Turn-Taking
15. Use Meaningful Conversation

Use of the Communication Program in the SKI*HI Model

The Communication Program fits into the SKI*HI Model as illustrated below:

HEARING AID PROGRAM

HOME COMMUNICATION PROGRAM

INTRODUCTION INFORMATION SKILL

LESSONS LESSONS

MONITORING
COMMUNICATION
METHODOLOGY

AUDITORY PROGRAM

HOME LANGUAGE STIMULATION PROGRAM:
TOTAL COMMUNICATION

HOME LANGUAGE STIMULATION PROGRAM:
AURAL-ORAL
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General Teaching Suggestions

Introduction. The teaching suggestions for the Home Communication Program are to be
considered a supplement to the home visit procedures section of the manual (see pages b7-69). It
is assumed the parent advisor is comfortable with the teaching skills and procedures of the SKI *H1
Mode! before considering any of these suggestions.

A basic principle of the Home Communication Program is to develop effective interaction
between parent and child since children learn better when they are involved and actively
participating. The same principle applies to adults, although adults expect somewhat more
didactic tea' ing situations. Keep adult teaching strategies in mind and make use of them for
more effect .e home visits. Since parent advisors are assisting parents to teach their child, take
advantage of parents' knowledge of and experience with their child. Ericourage parents to share
their expertise in order to better relate the lessons and skills to the family's individual needs and
concerns.

Information Lessons. These are information lessons, not skills. They provide a foundation to
enhance parents' understanding of natural communication development. There are no skills to
learn and no challenges are required, although some challenges are suggested at the end of a few
lessons. The parent advisor may choose to devise some appropriate challenges. The parent
advisor should be familiar with the content of each lesson and present it in a manner understand-
able to each individual family. It is best if the lesson is not read. The Outline /Parent Objectives
and/or communication flip chart can be used as reminders of the main concepts of the lesson.

If the commurkation lessons are being conducted with parents of toddlers and pre-
schoolers, the parent advisor should refer to the young child instead of the infant. Rather than
examples of infant activities, the parent advisor may want to substitute examples of toddler
activities. In addition, the parent advisor may want to skip references to the early development of
the newborn such as "The Infant's Ability to Learn and Communicate" in Information Lesson II
and "Vision" and "Hearing" n Information Lesson III.

Information Lesson XIICommunication Through Experience Picturesis placed last only
because it does not fit into the sequence of the previous lessons. Depending on individual family
needs, it could be presented anywhere in the Communication Program. Parent advisors are

encouraged to present it as soon as they feel the child and his parents might benefit from it.
The following suggestions may be useful in presenting Information Lessons:
1. Refer to "Review Questions For Parents" during the lesson to encourage parent participa-

tion and maintain interE;t.
2. Use the hearing impaired child or sibling present for examples of lesson concepts.

Children tend to communicate often to get parents' attention during home visits.
3. Ask parents to share personal experiences to illustrate the concepts of objectives.
4. Clarify or illustrate the lesson with your own personal experiences.
5. Leave copies of the lessons or objectives with the parents to review and discuss during the

week.
O. Compile your own list of discussion questions to insert appropriately.
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7. Challenge parents to observe examples of the lesson concepts during the week and

discuss at the next home visit (for example, instances of turn-taking or signals of cotWr-nunication).

8. When appropriate, ask parents to use flip chart or outline to review lesson.

9. When appropriate, shorten lesson to essential information by using Outline/Parent Ob-

jectives and adding examples of child behaviors to illustrate.
10. Consult Reference and Reading List at the end of each informational lesson for supple-

mental readings.

Skill lessons. These lessons teach specific communication skills that the parents will beab; to
incorporate into their daily interactions with their child. the specific skills are stated in the

Outline/Parent Objectives. As in the Information Lessons, the discussions Ore not to be read and

the skills should be explained and presented in a manner understandable to each individual

family. The SKI.HI Model of home teaching should be followed for the fifteen skills lessons.

The following suggestions may be useful in presenting the Skill Lessons:

1. Many parents may already be using some of the skills effectively. If so, review the)ill
briefly so parents recognize its _value and reinforce them for already stimulating their child

appropriately.
2. In modeling a skill and choosing a challenge, the parent advisor should look for natural

activities that are likely to include frequent use of the skill being taught. For example, washing

dishes side-by-side at the sink includes turn-taking, natural gestures and communication intents,

but not a lot of eye contact. Refer to additional activities included in the teaching strategies of the

Skill Lessons.
3. Involve the parent in choosing challenges to model and practice. Challenges that meet the

parents' needs best demonstrate the usefulness'of skills and will be performed often. Parents will

also feel they are maintaining control over decisions. This is good since professionals sometimes

tend to assume too much responsibility for decision making.

4. Be a constant observer of how, why, and what a child communicates to appropriately'

match the skill activities and challenges to the child's level.

5. For supplemental reading materials, consult the Reference and Reading List for all skill

lessons on pages 382-383.

Sequence of Lessons

Before beginning the Communication Lessons, discuss with the parents the rationale and

goals of the program and briefly overview the Assessment, Information Lessons, Skill Lesions,

and Evaluation and Monitoring for the Communication Methodology decision. It also may be

helpful to leave a copyof the overview with the parent's for ;inure reference.
Many of the Skill Lessons are based .on the content of the Information Lessons and it is

suggested that the lessors be presented in the order lisl.d in the Overview. However, flexibility is

necessary and is encouraged since the parent advisor may need to use her own judgment as to

how much information a family needs and when they need it.

I
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Try to be familiar with the entire program before presenting. The lessons are written to
provide maximum iiitormation, strategies, and challenges. However, not all families will need
every activity and challenge, so moderate them according to parents' competencies and needs.

As the Communication Program is begun, also consider how to integrate the final Hearing
Aid Lessons and the beginning Auditory Lessons. They can be presented in alternate home visits,
paired at a single home visit, or in other ways that seem appropriate. The following alternate
sequencing su: :estions will help you in planning:

Alternative Sequence for Communication Lessons 1

This suggested sequence offers the opportunity to appropriately alternate Information Les-
sons and Skill Lessons at each home visit. They then may be paired with an Auditory or Hearing Aid
Lesson.

Skill Lesson 1 - Minimize Background Noise

Information Lesson I Importance of Communicative Interaction

Inforination Lesson II - How an Infant Learns to Communicate

Skill Lesson 2 - Encourage Child to Explore and Play

Skill Lesson 3 - Serve as a Communication Consultant

Skill Lesson 4 - Use Turn-Taking

Skill Lesson 5 Get on Child's Level

Skill Lesson 6 Maintain Eye Contact and Direct Conversation to Child

Information Lesson VI - Introduction to Au ral-Oralism and Total Communication

Information Lesson VII - Evaluation for Aural-Oralism or Total Communication-1

Information Lesson VIII - Evaluation for Aural-Oralism or Total Communication-2

Information Lesson Ill - Signals Important for Communication

Skill Lesson 7 Use Facial Expressions

Skill Lesson 8 Use Intonation

Skill Lesson 9 - Use Natural Gestures

Skill Lesson 10 - Touch Child

Skill Lesson 11 Respond to Child's Cry

Information Lesson IV - Infant Communication: Why a Child Communicates

Information Lesson V - Infant Communication: How a Child Communicates

Skill Lesson 12 Stimulate Babbling

Information Lesson IX - Parent Communication: Motherese

Information Lesson X - Parent Communication: Interaction and Conversation

Information Lesson XI - Parent Communication: Reinforcement



Skill Lesson 13 - Identify and Respond to Communicative Intents

Skill Lesson 14 - Conversational Turn-Taking

Skill Lesson 15 - Meaningful Conversations

Information Lesson XII - Communication Through Experience Pictures

Alternate Sequence For Communication Lessons 2

This suggested alternate sequence might be used for:

1. Families who are more skilled and who do not need full emphasis on each lesson.

2. Families who may be in the program for a limited time.
3. Families for whom shortening time and simplifying content may be more appropriate.

Many of the lessons are grouped and are taught in the following sequence:

Information Lesson I - importance of Communicative Interaction
Skill Lesson 1 - Minimize Background Noise

information Lesson II - How an Infant Learrs to Communicate

Skill Lesson 2 - Encourage Child to Explore and Play

Skill Lesson 3 - Serve as a Communication Consultant

Skill Lesson 4 - Use Turn-Taking

Skill Lesson 5 Get on Child's Level
Skill Lesson 6 - Maintain Eye Contact and Direct Conversation to Child

Information Lesson VI - introduction to Aural-Oralism and Total Communication

Information Lesson VII - Evaluation for Au ral-Oralism or Total Communication-1

Information Lesson VIII - Evaluation for Aural-Oralism or Total Communication-2

Information Lesson III - Signals important for Communication

Skill Lesson 7 - Use Facial Expressions

Skill Lesson 8 - Use Intonation
Skill Lesson 9 - Use Natural Gestures

Skill Lesson 10 - Touch Child

Information Lesson IV - Infant Communication: Why a Child Communicates

Skill Lesson 11 Respond to Child's Cry

information I esson V - Ink A Communication: How a Child Communicates

Skill Lesson 12 - Stimulate Babbling

Information Lesson IX - Parent Communication: Motherese
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Information Lesson X - Parent Communication: interaction and Conversation

Information Lesson XI - Parent Communication: Reinforcement

Skill Lesson 13 - Identify and Respond to CoMmunicative Intents

Skill Lesson 14 - Conversational Turn-Taking

Skill Lesson 15 - Meaningful Conversations

Information Lesson XII - Communication Through Experience Pictures

There are two excellent SKIFil resources available that can be used as a supplement to the
SKI*111 Manual to accommodate special family needs: Developing Cognition in Young Hearing
Impaired Children and Low-Verbal Adaptation of the SKI*HI Model.

Developing Cognition in Young Hearing Impaired Children: For families able and eager to
handle additional information on cognition a5 it relates to communication, the six lessons in this
monograph can be alternated with the Communication Lessons. The introduction contains
suggestions as to how the Cognition Program can fit into the SKI *HI Model. Its appendix is a
valuable resource for goal directed activities, symbolic play activities, home activities, reading
lists and assessments.

Low-Verbal Adaptation of the SKI*HI Model: For families which require special modifications
of the SKI *HI Communication Program, this program can be very beneficial.

Assessment of Parent-Child Interaction

As an on-going component of the Communication Program, informal assessment forms have

been included to help the parent advisor determine how the parents' communication affects the
child arid how the child's communication affects the parent. Four forms, A, B, C, D, assist the
parent advisor in answering the following questions:

1. Does the parent basically communicate verbally or non-verbally? (Form A)

2. Does the child basically communicate vocally or non-vocally? (Form B)
3. Do parents and child respond to each other? (Forms A and B)

4. Does the parent use effective non-verbal communication skills? (Form C)
5. Does the parent use effective verbal communication skills? (Form D)

These forms can be used in several different ways depending on the style and discretion of the

parent advisor:
1. Pre-Post Assessment

2. informal Guide
3. Observation Recorded After the Home Visit

4. Teaching Tool

1. Pre-Post Assessment: A pre-assessment of parent-child interaction is made during the first

few visits to the home. The first assessment involves the use of two simple interaction analysis
forms. See pages 257 and 259 for forms A and B.
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Use of Interaction Forms. Forms A and B are to be used this way: The parent advisor should set

up a 5-minute natural activity such as feeding, changing, playing, dressing and observe (a) the

child's responses to the parent's communication (=orm A) and in another activity (b) the parent's

responses to the child's communication (Form B).

Form A. Using Form A, the parent advisor should note each time the parent directs commu

cation to the child. The parent advisor checks the communication as being verbal or non-verbal.

Verbal communication refers to the use of words, phrases, and sentences. Non-verbal communi-
cation refers to gestures, facial expressions, smiling, babbling, cooing or grunting. When the
parent pauses to allow the child a turn to respond, that signifies the end of the parent's utterance.

The parent advisor also checks the child's response to the parent's utterance by noting if the child

(a) did not respond; (b) responded vocally, could include gestures or facial expressions; and (c)
responded non-vocally only. If the child responds vocally but a prompt is necessary, such as
mother covering her mouth and then the child's mouth, mother asking the child to say some-
thing, or mother pointing to her voicebox, check the column that indicates a child vocalization
but put ap by the Po. A child vocalization requiring a prompt would therelore look like this /Pop/.

Example of Form A.

p
Utterance

No.

2.

3.

5.

6.

10

Percent of
total response

Form A

arent Communication Child Communication

Verbal Non-Verbal
(can include (only)
non-verbal

components)

V

90% 10%

No Response

gestures and
(can include

Vocal Non-Vocal
(only)

facial
expressions)

I
VI

11'

V

60% 40% 0%
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For parents who sign, check all signed responses under verbal but note it by using /s/. All
non-signed communication input such as facial expressions and gestures should be checked as
non-verbal. The same would apply for the child who responds in sign. Check under vocal but note
Isoos/.

If the parent is communicating so rapidly that it is not possible to check all of the adjoining
utterances and the child's responses to those utterances, simply check as many sample utterances

and responses as you can during the activity.

Form B. Using Form B, the parent advisor notes how the parent responds to the child's
communication. The instructions are the same as for Form A except the parent advisor watches for

and notes utterances made by the child followed by parent responses to the child's utterances.

Example of Form B.

Utterance
No.

2

3

4

5.

7

9

10

Form B

Child Communication Parent Communication
Vocal Non-Vocal i No Response Verbal Non-Verbal

(can include (restores, facial (can include (gestures, facial
gestures and facial expressions only) gestures and expressions only)

expressions) facial expressions)

Percent of
total response

V

VI

V

50% 50%
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Interpreting results of sample forms A and B. The charting on Form A indicates that mother's

communication to the child is primarily verbal. The child responds only 40% of the time to the

mother. When the child does respond vocally, prompts are needed. The questions that may arise

are "Why does the child respond only 40% of the time?" and "Why are prompts needed?"
Mother's verbal and non-verbal input may not be effective. Perhaps the mother does not look at

the child or does not use interesting intonation. In order to determine this, the parent advisor will

next use checklists C and D. These checklists indicate what specific verbal and non-verbal skills

the parents are using.
Form B indicates that the parent rarely rc-sponds to the child's non-vocal clues even though

half of the child's communication is non-vocal. This lack of responsiveness may significantly affect

the child's communication development. When mother does respond, it is usually to the child's

vocalizations and her responses are verbal. Again the parent advisor needs to go to checklists C

and D to determine specific verbal and non-verbal elements of the parent's responses.
Forms C and D. These forms help the parent advisor determine what non-verbal and verbal

skills the parents are using. For example, the parent advisor notes if the parent is using interesting

intonation, gestures, and facial expressions (Form C), or if the parent is imitating and expanding

the child's babbling (Form D). Checklists C and D are on pages 261, 263, and 265. For checklist C,

the parent advisor should set up a short, natural activity for the parent and child to engage in, such

as getting a drink of water, or discussing the family photo album. The parent advisor first observes

each of the parent's communicative utterances and checks what non-verbal communication she is

using such as gestures, facial expressions, and interesting intonation. If the mother is com-
municating so rapidly that it is not possible to check all of her utterances, simply check the

non-verbal components of as many sample utterances as possible. The parent advisor can

determine what percentage of the mother's utterances have specific non-verbal components.

2)9
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Example of Form C.

Form C
Parent On Child's Eye Contact Facial Interesting Gestures

Utterance Level or Direct Expression Intonation
Conversation

1.

2.

3.

5.

6.

8.

9

V

Percent of
total response 70% 40% 100% 50% 20%

Touching 'Conveyance of
warmth and
acceptance

0%

toi"

1./

50%

This example indicates that the mother will need particular help with looking at the child,
using interesting intonation, gesturing, touching, and conveying warmth and acceptance. The
mother is close to the child and is using facial expressions the majority of the time.

Checklist D is a general checklist to determine what verbal communicative skills the parent is
using and how often the parent is using these skills. The parent advisor should observe the parent
over a period of several weeks (about four home visits). At the end of each session, the parent
advisor should check what parent verbal communication she observed and how frequently the
parent used the verbal communication. If some of the verbal skills do not apply because the child
does not demonstrate certain behaviors during a session (for example, baby does not cry during
the session, so parent advisor cannot mark the item parent responds when baby cries), indicate
n.a. (not applicable). At the end of the few weeks, the parent advisor will have profiles of the
parent's verbal communication. For example:
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Example #1

2. When child babbles, parent imitates Week

and/or expands babbling. #1

#2
#3
#4

Never Seldom Sometimes Often Always

(0 of ( <30% of (30-70% ( >70% of (100%

time) time) of time) time) of time)

F-]
This profile indicates that the parent seldom imitates and/or expands the chil's babbling. The

parent will need particular help with this skill in the Communication Skills' portion of the

Communication Program.

Example #2
Never Seldom Sometimes Often Always

(0% of (<30% of (30-70% ( >70% of (100%

time) time) of tine) time) of time)

2. When child babbles, parent imitates Week

and/or expands babbling. #1

#2
#3
#4 [

This profile indicates that the parent inconsistently imitates and expands the child's babbling.

This parent, too, will need help with this particular skill.

Example #3

2 When child babbles, parent imitates Week
and/or expands babbliny. #1

#2
#3
#4

Never Seldom Sometimes Often Always

(0% of (<30% of (30-70% (>70% of (100%

time) time) of time) time) of time)

This profile indicates that the parent imitatesand expands the child's babbling a majority of

the time (often-always). This parent will need minimal assistance with this verbal communication

skil
After this information is obtained and while the remainder of the Home Hearing Aid Lessons

are being given, the parent advisor should begin presenting the Communication Information and

Skill Lessons. After the lessons are completed, a post-assessment is conducted again using forms

A, B, C, and D. This Nil! indicate if the parents are comfortable with all the communication skills. If

problem areas are indicated on the post-assessment, then the parent advisor might spend more

time on these areas until the problems are resolved.
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2. Informal Guide During Home Visit. This method follows the same recording procedure as
in 1, but is not used as a pre-post assessrient. The parent advisor may choose to use the forms at
her own discretion. For example, Forms A and B could be used in the early weeks of the
Communication Program; Form C could be used before and/or after teaching non-verbal skills
lessons; and Form could be used before and/or after teaching verbal skill lessons.

3. Observation Recorded After the Home Visit. Another method might involve casually ob-
serving one or more behaviors listed on forms A, B, C, or D and recording the observation
immediately following the home visit, for instance in the car. While this method is inaccurate, it
may be the only viable means to evaluate extremely self-conscious or easily intimidated parents.

4. Teaching Tool. Some parent advisors may choose to use the forms to evaluate a specific
behavior or skill. For exampfe, use Form A to determine the child's primary communication
mode, or Form C to observe the parent's use of eye contact or intonation. Parents could use the
forms to evaluate themselves as a weekly challenge.

Other suggested variations might include:

1. Parents use Forms A, B, or C to evaluate parent advisor as she models skills before parent is

scored.
2. Use forms to evaluate other family members.

3. Parent advisor uses Form B (evaluating child's communication) before Form A (evaluating
parents' communication). This may seem less threatening.

4. Parents and parent advisor together might score forms A, B, observing the child interact
with someone else.

The goal of this skill assessment is not only to determine what communication skills the
parents need help with, but also to reinforce parents for skills they already use.
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Form A

Parent To Child Communication
Parent Communication Child Communication

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

Percent of
total

responses
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Form
Child to Paient Communication

Parent Communication
Utterance

No.

1.

2.

3.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9,

10.

11

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17

18.

19.

20.

21.
Percent of
total
responses

Vocal
(can include
non-vocal)

_ _________

Non-Vocal
(only)

.......

. ...._ .

.__.

_._

_

i

_._

No
Response

_ .

.

______ _ _4

Verbal
(can include
non-verbal)

. _. _ .___ __., - -- _

Non-Verbal
(only)

_ __. ____ .

.

- _. _ _ __ .

.. __ _.__

-..- - --_ . --- -

_

...

_. __ ____

_

_--_-

_

. __ _

y

_. _ _ . .

--

- _. ---

_ _ _

___ ._.

. ___ _ .. _

_ _
_

_

__ _. ___ _ ____.

..

_

_ _
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a Form C

Checklist of Non-Verbal Communication Within Utterances

Parent
Utterance

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11

12.

13

14.

15.

16.

17.

18

19.

20.

21

22.

Percent of
total

responses

On Child's Eye ' Facial Interesting Gestures Touch Conveyance of
Level Contact Expressions Intonation Warmth and

Acceptance

Parent advisor should remind parents that when they are providing ad concham stimulation or using some other auditory
stimulation skills, looking directly at the child may not be necessary.
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1. Parent responds when baby cries
with reassuring vocalizations (talk.
hum, coo) instead of using pacifier.
bouncing baby. etc.

Form D

Checklist of Verbal Communication

Never Seldom Sometimes Often
(0°0 of (<30% of 30-70% ( >70% of
time) time) of time) time)

Week
#1

#2
#3
#4

2. When child babbles, parent imitates Week
and/or expands babbling. #1

#2
#3
#4

3. When child makes repetitive bodily
ingtions. parent adds vocalizations to
accbRipany child's motions.

4. When parent communicates to child,
parent initiates new babbling or child
to hear.

5. When parent talks to child, parent
discusses meaningful, daily activities
of child (obvious "here and now"
activities).

Week
#1

#2
#3
#4

1 HI

Week
#1

*2
#3 _ _
#4

Week
#1

#2
#3
#4

6. When parent communicates to child, Week
parent talks about fun things that #1
interest child (take advantage of #2
child's natural curiosity). #3

#4

7. When child expresses
communicative intents (pointing,
looking, tugging, vocalizing, etc.), pa-
rent responds with simple language.

Week
#1

#2
#3
#4

263 216
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8. When parent talks to child, parent
uses names of things !attler than
excessive use of pronouns or
pointing.

9. When parent directs conversation to
child, parent uses short simple sent-
ences rather than long complicated
ones.

10. When parent communicates to
child, parent encourages child to
take a turn (comnibnicate tack).

t

11. When child communicates to parent
in any way. parent reinforces the
communicative attempt.

FORM .71`: (Continued) ah

Never Seldom. Sometimes Often Always
(0%01 (< 30°,6 ot (31)-70% ( >70% of (100%
time) time) - of time) time) of time,

Week
#1
#2
#3
#4

Week
#1
#2
#3
*4

Week
#1
#2
#3
#4

Week
#1
*2
#3
#4
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Information Lesson I

Importance of Communicative Interaction

Outline/Parent Objectives

Parents will understand parent-child communication and the reason for its importance.
A. Communication is interaction between parent and child in which messages are

exchanged.

B. Communication must be developed before language can develop.

Parents will understand that responding to their child leads to communication.
A. The child cries or smiles and his parents respond.

B. The child realizes that his actions have an effect on his parents and he communicates
more.

C. Warm, frequent responses encourage communication; negative, infrequent responses
discourage communication.

ill. Parents will understand how communication leads to language.
A. First, frequent communicative interaction occurs.
B. Then the child learns words and signs during these meaningful exchanges.

Materials

None

Lesson

Discussion. There is exciting information in the area of parent-infant communication. The
next few weeks will be spent discussing the importance of parent-infant communication and
learning how to communicate with the hearing impaired child. This discussion will show 'that the
child is not a communication learner but an active participant in two-way interaction with his
parents. This two-way interaction must occur for language to develop.

Communication Interaction. For many years it has been believed that parent and profession-
als could pour language into the hearing impaired child, and then, as if by magic, the child would
give language back. It was thought that if the child could be taught language, he could then
communicate. The idea looked something like this:

LANGUAGE COMMUNICATION

,11111..
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However, language does not lead to communication. There must be communication before

language.

COMMUNICATION r LANGUAGE

Communication is interaction. The child does or says something that causes a response from his

parent and the parent says or does something that causes a response from the child. This

communicative interaction leads to language.

Effect of child on parent. At birth, the baby does not really intentionally communicate ideas or
feelings. For example, when the baby cries, he is not intentionally announcing that he is hungry

and wants to be fed. The cry is more of a reflexive act. It is part of the act of being hungry and not a

separate communicative behavior to announce hunger. The child, however, is aware that when

he does cry, he receives attention and comfort ,n his parents. His cry has a definite effect on his

parents. So he cries to get more comfort and satisfaction and soon the cry becomes a communica-

tive act.
Smiling is another example. At first the smile is part of the act of feeling comfortable, but the

smile has a definite effect on the parent. The parent responds to the baby's smile with more smiles

and a cheery "Hi there." When the child realizes that his smiles have an effect, he continues to

smile to make his mother smile. That is the beginning of communication.

These expressions from the child to get responses from those around him are called com-

municative intents. They include such things as crying, smiling, cooing, pointing, babbling,

stretching, pulling, and grasping. These communicative intents have a definite effect on the

parent. For example, the baby's cry affects parents in different ways. The effect of the cry on some

parents is negative. They become anxious and irritated. The effect of the baby's cry on other

mothers is positive. The mothers consider the cry to be communicative and respond happily by

picking the child up, diapering, feeding, or talking to him. Babies whose mothers consider the cry

to be communication instead of a source of irritation seem to be happier, better adjusted babies.

Effect of parent on child. Not only does the baby have a definite effect on the parents but the

parent has a definite effect on the baby. Parents affect their babies' temperament. It was originally

thought that difficult babies prompted their parents to become irritable, unpleasant human

beings. It is now believed that the effect of the parents on the baby makes the baby difficult or

easy. Parents seem to have high or low tolerance levels in coping with tensions. Easy-going

parents who have high tolerance levels seem to have easy children. The parent's relaxed attitude

affects the child and promotes contentment and relaxation in the child. Parents with low tolerance

levels often have difficult children. Irritability, crying, and colic are symptomssof these difficult

children.
Some fascinating research has been done on how speech rhythms of the parent affect the

infant. The body of the baby seems to move in rhythm to the rhythms of the parent's speech. This

is called synchrony. When mother says "How are you?" the baby's body moves in a different way
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than when mother says "Peek-a-boo." The parent's rhythm affects the baby's rhythms. Interest-
ingly enough, the baby's left foot seem particularly sensitive to the rhythm of the parents. The
baby's foot moves to the rhythm of the parent's speech. The infant is also affected by the body
movements of theparents. For example, the baby will move his head away if mother "zooms" in
too close. Mother will then move her head back and the baby will again turn, and face mother.

Parent's effect on child's communicative intents. How parents respond to their child's cooing,

crying, babbling, and gestures can have a profound effect on communication. When the parents
are aware of the meaning of these communication intents and respond to the child warmly, it
encourages communication. Something as simple as a gesture or smile might be an appropriate
parental response.

The importance of parents' responding to the child's communicative attempts cannot be
overemphasized. Many infants who have been institutionalized have shown drastic decrease in
their communicative intents of babbling, vocal play and gestures because no adults were around
to respond to them. In one study, adults were brought into an institution when the babies were 3
months old. The adults were instructed to respond to and interact with the babies. The vocaliza-
tions of the babies dramatically increased with responses from adults.

Another experiment found that if mothers responded to the baby's communicative intents by

smiling, looking at and touching the baby while talking baby talk, the child would respond. If the
mother did not respond to the infant's communication intents, there was no response from the
baby.

Communication, then, will be developed if the parents are sensitive to the child's com-
municative intents and respond to them. If the parent ignores the child's attempts to communi-
cate, communication will not be established. If there is not communication, there will be no
language. When communication is frequent and relaxed, the child learns words or signs through
this interactive base and that leads to language.

COMMUNICATION LANGUAGE

1

Next time, what and how the child communicates to the parents, will be discussed. If parents

know some of the basic things the child is trying to communicate and how he attempts to
communicate, they can be more sensitive to these communication attempts and respond
appropriately.

Review Questions For Parents

1. How would you define communication? interaction? Can you give some examples of your
child's communication and interaction with you?

2. Give an example of your child's communication and discuss how you were affected,
responded, or felt.

3. Give an example of some communication to your child and discuss how he was affected or

responded.
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4. Discuss the effects the parents' response or lack of response can have on a child's desire

and ability to communicate. Give examples if possible.
5. How has this lesson been helpful to you?

Sample Challenges

None
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Information Lesson II

How An Infant Learns To Communicate

Outline/Parent Objectives

1. Parents will understand that an infant is capable of learning and communicating
A. He can be taught to perform or imitate certain behaviors
B. He can change his parents' behaviors by his actions

II. Parents will name the three important processes that occur as the infant learns to
communicate
A. The infant learns about the objects and events in his environment
B. The infant learns that certain signals have meaning and that he, too, can make these

signals to communicate

C. The infant learns how to interact with people

III. Parents will understand the three qualities that help a child pay attention to objects and
events
A. Motion
B. Frequency
C. Parents calling attention to particular objects and events

IV. Parents will understand the two important factors that help a child to learn about and label
objects
A. Memory
B. Categorizing

Materials

None

Lesson

Discussion. The hearing infant enters the world surprisingly well developed. He can im-
mediately begin to learn about his environment and communicate his needs. The hearing
impaired infant also enters the world completely capable of learning and communicating. How-
ever, communication for the hearing impaired child will be considerably more difficult since he
cannot hear spoken messages.

The infant's ability to learn and communicate. Very young infants are capable of learning and

communicating and are not merely little bundles of reflexes. An infant only a few months of age
can intentionally change his mother's behavior Wills vocal and nor-vocal communication. The
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infant coos and smiles and knows that he will get a different reaction from his mother than if he
screams and kicks. Infants can be taught when they are only a few weeks old to blink, kick, and
close their fists in reponse to a cue. They can be taught not to cry for early morning feedings or to

stop banging their heads or to smile more frequently. A six day old infant can imitate his mother
sticking out her tongue and, if supported properly on a flat surface, can walk very much like an

older child.

How the infa gams to communicate. The fact that all infants are capable of early learning and

communicating has been proven. Discussing specifically how communication evolves will be
helpful in developing useful communication in hearing impaired children. There are three
important things that go on as the infant learns to communicate. First, the infant learns about the
objects and events in his environment. Secondly, the infants learns that certain signals have
meaning and that he, too, can make these signals for communication. Thirdly, the child learns
how to interact with people around him. He is not a sponge that absorbs information but an active
participant in learning and communication. However, the infant does not learn these things in this

order. The three happen together and are absolutely necessary if communication is to be
developed. The importance of the child learning about objects and events in his environment will
be discussed first. It is important that the infant learns these three things if he is to communicate.

Learning about objects and events in the environment. Before the infant can talk about an

object, for example, his bottle, he must know that a bottle exists and that a bottle is a meaningful
object. He learns that certain things exist by seeing, feeling, smelling, hearing, or tasting them. He

learns that certain objects and events are meaningful by paying particular attention to them.

Fortunately, the child's nervous system is such that certain objects and events seem more
important than others. For example, the newborn shows preference for mother's face by attend-

ing to it and ignoring faces of strangers.
The following will help the child pay attention to important objects and events around him.

1. Motion; Things around the infant are constantly moving. For example, his mother comes

and goes, his mobile moves in the breeze, his hands move in and out of sight. It is easier for the

infant to pay attention to objects that move than objects that do not. When the infant begins to

play, he realizes that his rattle can be picked up and dropped, that the ball rolls towards him and

then away from him. These objects that move in contrast to other things in the environment that

do not move, such as the floor or a tree, take on particular importance for the baby.

Not only does the infant pay attention to certain objects that then become important, but ;le

also pays attention to certain movements and events. The infant realizes that he can create an

effect by kicking, splashing, or rolling. He realizes that certain movemeds greatly affect him, such

as rocking and spanking. As the infant pays attention to these and Other movements and events,

they too take on particular meaning. Motion, in both objects and events, helps the child to pay
1

attention.

2. Frequency: Objects and events that the infant sees frequently help him pay attention to

them. For example, he regularly sees mother's face. his blanket, his bottle, and perhaps his

favorite toy. Objects that appear frequently are given more attention by the infant than those that
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seldom appear. When the infant is 2 to 4 months old, he realizes that objects that disappear will
come back again. He will follow a moving object as it moves behind a screen and the! aticipates
it coming out from behind the screen. Objects that disappear regularly, such as mother leaving
the room, but reappear frequently will be given particular attention by the child.

3. Parents drawing attention to particular objects and fNents in the environment: Parents use

pointing or visual cuing with spoken attention getters to alert the child to important objects and
events in the environment. Such phrases as "There's your toe." or "Stevie, look." combined with
pointing, help the child to focus on important objects and events. As the baby begins to focus on
these objects and and expresses interest in them, parents can draw more attention to those

things by imitating the child. For example, the child may cover his eyes with his hands. Mother will

then imitate the gesture to draw attention to a peek-a-boo game. Or the child will tug on his
blanket and his mother will repeat the action, drawing attention to the blanket and the tugging
event.

Learning and labeling. As the child pays attention to important things around him, he begins

to learn more about them. He begins to understand what they are for and know that they are
meaningful in his life. For example, as the child pays attention to his bottle, he will begin to
understand what it is for, that it contains a warm fluid, that he :Lacks it, that it makes him feel
better. As the child learns these things about his bottle, he hears the label bottle said again and
again. Soon the child knows that bottle is the label for the object with warm fluid in it. The more
the child is given the chance to learn about objects around him by seeing, feeling, hearing, and
exploring them, the sooner he will attach labels or names to those things. For example, a child
who does not understand the meaning of objects may throw away every object he gets. As far as
the child is concerned every object is the same thing, something to throw away. Since he does not

understand the meaning of the objects, he has difficulty in labeling the objects. But as the child
learns that you put certain objects in your mouth and chew them, that those objects are called
bananas or cookies, or that you shake a plastic object to hear an entertaining sound and that
object is called a rattle, then the infant is learning what objects are for and what they are called.

There are two important things that help the child to learn about objects and events and the
labeling of them: memory and categorizing.

Memory. Memory plays an important part in the child's associating the object with its name.
A child has to be able to remember that an apple is his mental picture of a red, round object b that

when he hears the word apple, he will be able to remember the object, or when he sees the
round, red object, he will remember the label apple. The child must know what objects and
events are for and remember what they are called before he can communicate about them.

Categorizing. As the child learns more about things around him, he begins to categorize
them into groups like cats, do&s, cookies. At first, however, the child thinks that there is only one
object in a group if the object is very important. For example, the child thinks there is one
mommy, one daddy, one blan key. But as the infant learns more about objects and events around

him, he begins to categorize them. He makes a mental picture of the important parts of an obje'd
such as the fur, four feet, tail and whiskers of2 cat. Then when the yuuitg child sees different cats,



he realizes that they are all similar enough to be called cat. Categorizing objects helps the child
learn more about their purposes and properties. He learns what makes things the same or
different. Categorizing also helps the child in naming things since he doesn't have to call every
object in the same group by different names (such as different kinds of cats).

Review Questions For Parents

1. Give examples of a young child communicating or learning about his environment.
2. Discuss the three important things that go on as a child learns to communicate.
3. Can you give examples of the three things that help your child pay attention or show

interest?
4. What is the most important thing you got out of this discussion?

Sample Challenges

None
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Information Lesson III

Signals Important For Communication

Outline/Parent Objectives

I. Parents will understand some visual and auditory abilities of infants

A. An infant shows preference for certain shapes and patterns; he recognizes differences in

colors and sizes; he is far-sighted for about six months and has no depth perception
B. An infant recognizes that there are differencesamong speech sounds and among varying

pitches; an infant also knows the difference between speech and non-speech, friendly:,
and unfriendly voices, and male and female voices

II. Parents will understand how the infant knows which visual and auditory signals are im-,
porta4for communication
A. Speech, signs facial expressions and gestures are the primary signals used in com-

munication
B. Parts of the body that make these signals are movable and flexible

C. Signals associated with meaningful events become communication signals

III. Parents will understand what factors make signals more meaningful
A. Intonation
B. Facial and body expression

C. Repetition
D. Simplicity
E. Directness

IV. Parents will understand some differences in the vocal sounds of hearing and hearing
impaired infants
A. Hearing impaired infants vocalize less often
B. Hearing impaired infants use mostly vowel sounds

C. Hearing impaired infants use minimal variety and poor articulation in their utterances

Materials

None

Lesson

Discussion. From the moment of birth, the infant is exposed to thousands of new sights,
str,-Ils, tastes, and fee!ings. Somehow in this mass confusion of stimuli, the child !mist

sort out what is important and what is not. He must sort out meaningful communication signals
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such as speech sounds, gestures, and signs from other signals. Before an ;nfant knows which

signals are important for communiction, he must be able to see and hear those signals.

The infant at birth is ready to see patterns, respond differently to colors, shapes, and sizes;

he uses his eyes to learn. The infant is aware of light from birth; he can see many objects around

him. However, because the infant is born far-sighted, it is not until he is about six months old that

he can focus easily on objects both near and far. During the first' two days of life, infants pay

particular attention to certain shapes such as faces and circles. The baby shows visual preference

for patterns over non-patterns. An infant 15 days old knows the difference between such colors as

red and green. The newborn recognizes differences in sizes. However, the newborn does not

have depth perception, that is, realizing that objects far away only appear small because of

distance. Depth perception begins to develop when the child is about 6 months.

The hearing infant as young as 1 month knows that one speech sound is different from

another one, such as /pa/ vs. /gai. Infants a little over one month know the difference between a

sound such as /ba/ spoken with the voice going up or going down. They also know the difference

between words woken with the voice going up ("That's great! ") and words spoken with the voice

going down ("Too bad."). Babies also know the_diff_erence between speech and non-speech,

friendly and unfriendly voices, and male and female voices. The hearing impaired child may have-

difficulty hearing these differences. Of course, the hearing impaired child's ability to hear the

differences among speech signals will vary depending on the amount of hearing he has. Amplifi-

cation and training will help the hearing impaired child to better hear these sound signals.

Signals important for communication. How does the infant know which signals are important

for communication and which are not since he is exposed to so many signals? Sound signals are

one example. The child is exposed to thousands of sounds: music, cries, grunts, squeals,

squeaks, electrical appliances, Daddy calling to Mother, Mother talking to the child, the T.V. and

radio, big brother banging on the wall, and a hostoiothers. If the child thought all of these sounds

were equally important for communication, it would be a hopelessly long and involved task for

him to learn these sounds for communication purposes.
Consider hand and body movements as signals. If the child did not have a way of sorting

important communication signals such asgestures and signs from unimportant hand and body

motions, such as swatting a fly, he would probably never be able to communicate.

Fortunately, the infant is able to sort important communication signals from unimportant

signals. It is probably no accident why certaii. t, )31s, such as srPech, gestures, signs, and facial

expressions, are used for communication. The parts of the boor c hat make these signals, voice

box mouth, hands, and face, are particularly flexible parts of the body. We can communicate a

variety of ideas by moving our hands, faces, mouths, and voice boxes in many different ways.

As the parent combines these hand, facial, and vocal communication signals with meaningful

events such as picking up the crying baby, patting and rocking the baby and saying "There now,

don't cry. Mommy's here" the infant begins to realize that certain signals are more important than

others. Signals associated with meaningful events become communication signals. Signals as-

sociated with such things as feeding, comforting, diapering, and playing are particularly im-

portant communication signals to the child. The infant realizes that these signals associated with

meaningful events are important communication signals and other signals around him are not.
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Some communication symbols are mom important than others. The infant also realizes that some
communication signals are more meaningful than other communication signals. Some words or
sentences are more important than others; some ways of communication are more meaningful
than others. The infant will pay attention to the more important communication signals and learn
them first. There are specific factors that help infants to know which communication signals are
the most important. Some of them are:

1. Intonation: Vocal and speech signals with intonation are more meaningful to the child than
those without intonation. Intonation is the melody or the up and down of the voice. Many
researchers believe that interesting intonation is perhaps the most important thing parents use to
get the child's attention and to emphasize what they say to the child. It is much more likely that the

child will pay attention to "You're such a big boy." if it is said with interesting melody than "You're
such a big boy." said in a very deadpan way. The child will realize that what is said with intonation
is interesting. He will consider speech with intonation more important than speech without
intonation.

2. Facial and body expansion: The infant learns that facial expressions, gestures, and other
body language make certain communication signals more meaningful than others. Infants enjoy
feeling and seeing motion. To say and wave "bye-bye" is much more meaningful for the child than

to just say "bye-br." If mother's face lights up and she exclaims "Good boy!" the message is
much more meaningful than "Gobd boy" said with a blank tare.

3. Repetitions: The more often a child hears a word, or sees a sign or gesture, the more
meaningful that communication signal will become. Words or signs such as Mommy, Daddy,
cookie, up, and no-no are often the first words used by a child simply because those are the ones
heard and seen most frequently.

4. Simplicity: Communication signals that are simple are more meaningful to the child than
complicated ones. Research indicates that babies prefer short sentences and expressions to
rhetorical sentences and the use of complicated phrases and clauses. Infants will attach more
meaning to short, simple communication signals than long, complicated ones.

5. Directness: In one of the most exciting areas of recent research, it has been found that
babies only a few months of age respond best to communication if they are looked at and if the
communication is directed to them. A movie entitled "Benjamin" illustrated this idea. The young
baby Benjamin was seated on one side of a window. The baby's mother was on the other side. As
the mother communicated with Benjamin, he responded with coos, smiles, and body language.
When the mother continued to look at Benjamin but suddenly did not direct her conversation to
him (mother talked "adult talk" to someone else in the room) Benjamin turned his head and tuned

his mother out. When the mother talked to Benjamin but did f of look at him, he showed little
interest in what was being said. Babies attach more meaning to communication signals if parents
look at them while using the signals and if parents direct the conversation to them.

Child's use of signals. After the child sees and hears communication signals and knows which

ones are the most meaningful, he will begin to use these signals. The child will use sounds such as

coos, grunts, cries, babbling, and vocal play. The hearing impaired infant may use some vocal
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sounds differently than the hearing infant because he is not hearing speech sounds the same way

as the hearing child. Some of these differences are:

1. The hearing impaired infant may vocalize (babble) less often than the hearing infant.

2. The hearing impaired infant may use mostly vowel sounds in his babbling, whereas the

hearing infant typically uses vowel and consonant sounds.
3. The hearing impaired infant may have less variety in his babbling and the babbling may

sound less well articulated than the hearing child's babbling.
The hearing impaired child rn. , use other signals such as facial expressions, body motions,

and perhaps signs. All of these are very important in helping the child to express himself.

The important thing for parents to understand at this time is that their infant is learning which

signals are important for communication. Parents can help to make certain communication

signals more important than others by using them in meaningful interaction with intonation, facial

and body expressions, simplicity, repetitions, and directness. Parents will work specifically oa

each of these areas later. The child will then begin to use theseacommunication signals to

communicate with those around him.

Review Questions For Parents

1. What sound and visual abilities do young infants show?

2. How does a child determine which vision and auditory signals to pay attention to?

3. What attributes or factors make these signals more meaningful? Give examples.

4. Why do you think this is important information for you to know?

Sample Challenges

None

Reference and Reading List For Parent Advisors
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Information Lesson IV

Infant Communication: Why A Child Communicates

Outline/Parent Objectives

I. Parents will understand the uses of infant communication

A. Personal Use: to express oneself rather than communicate to others
1. Pretend
2. Practice
3. Accompany action
4. Express emotion

B. Instrumental Use: to get something or to manipulate others to do something
1. Get help
2. Get object
3. Get permission
4. Get action
5. Protect

C. Social Use: to communicate with others
1. Initiating

a. Requesting information
b. Declaring
c. Greeting
d. Getting attention
e. To be together

2. Responding
a. Answering or replying
b. Irpitating

II. Parents will understand that helping the child acquire a variety of reasons to communicate will
increase the elild's language growth

Materials

None '

Lesson

Knowing why and how a child communicates can help a parent be more sensitive to
communication attempts and to respond more effectively. This lesson considers why infant'
communicate.
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Parents will recall that the newborn does not initially cry, smile, or gurgle to communicate

ideas or feelings. The cries and smiles are part of the acts of feeling comfort or distress. After the

infant realizes that his cries and smiles elicit a definite response from his parents, then he repeats

the cries or smiles with the intention of getting further responses. That is the beginning of

communication.
The child continues his attempts to get responses from those around him by doing such

things as whimpering, gurgling, babbling, and smiling. By the time the infant is several months

old, he realizes that he can elicit a variety of responses from those around him by communicating

in different ways.
The use of communication is related to why a child communicates. There are three major

ways the young child uses communication. The reasons why the child uses communication in

these ways are discussed below.

' Personal use. The infant uses communication to express himself rather than to communicate

with others. There is no apparent intention to get something or contact others. For example, the

child may (a) use pretend communication: doll says, "I'm sleepy"; (b) practice making vocal

sounds; (t) use communication to accompany actions: child says "oh, oh" as he fails dawn; and

(d) use communication to express emotion: "Ow!"

Instrumental use. The child uses communication to get somethinKor to manipulate others to

do something. For-example, (a) get help: child is stuck in crib and cries; (b) get object: child

points to cookie; (c) get permission: child goes to open door and looks back at parent; (d) get

action: child stretches up arms to be picked up; and (e) protect: child shakes head "no."

Social use. The child uses communication to get, maintain or to respond to social contact. In

social acts, the other person is-important as a person, not just to serve the child's needs. The child

may initiate the social communication. For example, (a) requesting information: "Dat?" pointing;

(b) declaring: "Da" dog; (c) greeting: "Hi"; (d) getting attention: show dad his boat; and (e) to
si

be together: climbs on parent's lap. Or the child may respond to social communication. For

exam) le, (a) child may answer or reply: parent says "Wiere's your nose?" and child responds

"No" (points); (b) child may imitat- Arent's communication.

Many hearing impaired childrtn tend to communicate for only a few reasons such as in a crisis

or to demand or to reject. Subsequently, parents expect little communication from them and the

child acts accordingly. Parents also miss many opportunities to teach a child that his behaviors can

have communicative effecfs. Therefore, as the child becomes older and more physically compe-

tent, he can fulfill his needs himself without communicating to others and the problem worsens.

The child needs to be encouraged and shown that his expressions, gestures, sounds and

words can be used for a variety of reasons. Parents should be concerned about the child's learning

to communicate for different reasons other than just learning a list of words. The more uses a

has for communication, the more opportunities there are for language growth. Unless a

child communicates for many reasons, such as getting and giving help, information, and atten-

tion, his language development will be limited.

'cr
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Review Questions For Parents

Lis
1. Can you give examples of your child's personal, instrumental, and social use of

communication?
2. Why do a variety of uses offer more language opportunities?

3. Why do adults sometimes behave toward hearing impaired children as though they do not
expect them to communicate? What effect does this have on the child?

4. Now might parents increase their child's uses of communication?

Sample Challenges

1. Observe your child. Make a list of his attempts to communicate. List these attempts as
personal, instrumental or social uses.

2. Describe the activities your child is involved in when he communicates to someone.

Reference and Reading List For Parent Advisors

See reading list for Inforhkation Lesson V, pages 287 and 288.
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Information Lesson V

Infant Communicatiolt,How A Child Communicates

Outline/Parent Objectives

I. Parents will understand that young children can communicate without words
A. Gazing
B. Pointing and other gestures
C. Facial expressions
D. Jargon

11. Parents will understand that all behaviors can communicate

A. Non-speech forms as well as speech forms can send messages

B. Every child is ready to communicate in some way

Materials

None

Lesson

The child uses a variety of communication signals to serve the purposes discussed in Lesson

IV. During the first year and one half of life, several non-speech signals are particularly important
in the child's communication. They

Gazing. Gazing is perhaps the earliest form of communication. Gazing is a mutual act
between mother and infant. The eye-to-eye contact usually occurs with mother and infant
smiling, touching or vocalizing to each other. One researcher called the times when the infant
gazes at his mother and vocalizes the special moments in early infant communication.

Pointing and other gestures. The use of gestures by the infant is of great importance. Since the

child does not have sophisticated speech or signing ability, the use of a single gesture may be
used in place of many words, signs or sentences to express an idea. For example, the child points
to his shoe and perhaps says "oo." The child's message is: "Mother, please put on my shoe." or "I
want you to take this shoe off." Research suggests that gestures may be particularly important in
the communication development of the hearing impaired child.

The two main purposes of gestures are to refer to objects and actions and to show relation-
ships between objects and actions. The hearing impaired child points to refer to particularobjects
or to signify words such as this, or there. Action words are indicated by an imitation of the
particular action such as moving the hand to the mouth to indicate eat or sweeping the hand
forward to indicate no. Gestures are also used to show relationships between objects and actions.
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The hearing impaired child may link objects to actions by using gestures and vocalizations. For

example, the child may point to water and say wa and then use the gimme gesture. He is saying

"give me water." The communication is there. The parent is now responsible for plugging in the

words or signs of conventional language.

Facial expressions. One of the most delightful aspects of early communication is observing
and responding to the infant's facial expressions. A mother of a hearing impaired infant remarked

that she was dumbfounded at the number of different emotions she noticed in her child's facial

expressions when she was consciously aware of the expressions. She noticed pleasure, fear,

uncertainty, wonderment, surprise, anger, contentment, anxiety, and peace, among others. Due

to the mother's awareness of the child's expressions, she was able to respond appropriately and

promote communication.

Babbling with intonation. Babbling is the repetition of a variety of sounds. It is believed that

initially the child uses babbling for vocal play and that he continues to babble because he enjoys
the feel of it. Soon, however, the child learns that babbling is enjoyable not only because of how it

feels and how it sounds, but also because it elicits a response in others. It provides the parent an

opportunity to encourage communication by responding and an opportunity to teach a word for

the sound; for example, "Da-da. There is daddy." Parents should maintain the child's babbling by

allowing the child to babble without interruption. If the parent interrupts the baby during

babbling, the infant will be less likely to continue babbling. Instead, the parent should wait until

the baby is finished babbling and then reinforce the child by imitating the babbling and expanding

it. For example,
Child: "Ba-ba"
MOther: "Ba-ba; yes, that's your bottle."
Babbling usually begins by the child repeating a series of the same sounds. He may next

babble in double and single syllables /ba, ba/, /ga/ and then use different sounds in chains of

babbling: /ga guh/, /ba, ba, do/. The child continually adds more inflection and rhythm to his

babbling. The parent advisor may want to refer to "Child's Use of Signals" in Lesson III to describe

the difference between the babbling of hearing and hearing impaired infants. See "supplemental

information" at the end of this lesson for more information on babbling.\ jargon. Jargon is the use of short sentence-like utterances that have no particular meaning.

Jargon can be a string of meaningless sounds used with a great deal of intonation. Or it can be a

series of meaningless hand motions used with rhythm and emphasis, which precedes signing. It

seems that jargon is the child's attempt to practice sentence patterns and play with strings of

,iounclr or hand motions.
Perhaps the most important purpose of jargon is that it provides the child a chance to express

his .motions. The child can show disgust, anger, fear or joy through his intonation and rhythm

patterA\without needing to use words or signs, Often children move directly from babbling to
jargon. HAwever, some children move from babbling to one-word naming and then to jargon.

Others use N-gon in combination with one-word naming. However the child uses jargon, it is an

important step\ip the development of language.

N
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A child need not intend to send a message in order for it to be effective communication. For
example, a child may rattle his crib and the mother may take that it; mean "I want out" even
though he may have been just playing. Or a child may say "uh uh" as he tries to open a can of toys
and if we say ' Want some help?", he may realize that his sound communicated a message. The
important thing to remember is that any of these non-speech forms can communicate and that
every child is ready to communicate in some way. If parents are responsive to the non-speech
communication forms that the infant uses, the child learns that his behaviors can communicate.
Soon the child will move from the use of these non-speech forms to the use of speech or sign
forms beginning with one word, then two word combinations and then on to longer and more
complex sentences.

Review Questions For Parents

1. Give examples of your child's gestures, facial expressions, babbling and jargon (if ap-
propriate) that communicate messages. Describe.

2. Discuss how responding to and interpreting a behavior can encourage more communica-
tion. Give examples.

Sample Challenges

None

Supplemental Information

There is some difference of opinion as to whether the child must babble a sound before he
can later say it. some research indicates that the infant babbles many sounds that he later drops,
never using them in his speech. This implies no connection between babbling and later speech.

However, other research seems to indicate that babbling is necessary for later speech. There are
some strong similarities between babbling and what the child later says, suggesting that babbling
provides practice for I-Ler speech.

For example, babies use single consonants Is/, /t/, /p/, instead of blends (/st/, /tr/, /sc/) in
babbling and in later child speech. Other similarities between babbling and later child speech
are: (a) avoiding the use of final consonants in words, (b) avoiding breathiness in sounds such as

/p/, /t/, /k/, (c) making substitutions such as /w's/ and /y's/ for /I's/ and /r's/, or /p's/ and jb's/
substituted for /f's/. These and other findings suggest that a baby must babble a sound before he
can use it in later speech.

Reference and Reading List For Parent Advisors

Bateson, M. C. (1975). Mother-infant exchanges: The epigenesis of conversational interaction. In
D. Aaronson & R. Rieber (Eds.), Developmental psycholinguistics and communication disor-
ders. Annals of the New York Academy of Sciences, 263, 101 -113.

Denhoff, E., & Hyman, I. (1976). Meeting street school language development scale. In Interven-
tion strategies for high risk infants and young children. Baltimore: University Park Press.
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Information Lesson VI

Introduction to Aural-Oralism and Total Communication

Note: The last five lessons have been discussions on parent-infant communication. The next three
lessons provide information to parents about making the communication method decision
(aural-oralism or total communication). After these three lessons, parents will collectinformation
that will be used in making the communication methodoinaiy decision while they resume discus-
sions on parent-infant communication.

Outline/Parent Objectives

I. Parents will understand the difference between total communication and aural-oralism.
A. Total Communication is a philosophy which embraces the use of signs and fingerspel-

ling, the use of hearing aids, speech-reading and speech.
B. Aural-Oralism is a philosophy advocating th? use of hearing and speech supplemented

by speechreading.

11. Parents will understand that communication systems for the deaf go from the use of oral
speech on the one hand to manual communications on the other. There is no sharp dividing
line but a continuous flow. The intent of the SKI*H1 Model is to help parents find the
appropriate way of communicating for their child.

111. Parent advisors will understand that educators of the deaf, deaf people, and parents of deaf
children frequently do not agree on terms or definitions associated with au ral-oralism and

total communication. This discussion is a guideline for parent advisors and must be
tempered by local considerations. If the following terms and concepts do not meet with local
definitions and philosophies, they will need to be modified accordingly.

Materials

None

Lesson

Introduction. In all the controversy over best communication methods for hearing impaired

children, one plain, simple fact emerges: no one communication method is best for all children
and their families. Since parents vary widely in their interaction styles, attitudes, and values, and

since hearing impaired children vary widely in their abilities to process auditory information and
use visual information, no one communication method can possibly best suit the needs of all
children and their families. Aural-oralism is not the best method for all children and their families.
Total communication is not the best method for all children and their families.
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This lesson describes aural-eralism and total communication. It will help family members

understand what is involved in using these two basic communication methodologies. The next

two lessons discuss considerations that will help family members decide what communication

method will be most appropriate for them. After these lessons, parents and parent advisors will

continue to explore these considerations and will periodically discuss them using the "Monitor-

ing Sheet For Communication Method Decision" which ispresented in Lesson VIII. This monitor-

ing sheet will assist parents and parent advisor to make the communication method decision.

Brief description of aural-oralism and total communication. Parent advisors explain to parents

what aural-oralism and total communication are in their broadest senses.

1. Aural-Oralisn is a philosophy of communication which embraces all possible avenues of

auditory-oral communication. Hearing is used as the primary means of understanding language.

Hearing is supplemented by attention to lip clues (speechreading) and facial expressions. Speech

is used as the primary means of expressing language.
2. Total Communication is a philosophy of communication which embraces any or all func-

tional communication systems. Signs and fingerspelling, speech, gestures, hearing and speech-

reading are used for the understanding of language. The primary means of expressing language is

signing and fingerspelling used with speech.
Aural-oralism total communication continuum. Parent advisors tell parents that there is no

sharp dividing line between aural-oralism and total communication but a continuous flow. The

following diagram shows how these systems are a continuous flow.
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As can be seen when reviewing the continuum, there are different ways that total communi-

cation and aural-oralism can be used. The intent of the SK!*Hl Model is to help parents find a

joyous way of communicating with their hearing impaired child somewhere along the continuum.

Parent advisors briefly discuss the different ways of communicating that are listed. For some

parents, it may be advisable for parent advisors to present only a few of the most basic communi-

cation possibilities such as: (a) American Sign Language, (b) Signed English, (c) Speech, Speech-

reading and Listening, and (d) Speech al Listening (Acoupedic).
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AURAL-
ORALISM

TOTAL
COMMUNICATION

Demonstrations of the various communication approaches may be given. Brief descriptions
of the communication possibilities follow:

1. Pantomime: Pantomime is the use of expressive bodily or facial movements to communi-
cate an idea or concept.

2. Gestures: The use of gestures is a way of communicating non-verbally. Gestures are
actions that are used to communicate basic ideas. There is not one specific gesture system, but
many of the same gestures are used and understood to mean a certain idea. Some familiar
gestures are waving good-bye or pointing to indicate location. Children often use gestures as part
of their total communication system.

3. American Sign Language (ASL): This manual language system is widely used by deaf adults.
It is comprised of signs which are hand configurations that express thoughts. It uses individual
signs to represent whole concepts instead of signs to represent words. ASL sign order may not
conform to spoken or written English word order.

4. Fingerspelling: Fingerspelling is the representation of each letter in the alphabet by a

specific placement or form of one's fingers. Some of the hand shapes actually look like the letter
represented.

5. Signed English: This is a term which refers to systems using ASL signs in English word order.

Signed words parallel English words in meaning because attention is given to English syntax.
6. S. E. E. Systems: S. E. E. systems sign English exactly as it is spoken. The most widely used S.

E. E. system is Signing Exact English. In this system, words that sound the same and are spelled the
same have the same sign even though their meanings are different. This is different from Signed
English or ASL where words with different meanings typically have different signs. Abundant
inflections are used in this system such as -s, -ed, -ment, and 4y.

7. Use of both aural-oralism and total communication: This approach involves use of both
aural-oralism skills (emphasis on speechreading and listening) and total communication skills
(emphasis on signs synchronized with speech). At times it might be appropriate for the com-
municator to emphasize oral skills. At other times it might be appropriate to emphasize total

communication skills.
8. Speech, speechreading listening with some signs: This approach emphasizes the use of

speech, listening and speechreading and the use of a few supplemental signs as necessary.
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9. Speech, speechreading, listening and animation: This approach emphasizes the u ;e of

speech, listening and speechreading supplemented by the frequent use a gestures, facial

expressions, and other body signals.
10. Cued speech: This system is used to providevisual cues for the hearing impaired during

speech. The speaker uses hand formations that indicate how the articulator's lip, tongue, and

throat move. This helps the hearing impaired child to discriminate between words that look the

same on the lips but sound different. (For example, pea/bee.)

11. Speech, speechreading and listening: This approach emphasizes the use of listening,

speaking and attention to lip clues (speechreading).

12. Speech and listening: This approach (sometimes called the Acoupedic or Unisensory

Approach) emphasizes the use of listening and speaking. The child is not encouraged to use lip

clues.
The references used in deriving these definitions were: (a) Caccamise, F.C., Drury, A.M. A

review of current terminology in education of the deaf. Deaf American. Sept., 1976. p. 7-10; (b)

Stokoe, M.C. CAL Conference of sign language. Linguistic Reporter, April, 1972 p. 5-6; (c)

Musselwhite, C.R. and St. Louis, K.W. (1982). Communication programming fcr the severely

handicapped: vocal and nonvocal strategies. San Diego: College Hill Press; (d) Gustason, G.,

Pfetzing, D. and Zawolkow, E. (1980). Signing exact English. Los Alamitos, CA: Modern Sign Press.

Deciding on a Communication Method

Parent advisors tell parents that the next lessonswill discuss ways of helping family members

decide what communication method will be best for them. This evaluation for a communication

method will help family members decide if aural-oralism (in its broadest sense) or total communi-

cation (in its broadest sense) is best for the family. The use of a specific communication approach

within aural-oralism or within total communication (see continuum above) should be left up to

the discretion of the parents and parent advisor. The SKI*HI Model does have one suggestion in

regard to this. The use of a sign system with English syntax is recommended for hearing parents of

hearing impaired children since that is how hearing parents naturally communicate. Deaf parents

of deaf children may prefer to use American Sign Language.

Review Questions For Parents

1. What is aural-oralism?
2. What is total communication?
3. What is meant by the statement "Aural-oralism and total communication are not sharply

divided?"
4. What are some different ways that aural-oralism can be used?

5. What are some different ways that total communication can be used?

Sample Challenges

None
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Information Lesson VII

Evaluation For Aural-Oralism or Total Communication -1

Outline/Parent Objectives

I. Parents will understand that there are three important considerations in making a communi-
cation method decision
A. Child characteristics and skills
B. Parent skills and interests

C. Probable outcome of using different communication methods considered in light of
parent values

IL Parents will understand that there are four basic child characteristics and skills which need to

be considered in making a decision to use total communication or au ral-oralism
A. Age of child
B. Amount of aided residual hearing
C. Other handicaps
D. Child's visual vs.-auditory orientation

III. Parents will understand that there are four basic parent skills and interests which need to be
considered in making a decision to use aural-oralism or total communication

A. Parent interest in learning and using total communication and helping the child acquire
total comm inication abilities

B. Parent interest in using aural-oralism and helping the child acquire aural-oral abilities
C. Parent interaction styles
D. Parent visual-perceptual skills

Materials

None

Lesson

Introduction. As discussed in the last lesson, there is not one best way of communicating for
all hearing impaired children and their families. Families vary widely in their interaction styles,
attitudes and values, and hearing impaired children vary widely in how they process auditory and

visual information. So the point is not to declare one communication method better than another
but to arrive at a decision as to the most appropriate communication methot for the hearing
impaired chid and his family. The next two lessons will discuss the important factors that should
be considered in making a communication method decision. After these two lessons have been
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presented, parents and parent advisors will continue to explore these factors and discuss them
using the "Monitoring Sheet For Communication Method .Decision" which is included in the
following lesson. This on-going exploration and dialogue forms the basis upon which an ap-
propriate communication system can be selected for the hearing impaired child and his family.

Considerations in deciding to use aural-oralism or total communication. Parent advisors tell
parents that there are three main considerations in making a decision to use aural-oralism or total

communication: (a) chat; ,;raracteristics and skills, (b) parent interests and skills, (c) probable
outcomes of using different communication methods considered in light of parent values.

While all three areas must be carefully explored with the parents, the child's needs must be
the main considerations in determining an appropriate communication method for the family.
Using information from all three areas, parents and professionals in time can make a decision
about the most appropriate communication method for the family.

Child characteristics and skills. Parent advisor discusses the following child characteristics and

skills that need to be considered in making a communication method decision.

1. Age of child. The determination of the communication method should be made when the

child is very young. In general, total communication is easier to learn since signs are easier for a

hearing impaired child to see than words are to hear. When a child is over three years of age at the

time his hearing loss is identified, it may be more advisabie to use total communication.
2. Amount of aided residual hearing. In general, the more aided hearing the child has, the

more likely an aural-oral approach will be appropriate. The greater the hearing loss, the more

likely a total communication approach will be appropriate.
3. Other handicaps. If the child's language development is affected by other handicaps

(especially handicaps affecting language development such as mental retardation), signs may be

the ..aiiest way for the child to acquire language since they are obvious and easy to understand.

Note: Special adoptions of signs are necessary for children who have serious visual and/or motor

problems. Contact SKI*HI Institute, Project INSITE Outreach, Utah State University, UMC 10,

Logan, UT 84322
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4. Child visual vs. auditory orientation. Parents and parent advisors need to observe the child's
visual and auditory orientation. Visual orientation frequently indicates a natural inclination for
learning and using total communication whereas auditory orientation frequently indicates a
propensity for aural -oral communication. Parentfiand parent advisors should ask these questions
as they observe the child's communication orientation. (a) What are the child's auditory com-
munication patterns? Does the child easily attend and orient to sounds? Does the child babble and
vocalize freely? (b) What are the child's visual communication patterns? Is the child very visually
active? (c) Does the child seem to get more inforMation by attending to a variety of communica-
tion signals (synthesizing) or by attending to specific communication signals, such as lip move-
ments (analyzing)? In general, if messages are understood by synthesizing (drawing out the
message from many signals) total communication will be easier for the child to use. If messages

are understood by analysis (attending to specfic signals), aural-oralism may be the easier method
to use.

The SKI*HI Model does not recommend specific child auditory performance criteria in order
for the child to use aural-oralism or visual orientation criteria in order for the child to use total
communication. As the SKI*HI Communication Program continues to be administered, parents
and parent advisor note the visual and auditory orientations of the child. Does the child babble
and vocalize, freely? Is the child very gestural? As the SKI*HI Auditory Program is being ad-
ministered in the home, parents and parent advisor record the auditory progress of the child.
Does the child attend and orient easily to sounds? What home sounds can the child hear? What
speech sounds ca., the child hear and use? In obtaining and reviewing this auditory information, it
should be remembered that children who have a difficult time hearing differences among words
may have a difficult time understanding speech. However, this should be only one of the many
factors considered. All of this child information should be carefully and regularly reviewed by
parents and parent advisors using the monitoring sheet to be presented in the next lesson. The
monitoring sheet should be regularly reviewed at child staffings.

Parent interests and skills. The parent advisor tells the parents that considerations of their
interests and skills are also important in making a communication methodology decision. The
discussion below will enable parents to explore their interests and become aware of certain skills
that may influence their decision to use a specific communication method.

I. Interest in using total communication: The parent advisor explains to the parents how they
will learn to use total communication in the home. This process is outlined below. Parents should
then be given the chance to express how they feel about this process.

A BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF LEARNING TO USE TOTAL COMMUNICATION

A. Family members will learn to sign using a SKI*HI total communication video tape program
and/or attending sign language classes. In using a video tape program, family members can slip
video cassette tapes into a playback unit and view sign lessons on the family television.



B. As family members are learning signs from the video tapes, they receive lessons on how to

use signs consistently and effectively in the home. These lessons cover the following areas:

1. integrating listening and speech in total communication.
2. Helping the child progress from gestures to baby signing to true signing.

3. Activities to help family members expand their sign vocabularies.
4. Using simplicity, emphasis and reinforcement to help the hearing impaired child

learn signs.
5. Learning ways to sign consistently in the home (even when not communicating

directly to the hearing impaired child).
6. Suggestions for improving signing effectiveness by using animation, signing affixes,

getting the child to watch you sign, involving relatives and friends in total communication,

etc

2. Interest in using aural-oralism: The parent advisor explains to the parents the basic skills

involved in using an aural-oral approach. These skills are outlined below. Parents need to be given

the chance to express how they feel about these skills.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF USING AURALORALISM AND

TEACHING THE CHILD AURAL-ORAL SKILLS

Using aural-oralism so that the child will acquire aural-oral skills is not simply a matter of

speaking to the child. Effort is required to develop the child's listening, speech and speechread-

ing abilities. Some of the aural-oral skills parents will learn involve:

A. Individualized training to develop the child's residual hearing; unisensory training may be

used when the speaker covers his or her mouth so the child will rely on listening for speech

comprehension.
B. Speech stimulation and training including: (1) using speech sounds the child can most

easily perceive; (2) using speech sounds more frequently around the hearing impaired child; (3)

reinforcing the child's correct speech sound production; (4) learning how to encourage and

maintain the child's speech production.
C. Informal help with speechreading. Since speechreading by itself is very difficult, formal

speechreading training is not done. Speechreading by itself is difficult because many speech

sounds look alike on the lips (example, p, b, m, look the same on the lips as do k and g). Some

speakers barely move their lips when they speak, speak too rapidly, or have facial hair that covers

their lips. However, speechreading as a supplement to hearing may be advisable. To help children

use speechreading as a supplement to hearing, parents may need to be made aware of such things

as facing the child when communicating, occasionally drawing the child's attention to lip clues,

speaking naturally (avoiding over-articulation and speech exaggeration), and speaking clearly.

/133. Parent Interaction Styles: The parent advisor serves parent interaction styles and discus-

ses them with the parent. Some parents are dem nstrative. They naturally use gestures, body
,
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expressions, facial animation and other signals when communicating with the hearing impaired
&lid. Other parents tend to be less demonstrative. They prefer to use speech as the primary
source of language input to the hearing impaired child. Although parent interaction style is only
one consideration of many,,parent comfort in communication is important. Therefore, interaction
styles need to be freely obServed and discussed with the parents.

Note: FNote: parent advisors and parentswish to explore this issue further, visual, auditory and
touc communication styles can be determined, by using the techniquis described on pages
57-59.

4. Visual perceptual skills: It is easier for some people to learn signs than others since some
people possess certain visual perceptual skills more than others. Some of these visual perceptual
skills are: (a) visual discrimination (ability to see the difference among different objects or forms),
(b) visual memory (ability to remember visual forms), (c) attention span for objects, forms, or
letters (ability to attend to sequences of shapes, letters, etc.), (d) figure-ground discrimination
(ability to concentrate on important signals and ignore background visual information), and (e)
visual synthesizing or closure (deriving total messages from visual input). It is important that these
skills not be overemphasized to parents since research on their importance has not been well
documented and since possessit.... of these abilities is onlyone of many factors which determine
the ease of sign language learning. Motivation, attitude towards signing, teaching methods and
materials are other important factors.

Note: For parents and parent advisors who wish to explore this issue further, several visual-
perceptual tests are available which reveal one's abilities to perform the skills mentioned above.
Some of these tests include: (a) Detroit Tests of Learning Aptitude (The Bobbs-Merrill Company,
Inc., 4300 West, 62nd Street, Indianapolis, IN 46206), (b) Carrow Test of Auditory-Visual Abilities
(Teaching Resources, 50 Pond Park Road, Hingham, MA 02043), (c) Test of Visual-Perceptual Skills
(Special Child Publications, P.O. Box 33548, Seattle, WA 98133).

Review Questions For Parents

1. What are some of the things that need to be considered in the decision to use au ral-
oralism or total communication?

2. What is your interest in learning and using total communication and aural-oralism?

3. How would your interaction styles or visual perceptual skills affect your interest in using
total communication or aural-oralism?

4. What are some child characteristics and skills that need to be considered in making a

decision to use aural-oralism or total communication?

Sample Challenge

No specific challenges; howeve', parents will need to begin their observation of child
characteristics and skills. Parents should also be encouraged to think about and discuss their
interest in learning and using total communication and their interest in using and teaching their
child aural -oral skills. They should be encouraged to be aware of and discuss their interaction
styles and their ease in the use of visual-perceptual skills.
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Information Lesson VIII

Evaluation for Aural-Oralism or Total Communication - 2

Outline/Parent Objectives

I. Parents will remember that there are three important considerations in making a communi-
cation method decision.
A. The first consideration is child characteristics and skills (discussed in last lesson).

B. The second consideration is parent skills and interests (discussed in last lesson).

C. The third consideration is probable outcomes of using aural-oralism and total communi-
cation in light of parent values.

II. Parents will consider their values in light of the probable outcomes of using different
communication methods.
A. Parents will understand the probable outcomes of the child's use of total communication

(such as a predominance of friends who sign, possible participation in community events

sponsored by deaf people, and the use of an interpreter) and the probable outcomes of
the child's use of aural-oralism (such as predominance of friends who don't sign,
attendance at regular community events, attention to the speech of others, possible use

of an oral interpreter).
B. Parents will consider these probable outcomes in light of their values such as feelings

about conformity, demonstrativeness, achievement, change, identity and precision.

III. Using the "Monitoring Sheet for Communication Method Decision," parents and parent
advisor will document and discuss: (a) child characteristics and skills, (b) parent skills and
interests, and (c) parent values. This will be done during this home visit and every 1-2 months

during the remainder of the Communication Program.

Materials

None

Lesson

Introduction. As discussed in the last lesson, there are three important areas that should be
carefully considered in making a decision to use aural-oralism nr .otai communication: (a) child
characteristics and skills, (b) parent interests and skills, (c) probable outcomes of using different
communication methods considered in light of parent values.
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Child Characteristics Probable Outcomes to
and Skills Light of Parent Voluss

Parent SWIM
and

interest

Last week we di cussed child characteristics and skills and parent interests and skills that
need to be consider in making the communication method decision. This week, one more
important consideration qi1 be discussed: probable outcomes of using different communication
methods considered in light parent values.

Probable outcomes conside in light of parent values. Parent advisor discusses with parent the

probable outcomes of their chil
1

using total communication and aural-oralism. These probable
outcomes are: \

PROBABLE COMMUNICATION METHOD OUTCOMES

Probable Outcomes of Using

Total Communication

1. Child will probably attend a school for the
deaf where students use total communi-
cation, or attend a total communication class
in a public school.

2. Child will probably have a predominance of
deaf and hearing friends who use sign
language.

3. Child will be more likely to participate in
events sponsored by deaf organizations such

as sports and church activities, but may attend

regular community events.

4. Child will probably express himself using a
variety of pantomime, gestures and signs to
communicate to others.

Probable Outcomes of Using

Aural-Oralism

Child will probably attend an oral school
for he deaf, or an oral class in a public school,

or attid a public school.

2. Child will probably have a predominance of
deaf and heng friends who do not sign.

3. Child probably\AqII not participate in events

for deaf people. Child will be more likely to
attend regular community events.

4. Child will probably be very attentive to the
speech and facial expressions of others and
will be concerned about his 'bwn speech
production.
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5. When the child becomes an adult, he will \ 5. When the child becomes an adult, he may
probably use an interpreter at community equire an oral interpreter at community
events. e ents.

It is suggested parent advisors tell parents that there are no conclusive research findings
which prove the superiority of aural-oralism or total communication in promoting child communi-
cation skills (language levels, reading skills, speech skills,' etc.). Some studies indicate the
superiority of aural-oralism while other studies indicate the superiority of total communication in
promoting these abilities. Informing parents of this will prevent entanglement in discussions on
the communicative superiority. of one method over another. Parent advisors should stress to
parents that the important thing is not so much the probable outcomes per se, but parent values
considered in light of these probable outcomes. Parent advisors need to help parents explore
their own values in light of the probable outcomes using the guide below.

PARENT VALUES

1. Feelings about being demonstrative: Good signers are often demonstrative people. They
often surrender themselves (arms, hands, eyes, features) completely to the message. On the
other hand, good oral skills often require continuous attention to sound production and acute
observation of other people's tiny lip movements. Parent advisors need to explore with parents
how they feel about demonstrativeness and attentiveness.

2. Feelings about conformity: Parent advisors need to explore with parents how they feel
about association with minority groups such as the deaf in the community. How important is
conformity to parents? How important is it for the child to be like the parents?

3. Feelings about achievement: Parent advisors should determine what kind of importance
parents attach to mainstreamed, school-oriented success in relationship to social-interactive
success. Are school skills such as grammar and oral communication considered more or less
important than social ease that might be acquired by the hearing impaired child's use of a more
visual, multi-signal system? How important is it for the parents to have their child achieve in the
same ways the parents achieved?

4. Feelings about change: Parent advisor should find out how parents feel about change. Do
they enjoy a great amount or a minimal amount of challenge, intrusion or change in their lives? For
example, using total communication requires a change in how all family members communicate
with each other as well as with the hearing impaired child. The use of aural-oralism requires a
great deal of time, energy, and patience in understanding the child's utterances and in assisting
the child to acquire oral skills. How do parents react to different kinds of change? For example, is

the challenge of learning and using signs exciting, depressing, frightening? Is the challenge of
devoting time in helping child acquire oral skills exciting, depressing, or frightening?



5. Feelings about identity: Parent advisor should determine how the use of a particular
communication method might affect what and how parents think of themselves; or how the use

of a particular communication method might affect what parents think others think of them. (For

example, some parents may or may not prefer to be known as a person who signs.)
6. Feeling about precision: Some people are more concerned with general messages or

"gists" of messages. Some people are more concerned with precision in messages, with aware-

ness of and use of the detail in messages. Parent advisor should determine how parents feel about

emphasis on getting overall messages across as is usually the case with total communication vs.

emphasis on detail and precision (oral p. anunciations, etc.).

Monitoring sheet for communication method decision. Parent advisor should discuss with

parents the "Monitoring Sheet For Communication Method Decision." A form with examples on

it is on pages 303-307 and a blank form is on pages 309-313. During this home visit and every 1 to 2

months hereafter, the 10 questions on the form need to be discussed. The interpretation

suggestions given after each question should also be discussed. The form can be kept in the

parent notebook where parent advisor can access it to record the data and to periodically discuss

the findings and implications with the parents.
Parent advisor should remind parents that this proce,,3 of making a communication method

decision need not be rushed but should, if possible, be made by the time the Home Communica-

tion Program is completed. This provides enough time for parents and parent advisor (using the

monitoring sheet) to carefully consider all issues discussed in this lesson (and the previous one).

In addition, it usually allows enough time for the parent and child to establish communication

interaction which is needed before a formal language system can be acquired. After the parents

and parent advisor collect sufficient information, they will jointly make the communication

method decision. Remember, this decision need not be final. After careful consideration, a later

communication method change may be indicated.
Parent advisor should remind parents that during and after this process of making a com-

munication method decision, strong advocates of either or both communication methods may

attempt to persuade them of the superiority of one method over another. It is important to remind

parents that no conclusive, reputable research findings prove the superiority of one system over

another. Total communication advocates have research to prove the superiority of their system

and the inferiority of aural-oralism, and aural-oralism advocates have research to prove the

superiority of their system and the inferiority of total communication. The important thing for

parents to realize is they should be the ones to consider what their child needs in light of their

child's characteristics and skills ("What does my child need?") and their interests, skills and values

as parents ("What do I as a parent need ? "). Parents should be encouraged to actively explore

these issues (for example, it might be advisable for them to talk to parents of variously aged

aural-oral and total communication children, or to attend a play or concert with an interpreter, or

to engage in one-to-one contact with deaf adults). But parents should prepare themselves not to

be thrown eff balance when approached by strongadvocates of either communication methodol-

ogy attempt1ng to lure them to one side or the other.
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SAMPLE ENTRIES

Monitoring Sheet for Making Communication Methodology Decision
Discuss following questions and interpretatiun suggestions with parents every 1-2

months.

Question #1:
Over time, what is the gap between the child's hearing aid age and the child's language age? The hearing aid age is
the number of months the child has worn amplification and the language age is the average of the LDS RA and EA ir.
months. To determine, subtract language age from hearing aid age.
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What are the child's aided audiometrics (ave. of 500, 1k, 2k) over time?

MD.
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Question #2 interpretation Suggestions:
The more profound the aided loss, the more need to consider the use of total communication. Note especially
losses that progressively worsen over time, making speech progressively difficult to hear, The less profound the
loss, the more need to consider the use of aural-oralism.

Question #3:
Over time, approximately what percent of all the child's communication attempts are gestural only?

Date 1/.2 41 Date Date 7/01-7 Date 03 Date / Date / /22

% .5-0 % 7s ?0 7

Question #3 interpretation Suggestions:
Note the most recent per cent of gestural communication attempts used. If the majority of the child's communication
attempts are gestural, the use of total communication should be strongly considered. Notice the trend. If the child is
using more and more gestures over time, the need for using total communication may be evident. If fewer gestures
are used over time, the use of aural-oralism may be evident.
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Question #4:
Over time, approximately what percent of all trT child's communication attempts are vocal only?
Date 3/244 j Date ca.S Date Date 9/27 Date 11/2" Dale //.22

36 7 30 115 60 7

Question #4 Interpretation Suggestions:
Note the most recent percent of vocal communication attempts used. If the majority of the child's communication
attempts are vocal, the use of aural-oralism should be strongly considered. Note the trend. If the child is using more
and more vocalizations over time, the need for using aural-oralism may be evident. If fewer vocalizations are used
over time, the use of total communication may be evident.

Question #5:
What percent of what other people say requires visual clues (animation, gestures, etc.) in order for the
child to understand?
Date Date 57.25- Date 947 3_ Date Date //22

.20 36 gX /4 7 5-z,

Question #5 Interpretation Suggestions:
Notice the most recent percent. If the majority of what other people say requires visual clues for ctV-4 understand-
ing, total communication should be strongly considered. The trend should be noticed. If more and more visual clues
are required for child understanding, an indication for total communication may be evident. If fewer visual clues are
required for child understanding, the use of aural-oralism may be evident.

Question #6:
Over time, do parents express more/less interest in learning total communication in relationship to aural-
orali sm?
Date 3/44 Date 5/25 Date jfry Date f/27
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Question #6 Interpretation Suggestions:
Note the pattern of parent interest. Are parents increasingly interested in learning and using total communication or
in using aural-oralism?

Question #7:
Do parents express moreiless concern about the child's exposure to a verbal language system (emphasis
on speech and listening) in relationship to the child's exposure to a multisignal language system (total
communication)?
Date _ 57,_2_44 Date _Ar4/25 Date 3 Date 9/2...? Date frizr 1 Date (/_4;__
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Question #7 Interpretation Suggestions:
If parents have an increasing desire for the child to be exposed to a verbal language system in relationship to a
multi-signal language system (total communication), aural-oralism may be the preferred communication mode. If
parents have an increasing desire for the child to be exposed to total communication in relationship to verbal
language, total communication may be the preferred mode of communication.

Question #8:
Over time, do parents interact more/less demonstrably (animation/gestures) with
parent initiated communication and responses to the child)?

Date Date 7/.21_ Date 9/23 Date 42-C.
Comme ts: Comments: Comments: Comments:
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Question #8 Interpretation Suggestions:
Note the pattern of parent intraaction. More and moreuse of animation and gestures may indicate total communica-
tion as a preferred mode of communication. Less use of animation and gestures may indicate aural-oralism as the
preferred mode of communication.

Question #9:
Over time, do parents demonstrate more/fewer visual-perceptual skills (such as visual discrimination, visual
memory, attention span, figure-ground discrimination, visual closure; see description of skills in Lesson VII of the
Home Communication Progr m).
Date 1/ZY:
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Question #9 Interpretation Suggestions:
As parents demonstrate more visual-perceptual skills, an increased ease in using total communication may be
evident. Parents who do not demonstrate visual-perceptual skills may be more comfortable with an aural-oral
approach.
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Question #10 Interpretation Suggestions:
Less concern with this issue indicates more of an acceptance of total communication use. Increased concern with
this issue indicates more of an embracing of aural-oralism.
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Monitoring Sheet for Making Communication Methodology Decision
Discuss following questions and interpretation suggestions with parents every 1-2

months.

Question #1:
Over time, what is the gap between the child's hearing aid age and the child's language age? The hearing aid age is
the number of months the child has worn amplification and the language age is the average of the LDS RA and EA in
months. To determine, subtract language age from hearing aid age.

Date _ Date Date I Date Date Date

Question #1 Interpretation Suggestion:
In general, the more the numbers increase over time, the more need to strongly consider the use of total
communication.

Question #2:
What are the child's aided audiometrics (ave. of 500, 1k, 2k) over time?

Date Date Date Date Date Date

Question #2 Interpretation Suggestions:
The more profound the aided loss, the more need to consider the use of total communication. Note especially
losses that progressively worsen over time, m.iking speech progressively difficult to hear. The less profound the
loss, the more need to consider the use of aural-oralism.

Question #3:
Over time, approximately what percent of all the child's communication attempts are gestural only?

Date Date _ Date Date Date Date

Question #3 Interpretation Suggestions:
Note the most recent per cent of gestural communication attempts used. If the majority of the child's communication
attempts are gestural, the use of total communication should be strongly considered. Notice the trend. if the child is
using more and more gestures over time, the need for using total communication may be evident. If fewer gestures
are used over time, the use of aural-oralism may be evident.
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Question #4:
Over time, approximately what percent of all the child's communication attempts are vocal only?
Date Date _ Date Date Date Date

Question #4 interpretation Suggestions:
Note the most recent percent of vocal communication attempts used. If the majority of the child's communication
attempts are vocal, the use of aural - oralism should be strongly considered. Note the trend. If the child is using more
and more vocalizations over time, the need for using aural - oralism may be evident If fewer vocalizations are used
over time, the use of total communication may be evident

Question #5:
What percent of what other people say requinn visual clues (animation, gestures, etc.) in order for the
child to understand?
Date Date Date Date I Date I Date

Question #5 Interpretation Suggestions:
Notice the most recent percent If the majority of what other people say requires visual clues for child understand-
ing, total communication should be strongly considered. The trend shoilld be noticed, if more and more visual clues
are required for child underesnding, an indication for total communicaton may be evident. If fewer visual clues are
required for child understanaing, the use of aural-oralism may be evident

Question #6:
Over time, do parents express more/less interest in learning total communication in relationship to aural-
oralism?
Date Date _ Date Date Date _ Date
Comments. Comments: Comments: Comments: i Comments: Comments:

Question #6 Interpretation Suggestions:
Note the pattern of parent interest. Are parents increasingly interested in learning and using total communication or
in using aural-oralism?

Question #7:
Do parents express more/less concern about the child's exposure to a verbal language system (emphasis
on speech and listening) in relationship to the child's exposure to a multi-signal language system (total
communication)?
Date Date Date __ _ I Date Date Date
Comments: Comments: Comments: 1Comments: Comments: Comments:
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Question #7 interpretation Suggestions:
If parents have an increasing desire for the child to be exposed to a verbal language system in relationship to a
multi-signal language system (total communication), aural-oralism may be the preferred communication mode. It
parents have an increasing desire for the child to be exposed to total communication in relationship to verbal
language, total communication may be the preferred mode of communication.

Question #8:
Over time, do parents interact more/less demonstrably (animation/gestures) with the child (includes
parent initiated communication and responses to the child)?
Date Date Date Date Date Date
Comments: Comments: Comments: Comments: Comments: Comments:

Question #8 Interpretation Suggestions:
Note the pattern of parent interaction. More and more use of anlivetior. and gestures may indicate total communica-
tion as a preferred mode of communication. Less use of animation and gestures may indicate aural-oralism as the
preferred mode of communication.

Question #9:
Over time, do parents demonstrate more/fewer visual-perceptual skills (such as visual discrimination, visual
memory. attention span, figure-ground discrimination, visual closure; see description of skills in Lesson VIIof the
Home Communication Program).

Date Date Date Date Date Date
Comments: Comments: Comments: Comments: Comments: Comments:

Question #9 Interpretation Suggestions:
As parents demonstrate more visual-perceptual skills, an increased ease in using total communication may be
evident. Parents who do not demonstrate visual-perceptual skills may be more comfortable with an aural-oral
approach.

Question #10
Do parents seem more/less concerned about the child's association with other deaf persons who sign?

Date Date Date Date Date Date
Comments: Comments: Comments: Comments: f Comments: Comments:

Question #10 interpretation Suggestions:
Less concern with this issue indicates more of an acceptance of total communication use. Increased concern with
this issue indicates more of an embracing of aural-oralism.
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Review Questions for Parents

1. What are some of the probable outcomes of your child using total communication or
aural-oralism?

2. Now do you feel about these outcomes in light of how you feel about such things as being
demonstrative, associating with minority groups, achievement and change?

Sample Challenges

1. Parents should be encouraged to think about and discuss the probable outcomes of using

totalcon imunication and aural-oralism and their values in light of these outcomes, such as their
feelings about demonstrativeness, conformity, achievement, change, identity and precision.

2. Parents and parent advisor should begin their documentation of child skills and parent
interests eand values by obtaining information for the questions on the "Monitoring Sheet For
Communication Method Decision" and then discussing these questions using the interpretation
suggestions. This should be done during this home visit and every 1-2 months hereafter until a
communication method decision is made. As indicated earlier, this decision should be made by
the conclusion of the Communication Program if at all possible.
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Information Lesson IX

Pareni Communication: Motherese

Outline/Parent Objectives

1. Parents will understand the features of Motherese.
A. Higher pitch
B. Exaggerated intonation
C. Short, simple sentences
D. Repetition
E. Special words .

F. Hi ;h number of questions
G. Talk a t "here and now"
H. Non-verbal communication signals
I. Imitation, expansion and prods

II. Parents will understand that the features of Motherese get and help maintain a child's
attention

III. Parents will learn that some parents of hearing impaired children may not use Motherese
effectively
A. Fewer questions may be used; parents may be more directive
B. More tension and antagonism may be shown
C. Unnatural intonation may be used
D. "Speech only" may be used frequently

Materials

None

Lesson

Parents talk to their infants in a way that is different from the way they talk to other adults or
older children. This special communication to the infant is called Motherese. The term Motherese

is used since the mother is typically the most important infant car4iver. However, Motherese is
also used by other family members, friends, and relatives who talk to the infant.

Motherese has a special purpose. Because it sounds different than adult speech, the infant
.knows when someone is addressing him. He pays immediate attention to the person using
Motherese. His attention to Motherese is maintained since it is novel and interesting.

Following are the features of Motherese that make it in to the infant encourage

communication.
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1. Motherese is higher in pitch than adult conversational speech: Mothers do not consciously

adjust their voices so they can talk higher to the child. The falsetto seems to be a natural part of a

mother's attempt to get and hold the child's attention. You can imagine that a mother would say

"Hi there cutie" with higher pitch to her infant than to her husband.
2. Motherese has exaggerated intonation or melodic pattern of voice: Many researchers feel that

exaggerated intonation is the strongest feature of Motherese. A mother would say "You are a

funny one, aren't you?" with considerably different intonation to her infant than to her girlfriend.
3. Mothers use short, simple sentences when communicating win their infants: Even though the

communication is short and simple, the sentences mothers use are correct. For example, "What's
that? Hey what's that? Is that your toeri've got your toe."

4. Motherese has iew hesitations within sentences or phrases but longer than normal pdases
between sentences or phrases: Mothers do not break up sentences or phrases with pause-fillers
such as well, but, er, that are frequently used in adult conversation. Instead, 'mothers talk t.o the

child fluently, although somewhat slowly, using simple phrases-or sentences.
For example, the mother might say "Oh, it's all gone. Your milk is all gone." Then the mother

will pause, giving the child a chance to take a turn. If there is no response from the child the
mother continues with more fluent, simple sentences or phrases: "Yes, I think your milk is all
gone. It's all gone."

5. Motherese involves the use of repetitions: Mothers frequently repeat words and entire
phrases or sentences. For example, a tape recording of a mother talking to her baby follows:

What can you see? -

What are you looking at?
What are you looking at?

What are you looking at, hmm?

Firnmmmn?
6. Mothers use special words when communicating with their infantg: Perhaps the most com-

mon "baby-talk" words are the -ie words: doggie, cutie, blankie, lookie, dale, etc. Other special
baby words may include choo-choo, peek-a-boo, al /wet, and allgone.

7. Motherese has a high number of questions: One study indicated that as many as 50% of all

mothers' utterances to infants are questions. Mothers frequently ask their babies "Don't you like
that;;:' "Where is it?" "What do you see?" Do you want to go?" "What's in there?" "Where's your
nose?" 4

8. Mothers talk about the "here and biOW": They comment about on-going activities hoping
that if the child responds, the response will be appropriate to the situation. Mothers seldom talk
about objects or events removed from the immediate situation. Motherese reflects what the child
is seeing and doing and what the parent is seeing and doing.

9. Mothers use non-verbal communication signals in Motherese such as gestures, facial expres-

sions and touching: Motherese includes non-verbal signals. The more these signals are used, the

more effective parents will be in getting and holding the child's attention and the easier it will be
for the child to learn to communicate. Non-verbal communication is extremely important in
commtmic ating with the young child. As a matter of fact, the verbal part of a message has
considerably less effect on the listener than the non-verbal.
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Now the non-verbal clues are used is also very important in communication. Positive, warm
non-verbal signals promote communication. If the mother shows love and acceptance in her face,
voice, and touch, the child will be eager to communicate. Research indicates that the more
warmth and encouragement mothers show their hearing impaired babies, the faster they gain
language. Mothers that reflect disappointment and criticism have children with lower language
levels.

10. Mothers use imitation, expansioas, and prods: As a child begins to make some attempts at
communication, the mother will imitate and expand what the child says. Imitation is repeating
what the child utters. Expansion is providing a mature form of what the child is trying the say. For
example, the child says "ba." Mother says "Ba, yes, that's a ball."

Prodding is encouraging the child to finish a sentence. The mother might say, "I see your
" (pointing to the child's nose). The child would then add "nose."

Motherese with hearing impaired children. Recent research indicates that mothers of deaf
babies talk differently to their children than mothers of hearing children. We know that
Motherese gets and holds the child's attention and therefore promotes communication develop-
ment. It is interesting in light of the positive effects of Motherese that mothers of hearing
impaired children sometimes do not effectively use many of the features of Motherese. Some
examples are reported in the results of a few studies which follow:

1. Mothers of hearing impaired children use less questions, ask fewer opinions of the child,
give more commands, and agree less with the child.

2. They show more tension and antagonism when communicating with the child, largely
reflected in non-verbal signais. They use less verbal praise.

3. These mothers use unnatural intonation patterns. Intonatioii is present but the up and
down patterns of their voices sound unnatural.

4 even though the children use a lot of gestures and other forms of non-verbal communica-
tion, mothers most often use only speech to communicate.

If communication is to be developed in the hearing impaired infant, Motherese needs to be
used effectively.

Review Questions For Parents

1. Can you give examples of Motherese you have seen others use?

2. Why do you think some mothers of hearing impaired children use these techniques less?
3. Why are these features important to a young child?

Sample Challenges

None

Reference and Reading Li!'t for Parent Advisors

f erguf;on, C. A. (1975). Baby talk as a simplified register. Child Language Development, 9, 1-27.

Greenstein, 1. B., Greenstein, K., McComille, K., & Stellini, (1975). Mother-infant communica-
tion and language acquisition in deaf children. New York: Lexington School for the Deaf.
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Information Lesson X

Parent Communication: Interaction and Conversation

Outline/Parent Objectives

I Parents will understand the meanings of interaction, conversation, turn-taking, and chaining

A. Interaction: an event in which two persons are behaving in ways directed to each other
B. Conversation: an event in which two person exchange messages

C. Turn-taking: a skill in which one person acts or communicates, stops and waits for the
other person to act or communicate

D. Chaining: a response to another person that maintains the conversation

II. Parents will understand that language emerges from real-life interactions and conversations,

and that the child needs to initiate and respond to these conversations in order to benefit
from them

Lesson

Note: Now that parent-infant communication lessons have been resumed, it may be well to
review the rvious lessons on this topic with the parents (lessons I-V). This review is on page 323
under "Notes/Supplemental Information."

Studies show that what a child talks about emerges from the pre-speech conversations that
existed in the earliest parent-child experiences. Conversation, first non-verbal then verbal or
signed, is the natural and essential mechanism to develop communication. Language develops
best when it emerges naturally, out of necessity, in real life conversations and interactions.

One problem parents and teachers have is that they communicate as though they were
intentionally trying to teach. "What's that?", "Point to your nose", and "Tell the lady your name"
are common examples of sincere concern for better language and communication, but have none

of the natural and enjoyable give-and-take qualities that are necessary for either communication
or language to develop. Just because a child can point out body parts or colors does not mean that
he has the conversational skills to share his knowledge with others. It is important that the child
be helped to have give-and-take interactions with others so he will have the motivation and skills

to start and maintain conversations when he learns the words and meanings.
The following are descriptions of interaction, conversation, turn taking, and chaining and

what makes them effective for language learning.
An interaction is an event in which two persons are behaving in ways directed to each other;

for example, rolling a ball back and forth, exchanging funny faces, or playing pat-a-cake.

A conversation is an event in which two persons exchange messages; for example, exchang-

ing words and vocal sounds while putting on a bandaid. One can converse in gestures, sounds,
words or sign; it need not be words or signs only.
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Turn-taking is a skill that is basic to both interactions and conversations. Turn-taking involves

one person acting or communicating, then stopping and waiting for the other person to act or

communicate. The general rule is "my turnyour turnmy turn." In turn-taking, the child learns

he must "give to get." It is a powerful tool in setting up the essential interaction for socially useful

language. But, turn-taking can be dull and not much help for language unless it is chained into

longer interactions or conversations.
Thus, chaining is what keeps the child involved in longer and longer interactions and

conversations. A chain is a response to another person that also maintains the interaction. For

example:
Chaining (right) Dead-ended (wrong)

C. "What's that?" C. "What's that?"

\\P. What is that?" (hand on chin) P. "That's a bee."

"Dunno" shrug or just looks at parent C. "Oh", looking at the bee

P. 'A bee?"

e"
P. "It b zzes-bzzzzzzz" with gestures
C. Vocalis
The parent ci chain, by not only using words or signs, but through vocalizations, gestures,

facial expressions o\anything that will encourage the child to take another turn. The child also

may converse non-ver .11y, so one must be alert to non-verbal turns by the child. For example, if a

non-verbal child rolls a b Ito his brother and the brother puts his hand out and puts on his "What

do you want?" face, the b ether is chaining the child. The brother is signaling to the child to

indicate a desire for the ball, t s keeping the interaction going.

Hearing impaired children ve limited conversational skills that need to be developed to

meet their needs to be functions communicators. If a child seldom initiates and maintains

conversations, he will actually be excl ing himself from many necessary social exchanges and in

a way telling others not to contact him. is is why adults often behave toward language delayed

children as though they do not expect the c ild to communicate.

Unless a child knows how and wants to mmunicate by both initiating conversations and

interactions and by responding to others, he will iss many potential social contacts necessary to

learn and practice language.

Review Questions For Parents

1. Can you give examples of interaction, conversation an urn-taking?

2. How might you chain to extend a conversation?

Can you converse or interact without turn-taking or chaining.?

4. Why are conversations the natural means for language learning
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Sample Challenges

1. Be prepared next time to describe interactions you had with your hearing impaired child.
2. Be prepared next time to describe conversations in which you actually exchanged mes-

sages with your child.

3. During the week, observe opportunities for turn-taking and describe them to me next
time. Also describe examples of chaining you see in others.

Notes/Supplemental Information: Review of Parent-Infant Communication

The previous lessons have discussed important things that occur as the infant learns to
communicate. The infant learns about objects and events in his environment. He learns that they
are meaningful and that they have labels. The infant learns that certain signals have meaning and
that he too can make these signals for communication.

The child learns how to interact with people around him. He is not a sponge that absorbs
language but an active participant in two-way interaction with his parents. What :Ind how the
infant communicates to his parents affects what and how the parents communicate to the infant.
It is a back and forth interactive process, not a one-way monologue by the parents.

There are also reasons why an infant communicates. Communicating for a variety of reasons

increases the child's opportunities for language growth. How the child communicates can be
ac hieved in a variety of non-verbal ways and parent responses to the Lhild let him know that his
behaviors send messages. Finally, the lessons discussed an effective communicative technique

that parents may use to increase a young child's attention to them. That technique is the use of
Motherese.

Reference and Reading List For Parent Advisors

McClowry, D. P., Guilford, A. M., & Richardson, S. 0. (Eds.). (1982). Infant communication
development, assessment and interaction. In J. D. McDonald, Communicz:tion strategies for
language intervention. New York: Grune & Stratton.

McDonald, D., & Gillette, Y. (1982). A conversational approach to language delay: Problems and

solutions. Ohio State University: The Nisonger Center and Communications Department.
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Information Lesson XI

Parent Communication: Reinforcement

Outline/Parent Objectives

I. Parents will understand that infant communication needs to be increased and encouraged
A. Parents nEed to consistently reinforce the child
B. Parents need to promptly reinforce the child

II. Parents will be able to describe responses that are particularly reinforcing to infants
A. Conversing with Motherese techniques
B. Responding to a child's random actions and sounds

C. Imitating sounds, actions, and body language
D. Interacting in turn-taking style

Materials

None

Lesson

Reinforcement, in the context of language development, is reware: .1g the child for his
communication attempts. If the child makes an attempt to communicate and is consistently
reinforced, the child is more likely to communicate again.

The importance of reinforcing the child's communication attempts can be seen in the vocal
«)mmunication studies explained below:

An experimenter wanted to determine if babies would vocalize more if they were reinforced
Adults were instructed to stand by the babies but to do absolutely nothing when the babies
voc alized. The number of times the babies vocalized was recorded. Then the adults were
instructed to smile, say three "tsk" sounds, and touch the babies lightly on their abdomens after
they vocalized. The number of infant vocalizations was again recorded. Finally, the adults were
instructed to again say nothing after the infants vocalized and the number of these vocalizations

was recorded. The results of these three trials indicated a great increase in number of infant
vocalizations when the adults used smiles, sound, and touch. When the adults went back to the
use of no reinforcement, the infant vocalizations dropped drastically.

Infants who are developmentally delayed can be taught to increase their vocalizations by use

reinforc ement. Food, rewards, smiles, and praises such as "good boy," and imitations are

wmmonly used. Even severely delayed children will increase their number of vocalizations if they

are given reinforcement. Mothers who look at and vocalize with their babies as they care for them
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have been found to be very strong sources of reinforcement. Even if the mother only looks at the

baby after the baby vocalizes, the number of vocalizations will increase. Looking and vocalizing

together, however, provides much stronger reinforcement.
The number of infant vocalizations is affected not only by reinforcement itself, but also by the

promptness of the reinforcement. In an effort to determine how quickly adults must reinforce the
child's communication attempts, several children were reinforced 0 seconds, 3 seconds, and 6
seconds after they vocalized. The children that were given praise immediately after they vocalized

(0 seconds) had the greatest increase in number of vocalizations. The immediate reinforcement

was necessary for the increase in number of vocalizations.
from these and other studies it can be assumed that all infant communication can be

encouraged and increased by prompt reinforcement. The following responses are especially
reinforcing to an infant's communication.

1. Interacting with the child using Motherese techniques.
2. Responding to a child's,sarfdom actions and sounds to show him they have an effect on

others
3. Imitating a child's actions, body language, and sounds, and adding other sounds and

actions.
4. Ilteracting with the child in a turn-taking style.

Language is learned best in an environment in which the child initiates communication as
well as responds to it. Appropriate reinforcement creates an interactive setting wherein a child

not only wants to communicate but also can practice how to do it effectively.

Review Questions For Parents
1. Now does reinforcement encourage communication?
2. Why is it important to respond quickly to an infant's vocalizations?
3. What are some ways you can reinforce your child's communication intents?

Sample Challenges

1. Observe ,our child's random actions or sounds and treat them as if he intended to
communicate with you. For example, respond to his smiles with smiles and laughter, or when he

reaches out, put something in his hand.
2. Imitate your child's vocalizing and add an action or gesture.

Reference and Reading List for Parent Advisors

Rawson, M. C. (1975). Mother infant exchanges: The epigenesis of conversational interaction, In

D. Aaronson and R.W. Rieber (Eds.), Developmental Psycholinguistics and Communication

Disorders. New York : New York Academy of Sciences.

Bruner, R. (1975). The ontogenesis of speech acts. Journal of Child Language, 2, 1-20.

,\,1( Donald, 1. D. L Gillette, Y. (1982). A conversational approach to language delay: Problems and

solutions. Ohio State University: The Nisonger Center and Communication Department.
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Rheingold, H. Gewirtz, J. & Ross, H. Q. (1959). Social conditioning of vocalizations in the
infant. Journal of Comparative Physiological Psychology. 65-72.

Ramey, C. T., & Ourth, L L (1969). Effects of delayed reinforcement on infant's vocalization rates.
Paper presented at Society for Research in Child Development. March 1969, Santa Monica,
California.

Routh, D. K. (1969). Conditioning of vocal response differentiation in infants. Developmental
Psychology, 1, 9-226.

Sacks, H., Schegloff, E., & Jefferson, G. (1974). A simplest systematics for the organization of
turn-taking for conversation. Lang., 50, 696-735.

Wahler, R. G., (1969). Infant social development: Some experimental analyses of an infant-

mother interaction during the first year of life. Journal of Exceptional Child Psychology, 7, 101- I03.

Wiegerink, R., Harris, C., & Simeonsson, R. Social stimulation of vocalizations in delayed infants:
Familiar and novel agent. Child Development, 45, 866-872.



Information Lesson XII

Communication Through Experience Pictures

Outline/Parent Objectives

I. Parents will understand the value of drawings and pictures in the development of com-
munication
A. Many times hearing impaired children are visually keen and observant, and pictures help

their understanding
P. Pictures clarify communication experiences

C. Pictures make communication more meaningful
D. Pictures encourage conversation and useful language
E. Pictures allow learning language in a relaxed setting

I. Parents will understand the three steps involved in making an experience page
A. Make simple drawings related to specific situations
B. Write a brief narrative, speaking as you write
C. Re-read the page to the child to initiate spontaneous conversation

Parents will understand five situations for which drawings can be useful
A. Remembering special events and emotions

B. raking advantage of the child's curiosity
C. Preparing in advance for hanges in the child's life
D. Anticipating future events
E. Developing social skills and "civilized" behavior

Materials

1. Paper

2. Pen or pencil

Lesson

"One picture is worth a thousand words" (Chinese Proverb). Most hearing impaired children
are of necessity visually keen and observant. They dep2nd on their eyes to compensate for what
their ears cannot do. Parents need to take advantage of this strength by using pictures to aid in
communication to make experiences more meaningful for the child, to encourage conversations
with their child, and ultimately to help their child develop more useful language.

A book about the child is highly motivating for him. The child's experience book will elicit
more language from the child than anything else. It also gives the parent a chance to reinforce a
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language experience that does not reoccur frequently. For example, if a picture is put in the
experience book that was taken at a time when the child was hurt, then the parent does not have

to wait until the child hurts himself again to reinforce language about that event. Experience
books are one of the few ways parents have of reliving past events with young hearing impaired
children. Another valuable asset of the experience book is that it allows the parent to reinforce
important language in a quiet, relaxed situation with auditory input not possible durini., the actual

event. For example, the experience book is perhaps the best way to reinforce language associated

with bathtime or swimming since the hearing aids are not worn during these activities.
As soon as the child begins showing interest in books and pictures, parents can begin using

pictures to describe the child's experiences. Simple drawings are the most effective since they can

be used on-the-spot when interest is high. Artistic ability is not important. Stick figures will do
nicely. What is important is how parents use the drawings. The child is often a frustrated person
whose knowledge is way ahead of his ability to share it. He will soon recognize that parents are
trying to communicate something and help him express himself.

An experience book is basically simple drawings or pictures of a child's own experiences
compiled into book form. From drawings, a child's personal experiences can be relived over and
over and his language competency grows in the process. It is his book; protected by dear contact

paper and strengthened by cardboard so it can be read and reread.

This is all parents need do in three steps:

1. Make simple drawings related to specific situations.
2. Write a brief narrative, reading aloud while writing.
.3. Reread the page or book through spontaneous conversations.
The following are some of the kinds of situations in which pictures or drawings can be useful:

1. Remembering special events: Almost anything a child enjoys or feels can be an experience

page: Halloween, going to McDonalds, making his own sandwich, feeling sad in the hospital, or

being angry at a brother. Pictures are a good way to talk about emotions that are difficult to explain

at the time they are happening.

2. Taking advantage of your child's interest: A child's natural curiosity is constantly motivating
him to explore and learn. If parents observe what the child is doing, they will never lack for
opportunities and ideas for reinforcing his experiences with pictures.

3. Preparing in advance for changes in a child's life: Changes may enter a child's life which he

does not understand, such as not going to school on Saturday or moving to a new house. It is not
always possible to explain why something will happen, but pictures can explain what is going to

happen.

4. Anticipating future events: Hearing impaired children are often left out of the fun of
antic ipating something special or pleasant. They also have limited knowledge of the concept of

future or past. Advance drawings or photographs of a friend's arrival or places you go in the car
help increase understanding and provide the enjoyment of looking forward to an event.

Developing social skills and "civilized" behavior: This use is one parents will repeatedly
appreciate. Pictures help explain such social behaviors as "I:at your dinner first, then you can have
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your dessert." Drawings (an show the frustration and tears, conflicts, smiles, and finally growth as
the child has many social experiences. These are the pictures the child will enjoy "reading" over
and over and the ones he will !earn from the most.

Teaching Strategies.

1. Age Considerations: For younger children (under 2 years of age), use photographs and
realistic items. Illustrations need to be very concrete. For older children, drawings can be used.
For children from 14 to 20 months, use a liberal mix of photographs and drawings on the same
page.

2. Suggestions for Making Simple Drawings More Meaningful: Have the mother draw while the
child is watching, emphasizinga few important details, like colors, shapes, sizes or relationships.
Put the experience in the book as soon after the event as possible.

Establish a few simple techniques for making sure the child understands that parents are
drawing him.

a. Draw the child's face while looking at him, relating each feature with the real thing as it is
drawn on the page.

b. Draw his face from a photograph that he recognizes as himself.
c. Sketch in hearing aids; he will usually identify wi':i that immediately.
d. Involve the child in the production of his own book as much as poc,sible.
e. Allow the child to collect and save a few small things from his activities to put into the

experience book (popped balloon, popscicle sticks, leaves, small rocks, post cards,
popcorn for feeding the birds). Give the child a small sack or baggie or box. After the first
time, the child will collect with enthusiasm and know exactly what his container is for. In
time, the child will learn that (a) He can only collect small things that will fit in the
container; (h) there are some things that won't fit in the container; (c) There are certain
items that won't stay glued in the experience book.

For some items, you can glue a small envelope at the top of the page. The items can be
removed, discussed, placed at appropriate spots of the drawn picture, then replaced in the
envelope.

i. Suggestions for Motivating Parents:

a. Relate personal experiences that other families in the parent advisor's caseload have had
using experience books.

b. Use the book in some of your language activities either as a parent-directed activity or
after a language activity; pia to put the experience quickly into the hook to show the
parents hew easily but effectively it can be done.

. Many parents will not start the book on their own. Ask about the book. If nothing happens
atter two weeks, plan to include it in a lesson in some way. This is very important!

d. Include the book in activities for the auditory stages of gross environmental and gross
vo( al discrimination.

e. any parents are self-conscious about drawing. For parents that are, suggest that they
sketch the experience in pencil with the child as soon after the event as possible, then later
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improve the drawing and finish it up in ink and colors. You can model this very easily. The

parent will be surprised at how delighted children are with even the simplest drawing.

f. If pictures of the activity have been taken, they can be added later to reinforce and

augment the drawings. Too many times the pictures are developed and returned long after

the activity.

4. Su estions for Motivating Children: Because of their behavior or their hearing loss, some

younger children will not stay on one page kwig enough for the mother to reinforce any language.

These children need special techniques to get them involved with the book.

a. Use simple pages with large objects, a few bright colors, and large expressive features on

faces. Avoid too many items on a page. With only one item on a page the mother has a little

time to get some meaningful language in before the page is turned.

b. Try pages that encourage some involvement from the child such as: (a) pages with flaps

with items underneath (example: put family pictures under flaps), (b) pages with small

items and velcro that can be put on or taken off (example: draw an outline of the child and

then use cut paper or felt clothes that can be taken off.

c. Use the tape recorder in combination with the book. Use recorded voices that match the

pictures or recorded sounds to match drawings of the source. 41-

d. Use reality items or items that can actually be touched, smelled or manipulated. ,For

example, the clothes on a drawing of a child could be cut from cloth and glued on; someof

the animals for gross vocal stimulation could have a bit of fake fur glued on.

e. To make experience book entries, choose times carefully. Try to take advantage of times

when parents have the child's attention such as when the child is eating in the high chair,

or lying down with his bottle. Mother may have to arrange positioning when using the

book to give *he child more eye contact and visual clues.

Review Questions For Parents

1. What are some benefits that can result from your using drawings and pictures with your

child? Why?
2. What are the simple steps in using drawings to clarify your child's experience?

3. What are some of the situations you have already explained to your child through pictures?

I,Vhat experiences would you like to try?

SampliChallenges

1. Choose possible opportunities for drawings during the week.

2. Each day during the week, make one drawing following the three steps: (a) draw picture,

k) write and speak narrative, (c) reread through conversations.

3. Draw a picture(s) for each of the kinds of situations listed in the lesson.

4. Insert polaroid snap shots in your experience book as well as drawings.

. Make a "telephone book" which is a book of pictures of familiar persons who often

phone. Keep by the phone and show child who is calling.
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6. Make a book of "Places I Often Visit" (supermarket, convenience stores, church, school,
grandparents, friends' homes, sitters, etc.) Keep in the car to discuss before and after each visit.
Match picture to actual place as you arrive.

7. Encourage on-going drawings as you move to other lessons by: (a) having spouse or older
siblings make drawings, (b) cty,osing different situations each week, (c) specifying one or two
drawings to be made each week, (d) making a book on a new topic (keep cardboard, paper and
contact paper handy), and (e) observing child's progress by writing dates and comments on
pictures.

Reference and Reading List for Parent Advisors

Kiely, A. (1975). Lend me your ears... or at least draw me a picture. Volta Review, October, 1975.

Morgan, S. (1982). Using an experience book. Logan, UT: SKI*HI Institute.

Sc hwartzberg, J. G. (1975). Parent effectiveness: Helping your child achieve better language at
home, Volta Review, October, 1975.
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COMMUNICATION SKILL LESSONS

The following skill lessons are categorized into three areas.4'
1. Establishing an Effective Communication Setting.

2. Establishing Effective Non-Verbal Communication.
3. Establishing Effective Verbal Communication.

Establishing an Effective Communicative Setting

Skill Lessor: 1

Minimizing Backgrourd Noise

Outline/Parent Objectives

1. Parents will explain the three conditions for the best listening environment for a hearing
impaired child.
A. Be as close to the child as possible when speaking to him.
B. Use a normal conversational tone of voice.

C. Minimize background noise while speaking to him.

IL Parents will demonstrate their use of these three skills.

Child Objectives

Child will be less distracted by noise and he better able to use his hearing for important
communication signals.

Materials

1. Slide/tape "Sound Approach" (optional)

Lesson

There are three factors which can cause the hearing ;mpaired child to become distracted: too
great a distance from the speaker, a spAker's voice that is too loud or soft, and background
noises. For the best communicative and listening environment one should:

. Be as dose as possible to the child when speaking to him.

2. Use a normal conversational tone of voice.

Keep background noise at a minimum when communicating with the child, i.e. radios,
appliances and T.V.
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I

Distracting and competing noises make it difficult to hear conversations clearly. All surround-

ing noises, as well as speech sounds, ;re equally amplified with a hearing aid; thus important

communication and speech signals may be lost in background noise. When it is impossible to

eliminate background noises completely, speaking close to the child makes the speech signal

stronger and clearer.

i2dching strategy. Show slide presentation "Sound Approach" and discuss its implications.

Review Questions for Parents

1. How do background noises interfere with communication?

2. Why do background noises cause special problems for the hearing impaired child?

Sample Challenges

1. Make a list of background noises occurring during the home visit, during a normal day, in

the car, at the store, etc.
2. Work to reduce noise; discuss examples at next home visit.

3. Listen to competing background noises with your child's hearing aid on to determine the

disti ac Jon effects of such noises.
4. Blindfold yourself and listen to distracting sounds. Discuss how to eliminate them.
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Establishing An Effective Communication Setting

Skill Lesson 2

Encourage Child To Explore And Play

Outline/Parent Objectives

1. Parents will explain that exploration and play are basic learning tools fora young child

Parents will explain that a child learns by experiencing his environment through various
modalities
A. Hearing
B. Seeing
C. Touching and feeling
D. Tasting and smelling
E. Motion

III. Parents will explain that giving their child attention for appropriate play and exploration
encourages learning

IV. Parents will attempt to provide a safer, more stimulating home environment for learning

Ch Id Objectives

Child will have safer, more meaningful opportunities to learn about his environment and
orgailize his world.

Materials

Optional available resources:

1. "A Home Arranged For Learning" and "Learning Through Involvement In The Horne"
available from Utah State University Extension, Utah State University, Logan, UT 84322.

2. W'!ite, B. E. (1978) The First Three Years. Avon Books.

Lesson

Discussion. "Exploratory behavior, whether it be visual exploration of objects in the environ-
men: or handling and mouthing of anything in reach, creeping, crawling and walking to new
ohjetis, is basic to the infant and young child. It is through this experience, initiated by his acts
and our responses to them that he begins to organize his world" (Ira J. Gordon (1975), The Infant
Experience, page 51). Play is ;earning, one of the most effective ways of learning. So a child's
environment and experiences contribute to the development of his abilities and intelligence.

Parents should allow the child freedom to explore and play ra her than keep him confined to a

playpen or infant seat. A child must have the chance to explore ol)jects and learn what they are for
if he is to understand the names of the objects. Help parents childproof and safetyproof the
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home. Leave sate, interesting items in places accessible to the child for easy exploration. It is fun

for him to have old magazines, plastic containers with lids, and pans with lids in low cabinets or

drawers.
Provide safe objects for the child to climb in or onto. Show him how he can use his senses to

explore the objects around him and give him attention for playing meaningfully.

Hearing. Talk to the child about what he is doing and what others are doing. This helps him

associate words with his environment. Point out sounds around him. (Note: This is more fully

discussed in the Auditory Program.)

Seeing. Show the child what you are doing. Put him upon a chair or counter, or bring the items

down to his level. Point out interesting things inside and outside the home.

Touching. Give the child plenty of opportunity to touch and feel (examples.. grass, rocks,

mud, puddles, water, soft and rough fabrics, hair and facial features, food, wind, warm and cold).

Tasting and smelling. Let the child use taste and smell to explore. Some children stay at the

mouthing level of exploration; they can be helped to further develop taste and smell by providing

them with a variety of objects and ways to explore them.

Motion. All children love and reed motion. Show the child how you shake, move, push and

pull objects, as well as throw them. Provide an area where he can walk, run, jump, and move

treely without endangering himself or others.
When the child is playing appropriately, stop a minute to watch him and smile or voice

approval. Too often attention is given to unwanted behavior while appropriate behavior is

ignored.

Teaching strategies. Parent auvisors can teach parents how to promote the child's exploration

and play by implementing some of the following suggestions:

1. Parent and parent advisor can discuss ways to make the home more interesting, safe, and

accessible.
2. Parent and parent advisor can investigate resources for additional information in the home

or library.
3. Parent advisor can refer to Developing Cognition in Young Hearing Impaired Children

(available from SKI*HI Institute): (a) Appendix 2: Goal Directed Play Activities, (b) Appendix 3:

(,oal Dire( ted Play Activities-Naming, (c) Appendix 4: Symbolic (Pretend) Play Activities, (d)

Appendix 5: Suggested Readings and Activities.

Review Questions For Parents

I. Why are play and exploration important to a child's development?

2 Where can you find more information about your child's development and how he learns?

Note: There is a section on child development materials in the SKI*HI Monograph "Material

istrng For Professionals and Parents of Young Hearing Impaired Children,- available from the

institute.
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3. HOW E an parents make their home a safe, interesting environment?

4. Discuss the importance of the five senses and motion to a child's play experience.

5. Why should parents give attention to their child when he plays appropriately?

Sample Challenges

1. "Child-proof" your home for your child's safe and interesting play. Walk around your
home and make two lists: Accessible and Interesting Things to Do and Unsafe Items and
Situations.

2. Investigate and observe what your child enjoys doing. Now can you increase or improve
opportunities for your child to have enjoyable experiences in your home?

3. Describe experiences that are appropriate to your child's age.
4. List the five senses and provide an experience for your child in each area. Discuss at next

home visit.

5. Choose child's favorite toys or play activity and show how they can be made more valuable
by using each of the senses and motion.

6. Keep track of how often and when you attend to your child's appropriate play. Increase
your reinforcement of his appropriate play.
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Establishing An Effective Communicative Environment

Skill Lesson 3

Serve As A Communication Consultant

Outline/Parent Objectives

I. Parents will explain that it is important for their child to be near them as he plays and explores.
A. The child will develop best through interactions with people and his environment
B. Mutual sharing encourages child communication.
C. The child will develop competency in learning new skills in an atmosphere of warmth and
encouragement.

II. Parents will demonstrate being a communication consultant.

A. Parents will communicate with their child as he plays and explores.
B. Parents will encourage the child as he learns new skills and as he experiences joys and
frustrations.

Child Objectives

1. Child will enjoy learning and sharing with others.
2. Child will interact and communicate with others.
.3. Child will begin developing a secure and loving relationship with his parents and a feeling

of self-worth.

Materials

None

Lesson

A child develops as he associates and interacts with his parents and his environment. He is a
social creature and learns from mutual sharing of his experiences, skills, joys, and frustrations. So,
the c hild need,; to be placed close to his parents for his plciy and exploration while parents
perform their daily activities.

the child should be placed close enough so that parents can stop to explain and describe
things and to occasionally call things out to him as he moves from one item of interest to another.

Communication should be spontaneous and appropriate to the situation. Parents should re-
member to neither fuss over the child so much that his play is hindered nor intrude so much that
they take over his learning and fun. Parents should help develop the child's competence in
learning new skills in an atmosphere of warmth and sensitivity. They need to help the child see the

of his exploration as well as the expectations. They need to act as communication con-
sultants. if there are times parents are too busy to respond to the child, that is O.K.; that's an
important lesson for a child to learn too.
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Consider this summary of an article that appeared in Today's Health, February, 1974:

A study was conducted at Harvard University to determine what makes mothers of socially

and educationally successful children different from mothers of unsuccessful children. Four

hundred families were included in the study. Children were rated on social behaviors and

educational skills including language abilities. On the basis of this, the children were categorized

as A, B, or C. A children were very competent. C children were those who scored lowest on

various educational and social parameters.
A team of researchers then went into the homes of the mothers of the A and C children. The B

mothers were excluded so the contrast in the A and C mothers would be more obvious. The

homes were visited one day a week for six months. The researchers found that marital status,

income, education or family size did not make the difference between A and C mothers.

lowever, the researchers did note some important differences in A and C mothers.

1. A mothers enjoyed relating to their children. The children were allowed to explore their

environments while the mothers were close by explaining things to the child. Often the mother

would pause in her work, go to the child, and talk about what he was doing. Children were often

seen following; their mothers about, casually communicating about objects and events in the

home.
2. Mothers of A children were not worried by the children when they began to assert

themselves and say "no." Mother would redirect the attention of the child or comply with the

110.

3. Mothers of C children were worried about clutter. Their homes were often very neat and

dean. Children were kept at distanres in playpens and infant seats. The children were exposed to

a lot of TV since the mothers thought this would provide good language stimulation. Mothers

spent a few minutes each day teaching the children specific skills. However, they did not engage

in a lot of spontaneous, on-going communication with the children.

4. Mothers of C children worried about the children becoming brattish when they began to

say "no." Mothers snuffed out the "no" behovior with discipline.

Teaching strategies.

1. Parent and parent advisor should discuss ways and opportunities to be communication

consultants. Dc,,cribe and make a list for future relerence.

2. Parent advisor should help parents consider how they can implement the qualities of an A

parent.

Review Questions For Parents

1. Why are Uhildren from the A group successful socially and educationally?

2. What is your idea of a "communication consultant?" Describe.
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Sample Challenge

1. Chart the opportunities to be a communication consultant during a specific time period,
such as a day, morning, afternoon, or evening. The goal is to be aware of opportunities to interact
with your child. Atter becoming aware of these opportunities, suggest things you could do or say
to make them more meaningful or interesting.
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Establishing an Effective Communicative Setting

Skill Lesson 4

Use Interactive Turn-taking

Outline/Parent Objectives

1. Parents will explain that interaction is two persons sharing an experience and that interaction
is essential to generate communication and language

H. Parents will demonstrate interacting with their child frequently and for varied social reasons:
A. To share feelings
B. To greet him
C. To help him
I). To share his play

E. To ask him to join an activity

Ill. Parents will select experiences that naturally encourage interactive turn-taking

IV. Parents will take turns with the child in home activities

V. Parents will use strategies to encourage turn taking

A. Waiting for the child's turn
B. Prompting or signaling the child's turn
C. Expecting a response from the child
D. Imitating the child's actions, gestures, vocalizations
I . Changing strategies to keep child's interest alive

Child Objectives

Child will have a reciprocal system in which he can communicate messages.

2. Child will be encouraged to communicate because of parents' responsiveness and in-
terest in him.

i. Child will chserve many 7easons to interact and communicate.

Materials

None

1. esson

A c hill Ic%irris about his world through play and exploring arid learns to commuili.cate through
so( contacts with the special people in his life. Parents don't have to wait for social contacts to

fast happen_" They can provide situations for them to happen often. Interaction (two persons
sharing an experience) is the essential way to generate communication.
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A hearing c hild interacts before he communicates. It is important to also expect a hearing

impaired child to interact with others before he communicates. The attitude of expectation is
essential! Teach the child how to interact by interacting frequently with him and for many
reasons, i.e., to share feelings, to greet him, to help him, to share his play or to have him share the

activity, rather than merely to discipline, to meet his physical needs, or to nurture. View these

interactions or contacts as potential language opportunities.
It is important fqpinteractions to be equally shared, neither parent nor child ciominating the

activity. Frequently, the child is talked at or done for without really being allowed to participate.
Or, the child is directed or commanded to follow the parents unconditionally. Sharing the
balance of power in an interaction or conversation offers more opportunity for learning.

Turn-taking means that parent and child take equal turns. For example, the parent stacks a
bloc k and the child stacks a block; or a parent makes a funny face and the child makes one back,

and so on. It is the two-way "I model and you do" practice that is the basis of communication. It

makes the child feel he is an important part of everything that he does with his parents.

Teaching strategies

1. Structure activities for give and take, e.g., rolling a ball, making a pile of hands one at a

time, putting toys or objects in a box, taking clothes from a dryer, imitating gestures or faces.

2. Wait for the child to take a turn. Let the child see by facial expression and attitude that he is

expected to do something. Wait with anticipation. Give him a chance for his turn. Try counting to

ten before reentering the interaction.
;. Signal the child to take a turn. A signal can be anything as long as it encourages the child to

take a turn. Point to the block he is expected to stack. Have parents hold out their arms if they want

their child to throw the ball. Remember to wait to see if the child will respond to the signal.

4. Physic ally prompt turns if necessary. If the child dcesn't take a turn even after waiting and

« writing to 10, do the turn with him. Have parents put their hands over his and throw the ball or

stack the block. Have them smite, clap and let him know they are happy he took his turn.

5. Ciange strategies if the interaction is unsuccessful. A change in strategy can be anything

as long as it en«wrages the child to interact, such as (a) adding another person to thek.e, (b)

c lapping after every turn, (c) making funny noises when taking a turn, (d) doing the activity in front

ot a mirror, (e) moving the activity from the table to the floor or vice versa, (f) playing the activity in

lively way alone or with another person to see if he will get interested again, Is) having the

parentlitwt down their heads until the child returns and then try again.

6. I nteraet with expectation of responses. Show that a response is expected by using happy,

hopeful expressions.
7. Imitate the child. One way to teach a child to "do as I do" is to do as he does.

R. Share the choice' of activities. Sometimes follow the child's lead, other times lead him.

share choices of activities so the child can learn how to share. Don't be a follower; don't be a

dictator; instead be a real partner.
9. Think 3 s a child. Be in the child's world and follow his lead. Piaget (1952) concluded that a

c hild's actions are his knowledge, and that language comes from these actions. Act in ways the

child c an perceive, understand and enjoy.
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10. Use natural borne activities that are likely to include interaction, such as: (a) child helping
to stir and pour while cooking, (b) washing dishes, (c) finger plays, (d) playing hide and seek, (e)
sharing bites of food, (0 "gimme a kiss," (g) simple board games, (h) rolling a ball.

Review Questions For Parents

1. What do we mean by social contacts? Why are they important?

2. Why is equal sharing important in interacting with a child?

3. Discuss some interaction strategies that might be especially helpful to you.
4. What does it mean to "be in your child's world?" Why is it important?

Sample Challenges

1. W..tch for turn-taking opportunities that naturally occur during.the week. Keep a list and
disc uss with parent advisor.

2. Practice waiting for your child to take a turn; count to 10, prompt his turn if necessary.
Discuss the results.

.3. Practice imitating your child's actions, gestures, or vor 'izations to prolong his turns.
4. identify some of the turn-taking strategies you need ll_dp with or are eager to try. Use one

each day during the week.
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Establishing An Effective Communicative Setting

Skill Lesson 5

Get Down on Child's Level

Outline/Parent Objectives

I Parents will realize that it is important to get down on their child's level as they speak

A. Speech is more intelligible for the hearing impaired child when the speaker is within 3
feet

B. The child realizes you are talking to him and will be more attentive and responsive

Parents will model getting on their child's level as they communicate

Parents will demonstrate ad concham stimulation for an infant and will explain that it is
important for two basic reasons
A. It provides auditory stimulation when the child is without his aids
B. It provides close physical contact with the child

Child Objectives
1. Child will realize he is being spoken to and will be more attentive and responsive.
2. Child will he provided with optimal conditions for hearing and understanding.

144aterials

None

Lesson

Discussion. When talking to a child, get down on his level, as close to him as possible. Speech

is more intelligible for the hearing impaired child when the speaker is within 3 feet from the child.
Getting down on the child's level helps him realize you are talking to and interested in him, not
someone else. A hearing impaired child will better understand speech and be more responsive if

he can see and hear the parent clearly.

1,Vhen a child is without his hearing aids, as at bath time, frequently provide ad concham
stimulation. Ad concham is talking directly into his ear. He will enjoy it, as well as having the
additional benefit of the close physical contact. Caution: just because the child's aids are off,
don't assume he can't hear or doesn't benefit from your talking to him.

Teaching strategies.

1. During the home visit, parent advii.,or or parent should talk to the child first standing up
and then on his level. Compare his attention and responsiveness.

2. F Jaye parent sit on the floor while parent advisor sits on a chair or stands. Discuss feelings

or tea( tions. List opportunities during the day when the parent can sit at child's level or bring him

up to parent's level.
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i. When working with an infant, model ad concham stimulation and discuss opportunities to
use it with the parent. Natural opportunities include (a) reading or talking to the child on your lap,
(b) feeding (child in high chair; parent in chair), (c) tea party (parent and child on small chairs), (d)

in grocery store with child riding in cart, (e) bathtime (child in tub; parent on knees), (f) dressing
(child on lap or parent sitting on floor; child standing), (g) toilet time (child on potty; parent on
side of tub or kneeling on floor), (h) helping child brush teeth or wash hands, (i) playing with toys

on the floor.

Review Questions For Parents

1. Why is it important to communicate with your child on his level?
2 Why is it especially important to be close to your hearing impaired child when you talk to

him?
3. What is ad concham stimulation and why is it important?

Sample Challenges

1. This week, sit on the floor with your child or place him on your lap as you talk and play.

2. 'lace your child on a counter or in a high-chair near You as you work.

i. oop down to your child's level when speaking to him.
4. Make an effort to always be within 3 feet of your child as you talk during the week. Observe

flanges attention and responsiveness.
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Establishing An Effective Communicative Setting

Skill Lesson 6

Maintain Eye Contact and Direct Conversation To Child

Outline/Parent Objectives

I. Parents will understand that it is important to maintain eye contact and to direct the conversa-
tion to their child. There are three special reasons to do this.
A. Eyes convey and receive messages.

B. Eyes help get and maintain the attention of others.

C. The hearing impaired child attends more to conversation directed to him.

Parents will demonstrate the ability to use and maintain eye contact with their child and direct
their conversation to him as they speak.

Child Objectives

1. Child will learn to respond to parents' eye contact and begin to maintain eye contact
himself.

2. Child will learn to direct his vocalizing and conversation to whoever is receiving his
wrnmunication.

Materials

None.

Lesson

1 he following script may be used to demonstrate the importance ofeye contact.
-Eyes are an important source of communication. With our eyes we can send

many messages. Have you ever purchased something in a store, post office, or
restaurant where the cashier never looked at you while totaling the bill, taking your
money, and giving you change? How did you feel? What message did the cashier
communicate to you, possibly unconsciously? Has someone ever spoken to you as
their eyes frequently glanced at the T.V. or at someone else? Could you concen-
trate on what they were saying? Do you think they were interested in you? Or have

you ever btsen speaking to someone while they occasionally glanced at their watch

or out the window? What messages were their eyes sending? How do you feel
when someone looks directly at you and smiles or watches you with interest as you
talk

We can readily see how important eye contact is in sending and receiving messages. Eye
ontac t and directing the conversation to the child (using Motherese) are essential for getting the
hilt's attention and maintaining that attention during communication. The child will not learn to
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communicate unless he attends to communication. In a study conducted at the Lexington Sc hoof

for the Deaf (Connors, 1976), mothers otlinguistically superior children were found to look at

their children more while vocalizing directly to them (usink; Motherese) than did mothers of other

children. Children will be more responsive and learn more from communication when it is

directed to them and they are looked at when they are spoken to.

Teaching strategies.

1. Parent advisor and parent should try talking to each other without eye contact or di recl-

ness. What is the reaction? What are the feelings?

2. Observe the child while (a) talking to him but not looking at him or maintaining eve

ontact or (b) looking at him but directing your conversation to someone (die. How responsive is

he? What does he do?
Model the use of this skill in natural home situations, such as: (a) feeding the child in a

high-c hair, (b) pointing out child's eye, nose, and mouth while child is on parent's lap, (c) playing

peek-a-boo, face-to-face, (d) doing simple finger plays that involve hands near the face, (e)

c hanging diapers, (f) playing -give mommy a kiss," (g) getting child dressed, (h) putting a small

hild in an infant seat on the counter while the mother is washing dishes.

Review Questions For Parents

1. How important is eye contact to communication and conversation betwoen you and your

hild?
2. What impact does maintaining eye contact and directing your conversations to your c hild

have on his language growth?

Sample Challenges

1. During the we consciously disregard distracting interruptions and other factors as

interat t with your child.
2. It your child has poor eye contact, immediately and consistently reintor«, the most

fleeting eye contact wit ; smile or word.

i. Play "watching- games, e.g., mimicking gestures, t:ngerplays, mouth and tongue games.

4. tlse puppets near your face to encourage eye conta t. Booklet "Puppet I un

Impaired ( hildren" available from the SKI*HI Institute.)

Keep on your child's eye level as much as you can this week.

Notes/Supplemental Information

It the child does not look at the parent's fat e, the parent advisor may need to help the pawn2

di) sowe specific things to teach the child this skill. The parents must be able to request attention

ufl the c hild in order to teach him new skillsefficiently. The following pro( edure may he used b%

parents to obtain attention from the child:At mealtime or snac ks, place the child in a high chair Or

mtant seat. !sit dose with your face about ten inches from t hild's tale. It the t Hid already loi)ks

the toed, raise the spoon or piece of tuod to iust below your eyes as you ( all his name \, hen the
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child's gaze approaches your eyes, say "Good! ", and immediately place the food in his mouth.
Require r, -ressively closer approximation to eye contact before giving food. When the child is
consisten. mking, begin to fade out the prompts given. If the hand is used to turn the child's
face to yours, lessen the prP.sure used, and remove the pressure just before completing the head

alignment. Later use your hand only to start him. If a food prompt is used, lower the spoon or
piece of food to your mouth level, then below chin and then chest high, still requiring eye contact

before giving the food. When the child reliably makes the response with few or no prompts, begin

requiring longer looks before reinforcing. Talk to him fcr several seconds whil he is looking
before giving food. Be careful never to place food in the child's mouth as he turns away, even if he
has looked. He must be looking at you when receiving food. (Griffin and Sanford, 1975)
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Establishing Effective Non-Verbal Communication

Skill Lesson 7

Use Varied Facial Expressions

Outline/Parent Objectives

I Parents will realize that non-verbal communication clues are important for many reasons.

A. Ninety-three percent of a communication message is relayed by non-verbal clues.

B. Non-verbal clues get and maintain a child's attention.
C. Non-verbal communication transmits a message without words.
D. Non-verbal communication gives clues to the meaning of words.

E. A hearing impaired child relies heavily on non-verbal clues.

II. Parents will understand the importance of using facial expressions and how to use them.

A. Facial expressions are especially important because they can convey a wide range of

positive and negative messages
B. Facial expressions must be consistent with the verbal messageand other non-verbal clues

Ill. Parents will demonstrate a variety of facial expressions as they communicate.

Child Objectives

1. Child will gain more understanding of parents' communication through their use of

interesting facial expressions.
2. Child will begin to use more facial expressions in communication.

Materials

None

Lesson

Discussion. Rese arch indicates that 93% of the total impact of communication on a listener

consists of non-verbal components, that is, how something is said. The verbal components, the

words that are used, comprise the remaining 7%. Of the 93% non-verbal, intonation contributes

38% and expression, gestures, and touch contribute 55%.
The fact that 93% of a message is relayed ron-verbally, is especial significant to parents of a

hearing impaired child, since parents often think they cannot communicate with their child

because he doesn't understand their words. A hearing impaired child relies heavily on the

parent's face, voice, gestures, and touch to understand what is being communicated. It is

reassuring for parents to realize tiey can communicate more effectively during their child's

pre-verbal period by developing their non-verbal communication skills. Therefore, in the SKI *HI

Communication Program, the effective use of non-verbal skills is discussed. These skills include

facial expressions, intonation, gestures, and touch. Later, verbal skills will be discussed.
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Non-verbal clues are especially important in interacting with a hearing impaired child be-
cause: (a) they help get and maintain a child's attention; (b) they, more often than words, transmit

a message; (c) they give clues to the meaning of words.
It is important that the verbal and the non-vekbal cues are sending the same message, and are

not confusing the child with mixed messages as he attempts to understand and respond.
Since the child understands over half of what is said through facial expressions and other

non-verbal cues, it is important to emphasize communication by facial expressions showing, for
example, surprise, delight, sadness, disgust, approval, or disapproval. While the child is vocaliz-
ing and gesturing, show him by your facial expressions that you are interested in his communica-

tion. Remember that it is necessary for the words and expressions to communicate the same
feeling. For example, it is confusing to a child for someone to smile and laugh while saying, "Don't

touch!"
Remember to smile frequently at a child while talking to him. It is surprising how many

parents unintentionally forget to do th Although children should be exposed to a wide variety

of facial expressions, children who see a lot of criticism, negativism, and anxiety in their parents
have a slower rate of communication acquisition than children who sense warmth, relaxation, and

acceptance in their parents' faces (Greenstein, 1975). Obviously, non-verbal signals such as facial

expressions, body postures, and body tension, reflect both the parent's negative and positive,
feelings. If a child is repeatedly exposed to negative critical expressions or anxious expressions,
his language development may be adversely affected. Parent advisors should help parents
transmit warm, accepting feelings by relaxing and enjoying their child's unique qualities and
minimizing unnecessary concern for the hearing impairment.

Teaching strategies.

1. If parents are having difficulties with their child's behavior, observe to see if mixed
messages are being sent. Poor behavior is frequently the result of unclear or inconsistent
communication. Discuss actual examples and instances with the parents. Help them send a clear,

direct message to the child.
2. Choose a sentence such as "Where are we going now?" or "What did you do?" Change its

non-verbal message or interpretation as you or the parent vary the facial expression, intonation,
gestures, and touch. Discuss the difference in interpretation caused bydifferent non-verbal cues.

Review Questions For Parents

1. Why are non-verbal cues especially important to a hearing impaired child?

2. Why are facial expressions important to effective communication?
3. What different effects (positive or negative) can facial expressions have on your child?

Sample Challenges

1. Observe and list the facial expressions your child uses. Describe the situation in which he

used them.
2. Interact with your child in front of a mirror. Observe facial expressions.
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3. Have another family member observe and last your facial expressions for a specifi'Crperiod.

4. Use contrasting facial expressions as you talk to your child (warm, smiling, accepting vs.
critical, frowning). Observe the child's responses.

5. Converse with your child using varied facial expressions and then no expression at all.
What is the child's response?

6. Choose certain situations or times during the day to concentrate solely on increasing
interesting facial expressions. Select two Or three expressions to use.

7. During the week, observe messages or communication sent through facial, intonation,
gestural, or touch cues. List and discuss at the next home visit.

8. Use facial expressions in home activities particularly conducive to facial expression use
such as: (a) mirror play, imitating child's facial expressions, (b) peek-a-boo, (c) natural home
odors, good and bad (diapers, food, flowers, dog), (d) affection shown to an animal, (e) when
child gets hurt (recreate some experiences using action doll pray; 011 falls down and gets hurt,
doll is afraid, doll gets punched), (f) when tasting different things (sour, sweet), (g) a naturally
occurring accident, (h) a surprise or present, (i) diapering (wet and stinky), (j) when disciplining,
(k) when angry, (I) during feeding time (smiling, "open mouth, m-m-m good"), (m) jack-in-box,
(n) alerting to sounds, (o) trying to encourage reluctant child to do something fun.
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Establishing Effective Non-Verbal Communication

Skill Less 4n 8

Use Intonation

.t1

Outline/Parent Objectives

I. Parents will understand that varied intonation is important.
A. It helps babies attend to and maintain interest in what people are saying.
B. It helps the child attach meaning to words.

II. Parents will demonstrate the use of varied intonation in their communication with their child.

Child Objectives

1. Child will pay better attention and be more interested in parents' communication.
2. Child will derive more meaning from parents' communication.

Materials

None

Lesson

Discussion. In addition to facial expressions, another important non-verbal skill that has
impact on communication is the use of varied intonation. Intonation is the variation of pitch
within utterances. A study was conducted at the U. .!rsity of Texas (Blount, Padgug, 1976) to
determine which of about 35 features of parental speech was used most frequently in communica-

tion with very young children. It was found that ?xaggerated intonation was the most frequently
used feature. There is a reason why parents use exaggerated intonation in their communication
with infants. Snow (1976) maintains that parents use exaggerated intonation contours because
they elicit greater attention in babies. Parents need to know that their use of intonation w'''h ttEe

hearing impaired infant will help the baby attend and maintain interest in what the parer; is

saying.

Parents reflecting warmth, encouragement, and acceptance in their intonation will increase
the ease and speed of language development in their hearing impaired child. Therefore, when
communicating with a child, one should use varied intonation and rhythm patterns such as
moving the voice and down, getting loud and then soft, and exaggerating certain words. Ones
voice should indicate that what is being said is interesting. Children "turn off" readily to a
dead-pan voice. Interesting intonation encourages the child to listen. Good listening t,ki!is are
necessary for good speech and language.

Intonation has another useful purpose; it helps the child attach meaning to words. For
example, through emphasis and intonation he can begin to understand t'ie meaning of "No, no,
don't touch." "Oh, are you sad?" "Daddy's home!" A hearing impaired child may have trouble
understanding the words, but the tone of voice helps him know what is meant and felt.
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Teaching strategies.

1. Relate intonation to adult experiences with "dead-pan" speakers.

2. Select an expression like "What have you done?" Change its meaning by varying the

intonation. Discu;s with the parent.
3. Have parent select commonly used phrases. Can they be more meaningful by changing or

improving intonation?
4. Model use of intonation to parents in natural home situations such as: (a) spontaneous

accidents ("Uh, oh!" "Oh no!"), (b) saying hello and goodbye, (c) calling child's name, (d)

comforting the child when he is hurt, (e) ring-around-rosy, (f) simple finger plays, (g) going up and

down on a swing or slide, and (h) simple games like "peek-a-boo" and "gonna get you."

Review Questions For Parents

1. What does good, effective intonation mean to you? Give examples.

2. Why is varied intonation important in communicating clearly to a hearing impaired child?

Sample Challenges

1. Tape record an interesting experience with your child. Discuss the kinds of intonation and

the meanings indicated. How could intonation be changed or improved?

2. Listen to someone else talking to a child. What intonation did they use? How did the child

respond?
3 Experiment using varied intonation and then no intonation with your child. Compare

responses.
4. Listen during the week for examples of intonation and their meanings. Bring list to home

visit for discussion.
5. Increase your use of interesting intonation during activities with your child, such as bath

time, dressing, or reading a book. Observechild's response.
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Establishing Effective Non-Verbal Communication

Skill Lesson 9

Use Natural Gestures

Outline/Parent Objectives

1. Parents will understand that natural gestures add meaning to communication and encourage
the child's use of gestures.

II. Parents will model the use of natural gestures as they communicate.
.1III. Parents will reward the child's use of gestures by promptly responding.

Child Objectives

1. Child will demonstrate an appreciation for gestures by attending to those used by his
parents.

Materials

None

Lesson

Discussion. Another non-verbal cue, the use of gestures, is a natural part of a person's
communication. A shrug of the shoulders, looking at a messy room with hands on hips, or an
enthusiastic nod all send very definite messages. Gestures are most important for a hearing
impaired child to better understand words and feelings. Gestures should be used naturally when

talking with a child. Often a child's first indication of receptive language is his understanding of
words such as "Come here" or "Throw me a kiss" accompanied by gestures. Using natural
gestures encourages the child's understanding of them, tv',..oy of a child's first expressive words
are those accompanied by gestures such as waving "bye -bye" or pointing to "Da-da." Rewarding
a child's use of gestures by promptly responding with words or imitation is an important step in
encouraging communication.

Teaching strategies. a

I . Parent and parent advisor list and discuss gestures that are commonly used. What expres-

sions suitable for a child's needs might accompany them?

2. Parent advisor models the use of gestures in natural home situations that are conducive to

gesture use such as: (a) phrases that have natural gestures associated with them (','goodbye,"
"mme here," "no-no"), (b) finger plays, (c) hide and seek ("allgone," "where's mama?"), (d)
signaling tickling time by wiggling fingers, crevping up and saying "gonna get you"), (e) giving
permission (nodding) or denying it (Making head), (f) reacting to hot and cold, (g) yawning when
tired, (h) pursing lips to indicate kiss, (i) holding out hand for child to grasp.
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Review Questions For Parents

1. Why are natural gestures important in communicating with young children? hearing

impaired children? adults?
2. What specific purpose do they serve?

Sample Challenges

1. During this week, chart gestures used with your children or other adults. Were they

natural or stilted? Were they useful?
1 Observe the gestures you use with your hearing impaired child as opposed to those you

use with other siblings. Do you use as many with your hearing impaired child? The objective is to

use gestures as naturally with a hearing impaired child as with other children.

3. Talk without gestures over a period of time; then talk with gestures. Compare child's

responsiveness and attention.
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Establishing Effective Non-Verbal Communication

Skill Lesson 10

Use Touch

Outline/Parent Objective

I. Parents will understand the importance of touch.
A. Touch is an important form of communication.
B. Touch communicates a variety of feelings.

C. Touch is very important to babies and young children for conveying love and acceptance.

II. Parents will demonstrate nurturing and loving touches as they communicate.

Parents will be comfortable in accepting their child's touch.

Child Objectives
,

1. Child feels accepted and ruirtured through his parents' natural vocalizing and touching.
2. Child learns through his sense of touch.

Materials

1. James Nurturing Scale, available through SKI*H I Institute (optional).

Lesson

Discussion. Touch is another powerful means of communication. Without words we can show

affection by stroking a child's hair; disapproval or caution by a firm, restraining hand on the arm;

or loving acceptance by a squeeze of the hand or a hug. Even the youngest infant is affected by the

feelings conveyed by touch or the lack of it.
Some parents of handicapped children may have a tendency to make the child handicapped

by treating the child differently. These parents may back off from natural, nurturing, touching
behaviors because they think of the child as being different. Soon the child acts different because
he is treated differently. It is important for the parents to nurture their child regardless of age, and

indicate acceptance by frequent touching and vocalizing.
Encourage parents to touch their baby or child in a soothing, accepting way while vocalizing

to him: pat his hands together, blow gently on his body, pat him playfully, stroke him soothingly,

hug him, or give him a squeeze. Help parents convey by touch that they love and enjoy the child.

Encourage parents to let trieir baby touch them and explore their faces. Enjoying a child's
touch conveys acceptance and love. Babies need to touch to learn about their environment. It
verifies information they see and hear.

Teaching strategies.

1. Be aware that the use of touch could be a sensitive subject for some parents. Make sure

rapport is established before deciding to chart parent's touching skills as described below.
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The parent advista may want to chart the parent's non-verbal reflection of warmth and
acceptance vs. criticism and disapproval. The tool below can be used. While the parent is
engaged in a natural activity with the child, the parent advisor observes facial expressions,
intonations, gestures, and touching behaviors indicative of warmth and support or disapproval.
Each utterance of the parent is checked for the emotion it conveys. The end of one parent
utterance is indicated by the parent pausing to allow the child a chance to respond communica-

tively or behaviorally. If video taping is appropriate, the parent advisor could complete the form

while viewing a video tape of parent-child interaction.

Emotions Conveyed In Parent Utterances

Parent Strong Subdued acceptance Neutrality Mild Negativism,

Utterance warmth, and understanding (nD emotions disapproval strong

emotional indicated) disapproval

support,
active
approval

2. Parent advisor and parent may discuss ways of touching to convey both accepting and

critical feelings. Role play if desired. Select instances of parent-child interaction for appropriate

positive touching.
3. Parent advisor should model how to effectively touch the child in natural home situations

that are conducive to the use of touch, such as: (a) child care activities (diapering, bathing,

feeding), (b) comforting the child , (c) kissing, and hugging, (d) finger plays (mother uses baby's

body to make movements), (e) identifying body parts, (f) gentle tickling.

4. Discuss and leave in home James' Nurturing Scale. When observing parents for this scale,

keep in mind individual, family and cultural differences and attitudes toward touch.
<)
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Review Questions For Parents

1. How important is touch in communicating with a child?
2. Why is a child's sense of touch important to his development?

Sample Challenges

1. Select opportunities for appropriate touching and increase positive, nurturing touches

where possible.
2. Be aware during the week of your child's touches and how you respond to them.

I
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Establishing Effective Verbal Communication

Skill Lesson 11

Respond To Child's Cry

Outline/Parent Objectives

I. Parents will understand the importance of the child's cry and how to respond to it.
A. An infant's cry is his way of communicating his needs and feelings.
B. Responding warmly to the child's cries helps establish a necessary emotional bond with

the parents.

II. Parents will understand the importance of bonding.
A. Bonding is an emotional tie that provides trust and security.
B. Bonding is necessary for the infant's personal and social development.

Ill. Parents will view the infant's cry as communication and respond warmly and with reas-
surance.

Child Objectives

1. Child learns to trust that his parents or caregivers will meet his needs.
2. Child becomes more self-reliant and secure.

3. Child becomes aware that words are a way to communicate.

Materials

None

Lesson

Discussion. An infant's means of early communication is his cry. When his cry is recognized by
his parents as his way of conveying his needs and feelings and when it is responded to promptly
and warmly, the child begins to develop a bond or attachment. Bonding is the emotional tie
between p?.-ent and child. The child is bonded to his parents when he senses security in his

"'relationship with them. Infants want and need to be close to their parents and other familiar
adults. They must be able to trust and feel secure. An early bond to parents and caregivers is
crucial to the child's personal and social development. Communication helps establish that bond.

Talking to a baby while responding to his cry lets him know that you understand his feelings
and that your words are a way of communicating. For example, "Oh, you must be wet," or "Are
you tired of being alone?" or "Do you wan' company?" or "You don't feel very well, do you?"
Comforting intonation and touch and a concerned facial expression will convey caring .and
reassurance. RelaxatiGn and pleasure can be transmitted with a smile and gentle vocalizing such
as humming a lullabye or saying soothingly, "You feel better now, don't you?"

One study found that babies whose mothers responded more to their cries in the early
months, cried less at age one than babies whose mothers did not respond to the early cries. This
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disputes the common belief that babies are spoiled when parents respond to crying and hold or

cuddle them. If a baby knows his mother will respond, he develops trust and reserves crying for

special occasions. Rather than creating a tyrant, a responsive warm parent creates a more

self-reliant, comfortable natty (Gordon, 1975).

Teaching strategies

1. Refer to Developing Cognition in Young Hearing Impaired Children for discussion on

bonding as it relates to cognition (available from SKI*HI Institute).

2. Discuss with parents when. and why their baby cries. What is he communicating in each

instance? Describe the situation. How does the parent usually respond? How does the baby

respond?
3. Discuss with parents specific non-verbal skills, phrases, or expressions tha! convey reas-

surance and comfort.

Review Questions For Parents

1. Describe bonding in your own words. Why do you think it is important?

2. How can you show your child that you know crying is his way of communicating?

Sample Challenges

1. Chart or list during the week your child's instances of crying, the messages he sends, and

your verbal and non-verbal responses.

2. Observe crying situations with other babies. How did the parents respond? How did the

baby respond to the parents? Why?
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Establishing Effective Verbal Communication

Skill Lesson 12

Stimulate Babbling

Outline/Parent Objectives

1. Parents will understand thai babbling is important.

A. Babbling is an important communicative step in language development.
B. It provides opportunities to exercise speech muscles and to practice speech sounds.
C. It provides opportunities to develop good listening habits and auditory discrimination

skills.
D. Babbling "conversations" evolve naturally into verbal or signed conversation.

11. Parents will encourage and stimulate their child's babbling.

A. They will respond to the child as he vocalizes.
E. They will imitate his babbling and wait for him to babble again.
C. They will initiate babbling for their child to hear and enjoy.
D. They will reinforce their child if he imitates them.
E. They will vocalize with gestures and motions.

Child Objectives

1. Child will enjoy producing and listening to his cwn babbling.
2. Child will enjoy listening to other's babbling and possibly begin to converse and com-

municate vocally.

Materials

None

Lesson

Discussion. Babbling is an important natural part of a child's language development. Soon
after birth, babies begin gurgling and cooing, experimenting with their voices and sounds, and
obviously enjoying listening to themselves. As time goes on, cooing develops into more sophisti-
cated babbling, jargon, and eventually words. But from birth until age 3, when words take over,
babbling is a crucial, but enjoyable communicative step to language.

Early crying communicates primitive needs and distress. Babbling widens the communicative
hori-_on by communicating such things as pleasure, delight, contentment, surprise, and sociabil-

ity. Babbling precedes spoken words and also provides unending opportunities to exercise
speech muscles, to practice speech sounds, and to develop listening and auditory discrimination
skills. Conversations between the parent and child evolve naturally into verbal or signed conver-

sations.
Hearing one's own voice is a vital part of this development. A hearing impaired child needs

extra reinforcement to encourage him to listen to his own voice.
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Parents can encourage their child's babbling by:
1. Smiling and looking at him as he vocalizes. This also develops good eye contact.

2. Imitating his babbling and giving him time to take his turn vocally, by counting to five or

ten. Waiting helps the child understand that you expect him to take a turn. Use lots of facial

expressions and intonation to maintain interest. ,

3. initiating babbling for the baby to enjoy. Occasionally add a newsound the child hasn't yet

produced. The Language Development Scale (available from SKI.H1 Institute) indicates at what

age a child is capable of producing specific babbling sounds. This scale can be used as a guide in

deciding in what order the babbling sounds should be presented to the baby. Parents can initiate

babbling sounds in such home situations as: (a) naturally occurring accidents (uh, oh); (b)

warning (uh uh uh); (c) food activities (urn, urn); (d) showing the child dismay or surprise
(00000h). McCarthy (as cited by Vorce, 1978) indicates that a child cannot use a sound in his

spontaneous language that he has not previously babbled.
4. Reinforcing the child if he imitates vocalizations by continuing to take turns. He may not

repeat the imitation but continue to vocalize as long as he is interested.

5. Vocalizing with gestures or motion as in "peek-a-boo" or tapping his feet together with

babbling sounds.

Stimulation of vocalizations is the important goal in this lesson. The child may not imitate

babbling sounds until he has had many weeks of listening. More detailed skills for developing

vocal imitation are included in the Auditory Program.

Review Questions For Parents

1. Why do you think babbling is important to parent-infant communication; to eventual

conversations; to speech development?
2. Do you find it easy to babble with your child? What are the favorite vocal sounds that you

use?

Sample Challenges

1. Respond to your child's babbling by talking to him no matter how far away you are. Be

aware of how often he babbles and vocalizes. List the times and situations.

2. Combine vocalizations with body motions; e.g. say "Rock-rock" as you rock him, or

"la-la-la-la" as you tap his hands or feet together. There are unlimited vowel, consonant, and

rhythm variations to use. Choose 2 for the week.

3. Imitate your child's gestures and motions and put vocalizations with them. Movements

are easier for a child to imitate. How does he respond?

4. Associate and use appropriate vocal sounds with animals, vehicles, and obj?cts as you play

together.
5. Look at pictures and use sounds appropriate to the items in the picture. Combine with

gestures or actions for added interest and to encourage imitation.

6. Use simple finger plays with abundant non-verbal clues.
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Establishing Effective Verbal Communication

Skill Lesson 13

Identify and Respond to Communicative Intents

Outline/Parent Objectives

1. Parents will demonstrate the ability to identify the child's communicative intents.
A. They will recognize the child's non-verbal, as well as verbal, intents such as gazing,

pointing and other gestures, facial expressions, body language, babbling and jargon.

B. They will interpret the meaning of the child's'rnesszge.

Parents will demonstrate how to respond effectively to the child's communicative intents.
A. They will respond to the child promptly and as often as possible.

B. They will respond in simple language.
C. They will wait expectantly and give the child time to respond back.

Child Objectives

1. Child will be encouraged to communicate more often.
2. Child will be encouraged to communicate back or converse.

Materials

None

Lesson

Discussion. Language is best learned in a non-stressful situation where the child spontane-
ously interacts and communicates wi:Ii others. Children are constantly giving their parents clues

as to what they want, what they see, how they feel. As was discussed in Information Lesson V,

every infant or child is ready to communicate in some way and any non-verbal or verbal clue can

be a communicative intent. For example, babies wiggle in anticipation, quiet their cry when
picked up and comforted, gurgle with pleasure, or cry in hunger. A young child may have
different opportunities and ways to communicate. He might point to go outside, say "da" as he
drops a toy, frown in confusion, or shake his head in stubborn refusal. Some behaviors are
obvious communicative intents. Others may simply be interactive but are potential communica-

tive intents. As parents interact with their child, they need to be constant observers and interpret-

ers of their child's behaviors in order to become skilled in the following areas:

1. Identifying communicative intents or potential opportunities for communicating.

2. Interpreting what the child is communicating.
3. Responding promptly in simple language.
Consistent identification and response to actual or potential communicative intents results

in opportunities for conversations; the essential mechanism for developing language.
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Identifying conwnunicative intents. All of the preceding instances are examples of communica-

tive behaviors and are opportunities for interaction and conversation. The examples include

non-verbal clues that are especially important during a child's eialy years: gazing, pointing or
other gestures, facial expressions, body language, babbling and jargon. When the child is not vet

communicating regularly, treat random gestures, expressions and vocal sounds as communica-

tion: e.g., laugh and smile when the child laughs and smiles; put something in his hand when he

reaches out. This technique works well when the child is just beginning to learn that his actions

have effects on others. Interpret his behavior as accurately as possible. Attaching meaning to a
child's communication lets him know he is understood. A prompt response is more .ewarding

and meaningful than a delayed response.

Teaching strategies for identifying communicative intents.

1. During the home visit, the parent and parent advisor can observe the child, list all
communication intents the child makes, and describe the meanings he conveyed or possibly

meant to convey. Discuss.
2. Parent advisor can observe an interaction between parent and child and chart number of

communication intents vs. responses. The is for responses to nearly equal the opportunities.

Responding tl communicative intents. It is important for parents to identify their child's
communicative intents and then respond in simple language. It is also important to be conversa-

tional when responding. In other words, expect the child to communicate back. Show that the

child is expected to take a turn by giving him sufficient clues and time to respond. By waiting for

the child's response, parents and parent advisor can seehow, what, and why the child communi-

cates. Adults need to learn to become conversational partners, not teachers who know all the

answers.
It may be difficult at first, but it soon becomes rewarding when you stop talking at the child

and always taking his turn, and begin talking with him and expecting him to carry his share of the

conversation.
Below are some examples of responding to a child using simple language and conversational

style.

Child's Communicative Intents Parent Responses

A. Pointing (what is the child P: Do you see a dog? (WAIT and look

pointing at?) expectantly) .

Ch : looks at dog again

P: That's 3 big dog! (WAIT)

Ch: looks at parent
P: Arf arf arf. (WAIT)
Ch: looks at parent again or vocalizes
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B. Trying to open refrigerator

C. Tugging (perhaps at the mother's
leg or dress)

D. Stretching his arm up.

E. Looking (Child is looking
at the mother)

F. Child is vocalizing to make
a want known. (What does
the child want?)

P: Open it. Open the door. (WAIT)
Ch: opens door
P: Want some juice? (WAIT)
Ch: nods or reaches toward juice
P: We need a glass. (WAIT)

Ch: looks toward cabinet or points
P: puts glass on table (WAIT) Good juice!
Ch: signals to pour juice

P: You want? (WAIT)

Ch: pulls more
P: Marshmallows? (WAIT)

Ch: runs to cabinet and vocalizes
P: Want some? (WAIT)

Ch: nods or jumps up and down
P: Where's a bowl?

P: You want up? (WAIT)

Ch: waving arm; more or "uh uh"
P: OK. Up-up-up!
Ch: smiles
P: You're happy now? (smiling)

P: Hi, Jessie! You see me?

Ch: smiles
P: Peekaboo!

Ch: laughs and covers his face with his hands
P: Peekaboo!

P: "Ca-Ca." Cookie, want a cookie? (WAIT)
Ch: vocalizes
P: "Ca-ca." Cookie. Opens the box

and holds box out (WAIT)
Ch: begins reaching
P: Where's the cookie? (WAIT)
Ch: "Ah"
P: Cookie. Want a cookie? (WAIT)

These examples of communication and response represent valuable opportunities for
language-rich conversations in which the child is an active participant. The long term goal is to
prolong these conversations; but that comes in time and with practice. The first steps to learn are:

1. Identify the child's communicative intents.
2. Respond immediately as often as possible.
3. Respond in simple child-like language.
4. WAIT to give the child time to respond back.
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Teaching strategies.

1. Have parents list some communicate .o behaviors typical of their child. Together write out

a brief script of suitable responses thi encourage another response from the child, as in the

examples.
2. Help the parent remain natural and spontaneous. There is no one correct response.

"Doing what comes naturally," is often the best.
3. Help parents brainstorm; activities or experiences to practice the strategies suggested.

Model and perform during the home visit and leave for weekly challenge.

4. Treat body language and vocal sounds as communication, for example: (a) when child

stretches or points because he wants something from fridge or cupbc ard, (b) when child is

looking for something, (c) when child gets his coat because he wants to go bye-bye, (d) when

child stretches because he wants to get up, (e) when child opens his mouth or reaches during

feeding time. The goal is to help the child communicate the best way he can. Respond

immediately.
5. Treat single words or signs as communicative intents. As the child begins to use words

more often, give him less attention for body language or sounds. This is especially important

when one knows that he has a word or sign, but is trying to send a message with body language or

vocalizing.

Review Questions For Parents

1. Is it helpful to watch specifically for your child's communication intents or opportunities

to communicate? Does it make you more aware of them?

2. Why is it important to respond immediately and often to your child's communication

messages?

3. Why is simple language important?
4. Why might some parents find it difficult to wait in communicating with their child?

5. Give examples of how conversing with your child differs from talking to your child.

Sample Challenges

1. Choose a specific time (an hour, morning, mealtime, or evening) to practice the four steps

to encourage your child's conversation.

2. Observe and describe potential opportunities for communication, such as your child's

facial expressions, gestures or vocalizations. Respond to them!

3:6
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Establishing Effective Verbal Communication

Skill Lesaon 14

Use Conversational Turn-Taking

Outline/Parent Objectives

i. Parents will recognize that brief social contacts and natural daily events offer opportunities
for language-rich opportunities.

II. Parents will demonstrate techniques to assist their child in taking conversational turns.
A. Wait for the child to communicate; expect him to respond.
B. Respond in a way that gets the child to communicate back.
C. Signal the child to take his turn.
D. Communicate for a response; avoid speech which does not stimulate a response.

Child Objectives

1. Child will become aware he is expected to communicate back.
2. Child will begin initiating social contacts more frequently and increase his uses of com-

munication.
3. Chad will grow in conversational skills and in his ability to gain language.

Material

None

Lesson

Discussion. The skill of interactive turn-taking, as discussed in Skill Lesson 4, gave the parents

and their child practice in equally sharing an activity or experience (e.g., stacking blocks,
unloading a dryer, making faces.) Each learned to wait while the other took his turn. In conversa-
tional tum-taking, parent and child take equal turns with communication messages, whether they
are using gestures, sounds or words, or a combination of all three.

Most young children have short attention spans and their social contacts with their parents
are brief, even fleeting; but each brief social contact can be turned into a conversation.

The examples below illustrate two episodes in which the adult has several opportunities to
convert simple contacts into brief conversations.
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1. Not turning social contacts
into conversations:

C. (child)
P. (parent)

C. Runs by with dad's hat on
P. Continues setting table with

no comment
C. Flops down on the floor
P. "Go play."
C. Goes to refrigerator
P. "Tommy, go play."

2. Turning social contacts into

conversations:

C. Runs by with dad's hat on

P. "Are you daddy?" Continues
setting the table

C. "Me daddy." Flops down on the floor
P. "All tired out?"
C. "LA, huh." goes to refr:prator
P. "Get the batter, Tommy."
C. "Buh"

Natural daily events offer constant opportunities for conversation even while a parent is

doing something else. Parent aft-isors should teach the parents the following techniques to help

the child take conversational tarns.
1. Wait for the child to communicate back. if parents feel they are doing all of the ialking, it may

be that they are not giving the child a chance to communicate.

Send a message with body language, sounds or words. Then wait for the child to respond.

Remember he has not had as much practice in communicating as you have, so it may take time.

Wait with anticipation. Expect him to communicate.

2. Respond in a way that gets thechild to communicate back; chain. Do or say anything that will

keep the conversation going.

Examples:

With body language

and sounds:

1. Not expecting or encouraging 2. Expecting and encouraging the

the child to communicate: child to communicate back:

C. Baby in crib lose;

bottle, whines.

P. Hands bottle back "Here you

go. There's y bottle."

C. Baby in crib loses

bottle, whines.

P. Imitates whine. "Lost your

bottle?" Picks it up

and waits.

C. Whines more.

P. Holds up bottle "This your

bottle?" Smiles, waits

expectantly 2-3 seconds.

C. Vocalizes more, wiggles in

anti( ipation.

baby bottle. "Here you

go. Here's your bottle."
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Without sounds or C. Points to blanket. C. Points to blanket.

with words and soundsi., P. Gives blanket. P. Shows blanket, says "huh?"

C. "Bababa" holds blanket. C. Points and says "baba."

P. "That's your blanket." P. -'Blanket? Mine?" (touches blanket).

C. "No, me" (grabs blanket,

points to bigger one).

P. "That's mine, right?"

With words: C. "Want blanky." C. "Want blanky."

P. "Blanket, here it is." P. "Blanket" (holds olanket out).

C. "Me blanket" (reaches).

P. "Your blanket. Here."

By prolonging the contact, parents provide more opportunities for child learning. While
questions appear to be an easy way to chain a response, they should not be used exclusively.
When adults question, they are often running the show. Waiting and imitating the child are two
ways to transfer the lead to the child, thus staging the conversation to the child's interest.

3. Signaling the child to take his turn. Have parents point to the child when it is his turn to talk,

put their mouths in the shape of the words they expect him to say and then wait. Have parents
smile and use their eyes and faces to encourage their child to communicate.

4. Communicate for a response; avoid giving all the answers. When parents communicate to
their child, have them always expect their child to respond. If they say something like "Going
outside? Have fun," it is doubtful the child will respond. If they say "get up" and use their hands to

show what is meant, it is more likely the child will respond.
If parents use a lot of sentences the child doesn't nderstand or that do not really invite a

response, the child may begin to ignore them. Make sure parents look at the child and use
sentences he can understand and that will encourage him to respond.

Teaching strategies.

1. Practice each of the four strategies separately.
2. Help parents brainstorm activities and opportunities to practice the strategies. Write a list.

Model and perform during home visit.
3. List ways a child can be signaled to take his turn.
4. Observe and point out examples of speech which does not stimulate a response.
5. Make sure the parents understand the concepts in Information Lesson XParent Com-

munication: Interaction and Conversation and Skill Lesson 4Use Interactive Turn-Taking. Re-

view these lessons if necessary.

Review Questions For Parents

1. How do you feel in a conversation when another person does not allow you equal
opportunity to share your thoughts?

2. How has turn-taking affected your interaction with your child?
3. What are some things you can do to encourage your child to take a turn?
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Sample Challenges

1. This week, respond to your child in ' way that will encourage him to take turns (chain).

Wait for your child to respond. Practice these two strategies during longer time periods of the day

when your child initiates those brief social contacts, and during informal activities such as

feeding, dressing, playing or bathing.

r.
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Establishing Effective Verbal Communication

Skill Lesson 15

Use Meaningful Conversation

Outline/Parent Objectives

I. Parents will converse about what interests and motivates their child
A. Obvious things that are har?ening to him
13. Meaningful emotional experiences
C. The here and now
D. Things and events that interest him
E. Events that are shared together

II. Parents will model their ability to converse at their child's level

A. Communicate in short simple sentences and expressions
B. Match the child's communication and then model a more mature language level

Ill. Parents will model how to up the ante where appropriate

A. Recognize when the child is ready to move to a more mature level
B. Encourage a more mature communicative level

Child Objectives

1. Child will be interested in conversing with others.
-7. Child will be learning language appropriate to his level.

Materials

None

Lesson

A typical answer to the question "How do I help my hearing impaired child grow in
language?" is "Talk to your child!" And that is true, as far as it goes. But a more precise answer
would be, "Communicate with your child since language is learned by participating." Rather than
talking to the child, converse with the child.

Another question then arises "Ok, but what do we converse about?" The answer to this is: let
the child take the lead. He knows what interests him, what motivates him. Let him communicate
about the knowledge he has gained from his experiences.

Converse with the child about:
1. Obvious things that are happening to him.
2. The meaningful, emotional experiences that are happening to him (i.e., child experiences

frustration, anger, delight, surprise, contentment).
3. The here and now, not what has happened or will happen. That comes later.
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4. Things that interest him such as bugs, toys, small animals, himself. Take advantage of his

natural curiosity.
5. Talk about what you are doing together.

Studies indicati that a child's first words are words which express whole thoughts, which are

concerned with meaningful daily activities, and which are tinged with emotion. Children do not

necessarily use words which are easy to say (visibility of sounds or ease with which sounds are

made). Rather, they use words which express their emotions and fulfill their needs. There is a

motivation for a child to say "drink" when he is thirsty or "broke" when the dish falls and breaks

because he is vitally, emotionally interested in these subjects. Even if children are given repeated

exposure to non-functional, non-meaningful words in tutoring sessions, their first words will still

be words such as fall, up, and dirty that are concerned with their emotional experiences. Parents

need to observe the child's desires, interests, and emotional states and communicate about

them

Matching the child's communication level. If children learn in great part from their natural

models in the family, then it follows that the models need to communicate in ways the child will

attend to, understand and process. Parents often communicate with their hearing impaired child

in long sentences far above the child's level of comprehension. A parent may say "You know you

shouldn't be doing that; I've told you at least a dozen times not to play with that." When a child

has only a few words in his vocabulary, this will not help him learn language. Instead, if the parent

gestures and calls the child's name and says "no, play," the child will be more likely to understand

and use the phrase. Parents need to remember to use simple sentences and expressions ap-

propriate to the child'f language level. However, parents also need to realize that a child learns

language from their modeling language slightly ab'jve the child's level. For example, if a child uses

a gesture, parents should imitate (match) his gesture and then add a sound. The parents will be

more likely to get the child's attention if they communicate in the same way the child does (match)

and then add a more mature communication form. The following example demonstrates how a

mother speaks in complicated sentences and never matches the child's gestures.

Example A: No matching or effective modeling

C. Reaches to mother, says "Uh"
P. "You can talk better than that"
C. "Uh-uh"
P. "I know what you want, just say it!"
C. Walks away
P. "You come back here"
C. Plays by himself

The mother in example B uses the child's gestures and speaks in words just above his level. In

this interaction the child sees that communicating with others can be a fOrt alternative to solo play.



Example B: Matching and effective modeling

C. Reaches, says ''Uh"
P. Reaches down and says, "Uh, what?"

C. Crabs her har a, says "Uh"
P. lifts the child up, "Up high! Now what?"
C. 'Dow" points
P. Points, "Down you go."

Upping the ante. Beyond the basic conversation rule "you have to give to get a child must also
learn to "give his best." Parents must learn not to readily accept old ways of comma 'leafing but to

wait for and give clear cues for more mature communication. This is called upping the ante
(Brisner, 1977) and can be applied at any developmental level. Upping the ante is a natural process

of showing the child what more he can do, expecting it from the child, and encouraging it.
Howev,r, it should never be stressful. This skill is best used when a child is communicating
regularly at one level, e.g., body language, gestures, sounds or single words. Children need a
large repertoire at one level before the next is required. Below are examples of upping the ante
and not upping the ante.

1. Not upping the ante 2. Upping the ante

C. Whines, reaches up C. Whines, reaches up
P. Picks child up P. Imitates whine, "What?
P. "What do you want?'{ C. "Uh" reaching
C. Points to kitchen P. "Up you go" Picks child up
P. Takes childAoskitchen C. Points to kitchen
P. "Drink or foAkti?" P. Waits, plays dumb, looks at

C. Wiggles to get down child expecting him to talk

P. Lets him down C. "Cuh-cuh"
C. Goes to cupboard and gets crackers P. "Want a cookie?"
C. Tries to open box, gives box to parent C. "Wa cuh-cuh"
P. "I'll open it" P. Let's go (goes to cupboard)

C. Takes cracker and eats it C. "Uh" pointing
P. "Cookie up there?"
C. Nods eagerly., reaching

The second example encouraged more mature communication from a child who is able to
provide it. This technique is not for teaching the child something entirely new; modeling is better
for teaching new communication. Rather, use it when you know the child is capable of using a
more mature communicative form.

Teaching Strategies.

1. Parent advisor models the following communication strategies to the parents: (a) let the
child take the lead in conversing; he knows what interests and motivates him; (b) match the
child's communication and then add a more mature communication form to it; (3) up the ante;
help the child give his best.
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2. Parent advisor and parent observe child from the sidelines to determine the child's

interests, what he is doing and feeling. Discuss these things that motivate the child and remind

parents to converse with the child about these things.

3. Discuss what communicative level the child is on: random actions, gestures, vocalizations

(babbling), jargon, or 'single words. Record some communication the child uses. How would

parents match the child's level and add more mature communication forms?

_ 4. Take a parent's utterance and break..itlitewn to a more simple form slightly above the

child's communication level. Take a parent achq, or's utterance and do the same. Have parent, as

the expert on her child's level, critique the parent advisor.

Review Questions For Parents

1. Can you think of experiences and actions interesting to yourchild?

2. How difficult is it for you to communicate just above your child's level? When you do this,

do you see any difference in how your child responds?

3. Give some examples of upping the ante. Is your child ready to move to a more nature

communication level?
.e.

Simple Challenges

1. Observe your child's communications of emotions. Respond in conversational style.

2. Practice matching your child's communication level and add a more mature communica-

tion level.
3 Practice upping the ante if your child is ready.

4. Try letting your child take the lead in conversation topics.
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UNIT 6

HOME AUDITORY PROGRAM

Introduction

Rationale/Goals

A complete, auditory program for hearing impaired children must have the following goals:\
(a) early identification, (b) early fitting of amplification, (c) a means of evaluating the infant for the

correct aid, (d) operable aids are being worn full time by the child, (e) a means of teaching the

child to use his residual hearing so that he is able to hear and derive meaning from the vocaliza-

tions of others and relate them to his own vocal productions.
The first four goals have been discussed in the Home Hearing Aid Program. The Home

Auditory Program addresses the fifth goal. It is based on the developmental process and the role

that hearing plays in this process. Speech development, cognitive and language development,
and social and emotional development are all directly or indirectly a part of this process. The
concept of critical age and sensory deprivation were presented in the hearing aid program.
Cognition, communication, language, emotional and social development are discussed more
specifically in additional sections of the manual. The goal of SKI*HI is to develop auditory, vocal,

linguistic and communicative skills wit;iin the context of the infant's cognitive, social and emo-

tional needs.
The hearing aids will make many sounds but this is no guarantee that the did will

establish the needed perceptual skills because the child's level of tolerance for arfrialifi ,_d sound

and the discrimination capacity of the damaged hearing mechanism is unknown. Also hearing aid

usage is not always 100 percent because of dead batteries, broken aids, plugged earmolds, or

inconsistent usage. Thus the neural system may not receive the consistent auditory input needed

for the development of perceptual skills. Some infants and children also have perceptual dif-

ficulties in addition to peripheral hearing loss.
These same problems may hinder speech development. Observation reveals that profoundly

deaf children vocalize reflexively; however, without auditory feedback and auditory modeling

from their parents, they will not progress beyond the reflexive stage. Once hearing aid usage is

established, the same factors which hinder t peechdevelOpment may hamper auditory perceptual

development.
If infants and young children are to develop auditory and speech skills, they need to pass

through the stages outlined in this section. The goal of this section is for the infant to develop the

underlying auditory skills and establish the auditory-motor associations that underly speech. The

parents will provide the infant with stimulation activities designed to help develop auditory
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memory for sound patterns and pitch changes as well as to develop vowels and consonants. In

other words, the child will not only hear, but will also listen. These lessons should be utilized
along with whatever educational methodology is appropriate for the child.

Despite some disagreement in the field of education of the deaf, it appears indisputable that
maximal use of residual hearing is beneficial to all hearing-impaired children, either as a primary

means of reception or as a supplement to visual reception. Realization of maximal use of residual

hearing demands the following: (a) consistent monitoring of amplification, (b) consistent audi-
tory input associated with meaningful, interesting daily activities regardless of what other stimuli

are available.
According to Boothroyd (1982), the goal of a successful auditory program is a hearing

impaired child who will: attend to sound, attend to differences among sounds, recognize objects
and events from the sounds they make, be alerted by sounds, use hearing for the perception of

space, use hearing for the perception of speech and use hearing to control the production of
speech. The objectives of this section are designed to meet this goal.

As specific parent and child objectives are planned, several underlying factors need to be

considered: the first is the type of response the infant or child will give to sound. Response type is

based on physiological capability and is independent of the level of sound (dB, loudness) needed

to elicit the response.

Expected Responses for Normal Hearing Infants by Age
from Downs' Auditory Behavior Index for Infants

Age Expected Response

0 - 6 weeks Eye-widening, eye-blink, stirring or
arousal from sleep, startle

6 weeks 4 months Eye-widening, eye-shift, eye-blink,
quieting; beginning rudimentary head
turn by 4 months

4 - 7 months Head-turn on lateral plane toward
sound; listening attitude (initially
may turn head away from sound and
toward sound)

7 - 9 months Direct localization of sounds to side,
indirectly below ear level

9 -13 months Direct localization of sounds to side,
directly below ear level, indirectly above
ear level

13 -16 months Direct localization of sound on side,
above and below

16 -21 months Direct localization of sound onside,
above and below

21 24 months Direct localization of sound on side,
above and below

,
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Utilize this chart as a general guide to help parent advisor and parent know what type of
response to sound is likely to occur. Remember to consider the prior skills necessary for the
responses. For example, if the infant is 4 months old and thus the expected response to sound is a

beginning head turn, the infant must have already established the skill of head control. Or if the
child is expected to localize above, he must have enough trunk control to look up without falling-

over.
The audiologist's aided audiogram data indicates responses to warble pure tones 250 - 6000

Hz obtained with the child wearing his aids in the sound field situation. Use this data with
expected response to determine the level at which the child hears. Use the following charts
depicting the frequency and intensity of speech sounds to determine which speech sounds are
likely to be heard.

Frequencies of Consonants

250 300
About 6000

4500 - 6000

5000 - 6000

z 200 - 300 4000 - 5000

4500 5000

v 300 - 400 3500 4500

2500 3500

d 300 400 2500 - 3000

k 300 - 400 2000 2500

g 200 300 2000 3000

250 400 - 3000

p 1500 - 2000

b 300 400 2000 - 3000

h 1500 - 2000

sh 1500 2000 4500 - 5500

ch 1500 2000 4000 - 5000

1
200 300 2000 - 3000

m 250 350 1000 1500 2500 3500

n 250 - 350 1000 1500 2500 3000

no 250 400 1000 1500 2000 - 3000

r .600 800 1000 - 1500 2000 - 2100

The gion e is tha cane ac th a in thin a rid the sign et5 is the same as
Th as in the.
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The relative intensity level of 33 speech sounds

dill

o as in ball 60.0 n as in

u as in sun .59.6 m :is in

a as in home 59.6 Th as in

I as in Mina 59.5 t as in

00 as in house 59.2 h as in

a as in cat 59.2 k as in

e as in ten 58.4 j as in

o as in top 57.4 f as in

ii as in cook 57.1 g as in

ii as in school 55.9 s as in

I as in Iamb 53.5 z as in

5 as in play 53.3 v as in

i as in bit 52.6 p as in

gi as in team 49.4 d as in

ng as in ring 48.9 b as in

sh as in sheep 48.9 th as in

ch as in chair 47.2

dB

no 46.8

me 45.4

the 44.2

tap 44.1

hat 43.9

key 43.8

jump 43.7

four 43.6

girl 42.9

sit 42.4

zip 41.6

van 41.4

pet 40.6

doll 38.9

bat 38.8

thin 38.7

Remember to have the audiologist obtain aided testing data for as many frequencies as

possible. Many hearing impaired infants fail to give unaided responses for the higher

frequencies; however, this does not necessarily mean that there is no hearing for these fre-

quencies. It may be that the child's response is beyond the limits of the audiometer but may be

testable when utilizing wearable amplification. It is also possible that not all responses indicate

hearing; some low-frequency responses rnly be from tactile sensation.

In addition to considering the type and level of auditory response, carefully review the stages

of expected expressive language development on the SKI*HI Language Development Scale (LDS)

which is available from the SKII-11 Institute or the Communication - Language Checklist which is

on page 11?. Be aware that there are several suggested orders of speech sound development. In

addition, remember the primary goal is the stimulation of speech in infants, not teaching speech.

D. Ling (1978) suggests auditory criteria for order of development of sounds. His hierarchy is

included as a possible guide for speech production expectations. His book, which is cited on page

389, can be used for more information.

1. Vocalization
Use of voice spontaneously and on demand

2. Voice Patterns
Gross control of duration, intensity, pitch

3. Long Vowels and Diphthongs .

lal tul, Laub, tali, i.)), IzAl, fob Eel
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4. Consonants (Step 1)

Plosive [b] or [p]
Stop [b] or [p]
Semi-vowels Ew) or [MI

Fricative Oil

Fricative [f] or [v)
Fricative [8] or EIN

Nasal [m].

5. Short Vowels

fel, [ti, [xi, tat-], EAL schwa [a], [Ai

6. Consonants (Step 2)

Plosive WI and [t]
Stops [d] and [t]

Nasal [n]

Semi-vowel [j]

Liquid Eli

Fricatives [S] and [3]

Fricatives [s] and Ez]

7. Consonants (Step 3)
Plosive [g] and [k]
Stops 11(1 and Egl

Nasal [n]

Liquid [r]
Affricates [tS] and [cI5]

8. Vowels with [r] Color
[31 and [r]

9. Consonants (Step 4)

Voiced-voiceless distinction in plosives and stops
Voiced-voiceless distinction in fricatives and affricatives

10. Consonant Blends (Initial)

11. Consonant Blends (Final)

From Ling, D. (1978). Teachericlinician's planbook and guides to the development of speech
skills. Alexander Graham Bell Association for the Deaf.

Other common symbols and key word charts are listed following this introduction section
(page 398). Please note these are not listed in order of speech production expectations.

Another suggestion for order of development of sounds comes from Calvert and SilverMan
(1975) who suggest that the rate ana sequence with which view suuild9 dre intiuthiced depeilds
mi.-fly factors, one of which may be the ease with which children have been observed to learn the
production of sounds.
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Consonants Vowels

Easiest group m p f b th -u- a(r) oo ou

to develop t wh h n d ee aw -a- i-e

k w g y v of o-e u-e a-e

Hardest group s th z sh ng oo -i- -e- ur

to develop I eh r j zh

From Calvert, D.R. & Silverman, S.R. (1975). Speech and deafness. Alexander Graham Bell Association for

the Deaf.

The goals for speech stimulation in the home are: (a) for the child to vocalize abundantly

regardless of thi characteristics of the vocalization, (b) vocalize with a wide range of voice

patterns (pitch, stress, rhythm, duration, and pauses within one breath), and then (C) produce

vowels. The voiced components of speech carry the intonation, stress, rhythm, duration, and

pauses within one breath. Since information about voicing is available below 300 Hz, these

aspects of speech are usually audible to most hearing-impaired infants who have appropriate

amplification. Only after these first three stages would it be appropriate to work directly on the

production of consonants although providing listening stimulation for consonants is appropriate.

These early skills provide the breath grouping, stream of voice patterns, and sensorimotor

capabilities on which later consonant success depends. The main stages through which children

pass as they develop speech are: (a) undifferentiated vocalizations, (b) voice patterns varying in

duration, intensity, and pitch, (c) production of distinctly different vowels and (d) consonant and

consonant blend production.
Hopefully, the infant in the home will learn to become aware of sounds in his environment

and respond appropriately to them; become aware of the sounds others make and derive

meaning from them; hear differences between. the speech sounds he makes; and compare his

vocalizations to his parents.
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Overview of Progran

The four phases and eleven skills of the auditory program are shown below. The approximate
time line indicates the estimated amount of time spent by a profoundly deaf infant in each phase.

The age of the child upon entry into the program and the amount of hearing loss are among the
factors which will affect the time needed to progress through the four phases.

Phases Skills

Phase I
(4-7 months)

Phase II
(5-16 months)

Phase III
(9-14 months)

Phase IV
(12-18 months)

Mir

1. ATTENDING: child aware of presence of
home and/or speech sounds but may not
know meanings; stops, listens, etc.

2. EARLY VOCALIZING: child coos, gurgles,
repeats syllables, etc.

3. RECOGNIZING: child knows meaning of
home and /or speech sounds but may not be
able to locate; smiles when hears Daddy
home, etc.

4. LOCATING: child turns to, points to, locates
sound sources

5. VOCALIZING WITH INFLECTION:
high/low, loud/soft and/or up/down

6. HEARING AT DISTANCES AND LEVELS:
child locates sounds far away and/or above
and below

7. PRODUCING SOME VOWELS AND
CONSONANTS

8. ENVIRONMENTAL DISCRIMINATION AND
COMPREHENSION: child hears differences
among and/or understands home sounds

9. VOCAL DISCRIMINATION AND
COMPREHENSION: child hears differences
(a) among vocal sounds, (b) among words,
or (c) among phrases and/or understands
them

10. SPEECH SOUND DISCRIMINATION AND
COMPREHENSION: child hears differences
among and/or understands distinct speech
sounds

11. SPEECH USE: child imitates and/or uses
speech meaningfully
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Infants may not move sequentially from one skill to the next higher skill. For example, the

diagram below shows how an infaniMay move from attending to locating without showing early

vocalizing, or from locating to vocal and speech discrimination and comprehension without
showing hearing at distances and levels.

PHASES:

Estimated
Time Line
in Each Phase

PHASE 1

PHASE 11

PHASE III

PHASE IV

SKILLS:

1. Attending: Child aware of
presence of home and speech sounds
but may not know meanings: stops.
listens.

3 Recognizing: Child
knows meaning of home
and speech sounds but
may not be able to
locate them

I

2 Early vocalizing: Child
coos, gurgles repeats
syllables

4 Locating: Child turns
to, points te. 'ocates sound
sources

6 Hearing at distances and levels:
Child locates sound far away and above
and below

8 Environmental
discrimination and
comprehension:
Child nears
differences among
and understands
home sours

5. Vocalizing with
inflection: Child
vocalizes with a variety
of duration, intensity
and pitch.

9 Vocal
discrimination and
comprehension:
Child hears
differences (a)
among vocal sounds
(b) among words (c)
among phrases }rid
'understands them

7 Producing vowels and
consonants: Child uses some
distinct vowel and consonant
sounds

10 Speech sound
discrimination and
comprehension:
Child hears
differences among
and understands
speech sounds

-w 0

11 Speech use:
Child imitates and
uses meaningful
speech

The eleven auditory skills are used in the asse tent of the Auditor/ Program. Parents check

the highest auditory skill level the child is on each week ,trio the parent advisor then records this

on the SK1*H1 Data Sheet (see page 73).

Auditory activities have been written for all eleven auditory skills. These activities start on

page 469).
These four phases and eleven skills of the auditory program encompass 20 sub-skills.

Although these sub-skills are not necessarily sequential, they are presented here in list form to

enhance clarity. The 20 sub-skills are presented in 20 home visit lessons althOugh more than one

home visit may be required per sub-skill. Each sub-skill is written in a parent objective and/or child

objective form in each lesson.
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SKILLS

1.

Attending

2.

Early
Vocalizing

3.

Recognizing

4.

Locating

5.

Vocalizing
with

Inflection

6.

Distances
and

levels

7.

Producing
Vowels &

Consonants

PHASE I

PHASE II

PHASE III

PHASE IV
8.

Environmental
Discrimination

& Comprehension

9

Vocal Discrimination
& Comprehension

10.

Speech
Discrimination

& Comprehension

11.

Speech Use

Auditory Program Sub-Skills

1. Attending to environmental sounds and voice

2. Attending to distinct speech sounds
3. Use of auditory clues, showing source of sound

and reinforcement
4. Identification of responses to sound

5. Stimulation for and reinforcement of all vocalizations and
child activity sounds

6. Recognition of objects and events from 'sound source

7. Sound as first source of information

8. Locating sound source in space

9. Reinforcement of attempts to localize

10. Vocalization varied in duration, intensity, and pitch

11. Tonally expressive speech

12. Speech breathing

13. Locating sound source at increased distance and
different levels

14. Reinforcement of child's speech attempts and
stimulation for vowels then consonants

15. Stimulation with meaningful words

Discrimination and comprehension of environmental
sounds

17. Discrimination and comprehension of gross vocal
sounds

18. Discrimination and comprehension of words and phrases

19. Discrimination and comprehension of fine speech
sounds vowels

20. Discrimination and comprehension of fine speech
sounds consonants
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The Auditory Program includes the use of auditory clues, criteria for moving to a higher

auditory phase and dealing with children who hate total hearing losses. These topics are discus-

sed below.

Auditory clues. Auditory clues are used to encourage the child to listen carefully for sounds.
They are devic' s to "tune-in" a child to sound. Clues constitute such things as baring the ear and
cocking the head, pointing to the ear and saying "Listen," holding up a dog's ear or a toy's ear
indicating listen, covering both ears with both hands, etc. Auditory Phases I, 11, and III are always

first taught with clues in a quiet background. The child then listens to sounds without clues and

then with distraction.
For example, if the child is being taught to localize to the telephone, the skill is first taught in

quiet with clues "Listen, Johnny, listen carefully." Second, the sound would be presented

without clues. Lastly, Johnny would be involved in normal, daily distractions such as food or toys

while the sound was presented. Auditory clues are used with the discrimination and comprehen-
Q,

sion phase only if the child is nct listening and needs clues ar a reminder to listen.

Criteria for moving to a higher auditory phase. The parent advisor should evaluate separately

the child's use of each skill within a phase. This will help in data recording and will also help the

parent advisor determine which phase the child is in, both auditorily and vocally.

Specifically, for Auditory Skills 1 (attending), 3 (recognizing), 4 (locating), and 6 (distances

and levels) in Phases I, 11, and III, achievement is determined by the child's responding, without

auditory clues, to three or more different sound stimuli at a 50 percent or higher consistency level

during a series of meaningful presentations of each sound. For example, the child is on the

"locating" level if he can localize half the time without clues to three or more sounds (e.g.,

kr ocking, his name being called, electrical appliance) during a series of meaningful presentations

of each sound (e.g., Mother knocks five times on kitchen cabinet while she is cooking and child

responds three times).
For Auditory Skills 8, 9, and 10 (environmental, vocal and speech discrimination and com-

prehension) in Phase IV, achievement of a particular level occurs when the child is making more

than 50 percent of his auditory responses on that level. For example, if most cA. thc child's

responses are discriminations of vocal sounds, words, or phrases, the child is on auditory level 9.

For achievement of vocal skills (Auditory Skills 2, 5, 7, and 11), the child should be making the

majority (50 percent or more) Of his vocalizations on a particular level. .
When the parent advisor has determined which auditory and speech skills the child is

performing the majority of the time, she can arrive at the child's phase level. At each phase, a time

frame is provided as a general guide for how long a profoundly deaf infant will need to meet the

goals of that particular phase. To varying degrees, however, each child will progress at his own

rate. To determine whether a child has met the goals of a phase, se as a general criterion a 50

percent or higher consistency level in the child's use of the skills in t it phase. For example, if 50

percent of his responses to sound without clues a v at Phase II, it would.be appropriate to assume

he has these skills and to initiate Phase III auditory sub-skills. At the same time, the child may still

b2 r,-.1,ing !hp rn,jnory of his vrwaliiatinns at the Phace I level. It is then appropriate to initiate

Phase II speech sub-skills with this child. For reporting purposes, on the SKI*HI Data Sheet,

record the highest skill exhibited, whether auditory or vocal. -..,
394
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The child will progress from Phase I, Attending to Sounds and Voices; Increased Vocaliza-

tions, as soon as he attends to environmental and vocal sounds 50 percent or more of the times
these are presented to him and if he demonstrates a significant increase in the r,mber of
vocalizations. These are usually nonspecific vowel-like sounds. The infant will be at least 7 months

old before moving on to Phase 11.

In Phase II, Recognition of Objects and Events from Sound Source, Locating Sound Source in

Space and Vocalization Varied in Duration, Intensity and Pitch, the child demonstrates the ability
to associate environmental and speech sounds with their sources by locating the sound source. At

this point he does not have to be able to demonstrate directional hearing to move eti90 the next
level (i.e. right versus left, down versus up). He does need listening time, and ;this can be
evidenced by his meeting the speech stimulation goals of producing vocalizations varied in
duration, intensity, and pitch?.

The same criteria hold for Phase III, Locating Sound Source in Space at Increased Distance

and Different Levels; Vocalization with Distinct Vowel, then Consonant Sounds. The profoundly
deaf child does not have to demonstrate locating at a distance or at levels; however, he does need

listening time for developing the ability to listen to himself that is necessary for the production of
additional vowels and consonants. The child with more hearing can move ahead as soon as the

speech stimulation objectives for parents and child are met.
Reaching the final Phase IV, Discrimination and Comprehension; Imitation and Meaningful

Use of Speech, may require approximately a year or more of full-time hearing aid usage and
auditory, speech stimulation. The child has to be using hearing for the perception of speech
(demonstrate attention to differences among environmental sounds, words, phrases, and fine
speech) and production of speech (demonstrate imitation and meaningful use of words and
phrases). At this phase, the child demonstrates comprehension of words and phrases and uses

them meaningfully. He will usually be preschool age.
It is not necessary for the child to respond with distraction to move on to the next phase.

However, mild to strong distractions should be provided after the child uses the skill in quiet.
Distractions are part of the reality of listening in the real world. For older children or children with
mild or moderate hearing losses, it may not be appropriate to begin programming in Phase 1. The
older child's interest level may dictate a change in criteria for moving to a new phase. Some
children may need the auditory objectives of one phase and the speech objectives in another
phase. Be flexible and plan for each child's individual needs.

Total hearing losses. The child with a total loss of hearing, who cannot experience auditory
sensation, has only the sense of touch for access..tc sound. Tactileinformation from wearable
amplification can convey time and loudness (intensity) information and thus offer recognition of
sounds with characteristic time patterns such as telephone rings or footsteps. For this child,
additional approaches to the perception of speech should be offered.

The child without hearing can use touch for manual explf-r3tion of the speaker's face. This
offers considerable access to speech movements. The child teels air flow (strength, location

[nose, mouth] and timing), vibrations of the vocal cords during voicing, vibration of the nose
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during nasalization of voiced sounds, and movements of the jaw. Touch can be used effectively in

a one-to-one situation with the child white the focus is on speech stimulation skills.

Use of Auditory Program in the SKI*HI Model

It is essential that parents learn to communicate with their child while the child is learning to

listen. If parents learn how to develop basic communication skills with their child while the child is

learning how to listen, they will be encouraging the child's language development. The SKI*1-11

Communication Program provides strategies for developing communication skills as the auditory

program progresses. After the completion of the Communication Program, the Language Prog-

ram is initiated.
This diagram shows the relationship among the Home Hearing Aid, Auditory, Communica-

tion and Language Programs.

Home Hearing Aid Program HOME AUDITORY PROGRAM

Home Communication Program Home Language Stimulation Program

(a) Aural-Oral
(b) Total Communication

General Teaching Suggestions

Where to begin. The first step in the Auditory Program is to observe the child informally while

parents and chi!d are doing one or more normal daily activities over the span of at least two home

visits. Use this observational information to determine the type of response the infant has to

auditory stimuli. Question the parents about their awareness of his response to sound and put

this information with the available aided audiological test data. (If further audiological evaluation

is needed, request it.) Listen to the infant. Record examples of vocal and speech production skills

and determine the stage of development that best describes the infant.

Steps in teaching auditory skills. The teaching of the skills in each auditory phase is based on the

concept that the parent advisor models the skill to the parent and then the parent does the skill for

the parent advisor. The following six steps are used in teaching the parent the auditory skills:

1. Parent advisor describes the skill and states why it is important. Usually this description

ir.volves what sound the parent will use, how to use clues, how to present the sound, what

responses to look for in the child, what to do if the child responds, and what to do if the child does

not respond.
2. Parent advisor models the skill using the hearing impaired child.

i. The parent demonstrates the skill with the child.

4. Parent advisor reinforces specific things parent does well.

. Parent advisor and parent discuss the skill, for example, "How did the parent feel about

the activity? How would she havedone it differently? Where and when can she use the skill during

the week?" Use specific times and places.

6. Leave a challenge in writing in the parent's notebook.
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it may be necessary for the parent advisor to model the skill, discuss and then challenge
without having the parent perform. This would be done if the parent feels particularly awkward
about working with the child in front of others. In that case, give the parent the week to practice
the skill in the home. At the next session, have the parent demonstrate the skill.

Motivatiallitrid reward. Remember, spontaneous responses to sound and spontaneously
produced spech sounds need to be enthusiastically reinforced regardless of the order in which
they occur. In this regard, it is also important for the parent advisor to help the parent consider
motivation and reward. It may be possible to take advantage of the child's internal need to explore

or communicate or win approval to motivate the child to acquire new skills. In most circum-
stances, this is a better approach than manipulating the child's environment to provide external
motivation. The same concept is true for the use of rewards. Hopefully, the infant will be
rewarded by the satisfaction gained from knowing through audition what is going on around him.
Sound should be his cue to people and things he enjoys. Eventually, he will discover that sound
gives him power or control over people and events in his life.

Auditory activities. Supplemental auditory activities are given on pagr for the following
lessons: 1, 2, 5, 6, 8, 10, 12, 13, 14, 16, 17, 18 and 19. For the lessons that do not have auditory

activities (lessons 3, 4, 7, 9, 11, 15 and 20), use activities from the preceding lesson that has
accompanying activities. The parent advisor should become familiar with the activities and use
them freely in her presentations of the auditory lessons. The activities are practical and home-
oriented and will enable parents and parent advisor to stimulate natural auditory development in
the child. The activities are listed accordhng to their appropriateness for various age levels such as

birth to 6 months, 6 to 12 months, 12 to 18 months, 18 to 24 months, 24 to 36 months, and 36
months and older. Age increments indicate when the activities may be introduced. They can be
continued beyond the ages suggested if the child is still interested. Many of the,earlier activities
are appropriate for the later ages. The guidelines are not rigid; babies are unpredictable, some
will enjoy an activity rlier or later than indicated.

Note: The following page contains common symbols and key words that were referred to in the
discussio:1 on page 389.
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SYMBOLS AND KEY WORDS

The following are not listed in order of speech production expectations.

Primary Dictbnary
Northampton IPA Diacritical

Symbol Symbol Markings Key Words

h- /h/ h had, ahead

wh /m/ hw when, everywhere

p /p/ p pie, Sip, stopped

t /t/ t tie, sit, sitting

k /k/ k key, back, become

f /f/ f fan, leaf, coffee

th le/ t thin, tooth, nothing

s /s/ s see, makes, upset

sh /r/ 0 she, fish, sunshine

ch /I/ ch chair, such, teacher

w- . /w/ w we, awake

b \/b/ b boy, cab, rabbit

d 41/. d day, mud, ladder

g /g g go. log, begged
v /v/ v vine, give, every

th /5/ 41i- the, smooth, bother

z /z/ z zoo, size, lazy

zh /3/ measure, vision

j /d3 / I jam, edge, enjoy

m /m/ m \ meat, team, camera

n /n/ n \ new, tin, any

ng /9/ ii-g \ song, singer
I /I/ I Now, bowl, color

r /r/ r ,t z( , bar, oral

y yes, nyon

x - box, t

qu queen, li id

Symbol
[u]

ki
[o]

[3]

[a]
[a]

[31

Vowels

Key Word

who
would
know
more
of
art
must
team

Symbol

. [all
[as]
[ox]
[ell
fill

D hthongs
-\--

Key\Worrl

pie
cow
toy

play
here

[S]

[3

again
mo!"-(sr

Modifiers

EL] and [ ] aspirated

[e] then [C I voiceless

[e] take [ ] unreleased

his . LI syllabic

[I] ease consonant
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Introduction To Phase !:

Attending To Sound and Voices; Increased Vocalization

This material is not a formal lesson. It is suggested that this inlormation be discussed with
parents in conjunction with Lesson 1.

Outline/Parent Objectives

I. Parents will provide repeated opportunities for their child to hear to same sounds many
times in similar situations so that he will attend to them and thus the sounds will become
meaningful. ,..
A. Environmental sounds and voice
B. Distinct speech sounds \

II Parents will model clues to call child's attention to sound, show the source of souncitvlien
necessary, and reward the elicited response. \

,

III. Parents will be able to identify child's responses to sound appropriate for his developmen-
tal age.

IV. Parents will call attention to all sounds and vocalizations that result from the child's own
activities.

Child Objectives

1. Child will demonstrate atending to sound by responding to environmental sounds, voice,
and distinct speech sounds first with and then without parental use of alerting clues.

2. Child will produce increased vocalizations.

Materials

1. Naturally occurring environmental sounds and voice
2. Speech sounds produced by parents
3. Any sound produced by the child via voice or his own activity

Discussion of phase Discuss with the parents the need for them to help their child become
aware of sounds they hear. /kg in the Hearing Aid Program, the notion of reduced background or
competing noise his to be implemented. If the hearing impaired child hears constant noise
through his hearing aids, it is possible that he will reject them or learn to ignore sounds. The
parents can enhance the process of attaching meaning to sound by providing repeated op-
portunities for their child to hear the same sounds many times in similar situations so that the
sounds become meaningful to him.
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For the young infa' itwith severe, profound hearing loss, attending to environmental sounds,

voice, and distinct speech sounds and producing increased vocalizations will cover at least a 4 to 7

month period following the establishment of full-time hearing aid usage. For the older child,

progress toward the next phase can be accomplished as soon as the child demonstrates attention

to environmental sounds, voice, and distinct speech sounds with and without clues; produces

abundant vocalization; and enjoys producing sounds by his own activities. The older child who

can display attending behavior may do so infrequently unless motivated with higher level

activities.
The ultimate goal is for the child to attend to the speech sounds he will later imitate. The first

steps are:
1. Increasing his attention to speech by motivating him to listen to environmental and

speech sounds so they will become meaningful and not distractive.

2. Repeatedly attaching speech sounds to meaningful and motivating experiences, increas-

ing his attention to them when he hears them again.

Using the information on the introductory part of the Auditory Program along with observa-

tion of the child, help the parents be aware of the type of auditory response their child displays

and the level of vocalization ability he has at this point. Then teach the parents the following

sub-skills to enable them to expand from here. Remember, even though the 20 sub-skills are

listed sequentially and marked as discrete lessons, all the skills in Phase I interrelate and the order

of teaching should remain flexible to meet the needs of the individual children.
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Lesson 1

Attending to Environmental Sounds and Voice
(Phase I, Skill 1, Sub-skill 1)

Outline/Parent Objective

1. Parents will provide repeated opportunities for their child to hear environmental sounds and
voice many times in similar situations so that he will attend to them and thus the sounds and
voice will become meaningful.

Child Objectives

1. Child will demonstrate attending to sound by responding to environmental sounds and
voice first with and then without parental use of auditory clues.

Materials .

1. Naturally occurring environmental sounds and voice.

Lesson

Discussion. A normally hearing newborn does not attend to sound, listening attitude, until he

has experienced repeated opportunities for at least 4 to 7 months. To enhance the hearing
impaired child's ability to learn to attend, it is important to increase the number of opportunities
he has tt, attend to sound, to reinforce all responses, and to call his attention to sound whenever
he does not respond spontaneously. Tell the parents, "Anytime you are near your child and you
hear a sound in your environment, stop what you are doing, use facial expression, point to your
ear and say, 'Listen' or '1 hear .' Take your child to see the source, and reinforce him
enthusiastically for listening."

1. Model this skill for the parents following the six steps outlined in the Auditory Program
General Teaching Suggestions, pages 396-397, and enthusiastically reinforce the parent for
trying the skill, for doing it correctly, for doing it spontaneously, etc.

2. Discuss the variety of sounds in the child's particular environment such as:

parent's voice sibling crying

singing electrical appliances

dogs barking buzzers

horns, drums knocking

water running airplane flying overhead

telephone dropping objects

doorbell
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3. It may be helpful to actually help the parents discover or rediscover the sounds around

them, perhaps by closing their eyes or by thinking about one room or one daily activity at a time,

thus increasing the parents' awareness of sounds happening around them. Remember, if the

household is constantly noisy, a few quiet during the day need to be arranged such as sibling nap

time. At these times the child can be alerted to meaningful sounds. Meaningful sounds may not

be obvious or loud, so it is important that the parents give the child repeated opportunitieS to

tune-in to develop attending skills.
4. Reinforce and encourage the parents to continue this sub.-skill and help them recognize

the lengthy time factor involved for spontaneous response by the child.

5. In addition to the use of challenges, another strategy that helps some parents acquire

consistent use of the skill is to call attention.directly to the parent;' use of the skill. Use a part or

one whole home visit to alert the child to sounds. To determine a baseline, note how many

sounds occur naturally and how many the parent points out to the child. For example, 10 sounds

occurred, and the parent alerted the child to 4. The baseline is 4/10 or 40 percent. Discuss with the

parent, reinforce entliusiastically and challenge tne parent to improve. Set a goal of 80 percent,

for example, before concluding that the parent has this skill.

Review Question& For Parents

1. How long is it likely to take for a profoundly deaf infant to learn to attend to environmental

sounds and voice? (4 to 7 months)

2. How can you increase his attention to sound? (increase the number of opportunities he

has to attend to sound; reinforce all responses to sound; call his attention to sound whenever he

does not respond spontaneously.)

Sample Challenges

Challenge the parent to utilize the skill during the week by discussing possible challenges

and deciding the challenges together. For example:
1, Alert child to mother's and father's voice by using clues and motherese skills learned in the

communication program.
2. Alert child to all sounds heard in the kitchen.

3. Alert child to all sounds heard before leaving for work, and record the sound source and

child's response in the parent notebook.
4. Teach alerting to the babysitter and grandparents.

Notes/Supplemental Information

1. See pages 469-472 for more attending to environmental sounds and voice activities.

2. Have parents record (weekly) child's auditory development on the Auditory Development

Checklist.
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Lesson 2

Attending to Distinct Speech Sounds
(Phase I, Skill 1, Sub-skill 2)

Outline/Parent Objectives

I. Parents will provide repeated opportui 'ties for their child to hear the same distinct speech
sounds many times in similar situations so that he will attend to them and thus the sounds will
become meaningful.

Child Objectives

1. Child will demonstrate attending to sound by responding to distinct speech sounds first
with and then without parental use of auditory clues.

Materials

1. Speech sounds produced by parents

Lesson

Discussion. Tell the parents, "When you are near your child, provide him with repeated
presentation of distinct speech sounds in similar situations. tie facial expressions to call your
child's attention, and reinforce him enthusiastically for listening."

Discuss the variety of situations where repeated presentation of speech sounds can be
utilized to help the child attend to speech sounds. Give the child every opportunity to hear speech

repeatedly in meaningful situations such as: stimulation of u with pitch change while stroking the
infant's arms from hands to shoulder and legs from feet to hips; say the infant's name with
inflection just before picking him up; stimulation w'th objects that have names which start with b
such as playing with a toy bear, baby, ball, or talking about his blanket or bed.

In vocalizing to the infant, remember the selection of distinct speech sounds is for him to
listen to and begin experimenting with vocally. Guide the parents in selecting sounds consistent
with the child's listening age, aided audiometric data, and vocalization level. Emphasize to the
parents the need to give top priority to the use of speech for attending to sound. Involve.the
parents actively in the selection process. Always remember to incorporate the Communication
Program ideas so that parents appreciate from the beginning the communicative significance of
speech. Remember:
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1. Don't talk incessantly to your child
2. Do use speech to help establish communication
3. Don't talk at your child
4. Do talk with him, take turns, pause, expect him to take his turn (even infants)

5. Do use pitch changes and varied intonation patterns.

Teaching Suggestions

1. Model this skill for the parents. Select one or two sounds according to D. Ling's criteria for

order of development of sounds on pages 388-389 of the Auditory Program introduction. Begin

with long vowels, diphthongs, then consonants, etc. Use the guide on page 408 which contains

sample words for the IPA symbols Ling utilizes.

2. Describe the speech sound(s) to be used giving an example word. Do not expect parents

to learn the IPA symbols.
3. Present each of the sounds to the child for at least a two-week period. Emphasize to the

parents the time period involved and the fact that this stimulation to listen to distinct speech

sounds will continue for a very long time period (usually up to Phase IV when discrimination and

comprehension of distinct speech sounds and imitation of speech begins). If all the speech

sounds are utilized before reaching Phase IV, repeat some of the sounds again.

4. The distinct speech sounds do not have to be utilized only in isolation. Note the example

challenges that follow.
5. When appropriate, utilize this additional strategy: After challenging the parents to do this

skill, obtain a baseline the next visit by observing the number of opportunities to do the skill

versus the number of times the parent performed the skill. For example, the parent picked up the

infant five times during the visit and called his name beforehand three times. Baseline 3/5 or 60

percent. Discuss with the parents ways to remember to do this at every opportunity, reinforce

them for trying, and challenge them to increase this activity throughout the week.

Review Questions For Parents

1. Why should most of the attending activities focus on speech? (so that the child can have

repeated opportunities to attend to speech sounds in meaningful situalcs ,arid thus learn to

listen to and experiment vocally.)
2. What previously learned communication skill is particularly important to remember? (turn

taking, including pausing and expecting him to take his turn.)

Sample Challenges

Challenge the parent to implement this skill several times each day in an appropriate manner.

For example:
1. Stimulate the child with the vowel a (as in father) with pitch change each time you rock him

for comfort, for naps and at bedtime.

2. Stimulate the child with the speech sounds ba each time you bounce a balloon in the air.

3. Stimulate the child's ability to begin to recognize his name by saying his name with

inflection each and everytime before you pick him up.
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Notes /Supplemental Information

4111 1. See pages 473-476 for more attending to distinct speech sound activities.

Reference and Reading List

Stovall, D. (1982). Teaching speech to hearingimpaired infants and children. zero to three years.
Springfield, IL: Charles C. Thomas.
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Lesson 3

Use of Auditory Clues, Showing Source of Sound and Reinforcement
(Phase I, Skill 1, Sub-skill 3)

Outline/Parent Objectives

I. Parents will model auditory clues to call their child's attention to sound, will show the source
of sound when necessary, and will reward for the elicited response.

Child Objectives

None

Materials

1. Naturally-occurring environmental sounds and voice speech sounds produced by
parents.

Lesson

Discussion. Call specific attention to the skills of this objective and help parents increase their

ability to use:
1. Auditory clues so as to enhance their child's attention to sound (decrease use of clues

when child begins to reIWOnd spontaneously).

2. Showing source of sound in order to increase their child's ability to attach meaning to
sound and enhance spatial orientation.

3. Reinforcement given immediately after the child attends to sound so that the attending

behavior will be repeated.

Teaching Strategies

1. These skills may be acquired at the same time as the skills in the previous lessons
(attending to environmental sounds, voice and distinct speech sounds). If this is the case, simply

call attention to what the parents are already doing and reinforce them.

Review Questions For Parents

1. Why should you use auditory clues? (enhances child's attention); show the child sources
of sound? (increases ability to attach meaning and enhances spatial orientation); reinforce the
child? (encourages child to repeat attending to sound behavior)

2. When will you decrease the use of auditory clues? (as soon as child spontaneously attends

to sound)
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Sample Challenges

Challenge the parents to utilize these specific skills.

1. Clue the child to sound by getting on his eye level, by capturing his attention and saying "I

hear that" every time a sound occurs naturally or is presented by parent.

2. Use interesting facial expressions, point to your ear and point to the child's ear during

each attending activity.
3. Pick up the child and allow him to try to see all sound used for attending activity.

4. When the child does not spontaneously alert to sound, repeat the sound (when possible),

model the appropriate attending behaviors, and repeat the sound again.

5. Reward all attending behaviors by showing pleasure at all the chi;J's attempts.

Notes and Supplemental Information

1. Review communication lesson on reinforcement, pages 325-327.
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Lesson 4

Identification of Responses to Sound
(Phase I, Skill 1, Sub-skill 4)

Outline/Parent Objectives

I. Parents will be able to identify child's responses to sound appropriate for his developmental
age.

Child Objectives

None

Materials

None

Lesson

Discussion. If parents are having difficulty identifying their child's responses to sound, help
them to observe their child and share 414)11m:it:on from the Auditory Program Introduction
(Downs' Index of Infant Auditory Rehavic-sr, par 386) as to what type of response to expect.
Regardless of the child's chronctpgical age, the expected response will most likely agree with his
developmental level.

For example, if the child is two years old.and has cerebral palsy, his motor skill level may be
consistent with that of a 6-month-old child and thus the expected auditory response would be
listening attitude and beginning head turn away from or toward the source of sound rather than
direct localizatiog of sound on all planes as would be expected at age 2.

Teaching strategy.

1. If parents need help with this skill, simply spend time together observing the child and
noting the types of responses to sound the child has.

2. If the child is profoundly deaf and it is difficult to observe any responses to sound, be sure
to concentrate on sounds most likely to be meaningful and audible (for example, loud, low-
frequency sounds like a drum, spoon in a pan, music with a definite low-pitched beat, voice
purposely lowered in pitch, large cowbell). Also, be sure the aids are set maximally.r the child.

Review Questions For Parents

1. Why is it sometimes difficult to identify a child's response to sound? (response to sound
may match developmehtal age rather than actual age in months and thus not appear as you
expect).
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Sample Challenges

1. Observe the child dtaNg alt attending activities and note his responses including stopping

of movement and change of facial expression.
2. During the week, keep a record of all attending to sound behaviors such as indicated by

searching for sound with eyes.

Notes/Supplemental Information

1. For multiple handicapped infants, astute observation over time is often needed to identify

subtle responses to sound. Encourage the parents to observe and to trust their observations..

3 o .
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Lesson 5

Stimulation for and Reinforcement of All Vocalizations and Child Activity Sounds
(Phase 1, Skill 2, Sub-skill 5)

Outline/Parent Objective

1. Parents will stimulate and call attention to all sounds and vocalizations that result from the
child's own activities.

Child Objective

1. Child will produce increased vocalizations.

Materials

1. Any sound produced by the child via voice or his own activity.
2. Common objects child can manipulate to produce sound.

Lesson

Discussion. Tell the parents: "Anytime you are near your child and he produces a sound
vocally or as a result of activity, use facial expressions, point to your ear, or imitate his sounds to
indicate that you hear him."

Help the parents increase their awareness of all the sounds occurring as an integral part of the
child's activity as well as all vocalizations (including coos, squeals, and gurgles). Note the different

times during the day the infant is most likely to vocalize and when stimulation can naturally occur.

Encourage the parents to work toward reinforcement, especially imitation, of all vocalization.
Remembering the developmental age of the child, help the parents allow their infant to produce
sounds by doing such things as hanging a rope of loud jingle bells across the crib for the child to
pull on or a loud, low-pitched wind chime to kick. As the child's motor behavior matures, hang the

bell or rattles wherever he likes to pull up to standing or leave pots and lids on the floor for him to
bang once he sits alone. Whatever age the child is, base these activities on his interests, curiosity,

and motor abilities. Be sure to provide as many opportunities as possible for the child to produce
\sound himself and reinforce him for doing so.

The amount of vocalizations should increase with stimulation and reinforcement and consis-
tent adequate hearing aid usage. If it does not happen in 4 to 7 months, check whether or not
hearing aid usage is adequate for the child to hear himself. Remember the primary emphasis is on

abundant vocalization, regardless of its chat acteristics. Voice patterns (duration, pitch, intensity)
cannot be selectively reinforced until vocalizations are freely obtained. Vocalizations are the first
step in speech communication.
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Teaching strategies.

1. Model this skill for the parents. Reinforce the parents for their attempts and point out how

their stimulation and imitation of the child obviously increase the child's vocalizations and

pleasure from sound production.
2. If appropriate, use the strategy of observing the parents' opportunities to utilize this skill

and compare this to the number of times they actually do it. For example, the child produces 15

vocalizations and/or sounds and the parent reit. forces 5. Baseline 5/15 or 33 percent. Discuss,

reinforce, challenge to improve.
3. Encourage parents to record examples of their child's vocalizations on the Auditory

Development Checklist in the Parent Notebook.
4. This skill should continue on throughout the program. At later times, the parent advisor

may need to encourage and/or help the parents to be aware of sounds the child makes vocally and

in activities as well as to provide new opportunities for him to enjoy making sound.

5. Some parents may need outside information for activities that are stimulating for their

child's age. See Reference and Reading List under this objective for one possible source.

6. Have the parents find new opportunities for their child to produce sounds. The activities

they think of themselves are the ones most likely to be repeated.

Review Questions For Parents

1. Why is it so important to stimulate and reinforce your child's vocalizations? (to increase

the amount of vocalizations regardless of how they sound, since a lot of practice is needed in the

first step of speech communication; to heir the child learn to hear and attend to his own voice)

2. Why do you want to provide your child with opportunities to produce sound? (so he can

learn to enjoy making sound)

Sample Challenges

Challenge the parent to utilize this skill every day. Plan together appropriately for the child's

age e nd interests. For example:

1. Reinforce the child's vocalizations by imitating them with pitch change and facial

expression.
2. Reinforce the child's vocalizations by recording them on tel.,e and playing them while he is

alone,in his bed.
3. Reinforce the child's spontaneous production of sound by saying "I. hear you" each time

he rings his bells over his crib.

Notes/Supplemental Information

1. The goal of Phase I is to greatly increase the total amount of vocalizations per day.

Characteristics of vocalizations in this phase typical for a profoundly deaf infant may include: (a)

only one or two vowels, (b) total amount per day and on any one occasion is limited to, for

example, two seconds and then absent for a considerable period, (c) pitch is very limited in range,

d) sounds are short, one sot.nd per breath.
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(adapted from A. H. Ling. (1977). Schedules of development in audition, Speech language
communication for hearing impaired infants and their parents, A.G. Bell Association)

Remember the total amount of vocalizations needs to be increased before reinforcement for
voice patterns or sound is attempted. Speech breathing will be addressed in Phase II.

2. See pages 477-482 for activities on stimulation and reinforcement of all child vocalizations.

Reference and Reading List

Chase, R. A., Rubin, R. R. (1978). You and your baby. The first wondrous year. New York: Johnson
and Johnson Child Development Publication, Collier Books, MacMillan. (Also Your toddler
and your preschooler by the same publisher.)
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Introduction To Phase II:

'zing Objects and Events From Sources and Locating Sound Sources in Space;
Vocalizing With Varied Duration, Intensity and Pitch

N

This is not a rmal lesson. It is suggested that this material be presented to the parents in
conjunction with le on 6.

Outline/Parent Object

I. Parents will provide
\

epeated meaningful opportunities for their children to associate
environmental and spe h sounds with their source.

Parents will provide repea d meaningful opportunities '.3r sound to be the first source of
information for their child.

Ill. Parents will provide repeatedopportunities for their child to locate environmental and
speech sources with and without lues in quiet and then in the presence of background
sounds.

1V. Parents will reinforce all their child's attempts to localize sound source.

V. Parents will provide repeated stimulation or varied voice patterns by modeling duration,
intensity and pitch changes.

VI. Parents will use and encourage the use of tona expressive speech.

VII. Parents will provide stimulation for maintenance o a steady breath flow and for production
of a pulsed breath stream.

Child Objectives

1. Child will demonstrate recognition of environmental and, speech sounds by knowing/
realizing their source.

2. Child will demonstrate directional hearing by directly localiziiig sound sources in space
with and without clues.

3. Child will produce voice patterns varied in duration, intensity, and pitch.
4. Child will develop awareness of the breath stream.

Materials

1. Naturally occurring environmental sounds and voice speech sounds produced by parents

and child.
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Discussion of phase II. Discuss with the pare is the idea that the exposure of their child to

voice and distinct speech sounds repeatedly in si liar situations has helped him attend to and

focus on the features of sound and to ignore noise. is attending sets the stage for the ability to

recognize the source of sound. Now the parents need to give their child many opportunities to
associate sound with motion, touch, and visual information and thus learn to recognize sound.

Encourage the parents to continue helping their childgenerate sound as this is one of the

most effective kinds of association. When the child bangs a pan with a spoon, or perhaps kicks a

wind chime in his crib, moving, feeling, seeing, and hearing all occur at the same time. When the
child vocalizes, he can associate movement, touch, and hearing to form associations and thus

recognition of his own speech.
Indicate to the parents that recognition (meaningful association of sound with its source) and

direct localization of sound source on all planes (right, left, up, down) do not occur in the normal
hearing infant until after 9 to 16 months of practice or listening time. For the older child or child
with only moderate hearing loss, this stage may be passed through more quickly. It is important to

understand that a child does not have to be able to demonstrate direct localization of sound,
directional hearing, in order to progress on to a higher phase. For example, a child does have to be

able to recognize the doorbell sound by realizing or knowing someone is about to come in. He
does not have to be able to directly locate the bell sound as being on his right, left, up, or down.

The child who stops fussing upon hearing his food being prepared is demonstrating recognition

of the sound source without necessarily demonstrating direct localization of the sound source in

space
In addition to these new listening skills, it is important to take advantage of the child's

increased vocalizations and pleasure from sound production brought about by the parents'

consistent stimulation and reinforcement of the child's vocalizations over the past several

months. During Phase II, speech stimulation should result in the child being able to prolong

vowels, vary voice between loud and quiet, utilize variations in pitch and gradually increase the

number of speech sounds in vocal play. In addition, the child will develop an awareness of the

breath stream.
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Lesson 6

Recognition of Objects and Events from Sound Source
(Phase II, Skill 3, Sub-skill 6)

Outline/Parent Objective

I. Parents will provide repeated meaningful opportunities for their child to associate environ-
mental and speech sounds with their source.

Child Objective

1. Child will demonstrate recognition of environmental and speech sounds by knowing/
realizing their source.

Materials

1. Naturally-occurring environmental sounds and voice.

lesson

Discussion. Review with the parents the sounds you have been utilizing for attending.
Continue these activities, insuring the child is aware of the source of souncrand that the sounds
are relevant to the child.

Teaching strategies.

1. Recognition of objects and events from sound source should occur naturally as a result of
the attending behaviors established in Phase 1 and developmental maturation. If a child is
attending to sound but not recognizing its source after enough listening time has elapsed, the
possibility 9f a problem other than peripheral hearing foss should be considered.

Review Questions For Parents

1. Why is it important to help your child associate sound with movement, touch and visual
dues? (so he will come to recognize objects and events from their sound source)

Sample Challenges

1. Stimulate association of speech sounds with their source by holding the child in front of a
mirror (big enough to see both you and the child) and naming him and yourself. Use touch by
touching the child's hand to his and your image.

2. Encourage the child to discover different sounds toys make by providing him play time
with several different sound toys helikes.
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3. Stimulate the child to produce sounds by helping him manipulate objects (banging pans,

etc.) and stimulate vocalization by making sounds as you play with the objects. Place the object

close to your mouth if need be to obtain the child's attention to your speech.

4. Imitate the child's actions, such as shaking a rattle, and imitate all vocalizations.

5. Associate speech with all big movements; for example, by saying "roll" each time you roll

the child over and "up" each time you pick him up.
6. Stimulate association of particular voices with particular people by ensuring that each

person who interacts with the child does so accompanied by speech.

Notes/Supplemental Information

1. See pages 483-485 for more activities to help the child recognize objects and events.
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Lesson 7

Sound As First Smirce of Information
(Phase II, Skill 3, Sub-skill 7)

Outke/Parent Objective

I. Parents will repeatedly utilize sound as the first source of information for their child.

Child Objective
1. Same as previous objective: Child will demonstrate recognition of environmental and

speech sounds by knowing/realizng their source.

Materials

1. Naturally-occurring environmental sounds and voice.

Lesson

Discussion. Explain to parents that another way to help young children make auditory associa-

tions is to provide many meaningful opportunities for sound to be the first source of information.
For example, before walking into the child's room, they can talk loudly so they can be heard
before they are seen. When it is feeding time, they can make conspicuous sounds during the
preparation before giving him the food. Parents should be sure to follow each of these auditory
events with showing the child the source of sound and/or repeating the sound in his line of vision.
After enough exposure, the child will become aware of what is making the sound as soon as it is
heard. Remember the word meaningful. 111 of the recognition and association activities must be
for a good reason; they must be relevant; otherwise, the child will learn to ignore the sounds.

Teaching strategies.

1. If parents are onstantly "testing" just to see if their child will hear, stop now and channel
this energy into meaningful events for the child.

2. Observe the parents and be sure they follow up each event where sound is the first source
of information by showing the child the source of sound.

Review Questions For Parents

1. Why do we want to make sound the first source of meaningful information for your child?
(to help him make auditory associations with meaningful evens and thus recognize the source of

sound)
2. Why should we use only meaningful events relevant to his daily life? (so that he will have

reason to attend to the sound rather than learn to ignore it)
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Sample Challenges

Discuss with the parents daily events that recur consistently each day and plan to precede

each with meaningful speech and/or specific environmental sounds. For example:

1. Talk loudly before entering the child's room.

2. Call out the child's name just before picking him up 100 percent of the time.

3. Make obvious cooking sounds just before feeding the child.

4. Consistently knock loudly on the door before opening it.
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Lesson 8

Locating Sound Source in Space

(Phase II, Skill 4, Sub-skill 8)

Outline/Parent Objective

I. Parents will provide repeated opportunities for their child to locate environmental and speech

sound sources with and-without clues in quiet and then in the presence of background
sounds.

Child Objective

1. Child will demonstrate directional hearing by directly localizing sound sources in space
with and without clues.

Materials

1. Naturally-occurring environmental sounds and voices.

Lesson

Discussion. Describe this skill to the parents and the sounds to utilize (naturally-occurring
sounds or produced sounds). At first parents should utilize only sounds their child attended to in
Phase lsounds parents feel sure the child hears. Only after the child has demonstrated localiza-
tion should new sounds be introduced. Remember to make all the sounds meaningful and
relevant to the child.

It may help to outline the skill for the parent in the following manner, modeling the skill as
you go through the steps.

"Step one: Use clues. Tell your child to listen. Point to your hear or the child's ear. Cock
your head. Pull your hair away from your ears, etc. In subsequent sessions you will learn to
teach the child locating without clues. After the child can turn to a sound source without
clues, the next step of locating a sound source with distraction will be introduced.

Step two: Present Sounds. Use naturally-occurring and presented sounds within close
range of the child (preferably at ear level). Do not let the child see the sound source.

Step three: Observe child's responses. Child's responses may include tut ring to sound or

otherwise locating source (running to sound source).
Step four: Reinforce. Reinforce child. Show child the sound source (physically take the

child to the source when appropriate).
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Step five: Prompt if necessary. Call attention to the sound source or person speaking by

pointing, bripging the sound source into visual range, giving the child the sound source, or

taking the child to the sound source. If these fail to direct his attention, gently turn the child's

head toward the sound. Then repeat the sound, if possible, while he is looking and prompt

again."

Have the parents practice these steps several times. Praise their attempts and help them

improve where necessary.

Teaching strategies.

1. Remember localization should be taught in this sequence: (a) with clues (in quiet), (b)

without clues (in quiet), (c) with naturally occurring distractions (background noise, while playing

or eating, etc.). For most parents, it may be easier to actually break these into three separate

lessons as the child progresses from one step to the next. Model the five steps above when

you move to localization without clues and again for distractions if indicated.

2. The developmental level of the child definitely affects his ability to localize sound in space.

Most of the expected responses (turning in the correct direction, pointing) may occur only after

much modeling of localization by the parents.

Review Questions For Parents

1. What sounds should be utilized for localization? (only sounds we know the child hears

until he demonstrates the localization skill; then new sounds can be introduced)

2. Why i it important to show your child all the sounds utilized for localization (as reinforce-

ment or as a prompt)? (otherwise it would not be a meaningful activity)

Sample Challenges

1. Use the clue of pointing in the direction of the sound to stimulate the child to localize door

knocking.
2. Be aware of competing background sounds; try to eliminate them when possible and

reward the child for all localization responses.
3. When the child does not localize to sounds, physically take the child to the source of

sound and present it again if possible.
4. Stimulate localization of speech by having a family member call the child and then help

him turn toward the family member. The family member will then reinforce the response

enthusiastically.
5. Make moo sound with exaggerated intonation for a toy cow out of the child's vision and

then repeat in his line of vision if i le does not localize. (Also meow-cat or whatever toy animals the

family happens to hive. Let the parent decide on the sound to make for the animal.)

Notes/Supplemental Information

I. Auditory space perception is discussed in the Cognition Program (available from SKI*HI

Institute). That information should be tied into these lessons whenever possible.
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2. Studies reveal that directional hearing enhances auditory development by improving
alerting, attention, and separation of meaningful sound patterns from noisy background (audi-
tory figure-ground) abilities.

3. Binaural amplification is essential for this skill. The child must have two different hearing
aid microphones separated in space.

4. Use of an FM unit will distort the child's spatial perception of sounds coming through the
speaker's microphone and should be utilized with caution during localization activities.

5. See pages 487-490 for more localization activities.

6. Remember many severely hearing impaired children never develop true localization or
directional hearing ability, and it is not an essential skill. It is essential that the child demonstrate
recognition of speech sounds and environmental sounds by knowing/realizing their source.
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Lesson 9

Reinforcement of Attempts to Localize
(Phase II, skill 4, Sub-skill 9)

Outline/Parent Objective

I. Parents will reinforce all of child's attempts to localize source.

Child Objective

None

Materials

None

Lesson

Discussion. Renforcement plays a critical role in helping the child to acquire a new skill.
Discuss the type of reinforcement the parents feel is appropriate for their child, is liked best by
their child, and feels comfortable to them. Model the skill for the parent, being sure to provide
reinforcement immediately following the child's spontaneous or prompted localization
response. Practice the skill with the parents until they are comfortably giving reinforcement
(animated facial expression, touch, clapping hands) as part of the localization activity.

Teaching strategy.

1. Many parents will spontanebusly utilize reinforcement effectively just from watching the
parent advisor model the skill. If this is the case, reinforce the parents for a job well done by briefly

verbalizing what they are doing correctly.
2. If parents need help using reinforcement effectively, spend one home Visit being sure to

utilise reinforcement consistently and effectively.

Review Questions For Parents

1. What is the best reinforcement for your child? (whatever the child likes best)

Sample Challenges

1. Reinforce all the child's localization responses by smiling and indicating pleasure 100
percent of the time.

2. Reinforce localization responses by giving the child the sound source (where possible)
and encouraging him to repeat the sound.
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Notes/Supplemental Information

1. Review Communication Lesson Ispc-X1 (pages 325-327) for more information on

reinforcement.
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Lesson 10

Vocalization Varied in Duration, Intensity, and Pitch
(Phi Ise II, Skill 5, Sub-skill 10)

Outline/Parent Objective

I. Parents will provide repeated meaningful stimulation for varied voice patterns by modeling
duration, intensity and pitch changes.

Child Objective

1. Child will produce voice patterns varied in duration, intensity, and pitch.

Materials

1. Speech sounds produced by parent and child vocalizations.

Lesson

Discussion. Dekribe this skill and relate it to the Communication Program skill Motherese
(see pages 317-320). If parents already have the skill of vocalizing with varied pitch, reinforce their

use of it. Discuss (and demonstrate) duration and intensity variations and the important role they

play in speech stimulation. Model the use of one of the three variations with every interaction you
have with the child so that the parent sees how it can be done sitentaneously and consistently.
Also describe how the parent can use varied pitch or duration or intensity while stimulating for.
attention to distinct speech sounds (see Lesson 2, pages 403-405). Continue ta select distinct
speech sounds from D. Ling's criteria for order of development of sounds on pages 388 and 389.
Continue selecting one or two sounds for use over at least a two-week period.

Teaching strategy.

1. Model the use of variations in duration, intensity and pitch. Reinforce the parents for their
attempts and point out how their varied vocal patterns enhance their child's attention to their
voice.

2. If appropriate, use the strategy of observing the parent's opportunities to uflize this skill
versus the number of times they actually do it. For example, the parent uses speech stimulation 10

times but utilizes interesting voice pattern variations only 5 times. Baseline 5/10 or 50 percent.
Discuss, reinforce the parents' progress and challenge them to use varied pitch (or intensity or

duration) 100 percent of the time.
3. have the parents record examples of the child's vocalizations and indicate the child's use

of varied voice patterns. Together with the parents, listen to the child at least once a month and
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record examples in the Parent Notebook. Help the parents realize that the child will need a lot of

listening time and will need to produce a significant number of vocalizations over timebefore he

will be able to produce the varied voice patterns himself.

Review Questions For Parents

1. How can you stimulate your child to use pitch, intercity and duration variations in his

vocalizations? (by modeling them repeatedly in meaningful situations)

Sample Challenges

1. As you bounce the child on your knee, say p, as in putt, with varied intensity for each size

bounce (or duration varied for length of bounce, or pitch varied for height of bounce, etc.).
2. While walking your baby, repeat ba with duration varied for each series of step(s).

3. While playing with the child's favorite toy airplane, make the sound er with varied pitch

matching your flight pattern.
4. Vary the length of "mmm... good" with various amounts of time taken to get your feeding

spoon from baby dish to child's mouth.

Notes/Supplemental Information

1. Be sure the parents are utilizing this skill throughout the entire day. It will not be effective

if used only once or twice each day. Help the parents think of daily situations that repeat
themselves so that stimulation occurs for a few seconds many times each day.

2. See pages 491-493 for stimulation activities for vocalizations varied in duration, intensity,

and pitch.

References and Reading List

Ling, D. (197b). Speech and the hearing impaired child: Theory and practice. Washington, D.C.: A.

G. Bell Association for the Deaf.

Stovall, D. (1982). Teaching speech to hearing impaired infants and children, zero to three years.

Springfield, IL: Charles C. Thomas.
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Lesson 11

Tonally Expressive Speech

(Phase II, Skill 5, Sub-skill 11)

Outline/Parent Objective

1. Parents will use and reinforce their child for the use of tonally expressive vocalizations and
speech.

Child Objective

None

Materials

None

Lesson

Discussion. Describe the importance of reinforcing vocalizations resulting from all different
mood situations (angry, sad, etc.). Describe to parents that changing moods are reflected in the
voice for these different situations. Encourage the parents to provide an emotionally rich environ-
ment that will provide a basis for spontaneous vocalization in all situations. Reinforcing vocaliza-
tions from varied situations will help the child gain experience necessary for future speech goals.
Model the skill for the parent, being sure to refect the mood via intonation as well as facial
expressions. Have the parents copy your example and help them to feel relaxed about openly
expressing changing expression.

Teaching strategies.

1. It is difficult to model this objective except in naturally-occurring situations. Be alert to
activities going on in the home (sibling hurt or angry or sad) and model vocalizing about these
events with intonation patterns reflective of the mood at the moment. Or each time the hearing
impaired child is angry (because he's hungry) or sad (because a parent left the room), model a
tonally expressive response reflecting the child's mood.

Review Questions For Parents

1. How can you help your child attend to the aspects of speech that reflect mood? (by
vocalizing about daily situations where feelings are involved and using the voice to reflect the
mood)
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Sample Challenges

1. Stimulate the child's association of particular intonation patterns with particular emotional

states by conveying in the tone of your voice, whatever you feel such as sadness, happiness, fear,

anger, etc.
2. Reinforce the child's vocalizations when he feels sad about your leaving by saying, "l'm

sad too," with th appropriate tone quality.
3. Reinforce the child's calm quiet vocalizations during play by getting his eye contact and

smiling or perhaps nodding approval (without seriously interrupting his play).

4. Reinforce the child's "shriek" vocalizations when he accidentally topples over (or any

accident) by hugging him and saying, "It hurts" or "Ouch" with appropriate tone quality.

Reference/Reading List

Boothroyd, A. (1982). Hearing impairments in young children. Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice

Nall

Pollack, D. (1970). Educational audiology for the limited hearing infant. Springfield, IL: C. C.

Thomas.
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Lesson 12

Speech Breathing
(Phase II, Skill 5, Sub-skill 12)

\ Outline/Parent Objective

I\ Parents will provide stimulation for maintenance of a steady breath flow and for production of
Nal pulsed breath stream.

Child Cijectrve

1. Chi will develop awareness of the breath stream.

Materials

1. None neces ary (activity section, pages 495-496 lists materials for blowing activities).

Lesson

Discussion. Discuss this ideas that breath control is essential to speech and that speech
breathing is different than quiet breathing for respiration. A skilled speaker is able to inhale
rapidly, usually through the mou using the diaphram; then exhale slowly and steadily, conserv-
ing the breath stream as it is modifi by the tongue, teeth, lips, and jaw with and without voice.

Hearing impaired children need -e of a substantial breath stream and good voice patterns
before individual speech sounds can be ught in therapy sessions. Remediation of inadequate
speech breathing is difficult for hearing im fired children at later ages because poor habits have
been established, and it seems that attempts to orrect poor speech breathing may add to a child's
speech problems. Allowing the child to develop'wareness of the breath stream during natural
home activities will do much to avoid the abnormal sOech breathing dynamics that many hearing
impaired children display. Indicate it is important to sti ulate the child to: (a) maintain a steady
breath flow for continuous vocalization, and (b) produce a ulsed breath stream.

Emphasize these two skills are not met by blowing e rcises but rather by the parents
modeling control of their breath streams while not requiring th child to imitate. The child will
develop awareness of the breath stream. Speech breathing show be modeled in a relaxed
setting by relaxed parents as tension greatly contributes to incorrect sp ch breathing and future
voice problems.
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Teaching strategies.

1. The activities suggested here (under sample challenges) and in the activities section

(pages 495-496) are designed to help prevent future problems. The activities should be continued

throughout the remainder of the program with adaptations appropriate for the child's age and

developmental level.
2. Model a new speech breathing activity for the parents intermitttently in combination with

future skills.

Review Questions For Parents

1. Why does your child need to become aware of his breath stream? (because breath for

speech is different from breathing for respiration, and remediation for inadequate speech

breathing is very difficult since bad habits are hard to change)

2. Why is it essential that you remain refaxed during all speech breathing activities? (so the

child will not pick up any tension and associate it with breathing)

Sample Challenges

1. Lay the child on your stomach while relaxing on the floor or bed, letting your child feel the

movement of proper breathing while you vocalize with varying duration.

2. Let the child feel the force of your breath stream by putting your cheek next to the child's

during vocalization of varying duration up to at least five seconds in length.

3. Increase the child's awareness of a pulsed breath stream by putting his hand on your

mouth while chanting like an Indian.

Notes/Supplemental Information

1. It is widely recognized thlt hearing impaired children's speech breathing problems are

due to lack of control in the emission of breath during speech, and not to inadequate lung

capacity or blowing skill.
2. The third target behavior for speech breathing (in addition to a steady breath flow for

vocalization and a pulsed breath stream) is the organization oi intake and expenditure of breath in

relation to the structure of the utterance. Only the two discussc -I in this lesson are recommended

for home programming.
3. Although it is difficult to find age related references for breathing, Caplan and Caplan

(1977) state that most 16-month-old infants are able to blow out matches and blow bubbles with a

straw. Blowing through a straw may have begun as imitation with the toddler copying an older

sibling sipping a beverage. Once the toddler can blow, he will continue to blow just because it is

tun. Toddlers do not make much of a distinction between the functions of mouth and nose and

the 16-month-old may blow on a flower when asked to smell it.

4. The parent may naturally begin to involve the child in simple blowing activities before 16

months (such as blowing out a birthday candle), but should not be distressed if the child does not

begin to imitate. Keep it playful, and the child will continue to participate because it is fun.

5. See pages 495-496 of the activities section for more speech breathing ideas.
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Reference/Reading List

Caplan, F. and Caplan T. C. (1972). The second twelve months of life: your baby's growth month by

month. New York: Bantam Books.

Ling, D. (1976). Speech and the hearing impaired child: Theory and practice. Washington, D.C.:

Alexander Graham Bell Association for the Deaf.
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Introduction To Phase III

Locating Soond Sources in Space at Increased Distances and at Different Levels;
Vocalizing with Distinct Vowel, Then Consonant Sounds

This is not a formal lesson. It is suggested that these materials be discussed in conjunction with

Lesson 13.

Outline/Parent Objectives

Parents will provide repeated opportunities for their child to locate environmental and
speech sounds at increasing distances and at different levels in quiet, with and without
clues, and then in the presence of distraction.

II. Parents will consistently show pleasure at their child's speech attempts and provide stimula-

tion of vowels and then consonants.

III. Parents will provide meaningful words for the sounds spontaneously produced by their

child.

Child Objectives

1. Child will demonstrate directional hearing at increasing distances and at different levels by

loc alizing the sound source in space with and without clues.
2. Child's varied, vocalizations will increase in number, and he will begin to spontaneously

produce additional vowel and consonant sounds.

Materials

1. Naturally-occurring environmental sounds and voice
2. Speech sounds produced by parents and child

Discussion of Phase III. As the infant develops crawling and/or walking, his sense of space is
greatly enhanced. His memory for places and things develops rapidly, and the normal hearing
infant will begin to search for sounds coming from the side, below, above, and fr,-;rn greater
distances. For the profoundly hearing impaired child, these skills need to be modeled.consis-

tE .ntly with the realization that they may not occur quickly. Again, a child does not have to be able

to demonstrate localization, directional hearing, at varying distances and levels in order to

progress on to a higher auditory level. These skills can be continually worked on throughout the

entire auditory program.
Discuss with the parent that their infant has now had a great deal of experience producing

undifferentiated vocalizations and is utilizing variations of duration, intensity and pitch in these
vocalizations. This suggests that the child is beginning to hear himself. He is ready to be
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stimulated for distinctly different sounds, vowels first, then consonants. Do not expect him to

imitate the sounds, unless he is old enough and willing to vocalize on demand.
Reinforce all parent skills from the previous phase. Tell the parents they will continue doing

all of these activities, gradually increasing the distance and changing the levels above or below the

child
Reinforce the speech stimulation skills the parents have acquired. Tell the parents how their

child is beginning to utilize hearing for the perception of speech; he attends to the sounds of

speech, recognizes speech as originating from people, recognizes important people from the

sounds of their voices and responds to the emotional content of speech. Also indicate that the

child is beginning to use his hearing to control the production of speech. This is often first

observed by noting that the child vocalizes when the hearing aid is put on and then by the child's

variations in pitch, duration and intensity. Now in Phase I I I, vocalization of speech sounds (vowels

then consonants) should occur. Remember, as with locating sound sources and associating

meaning with sound, all speech sounds can and should be utilized. Reinforce and provide
meaningful vocabulary for all speech sounds spontaneously produced by the child.
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Lesson 13

Locating Sound Source at Increased Distance and Different Levels
(Phase Ill, Skill 6, Sub-skill 13)

Outline/Parent Objective

I. Parents will provide repeated opportunities for their child to locate environmental and speech
sounds at increasing distances and at different levels in quiet and then in the presence of
distraction.

Child Objective

1. Child will demonstrate directional hearing at increasing distances and at different levels by

localizing the sound source in space with and without clues.

Materials

1. Naturally-occurring environmental sounds and voice
2. Speech sounds produced by parents and child
3. Vocal or activity sounds produced by the child

Lesson

Discussion. Describe the skills to the parent and the sounds to utilize (naturally-occurring
and/or produced sounds). At first use only sounds to which the child is known to localize. Once
he can do the skill at increased distances and levels, gradually introduce new sounds. The sounds

need to be meaningful and relevant in order to motivate the child. Take advantage of his interests.

It may be helpful to outline the skills for the parents in the following manner, modeling the
skill as you go through the steps. Pick either distance or levels.

Localization at increasing distance.

"Step one: Use clues. Tell your child to listen. Later on, see if your child can respond

without clues and ther with distraction.
Step two: Present sounds. Start at distances fairly close to your child such as three to four

feet. Gradually increase the distance between the sound source and your child. Move the
sound source into adjacent rooms. If outdoors, have the sound originate from across the yard

or across the street.
Step three: Observe child's response. Child responses could include head turning to

sound, child running to sound source, or child pointing to sound source.
Step four: Reinforce. Reinforce; show your child the sound source.
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Step five: Prompt if necessary. Call attention to the sound source or person speaking by

pointing, bringing the sound source into visual range, giving your child the sound source or

taking your child to the sound source. If these fail to direct his attention, gently turn his head

toward the sound. Then repeat the sound if possible while he is looking and r -ompt again."

Localization at different levels. Describe the skill to the parent and r ie sounds to use. Include

naturally-occurring and parent-produced sounds (sibling voice trom the floor while child is in the

high chair, voice of standing parent while child is on the floor, airplanes, birds, clocks up on wall,

pan dropped on floor, sibling knocking on a high window, parent calling out from the basement,

etc.). Use the following discussion if helpful.

"Step one: Use clues. Tell your child to listen and point to his ears. At subsequent

sessions, teach without clues and then with distraction.
Step two: Present sounds. Have your child begin by sitting slightly above or below the

sound (example: child sits ori a table or shelf; parent sits below table or shelf with sound

source). Move quickly to presentation of sounds at increased levels such as having a brother

hammer or turn on the TV in the basement. Before brother presents the sound, give your

child upstairs the clue to listen.
Step three: Observe child's response. Child responses may include child turning head to

source or pointing to source or running up or down to source.

Step four: Reinforce. Reinforce; show child sound source.

Step five: Prompt if necessary. Turn child's head to source or in some way show your child

the source. Repeat the stimulus. If there is still no response, decrease the distance between

the sound and your child."

After describing this skill, practice listening for distant sounds and/or sounds on different

levels. Then select one skill (distance or levels) and one sound that the child can already localize

and practice the five steps of the skill with the parent. Or have the parent think of all the sounds7

that n,1 turally occur at varying distances and levek perhaps starting a list. Then challenge th

parent to do the skill during the week and observe/recerd more possibilities for future use.

Teaching strategies.

1. Localization at increasing distance and different levels should be taught in this sequence

(a) with clues in quiet), (b) without clues (in quiet), (c) with naturally-occurring distractions. If

indicated, model the five steps of the skill for each of these situations.

2. Be sure to model physically carrying or taking the child to the sound source where possible

(particularly important for multiply handicapped children) so as to enhance their awareness of

spat e.

3. It is all right to contrive some of the sounds utilized as long as they are relevant and

meaningful to the child and/or the activity takes advantage of the child's interest. However, the

majority of sounds utilized should be speech and naturally-occurring environmental sounds.
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Review Questions For Parents

1 ti Why do the sounds utilized for localization at increasing distances and different levels
have to be meaningful and relevant to the child? (to motivate him to listen rather than ignore
sounds)

2. Why should these skills first be practiced in a relatively quiet situation? (as indicated in the
Hearing Aid and Communication Programs, the child has to have speech signficantly louder than

background sound in order for it to be fully heard)

Sample Challenges

1. Use the same challenges as in Lesson 8 (locating) adding "at increased distances" or "at

different levels."

Notes/Supplemental Information

I If the program is being utilized with a child who is unable to locate sound source in space,

there would be no need to attempt to teach localization at increased distances or different levels.
It is worthwhile to stimulate the child to attend to and recognize sounds at increasing distances. It

is important to cover the other skills in Phase ill and to give the child more listening time to
develop the recognition skills of Phase

2. It is important at this point to consider the disadvantages of FM utilization. If the infant and

parents are utilizing one of these units, remember to alert the parents to the fact that their child
may be exposed to sounds that have no relevance to his immediate experience. Care must be

taken to ensure sounds are meaningful and that auditory attention develops. FM units can provide
confusing information about the spatial relationship between the child and the sound source as
.311 sounds coming through the speaker-worn microphone will sound as though they are no more

than 6 inc hes from the child.
See pages 497-500 of the Auditory Program Activities section for more distance and levels

ideas.
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Lesson 14

Reinforcement of Child's Speech Attempts
and Stimulation for Vowels, then Consonants

(Phase Ili, Skill 7, Sub-skill 14)

Outline/Parent Objective

I. Parents will consistently show pleasure at their child's speech attempts and provide stimula-

tion of vowels.

Child Objective

1. Child's varied vocalizations (varied in pitch, duration, intensity) will increase in numberifr
and he will begin to spontaneously produce additional vowel and consonant sounds.

Materials

1. Vocalizations produced by the child 2-1c1 parent

2. Common toys in the home

Lesson

Discussion. Discuss the importance of consistently showing pleasure at the child's vocaliza-

tions. Encourage the parents to continue to stimulate and reinforce duration, intensity and pitch

variations. Indicate to the parents the important role the vowel system plays in good speech
production. (The production of good consonants follows the production of good vowels.) As the

parents stimulate for vowels, they will begin by using long vowels and diphthongs (blend of one

vowel sound into another). Indicate vowels will often be paired with consonants. While in this
stimulation process, listen together with the parents for the child's ability to: (a) babble (produce
sounds repeatedly, e.g., bA, bA, bA) (b) make different speech sounds and (c) alternate these

patterns (example gA, bh, gA, bA).
Model the skill of stimulation of vowels, for example, by imitating a sound the child makes

and then laughing or clapping. Thin pick a new sound E/a/, /i/, /u/, /a14, /alb /3I/, /o/, let) the
child has not used, say it and then lough or clap. He may imitate this new sound.

Discus, and list with the parents the vowels and diphthongs their child alreauy produces. Use

the information in the Auditory Program Introduction, pages 388-389, on the order of production

of sounds, gradually introducing new sounds. Select no more than one or two sounds every two

weeks. The goal is to increase the child's range of vocalization and babbling, remembering that a

young infant will be able,to spontaneously produce the sounds before he is able to imitate them. If
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appropriate, work directly on having the child imitate the parent, selecting sounds the child can
already produce first. Then, once he is imitating them, introduce new sounds.

Teaching strategies.

1. Avoid using distracting materials to get speech skills.
2. Parents can increase thp possibility of spontaneous or imitative vocalization if they simul-

taneously engage the child in a general motor activity such as "round and round" when coloring

or "up, up, up" when climbing stairs or "down" when the child gets down.
3. Observe the parents' spontaneous use of this skill and challenge them to help plan more

activities appropriate for their child. Also challenge the parents to reinforce all of the child's

speech attempts.
4. Listen to the child's vocalizations over several visits and/or make a tape recording of at

least 50 utterances. Keep an up-to-date growth chart of speech sounds the child produces. Ling
(1976) suggests that, if a child uses a speech pattern at least twice during the 50 utterances, you can

assume the pattern has been acquired for the time being.

5. If the child is not beginning to produce some of the sounds, be sure to provide sound

stimulation frequently throughout the day for a significant length of time (at least several weeks).

Be sure the sounds are meaningful for the child.

Review Questions For Parents

1. In addition to reinforcement, what other reason do we have for imitating your child's
vocalizations? (if we imitate him, he will imitate us; then we can stimulate him with new sounds

and thus increase his number of speech sounds)

Sample Challenges

challenge the parents to utilize this skill every day. Plan together activities appropriate for

their child's age and interests. For example:

1. Stimulate for /i/ (as in be) by producing the sound each time the child puts a spoon in a pan

and each time he takes it out, with changes in pitch to match movements. Do at least three ti

eac h day.

2. Stimulate for /ai/ (as in my) by saying the sound into the child's toy telephone receiver

and then giving him the phone and a chance to imitate. Do at least twice daily.

.3. Stimulate the vowel II (as in law) by producing // as you and the child draw with crayons

daily.
4. 1 nthusiastically reinforce all of your child's speech attempts.

Notes/Supplemental Information

1. Remember the objective is to have the parents consistently reinforce all speech attempts

and repeatedly stimulate the child with new speech sounds, vowels then consonants. The

objective is not direct speech therapy with the child.
2. The child does not have to produce the sounds being stimulated in order to go on to a new

sound.
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4.

3. Keep a record on the Auditory Development Checklist in the Parent Notebook of spec( h

sounds produced spontaneously and in imitation.
4. See pages 501-503 of the activities section for more stimulation ideas.



Lesson 15

Stimulation with Meaningful Words
(Phase HI, Skill 7, Sub-skill 15)

Outline/Parent Objective

Parents will provide stimulation with meaningful words for the vowel and consonant sounds
spontaneously produced by the child.

Child Objective

1. Child will use more vowel and consonant sound production.

Materials

1. Vocalizations produced by child and parent
2. Common objects in the home

lesson

Discussion Describe this skill for the parent utilizing a sound (for e.g. /a/) that the child can
already produce. Together with the parents think of meaningful common objects (for e.g. sock,
rock) that contain the same vowel sound. Place the objects where they are visible to the child so
the parents can provide repeated stimulation throughout the day. Have the parents emphasize

selec ted sound for at least two weeks, making sure the objects are meaningful for the child.
1 hese nbjec ts should also be named as often as possible in the appropriate context (i.e,, put your

sock on, or I see a rock, etc.). Explain to the parents that this process is designed to increase the
stimulation their child receives for particular sounds over the amount they would normally be
able to provide during the (Lily routine. Pick 3 new sound every one to two wee:..s, eventually

11Si ng all the vowels and consonants.

Teaching strategies.

1 Combine this skill with the previous thle (stimulation for vowels, then consonants)
pit words for the specific souncis selected for stimulation and/or imitation.

2 Pia(, the ()OH. ts for the two-week period on a string over the child's crib or hang them

tr,!of the couch.
Rc mind parents to use ,'.1; infic.ctional patterns to help attrart their attention to

4

tfl. incaningtul words.
4 I ap,ropriate, have parents keep t, rec.oria of how many times each day they were able to

the selec ted words. Reinforce the parents and challenge them to increase word usage.
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Review Questions For Parents

1. Why do you think it is important to repeatedly use meaningful words for the speech

sounds produced by your child? (making them meaningful will improve his attention to the

sounds and words)

Sample Challenges

Challenge the parents to utilize the skill .cpeatedly throughout the day. Forexample:

1. Provide the meaningful word off for your child's /o/ sound by playing with various family

members' hats and say "off" with rising intonation as you or he takes them off.

2. Increasingly utilize the word bye-bye (as a meaningful word for your child's /az/ sound).

Consistently say "bye-bye" as you put clothes away in each drawer, as you put toys, food, etc.

away. Use varied intonation, duration and stress patterns.

3. Name nose many times during the day on the child, on the parents, pets, dolls, or stuffed

animals.
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Introduction To Phase IV

Discriminating and Comprehending Environmental Sounds, Gross Vocal Sounds,
Function Words and Phrases, and Fine Speech Sounds;

Imitating and Meaningfully Using Speech

This is not a formal lesson. It is suggested that these materials be presented in conjunction with
lesson 16.

Outline/Parent Objectives

i. Parents will provide repeated opportunities for their child to discriminate and understand:
A. environmental sounds
B. gross vocal sounds
C. words and phrases
D. fine speech sounds

Child Objectives

1. Child will attend to differences among and demonstrate comprehension of: (a) environ-
mentil sounds, 03) gross vocal sounds, (c) words and phrases, (d) fine speech sounds.

2. Child will begin to imitate words and phrases and we them with meaning.

Materials

I . Environmental sounds and speech

Common objects
3. Pictures

Discussion of Phase IV. The pre-school age child who is listening consistently to babbling and

speech and is interested in imitating his parents is ready to begin receiving stimulation for the
comprehension and discrimination of speech. The child's babbling should begin to develop into
single words and then phrases spoken with meaning. This stage (which is Phase IV) naturally leads

into the Home I anguage Stimulation Program. Only after the cnild uses many spontaneous word

approximations and attempts willingly to imitate speech is more direct work on speech skills
appropriate. This is generally accomplished in a school or therapy setting. A normal hearing child
listens more than one year before reaching this phase.

The goal of this phase is to call the child's attention to differences among speech sounds. Like

the direct localization portion of the program, discrimination of nonspeech sounds is not a
precursor to speech perception, but rather is utiliz v1 as a means of increasing the usefulness of

hearing in general. The emphasis should be on speech discrimination and comprehension.
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Explain to the parents that they will learn to help their child attend to smaller and smaller

differences among sounds. Discuss how they have already stressed intensity, duration and pitch

changes as well as distinct vowels and then consonants in previous speech stimulation skills. Point

out how their child is attending to these features. The child's vocalizations reflect this as well.
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Lesson 16

Discrimination and Comprehension of Environmental Sounds
(Phase IV, Skill 8, Sub-skill 16)

Outline/Parent Objectives

Parents will provide repeated opportunities for their child to discriminate and comprehend
environmental sounds.

Child Objective

1. Child will attend to differences among and demonstrate compr -,hension of environmental

sounds.

Materials

1. Naturally-occurring and planned environmental sounds

Lesson

Discussion. Discuss with the parents the following parent skills prerequisite to actually
carrying out environmental discrimination activities. The parents must be consistently: (a) calling
their child's attention to sounds in the environment, (b) showing the child what made the sound
(source), (c) naming the sound source, (d) explaining the meaning of the sound ("Listen! I hear a

car. Daddy's home!"), (e) helping the child respond appropriately to a wide variety of en-
vironmental sounds, (f) encouraging turn taking.

If the parents are not consistently doing these skills, all of which may have been acquired
during the attending and recognition phases, take the time to re-emphasize each of these. If the
parents are not consistently doing these, the discrimination task will not be meaningful. (See
Notes/Supplemental Information section at the end of this lesson for more information.)

If the parents are ready, discuss the meaningful environmental sounds their clearly
attends to, recognizes and localizes that can be utilized for discrimination. Explain that the sounds

need to be very different at fir st, by using the following suggestions and making up examples from

sounds the child hears.

1. Noisy versus rhythmic sounds. For example: pans banging versus steady knocking.

2. Abrupt versus continuous sounds. For example: door slamming versus electrical appliance

hum.

Repeated versus non-repeated sounds. For example: clock (sound unit of tick is repeated)

versus kitchen timer (the sound unit ding on the timer is presented only once; it is not repeated).
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4. Soft versus loud sounds. For example: TV at low volume versus TV at high volume.

5. High versus low sounds. For example: high chords on piano versus low chords.

b. Fast versus slow sounds. For example: spoon on pan (drumming fast) versus spoon on pan

(drumming slow).

Have the parents select two sounds that are different but of approximately the same intensity.

As the child's abilities progress, pick harder discrimination tasks (for example, one noisy sound

versus another noisy sound). Remember to pick sounds that are relevant and interesting to the

child. Parent advisors may want to utilize the following discussion to teach the parents the steps

involved in this skill.

"Step one: Use clues. Tell your child to listen carefully. At later sessions, drop clues. Then

add distraction.

Step two: Present sounds.

I. Show your child two sounds so he can associate (pair) the sounds with their sources.

2. Present the two sounds out of your child's line of vision one at a time; position the

sound sources as close together as possible.

Step three: Observe child's responses.

1. Your child will turn around and point or otherwise indicate which sound he is hearing.

2. Your child will point to the correct picture from one of two pictures of the sound

source, placed in front of him. Gradually you may want to increase the nuint,- of pictures

used.
3. Y9ur child will demonstrate correct behavior such as answering the knock at the door

or turning the blender off.
4. Your child points to the correct noisemaker from a duplicate set of noisemakers in

front of him and uses noisemaker appropriately.
7. in the case where the same sound source is being used such as soft versus loud (TV),

fast versus slow (drum) or high versus low (piano), your child may indicate discrimination by:

Soft versus loud. Child puts finger over mouth (sh-sh) indicating soft; puts hands over

ears indicating loud; extends arms wide to show big loud sound; hold hands close

together to indicate little soft sound etc.

High versus low. Child stands for high, squats for low; extends one hand high above the

other for high sound; one hand slightly above the other for low sound; child imitates, for

exampki, he bangs on low chords after he hears low chord or on the h. chords after he

hears high chords, etc .

Fast versus slow. Child imitates (knocks slowly when mother knocks slowly, knocks fast

when mother knocks fast), child associates a slow bodily motion (slow swing) when he

hears slow music and fast bodily motions (fast swinging) when he hears fast music.

Step four: Reinforce correct!, Reinforce your child. Say 'Good boy,' 'You heard that,"You

heard the water.'

Step five: Prompt if necessary. Show your child the sound so the child can again pair the

sound with its source. Then repeat the disc rimination task."
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Atter describing this skill, model the skill for the parents. Be sure to provide a quiet
background at the beginning and emphasize the need to do this to the parents. Go over the five
steps as often as necessary until the parents feel comfortable with the sequence and can perform
it. Reinforce their attempts.

Teaching strategies.

1. The goal of all the discrimination activities is to call the child's attention to differences
among sounds. Pure discrimination activities can turn out to be a "which sound did you hear"
kind of task for the chil-iwhich does not require comprehension. Donot overdo this skill, but use
it only as a step in the process of obtaining comprehension.

2. Problems can result from discrimination activities if a child learns to get the right answer
for the wrong reason. For example, the child may learn that the louder sound is the door knocker
and the blender is the quieter sound or it is the blender when they hear no sound. This has
nothing to do with recognition which is the process by which the child learns to attend to the
critic al features of complex sounds. Loudness is seldom a critical feature for recognition as the
child will have to learn to recognize sound at varying distances. Also, remember that, if the child
has only two choices, he has a 50 percent chance of guessing correctly.

Review Questions For Parents

; . Why is it important to use only sounds the child recognizes? (so that the sounds he is being

askew listen to and discriminate are meaningful and the activities are relevant to him and worth
his attention)

2. Why do we start out with sounds that are very different from each other? (so the discrim-
ination task will not b hard for him, and so he can learn the activity and how to respond)

Sample Challenges

Challenge the parents to include this skill in their daily listening activities using sounds that
are meaningful and interesting to their child. For example:

1. Encourage your child to attend to the critical features of sound by focusing his attention on
the discrimination of front door knocking (abrupt) versus water running (continuous). Show your
Child both sounds, turn him around and present one. Reinforce his correct response; if not
c,)rrect, show him the correct sound and repeat the whole sequence again.

2. Work toward discrimination of one note repeatedly played on the piano versus one note
played only once (or one high note versus one low note). Reinforce by letting him play the
pattern.

Notes/Supplemental Information

1. Move to speech stimuli as soon as parents can spontaneously encourage their child to use

his residual hearing to discriminate relevant environmental sounds on a daily, consistent basis.
The child does not have to perform this task to go on to speech sounds.

2. See pages 505-507 for environmental sound discrimination and comprehension activities.
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Lesson 17

Discrimination and Comprehension of Gross Vocal Sounds
(Phase IV, Skill 9, Sub-skill 17)

Outline/Parent Objective

1. Parents will provide repeated opportunities for their child to discriminate and comprehend
gross vocal onomatopoeic sounds or words that simulate a real sound.

Child Objective

1. Child will attend to differences among and demonstrate comprehension of gross vocal
sounds (words that simulate a real sound).

Materials

1. Sounds produced by parents

Lesson

Discussion. Discuss with the parents the idea that oil sounds used for this objective are voiced

sounds. Explain to the parents that some good voice soup ds with which to begin are vocal sounds

that sImulate a real sound. Animal sounds such as moo, how-wow, meow are good onomatopoeic

sounds for this. Vehicle sounds such as er-er-er, toot-toot are more examples of these sounds.
Other sounds include bang-bang(gun), pop-pop (popcorn), tick-tick (dock), ding-dong (bell),
z-z-z-z (snoring), and ring-ring (telephone). Have the parents begin with two sounds that are very
different such as:

1. Noisy versus rhythmic sounds. For example: baby's wah! versus donkey's hee-haw, hee-

lid w.

2. Abrupt versus continuous sounds. For example: arf versus moo-oo-oo.

3. Repeated versus non-repeated sounds. For example: Choo-choo-choo (sound unit is re-

peated) versus toot (sound unit is not repeated).
4. Soft versus loud sounds. For example: soft grr-rr-rr versus loud grr-rrrr.

S. High pitch versus low pitch sounds. For example: high er-er-er (airplane high in air) versus

low er-ear-er airplane low in air).

h. Fast versus slow sounds. For example: fast choo-choo-choo versus slow choo-choo-choo.

To begin this skill, have the parents select two sounds that their child already recognizes from

previous speech stimulation and auditory recognition activities. These sounds should be very
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different such as choo-choo choo (repeated) versus toot (non-repeated). Use common objects

such as stuffed animals that were used in previous sound recognition activities and whose sound

the child recognizes. Use the following discussion in explaining the steps of this skill to the

parents.

"Step one: Use clues. Use clues only if necessary. if your child is tuned out or not
listening, give aillue: 'Listen, Johnny, listen, very carefully.'

Step two: Present sounds. Associate (pair) each of the vocal sounds (choo-choo and toot)

with the objects (train and boat). Make sure your child has had sufficient pairing before you

expect him to perform the discrimination task. This may take weeks or months for new
sounds. When your child is ready, present one of the vocal sounds. Either have your child's

back to the speaker or cover your mouth and nose as the sounds are presented.

Step three: Observe child's response.

1. Your child may pick up one of the two items (or pictures of the items) placed in front of

him such as the boat or the train.
2. Your child may imitate the sounds.
.3. Your child may show correct behavior such as picking up the airplane and flying it

through the air after hearing er-er-er or shooting the gun after hearing bang-bang.

In the case where the same sound source is being used such as soft and loud cat's meow, or a

high and low airplane sound, or a fast and slow toot-toot, your child will indicate discrimination

by

1. Soft versus loud: Child puts finger over mouth (sh-sh) indicating soft, puts hands over

ears indicating loud; extends arms wide to show a big loud sound; holds hands dose
together to indicate a little soft sound; points to a large animal for a loud sound, a small

animal for a small sound; imitates a loud sound versus a soft sound.

2. High versus low: Child stands for high, squats for low sound; child moves hand igh in

air (perhaps with airplane in it) to indicate high sound, moves down low to incliOte low

sound; imitates high versus low sounds.

3. Fast versus slow: Child imitates fast sound versus a slow sound; child taps finger or

moves toy boat along or uses another body motion to indicate fast versus slow.

Step four: Reinforce. Reinforce your child. Say 'You heard the boat, good boy.'

Step five: Prompt if necessary. Show your child the expected response. Pair the vocal

sounds with the objects again. Then repeat the discrimination task. Show him the expected

wsponse as many times as his interest allows."

Atter describing the skill, model it for the parents. Select two onomatopoeic sounds that are

very different (arf abrupt versus moo-oo-oo continuous) and pair the sounds with the sources

so the child knows which sounds belong to which sources. Then present the sounds one at a time

so that the child cannot see you making the sounds and watch for an appropriate response from

the child. If there is no response, pair the sound with its source again (toot-tooiwith boat). If there

is a spontaneous response, reinforce the child immediately.
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Teaching strategies.

1. Remember that the responses the child is expected to give will have to be modeled for him
many times. Pair the sound with the toy or small object many times throughout the day to increase
the child's recognition of the sound. When new sounds are picked that the child does not already
know, sufficient time must be spent pairing the sound and the object so that the child makes the
meaningful association before the discrimination task begins.

Z. The primary purpose for using these sounds is to interest the child in listening. Make it
tun. At the same time, begin using functional words with strong prosody.

Review Questions For Parents

1. Why must the child already recognize the sounds we select for discrimination? (so the
clitic rimination task will be meaningful)

Sample Challenge

Challenge the parents to utilize this skill ff. is week, for example:
1. Stimulate the child to atend to the d .rences between the speech sounds in meow and

oink-oink sounds he already recognizes) by pn-senting the two sounds first with vision and then
hehind his back. If he does not respond correctly, repeat the sequence again, show him the
correct response, and reinforce him for trying.

Notts/Supplemental Information

1. See pages 509-512 in the activities section for more gross vocal activities.
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Lesson 18

Discrimination and Comprehension of Words and Phrases
(Phase :V, Skill 9, Sub-skill 19)

Outline/Parent Objective

1. Parents will provide repeated opportunities for their child to discriminate and comprehend
words and phrases.

Child Objectives

1. Child will attend to differences among and demonstrate comprehension of words and
phrases.

2. Child will imitate speech.

Materials

1. Words and phrases produced by parents.

Lesson

Discussion. Describe this skill to the parents, stressing the importance of helping the child to
discriminate words that occur in their normal daily interactions. The child should already have had

repeated auditory stimulation of many of these words by the parents in Phase 111. The goal here is

to focus the child's attention on the sounds in these words and phrases and at the same time
ontinue to deg elop the child's ability to listen this own speech through his repeated imitation

of the auditory stimuli. Encouraging imitation of the inflectional patterns of nursery rhymes and
baby games should be emphasized here.

Begin with functional words that have strong inflectional patterns (prosody). If possit-,1c, help

the parents pick words containing sounds the child can vocalize or theonames of objects with
whit h the child loves to play. Give examples to the parents such as no-no, bye-bye, and all gone
whit h are good because they have definite inflections. The child's name is also usually an
ex( ellent functional word. To begin with, help the parents select funs ti nal words that are very
different.

1. Angry versus pleasant words. For example: no-no versus good boy.

2. Varying number of syllable words. For example: mine versus no-no-no (one syllable versus

three syllables).

i. Male versus female spoken words. For example: dad calling -Steven" versus morn calling

"Steven."
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The following disi. ussion can be used to teach the parents the steps of this skill.

"Step one: Use clues. Use clues only if necessary when your child is definitely not

listening.

Step two: Present sounds. Be sure to associate (pair) the words with meaningful situations

throughout the day; i.e., 'Bye-bye' when you are going somewhere, 'Stop that!' when you

are angry and want the child to stop. When your child has been stimulated with these words

for at least one to two weeks, see if he can discriminate among functional words (know which

words belong to which situations by listening). Present one functional word such as no-no

without visual clues. Then observe your child for an appropriate response.

Step three: Observe child's response.

1. Your child may perform correct behavior, i.e., stop when mother says, 'no-no,' wave

when he hears bye-bye.
2. Your child may imitate functional words.
3. Your child may turn or point to the correct source. (For example, mother and father

are in the same location. Mother calls, 'Steven.' Steven turns and indicates he heard mother.)

Step four: Reinforce. Reinforce your child by saying 'good' or 'I heard you.'

Step five: Prompt if necessary. If your child does not respond, pair the functional word

with the correct behavior. For example, if the child is kicking and does not respond to thN9rst

no-no, repeat no-no and restrain his legs (this time allowing child to see your mouth and fkrai

expression)."

After describing this skill, model it for the parents. Practice it with the parents until they are

comfortable with the sequence. Have the parents demonstrate the skill. Reinforce their attempts

and give additional help where indicated. Once the parent is comfortable with this skill, select

another functional word and/or phrase. The child may need to be stimulated with the new
funCtional words/phrases for one or two weeks before responding. Be sure to show or say for the

NH the expected response and pause, utilizing facial expression to indicate your desire for him

to imitate yiiu of respond appropriately. If he does imitate or respond, reinforce immediately. If

he does not, after a pause, take his turn and model for him again.

Teaching strategies.

1. Let the parents select words and/or phrases they particularly want their child to under-

stand so as to enhance communication.
2. Keep an accurate list in the Parent Notebook of words and phrases the child compre-

hends, imitates, and uses meaningfully.

Review Questions For Parents

What should you do when yovr child does not respond appropriately to a word or phrase?

(model the correct behavior paired with the word spoken again)
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Sample Challenges

1. Stimulate your child with functional words no-no and bye-bye in meaningful situations
frequently throughout the day for a one-week period.

2. Stimulate your child to discriminate and comprehend no-no by using it appropriately
without visual clues. If he stops, reinforce immediately. If he does not respond, show him the
expected response and repeat no-no again.

3. Encourage your child to imitate you. Immediately reinforce any vocalization attempt to
imitate. When he does not take his turn, model it for him after the pause.

Notes/Supplemental Information

1. See pages 513-514 for more functional words and phrases activities.
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Lesson 19

Discrimination and Comprehension of Fine Speech Sounds - Vowels
(Phase IV, Skill 10 and 11, Sub-skill 19)

Outline/Parent Objective

I. Parents will provide repeated opportunities for their child to discriminate and comprehend
vowel sounds.

Child Objectives

1. Child will attend to differences among and demonstrate comprehension at vowel sounds.

2. Child will imitate and spontaneously use meartiogful speech.

Materials

1. Child and parent produced speech sounds
2. Common objects and pictures

Lesc9n

Discussion. Indicate to the parents that they, are already stimulating the child with vowel and

consonant sounds as discussed in Lesson 14 (Phase ill). The child has heard these sounds used in

meanwgful words over several months of listening time. Now parents should return to the
beginning of the list of speech sounds they first started with, select one vowel and model it in
words for at least a week. For example, the vowel ji/ (ee): (a) getting dressed for bed: knee, feet,

sleep; eating: eat, meat, pea; (c) working in garden: seed, weed, tree, bee; (d) riding tricycle:
beep-beep, whee; (e) introducing pronouns: you, me, we; (f) I see . game (key, TV, teeth).

1 hen select another vowel per week, until the child has been exposed to several vowels. Now

begin the discrimination and comprehension sequence to encourage the child to attend to the
critical features of the selected vowels presented in meaningful words.

The parents and parent advisor should first select very different one ,yllable words (contain

ink; different vowels and different consonants). For example: (a). no versus mine, (b) eye versus

nose, It tree versus rake, (d) go versus stop.

1 he parent advisor should then present the steps involved in the discrimination and «)m,
prehension sequence in this way:

"Step one: Use clues. Use clues when your child is obviously not listening.

Step two: Present sounds. To begin with, say, 'Where is your eye?' 'Where k your nose?" or

'Go' then "Stop' (different vowels and different consonants). Later say 'Show me the bat.'
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'Where is the bee?"Where is the bow?' (Same consonant, different vowels). If possible, do
not draw attention to your mouth.

Step three: wve child's response.

1. Your child may show, by appropriate behavior, that he understands the words (go,
stop, etc.).

2. Your child may point to appropriate pictures of objects (bee, bat, bow).
3. Your child may imitate the words.

Step four: Reinforce. Reinforce your child by saying 'Good,' You heard bee,' I heard
you

Step five: Prompt if necessary. If your child does not respond:

1. Pair the word with the behavior. 'Stop, Cathy' (restrain the child from moving). 'Now
go, go, Cathy' (move the child forward). Repeat discrimination task.,

2. Pair the word again with the picture or object. ('See the bee, that is a bee, what a big

bee.')"

After the child has shown he can discriminate and comprehend these kinds of words, help
the parent select three to four more words with different vowels but the same consonants, such
as: ball versus bell versus Bill. Stimulate the child with these new words before asking him to
discriminate and comprehend. Remember comprehension is as important as the discrimination
task. The words should be relevant and meaningful to the child and always presented in the
context of daily living activities. Pictures should be utilized only after the child has experience with

the object or real situation.
Have the parents do this skill, reinforcing them for their efforts.

Teaching strategies.

1. Encourage the child through facial expression to imitate the parents' speech. Do not
pressure the child to imitate. Rather wait for imitation to occur spontaneously and then reinforce
it immediately and effectively. Be sure to reinforce all of the child's spontaneous speech produc-

tions.

Review Questions For Parents

1. What words can you utilize for discrimination and comprehension of vowels? (only words
that have been meaningfully paired with the real object or event long enough that the child
comprehends them)

2. Why? (so that the discrimination task will be meaningful)

Sample Challenges

1. Each day this week, provide stimulation of the vowel /o/ (as in go) in meaningful words

such as blow, (blow nose, blow candles, blow bubbles), come-go (simple commands), high-low
trvAting things away), soap, toe, cold, nose (bath time). (Note: Pick only one or two of the above

examples a week depending on the child's comprehension level).
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2. Repeatedly encourage your child to discriminate and comprehend by asking such things

as "Where is your bell?" "Where is your ball?" Use sacksock, tietoe, etc.
3. Indicate by facial expressions and turn taking that you expect your child to imitate the

word no. You should reinforce your child's imitation attempts 100 percent of the time.

Notes/Supplemental Information

1. See the activities section, pages 515-518 for more fine speech discrimination and com-
prehension activities.

2. Emphasize the comprehension of the words utilized as much or more than the discrimina-

tion activities.
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Lesson 20

Discrimination and Comprehension of Fine Speech Sounds Consonants
(Phase IV, Skill 10 and 11, Sub-skill 20)

Outline/Parent Objective

1. Parents will provide repeated opportunities for their child to discriminate and comprehend
consonant sounds.

Child Objectives

1. Child will attend to differences among and demonstrate comprehension of consonant
sounds.

2. Child will imitate and spontaneously use meaningful speech.

Materials

1. Child and parent produced speech sounds
2. Common objects and pictures

Lesson

Discussion. Select one consonant and model it in the initial position in words for at least a
week. For example, if the consonant is /pi, help the parent think of times during the day when
they can use it meaningfully. Remember to utilize repetition and interesting intonation: (a)
eating: pea, pill (vitamin), pass (the milk), please; (b) dressing: pants, pocket, purse; (c) garden:
pick, pull; (d)playing: pat (the dog), party, play; (e) cooking: pan, pot.

Depending on the progress and needs of the individual child, move from using the speech

isound in single words to using the words in phrases and short sentences. This step is important
because discrimination and comprehension must develop for the continuous flow of inflected

speech
Have the parent select a different consonant each week Jr every two weeks. Help the parents

select words containing that consonant. Have the parents post these words in the home as a
reminder to use them repeatedly around the child.

After three to four weeks, begin the discrimination and comprehension sequence, selecting

a few words containing different consonants in the initial position but the same vowel like cat and

hat. The following discussion can be used to teach the parents the steps involved in this skill.

"Step one: Use clues. Clues should be used only if your child is obviously not listening.



Step two: Present sounds. 'Where is your cat ?' Where is your hat?' (Dr. Seuss' books, 'Cat

. le Hat' and 'Cat in the Hat Comes Back' are good.) You may want to use amplified

whispering when presenting these words. When a person normally says a word such as hat,

the more intense vowel sound (a) tends to mask out the consonant (h). If you whisper the

word hat, the h sound comes through while the vowel sound (a) is suppressed. If possible,

do not draw attention to your mouth.

Step three: Observe child's responses.

1. Your child may point to correct pictures or objects (cat, hat).

2. Your child may imitate the words.
3. Your child may indicate, by appropriate behavior, understanding of words such as

stop or hat.

Step four: Reinforce. Tell your child, 'Good,' I heard you,' You stopped.'

Step five: Prompt if necessary,. If your child does not respond:

1. Pair, the word with the picture of the object 'That is the cat; see the cat.'

2. Pair the word with the behavior, 'Hop, Tommy, hop; hop like this.' Now stop; stop

like this.' Repeat discrimination task."

After describing the skill, model for the parent:

1. How to use a specific consonant in many words while performing various activities around

the home.
2. How to determine if the child can discriminate among various consonants after the child

has been exposed to several words containing different consonants.

Have the parent demonstrate the skills (stimulation and/or discrimination/comprehension

sequence). Go over the steps as many times as necessary until parents are comfortably carrying it

out on their own.

Teaching strategies.

1. Encourage the child through facial expression to imitate the parent's speech. Do not

pressure the child to imitate. Rather wait for imitation to occur spontaneously and then reinforce

it immediately and effectively. Always warmly reinforce all of the child's spontaneous speech

productions.

Review Questions Fol Parents

1. What words can you utilize for discrimination and comprehension of consonants? (only

words that have been meaningfully paired with the real object or event long enough that the child

comprehends them)
2. Why? (so thai the discrimination task will be meaningful)

Sample Challenges

1. Stimulate your child with /h/ by using hi for all greetings; playing hide - and -seek; putting

things away high and using the word help appropriately. Facial expression and intonation should

be emphasized.
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'1. Use real objects for the discrimination/comprehension of: cat, hat, bat; boy, toy; kite,
light, night. Find pictures of the objects in magazines, and tart a scrapbook.

Notes/Supplemental information

1. Eventually the child should also learn to discriminate consonants in the final position of
one-syllable words (for example bean, beet, beak, bees, etc.).

2. Keep an accurate list in the Parent Notebook of: (a) sounds being worked on, (b) sounds
the child discriminates, and (c) words he comprehends with the target sounds in initial and final
positons.

3. Keep another list in the Parent Notebook of: (a) specific speech sounds, words and
phrases the child imitates, (b) specific speech sounds, words and phrases the child uses spontan-
eously.

4. The child should begin to make spontaneous approximations of one-syllable words, for
example: ba for bath.

The child should begin to try to imitate,one- and perhaps a few two-syllable words.

He may begin to spontaneously approximate two-syllable words or phrases (example: all
gone).

5. In general, speech therapy is not recommended for very young hearing impaired children.

Speech should be naturally stimulated in the home, as in the above skills, but not subject to formal

drill and correction. Speech therapy for the older child who has a speech base can best be
accomplished in a school or clinic setting.

Resources For Parent Advisors

Boothroyd, A. (1984). Auditory perception of speech contri,,,.. by subjects with sensorineural
hearing loss. Journal of Speech Hearing Res.

Boothroyd, A. (1982). Hearing impairments in young children. Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice
Hall.

Chase, R. A. & Rubin, R. R. (1978). You and your baby: The first wondrous year. New York : Johnson

and Johnson Child Development Publication, Collier Books, Macmillan. Also: Your toddler
and your preschooler.

Erber, N. R. (1972). Auditory, visual and auditory-visual recognition of consonants by children with

normal and impaired hearing. Journal of Speech Hearing Res., 15, 2.364-371.

Ling, A. H. (1977). Schedules of development in audition speech language communication for
hearing impaired infants and their parents. Alexander Graham Bell Association for the Deaf.

1 ing, D. (1976). Speech and the hearing impaired child: Theory and practice. Washington, D.C.:
Alexander Graham Bell Association for the Deaf.

Northcott, W. H. (Ed.). (1972). Curriculum guide hearing impaired children, birth to three years
and their parents. Washington, D.C.: Alexander Graham Bell Association for the Deaf.

Painter, G. (1971). Teach your baby. New York: Simon and Schuster.
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Pollack, b. (1970). Educational audiology for f ,e limited hearing infant. Springfield, IL: C.C.

Thomas.

Pushaw, D. R. (1976). Teach your child to talk, a parent guide, Revised Edition. Fairfield, N.J.:

Cebco Standard Publishing.

Stovall, D. (1982). Teaching speech to hearing impaired infants and children, zero to three years.

Springfield, IL: Charles C. Thomas.
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AUDITORY ACTIVITIES

Lesson I (Phase I)

Attending To Environmental Sounds And Voices

(Skill 1)

BIRTH TO SIX MONTHS

1. While putting the aid on the child each morning, be sure that the aid is Jrned off. Then
setting the volume at the proper level, smile at the baby, get good eye contact, turn the 44:1 on. Say

"Good morning. Can you hear me?" in a quiet, pleasant voice with good inflection. All this is done

in a few seconds. Awareness of so. J should be a pleasurable experience; the parent is largely

responsible for making it so.
2. Whenever possible, associate sound and eye contact with the baby. Eye contact is a very

important source of communication for an infant; especially with important adults. Associating
sound or voice will help make awareness of sound important also.

3. Lean over the baby and call his name. As the baby finds your face, try a variety of interesting

sounds like whistling, smacking and clicking. Do one at a time, followed by your voice. A fussy
baby can be momentarily distracted by an interesting sound or lip movement. The baby may try to

locate the sound as he becOmes 6 months of age. Do activities for a few minutes only.

4. Sing while holding the baby with his head on your chest. This is good for vibration and
rhythm. Use a simple song with two lines. Sway to emphasize rhythm, singing and repeating.

S. A fussy baby of this age may be quieted in response to his mother's voice. Closely
associate mother's voice with eye contact. If you allow your hearing ;:n,)aired infant an opportun-
ity to hear you before he sees you, watch for quieting responses that indicate he is aware of your

voice.
u. Put a small noise maker (metal clacker, bell, rattle) in your pocket. Periodically throughout

the day, approach the child and say "listen," making the sound. Then catch the child's attention

visually with the noise maker. Allow the baby to hold the noise maker if he can and if it's safe to do

so. Help him make the sound himself. Reinforce this.

7. Provide noise toys for the child to play with on his age level. Around the 4 month level the

baby begins to show interest in playthings. He may have definite favorites.
8. Provide visually interesting things for your baby to see and hear. A fussy baby can be

quieted if given things to listen to or see. If you have a visually interesting sound source, use it to

stimulate his hearing while keeping his attention visually.
9. A baby at the 3 month level will often stop sucking to listen to an interesting sound or

voice.
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10. At the 3 month level, the baby may begin alerting to the voice of an approaching adult,

especially a familiar voice singing. There may be a searching with the eyes, or indication of their

response with a change in physical activity. Parents should approach their infant, sometimes

calling his name, sometimes singing, allowing him to hear them before the baby sees them.

11. A baby at the 5 month level may reach for objects hanging within reach over his crib. His

aim should be pretty good. Hang something that makes a sound when touched, i.e. a bell, a

plastic ball with items in it or windchimes.
12. During a parent's busy times and baby's awake quiet times, move the baby about every 10

minutes tc a new location with a new sound source. Keep him close to call his name and talk to

him. If a nearby sound source also has some visual value, so much the better. Give the baby new

sounds to hear, new views to see. This is easier when an infant is in an infant seat.

SIX TO TWELVE MONTHS

13. When the child is wearing his hearing aid, take the opportunity a few times during the day

when you are close and F° is quiet to turn the aid off. Shake your head "no," indicating with

gestures that there is no sound. Then turn the aid on. Nod your head "yes," and say "I can hear.

It's on." The child may imitate your facial expressions or head movements. If he does so

spontaneously, he may be responding to the absence and presence of sound.

14. Introduce sound makers auditorily, visually, then tactually. Clue the child to listen by

pointing to your ear. Show the child the sound source. Then allow the child to hold the sound

source if appropriate and help him make the sound himself. Reinforce this.

15. Turn on the tap and alert the child to the water running. Turn it off and on. A child at the 18

month level will enjoy turning the faucet on himself. Shake your head "no" when the water is off

indicating there is no sound. Nod your head "yes" and smile when the water is on and say, "I can

hear the water." Water in the bathtub is louder and lower in pitch.

76. Use the radio and other appliances to turn on and off. Indicate presence or absence of

sound as suggested in activity #3. The child may begin to imitate your facial expressions and head

movements. If he does so spontaneously, reinforce him.

17. Play peek-a-boo. Cover the child's head briefly with a blanket. Say "boo!" and pull the

blanket off. After repeated stimulation, watch for the child to begin pulling the blanket off by

himself when he hears the "Boo!" He will have a hard time waiting for the sound. It is sometimes

helpful to have an adult or an older child with the baby under the blanket to wait, point to his ear,

and help pull the blanket at the right time.
18. Act as if you are sleeping. Another adult places the child near you. Wake up and say

"Boo!"
19. A child around the 6 month level will babble or become active in response to exciting

novel sounds. Introduce a new sound occasionally; watch for responses. At 9 months a child may

become bored and begin to "tune out" repetitions of the same sound stimulation as his memory

develops.
20. A baby may coo or hum in response to music. Provide music to listen to during quiet

times. Change the volume occasionally within a comfortable range, as the baby may respond to
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the change in volume of a consistent sound. Look for widening of the eyes or some other change
in activity.

21. Around the 7 month level, a child can hold two objects, one in each hand, which he may
begin to bang together. Alert him to any sounds that he makes and reinforce him.

22. Use your baby's growing awareness of your voice to comfort him. A baby who is up§e,1
because his mother is leaving him with a babysitter should be comforted, cuddled, and soothed
by your voice for a few minutes. He will likely quiet soon after you leave.

23. At the 8 month level a baby may discover that he has real noise making efility. He may
bang his hand flat on a table or high chair, bang with his spoon, throw or drop things on the floor

in anticipation of the sound. Alert him and reinforce him for any appropriate sound he makes
himself.

24. Around the 9 month level, a baby will likely begin to repeat an action for which he is
applauded. Use clapping liberally for reinforcement. If the child makes a sound by himself, alert
him to the sound, point-to your ear, then applaud.

25. At the 11 month level a child may lift the lid of a large box to search for a familiar object.
Hide a favorite noise toy that makes a sound independently inside. Alert the child to the sound,
use facial expressions and your voice to enlist his curiosity, help him lift the lid to find the toy. He
may search for an unfamiliar object if it is interesting to him. A sound toy is always better if it has
visual interest for the child.

26. Snap or clap your fingers in front of the baby's face. Vision will hold his attention while
supplementing audition. Sing and clap to a simple song, repeating the rhythm. Alert the child by
pointing to your. ear, then point to his ear.

27. If you have a few rhythm instruments like drum, tambourine, bell or chime, sing to the
baby and play or tap a rhythm instrument at the same time. Play just loud enough to get to the
child's aided threshold. Change to a different instrument using only 2 or 3 in one short session.
Keep the same song; repetition of the rhythm is good. Familiarize the baby with the sounds of the

instruments. This will help elicit auditory responses, especially if the instruments are also visually
interesting. If there are not a lot of resources in the house, make your own sound toys with strong
colors in bold patterns.

28. When mother sees baby crawling from one room to another or along a couch or chair, get

down on all fours in a positon around the corner. Begin calling the baby by name as he
approaches. Peek around the corner and pull back as soon as the baby sees you. Call again, then

pop4our head out and say "boo." Repeat as often as possible. Xiatch for signs that the baby is
respOnding to your call before he sees you.

TWELVE TO EIGHTEEN MONTHS

29. Hide in a closet. When the child is close, call his name, look out and say "peek-a-boo."
30. Put an object in a container like an oatmeal box with stockings mound both ends. Shake

the box and tell the child to listen. Point to your ear. Then let the child put his hand in the box and

teel the object. Make the sound again. Then show the child the object. Allow the child to hold and
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manipulate the item if he wants to. Some children will not be able to wait but will want to see as

soon as you indicate something is in the box. Alert him to the sound, give him the box and let him

dig the object out.
31. Around the 20 month level, children begin to use pretend play. Someone pretends he is

sleeping. Take the child's hand and tiptoe around saying "sh-.,h-sh." Then walk to the person who

is sleeping and shout, "Boo!" The sleeping person awakes and jumps up. The child is next to

sleep. Cover the child's eyes gently. The child may be willing to pretend to sleep, although this

takes time. Another person moves close to the child and says, "Boo!" The mother may need to

help the child initiate the response the first few times. Children do not pretend to "sleep" very

long, but the activity will work if you can just distract the "sleeping" child visually from the person

who will say "Boo."
32. Use the child's favorite toys to make sounds to alert him.

33. Put a small favorite sound toy in your apron or pants pocket. Make the sound, then let the

baby dig the toy out of your pocket. Children at this age level enjoy pockets and what they may

contain
34. Children of this age are learning about object permanency. Tie a favorite noise toy to a

long string and hid the toy but leave the end of the string visible. Make the sound and encourage

the baby to pull or follow the string.

EIGHTEEN TO TWENTY-FOUR MONTHS

35. Pull toys that make sounds are excellent for this age level. Around 18 months the child

begins to be able to walk and pull a toy. Empty cans attached with string make excellent noisy pull

toys.
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Lesson 2 (Phase 1)

Attending to Distinct Speech Sound Activities

(Skill 1)

BIRTH TO SIX MONTHS

Note: Agc ncrements indicate when the activities may be introduced. They can be continued

beyond the ages if the child is still interested. Many of the earlier activities are also appropriate for

later ages. The guidelines are not rigid; babies are unpredictable, some will enjoy an activity

earlier or later than indicated.
1. Imitate and repeat to the child all sounds that he makes while cooing and gurgling.

2. When attracting the baby with something visually interesting like a new toy or picture,

express his interest by saying, (a) as in father or (u) as in school or (o) as in boat, with sliding

inflection as he sees the item.
3. Gently bicycle baby's legs while he is resting on his back after diapering, repeating a

selected vowel or consonant sound.
4. When baby shows distress, delight or excitement, use the (o) as in boat sourd to add voice

to his facial expressions. Distress"oh, oh" or "oh, no." Delight--"oh"," with rising then
falling inflection. Excitement"oh, oh, oh.."'" with rising inflection.

5. As you rub the baby with oil or lotion, repeat a selected vowel or consonant sound,

matching your vocalizations to the movement of your hands.
6. As the baby begins to follow objects with his eyes, move an attractive object from side to

side and up and down, slowly trying to get him to follow with his eyes. As you do this, vocalize

using a selected vowel sound.
7. Do the above activity but move your face from side to side and up and down, vocalizing as

you move '.lowly, trying to keep the baby's attention.
8. When bathing the baby, select a vowel or consonant sound to use as you gently wash and

vocalize. When the baby begins to splash in the water with his arms and legs, add a vocal sound to

his movements.
9. When holding the baby up under his arms, his feet will naturally move in an approximation

of walking, or the older baby will delight in bending his knees to bob up and down. As he moves,

repeat a selected vowel or consonant sound or a combination in rhythm to his physical move-

ments.
10. Wait for the baby to vocalize back as you smile and talk to encourage him. When he does,

let him finish, then repeat his vocalizations for him.
11. Dangle a safe object in the middle of the baby's vision. After the 3 month level, he will

probably begin to reach for it. As he does and comes closer, say "Reeeach" elongating the vowel

sound. When he grabs it, say "Yeah!" elongating the vowel sound. Let the child manipulate the

item
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12. When greeting the baby after having been absent for more than just a few minutes, raise

your hand in greeting, give a big smile as the baby sees and recognizes you and say "Hi!"
elongating the vowel sound, say the baby's name, and pick him up for a hug.

13. By the 4th month, the baby will be more ready to respond to sounds and voices at a
distance. He may have begun to recognize important voices and respond with anticipation.
Several times during the day, as you approach your child from another room, begin calling "Yoo,
hoo! (baby's name)!" Elongate the vowel slightly. Continue to call as you approach until you get

close enough for the baby to see and recognize you.
14. Hold the baby in front of a mirror, direct his attention to his own image. Say "Oo, oo, oo,

that's you!" Or you could say his name, followed by a repetition of the vowel sound in his name or

whatever rhymes and sounds natural and fun.
15. If you notice the baby lying on his back playing with his toes say something silly like, "Oh,

oh, oh, you found your toe."
16. With baby facing you, sitting in your lap, support his back and head with your arms and

hands. Tip him gently back and forth,yocalizing with a selected vowel sound, elongating it and

using rising and falling inflection as you move him forwards and backwards. Watch for smiles and

giggles.
17. Play "So Big." How big is baby?

S0000000 big! (stretch arms up and out).

How big is baby?

S0000000 big! (stretch legs up and out)

18. Sit the bate, on your lap, facing you. Vocalizing with a selectedvowel, or consonant, bring

your face closer and closer to the baby's until you are nearly touching his nose. Pull back and

repeat in a playful manner. You can do the same activity with your finger, flying in to touch the

baby's nose.
19. With the baby on his back or sitting in a chair, move your hand through the air, like an

airplane, vocalizing with a selected vowel or consonant sound. Bring your hand to th* babys

tummy and tap him gently three times with your finger, matching the movement with another

vocalization: For example, using (u) as in school, "O00000000000, boop, boop, boop."
20. Play peek-a-boo with a large mirror and a blanket. As you uncover the baby's face in the

mirror, say "Peek-a-boo" exaggerating the (i) sound or the (u) sound, depending on which vowel
ti

has been selected for stimulation.
21. Play helicopter with the baby. Hold the baby firmly around the middle; avoid turning him

upside down to assure that he wont be frightened. As you raise the baby into the air, vocalize with

a selected vowel or consonant sound.

22. Make a quick temporary slide for the baby by putting the folded ironing board through

the rungs of a chair. Sit at the bottom with your legs extending on either side of the board. Set the

baby on the board and as you help him slide down, say "Wheeee!c

23. When you imitate the baby's vocalizations, place the baby's fingers on your lips. Let him

feel the vibrations and the breath as each Sound is made.
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SIX TO TWELVE MONTHS

24. As the baby learns to crawl, he will raise up on hands and knees and rock back and forth.
Get on the floor with him, imitate his rocking, add vocalizations with selected vowel o, consonant
sounds

25. When the baby begins to pound on the high chair or table with his open hand or a spoon,

stimulate with selected vowel or consonant sounds each time he pounds. A carrot makes a good
pounding tool, as it doesn't make a lot of noise, allowing the child to hear more of your
vocalizations.

26. If the baby likes' ?heerios or some other similar dry cereal, sprinkle a few on his high chair

tray. As you fly one into his mouth, say "Here come the 0000000's" exaggerating the vowel
sound. Let him eat some on his own, then fly another one into his mouth.

27. Let the baby watch ycu play with a soft doll and a mirror. Encourage him to look at the
dolly in the mirror. Bounce the dolly toward the mirror, saying 'Ba, ba, ha, boo!" or other selected
vowel sounds and consonant sounds. Let him try with the dolly.

28. Hang a punch ball from the ceiling within baby's reach. Show him how to punch it,
vocalizing each time.

29. Play a gentle game of tug of war with the baby. Give him one end of a scarf or blanket.
Gently tug and vocalize. The baby will enjoy this playful lesson in turn taking:

30. Put a small interesting toy in your hand. Let the.baby see it for only a moment and then
close your hand. Say, '""here'd it g00000?" exaggerating the (o) sound. Repeat until the baby
discovers the toy in your hand. Show him the toy again if he doesn't understand.

31. When you have the baby's undivided attention, as when he is in his high chair, play a
handclapping game. Clap your hands softly together, saying a selected vowel or consonant sound

as you do, then quickly hide your hands under a blanket on thr_ chair tray, or on the floor if you are

sitting there, or on your lap if the baby is sitting on your lap Wiggle your fingers under the blanket

if necessary to catch his attention. When the baby pulls the blanket off your hand, play the game

again.

32. Play the above game but clap the baby's hands gently together, vocalizing as you do, then

put his hands under the blanket. Wait for him to pull them out and begin clapping again.
33. Use your baby's love of novelty by vocalizing some vowel and consonant sounds into a

cardboard tube. You w11 be surprised at the attention. Give the tube to the baby.

TWELVE TO TWENTY-FOUR MONTHS

34. Put a puppet on your hand. Say "Hell000000!" to the baby. Put the puppet on his hand,

too.
35. As you are undressing the baby or as he is pulling off his own socks, say "O000000ff!" as

you pull off each item.
36. As you watch the baby scribble spontaneously on paper, say a selected vowel or conson-

ant sound to match his movement.
37. Help the baby learn how to string things together such as large beads or round plastic

curlers. Vocalize with selected sounds as he puts each one on.
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38.. Wow soap bubbles with the baby. Before you blow each bubble, say "Ba, ba, bubble" or

other selected sounds. Allow the baby a chance to babble and blow.

39. Vocalize selected sounds as you dance with the baby, either holding him in your arms or

standing on the floor holding his hands. Keep the music in the background soft enough that it

doesn't interfere with the perception of your speech.
40. When baby begins to learn how to throw a small cloth or rubber ball, stimulate for the (o)

sound by saying "Thr000000w" each time you or he does it.

41. Take a walk outside, find a puddle of water and some pebbles. Take turns. Say

"Thr000000w" and toss thp pebble into the water.
42. Make a hole in the lid of a large plastic container, such as an ice cream tub, just large

enough for the child's small rubber ball. The baby enjoys dropping the ball in then taking off the

lid to retrieve it. As he does this, stimulate the (o) sound by saying, "Oh-oh, where'd it go?"

Slightly exaggerate the (o) sound. Children of this age are fascinated by lids and containers and

enjoy emptying them.
43. Once the baby can identify nose, eye, and mouth on himself or on a doll, use these

words to stimulate the important vowel sounds in them by pointing them out on dolls, people,

pictures, or animals.
44. Use a set of magnetic letters on the refrigerator for vowel and consonant stimulation.

Select a vowel or consonant sound to stimulate and then pick out those letters containing that

sound. For example, the (e) as in feel is found in the names of the letters B, D, E, G, P, T, V, and Z.
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Lesson 5 (Phase 1)

Stimulation For Vocalization Activities
(Skill 2)

Note: In all activities "take turns" or pause for your child's response. Reinforce all spontaneous
vocalizations.

BIRTH TO SIX MONTHS

1. Each time you dress or undress the baby, say a speech sound with rising inflection as you

go up his arms or legs and one with falling inflection as you go down.

2. "Dance" your infant so that his feet gently touch the bed; sing a favorite simple song or
nursery rhyme, with changes in pitch, loudness, and duration.

3. Sing with lots of inflection and eye contact during all diapering times. Use simple songs or
nursery rhymes.

4. "Coo" or hum while rocking to relax you and the baby.
5. Smile and giggle each time you hug the baby.
6. While massaging the baby with lotion, make a circle on his tummy and vocalize, matching

your voice with the movement.
7. Listen carefully to the baby, respond to all sounds as though he is attempting commJnica-

tion with you.
8. With baby lying down and relaxed, bend over him and place his hand over your mouth. Pat

the baby's hand off and on your mouth repeatedly to make an indian chant sound. Change the
pitch of your voice, high and low, or make a variety of vowel sounds. If or when the baby
vocalizes, pat the baby's hand on her own mouth.

9. Around 3 months of age, the baby will begin to exhibit a vocal-social response to your
smile and talk. "As you bend over your baby, smiling, talking, and ministering to his needs, you
encourage his responsiveness" (Caplan, 1973). Reinforce each of the baby's vocalizations by
imitating them.

10. A child may begin to smile and vocalize to his image in a mirror. Begin by standing or
sitting with the infant in front of a mirror large enough to see both of you. Smile, tap the mirror to
attract his attention, say simple phrases like, "Hi. I see you." His attention at this age will be brief.
An older child may want to bang on the mirror with his palms playfully.

11. At 4 months a child may begin tovocalize his moods. Tune in to the emotional content of
the baby's vocalizations; imitate them; add simple words to express them.

12. Around 4 months a baby may begin to vocalize to initiate socialization. it is very important

to pay attention to the baby when this happens and to reinforce him for using his voice to get your
attention. Imitate him; use plenty of social reinforcers.
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13. Around 5 months, the baby will begin to watch mouths closely and may begin to

experiment with his own mouth movements, with and without voice. Encourage and reinforce

this early form of imitation.
14. An infant may vocalize or coo to soothe himself after an upset or before sleeping,

expecially if he has been sung to and rocked to sleep. Be aware of these important times. When

they occur, imitate the baby's vocalizations; use smiles, eye contact, and gentle touch as rein-

forcement.
15. An infant may spontaneously vocalize when pulled up gently by his arms into a sitting

position. To stimulate his vocalizations, say, "up, up, up" or "upsy-daisy" or whatever feels

natural at this time.

SIX TO TWELVE MONTHS

16. Infants begin to make faces in imitations of adults. Encourage imitation skills both vocal

and nonvocal. Use a variety of facial expressions at different times, one or two at a time, giving the

child time to imitate each time.
17. Encourage the baby to vocalize by adding words to go with his body movements. If he is

jumping in his walker, say "Jump, jump, jump." When he is pounding with his spoon on his high

chair tray, say "boom, boom." When pulling off his shirt, say "Up and off!"

18. An infant will be most likely to vocalize to interesting, novel events. An older sibling who

will do something silly to entertain and attract the baby's attention is an excellent stimulation for

vocalization.
19. Begin name games with body parts, especially in songs.

20. An infant will begin to initiate social games with arm movements and vocalizations that

his pa,-ents have played previously ar1J consistently. Do not fail to respond to a child's initiating

the games.
Some social games that babies traditionally enjoy:

Peek-a-boo

Pat-a-cake

Come and get me

Go and fetch
So big!

Any back and forth social game involving vocalization will encourge the child to use his voice.

Reinforce his vocalizations with smiles, eye contact or touch. Say "I hear you"; point to your ear,

and continue the game.
21. Encourage the child Lo v Jcalize by adding words and phrases to his meaningful gestures.

Examples of gestures a child of this age may use: bye-bye, come here, up, nodding head yes,

shaking head no, shaking finger no.

22. Introduce finger plays to encourage vocalizations. Those involving touch with fingers

and toes are best at this age. "This Little Piggy" is good as is its Chinese variation:
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This little cow eats grass,

This little cow eats hay,

This little cow drinks water,
This little cow runs away,

This little cow does nothing
But lie down all day. (Caplan and Caplan, 1976)

A finger play from P.'irael involving touching the baby's hand and arm:

Momma made some soup. (Move finger around on baby's palm)
She gave some to th;s one, (fold baby's little finger into palm)
And this one,
And this one, (fold net three fingers into baby's palm)
And this one,
But this one didn't get any. (hold up baby's thumb)
So he went up, up, up (creep up baby's arm)

And found some! (tickle gently under arm or chin)

A finger play involving touch from toe to head:
Creepy, crawling little mousey (Fingers slowly creep along baby's leg and up trunk)

From the garden to the housey,
Jumped upon a little shelf, (jump fingers onto baby's shoulder)

Found some cheese

And helped himself.
Nibble, nibble, nibble. (tickle gently under baby's arm or chin)

23. Encourage the baby to laugh. This is a good way to stimulate vocalizations. At this age,
watching a parent act surprised to a jack-in-the-box or similar surprise toy will delight a baby.
Reinforce his laughter as you would any vocalization.

TWELVE TO EIGHTEEN MONTHS

24. After the first year, a child will begin to indicate his wants using a variety of means other
than crying. He will understand and use many gestures, and he may vocalize. Reinforce his
vocalizations by imitating them and attending to his needs. Stimulate his vocalizations by adding
words and short phrases to go with his gestures.

25. The child will give items like toys or bites of cookie to adults. He may want them back
immediately. Make a game out of this developmental step. When you take the offered item, say
"Thank you." Quickly offer it back to the child, say "Here." Use good inflection. Repeat this
simple game 3 or 4 times.

26. The child will laugh or giggle when chased or found hiding. Consider these as important
vocalizations. Reinforce them.

27. The child will begin to vocalize to demand personal attention. Reinforce these vocaliza-

tions when appropriate to do so.



28. A child of this age enjoys activities that involve taking apart, taking out, and taking off.

Help the child learn how to pull off his socks, saying "Pull it off, puuu1111111." Put a large hat on his

head, playing a game of putting it on and taking it off. Add words, phrases, and vocalizations. Let

him take the hat from your head.
29. Play a simple game of rolling a ball while sitting on the floor. A child of this developmental

age can usually grasp and let go. Use appropriate words and vocalizations to match your and the

baby's movements.
30. Depending on his hearing loss, the child may begin to move to music. Do not ignore the

opportunity to dance with the child, imitating his movements and adding your voice in simple

rhythms.
31. The child approaching 18 months enjoys picking up small items and dropping them into a

container one by one. Try this with small toys, blocks or jar rings. As the babY drops each item, say

an appropriate simple phrase over and over, like "Down it goes, boom!" You may be able to take

turns with him dropping the items and emptying the container. Encourage this turn taking and

reinforce all vocalizations with social praise and by continuing the game.

32. When the child begins climbing stairs, he usually begins by going up the stairs on his

hands and knees. Proceed step by step beside him, adding vocalizations to match his movements.

You could count "one, two, one, two" or say "up, up, up," or "good boy, one more step." Later

when he can proceed up the steps standing, holding on to a rail or a hand, continue to add

vocalizations to match his stepping movements.
33. When the child begins to stack blocks in towers of 2 or 3, play with him vocalizing each

time one of you adds another block. You could count "one, two, three" or "up, up, up," whatever

you feel is appropriate. It is not important what you say but that you add vocalizations to his

movements. Take turns stacking the blocks and you may find the baby also taking turns vocal-

izing.
34. The child begins to really enjoy rhymes and jingles and finger plays. He may indicate that

he wants to play a favorite one by beginning the appropriate gestures or by using the gestures plus

vocalizations. Do not ignore these opportunities. If you have a mirror large enough, the child will

enjoy seeing himself and you at the same time. Use the bathroom mirror with the child sitting or

standing on the counter while you are standing behind.

35. Reaching from behind, gently hold his hands in yours and sing and make the following

movements:
Roly-poly, roly-poly (turn hands around each other)

Up, up, up. (lift arms up, up, up)

Roly-poly, roly-poly.
Down, down, down (push arms down, down, down)

Roly-poly, roly-poly.
Out, out, out (move arms away from body)

Roly-poly, roly-poly.
In, in, .n (move arms to center of body)

Use appropriate intonations to add meaning to vocalizations.
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36. The child may increase the amov.-1. of vocalizations he uses to amuse himself during his
solitary play, especially if he is receiving vocal stimulati.-n at other times. These occasions should

be rewarded appropriately but not interrupted. Give eye contact, a smile, and when you hear him
pause, say "I hear you, good boy!"

37. A child of this age begins to actively imitate the actions of older siblings and parents.
Encourage and provide appropriate opportunities for this. Imitation of gross motor activities is a
predecessor of the imitation of fine motor actions necessary for speech. The child who is imitating
his mother and father doing various household activities is also providing them with oppor-
tunities for social interaction and vocal stimulation. As you work around the home, allow the child
to work alongside using the same tools and equipment as appropriate. Provide appropriate
vocalizations to match his movements.

38. The child may begin to vocalize from his crib in the morning to get your attention.
Respond to this. Let him see you to know that he has succeeded in getting your attention.

39. A popular game children play at this age is dropping an ob,.._ct from the high chair to get
the parent to interact. Allow him to play this game with appropriate objects like soft balls,
unbreakable toys, etc. Interact socially and vocally with him by picking up the object, saying "Oh,
oh. You dropped it." Hand it to him, saying whatever short, simple phrases that feel natural. The
parent whose back is turned may hear her child vocalize to call her attention to the dropped object
in an attempt to start a game.

40. A child may begin to vocalize into the telephone in imitation of adult conversation. He
may or may not be responding to a voice on the phone, sometimes he is just imitating the adults

he sees chatting on the phone. Find opportunities to allow the child to do this with willing adults
or with play telephones. Use pictures of people talking on the telephone. Smile and nod at the
child to encourage him to continue his "conversation."

41. The child may vocalize to photographs of family members. Using an experience book or
family album, talk to the child about each picture, naming the person. Change the pitch of your
voice appropriately, kissing or patting the pictures.

42. The child may enjoy playing with large boxes as the first stirrings of imaginative play are
emerging. Show the child how to crawl in the box, calling to someone, finding and saying "Boo!"
Encourage any imaginative game that involves simple vocalizations and interactions as main
corn ponentsi.

EIGHTEEN TO TWENTY-FOUR MONTHS

43. The child begins to enjoy and show more variety in scribbling with pencils and crayons.
Provide opportunities for him to use large crayons appropriately. As he draws circles or lines back
and forth, sing or provide vocalizations to match his physical movements. Join in and take turns.

44. Hidden object games are a major source of fascinatic n. Using commercial toys or those
of your own making, play a game with the child, saying, "Where's the _ _ .? Where'd it go?
There it is!" repetition during meaningful play is a key element to encourage the child to also
vocalize.

45. Introduce simple puzzles. This is a form of the hidden object game (#44). As you help the

child play, use appropriate questions and phrases, "Where does it go? There it is!" etc.
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46. The child begins to enjoy pretend steeping games when played with an adult or a doll.

Use this interest in seeing other people sleep to stimulate vocalizations. Cover up the dolly, pat its

head, say, "Night, night."
47. Child enjoys imaginative play involving eating; pretend to eat something inedible or

nonexistent. Say 'Want some more? Num-num" or take turns feeding each other small pieces of

cereal and vocalizing appreciation.
48. Children become very interested in tiny things and comparisons with larger objects. Use

these opportunities to stimulate vocalizations.

49. The child begins to enjoy putting things away or putting objects in containers. Take

advantage of this interest by adding appropriate words and simple phrases to the child's

movements.
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Lesson 6 (Phase II)

Associating Objects And Events With Their Sound Source Activities

(Skill 3)

Note: At 5 to 6 months a child will begin to anticipate events that are signaled by visual and
auditory clues. By 7 to 8 months he can associate specific sounds with events and will respond with

excitement to the repetition of a signal for a pleasurable event. He may wriggle in anticipation of
play cued by an auditory signal. These su estions can be used for every age level when adapted

to the interests and home enviroment of particular children.

1. Sing simple melodies to go along with different activities such as bathing, feeding, and
dressing. Sing them before and during each event, repeating them often with good vocal
inflection. After much stimulation sing a song before you begin the associated activity. Watch the
baby to see if he is anticipating the event.

2. Call out to the baby before you enter his room in the morning or after a nap. Watch
carefully to see if he is associating the sound of your voice with your arrival.

3. With baby on his back in front of you after diapering, hold large colored yarn pom-poms
over his tummy and drop them, saying, "Here comes a porn-porn." He will begin to anticipate the
porn-porn softly hitting his tummy from the visual and auditory cues. After much stimulation,
remove the visual cues.

4. While baby is lying on his back, gently hold his feet and push them in a circular motion like
a bicycle. Sing a simple phrase over and over, like "Baby's legs go round and round." At first
include both visual and auditory stimulation. After a while, sing the phrase alone and see if the
baby will kick up hi? legs in anticipation of the exercise.

5. Find some auditory signal that you can associate with feeding time. You may choose a
special record, a favorite nursery rhyme or song, a toy with a distinctive sound, or a particular
sound made during meal preparation as a spoon tapping on a plastic dish. Consistently present
the auditory signal to the child just before and during feeding time. Give lots of social reinforce-
ment for alerting or locating responses to the auditory signal. After much stimulation, present the
auditory signal with no visual cues and see if the baby indicates anticipation of his mealtime.

6. Whenever you are about to pick up the baby, clap your hands, hold out your arms and say a

short phrase, like "Up we go!" or "upsy-daisy." After much stimulation, give the auditory signal
only to see if the baby will stretch his arms out toward you.

7. Whenever you are going to pick the baby up, put him down, change his diaper, or move
him in any way, tell him what you are going to do. Give him a signal that a change isabout to occur.

8. Sit the baby on one knee and bounce gently to a simple rhyme with a "surprise ending."
Baby be nimble, one, two, three

Baby jump to my other knee. (repeat)
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He will learn to anticipate the ending and will smile and giggle before the ending comes.
9. Sing "Pop goes the weasel" and play with the baby in a manner similar to #8 above. When

you reach "pop" bounctta little higher or raise the baby's arms high in the air. He will learn to

anticipate the ending.
10. When the baby starts banging on his high chair tray with a spoon, see if you can get a back

and forth game going. Say "bang, bang, bang" as you play so the baby can learn to assocate the

phrase with the activity.
11. When the baby kicks his feet, say "Kick, kick" in rhythm to his feet. When he stops, you

stop. Develop the session into agame of stop and go. He will learn to associate the sound with the

activity.,
12. identify regular important events in the baby's day and find auditory signals to associate

with them. For example:

daddy coming home Knock on door, call baby's name, say "hi"

feeding time Tap a spoon on plastic dish, say,

"Are you hungry, want to eat?"

bathtime Water running in the tub

bedtime Special song or record, or your

favorite bedtime lullaby

going in the car Knock on the closet door, say,

"Let's go bye-bye"

13. Play "So Big"
How big is baby?

S0000 big! (stretch arms)

How big is baby?
S0000 big! (stretch legs)

Soon he will anticipate the game and raise his arms to initiate it.

14. Sit, facing the baby, take a hand in each of your hands. Move his arms in repeated

patterns, keep it simple (up and down, back and forth). If possible, choose a motion the baby

frequently uses by himself. Add your voice in a simple repeated pattern, like "Sis, boom, bah." If

the baby enjoys the game, begin the cheer without the arm movements and see if the baby

responds on his own.
15. If the child has previously enjoyed playing peek-a-boo, give him a small blanket and see if

he will begin the game on his own when you say "Peek-a-boo!"

16. While you are on all fours facing the baby, crawl dramatically toward him saying "Here I

come" growling playfully. Lower head and quickly but gently bump your head into the baby's

tummy. Return to original position and repeat. Later lower your head and say "Here i come" and

growl to see if baby will anticipate the attack from the sound of your voice.

17. Sit with the baby facing you with his legs inside of yours. Hold the baby's hands. Gently

lean back, pulling him gently forward. Sing "Row, row, row your boat." Lean forwawl gently

pushing baby slightly back. Continue to go back and forth, singing and smiling as long as he

enjoys the game. After many times of playing, begin singing first to see if the baby will begin the

movement by himself.
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18. Play "Ring around a rosy." At first help the child to "fall down" at the appropriate time. As
soon as you are sure that the signal 'All Fall Dowri" is associated with failing, vary the rhyme so that

'All Fall Down" occurs at unexpected places in the song. See if the child will "fall down" with the
auditory signal.
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Lesson 8 (Phase II)

Locating Sounds And Voices In Space Activities

(Skill 4)

SIX TO TWELVE MONTHS

1. Use eye contact to stimulate locating responses while feeding or holding the baby close.

Begin by stroking baby's cheek and calling his name. When you get good eye contact, smile and
talk, maintaining good eye contact. Move your head slowly from side to side trying to hold the
baby's attention with your eyes as well as your voice. If the baby breaks eye contact keep talking
conversationally. He will initiate contact again when he is ready. If the baby cannot play the game

and drink at the same time, play just after or while burping, or at diapering time or any time.

Associate the parent's voice with eye contact and elicit locating auditory responses at a later time.

2. Sit behind but off to one side of the child. A child will locate best when the sound source is

on his level in a direct line on either sideof his head. Call his name or make an interesting vocal

sound. When the child turns to find the sound, give lots of social reinforcement. If he does not

localize, attract his attention to you by letting him see you. When he turns in your direction, smile

and reinforce. This is the beginning of the locating response.
3. Brothers and sisters hide in bedroom on an unmade bed. Bring the child into the room and

when he is in good locating position, signal the siblings to call his name. Help him alert to and

locate the sound, then play more hide and seek in the blankets repeating and reversing roles.

4. Hide behind furniture or around corners. When the child is in good locating position, call

his name or make an interesting vocal sound. If he doesn't respond, let him see you, then try

again.
5. When coming home or entering a room where the child is playing, stick your head in and

call the child's name. If child localizes, reinforce him. If he doesn't, approach him, capture his

attention visually, call his name again, alert him to the sound of your voice.

6. Have friends or relatives call on the phone. Do this when the child is close to the phone in a

good locating position, for example, in his high chair eating, with the phone directly to one side.

7. Arrange for someone to ring the doorbell when the child is in close proximity to the bell.

8. When the child is in his high chair, stand behind and to one side. Make a sound with your

voice or an interesting sound source. It helps to have a second person in front of the child to keep

his attention, alert him if he does not locate the sound, or direct his attention to the sound or

person talking for reinforcement. Use edible reinforcers if appropriate.

9. Hold the child in your arms while another person goes behind a door. When the child is in

good locating position, the person knocks on the door, then knocks again. If the child does not

locate after three times, it is usually best to alert him to the sound andshow him the sound source,

then try again. If the child does turn correctly to the knock, open the door to see the person

smiling and holding a funny toy, or edible reinforcers. Make it playful and rewarding.
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interesting face. After repeated stimulation, make the sounds away from the baby's vision and
watch for a locating response.

23. Play peek-a-boo from behind the baby, switching sides, cheek to cheek. Later, do not
touch the baby, but begin the game with an auditory clue from behind and to ne side. Watch for a
locating response then move in with visual and tactile clues.

24. When you see tl ie baby crawling from one room to another or along a couch or chair, get
down on all fours around the corner. Begin calling the baby's name as he approaches. Peek
around the corner and pull back as soon as he sees you. Or wait until the baby passes you in good
locating position, call his name and watch for a locating response.

TWELVE TO EIGHTEEN MONTHS

25. Have different family rnembers make sounds with their voices or sound sources at the
dinner table. Help the baby to locate the person making the sound. Be aware of vibrations that the
baby may be responding to and also the best locating position for the baby.

26. Hide under a blanket as the baby enters the room. When he isnear, pull off the blanket
and say "boo" or call his name. Child locates the voice.

27. When the child is in the bathroom, turn on the water in the tub, sink, or flush the toilet.
The child should turn in the correct direction.

EIGHTEEN TO TWENTY-FOUR MONTHS

28. Hide a small wind-up noisemaker under one of two overturned bowls. Place them far
enough apart for the child to locate the one where the sound is coming from. Let the child hold
the sound source and make the sound himself once he locates it.

29. When the child is outside playing, have family members knock on picnic tables, mail
boxes, or garbage cans that are close to the child, or call the child's name. Alert the child to the
sound if he doesn't locate it after three tries, then try again.

30. Hide a squeak toy under a rug. When the child is crawling or walking by and is in a good
locating position, step on the toy to make the sound.

31. Put raisins or other noisy edibles in a container with a lid. Shake the container out of the
baby's vision, making a sound. When the child locates, then let him figure out how to get the treat
out.

32. Put a small favorite sound toy in your pocket. When the baby is in good locating position,
make the sound, then let the baby dig the toy out of your pocket by himself.

TWENTY-FOUR TO THIRTY MONTHS

33. Hide different sound sources in different rooms. Help the child to locate the sounds as

you move from one room to the next.
34. Get several chairs and cover them with blankets. Hide a wind-up noisemaker under one

blanket on one of the chairs. The child should locate the correct chair. Reverse so that the parent
is trying to locate the sound after the child has hidden it.
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THIRTY TO THIRTY-SIX MONTHS

35. Several people playthis game. One person is "it." "It" points to someone (the child). Thr

child closes h;s (.:!yes. "it" moves to a new spot and says "Boo!" or calls the child's name. The child

locates the sour d and opens his eyes. Take turns.

I

.;

7
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J.

Lesson 10 (Phase II)

Stimulation Activities For Vocalization
Varied In Duration, Intensity, and Pitch

(Skill 5)

A child's ability to imitate speech begins around 6 months when he may begin to imitate the
inflection of his mother's voice. At 8 months he will begin to imitate mouth and jaw movemen.s.
His imitation abilities grow until 11 or 12 months when he will imitate with fair accuracy speech
rhythms and inflections. By 18 months the child, when requested, will imitate freely in play
situations many different nonsegmental voice patterns and some simple specific speech sounds.

TWELVE TO EIGHTEEN MONTHS

1. To stimulate the child to sustain vocalizations for a 3 second period, run your finger slowly

down the child's arm from his shoulder to his wrist as you vocalize. Vowel sounds such as a as in
father, u as in rule, and o as in cold are appropriate to use. Or vocalize as you run your finger down

the child's leg from his hip to his ankle.
2. To stimulate brief sound such as ba, ba, tap the child's upper arm, elbow, or wrist as

you say the sounds. Tap the child's upper thigh, knee and ankle, or tap the rhythm on the back of
the child's hand.

3. To stimulate a combination of long and short utterances, run year finger from upper arm to

elbow for a long duration then tap elbow or wrist for short duration (ba ba, ba). Match your
movements to the vocalizations any way that the sounds can be varied. Use any combinations of
three to six syllables. Stimulating a child to vocalize with a variety of sound durations on one
breath will encourage good speech breathing.

4. When you are rocking the child in a rocking chair, match your vocalizations to the length
of the rock, either brief or sustained. "Rock, rock, rock" can be uttered in a chant. Children will
usually imitate this when done consistently. Do the same thing if you are walking with or swinging

the child. Use a syllable or words, "walk, walk, walk," or "swing, swing,_swing," matching your
vocalizations to the child's movementr.

5. Think about what your mouth and voice are doing when you are reciting a favorite nursery
rhyme or tong, thempair that with an appropriate body motion.

6. When playing with Play-dough, make long and short snake shapes. Run your finger along
the snakes making voiced sounds to correspond with the length of the various snakes (do . ...for
a long snake, do, do, do for.three short snakes). Help the child to run his finger along the snakes
while listening to your voice make sounds of different durations.

7. With the child lying or sitting on a blanket, pull the child across the floor, matching your
voice to the movementof the blanket. For a long pull, make a long voiced sound. For several short
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pulls, make sounds of equal duration. You can do the same with a child in a box, either pushing

from 1-ehind which puts you in an excellent position for auditory stimulation or pulling with a rope

in front. This is fun for all aims and good vocal stimulation because the child gets multi-sensory

stimulation.
8. In the child's experience book, assemble or draw a swing, teeter-totter, and slide play-

ground picture. Be sure the child has had experience on a playground. Use your finger or the

child's finger on the playground picture to model vocalizations of different durations as you move

your finger up and down, back and forth on the playground picture.

9. Whenever touching or tickling the child, match your voice to the movements of your

hands, matching the auditory with the tactile. Using any sound, vocalize with utterances of

different durations. You can use sounds that the child consistently uses.

10. A child will begin to scribble with pencil or crayon around 14 months and by 17 to 18

months can imitate simple strokes. When you are playing wih the child, show him how to

scribble, _matching your vocalizations to 0 novement of the crayon on the paper. Vary the

vocalizations according to the skill you are modeling, varying duration or pitch. Around 21 months

a child can imitate a circular scribble- Encourage turn-taking, handing the crayon back and forth as

you scribble and vocalize. If done consistently, the child will begin to vocalize as he scribbles

althc'ugh he will not match his movements and vocalizations with accuracy.

EIGHTEEN TO TWENTY-FOUR MONTHS

11. Outline your hand and the child's hand and/or feet on a paper or in the experience book.

You may want to include father's hand and foot. When you talk about the big hands use a deeper

voice. Use a higher pitched voice when you talk about the small one. Or you may use loud and soft

voices instead. This also can be done when you are comparing your shoe sizes, clothes or any

large and small similar items, like bowls, dishes, towels, spoons, etc

12. Holding the older child's hands or having the smaller child sitting on your lap or in your

arms, say "jump, jump" using auditory stimulation. You can use any other vocal sound that you

want. At the same time jump the child gently corresponding the movement to your voice. Vary the

number of beats from one to three, always pairing the voice and the movement.

13. Be sure to model whispering, and give frequent opportunities for the child to hear

whispers. A child who can whisper is really learning how to control his voice. Use the "wake up"

game with a loud voice and "go to sleep" with a soft voice or whisper. Also find or draw pictures to

illustrate these activitiesr Stimulate vocalizations, by matching your voice with the picture as you

talk about it.
14. A child will be stimulated to utter a string of syllables when you circle the palm of the

child's hand continuously with your finger as your vocalize.

15. Play a game of ball with the child, matching your vocalizations to the movements of the

ball. For example, one time bounce the ball to the child, saying, "ba, ba, bounce," vocalizing each

time it hits the floor. Another time, roil the bail saying, "mrr000ll" in a long utterance. You may

want to substitute other sounds for the words "bounce" and "roll."
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16. To stimulate the child to vary the intensity or volume of his voice, pound your fist, use a
mad face and vocalize loudly. You could stomp your feet and achieve the same result. To get a very

loud emphasis, stomp and pound simultaneously as you vocalize. Most children will enjoy
imitating this in playful situations, but don't expect accuracy at first.

17. To stimulate the child to use a quiet voice do the same as in #16 above but in a much

lighter, relaxed way with a softer facial expression.
18. On a large piece of paper draw lines of different lengths, some short, some longer. Play

with the child's toy vehicles on the lines using them as roads. Vocalize utterances of different
lengths as you drive the vehicles on the lines. You could choose any vocal sound or word that
seems appropriate like "go," varying the length of the vowel sound, or "r-r-r" like a vehicle
sound. If possible, choose a sound the child already uses as he is more likely to imitate the varying

length of utterance.
19. Vary activity #18 by putting lines of masking tape of varying lengths on the carpet. The

child can drive his vehicles on the lines or you can show him how to walk on the line, varying the
length of your vocalizations to match the length of the line.

20. Tape paper footprints on the carpet. Model vocalizaing as you step on each print in the
line. Or make some footprints large and some small, model using different vocal intensity or
volume as you move from print to print. Encourage imitation. You may want to make the
footprints using/an outline of the child's shoe as he watches. It would be fun to have a trail of
footprints leadihg behind a couch or into another room to find a surprise.

Changes in the length of vocalization require different breath capacities. A child who can vary

the length of his utterance on one breath is developing good speech breathing.



Lesson 12 (Phase II)

Speechbreathing Activities

(Skill 5)

The following suggested activities are not blowing exercises for the young child, but rather
playful home activities allowing the parents to model control of their breath streams while not
requiring the child to imitate, but only to develop awareness.

1. The child should sit on the parent's-lap during fun blowing activities. In this manner, the
child can feel the midsection movement of the parent's breathing naturally, without placing
unnatural emphasis on it. The parents should avoid promoting unnatural speech breathing habits

such as raising their shoulders during breathing. It may not even be necessary to mention this
unless the parent advisor sees the parent modeling inappropriate breathing.

2. During relaxed moments, have the parent lay or set a small child on his/her stomach. The
parent breathes normally and quietly allows the child to feel the movement involved in diaphrag-
matic breathing. 'Laying on the floor on the back emphasizes the movement of proper breathing.
The parent should also vocalize during this time, varying the length of the utterance. Singing
would be a natural thing to do or recite a favorite fingerplay or nursery rhyme. At other times,
when relaxing together, the child could lay his head on the parent's midsection or when lying on
the child's bed before bedtime, the parent could casually place the child's hand on the midsection
while singing or vocalizing, allowing the child to feel the speech breathing.

3. The parent should allow the child to feel the force of the breath stream. This may be done
in several playful ways:

(a) During some blowing activities, the parent puts a cheek next to the child so the child may
feel the breath stream rushing past his cheek.

(b) The parent can blow on different parts of the child's body in playful ways; for example,
blow a path up the baby's arm, on his palm, on his tummy, on the soles of his feet.

(c) The parent should model both a long, continuous breath and a pulsed breath stream in
appropriate activities, with and without vocalizations.

4. Use a variety of materials for blowing activities.
pinwheels whistles
bubble's harmonicas

feathers , cotton balls

candles ping-pong balls

matches kleenex

ballz;ons

5. When modeling continuous breath stream, strive for duration of 35 seconds. This models
the conservation of the breath necessary for skilled speech.
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6. Model lots of whispering in appropriate situations. Whispering teaches the child to push

through the breath stream andencourages good breath control.

(a) Putting the baby or dolly to sleep in real or play situations.

(b) When reading stories in which someone is sleeping.

(c) When sneaking up to surprise someone.
(d) Using a whisper and a loud voice as contrast when trying to wake a dolly or sleeping

person.
(e) Whispering begins with simple blowing which the child imitates; the parent whispers

pa-pa-pa, the child Imitates. Work auditorally as much as possible.

7. Bubbles can be made from soapy water and looped fine wire. A bit of cooking oil added to

the soapy water should strengthen the bubbles and cause them not to break so easily. Model

blowing on the bubbles to keep them up or moving.
8. Collect paper punch holes or confetti. Put them in a small box with clear plastic wrap over

the top secured with an elastic band. Poke a small hole in the plastic wrap for blowing through. If

the confetti is multi-colored, it is even more fun. The younger child will at first not know how to

purse his lips to direct his bream through the hole. A straw inserted through the hole will help him

learn. Children automatically wrap their lips around a straw once they learn how to use one.

9. Collect several handfuls of confetti. A little at a time, put some in your palm and blow to set

them flying into the air. The child will squealwith delight and enjoy the delightful mess this makes

all over the floor. Take turns with the child. Don't forget the last step, the vaccum or broom.

10. Taking the child's hand, blow while patting his hand on your mouth. This is like an Indian

chant with no voice, only breath. Let him feel your breath.

11. Select blowing activities that match the developmental stage of the child in case the child

wants to participate. For example, a younger child will not be able to aim his breath at a moving

target like a bubble, feather or balloon in the air. Stationary targets would be best at younger ages.

For toddlers, games that involve action are best. For instance, mom blows a ping-pang ball across

the table and the child retrieves it, then changes places. Simr ie but effective.

12. Anything that helps direct the child's breath stream wit help him to blow and modify the

breath stream, also adding variety to activities. Use straws or narrow cardboard tubes, etc.

13. Secure a piece of nylon stocking over the top of a paper cup which has confetti in the

bottom. The child and the parent blow into the cup to make the confetti fly.

14. Be sure the child voices on the exhaled breath when he is imitating paired voice and

speech breathing activities.
15. It is fun for parents to inflate their cheeks with air, place the child's hands on the cheeks,

then blow the air out, letting the child feel it.
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Lesson 13 (Phase HI)

Locating Sound Source At Increased Distance and Levels

(Skill 6)

TWELVE TO EIGHTEEN MONTHS

1. Always use auditory stimulation to get the child's attention when across the room. Call his
name, or use some other sound, but always give him a chance to hear you before you catch his
attention visually or tactually.

2. Select sounds to which the child has alerted or located. Present these same sounds at
increasing distances.

3. Play music on the phonograph or radio during moments of quiet play.
4. Every time the doorbell rings, alert the child; by that time it will have rung again. Take the

child to the door and open it for the visitor. It is nice to have a willing family member or friend who
will say "Hi" to the child and shake hands. When done consistently, this activity brings results.

5. When the child is playing quietly in his crib, ring a bell from various places in the room.
6. Put music on the phonograph, pick up the baby, move at least 10 feet away, and dance to

the music. Stop when the music stops; start again when the music starts.

7. Parent advisor should knock on the door when coming for a home visit. Inside the house,
alert the child if he doesn't locate the sound; then take him to the door.

8. When the child it across the room, knock on a door while peeking in to see if he has
located the sound. Have the child's favorite toy or pet behind the door or wear a funny mask.
Knocking on the door ceases to have meaning as an auditory stimulus for the child unless it is
paired with social reinforcement. As the child's memory improves, be aware that he may become
bored and tune out repetitions of the same sound stimulus.

9. You can use the telephone as a distance sound stimulus if the baby has alerted to it before
and seems interested in it.

10. "Shaping" is the most successful teaching method to use with small children. Shaping
breaks the task into small manageable steps and becomes valuable when trying to get a crawling

or walking child to find a distant (hidden) sound source. Give the baby experience locating the

sound at close distances then slowly increase the distance until the sound is out of sight but the
child is still locating. The sound source must be motivating and paired with social reinforcemc nt.

The child may fear separation from his mother, especially when a non-family member is
present. Be aware of this possibility when structuring distance hearing activities.

12. When the child is in another room or across the room, the mother attracts his attention
from beyond 10 feet by saying "Peek-a-boo" or another phrase from a favorite social game of the
baby. A child may begin to turn at his name after 6 months of amplified hearing.
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13. When the childfs playing outside, knock on a window from inside the house. When the

child locates the sound or is alerted to your presence by another person, do something silly (like a

crazy dance or a funny face) to moikate the child to look next time.

14. if the baby gets nervous and begins to call out anxiously when you leave the room, call to

him from the other room to reassure him of your presence.

15. When you are in another room, call when you approach him. Call his name and say

"Where are you?" If he is crying, he may be reassured by your approaching voice. If he is playing

quietly, he may start to look for you.
16. When you are outside with the child, call to him from across the yard when he is not

looking. If he turns to your voice, wave and run over to him in a comical way to reinforce him for

locating you at a distance.
17. Honk the car horn when returning home. Honk three times with a pause in between to

give whoever is in the house time to alert the child if necessary.

18. Call attention to all distant sounds. Alert the child, point in the direction of the sound. If

possible, take the child to the sound. Be aware of these sounds:

cars honking
trucks, motocycles passing

children shouting
lawn mowers
phone ringing
doorbell
stereo and t.v.

doors banging
fire engines
sirens

19. One parent sits on the bed with the child and a blanket. Another parent knocks on the

door or stamps down the hall. Mother alerts the child to the sound saying, "I hear Daddy. Let's

hide." Parent covers herself and the child with a blanket as the other parent conies closer and

closer, calling "Where are you?" The parent finds the child under the blanket, saying "I found

you" and pulls the blanket off. Sequence of events will have to occur rapidly at first until the child

understands the game and can wait under the blanket.

20. Family members sit around the edge of the room. Call to the child or use a sound toy to

direct the child's attention. The child locates the sound. The person who called holds out their

arms for the child.
21. Tie a bell on one foot of the walking child.

22. Hang a bell on a plant or lamp hook with a string dangling down. Pull the string out of

sight of the child, the child locates or alerts. Let the child ring the bell, or make the string long

enough so that the child can ring it by himself.

23. Some toys have a rubber tube with a squeeze ball on the end with which to make the.

sound. Place the toy on the floor by the diapering table or under the crib. Step on the squeeze ball

producing the sound. The child then locates or alerts to levels below.
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24. While the child is in the high chair during feeding time, use a bell or rattle below him.
25. Hang a bell from the ceiling above the diapering surface. Around 8 months the child is

able to perceive the connection between physical contact and causality. Brush the b'ell with his
hand to produce the sound so that he becomes familiar with it its location. When he is not
looking, ring the bell and help him to locate levels above.

26. Put bells, music box on the shelves above the dressing table or crib.
27. Place noisemakers, radios, or other sound makers on high shelves or places in each

room, so you can take advantage of opportune moments when the child is in a good place to
stimulate instead of having to run and find a good sound producer.

28. Hang wind chimes near a window or with a string attached so the child can produce the

sound himself.

EIGHTEEN TO TWENTY-FOUR MONTHS

29. Around 20 months a child will begin to enjoy simple hide and seek games with adults or
toys. At first the child will need guidance to play. If you have a short hallway with several
doorways, close all the doors and hide behind one. Begin knocking and calling the child's name.
Another person will alert the child to the sound if necessary, then take the child down the hall
looking into rooms. At one point the child will locate the sound, and be able to find the hiding
person. If the child cannot turn the door knob by himself, knock on the door where the person is

hiding as a clue to open the door.
30. Collect or borrow a couple of wind-up alarm clocks. Put them in different places in the

same rot, . or in separate rooms. Set the clocks for different times. Reward the child if he turns
toward the sounds at a distance and allow him to play with the clock.

31. If the child responds to music, set a radio alarm clock to go off during the day. If
necessary, help the child locate the sound.

32. if the child delights in throwing things off the high chair, tie a small bell or sound toy to
the high chair. This can be easily retrieved by the child by hauling in the string. Also the sound toy

is readily available to the mother to stimulate levels below if the toy is hanging on the chair.
33. Point out sounds in the basement or upstairs. Take the child to the source of the sound or

voice whenever possible. When eating be aware of sounds under the table such as the dog or feet

stomping. Point out electrical appliances in cupboards or the clock on the wall.
34. Put the child on the table. Sit below the table and make a sound or call the child's name.

Child looks down to find the sound. Change places with the child.
35. Have the child on a stairway and someone above him and below him. The child must turn

to the person who is calling him.
36. Go on a listening walk with the child in a stroller or buggy. Point out birds in trees,

airplanes, or other high sounds.

TWENTY-FOUR TO THIRTY MONTHS

37. A two year old who recognizes his name will usually come when called. Call the child to

dinner or to go bye-bye.
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38. Hide in a different room and call to the child until he finds you. A brief glimpse of you

running down the hall to hide w.:1 cue the child that a game of hide and seek is starting.

39. Hide in another room and blow a whistle or honk a bike horn until the child finds yOu.

40. Family members hide in different rooms with various noisemakers. With a combination

of sound and voice the family members take turns attracting the child's attention. Tape recorder,

radio, portable t.v., alarm clock, timer, or other noisemakers can be used.

41. To help motivate the child to locate the telephone when it rings, Make a little telephone

book on 3x5 cards, containing pictures of 3-4 people who call regularly and would be willing to

talk to the child. Alert the child. If necessary, take him to the phone, say "Hello," show him the

pictures of the person calling. Allow him to talk for a moment.

42. Some distance sounds are distant and cannot be seen. If the child alerts to the sounds,

use the experience book or make a special booklet illustrating distance sounds that frequently

occur outside the home. Draw or find pictures of distance sounds: airplanes, sirens, birds,

children shouting, cars, or bells. The child should have prior experience with actually seeing the

sound source, so that when the sound occurs at a distance, you can alert the child to the sound

and show the picture in the booklet.
43. At mefltime, whenever someone leaves the table to get something, have that person

make a noise or call the child's name from a distance before returning to the table.
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Lesson 14 (Phase III)

Stimulation For Vowel And Consonant Activities

(Skill 7)

EIGHTEEN TO TWENTY-FOUR MONTHS

1. As the child feeds himself or is fed with a spoon, say "m . . . ." or "urn . . . ." at the end of

each bite. Nod your head and look expectantly; wait for the child to imitate you. Reward him if he

does.
2. Each time you pull the child up or he raises himself to a standing position, say "up, up, up,"

smile and reward him if he imitates.
3. As the child carries his spoon to his mouth, babble selected sounds in sequences of 3 or 4

repeated syllables.
4. To help stimulate the child to imitate you, imitate with excitement his actions as well as his

vocalizations.
5. Associate phonemes with the motor activity the child is interested in at the present time;

for example, /o/, while throwing and say, "throw."
6. If you are stimLilatir.g for a tense vowel, use a tense motion; if you are stimulating for a lax

vowel, use a lax motion. (,)

7. Avoid using the same movements for different vowels during the same play session. You

can use the same movements if the consonants are produced in the same manner, i.e. all fricatives

could be stimulated using the same arm or body movements.
8. If you are working on short vowels, keep your hands in close to your body when providing

movements to match vocalizations.
9. Many of the activities suggested for Phase II, Stimulation For Vocalization Varied in

Duration, Intensity, and Pitch can be used to stimulate specific vowels and consonants. Review
those activities that proved successful for the parent and the child and those that may not have
been appropriate because of maturity level. Repeat these activities, adapting them to stimulate for

specific vowels and consonants
10. To stimulate for the vowels a as in father arid (i) u, ,n team, push your hands, palms

forward in front of your chest quickly as you say "wa," then sweep your hands up and out as you

say "wi r i i i 1." Hold the child's arms gently and help him imitate your arm movements and
vocalizations. You can stimulate for pitch changes this way also because as the child raises his

arms in the air, his pitch will naturally rise. Make the "wa" low pitched and the "wi" high pitched.

11. Stimulate for p by whispering "pn, pn, pn," holding your hand in front of you, and
opening and closing the index finger and thumb to match the movement of your lips. Use your

fingers again in a light flicking movement as you say "tn, tn, tn" to stimulate the child to imitate.
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12. Pick any activity the child likes to do and produce a selected sound with it as he does it.

Imitate his movements and change your pitch to match the movements. Pause and show by facial

expression that it is his turn to produce the sounds.
13. Make a "panting" sound to stimulate h. Use it in meaningful situations such as when you

are tired from running or on a hot day. Say and whisper the word hot in meaningful situations

throughout the day. Pause and expect the child to imitate you.
14. Play a game where you fall down with your feet flying in the air, saying the word "down"

with strong emphasis. Reinforce the child for iri.itating your actions, and expect him to imitate

your speech. imitate him in turn as he varies the game. Repeat the sequence.

15. Stimulate for the au sound by saying "Ow!" as you pretend a stuffed animal or puppet

bites you. Pretend with him,and wait for him to say "Ow!" If he does not, say it for him after a

pause. Use the word "ow" in meaningful situations throughout the day.

16. Make a train from blocks and say any vowel you choose as you push the blocks along.

"Whoo, whoo" or "choo, choo" are very natural.
17. Practice m by eating individual pieces of dry cereal for each "mmmm" or "more." Take

turns with the child asking and receiving more. Babies of this agrusually enjoy feeding their

parents.
18. Use a hand puppet with a mouth to stimulate for sustain vocalization of any vowel by

producing the sound when the puppet's mouth is open. Give the chi d the puppet and expect him

to vocalize for the puppet. It will help to have the puppet vocalize for a purpose in addition to

stimulating for the vowel. For example, the puppet could be greeting someone at the door,

talking to a dog, putting a dolly to sleep, quieting baby sister, or talking on a phone. A child is

more likely to vocalize in natural conversational situations like the ones he sees every day.

19. As you pour milk for meals, sustain a vocalization of a selected vowel sound until the glass

is full. Encourage the child to vocalize as you pour. An older child can sometimes play a game

where you pour only when he is vocalizing, stopping when he stops, continuing when he

vocalizes again.
20. In the bathtub, vocalize while you move a toy boat across the water, stopping when you

reach the edge. Encourage your child to imitate you, vocalizing continuously. Use varied pitch.

TWENTY-FOUR TO THIRTY-SIX MONTHS

21. Make a small garage from a box or use a space under a chair. Move a toy car across the

floor, stimulating for a selected vowel or consonant sound varying the length of the distance the

child has to travel to get to the garage, thus varying the length of the utterance. If he has a small

truck, drive to the garage, pick up a small bit of food, like crackers or cereal, and drive back to the

child. The child will participate longer and enjoy it more i` the play is creative and imaginative

enough to capture his attention. Take turns.
22. Play in the sand with the child, pouringsand from one container to another, vocalizing as

you pour until the container is full.

23. Imagine a road along the top of a table or on a play surface. Make a stop sign resembling e_

real one. As the child approaches the stop sign, traveling on the road with a toy car or motorcycle,
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he vocalizes until he meets the stop sign. Have a little figure of a person ready to walk across the
road in front of the car, which then proceeds down the road. Take turns, pretending and
modeling both sides of the game for the child. Modet vocalizations of varied length, both
continuous and interrupted.

24. If the child has a variety of animal and people figures, hold races on a table top. Start with
two or three figures, showing the child how each one moves, using varied sounds and lengths of
vocalizations.

25. Make three paths of different lengths on a table top or playing surface with masking tape.
Show the child how his first two fingers can walk like legs. You may paint a little face on the back of
the child's hand just above his first two fingers. This will increase his fun and motivation. Show
him how to vocalize or sing as his fingers walk down the paths.

26. When you pet the child's real dog or cat, vocalize with each pet. It is fun to do the same
with stuffed animals.

27. Place the child's hands on anything that vibrates as you vocalizs into or in contact with it.
This works with a balloon, a paper tube or a kazoo.

28. Put little people figures at vario places around the room. Fly the child's toy airplane
around the room, vocalizing as you fly f om place to lace, picking up the people and putting
them in the plane.

29. Play a game where the child ates yo ody movements as ell as your vocalizations.
Start very low to the floor; as you raise f to a standing position, vocalize with a selected
vowel or consonant. Reverse the direction of the movement. Siblings can help in this game as it
works well as a group activity. Then they can think of other movements to do, always matching
their movements with a vocalization.

30. Can the child play follow-the-leader? If so, jump, run, crawl, slide, hop, and run around
the room, vocalizing with the same selected sound but varying it to match your movements. After
each movement, stop, wait for the child to imitate.

31. Many children will vocalize into a microphone because they have seen people on
television do it. Almost any long object can be a pretend microphone if you haven't a real one.
Vocalize into it and then hand it to the child. Vocalize and dance at the same time as if performing
and let the child take a turn.

32. Find any object that moves easily with even a small bit of air, like a small pinwheel, a

soft feather, a bit of tissue paper. Using a selected consonant breath sound, say the sound
causing the object to move. Sounds to choose may be p, t, k, h, f, th, sh, th where the breath
stream is fairly forceful and obvious.

33. Drive a toy car into a stack of blocks, knocking it over and vocalizing as you move the car.
34. Move a puppet or your hand slowly toward the child while vocalizing and then tickling

the child when it reaches his tummy.
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Lesson 16 (Phase IV)

Discrimination And Comprehension Of Environmental Sounds
(SkiII 8)

EIGHTEEN TO TWENTY-FOUR MONTHS

1. Put on some music using radio, stereo, or piano. Clap your hands, pat your tummy, flap
your arm, stamp your feet, swing, hop or turn around to the rhythm of the music. Find a
movement that the child likes to imitate. Choose music with a contrasting fast and slow beat.
Model moving with the beat. A child may begin bouncing in rhythm to music about 21 months.

2. Dance with the child in your arms to music with a contrasting fast and slow rhythm. Sing or
whistle to emphasize the beat.

3. Assemble a family rhythm band. Use play horns, pans to bang, oatmeal boxes to drum,
sticks, or bells. Emphasize and contrast fast and slow beats. Introduce different body motions. For
more ideas on making family rhythm band instruments, contact SKI*HI Institute, UMC 10, Utah
State University, Logan, UT 84322.

4. March with the child to the beat of a drum. Use small, soft steps for a quiet drum beat, then

loud large steps for a louder drum beat. Take turns marching and beating. Observe carefully to
see if the child is paying attention to the intensity of the drum beat. At this age he will need
frequent modeling; he derives pleasure from the movement and play.

5. Do the above activity (#4) except contrast fast and slow beats. Model moving with fast
steps and slow steps to match the beat of the drum.

6. Choose two puppets and two contrasting sounds, for example a whistle and a drum. One
puppet dances to one sound, the other dances only when he hears a different sound. Help the
child to discriminate or imitate your movements with the puppets. After modeling and stimula-
tion, see if the child can respond on his own with the correct puppet. Finally, play the instruments
out of the child's visual range to see if he can choose the correct puppet using auditory
information only.

7. Wave your arms or a small flag or cloth in response to fast and slow music. Gently direct
the child's arm movements to keep pace with the music, gradually releasing control;

8. If the house has front and back doorbells, they may have different rings. If the chimes are
located near the center of the house, this can be a fun discrimination activity with lots of
movement and surprises.

9. Imitate loud and soft sounds with loud and soft banging of a wooden spoon on the table or

high chair. Exaggerate the difference between the loud and soft banging so the contrast is evident

to the child. After frequent stimulation and modeling, see if the child can respond on his own.
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10. Stimulate discrimination of loud and soft sounds by waking up a sleeping doll or person

with a loud sound and demonstrating that a soft sound does not wake him up. Children begin to

enjoy wake up games around 20 months of age, although they do not prefer to be the person who

pretends to be asleep.

TWENTY-FOUR TO THIRTY MONTHS

11. Use the child's experience book or make a separate scrapbook of things that make

sounds. Pictures of cars, dogs, a person knocking on a door, a person walking up the stairs, a

motorcycle, alarm clocks, or radios are some that may be appropriate. Find the actual item, listen

to the sound, closely associate the real item with the picture, listen to the sound again.

12. Search for new and familiar sounds around the house. Take one small sound source from

each location in the house - kitchen, workshop, bedroom, or bathroom. Gather the items in one

place. Present the sounds auditorally to the child. The child then returns the item to its proper

room. The game needs to be modeled many times. This is a good game for involving siblings.

THIRTY TO THIRTY-SIX MONTHS

13. Find a large box with a top that opens, cut a large hole in both sides. Find a familiar sound

maker. Without letting the.child see, put the sound maker in the box and rave the child listen to

the sound. The child then tells what he hears. This requires language to label the items or the

ability to point to pictures of the correct items.

14. Record familiar sounds for a discrimination game using a cassette tape recorder and the

experience book. Find or draw a picture of each sound. Closely relate the picture with the actual

object. Listen to the sound, point to the picture. Record the sound, then listen to the sound on the

tape recorder. Closely relate the picture to the sound. Listen to all the sounds, helping the child

point to each sound as he hears it. Later record the sounds in different order for a "Listen and

Point" discrimination game.
15. Buy or make a storybook showing a child or parent reacting to sounds during the day

followed by natural consequences. For example, one picture may show a mother hearing the

telephone, the next picture would show the mother answering the telephone.

16. Children enjoy whistles, toy horns, and harmonicas, although they may imitate the sound

using their voice instead of blowing. Using one whistle or two.identical ones, take rums blowing

long and short sounds. It will help at first to have third person who will model how to imitate the

same sound that he hears.

17. Helping a child discriminate the number of beats is best approached by shaping. Begin

with 1 drum and drumstick. Take turns beating on the drum one, two, or three times, then give the

drumstick to the child for him to take his turn. Make your turns short so the child doesn't have to

wait long foi his turn but insist that he imitate the number of beats before going to the next step.

%At this time the child is imitating both visually and auditorally. Next give the child his own

drumstick. Beat the drum and let the child take his turn. Be sure he takes his turn and imitates

correctly before going to the next step. Next both mother and child have a drum and a drumstick.
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Take turns. Once the turn taking is established and the child can imitate using both visual and
auditory cues, remove the visual cues by turning the child around or putting some kind of a shield
between the drums.

18. Children enjoy playing hide and seek with their own toys. If the child has 4 or 5 toys with
distinctive sounds, record them using the techniques mentioned in activity #14. Hide the toys
-under couches, Chairs, in drawers, letting the child watch and help. Listen to the taped sounds,
helping the child identify the sounds and then retrieve them from their hiding places. Record the
sounds in a different order.

19. Find or draw pictures of things that make soft sounds and loud sounds. Loud sounds
might include car horn, baby crying, motorcycle, or dog barking. Soft sounds might include a
bird, water running, door bell, or whispering. Listen to the sounds either from the actual objects
or a recording, identify and categorize them.

THIRTY-SIX MONTHS AND OLDER

20. Some preschool children with good attention spans enjoy auditorally matching shakers.
Make two sets of matching shakers. Start with a small selection of two or three widely contrasting
sounds. For example, in small plastic see-through bottles with secure lids put unpopped popcorn,
beans, paper clips, or marbles. At first allow the child tactile, visual, and auditory clues by letting
him hold and look at the clear bottles while matching. Then cover the bottles with tape and allow
the child only tactile and auditory cues to help with matching. Then using auditory cues only, have
the child listen and match shakers while you shake the bottles.
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Lesson 17

Discrimination And Comprehension Of Gross Vocal Sounds

(Skill 9)

EIGHTEEN TO TWENTY-FOUR MONTHS

1. Pop some popcorn. As it begins to pop in the popper, imitate the sound for the child
saying, "pop, pop, pop!" Cue the child to listen to the popcorn and your voice. In all cases, where

you expect the child to imitate an onomotopoeic sound, pause after making the sound, look
expectant, give the child a chance, and then proceed. As you eat the popcorn, bounce a piece
through the air into your..mouth, saying, "pop, pop, pop," matching your movements to your
voice. Give the child a piei'e and r ncourage him to imitate the sound. Draw a page in the
experience book showing the popper nd the child. You can "pop, pop, pop" pieces across the

page into the child's mouth.
2. Find a box and fill it with a variety of omotopoeic sounds. Use little figures or pictures.

Present only one sound at a time. Say the soun nd let the child listen. Show him the item and say

the onomotopoeic sound again. Pause, look e ectant, wait for the child to imitate, then
proceed. Play with each item and go to the next one. era period of stimulation, put two of the

items in front of the child, say one of the appropriate unds and indicate that you want him to

choose one and put it in the box. Children of this age en y dumping and putting away. Slowly
increase the number of items from which he must choose th correct one.

3. Make or purchase a rug city with vehicles to play w h. Using the same stimulation

techniques as mentioned in activity #2 encourage imitation and di rimination of the gross vocal

vehicle sounds.
4. Gather the child's toy vehicles together, build a garage from a be Play with the vehicles,

using contrasting onomotopoeic sounds like "er-r-r-r" and "putt-putt." Pa the cars in a line and

drive them into the garage one at a time, using sounds, encourage the NIcl to imitate and
discriminate.

5. 'Obtain a large box with holes cut in both ends. Put several toy animals or hicles in the

box. Reach in and pull out one toy, saying the onomotopoeic sound as you do. use, look

expectant and wait for the child to imitate. :viove the toy out, up and over the box to t P child.
Take tur -. sf the child up.Jerstands the routine. After all the toys are out of the box, arrange hem

on top. Say one of the. sounds and tell the child to choose the appropriate toy to put back in t ie

box. Encourage imitation and discrimination.
6. Around 20 months of age, children may enjoy pretend eating and sleeping games. Select

several toy animals. Pretend to feed e.,, animal a small piece of food like a Cheerio, using the
animal sounds. Include a small bit of water. Include a few of the animals in the child's regular meal

time if it doesn't prove too distracting. Indicate to the child which animal is hungry by saying the
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appropriate animal sound, then help the child choose the correct animal and feed it. You may also

want to put each animal to sleep in a small box, laying them down, and using the animal sounds.

7. Use puppets with mobile mouths to add. variety and interest. As you make the sounds,

open and close the puppet mouths. (A booklet containing ideas for mobile-mouth puppets is

available from SKIH1 Institute, UMC 10, Utah"State University, Logan, UT 84322.)

8. Children begin to enjoy and manipulate flairel board figures around 18 months of age.

Make a small one and make or buy some simple aniniat figures. Staple a small envelope on the

back of the flannel board to hold the figures when not'in. use. Use to encourage gross vocal

imitation and discrimination. \,
9. For an interesting "What's Missing Game," put three animal,figures on the fLnnel board,

using the animal sounds as you place them on the board. The first several times, while the child is

watching, remove one animal and hide it behind the board or in your sh sig, pocket. Say "What's

missing?" "Where's the cow? M0000000!" Then find the cow and`put it back on the flannel

board. Repeat until you think the child has the idea. When he's not looking (yoil-Tay be able to

cover his eyes gently), hide one animal, then indicate with a shrug of the shoulders 'What's

missing?" Continue to stimulate with the animal sounds. When it is time to put the figii'res away,

line them up on the board, say bye-bye to each animal, using the animal sound, and indicatehat

the child is to choose the right one to put away in the envelope.

10. Find a few small animal figures and slip them into a small container like a band-aid box to\

carry in your purse for emergency play purposes. It may keep the baby busy during waiting times

as babies love dumping and filling containers with lids. it may also provide you with gross vocal

stimulation opportunities.
11. About 20 months as the baby begins to participate in simple dramatic play, take the toy

animals on a trip. Find a small bag or suitcase. While the child watches, pack each toy animal away,

using the natural animal sound:. When they are all packed, wave bye-bye and take a short trip

down the hall and back. When you return, if the child is still waiting, say "Hi, we're home" and

unpack the animals. Involve the child in the play, letting him pack each animal in the bag as you

say the animal sound. Encourage imitation and discrimination.

12. If your child has pockets on his clothing, you have an excellent opportunity to stimulate

gross vocal discrimination. Slip one of the animal figures or toy vehicles into your own pocket.

When the moment is right, sit with the child and say for example, "Where's the dog? Woof,

woof!" Look around pat yoursetf and quickly find the dog in your own pocket. Act surprised.

Using the animal sound again, walk the dog into the child's pocket and then leave him alone to

either dig it out or leave it be. Slip another animal into your own pocket. Next opportunity, sit with

the child for a few minutes, ask 'Where's the dog?Woof, woof!" Look in his pocket. Then repeat

the process with the new animal in your pocket. The child will catch on to the game after a feW

repetitions if you make it intriguing. In this way you can provide sr. ill moments of stimulation

throughout the day.
13. For added motivation, purchase some commercial animal stickers. Most children of this

age want to pull them off the paper as soon as you put them on. Make a few of them permanent by

sticking them to thin cardboard, then covering them with clear contact paper. This will make them
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durable. For an oldtr child who doesn't swallow things, glue small magnets to the back of the
covered animal stickers. They are now refrigerator toys to be kept in a convenient place and used
at opportune times.

14. Most children are delighted when adults act silly. It is fun to crawl on your hands and
knees, imitating animals as you come from behind a door or chair. A third person holding the
child in his lap can call for the animals. For example, the adult with the child says, "Here kitty.
Meow, meow." Then the adult behind the chair, crawls out acting like a cat saying, "Meow,
meow." This is a good activity for involving siblings. Put a sheet over a card table. This will increase
the child's interest in the game.

15. For parents who like to sew, draw a fa, m with grass, lake, and road on a large circle of
sturdy white fabric. Fabric crayons or paints will add colorful detail. Sew a drawstring casing
around the outside of the circle, thread a long string or shoelace through the casing and draw the
circle up into a bag. Inside the bag, put animal figures, small vehicles, and people.

16. Make an animal sound spinner game. Cut a circle from poster board, mark it in quarters,

draw or paste pictures of a different animal in each section. Using a brad and an arrow cut from
lightweight cardboard, loosely fasten the arrow to the center of the circle to make a spinner.
Encourage the child to imitate and discriminate the animal sounds as you play with the spinner.

17. Around 20 months of age, a child may be able to play a simple lotto-type matching game.

Prepare two sets of matching 3x5 cards with animals on them. Put one set in a can or box for the

child. Lay out the other set. Let the child choose a card from the box; using the animal sounds to
stimulate gross vocal discrimination, help the child match his card to one on the table or floor.

18. Using pages photocopied or cut from coloring books, make animal place mats to
stimulate gross vocal discrimination. Color the pictures then seal them between layers of clear
contact paper. Encourage the child to watch and listen and help as you or an older child sets the
table, making the animals sounds as you do so.

TWENTY-FOUR TO THIRTY MONTHS

19. Make some animal puzzles by attaching a colored page from a coloring book with rubber

cement to lightweight cardboard. Cut the picture up into a puzzle. Help the child put the puzzle
together, using the animal sound to stimulate gross vocal discrimination.

"20. Make a tape recording of some animal and vehicle sounds or other common household
SOF Inds to match with books or pictures that you have. Listen to the tape and encourage the child

point to the correct picture.

THliTY TO THIRTY -SIX MONTHS

21.-aw some hopscotch squares with chalk on the driveway or cement basement floor.
Inside the squares draw some cartoon animal figures. As you and the child hop from square to
square, say tit. nimal sounds.

22. Make so e animal puppets from individual-sized cereal boxes. Cut off the ends of two
boxes and staple them together to make a mouth. Decorate the boxes with ears, whiskers, horns,
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eyes, and noses to resemble animals. Make a funny tongue hanging out of the mouth. Even the

most childish of hands can manipulate the mouth with a thumb in one box and fingers in the

other. Show the child how to open the puppet's mouth and say the animal sound at the same time.

THIRTY -SIX MONTHS AND OLDER

23. Make a small concentration game with two matching sets of three or four animal or

vehicle pictures. Mix up the cards, ttkrn them face down on the floor, turn them over one at a time;

saying the animal sounds to match the cards.

24. Find or draw large colorful animal pictures to tape on the wall near the child's bed. Keep a

small safe flashlight near his bed. At night as you are saying goodnight to the child, turn off the

lights and f.ht-,w him how to shine the flashlight on the animal pictures, Say one of the animal

sour 'is and help him find the right picture with the flashlight.

25. If possible, take pictures of the child with appropriate animals and vehicles for gross vocal

stimulation and discrimination. For example, take a picture of the child with a cat, adog, near a

cow, sitting on the car, by a motorcycle, under a clock, or by a boat. Make a special collection of

these pictures.
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Lesson 18 (Phase IV)

Discrimination And Comprehension Of Words And Phrases

(Skill 9)

EIGHTEEN TO TWENTY-FOUR MONTHS

1. In the experience book, you may speed up discrimination of the names by adding colorful
lines below the pictures that duplicate the rhythm or number of syllables in the name. Help the
child to follow the lines with his finger to correspond with your voice as you say the names.

2. Have photographs of each member of your family. Protect them by putting them in a
special album or covering them with clear contact paper. Bring them out daily and talk about
them, identifying each member. Ask questions like "Where's Daddy? See Daddy?" Around 21
months of age most children can relate well to photographs and identify the members of the
family. For the discrimination task, select family members whose names are contrasting. For
example, Jennifer differs both in rhythm and number of syllables from Jason. Avoid asking the
child to discriminate between single syllable names.

3. Stimulate the child to discriminate between the words "up, up, up" and "down."
(a) Blow up a balloon. Say "Up, up, up" or "more" as you pause for breath. Then blow the

balloon some more. Encourage the child to imitate your words. If he does, reward him by blowing

more air into the balloon. As you let the air out say "down." Use strong prosody in your voice as it

carries much information that will help the child in the discrimination task.
(b) Stimulate "up, up, up" and "down" when pouring milk or water into a glass.
(c) When stacking cans or blocks
(d) When threading beads on a string
(e) With any toy whose moveable parts go up and down,

(f) When filling the sink or bathtub.
4. Tie a string onto a high place like a door hinge. Punch a hole in the bottom of a paper cup

and thread it onto the string. Tie the bottom of the string onto a chair leg. Find a small animal or
figure of a person. Putting the figure in the cup, push the cup up the string, saying "up, up, up."
When you get to the top say "down" and let the cup go. Encourage the child to imitate and play

along
5. Use the words "more" and "stop" whenever you are filling up or adding to something.

Use this with food, water, blocks, or clothes in the washer. Allow the child to help at anything that

is appropriate as this will help set the meaning and insure discrimination of the words.
6. Play hide and seek to stimulate discrimination of the following words: "Bye-bye" "all

gone" "peek -a- boo;" and family names.
7. Draw a happy face and a sad face on paper or on different sides of a paper plate. Pretend to

say somthing angry and show the sad face. Say something happy and show the happy face. You
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could use words like "no, no, no" and "good boy," or "stop that!" and "good boy," or "no, no"

and ''yes." Choose words that have a strong contrast using one of the criteria found on page 457.

Use strong prosody in your voice as this will help in the discrimination task.

8. F,ind pictures that illustrate children doing right and wrong actions. For example, petting

the dog and kicking the dog, spilling the juice and pouring the juice.

9. Stimulate for discrimination of the words "sit down" and "stand up" by using the phrases

in appropriate situations, in dramatic play, with dolls, and with pictures. Help the child to respond

appropriately if he doesn't on his own. Encourage the child to imitate.

10. Stimulate for discrimination of the words "yum yum" and "yuk" or "yucky" by using the

words in appropriate real situations, in dramatic play, with dolls, and with pictures.

11. Stimulate for discriminatici m of male and female voices or high pitched and low pitched

voices by having Mom and Dad take turns calling the 1 mild, making a game of turning and running

to the .correct person. At this age a child may point but will not point -) a picture merely upon

hearing that person's voice. This skill will most likely emerge about 30 months after frequent

stimulation. When looking at pictures of Mom and Dad, you can stimulate for discrimination of

high and low pitched voices by changing your voice as you name and talk about each picture.

12. Stimulate for discrimination of high pitched and low pitched voices by contrasting big

and little items. Assemble different items like a big and little shoe, bowl, plate, or ball. Use a low

pitched voice to talk about the large items and a high pitched voice to talk about the small items.

13. Stimulate for discrimination of rhythm by teaching the child two or three finger plays with

first lines that have distinctly different rhythms. Play with the finger plays, teaching the move-

ments, and enjoying the fun. After all three have been taught and the child can begin to initiate

some of the movements by himself, begin one of the rhymes without using finger movements and

see if he will initiate the finger movements by himself, showing that he recognizes the beginning

lines and can discriminate between the finger plays.

TWENTY-FOUR TO THIRTY MONTHS

14. Make tape recordings of Mom or Dad saying short phrases with good intonation denot-

ing affection, scolding, or warning. Have appropriate pictures of Mom or Dad in situations

showing the use of the corresponding phrases. This is best taught through natural experience,

but can be reinforced and used for a discrimination activity. As parent and child listen to the

voices, have them point to and repeat the message belonging to the picture. Later, expect the

older child to point to the appropriate picture independently. The younger child, the more

concrete the pictures must be. Below 18 months, they should be photographs.

15. Stimulate for discrimination of the words "open" and "close" by using the words in real

situations whenever possible. Use strong prosody with "open" to provide contrast between the

two words. Use for opening a mouth, a closet, book, box, sack, or refrigerator. Encourage

imitation and discrimination.
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Lesson 19 and Lesson 20 (Phase IV)

Discrimination And Comprehension Of Fine Speech Sounds
Vowels Then Consonants

(Skills 10 and 11)

TWENTY-FOUR TO THIRTY M1NTHS

1. Select one-syllable words with different vowels and consonants. Use the words in short
simple sentences, emphasizing the selected one-syllable words in natural home activities. For
example, to stimulate for discrimination and comprehension of the words "in" and "out":

(a) Use the words while the child helps you put food in and out of tile stove, refrigerator,
cupboard, or the grocery cart.

(b) Talk about going in and out of rooms, cars, boxes, play tents, or beds.

(c) Play house and talk about dishes, clothing, utensils, going in and out of, closets and
drawers.

(d) When getting dressed, talk about putting arms and legs in and out.
(e) Talk about getting in and out of the bathtub.
2. Suggested one-syllable words to stimulate forvowel discrimination and comprehension :

sit - stand

yours - mine
car truck
hand - foot
arm leg
eat - play

run - hop
dog cat
come go
stop - go

fast slow
hot - cold

There are many possible stimulation combinations. Find those that are natural to the child's

home situation.
3. For consonant discrimination and comprehension, select one-syllable words with the

same vowel sound but different consonants. Some possible combinations:
walk -talk
dap - tap
sit - hit

lay play
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jump - th'imp - bump
stop - hop
sing - ring
on -off
moo - shoe - boo

me - tree - bee

bee - key - pea

car - star

throw - go
fish - dish

There are many possible stimulation combinations. Find those that are natural to the child's

home and use the words in short phrases and senten ?es.

HIRTY TO THIRTY-SIX MONTHS

4. For discrimination and comprehension of "come" and "go":

(a) Talk about where you are going, using the words frequently, then say "Let's go!" as you

leave the house, as you move away in the car, as you leave the car to enter another place.

(b) Use "come" and "go" in natural situations throughout the day involving the child, and in

pretend situations involving dolls and other toys. At first, use some natural gestures to help the

child comprehend the words, then phase out the gestures as you enter the discriMination stage.

5. For discrimination and comprehension of "stop" and "go," find something to use as a

ramp, like a cookie sheet. Say "go!" then let a toy car go down the rampand onto the floor. Then

say "stop!" and put your hand on the car to stop it. Model this for the child, helping him to

respond to the words when he hears them. This can be used for other games such as riding a trike

or sliding down a slide.
6. Play follow the leader, selecting two or three one-syllable commands with different vowel

and consonant sounds. Jump, stand, sit, go, and hop are a few examples. Find commands that are

used in the child's everyday language.
7. Following are suggested words with the same consonant but different vowels for vowel

discrimination and comprehension:
say - see

bite - bat - beat - boat - boot

bye - bow

fall - feel

point - paint
stop - step

sack - sock

bug - bag
8. Make a simple lotto game or get a commercial one and select the picture combinations

that illustrate the vowels and consonants you have selected. Start with only two or three matching

cards until the child plays the game well.
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9. As you read books with the child, find simple discrimination tasks on each page. Name the
items on the page, encourage the child to point to the correct picture as you name them.

10. Stimulate for discrimination and comprehension of "in" and "out" by arranging several
odd sized boxes in a somewhat crooked path across the room. The boxes should be good sizes for

the child to step into with the tops removed. Walk the path with the child, showing him how to
step in and out of the boxes, using the words "in" and "out" each time.

11. Stimulate for discrimination and comprehension of "fast" and "slow" by walking, clap-
ping, jumping, or swinging your arms in fast and slow tempos, using appropriate words to
describe the movements. As he learns to clap fast and slow, have your child clap as you walk to his

clapping. If you take a step each time he claps, he will soon catch on that he is controlling your

steed. Then start talking about fast and slow.
12. Stimulate for discrimination and comprehension of "run" and lop" by making a pattern

on the floor with a rope such as a figure 8. When you say "run," the chiktfuns around the figure.
When you say "hop," the child hops through the two circles of the figure

THIRTY-SIX MONTHS AND OLDER

13. Play a game of "stop and go." This is a good way to involve siblings. One person is IT; the

others stand behind a starting line. IT turns his back to the others and says, "Go!" The others start

to walk toward IT. When IT says "Stop!" the others must stop movingbefore IT turns around. If he

sees anyone moving, they must go back to the starting line. The first person to touch IT without

getting caught wins and becomes the new IT.
14. Find pictures of three or four vowel or consonant discrimination combinations. Make a

bingo game with six inch square cards marked in squares with a picture in each and matching
individual cards. Mix up the small matching cards, choose them one at a time, call out the name of

the picture; the child must then look at his card and find the matching square.
15. Colors can be used for fine speech vowel discrimination tasks. The child should be

familiar enough with the colors to be able to name them before having to discriminate them

auditorally.
16. If the child is interested in the letters of the alphabet and is beginning to namL a few,

choose some that can be used for vowel discrimination.
17. Some letters of the alphabet can be used for consonant discrimination:

k - j

b - d - t

m f s
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Unit 7

Home Language Stimulation Program

Introduction

The family is ready for the Home Language Stimulation Program when the Home Communi-

cation Program has been completed. By this time, the child has developed definite interactive and
communication skills and the communication methodology decision has been made.

The SKI*HI Home Language Stimulation Program contains two separate programs: (a) an
aural-oral language program and (b) a total communication language program. The Home Aural-
Oral Language Stimulation Program will be appropriate for families who have chosen the aural-
oral communication methodology. The Home Total Communication Program will meet the needs
of families who have chosen the total communication. approach.

Both language stimulation programs are based on the same fundamental language assump-
tions that follow:

1. Language involves the interaction of: (a) contentwhat a child communicates, (b) form
how a child communicates, (c) usewhy a child communicates.

2: Natural parent-child interactions and conversations are the processes for language
development.

3. Normal language development should be the basis of the content of the program.
4. Language behaviors are an essential means of assessing language levels and progress.

The SKPIHI philosophy is to assist parents in creating a natural, stimulating home environ-
ment that will encourage language growth in their hearing impaired child through a wide range of
interactions and conversations.

Both home language stimulation programs contain the same basic skills as shown on the
schematic on page 521. However, several concepts and skills unique to total communication use
are included in that program but not the aural-oral program.
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The Home Language Stimulation Program fits into the SKIH I Model as follows:

HEARING AID PROGRAM AUDITORY PROGRAM

COMMUNICATION PROGRAM HOME LANGUAGE STIMULATION PROGRAM:

(a) Home Total Communication Program
(b) Home Aural-Oral Program

The Aural-Oral Language Stimulation Program follows on page 523. The Total Communica-

tioi Language Stimulation Program is on page 559.
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Aural-Oral Methodology

Conversation

(Incorporate
Communication Program
principles; introduce
concept of natural
application)

4 Language Areas

Language In the SKI*HI Model

Selection of
Target Vocabulary

and
Increased Frequent.y

Reinforcement Expansion

Total Commui alcation Methodology

Promoting Gestures Development
and Baby Signing of True Signs
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Simplicity
(TC telegram)

Emphasis

Parents have beginning skills
(signing words, phrases)

Reinforcement Consistency:.
1. conversation

directed to
child

2. home visit
3. background

conversation

Effectiveness:
1. animation
2. speech
3. non-content

words
4. child watch
5. child correction
6. hands full
7. reluctant

family members
B. relatives

and friends

Parents develop more advanced
skills (signing sentences)
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\ Home Language Stimulation Program: Aural-Oral

Introduction

Rationale/Goals

The SKI*H1 Modelas two complete home language programs which are based on the same

fundamental language as umptions, philosophy and skills (see pages 519 to 521). The following
home language stimulatio program is for those families who have chosen the aura!-oral
approach.

The specific goals of this program are:

1. The parents will incorporat verbal stimulation, modeling, and reinforcement skills into
their daily interactions and conversat ns with the child.

2. The child will respond verbally to this stimulation and increase his iility to communicate
thoughts and feelings for a wider range ()treasons.

.\\
Overview of Home Aural-Oral Language Stumdation Program

Skill lessons:
1. Use Conversation in Four Language Areas. \
2. Select Appropriate Target Words and Phrases.\
3. Increase Use of Target Words and Phrases.

4. Reinforce Child's Expressive Language.

5. Expand Child's Language Attempts.
6. Maintain Naturalness.

Generail:eaching Suggestions

The teaching suggestions for the Home Aural-Oral Language StiMulation Program, as in the
other p7;igrams of the SKI *HI Model, are to be considered a supplement t9 the basic SKI *HI home

visit procedures and teaching suggestions on pages 67 to 69 The part advisor should be
familiar with these basic procedures and teaching skills before proceedink\with the following
suggestions. These suggestions apply uniquely to the Home Aural-Oral Langpage Stimulation

Program.

1. It is critical to the child's language development that the experiences, 'activities and
situations in which parents use aural-oral language skills are important to the child himself. The
child's first words and subsequent language growth will evolve from his communication needs
and the knowledge and experiences he wants to talk about. Therefore one of the best language
teaching times is when the child communicates a special interest to the parent. Teach the patients
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that when their child is interested in communicating a out something, this is the most productive

time for language learning to take place.
2. Help the parents maintain natural interactions ith their child. Alert parents if their

concentration on aural-oral language skills adversely affe naturalness with their child.

3. The best language experiences occur naturally and are.frequer.9; brief and spontaneous.

They evolve from the child's interest, actions; and communications and are a part of the family's

daily routine and experiences. Utilize these situations for teaching language skills.

4. Another source of appropriate language situations and activities can be found at the end of

the language lessons under Language Activities and Experiences Supplement (see page 549). A

reading list also accompanies this supplement.
5. Appendices 2, 3, 4 and 5 of the SKI*Hi Monctraph Developing Cognition in Young

Hearing impaired Children offer additional language-rich activities and suggested readings.

6. The Sla*H1 Model Program Adaptation may be of help in working with families which

require a simplified, visually-oriented approach to language programming.

7. The parent advisor should reinforce the use of previously learned communication skills as

the parents learn new aural-oral language stimulation skills.

8. The Home Auditory Program lessons are continued throughout the entire Language

Stimulation Program being taught either on alternate home visits or in conjunction with the

language stimulation skill lessons. The final result should be an integration of communication,

auditory, and language skills as the parents interact with their child to encourage listening, speech

a :id language development.
9. Specific teaching strategies for each individual lesson will be found following th-o lesson

discussion.
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Lesson 1

Use Conversation In Four Language Areas

Outline/Parent Objectives

I. Parents will explain the importance of four home language stimulation areas.

A. The four areas are language learning situations which involve natural parent-child
interaction.

B. The four areas help parents become aware of opportunities for new language in all
aspects of their child's life.

C. The four areas help parents apply language skills in a systematic way.

II. Parents will give examples of parent-child interactions in each of the four language areas.
A. The first area is child care activities.

B. The second area is parent task activities.

C. The third area is child initiated activities.

D. The fourth area is parent directed activities.

III. Parents will demonstrate ability to converse with their child in each of the four language
areas.

Child Objectives

1. Child will have frequent and varied opportunities for communication and conversation.
2. Child will derive meaning from a wide range of experiences.

Materials

None

Lesson

Discussion. There are many family and home experiences that are natural language learning

situations. These are situations in which the child and his family are naturally interacting and
conversing. These situations have been grouped into "Four Language Areas." They are: (a) child
care activities, (b) parent task activities, (c) child initiated activities, and (d) parent directed
activities.

By grouping activities and experiences into language-rich areas, parents and parent advisor
can more easily apply new language skills in a systematic way in all aspects of the child's daily
experiences.
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Child care activities are those in which the parents must take care of the child; for example,

dressing, undressing, feeding, comforting, and bathing. These child care experiences are valu-

able for language stimulation since they are times when the parent and child are most closely

interacting and communicating. These experiences are vital to the child's total development and

help establish the parent-child bond and the positive attitudes necessary for communication and

language.

Parent task activities are those that mom and dad do every day, such as cooking, washing

dishes, making beds, cleaning house and yard, and repairing. The child will often want to

participate and usually does, even if parents could accomplish more alone. The parents can make

the task a valuable language learning situation during the times the child wants to participate.

Child initiated activities are those initiated by the child because he is motivated and interested.

These situations are some of the most important occasions for language learning. Whether the

child is playing by himself or sharing his interest with the parent, the parent can converse and

make it a linguistically meaningful language experience without interrupting the child's play.

Parent directed activities are games, stories, and semi-structured activities the parents choose

for specific purposes. Some language skills can best be developed through more structured

games and activities or through "reading" stories and pictures. The parents should learn how to

effectively read stories to their hearing impaired child or how to sit down with their child and

conduct a language activity such as cutting and pasting, playing with clay or puppets, or matching

colors and objects. The parent advisor can occasionally bring materials into the home to demon-

strate to the parents.
These four language areas are basically the total of a young child's world. One of the most

important jobs of parents is to teach a child the various aspects of the world that are important to

him. A child's actions reflect his thoughts and knowledge. As the child tries to verbalize his

thoughts it is important for parents to observe, find out what is meaningful for him, and give him

language for his actions and for the things that are affecting him. Matching parent words to child

thoughts in conversations is a most important way to teach the child language.

The goals, then, of this lesson for the parents are: (a) to become aware of the many

language-rich situations within the four language areas and (b) to take advantage of these

situations through conversations that respond to the child's actions and interests.

Teaching strategies. The parent advisor should discuss the four language areas and give many

examples usable in the home. She should then have the parents select an area and an activity in

that area which the parents would like to begin and could practice during that home visit. The

parent advisor should demonstrate a conversation in that activity responding to the child's

interest and actions. The parent then performs. A challenge is left for the parents to perform that

activity throughout the week.

During the ensuing weeks, parents will practice conversing with their child in all four areas.

At first, as the parents are learning about the many language opportunities in the four areas, the

stimulation will be the conversational turn-taking they have already learned in the Home Com-

munication Program. Parents should remember to: (a) wait for the child to take a turn, (b) avoid
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the temptation to dominate the activity, and (c) carefully observe what the child is interested in
doing and saying and then respond appropriately. Later, parents will apply the new language
stimulation skills they learn in all four language areas.

Parents will move on to the next language stimulation skill when they demonstrate the ability
to comfortably use conversational turn-taking in all four language areas..

The following specific teaching suggestions may be used with parents.
1. Let the parents help select the activities; they know best their daily routines and their

child's interests.

2. Choose the language area and activity for next week's visit before the end of the present
visit; the parent will then be able to prepare for the next week.

3. Don't always stay in one room or indoors; the objective is to make parents aware of the
unending and varied language opportunities in a child's environment.

Review Questions For Parents

1. Give some examples of interactions you and your child have in each of the four language
areas.

2. Why do you think specifying language areas is important? (see page 525)

3. Why do you think stimulating a child's language through a variety of experiences is
valuable? (see page 526)

Sample Challenges

1. Select an activity in one language area and vary the time of the day it is used and the length
of the activity.

2. This week, select and conduct two different activities for one area. Tell me about the
activities next week.
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Lesson 2

Select Appropriate Target Words and Phrases

Outline/Parent Objectives

I. Parents will understand the importance of selecting and emphasizing target vocabulary and
phrases.

A. The development of vocabulary is directly related to the meaningful experiences the
child has with vocabulary.

B. A child's vocabulary development is dependent on the frequency with which he hears
words and the meaningfulness of the situations in which the words are used.

C. Some words are more important to a child's learning than others.

Parents will consider four criteria in selecting target vocabulary.
A. Choose words that parents would like their child to understand and express.
B. Choose words that family members naturally use.

C. Initially choose appropriate nouns, strong verbs, some adjectives, prepositions and
adverbs.

D. Choose words appropriate to child's current experiences.

Parents will demonstrate the ability to select and use target vocabulary.
A. They will choose target vocabulary appropriate to their child's age, current experiences,

and communication needs.
B. They will use target vocabulary in various meaningful situations to give the child max-

imum exposure to these words.

C. They will emphasize target words in natural conversation and interactions in each of the
four language areas.

Child Objectives

None

Materials

None

Lesson

Discussion. The development of vocabulary and thus the development of language is directly

related to meaningful experiences with the vocabulary. A child does not develop understanding
and use words that he has not had meaningful experiences with. Vocabulary development is
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dependent on: (a) the frequency with which a child hears the words and (b) the meaningfulness of

the situations in which the words are used. Meaningful verbal experiences determine when and

what vocabulary is learned.
Some words are more important to a child's learning than others, depending upon his age

and language level. That is why parents need to learn how to select certain vocabulary words and

how to emphasize them in conversation. Parents need to be aware of the words their child needs

to improve communication, words he can use to talk about his feelings, his knowledge, and his

experience. They need to know how to select vocabulary, phrases and expressions that are

appropriate to his age and experience.

Teaching strategies. After the parent has demonstrated the skill of conversational turn-taking

during a variety of activities in the four language areas, the parent advisor should discuss how to

select appropriate target vocabulary and expressions.
There are four basic criteria in selecting target vocabulary.

1. The target vocabulary should help clarify communication. Ask the parents: (a) what words

they would like their child to understand, e.g. "wait" "mine" "yours" "come here" "I'm down-

stairs" "I'm tired or angry" "put it back" "I'm sorry," and (b) what words the child is currently

trying to express with sounds or body language that theywould like their child to be able to use;

e.g. desired foods: cookie, cereal, milk, cracker, pop, apple, banana; desired objects orpeople:

Momma, Daddy, blanket, bottle, drink, up, book, trunk; feelings: want, love, frustration.

2. Target words should be those used naturallyby family members, not just taken from a list;

e.g., stove vs. range; icebox vs. fridge; nanna vs. grandma. However, a word list can be helpful as

a guide or reminder later on as the child's vocabulary grows.

3. Most of the vocabulary selected in the beginning should be: (a) nouns including locations

that matter (bed, here, out, car, chair), objects (toys, food, clothes, bodyparts, household items),

experiences (falling down, riding in the car, shopping), and people who affect the child (mommy,

daddy, grandpa, cookie monster); (b) verbs or actions the child makes or sees, e.g. push, throw,

smile, jump, clap; (c) adjectives such as wet, dry, happy, sad, tired, angry, dirty; and (d)

prepositions and adverbs including up, down, ,n, off, fast, and slow.

4. The vocabulary chosen should be a result of the parent's observation of the child's current

experiences and the meanings behind the child's current communication.

The parent advisor should next tell the parents how to use the selected target vocabulary.

Target vocabulary should be used in natural, grammatically correct sentences; that is, as correct

as family members normally talk. Family members should not change to stilted sentences, but

should keep sentences or phrases simple and natural. The target words should be used in as many

varied situations as possible to give the child maximum exposure to them. The more meaningful

experiences the child has with a target word or expression, the faster he will begin to understand

its meaning and use it expressively.
Finally, target phrases or expressions accompanied by actions are important for the child's

development of language. The following are examples of expressions that could be used with

at firms.
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Young Child Older Child

"Throw me a kiss" "Roll the ball"
"Wave bye-bye" "Close the door"
"So big!" "Where's your
"Where's your nose?" "Climb in your chair"

After discussing the above concepts with the parent -the_parent advisor selects 4-6 target
words for one language area that can be demonstrated at that home visit-ac d discusses the
appropriateness and reasons for the selection. Then the parent is asked to select 4-6 target words
for a different language area and discuss her reasons for selection and their appropriateness.

The parent advisor then models how to emphasize her vocabulary selection in a brief
interaction with the child and discusses the interaction with the parent. The parent then chooses
another set of vocabulary targets and uses them in a conversation with the child. Together they
discuss the parent's use of targets, emphasis, and naturalness, and how she felt about using the

target words.
The parent and parent advisor then list natural situations in which these same target words

can be emphasized. The parent is then challenged to use the target words in (a) the original home

visit conversation, (b) any other situations during the child's day that will increase his exposure to

the words.
At subsequent home visits, review the material on choosing target words and expressions.

Discuss the challenges and which words the child appeared to attend to and those he did not
which require further practice. Decide together whether to use the same words for a current
week's challenge r r to keep a couple of words from the last week and then select one or two new
ones. Then together: (a) choose another language area and conversation opportunity, (b) select
appropriate target vocabulary to be used, (c) practice the activity during the home visit, and (d)
think and plan how the same words or expressions can be emphasized throughout the child's day

in other language areas.
Challenge the parents to emphasize the target words in: (a) the practiced activity from the

new language area, and (b) situations in the other language areas.
The parent advisor should repeat the above procedure until the parent has chosen target

vocabulary in each of the four language areas. At that time, the parent will be using between 16-24

target words in all four areas. The parent should continue selecting and emphasizing new target
words, rotating the four areas, according to their child's receptive and expressive language
progress.

Record target words as they are selected for each language area. The chart on page 533 will be
nelpful in recording the child's target vocabulary. More copies can be made so a continuous
record of the child's progress can be kept. Each category indicates a different step in language
wowth. The Receptive category indicates that the child understands a word, but does not yet use
it expressively; for example, a child looks toward his blanket when the target word blanket is
spoken. The Expressive' Imitation category indicates that the child shows awareness of the word

by attempting to imitate it, but does not use it spontaneously. The Expressive /Spontaneous

?1,
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a

category indicates that the child uses a word spontaneously and meaningfully for communication.

The child's behavior may not necessarily appear in the order on the chart; for example, receptive

and expressive/imitation behaviors may occur in reverse order.

Review Questions For Parents

T. Why do you think target words and phrases are important for a hearing impaired child?

(see pages 529-530)
2. What are some of the concepts necessary in selecting appropriate vocabulary? (see page

530). Give some examples,

Sample Challenges

1. Place pictures of your target words on the refrigerator at your child's eye level.

2. Place a list of your target words in a very visible spot or pin it on your child as a reminder.

3. Draw a page in your child's experience book for a particular activity and then write the

target words by the drawing.
4. Re-read the experience page as a parent directed activity.
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RECORD OF TARGET VOCABULARY

DATE TARGET WORDS AND PHRASES
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Instructions: Record target words and date as they are selected for use.

Place a ( 1 ) in the appropriate box if the child's behavior indicates:

1 Receptive; understanding of the target vocabulary in two or more instances

2 Expressive Imitation: an approximate imitation of the target vocabulary

3. Expressive Spontaneous: spontaneous use of the word to communfitto
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Lesson 3

Increase Use Of Taiget Words And Phrases

Outline/Parent Objectives

I. Parents will understand that increasing the use of target vocabulary is important.

A. Hearing impaired children do not hear words as often as hearing children because of
competing environmental sounds, varying loudness levels of the speaker's voice,
fluctuating distances from the speaker, and the child's type and degree of hearing loss.

B. Hearing impaired children need to hear words as often as hearing children to develop
language.

C. The less frequently a hearing impaired child hears important vocabulary the more
language delayed he will be.

D. The words a child hears most often are the words he develops first.

II. Parents will demonstrate the ability to increase their use of selected target vocabulary in
interactions with their child without dominating the conversation.

Child Objective

1. Child will derive meaning from words more quickly due to his parents' increased use of
target words.

Materials

None.

Lesson

Discussion. The hearing impaired child must hear vocabulary as often as children with normal

hearing in order to develop receptive and expressive vocabulary. Competing environmental
sounds, differing loudness levels of the speaker's voice, fluctuating distances from the speaker,
and the child's type and degree of hearing loss all act to prevent the hearing impaired child from
hearing speech as often as hearing children. The words a child hears most are the words he
develops first. The more infrequently he hears the words, the later in life he will develop the
vocabulary. If a child has no meaningful experiences with a word, he will never develop meaning

for that word.
Typicalip, the hearing impaired child hears words less often than the hearing child and thus is

delayed in his language development. However, if he hears a word often enough, he will
eventually develop it even though he may be a few months to several years delayed.
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If the hearing impaired child is only occasionally hearing a word, for example one out of four

times it is spoken, the parents need to greatly increase their verbal output, in this case by 400%, so

that the hearing impaired child will hear it as often as the hearing child.

One of the most important tasks of the home language stimulation program is to increase the

frequency of input of vocabulary (language) in the home so that the hearing iriipaired child gets as

many meaningful experiences as the hearing child.

Teaching strategies.

1. During one home visit, discuss increased use of target words with the parents using the

above information.
2. Parent and parent advisor then select five target words for one language area.

3. Parent advisor demonstrates to the parents how the frequency of target word use can be

increased in a conversation by using the following steps: (a) Use a normal or beluw normal

frequency usage of the target vocabulary. Have the parent record on paper the number of times

the parent advisor uses the vocabulary in a 2-3 Minute interaction. (b) Then, have the parent

conduct the same activity using target words at a comfortable, normal rate. Parent advisor records

the number of times the target words are used. This is to establish the parent's normal rate of

usage. (c) Then, the parent advisor conducts an activity increasing the rate of frequency 200-400%.

If the child is bored with the activity, change to something different, even selecting new target

words, if necessary. The parent again records each time a targetword is used. After discussing the

differences of target word use inthe above activities, set a goal for the parent to increase the use

of target words, remembering to keep the conversation natural. Work on increasing frequency in

other language areas with 4-5 new target words over several weeks until parerits arrive at their

optimal level of use. Some parents just talk more than others, so the frequency rate will vary from

person to person. Remember, don't let increased frequency result in the parent dominating the

interaction. Increased vocabulary frequency should take place within conversational turn-taking.

Review Questions For Parents

1. Why is it important for a hearing impaired child to be exposed to important words more

frequently than a haring child? (see pages 535-536
2. What are some or the reasons why a hearing impaired child may not hear words as often as

a normally hearing child? (see page 535)

3. What are the words the child develops first? (see page 535)

Sample Challenges

1. Set specific goals as to how many times you want to use a target word in a two minute

conversation (for example, ten times in two minutes).

2. Record your conversations with your child to assess how frequently you use target words.

.3. Chart your spouse; have your spouse chart you. Do the same with older siblings, grand-

parents.
4. Discuss with your spouse the difficulties encountered with increased use of target words

and some solutions.
5. Tape record some of your conversations to determine if naturalness is maintained or if the

conversations are becoming stilted. 4 5 0
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Lesson 4

Reinforce Child's Expressive Language

Outline/ParentObjectives

1. Parents will understand three basic principles of reinforcement.
A. A child's language attempts will increase if these attempts are followed by positive

results.

B. Before events happen prior to the child's language attempt and encourage the. child's
future use of words.

C. After events happen after the language attempt and control how frequently the attempts
occur in the future.

Parents will demonstrate how to reinforce language attempts effective(
A. They will respond positively and warmly.
B. They will respond frequently.
C. They will respond promptly.

ill. Parents will know and use a variety of reinforcing responses.
A. Conve:3ational turn-taking is a r...itural reinforcing after event.
B. Expansions are after events that repeat the child's language attempts and expand them

into more mature forms.
C. Positive sentences and phrases reinforce and encourage more communication
D. Facial expressions, gestures, nearness, and physical contact are all effective reinforcers.

Child Objective

1. Child will respond to reinforcement by attempting to use expressive language more
frequently.

Materials

None

Lesson

Discussion. Language acquisition is a complex problem which includes many factors. One of
the important factors is the frequency of language behaviors which the child attempts. The home
situation should maximize the number of these language attempts so that the child finds success
and positive results from his attempts at language behavior. There are some very easy and
practica! ways for parents and others in the home to insure that the child will gain these positive
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outcomes from his language attempts. The general principle is that the child's language attempts

will increase if those attempts are followed by frequent, immediate and positive results in the

home. This presentation will attempt to give some guidelines to parents on how to facilitate such

language attempts by using afterevents. Maximizing these after events will increase the frequency

of the child's language attempts and will maintain the child's motivation to continue attempting

language. Hence, the focus of those in the home should be in assuring that positive after events

occur following the child's language attempts.

Before

Events
110. Child's Lanugage

Attempt

\ 1 /
=1110. After

Events
.16worms

Focus of

Parents

Positive after events. Positive after events may be given in many different ways. As was

discussed in the Communication Program, research indicates that the total impact of communica-

tion is made up of 7% verbal, i.e., the words said; 38% vocal, i.e., intonation or the way words are

said; and 55% facial-visual, i.e., the expressions and gestures used or how the words are said. If

this is true, then which words are used is not nearly as important as the tone of voice used and the

facial-gestural enthusiasm in responding to children's language attempts. Simpleattention from a

parent in the form of looks, smiles, assorted v._ I sounds ,and verbal praise is a powerful after

event to a child which gives him a feeling of achievement and success in his language attempt.

Conversational turn-taking is a primary reinforcing after event. The principles of frequency

and immediate response are naturally built into conversation. Thus, if the parents are positive and

accepting, conversational turn-taking includes all the reinforcement principles discussed in this

lesson.
Other types of after events are also important to the task of assisting language growth in the

child. One of these types is what is called "expansions." Expansions are very useful and functional

for use in the home environment as after events which can also result in auditory stimulation to

the child. Expansions are after events which repeat the child's language attempts or expand them

into grammatically correct language units. An example would be: a child says, "Daddy go" and

immediately Mommy says, "Daddy is going to work," an expanded version of the child's initial

utterance. Expansions are functional because they not only communicate attention, but also, if

used properl}, with enthusiasm and excitement, they communicate positive acceptance and,

hence, increase the probability of the child making another language attempt. Expansions are one

of the best after events which can be used to accelerate and increase language in children. If used

properly, they fit into the structure as follows:

45 3
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BEFORE LANGUAGE EXPANSION
EVENTS ATTEMPT AFTER EVENT

almmw..4111P. Iwrire.1401.
(Mamma go) (Mamma is going

to town)

Other types of effective after events include words of praise, facial expressions, nearness,
and physical contacts of various sorts. Below is a short listing of potential after events which can be

used to increase children's language attempts. It will be apparent that the type of after event used

will depend on the age of the child, his current level of language, and what the parent or person
delivering the after event is doing.

Positive sentences and phrases that reinforce and encourage language:

Can I see? Let grandma see.

Want some? Is that yours?

You did that? Good boy!

Show daddy! Aren't you smart!

Mine? You like that!

Thank you. Want mamma?

For me? Come here?

Super! Me too?

Wow!

Facial expressions and gestures

smiling looking interested

winking laughing

nodding up and down clapping

Nearness and physical contact
touching stroking arm

hugging shaking hand

sitting in lap holding hand

patting head, shoulder, back moving close and listening

Effective use of after events does not require a great deal of time or preparation from the
parent. Most of the after events suggested above may be given without interrupting the normal
flow of work or home tasks which are going on. The important principle to remember is
immediate responsiveness to the child's language attempts and to place most emphasis on the
vocal characteristics (the way words are said) and the visual-facial characteristics (how the words

are said) rather than worrying about exactly what is said. Only in the use of expansions does one

need to think about what to say, and then only to generate the longer form of the message which
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the child was attempting to communicate. Immediate response to the child's language attempts

will provide the child with motivation to keep trying and to continue making and modifying his

language attempts. The continual use of good after events can be a valuable tool in the complex

process of language training.

Teaching strategies.

1. Discuss the preceding information with t; 'e parents using the Review Questions For

Parents and the Outline/Parent Objectives. Explain that expansions will be covered in more detail

in the following lesson.
The child should now have fairly well established non-verbal ccimmunication skills and

uld be attempting to initiate some verbal language. The emphasis now is to apply reinforce-

metilprinciples to more and more of the child's verbal language attempts and lessen responses to

the ch d's non-verbal communication in order to encourage more mature language from the

child.:To essen non-verbal responses, a parent may have to play dumb to whines or gestures, or

ignore the , or model the more appropriate verbal language. However, parents should not

demand verbl imitation or correct speech production from the child since that may discourage

the child from tthying to verbalize.

2. The pareA,advisor models the skills of being positive, frequent and immediate in re-

sponse to the child'Nnguage attempts in play or informal situations, concentrating on the child's

verbal language attemp when possible.
3. Let the parent th interact with the child, responding to his language attempts with

reinforcing after events. Set t an appropriate challenge for the following week using any or all of

the points discussed.
4. Some parents may need h in learning how to be good users of after events. The key is to

think about all the situations in whic the child and the parent are together and figure out how to

apply after events in those situations. itially try a specific number of times (5) in each situation

and then gradually expand. Parents will fittthe more they practice the more natural it becomes.

One way to help parents remember to be r ponsive is to have them put reminders in various

strategic locations throughout the home where hey are frequently together with their child. Put

up signs or order items in key places: notes stuaTn the refrigerator, the kitchen cabinets, the

back of the bathroom door, or the mirror can serve ors, reminders of what to do. Compose some

specific signs to put up. Below are some examples.

Respond
immediately
to Susie

Tell Billy
how well he
is talking

Sound
enthusiastic

Wait for Billy to
respond back

Praise
\ Billy for

\ his efforts

Ar ou
liste g
for

S. Parent and parent advisor list some typical language attempts of the child id write some

possible responses that reinforce and encourage more communication. Select a f v language

attempts to respond to during the coming week.
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6. Remember, responding to the child by using a question and an expectant wait for a turn is
very reinforcing. Conversational turn-taking is natural, powerful reinforcement.

7. For parents who are effectively reinforcing their child's language attempts, this lesson may
be used as a review of reinforcement principles.

Review Questions For Parents

1. What does reinforCement mean to you? How are you reinforced? How is your child
reinforced?

2. Describe some before events.
3. Relate some after events that have been reinforcing to your child.
4. Why is it important to be: (1) positive, (2) frequent, (3) immediate? (see page 538)

5. Describe some verbal language attempts your child now uses in place of his previous
non-verbal communication. Does he ever revert back to this non-verbal communication? How
could you encourage the more mature verbal communication?

Sample Challenges

1. During interactions this week, observe specifically your positiveness, frequency and
promptness to your child's language attempts.

2. Observe and record your child's verbal language attempts and non-verbal communica-
tion. Concentrate on responding to and encouraging his verbal language attempts.
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Lesson 5

Expand Child's Language Attempts

Outline/Parent Objectives

I. Parents will explain that it is important to expand their child's language attempts.
A. "Expansion"reinforces the child's communication and encourages him to communicate.
B. Expansion provides parents with an opportunity to model correct speech and sentence

structure.

Parents will demonstrate their ability to expand their child's language.
A. They will imitate the child's communication.
B. They will provide the child with a more mature level of communication

Child Objectives

1. Child will be reinforced for his language attempts and encourages to communicate more
often.

2. Child will learn a more mature level of communication through parent modeling.

Materials

None

Lesson

Discussion. It is frequently very difficult for parents and especially for strangers to figure out
what the hearing impaired child is trying to communicate. Often the child himself is as frustrated
in his communication attempts as the listener is. Consequently, it is very important to consistently

encourage the child to more mature levels of communication. Expansion of a child's language
attempts can help the child learn to communicate in more mature ways.

Expansion is imitating the child's communication and then expanding it with a more mature
utterance. As discussed in the Communication Program, a child learns best from parent com-
munication at his comprehension level but slightly more mature than his expressive level. For
example, a child who points to a cookie with no sound (gestu'ral communication level) can be
responded to by a point and the word "cookie." A child who says "uh" for cookie (vocal
communication level) can be responded to by "uh, cookie" and then handed the cookie. A child
who says "cu-cu" (verbal communication level) can be responded to by "cookie, want a cookie?"
As previously mentioned, the parent's use of expansion is one of the strongest rein forcers of the
child's language attempts. Parents need to work specifically on this important language principle.
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In using expansion, parents should remember to do the following: (a) imitate the child's

utterance, occasionally including gestures, (b) expand to a more mature level that still keeps the

child in the conversation, and (c) WAIT for the child's response.

It is important for parents to be aware of the child's level of communication and adjust to it.

Often, as a child moves to a more mature language level (such as single words or two word

combinations), he will still be using gestures, babbling and jargon. The example below illustrates

the many opportunities within a conversation to imitate and expand a child's utterances.

C: "Ba-ba."
P: "Ba-ba, pretty baby."
C: "Pe ba-ba."
F': "Pretty baby, yes."
P: "That's my baby."
C: Shakes head, "No, Crisi baby."

P: "Christie's baby."
C: "Seep nite-nite."
P: Puts doll in bed
C: "Seepi, seepi."

"Baby sleepy?"
C: "Seep baby, nite-nite"

This example shows how imitation and expansion reinforce the child's utterances and

encourage him to continue the conversation. It also provides the parent the opportunity to model

correct speech and sentence structure.

Note: Imitation is phased out as the child reaches more mature verbal levels and when it interferes

with dear communication.
The language principle of expansion teaches parents to expand the child's language utter -

ances into complete sentences or from complete sentences to more complex patterns.

xarnples of expansion from one, two or three word utterance to simple sentence are:

Child's utterance:

EXAMPLES OF EXPANSION

Parent's response:

I. Child attempts to say a word ba (for

bath.

2. Child uses telegraphic speech.

(a) Ball up
(b) Dadda bye-bye
( c) See doggie

Parent repeats word and puts it
back into a simple sentence.
"Ball, want your ball?" or
"Where's the ball?"

Parent `iepeats thought in a com-
plete, simple sentence.

(a) Throw your ball up
(b) Daddy's gone bye-bye?
(c) You see the doggie?
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3. Child uses limited vocabulary.

(a) ow (cow)
(b) want water
(c) come mama,

4. Child uses few sentence forms,
(perhaps only simple, present tense
sentences).

(a) 1. Go party.
2. Go to store.

(h) I eat cereal.

(c) 1. Put boat in.
2. I get down.
3. Doggie hurt. Bandage.

5. Child uses incorrect language or
spl'ech.

(d) All gone shoe.

(b) Me find shoe.
) I putted on shoe.

6. Child expresses simple ideas.

(d) Mamma, Miss Foyer sick. No
school. Miss Foyer home.
Cough, cough. Miss Foyer sick.

Parent adds new vocabulary
words.

(a) The cow says "moo!"
(b) Want some cold water?
(c) Hurry, Mamma? Come, fast?

Parent expands child's sentencing
into varied sentence forms.

(a) Varying tenses
Tomorrow you're going to
the birthday party.

2. We went to the store this
morning.

(b) Compound or complex
sentences
You are sitting down and eat-
ing your cereal.

;'c) New phrases and clauses
1. Put your boat in the closet.

(prepositional phrase)
2. When you're finished

eating, get down.
(adverbial clause)

3. Your doggie that's hurt
needs a bandage.
(adjective clause)

Parent expands child's utterances
into correct sentences.

(a) Your shoe is all gone.
Where is it?

(b) Oh, yot._ found your shoe.
(c) You put on your shoe.

Parent expands by adding new
information.

(a) Oh, your teacher is sick. Miss
Foyer is home in bed. She
feels bad. She coughs. You
had a different teacher at
school today. I'm sure she was
a nice teacher.
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It is important that the parents do not require the child to say back the expanded expression. They

should reinforce the child's language attempt, model a more mature form, and encourage the

child to continue the conversation. If the child does repeat the expansion, of course he should be

warmly reinforced.

Teaching strategies.

1. Have a special home visit session on expansion of the child's language. Explain the above

material to -iarents. Together observe or select samples of the child's communication and

write out examples of expansion for each communication.
2. Demonstrate to the parents how to use expansion when working with the child in an

activity or in a spontaneous conversation.
3. Have parents expand the child's language utterances where possible in a conversation or

activity.
4. Whenever there is an opportunity for expansion during the home visit that the parent does

not take advantage of, call attention to it.
5. Reinforce the parent for expanding the child's language.

6. Continue using the four language areas and activities for expansion challenges.

7. The parent advisor can assist parents in determining the child's current communication

level by listing the child's typical expressions, i.e. gestural, vocal, jargon, _;ingle word, combined

single word and jargon, two-word, 3 words and more. Then assist parents in selecting expansions

appropriate for these expressions.
8. Assist parents in observing non-verbal communication intents and choosing a single word

the child could use instead. Make a list of these words to use as target words.

9. Write out a hypothetical script of expansions that might also encourage the child to

respond back and continue the conversation.

Review Questions For Paren,s

1. What is expansion? (see page 543)
2. What are the benefits of expansion? (see page 54:3)

3. Give examples of how you would expand your child's language.

4. Should a child be required to repeat the expansion? Why? (see top of page 546)

Sample Challenges

1. Practice expanding your child's language during 2 or 3 daily activities or routines.

2. Practice expansion during a specific time period.
3. Record single words that could be used in place of your child's non-verbal messages. Keep

a vocabulary list of those words. Use them frequently in your conversations with him as target

words.
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Lesson 6

Maintain Naturalness

Outline/Parent Objectives

I. Parents will use natural language including speech, gestures, and intonation, as they interact
with their child.

Child Objectives

1. Child will teal n natural speech and language as modeled by his parents.

2. Child will not be confused by unnatural speech or language habits of his parents as they
interact.

Materials

None

Lesson

Discussion. Naturalness is freedom from artificiality or constraint. True language cannot be
taught by rote. It must have real, natural meanings and reasons for using it. Parents need to talk
with their hearing impaired child just as naturally as they talk to their hearing children. If language
is going to be developed by the hearing impaired child, he must sense that his parents feel
comfortable with him and that he is a part of the family. Because of the child's hearing problem,
some parents may tend to treat the child differently or unnat ally: they may speak too loudly,
exaggerate mouth and lip movements and gestures, and use stilted, unnatural sentences or
sing-song intonation. Unnaturalness is frequently the result of stress or tension, or taking the job
of teaching language too seriously. Parents need to remember to relax and enjoy their child and
his unique qualities; his hearing loss is only one part of his total personality and abilities.

Teaching strategies.

1. Discuss this lesson only if it is necessary or appropriate. It can be mentioned briefly as
reinforcement for doing what comes naturally.

2. Usually, stressing naturalness and calling the parents' attention to their specific unnatural
tendencies whenever they occur is all that is necessary.

3. Be aware of unnaturalness while working with target words, increased frequency, and
modeling speech (especially modeling speech intonation).

4. Have the parents tape record themselves as they converse with their child to make them
aware of their naturalness or lack of it.
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5. The parent advisor may want to refer to Communication Program Skill Lesson 11

Respond to Child's Cr,' for supplemental information.

Review Questions For Parents

1. What do you think is meant by being natural as you talk with your child?

2. Give examples of how language can be taught unnaturally.

3. Have you sensed stress or tension as you have helped your child learn language? Why? Did

it make you speak or act unnaturally?

Sample Challenges

1. Tape record several conversations with your child. Observe and evaluate your naturalness

in language, speech, or tone of voice.
2. Observe and record the instances in which you feel you may have developed unnatural

tendencies in interaction. Discuss solutions at our next home visit.
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Language Activities and Experiences Supplement

The most effective time for lang. Lige learning is when the child is paying attention. The two
primary instances when the child is paying attention are: (a) when the child communicates to
someone, and (b) when the child shows interest in something, someone, or some action. A
parent's consistent response to these two indications of a child's attention is critical to the child's
language development. However, these two situations are very general and it is valuable to have
more specific examples and suggestions that reflect what interests a child and at what times he
may be interested in communicating.

The following is a list of family and home oriented situations and activities that can be helpful
in planning home visits and challenges for language stimulation. They are organized into two
categories for convenience of selection: (a) parent-child experiences in the four language areas,
(b) parent-child experiences according to four developmental age groups: birth to 8 months, 8 to
14 months, 14 to 24 months, and 24 to 36 months or older.

The activity descriptions are brief in order to keep experiences natural, spontaneous and
uniqu'e to the style of parent and parent advisor and to avoid "teaching" language. It is hopeful
these lists will trigger new ideas, innovations, and adaptations for the individual parent and child.

These activities are to be used with these language stimulation principles in mind:
1. All interaction should be joyful and free of tension or pressure. They are not language

"lessons". If it is not enjoyable, don't do it.
2. Allow the child to play freely, to discover by himself and to experiment at his own pace. Be

there to encourage, to praise, and to participate, not dominate.
Help him learn the language associated with his experience by (a) describing his actions,

the lbjects or experiences in words he can understand, (b) model for him where needed and then
let htm imitate, (c) converse with him in simple sentences and phrases, and (d) implement all
communication and language skills possible.

4. If the child is not paying attention, he problably is interested in something else. Observe
what that is and give him the language for that activity. Come back to the original activity at
another time.

5. Take hi's lead; he will let you know when things are interesting.
6. Quit when the child becomes bored; a minute or two of enjoyable conversation is better

than 20 minutes of frustration.
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ACTIVITIES IN THE FOUR LANGUAGE AREAS

Child care
dressing/undressing
bathing
diapering
caring for hurts and illnesses
washing face and hands
bedtime
feeding time
getting up
nUrturing/comforting

Parent task
washing/drying dishes
setting/clearing table
mopping floor
vacuuming
picking up clutter
loading/unloading dryer
putting away/ironing
mending/sewing
watering lawn
making beds
cooking

Child initiated
all communications to parent
hild's actions; (what he is

looking at, hearing, tasting
feeling, touching, playing
with, or otherwise interested in)

putting in car seat
birthdays
trips to church, school,

doctor, dentist,
grandparents, friends, sitters

going outside
mealtime
giving drinks and snacks
calming fears, anger

loading/unloading dishwasher
washing table
dusting/polishing
sweeping
sorting/washing clothes
folding clothes
washing/waxing car
mowing lawn
gardening/weeding
picking up toys
food preparation

accidental spills, breaks,
falls and hurts

Parent directed
looking at books, pictures, catalogs and magazines
experience pictures and drawings (experience book)

developmental activities
auditory activities
activities for specific purpose: matching, sorting, gross and

fine motor stimulation
creative play
looking at family photos
cutting, pasting and coloring
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BIRTH TO EIGHT MONTHS

Rattle Games

1. While the baby lies on a flat place, shake and move a rattle in a slow circle above his head so
he can watch it with his eyes.

2. Move the rattle in a curve toward Pio-- side of his head so he uses his eyes and head as he
.watches.

3. Shake the rattle in and out of the oild's line of vision while talking to him. Encourage him
tti reach for the rattle and play with it.

4. When the baby is on his stomach, face him and dangle the rattle in front of him. Slowly lift
the rattle to encourage him to lifthimself up. Talk encouragingly and smile.

Cradle Gym

1. String a cradle gym across the crib or play perbfor the baby to bat with his hands or kick
with his feet.

Mirror Play

1. Provide an unbreakable mirror about 4 to 5 inches in diameter about 6 to 7 inches away
from the infant's face so he can watch this 'other friend.'

2. Sit before a mirror with the child and talk about yourselves, a favorite toy in the mirror,or
make faces and gestures.

Explore

1. Place the baby in an infant seat close by as you work so he can see the world about him
from a sitting position and so you can communicate with him easily and frequently.

2. Place the baby on the floor. Place a toy on a small blanket just out of his reach. Help him
use the blanket to get the toy (i.e. getting something by using something else).

3. Tie a light toy on the end of a shoe string. Sit at the table and pull the string to get the toy.
Use another string without a toy and describe the results.

4. Make a stretch toy from a painted spool and soft elastic and encourage the infant to reach
and pull.

5. Handle and explore different objects as you describe and label what the child is doing and
feeling.

6. Select objects that share the same characteristics, e.g., hard, soft, fuzzy, wet, and talk
about the common characteristic.

Hide 'n Seek

1. Partially hide a toy under a blanket. "Find" the toy and hide it again. Play as long as the
child's interest lasts. Completely hide yourself when child gets the idea. Let him play alone, too.

2. Hide a toy in an easy-to-open box or container that he can play with alone.

Stark and Nesting Toys

I . Allow the child to explore and play freely with nesting or stacking toys. Occasionally show
some interesting things that can be done with stacking or nesting.
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Senses

1. Moving: move to music with the baby, gently and rhythmically.
2. Smelling: smell food, flowers, spices, unpleasant smells, lotion, ,soap.

3. Tasting: taste food or objects that are sweet, sour, salty, unpleasant.

4. Hearing: listen to household sounds, outside sounds, fingerplays,
5. Seeing: describe what the child sees.
6. Touching: touch soft, fuzzy, wet, hard, cold, hot, objects.

Books and Pictures

1. Practice turning pages.
2. Look at large pictures of animal, people, familiar objects.
3. Look at magazines and catalogs (use dispensable items in case they get torn).

4. Chase the baby as he is crawling (this encourages his pleasurable communication).

5. Play "horsie" on one foot as your knees are crossed.

6. Put the child's crib by the window and talk about what he sees

4
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EIGHT TO FOURTEEN MONTHS

Hide 'n Seek

1. Play peek-a-boo; hide your face in your hands.
2. Hide your whcle body; take turns.
3. Wrap a toy in a bag or piece of paper.
4. Hide a toy so that the child has to open two things to get it. Show him the toy as you put it in

and assist him in finding it. Then put the toy in again and allow the child to find it alone.
S. Use a container with an easy-to-remove lid with a wide slot. Drop in chips, buttons, coins.

Dump them' out and replace the lid. Drop in the objects again.

Block May

1. Show the child how to stack two or three medium size blocks (2"x2" or 2"x4").
2. Show the child how to push two or three blocks along the floor in a line.
4. Let the child play creatively alone.

Grocery Shopping

1. Put the child in a cart and let him help put things in it. Describc the items. Let him touch
and hold them. Let him feel like a helper.

2. Let the child see what you do with the foods you both bought (cut, peel, wash, store).
Show him wha' is in the boxes.

3. L et the child help unload groceries (sort cans, boxes, vegetables, refrigerator items).
4. Take along can and/or box labels and let the child match them to the labels in the store.

Books, Pictures and Magazines

1. Point out pictures that are alike and different.
2. Identify in pictures: (a) people and objects relating to the real things, (b) what people and

animals are doing, (c) the colors of objects, (d) the number of objects and people, (e) the position
of things (on top, under, behind), (0 the feelings of people (happy, sad, laughing), and (g) the
sizes and shapes of objects (large, small).

Sandbox Play

1. Feel the sand, pour it, add water to i'; rill paiis and cans, dump them.
2. Build a sand house; make a hole or a pie.

Water Play

1. Let the child play with different sizes of containers, sponges and bath toys.
2. Blow bubbles.
3. Wash plastic dishes/glasses.
4. Waste dolls or let the child wash himself with a small cloth and soap.

Sorting

1. Flave tour each of two or more different things, such as blocks, cans, and socks; sort them
into piles.

2. Sort laundry items (daddy's pile, socks, towels, underwear).
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Miscellaneous

1. Play give and take with the child. Let him hand you items one by one; you return them one
by one. Describe the action as you play.

2. Begin a play activity with words and action to help the child know what you mean. Say
"Come, let's march," and then start marching.

3. Let daddy play piggy-back with the child on his shoulders or back.

4G7
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FOURTEEN MONTHS TO TWO YEARS
tf

Shell Game

1. Use three cans of different sizes. Let the child see you hide a toy under one can and then
shuffle the cans around. The child then guesses which can is hiding the toy.

2. Hide your eyes and look for a toy.
3. Hide a small toy in one hand; then switch hands.

Body Parts

1. Point to body parts; move them on the child or yourself.

Words Learned Through Actions

1. Make a doll or favorite stuffed toy do different things like walking, lying down, sitting or
standing.

2. Use other toys or objects in different ways (push or pull them, carry them from place to
place).

3. Imitate common sounds (dog, cat, plane, truck).
4. Play with puzzles; take some cardboard and cut out shapes; vary the shapes and the color

of the cardboard; help the child match the pieces.

Block Play

1. Use six or eight blocks of two obviously different sizes (big and little). Let the child play
with them. Ask for big blocks and little blocks and use them to make something.

2. Pile the blocks together. Ask the child for two blocks of specified sizes. Ask if they are the
same. If the child answers yes and they are not, put them together and compare the sizes.

Make Believe

1. Have telephone conversations with the child.
2. Place two chairs together. Let one be the driver's chair and the other the passenger's chair.

t et the child he the driver.
3. Play house; provide a place for imaginative house play.
4. Have a tea party with dolls or animals.
5. Use common objects in new and different ways.

Be a Helper

1. Do chores that involve the child. Let him be a helper or imitate you.

Putting Toys Away

1. Use open toy shelves if possible to store toys. They are convenient for categorizing toys
and deciding where each toy belongs.

2. Put toys away in categories. Say such things as: "Put away the trucks." "In goes your ball."
"Find all the blocks."

11110
3. Provide d gasket for toys with handles so it can be carried.
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Out-of-Doors
1. Use the language associated with grass ("It tickles," "It's damp"), rocks (smooth, hard,

rough), snow (cold, wet, deep), rain (wet, "It's raining!"), tree bark (rough, bumpy), mud
(slippery, dirty) and sunshine (warm, bright, shadows).

2. Take advantage of the open space and new surroundings for outdoor games and activities.

Guessing Games

1. Hide a ball or a shoe. Say "Where's your shoe?" "Where is it?" Take the child by the hand

and let him look for the objects (behind chairs, sofas, under tables). Encourage him by saying

"No, it's not here." When he locates it, say "Yes, here is the shoe!" Ask him to hide it and you look

for it.

Hide in a Box

1. To encourage closeness and auditory-kinesthetic awareness, put a large box over you and

your child and talk, letting him feel your vibrations. The confined quarters make a fun situation for

the child while making acoustic-kinesthetic feedback possible. DO N07 frighten him; make the

game fun and exciting.
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TWO TO THREE YEARS OLD OR OLDER

Nesting Boxes

1. Nest boxes emphasizing the concepts of all gone, big, bigger, biggest, and small, smaller,
smalles4.

2. Arrange boxes in a row to develop the concept of orderly size.

Sorting Activities

1. Have the child sort two types of objects by name, color and subject into two different
boxes; dump objects out and start again; increase the number of boxes and objects.

2. Have the child sort objects by their function such as combs and brushes vs. forks and
spoons.

3. When sorting laundry, have the child match identical objects such as socks.
4. Trace outlines of hands, popsicle sticks, buttons, leaves or scissors and then have the child

mat( h them with the real objects.
5. Cut pictures from magazines and match them with the real objects.

Stringing Beads

I. Allow the child to try to string beads himself. Assist and encourage him if necessary.
2. Tie a knot and string beads for a necklace; let the child wear it if he desires.
3. String beads in different patterns.
4. fake turns in stringingbeads by color, shape, size.

Patterns

1. Use two egg cartons, cotton puffs and marbles. Put the cotton puffs and marbles in the
cartons in different patterns. Have the child imitate the patterns. Also talk about the hard marbles
and soft cotton.

Use of Touch

1. Take some familiar objects and put them in a can or a bag and have the child close his eyes.
Ask him to pull out an object by its name, such as ball, pencil, and Grange. \sk him to pull out an
object by its function, such as "you can eat it" or "you can roll it." ASK for an object by its
description, such as "it is soft" or "it is long."

2. Fit familiar objects in a can and have identical objects for the child to match by touch.

Other Activities

1. Make believe with play furniture, tea sets, dolls, animals, dress-up clothes, or F.npets.
The monograph "Puppet Fun For Hearing Impaired Children" is available from the SKI*HI

Institute.) Pretend to be a mummy or daddy, clean house, go shopping, go to church, or play
s( hook lake Polaroid pictures or make drawings that can be discussed repeatedly.

2. If a child will be attending preschool or nursery school, go beforehand to take pictures of
the ( hild at the school or rnaki, drawings to prepare him for the event.

3. Find actual objects a child can manipulate, take apart, put together, turn on (such as old
( Hicks, door locks and keys, hooks, switches, _ rewdriver and screws).

4. Watch Sesame Street with the child. Help him learn the language and do the activities in
which he is interested.
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5. Record some favorite stories as you read them to your child. He can later use the book and

tape recorder at times when you are busy. Give him directions to turn the page.

6. Go to the park or a school yard to help the child develop skills on the swing, monkeybars,

or ladders.
7. Teach the child nursery rhymes and fingerplays to expand his language and listeningskills.

8. Go for a walk and collect items in a bag or basket. Sit down and talk to the child about the

items.
9. Make a flannel board by covering a hard cardboard with flannel or felt. Cut out various

shapes, people, or objects from magazines (backing the pieces with felt) and make up stories

using the pieces. Cut a picture of a person into parts to help teach body parts.

10. When setting the table, talk about the shapes of the items on the table.

11. Trace thc child from head-to-toc., on a large paper and mount the picture on heavy duty

cardboard. Hang the picture for him to see.
12. During warm weather, give the child a bucket of water and a paint brush and let him paint

roc ks, steps, etc.

Reference and Reading List
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Home Language Stimulation Program: Total Communication

Rationale/Goals

The Home Communication Program enables family members to interact with the hearing
impaired child and to make a decision concerning the most appropriate communication method.
After a communication base has been established and a communication method has been
chosen, it is time for the family to concentrate on language input for the child. It is time for the
SKI *HI Home Language Stimulation Program to begin. If a decision has been made for the family

to use total communication, language input in the home will Lt total communication. Family

members will use all communication signals at their disposal to communicate with the hearing

impaired child.
In order to help family members use total communication, the parent advisor will guide the

family through the SKI*H I Home Total Communication Program. This program will enable family
members to learn total communication and to use it consistently and effectively in the home.

Overview of Program

The Total ComMunication Program involves two basic components: (a) family members learn

to sign (if possible from the SKI*HI video program), (b) family members are given 10 lessons on

using total communication consistently and effectively in the homes.

Learning signs (video lessons)

Total communication lessons

Lesson 1:
F aindy receives overview of
learning and using total
communication

Lesson 5:
F . if rIS huw to teildl
the hear,: impai,ed child a

basic vocabulary by using
the skill of emphasis

Lesson 9:
Family learns how to
consistently sign
background conversation

Lesson 2:
Family learns how to
encourage gesture'; and
baby signing in tt- hearing
impaired child (if child is on
this level)

Lesson 6:
Family learns how to teach
the hearing impaired child a
basic vocabulary by using
the skill of reinforcement,

Lesson 10:
Family learns ^ight skills to
improve sighog
effectiveness
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Lesson 3:
Family learns how true
signs will i,ntold in the hear
ing impaired child.

Lesson 7:
Family learns how to
consistently sign direct
conversation

472

Lesson 4:
Family learns an expanded
vocabulary and how to
teach the hearing impaired
child a basic vocabulary by
using the skill ct

Lesson 6:
Parents learn how to
consistently sign during the
home visit



The overall plan for using the To'-,t Communication Program follows:

1. Parent advisor will discuss lesson 1 with the parents:'overview of learning and using total

communication.
2. Parent advisor will discuss and demonstrate the ideas in lesson 2 and 3 about the develop-

ment of gestures, baby signing, and true signing.
i. Parent advisor will present And model the ideas in lessons 4, 5 and 6 about how family

members can expand their own sign vocabularies and help the hearing impaired child develop a

basic sign vocabulary by using the skills of simplicity, emphasis and reinforcement.

4. Parent advisor will introduce three basic strategies in lessons 7, 8 and 9 that will enable

family members to sign consistently. The three strategies are not done separately but in this time

order:

Signing Consistently When Talking Directly to Child

Signing During the Home Visit

Signing Background Conversation

5. The suggestions in lesson 10 about total communication effectiveness are presented to the

family after the skills in lessons 7-9 have been presented, but while the family members are still

working on these skills.

Use of Program In SKI*HI Model

The following schematic shows how the Total Communication Program fits into the SKI*H1

Model.

HOME TOTAL COMMUNICATION PROGRAM IN THE SKI*HI MODEL

Hearing Aid Program Auditory Program

Communication Program Home Language Stimulation Program:

Communication lessons 6-8 discuss
factors involved in making the communi-
cation method decision. By the end of the

Communication Program, a decision
should be made for the child to be total
communication or aural -oral.
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a) TOTAL COMMUNICATION
b) Aural-oral
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The total communication program has all of the language stimulation skills that are in the
aural-oral language stimulation program but includes some additional concepts and skills unique

to the use of total communication. (see schematic on page 521)

General Teaching Suggestions

Pages 67 to 69 should be reviewed for teaching suggestions that apply to all SKI *HI lessons.

However, there are a few suggestions that apply uniquely to this Total Communication Program:

I Families in the Total Communication Program continue moving through the Auditory
Program. It is suggested that one auditory skill and one or two total communication concepts or -

skills be presented during each home visit.
2. Lessons 2 and 3 are laden with information on language (total communication) develop-

ment Depending on the needs and interests of families, parent advisors may want to use these

lessons mainly as reference materials rather than formal presentations.

i. t esson 10 includes 8 skills on the use of effective total communication in the home. Some

parents may not be having problems with some of these skills. If so, the skills an be mentioned
and parents praised for doing them well. It is up to the parent advisor to decide how many lessons

should be devoted to the skills on which parents need h For some parents, one or two lessons

may be adequate for all the skills. For other parents one or two lessons might be required for each

skill.
4. It should be remembered that many of the total communication skills overlap. For

example, family members learn to sign (video program) at the same time as they are learning skills

from the It) lessons. Or parents may he working on signing while directing the conversation to the

child at the same time they are working on signing the home visit. Parent. dvisors should monitor
parents' use of previously presented skills and encourage them to continue working on these

skills as new skills are presented.

5. A reading list for parent advisors pertaining specifically to this program is at the end of the

entire program rather than at the end of each lesson (see pages 645-647). A representative total
« minfuni( ation materials list for parents is in lesson 10 on pages 642-644. Parents and parent

advisors desiring additional total communication material references can order the monograph
"Materials f or Professionals and Parents of Young Hearing impaired Children" from the SKI"1/41-il

instituic. Liki( it), I ;tail ;tate University, Logan, Utah 84322.
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Lesson 1

Overview of Learning and Using Total Communication

Outline/Parent Objectives

I. Parents will understand that there are three basic processes involved in learning and using
total communication.
A. They will learn signs (if possible from a video program).
B. They will talk while signing.
C. They will integrate auditory stimulation into total communication use.

II. Parents will understand the importance of using total communication consistently and
effectively in the home.

A. Using total communication all the time while around the child will ensure the child's
language growth.

B. The child will feel like an important contributing member of the family if he is constantly
in an effective total communication environment.

Ill. Parents will realize that the next ten lessons will help them achieve total communication
consistency and effectiveness.

Materials

None

Lesson

Introduction. Parents will need to become aware of three basic processes involved in the
exciting experience of learning and using total communication: (a) learning signs, (b) using
speech with signs, (c) integrating auditory stimulation into total communication use.

Learning signs. Family members will need to learn how to sign. Signs can be learned in sign
language classes, from video tapes, or from sign language books. It is recommended that parents

of young hearing impaired children learn signs from a video tape program supplemented by sign
classes or hooks for the following reasons:

I . Sign video tapes enable family members to begin learning signs as soon as they enter a
total communication program. A sign class may not be.available at the same time the family enters

a total communication program. Families entering a sign class at different times pose the problem

to the instructor of presenting signs to students at different knowledge and proficiency levels.
2. Sign video tapes enable family members to learn signs in the privacy of their home 'at times

convenient for them. Video tapes also enable family members to progress at their own individual
rates. Signs can he viewed again and again for need0 practice and review.
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3. Sign video tapes include the presentation of sign motion and typically sign evaluations and

use of signs in home situations. These features are not available in books.

SKI*HI developed a set of video tapes to teach families total communication in their homes.

After nearly a decade of use, it became very apparent that these video tapes were an effective way

to teach families total communication. However, there were problems with the video system: (1)

The master tapes deteriorated so copies could not be made. (2) The system was expensive. Many

programs could not provide playback units and tapes for all families needing total communication

instruction. (3) A method to easily disseminate video playback units and tapes was not developed.

(4) Media research was not done on such things as how. best to present signs or the best video

equipment and software to use.
In 1984, a federally financed consortium was formed to research, develop, produce, and

distribute total communication video tapes. The consortium included the SKI*HI Institute, Utah

State University Media Department, Atlanta Area School for the Deaf, local and state education

agencies, video rental outlets, and parent and service organizations. As a result of the con-

sortium's activities, new total communication video tapes are scheduled to be available from the

SKI*HI Institute by 1986.

Talking while signing. Total communication means total communication. All signals at the

rents' disposal are used in communication. Using speech with signs is vital to the concept of

luta/ communication. Parents need to remember to always speak with their signing. Some parents

may be tempted to "drop" their voices and sign only, because their speaking rate may be faster

than their signing rate. In addition, some parents may want to "drop" their voices in public

because they feel their communication will be less conspicuous. However, parents should be

reminded that hc;aring impaired children need speech as a supplemental clue to sign language. If

parents always use their voices, their children will develop better speech. As a matter of fact,

hearing impaired children exposed to simultaneous speech and signing, often have as good or

better speech than children with comparable hearing losses who receive only speech training. As

their communication develops, total communication children children typically increase their use

of speech only, decrease their use of signs only, and use a consistent amount of signing combined

with speech. P4rents should remember: anything which is signed should be said.

A word of caution: When very young children begin total communication, they often drop

their voi( es. Parents frequently overreact and constantly demand that the child use his voice. The

child often senses this anxiety and refuses to use voice. For the young child who is first beginning

to use total communication, it may be natural to drop his voice since he is concentrating on the

sign. However, if the child receives constant exposure to signing and voice and perhaps an

oc c asional, gentle-reminder to use voice, he will gradually increase his use of voice with signing.

Integratirig auditory stimulation into total communication use. Another vital component to total

c ommunication is continual auditory stimulation for the child. As parents begin the total com-

munication program, they will continue moving through the SKI*HI Home Auditory Program.

1 hey will continue to point out and provide meaningful home and speech sounds to the child and

reinforce the child's responses to sounds and use of verbalizations. Some parents and parent
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advisors may want to give the child special listening help by occasionally presenting sounds or
words to the child first without signs and then with signs.

Example: Mother turns on radio.

Child turns to sound.

Mother says and signs "You hear the radio!"

(or)

Mother says "Where is daddy?"

Child does not respond.

Mother says and signs "Where is daddy?"

Using total communication consistently and effectively in the home. Parents need to realize the

importance of using consistent total communication around the hearing impaired child and
maximizing their effectiveness of total communication use.

Consistent, effective use of total communication is critical for the child's language develop-
ment. A team of researchers (Kopchick, Rombach, & Similowitz, 1975) reported that signing to the

child only in the classroom does not result in a change of communication behaviors in the home.
it a child is exposed constantly to total communication at school but not at home, the child will
revert to behaviors of withdrawal and gesturing in the home. The researchers indicated that
language can become truly functional only if it is used everywhere that the child is and during all of

the child's waking hours.
Historically in many homes of total communication children, half-hearted attempts have

been made to learn a few signs that have then been used only occasionally. Many parents have felt

that if they took a sign language course and used a few signs when they remembered, their signing

obligations would be fulfilled. In many homes, only mothers have signed. Unfortunately many of
the hearing impaired children in these families have not developed adequate language skills.

Today, families involved in SKI' H I home programs are taught the importance of signing all
the time around the hearing impaired child. Parents realize that the hearing impaired child has the

same rights as hearing children to be exposed to on-going home conversation.
Hearing children constantly hear talk about such things as the weather, money, sickness, and

family relationships, even though the parents are not necessarily directing the conversation to the
hildren. They hear social conversation and learn how to communicate in acceptable ways. They

sense socially and emotionally that they are part of an interactive family unit. The deaf child may
not develop this sense of belonging to a socially interactive family unit it family members never
sign or sign infrequently. The family's use of consistent, effective total communication will enable
the hearing impaired child to feel like an important, contributing member of the family and will
enable the child to acquire important communication skills.

In order to help family members use total communication consistently and effectively in the
home, the following lessons will be presented:

lesson I (this lesson): Overview

Lesson 2: Development of Gestures and Baby Signing
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Lesson

Lesson 4:

Lesson 5:

Lesson 6:

Lesson 7:

Lesson 8:

Lesson 9:

esson 10:

Development of True Signing

Acquiring Sign Vocabulary: Simplicity

Acquiring Sign Vocabulary: Emphasis

Acquiring Sign Vocabulary: Reinforcement

Signing Consistently: Direct Conversation

Signing Consistently: Home Visit

Signing Consistently: Background Conversation

Signing Effectively (8 skills)

Review Questions For Parents

I . How will your family learn signs? (answer depends on provisions of local programs)

2. Why is it important to speak while you sign? (see page 564)

i. Why is it important for you to provide your child auditory stimulation as you use total

mmmunication? (see pages 564 and 565)

4. Why is it important for family members to sign consistently around the hearirig impaired

child? (see page 565)

Sample Challenge

At this point in the program, emphasis should be placed on helping the family members learn

signs. the parent advisor should make arrangements for family members to learn signs (if not

already done) tram the SKI*HI Video Tape Program. Challenge should be made to have family

members view selected video lessons and obtain 80-100% scores on the expressive and receptive

evaluations. If a video program is not available, sign classes, sign books, learning sigry, from the

parent advisor or other local resources should he used.
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Lesson 2

Development of Total Communication: Gestures and Baby Signing

Outline/Parent Objectives

I. Parents will understand that the development of total communication involves three stages.

A. The development of gestures is the first stage.
B. The development of baby signing is the second stage.
C. The development of true signing is the third stage.

II. Parents will understand that gesture development is important for two main reasons.

A. Gestures need to be developed by the child to form a communication system before

signs (or words) can be inserted into the communication system.
B. The child's use of gestures enables him to develop socially and emotionally.

III. Parents will understand that baby signs are the child's attempt to make adult signs. Gestures

and baby signs develop in a specific way.

A. First the child acts reflexively on objects (sucks, grasps).
B. Then the child brings object to his mouth.
C. Next, the child imitates gestures and signs of others that he has done before.

rJ Then the child imitates gestures and signs of others that he has not done before.

E. Finally, the child tries to make gestures and signs on own (is not imitating).

IV. Parents will promote the development of gestures and baby signs.
A. Parents will respond to the child's use of gestures and attempts to sign (responses

including imitating signing or simply acknowledging the child with a smile or a pat).

B. Parents will use gestures along with their speaking and signing.
C. Parents will pantomime, play act, and use animation.

Materials

None

Lesson

Introduction. It is important for parents to understand how total communication will develop

in their hearing impaired child. There are three primary reasons why this is so. First, parents who

have a basic understanding of how signed communication unfolds will not expect signing

be!..3viors Oat the child cannot do developmentally. Second, parents will be better able to know

hen to stress particular signing skills based on their child's current development. Third, parents

may notice some differences in the development of signs in their child and the development of
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spoken language. This happens with children using total communication and is completely
natural. If parents understand these developmental differences, they will accept them and
continue to facilitate language development in their child father than to worry about the differ-
ences and perhaps stifle the development of total communication.

Why might there be differences in haw signs and speech develop in the child? When one
studies the linguistic structure and historical development (phylogeny) of speech and sign
systems, one realizes that there are some differences in the basic natures of these systems and
why these differences developed. To begin with, sign systems for the hearing impaired evolved as

vivid ways to portray reality. For someone who does not know a language, the pictoral representa-

tion (sign) is a more life-like representation of objects and events than words and is therefore
easier to understand.

Secondly, signing (as used by the deaf) evolved as a multi-expressive, non-linear system. In
signing, multi-express'on is possible because several body parts can express several ideas at one

time. For example, one hand can sign tree while the other had signs looking at the tree and the
face expresses fear (so the signer is looking at the tree and is afraid). This complete idea can be
expressed at the same instant and does not require a string of spoken words in a particular order

(linearity) such as I was very afraid while looking at the tree.
Hearing parents may note developmental differences in the child's signing and speech such

as the child's possible use of non-linear, multi-expressive signs. Rather than being alarmed,
parents should realize that such signing characterizes naturally evolved sign systems and is the
child's attempt at joyous, expressive communication. These attempts are a natural part of the
child's development of total communication. Other possible differences between sign and
speech development will be explored in the next lesson which discusses the development:of true

signing.
The development of total communication is the main theme of this lesson and the next one.

The development of gestures and baby signing will be discussed in this lesson and the develop-

ment of true signing will be discussed in the following lesson.

General development of total communication. The development of total communication in-
volves three basic stages: (a) gestural stage, (b) baby signing stage (sign jabbering and invented

signs), and (c) true signing stage. The development of true signs involves the development of (a)
phonology (handshapes), (b) syntax (sign order), and (3) semantics and pragmatics (sign meaning

and function). The gestural and baby signing stages last for a few months. The true signing stage

takes many years to develop.
The gestural stage forms the basis upon which later sign language development is built.

Gestures are vitally important, not only for the child's later language development, but for the
child's emotional and social development. The importance of gestures for language, emotional
and social development is discussed below.

Following this, the use of baby signing will be discussed. Then a discussion of how gestures

and baby signs lead to true signs will be presented. Finally suggestions wil be made to parents for

promoting the development of gestures and baby signing in the hearing impaired child.
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1. Gestures for Language Development. It is likely that man's earliest communications were

t,estures, signs, and drawings. Early man probably depended on visible symbols to convey and
preserve ideas. Caves, such as those discovered in northern Spain and dating back more than
20,000 years, contain pictures on the walls. These\ pictures are completely effective in com-
municating messages. Pictures are not language (spoken or signed language); yet they are highly

effective in communicating messages.
There are other important nonlanguage forms of communication: gestures (the use of

motions of the limbs of the body to express oneself), facial expressions, and vocalizations such as

grunts, coos, cries. These fonns of communication must be developed by the young child if
language is to develop. The child first develops a communication system (gestures, facial expres-
sions, etc.) and then symbols (signs or words) are inserted into this communication system.
Therefore, a child must be encouraged to use gestures and other nonverbal communication if he
is to learn language.

Very young children rely heavily on nonverbal communication. If a parent wants a twelve
month old child to get a ball, the child is much more likely to respond if the parent points to the
cbject while talking rather than just saying "Go get the ball."

The child's first words are often accompanied with gestures. The child may try to say
"bye-bye" and wave or say "mama" and point to mother.

It is interesting that some parents of hearing impaired children "look down" on the use of
gestures, fearing that the use of non-verbal communication will inhibit the child's development of
verbal language. In reality, the use of gestures and other bou1ly expressions enhances the
learning of language. In a study conducted in an Italian day-care center, the children who were
more vocal ant linguistically competent were the ones most active in early gesturing. These same
children used more gestures with their speech as they grew older to help others understand their

communication.
2. Gestures for Emotional Development: Gestures and other forms of nonverbal communica-

tion are important not only for language development but for the emotional development of the
child. Most nonverbal communication is full of emotional charge such as warmth, coldness,
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`"ness, unfriendliness, acceptance, rejection, and suspicion. In fact, a listener often cannot

ie emotional meaningof what is said from the words alone. Nonverbal communication is

:imary carrier of emotional meaning in communicative expression.

Early gesturing is important for the development of emotional expression in the child. The

following study illustrates this. Sixty-two babies werestudied who were birth to 6 years of age. The

researcher found that the babies first learned the emotion of excitement and then that excitement

split into distress and delight. Distress and delight then split into more emotions until by the time

the child was 2 years of age, he had nearly a dozen different emotions. One of the important

things the researcher found was that early emotions such as excitement, distress, and delight

were largely expressed by nonvocal gestural communication. For example, the excited baby used

wild, irregular, jerky movements of the entire body, especially his arms and legs. The delighted

child had relaxed muscles and moved his arms and legs in a rhythmic fashion. infants were

assisted in learning these emotions by observing the emotions expressed in the body movements

and facial expressions of their parents (Wood, 1976).

3. Gestures for social development. Children learn about themselves in relationship to other

people and things (socialization) largely by using gestures and other bcdy motions. Young

children explore, touch, point, cud e, wave, and swing their arms and legs to learn about the

world around them. This early period of exploration helps the child to learn about people and

things around him and to develop a sense of being separate from people and things around him. It

also helps the child learn to gain control over his body and influence over the environment.

Data on deaf infants suggests that they are more quiet and that their parents permit them to

rest more quietly without encouraging exploration, movement, and communication. As a result,

the older deaf child may not develop the sense of being a separate human or having control over

his body or environment. Accounts of delayed toilet training and feeding problems with deaf

children point to this problem (Schlesinger and Meadow, 1972). An important way any child

develops feelings of separateness and control is in "power struggles" with parents. When the

child refuses to go to the toilet or refuses to go to bed or refuses to eat, he is attempting to gain

control over people and situations. Parents of deaf children may protect the deaf child and deny

him opportunities of exploration, movement and self-assertion. In addition, they may use more

restrictive communication such as "no," "stop that," "don't" than parents of hearing children

since a stern look and shake of the head may be easier for the deaf child to understand than a

verbal explanation. The result may be that the deaf child does not develop the important sense of

separateness and control. However, if the child is encouraged to move, gesture, explore, and

communicate and, if parents avoid the overuse of restrictive communication ("no", "sit down"), a

sense of independence will be developed. In addition, the child will feel free to explore and learn

about his relationships to other people and things.

Use of bal.3y signing. The hearing impaired child will progress from gestures toearly attempts at

sign use. This attempt at communicating in signs is called baby signing. Often the child will jabber

in unrecognizable signs to himself. Or the child will attempt to imitate adult signs. However, the

signs the child uses are immature forms of adult signs. For example, rather than signing mother

with a 5-hand on the chin, the child may just extend one finger to the chin. Schlesinger and



Meadow (1 472) witnessed baby signing that included the following differences from adult sign-
ing: (a) the child had the right configuration (finger position) but the hand was in the wrong place
(placement); (b) the child had the right placement but wrong configuration; (c) more rarely, the
child had the right configuration and placement but moved the hand incorrectly.

In addition, the child may invent signs in baby signing to express desired meanings. For
example, one observer noted that a very young hearing impaired child squeezed her hand in the

air to sign catsup and signed milkshake with a mixer movement.
Finally, baby signing is characterized by unique intonation. Baby signing may be more rapid

and less controlled than later child signing.

How gestures and baby signs lead to true signs. How does the infant progress from early

gestures and baby signing to true sign language? Probably tne most famous description of an

infant's progression from primitive hand motions (such as gestures and baby signing) to true
symbol use (true signing) was made by the Swiss psychologist, Jean Piaget. Piaget described the

first period an infant goes through as sensori-motor. It lasts from birth to about 2 years of age.

Leonard (1978) described the child development during this sensori-motor period:

Stage 1 (0-1 month): The child interacts reflexively with his environment. The child sucks,

The child searches for desired objects by head movements and mouth openings.
Stage 2 (2-3 months): The child develops motor coordination needed to bring a hand to his

mouth
Stage 3 (4-8 months): The c..ild begins to imitate familiar gestures and behaviors (behaviors

that he ran already do). For example, if the child can point, he may see the parent point and then

imitate that behavior.
Stage 4 (9-11 months): The child begins to imitate unfamiliar ;r tvel) gestures and behaviors

seen in others. For example, the child may see the parent clap and ,ate it for the first time.

Stage 5 (12-18 months): The child begins to produce new behaviors independently rather

than imitating others.
Stage 6 (19-24 months): The child attempts to think of things mentally. He does not have to

be looking at something to imitate it. The child begins to imitate someoneor something that is not

present. For example, the child may remember seeing a big brother stomp and will repeat that

behavior.
The child then moves to a second period in his life, the preoperational period which marks

the appearance of symbols and words (language). In this period the child begins to develop the

ability to make something stand for something not present (a signed or spoken word stands for an

idea). For example, the child knows that the word cat or the sign for cat means cat even though a

cat may not be present in the room. This period is usually from 2 to 7 years.

The six stages in the sensori-motor period are necessary if the child is to arrive at the
preoperational period, the period cf true language. It is interesting to note that the six stages

necessary for the child to arrive at language involve gestures, body motions, and imitations (baby

signing). The child moves from these primitive expression forms to the preoperational level of

using true linguistic symbols for communication.
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Two researchers (Tomlinson-Keasey & Kelly, 1974) indicated that hearing parents may not
encourage early gesture development in the hearing impaired child. Because of this, the child
may not successfully progress to the preoperational stage. It is likely the child will develop mental

images of the world, but if the child is not exposed to easily perceived symbols (such as gesture

and signs), he may not be able to communicate about the images. As the parents use gestures and

signs and encourage the child's use of gestures and baby signs, the child will successfully move to

the true language (preoperational) stage. The suggestions below will help parents promote
gesture and baby signing development that will lead to the child's acquisition of language.

Skills For Parents

Promoting the Development of Gestures and Baby Signing*

1. The most important thing a parent can do to encourage the child's use of gestures, baby
signing and other nonverbal communication is to respond to the child. Whenthe child points, or
opens and closes his fist (gimme), or smiles, or stretches, or kicks, or coos, or grunts, or jabbers in

unrecognizable signs, the parents should respond to the child. Simple and warm responses are

best. Perhaps a returned smile or a pat on the cheek would be sufficient. Or perhaps a signed
response would be appropriate. Often to imitate the child's gestures provides strong reinforce-

ment. The child will want to gesture again. In addition, parents need to be responsive to any and

all of the child's attempts to imitate adult signs.
2. Parents should feel free to use gestures along with their formal signs. The use of gestures

leads to signs. It does not prevent the child from learning signs. Parents' use of gestures and facial

expressions need to be a natural pas t of
total communication to their hearing

impaired child. For example, parents may
want to use such gestures as "bye-bye,"
"come here," or "I don't know" when sign-
ing sentences containing these expres-
sions. Or they may want to sign "Get me the

ball" -nd then point to the ball or "That's
the telephone" and then point to the
telephone.

3. Parents should feel free to be inventive. If parents want to use pantomime or devise

gestures or other signals, they should feel free to do so. They need to realize that all expressions

of communication, whatever they may be, will enhance their communication with the child.

Perhaps parents will want to act out situations, create a variety of interesting facial expressions,

* The SKI*HI Program "Developing Cognition in Young Hearing Impaired Children" prcvides excellent
supplemental information to parents on promoting gestures and baby signing development.
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and invent new gestures and new body motions. Such animation is very important. Parents should

feel free to be expressive. Once expressions of communication are there, the child will move
quickly into acquiring a formal symbol system such as the use of true signs.

4. For a child who simply does not gesture and consequently does not move to baby signing

(is not developing through Piaget's six stages in the sensori-motor period), special help may be
needed. To begin with, several tests are available to determine which of the six sensori-motor
stages the child is on. Two of these tests are: (a) Piagetian Measures of Cognitive Development Up

to Age Two by Mehrabian, A. and Williams, M. ( ?971). (b) An Instrument for Assessing Psychologi-

cal Development by Hunt, I. and Uzgiris, I. (1966).

The SKI*HI Program "Developing Cognition in Young Hearing Inipaired Children" provides a
complete, informal program in helping the child develop Piagetian skills. Other more formal
training programs are also available. These are listed at the end of this lesson.

Review Questions For Parents

1. Why are gestures important for language development? (see page 569)

2. Why are gestures important for emotional development? (see pages 569 and 570)

3. Why are gestures important for social development? (see page 570)

4. What is baby signing? (see pages 570 and 571)

5. Put the following stages of development in the right order.

Child brings objects to mouth.

Child makes new gesture behaviors on his own.

Child imitates gestures of others that the child has done before.

Child acts reflexively on objects (sucks, grasps, etc.).

Child imitates gestures of others that the child has not done before.

(answers: 2, 5, 3, 1, 4)

6. What are some things you as parents can do to help your child develr!o gestures and baby

signing? (see pages 572 and 573)

Sample Challenges

1. Use the following gestures this week along with your speaking and the signs you know:

"bye-bye"

"all gone"

"hi"
"come."

2. Whenever your child gestures this week, respond by imitating his gestures.
3. At least three times this week, pantomime or play act a situation (such as crawling on all

fours and barking like a dog or imitating dances on television). Be relaxed and animated.
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Lesson 3

Development of Total Communication: True Signing

Outline/Parent Objectives

I. Parents will realize that the understariding of total communication development will
enable them to do two important things.
A. If will help parents have appropriate expectations for their child's signing.
B. It will help parents know what signing skills to emphasize and when.

I I . Parents will understand how true signs generally develop.

A. The child will put his hand in, the right place; then the child will make the correct sign
motion; finally the child will`Make the correct hand shape.

B. The child will first make pointing signs, then copying signs (signs which are outlines of
the objects represented), next representation signs (signs which include visual rep-
resentation of some characteristic of the objects), and finally symbolic signs (signs that
do not look at all like what they represent).

i I I. Parents will understand that sign handshapes often develop in a predictable order as
described in the lesson. Parents will also understand that the child may make handshape
errors.
A. One error is substitution (example: child puts correct handshape for father in wrong

place and it becories the sign for deer).
B. Another error is reduction (example: child forgets to include ending motion for giraffe

sign so that it looks like choke).
C. A third error is assimilation (example: child uses wrong handshape for potato so sign

looks like time).

IV. Parents will know that the development of sign order occurs in much the same way as the
development of spoken word order (i.e. subject phrase, verb phrase, subject-verb combi-
nation, subject-object phrase, verb-object phrase, subject-verb-object combination).
However, there are some ways that the development of signs differs from the development

of spoken words (example: early appearances of locatives, use of collapsed signs, use of
action sign repetition, use of finish sign as tense marker).

V. Parents will know in general how sign meanings develop (i.e., the development of agents,
actions, objects). Parents will understand that their hearing impaired child may have some
special ways of expressing word meaning categories (for example: feeling signs made with

bent finger, female signs made close to the chin, while male signs made close to the
forehead).
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Materials

None

Lesson

Introduction. The general development of signs occurs in a way very similar to the develop-

ment of spoken language. However, there are some differences. Parents need to be made aware

of how language develops and the differences that may exist between sign and spoken language

development. This lesson has four sections that deal with: (a) the overall development of true

signs, (b) the development of handshapes (phonology), (c) the development of sign order

(syntax), and (d) the development of sign meaning and function (semantics and pragmatics).

Overall development of true signs. In general, signs develop the same way speech develops if

the child is exposes to consistent signing input. The many studies on deaf infants of deaf parents

who sign and the few studies on deaf infants of hearing parents who sign verify this claim.
(Hoffmeister, Goodhart, and Dworski, 1978). However, there are a few general differences that

parents will want to know about.
In general, the first sign is acquired 2-3 months before the hearing child's first spoken word

(Hoffmeister and Wilbur, 1978). In a similar vein, the size of the child's sign vocabulary and the

number of signs per sentence may develop faster than they do in the verbal language develop-

ment of hearing children. McIntire (1974) reported a vocabulary of about 20 signs at age 10 months

(the age at which the hearing child is likely to say his first word). Two-sign expressions were noted

at 10 months (two spoken words generally emerge at 18 months) and three-sign expressions were

noted at 18 months.
Prue signs generally develop in the following manner:

1. Location : The child will put his hand in the correct place.

2. Movement: The child will move his hand in the correct way.

3. Handshape: The child will put his fingers in correct positions. (Hoffmeister and Wilbur

1978)

In addition, many true signs develop from iconic to abstract. This means the child may make a

sign that looks like an object (for example, the sign telephone looks like the receiver) before using

a sign that does not look at all like the object it represents.

Iconic Sign: Telephone
(looks like what it represents)

L

Abstract Sign: Father

(does not look like what it represents)
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A psychologisi named Wundt (in Blanton and Brooks, 1978) said that the development of
signs can also be described in the folloviiing way:

1. Directing signs: pointing to self or others
for signs such as me or you or pointing to body
parts for body parts signs.

2. Copying signs: signs which include out-
line of the object represented (such as the sign
ball).

3. Representative signs: signs which include

visual representation of some property or char-
acteristic of the object (such as the sign for girl
which outlines the strings on a girl's bonnet).

4. Symbolic signs: signs with no connection

between the hand representation and what is
being represented (such as the sign for funny).
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example of directing sign: me

example of copying sign: ball

example of representative sign: girl

example of symbolic sign: funny



The natural development in the child to more and more abstract signing is evident in Wundt's

descriptions. It is only when the child can do abstract signing that emotions and subtleties c

meaning can be expressed. This developmental level is vital for the child's emotional well-being.

Let us now look more specifically at how three important aspects of signing develop:

handshapes, sign order, and sign meaning and function.

Sign handshape development (phonology). Just as hearing infants learn to say sounds that make

up words, so do hearing impaired infants Icarn handshapes that make up signs. The handshapes

used in signs are called cheremes. Hearing children acquire certain sounds before they do others.

Hearing impaired children acquire certain cheremes before others. Typically the A handshape

appears first. Then the following four handshape stages occur:

1. 5, S, L, G, C, and baby 0 (0 handshape
with only thumb and index finger rather than all

fingers)

2. 8, F, and adult Q baby 0
11' 1, Y, D, P, H, W
4. 8, 7, X, R, T, M, N, E(McIntire,1977)
The child may be able to produce a handshape (i.e. the 5) in one sign and not another if

factors such as motion or placement make the other sign too difficult. As the child matures

through these stages, thr re is more fingecontact with the thumb and more extension of weaker

fingers (ring and little finger). Difficult finger positions (such as crossing fingers) are achieved in

stage 4.
During the course of speech development, the child makes many errors in sound produc-

tion. Young children who sign make similar errors. However, the errors are with handshapes

rather than sound production. For example, young heariog children make three common speech

errors. These are indicated below. Notice that the hearing impaired child makes the same errors

but the errors are in handshape instead of sound production.
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1. Substitution Errors:

examples of speech errors: examples of sign errors:

father father

bother deer

(child says bother instead of father (Child signs deer instead of father
because words sound similar.) because both signs are made in aat

similar way; both signs have the
same configuration but different \
placement)

7

2. Reduction/Avoidance Errors:

examples of speech errors: examples of sign errors:

stop cat giraffe

top ca choke

father

(child leaves off part of a word or (child omits part of the sign giraffe
sound) and in so doing changes the

Meaning of the sign to choke)
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3. Assimilation ¶rrors:

examples of speech errors:

laimb

nam

(child makes both sounds in the
same place in his mouth but uses the

wrong initial sound in nam)

examples of sign errors:

penny potato

think time
(child makes both signs in the cor-

rect place but either moves the
sign in error, such as penny be-
coming think or makes the config-
uration in error such as potato be-

coming time)

think

As the child matures, handshape errors will be more and more subtle. For example, the child

may make the sign for mother with the wrong handshape (a 1-hand may be used instead of a

5-hand). Later on, tne child may distort the 5-hand configuration for mother by bending the

fingers. Parents will want to be aware of the development of signing handshapes described above

and the possible handshape errors that their child may make in the course of handshape

development.

Sign order development (syntax). The hearing impaired child develops sign order in a way

similar to how hearing children acquire spoken word order. That basic order is:

1. subject phrases and verb phrases (cookie, eat)

2. subject-verb combinations (l eat)

3. subject-object phrases (Mommy sock)

4. verb-object phrases (eatcookie)

5. subject-verb-object combinations (I eat cookie)

Brown (1970) described these five general stages more specifically.

Stage I

1. Child uses noun phrases (shoe, my dog) and verb phrases (come, go bye-bye).

2. Approxim2te length of sentences is 1.75 words.
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Stage II :

1. Child uses 2-3 inflections (ing, plurals, irregular past such as went and ran).
2. Child uses catenatives (gonna, hafta, wanna).

3. Approximate length of sentence is 2.25 words.

Stage III :

1. Child uses negatives, usually incorrectly. Negatives used include no, not, can't, and won't.

Child usually uses noun phrase and negation+ verb phrase (such as Mommy no go or / not like
that).

2. Child asks wh-questions (what, who, etc.) and yes/no questions.

3. Child uses a few more inflections: probably possessives, articles (such as a, an, the) and
some regular past tenses (walked).

4. Approximate length of sentences is 2.75 words.

Stage IV:

1. Child uses negations correctly.

2. Child uses all inflections (includes 3rd person verbs such as she comes, he goes, helping
verbs, and to be verbs that stand alone).

3. Child co-ordinates and conjoins sentences (I go and see Daddy).
4. Approximate length of sentence is 3.5 words.

Stage V:

1. Child uses complex sentences.

2. Child uses passive verbs.
3. Approximate length of sentence is 4.0 words.
There are some ways that the development of sign order differs from the development of

spoken syntax that Brown described ab)ve. These differences will be briefly discussed below:
1. Use of Locatives: The child's expression of where things a:e or directions (called locatives)

may appear earlier in signed than spoken syntax. This is because the point is used as the sign for
many spatial references and is easier for the child to acquire than verbal locatives.

2. Collapsed Signs: Parents may note some modifications of subject-object relations in the
sign syntax development of their child. For example, the spoken sentence, "Fingerspell to me"
might be indicated as the sign fingetspell turned towards the body. The child might say "Finger-
spell to me" but make one sign which encompasses the total idea (rather than signing all three
words). Or the child may say "tickle me" but make only one sign tickle on his body. This type of
signing is called collapsed signing and constitutes meaningful expression on the part of the child.
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3. Sign Repetition: The child may use sign repetitions such as / will jump-jump. Such a

construction is rarely heard in spoken syntax. Whether this type of usage is a modification of

spoken syntax or is done for emphasis remains unknown.
4. Negation: The development of negation occurs, in an interesting way in signing: fa) The

headshake no may be used alone or with the no sign. The no sign is often used at the beginning or

end of the sentence but not within the sentence, No me go. (b) The child may sign the not, can't

signs; can't is usually acquired before can. These negatives are signed within the sentence but

may be used incorrectly (l not go). (c) Negative signs are used correctly (Lacey, 1972).

5. Past Tenses: Often the hearing impaired child will use the sign finish as a main verb in

isolation to mean I'm through. The child may then use the finish sign for a past tense marker. The

finish marker will probably precede the main verb in such sentences as Me finish do that or You

finish see that. This use parallels the hearing child's incorrect use of such past tense verbs asgoed,

bringed, and teached. Both are instances of the child learning a rule (add markers to show past

tense) but using the rule incorrectly (called overgeneralizing). Finally, the child will move to

correct signing of past tenses using the verb and then the past tense marker such as / saw a truck

(signed as see + past tense marker).
6. Questions: The deaf child's development of questions can be divided into three stages:

Stage 1: At first, the child does not really undestand wh questions signed by adults (what,

who, where, why, how questions). The chid will probably use a general what sign (the what/ huh

sign deaf adults use). Yes/no questions do not require more than a questioning look. So at this

first stage, the child has probably already mastered these questions.

Stage 2: The child will use where, what, and who signs. The child will probably not respond

correctly to the wh questions signed by others.

Stage 3, The child will respond approp 'ately to wh questions. The child will also add some

new signs such as how and how many to his repertoire. (Fisher, 1974).

7. Inflections: Signed inflections include word endings or beginnings (such as undress,

crying) and articles and adjectives (such as a, an, the, this, and that). If parents sign inflections, the

child's development of signed inflections will basically be the same as verbal inflection develop-

ment (see Brown's order of verbal inflection development). However, some researchers have

noted differences in sign and spoken inflectional development.

Hearing children first acquire inflections that follow rather than precede the word. For

example, in Bulgaria, the articles and adjectives the, this, and that come at the end of words.

Bulgarian children acquire these words very early. In Germany, France, and America, articles

precede words. These articles are acquired relatively late (for example the child acquires word

endings such as ing and s before articles such as a and the). In addition, hearing children learn

inflections first that are the easiest to hear.

These same principles apply to hearing impaired children except that they attend more to

how easy the inflection is to see rather than to hear. As a result, the hearing impaired child may

sign articles before or at the same time as ing or s (plurals) because article signs are much easier to

clue than the signed ing ors. In addition, signed past tense inflections may be acquired earlier than

verbal past tense inflections because they are so easy to see (Schlesinger, 1978).
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If parents are aware of verbal syntax development as described by Brown and also know of
possible differences in signed- syntax development from verbal development, they will be in a
better position to know what to expect in their child's total communication development.

Sign meaning and function development (gemantics and pragmatics). Children's early utterances

indicate understanding of relationships among objects, people, and events. For example,
children know that certain words show action ( "Mommy come"), certain words indiCate that
something or someone arts (agents such as "Igo "), or that certain words receive action (objects
such as "push car"). This area of language development is called semantic development. Children
also use utterances to express different functions (such as to request, demand, greet, ask,
question, deny, describe, and so forth). This type of development is called pragmatic develop-
ment.

The hearing impaired chilli's development of sign meaning and function basically parallels
the hearing child's development of word meaning and function (Caccamise et. al., 1978, Bellugi
and Klima, 972). As with hearing children, hearing impaired children who sign will develop word
meaning categories. Three categories (agent, action, object) were mentioned above. Other word

meaning categories include:
1. Notice: child draws attention or greets something (hi shoe).
2. Recurrence: child indicates more or another (more milk, another one).

3. Attribute: child describes something (big cow).
4. Possessor/possessed: child indicates something is possessed (mine chair) or someone

possesses (mine car).
5. Locative: child indicates where something is or direction of something (sweater chair,

want up) (Brown, 1970).
The hearing impaired child who signs may use some different expressions of word meaning

categories than hearing children. For examp,e, action signs are made several inches away from the

body (example: run, jump, walk). State verbs (passive) are made close to the body (example: is,
are, was). Feeling signs are made with the middle finger bent. Female signs are made close to the
chin while male signs are made close to the forehead. The child will learn these and other
meaning categories and use them in his daily signing.

Feeling Signs

depressed
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The general order of sign meaning development is briefly outlined below:

1. Agents
a. proper names (Daddy, Momm9

articles (a, an, the) may be used here.

b. common nouns (dog, chair)

Note: Agents are usually over-extended at first. That is, the child will sign dog to refer to all

4-legged creatures or sign Daddy for all men.

2. Actions
3. Attributes

a. relational words !big, little)
b. demonstrative words (this, that)
c. location words (here, there)
d. time words (now, today) (DeVilliers and DeVilliers, 1978).

How these word meanings are combined into sentences was discussed in the last section.

Parents will want to be aware of the development of sign meaning in their hearing impaired child

as described above.
Parents will benefit by a basic understanding of how their hearing impaired child will develop

total communication. If they understand how sign handshapes, order, and meaning develop,

they will be better able to have appropriate expectation levels and not expect signing behaviors

that the child developmentally cannot do. In addition, they will know what signing skills to
emphasize and when. How parents can specifically promote the development of signs will be

discussed in the next lessons.

Review Questions For Parents

1. Put the following in the order a child generally learns a sign:

_ child makes the correct sig.-1 motion

child puts hand in the right place
child makes the right handshape

(answer: 2, 1, 3)
2. The child usually makes abstract signs (signs that do not look like what they represent)

before iconic signs (signs that do look like what they represent). true/false

(answer: false)
3. Give a couple of examples of sign errors a young child might make.

(see pages 579 and 580)

4. What are some ways signs may develop differently than spoken words?

(see pages 581 and 582)

Sample Challenges

None
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Lesson 4

Developing A Bask Signing Vocabulary: Simplicity

Outline/Parent Objectives

I. Family members will implement one or two activities listed in this lesson each week to help
them develop basic sign vocabularies.

II. Parents will use the skill of sign simplicity when communicating with their hearing impaired
child.
A. Parents will use total communication telegrams while they are learning signs; in time, they

will become more comfortable signing more words of each sentence.
B. Parents will use easy handshapes and functional, iconic signs to keep their lani:,age input

simple.

Materials

None

Lesson

Introduction. For most family members, learning basic signs is not particularly difficult. Signs
can be learned from videotapes, classes, and books. However, family members need to know of

ways to supplement these basic methods in their efforts to build good, usable signing vocab-
ularies. This lesson presents signing activities that will help family members expand their basic
signing vocabularies. In addition, this lesson will discuss how family members can specifically
help the hearing impaired child learn a basic sign vocabulary. One way of doing this is to
implement the skill of simplicity which is discussed in this lesson. The next two lessons will
discuss more skills that will enable family members to help the hearing impaired child acquire a

basic sign vocabulary.

Activities to help family members learn signs. Families who are learning total communication

typically learn signs from videotapes, classes or books. Videotapes are preferred since the learner

is able to see the signs in motion and view the signs used in real-life situations. As the family is
learning signs and fingerspelling, there are several activities that can be done to give family
members practice at sign use. These activities follow. The parent advisor should present one or
two activities each week, along with whatever lesson is being pr. nented. Parent advisors and
family members should feel free to think of and try activities not included in this listing.

Activities for learning signs.

1. After the learner knows how to make a few signs, a list of these signs should be put in an
obvious place. For example, if the family learns ten new signs from a sign language class or
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videotape, these ten signs should be listed. Drawings showing how the signs are made can

accompany the list. Such drawings, also showing a picture of the object or concept being signed,

are commercially available or may be copied from sign language books. The list can be put on the

refrigerator door, near the dinner table, or at some other frequented place. In that way family

members, including the hearing impaired child, will constantly be exposed to the signs and will be

reminded to use them as often as possible.

2. An old saying goes: "Use a new word five times a day for one week and the word will

always be yours." If this is conscientiously applied, wonders can happen. If new signs are used

several times each day for about a week, family members will remember the new signs. A basic

vocabulary will then grow quickly.
3. Families may want to have "silent hours." During a selected period of time during the day,

family members will not use their voices but will sign everything that is said to each other. Good

times for "silent hours" are breakfast, lunch, or dinner time; just before bedtime; meal prepara-

tion time; or during specific projects or jobs (raking leaves, washing car, planting garden, picking

up house, doing dishes, washing and folding clothes). "Silent hours'' are particularly beneficial in

helping family members learn to understand signs made by others.

4. Families with young children will find signing bedtime stories enjoyable. Older brithers

and sisters should be encouraged to sign stories to the younger hearing impaired child. There are

several books available with the signs drawn under the story line. Sample titles and places where

these books can be obtained are listed below.

Books:

Saggy Baggy Elephant

Three Little Kittens
Great Big Car and Truck Book

The Dog Book

Fun Days

Learning to Count
Great Big Animal Book

Clock Book
Mealtime At the Zoo

Tommy's Day
Spring is Green

A Book About Me
(many, many more)

Note: When signing a story to a hearing impaired child, the signer should be positioned

across from the child. The story book is held facing the child so the pictures can be seen. Some

Available From:

Sign Language Store

8753 Shirley

P. O. Box 4440

Northridge, CA 91328

(Toll Free [8001423-5413)

Mafex Associates, Inc.

90 Cherry Street

Box 519

Johnstown, PA 15907

National Association of the Deaf

(NAD)

814 Thayer Avenue

Silver Spring, MD 20910
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mothers prop up the book so both hands will be free for signing. On occasion, the child can be
placed next to or on the lap of the signer. The child may want to hold the book while the parent
points out pictures and uses signs in front of rlr slightly to the side of the child.

In addition to stories, many families enjoy signing songs. Since songs move quite slowly, the

beginning signer enjoys a sense of accomplishment. In addition, the musical element makes
"song signing" a lot of fun. There are some commercially available song books in sign. For
example, "Songs in Signed English" and "You've Got A Song" are available from the National
Association of the Deaf (814 Thayer, Silver Spring, MD 20910). However, parents may prefer
signing simple songs that they already know and use around the house.

5. Many mothers go on weekly "signing walks" with their young children. These walking
adventures (which could be done in a car or on bicycles) provide excitement and incentive to
learn new signs. A mother may want to take her children to a nearby park; to a construction area;
to a farm or a garden; on a nature walk down the street; to a candy store, ice cream store, clothing

or grocery store; to the school grounds; or to the post office. These adventures are excellent
times to teach new vocabulary to young children. This vocabulary should be appropriate to the
situation. The children look forward to these occasions and may remember the signs learned on
their adventures far longer than other signs.

6. Parents may want to occasionally sign instructions to their hearing children without voice.

If the child does not understand, voice should be added. For example, Mother would tell brother
Joey in sign (without words) to "Please bring me the milk." If Joey registers uncertainty, Mother
would sign the sentence again with her voice. Hearing children should be reinforced warmly for
their responses to signs.

7. Sign language learning should be enjoyable and often playful. There are several commer-

cial games and activities available to promote the learning of sign language: sign playing cards,
sign bingo, sign flash cards, sign dot-to-dot, sign cookie cutters, sign puzzles, sign peg boards,
sign stick -offs, and books such as "Play It By Sign" which contains sign game ideas. These games

and activities are available from Sign Language Store (8753 Shirley, P.O. Box 4440, Northridge, CA

91328) and National Association of the Deaf (814 Thayer, Silver Spring, MD 20910). The use of

games is often the best way to encourage older, sometimes reluctant, siblings to learn signs.
Family members are also encouraged to use home-oriented games that do not require commer-
cial cards or game boards such as the following:

a. Look and Find. Mother signs the name of an object in a room that the children must find.
The difficulty of the task (how hard it is to locate the object or how difficult the sign is) depends on

the children's abilities. A variation of this would be for mother to give the children old catalogs.
Mother would then sign objects to be found and the children would circle or cut out the pictures
of the objects in the catalogs. A second variation would be for mother to cut pictures out of old
magazines. Mother would sign the names of objects and the children would then Roint to the
correct pictures.

b. Guessing Games and Riddles (l Am Thinking of Something). Many families enjoy guessing

games. Mealtimes are often ideal times for these games since the family is together and the games

encourage positive, happy feelings. In one guessing game, a family member describes something
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in sign. Other family members guess (in sign) what is being thought of. For example: the person

(whose turn it is) signs, b/ack, hard, shiny, You eat it. Family members guess until they get the right

answer (licorice drops).
Twenty questions can be a fun mealtime guessing game. One family member thinks of an

object and other family members try to guess it by asking questions about it. Family members sign

questions and the player whose turn it is responds with yes or no signs. If after 20 questions family

members are not able to guess the object, the person whose turn it is wins.

Example: Person taking
the turn:

1. Family member #1:
2. Family member #2:
3. Family member #1:
4. Family member #3:
5. Family member #1:
6. Family member #3:
7. Family member #3:
8. Family member #2
9. Family member #2:

10. Family member #1:
11. Family member #1:

Is it alive?

Is it in this house?

Is it in this room?

Is it in the living room?

Is it smaller than my hand?

Is it a decoratior:?

Is it on a larger object?

Is i e of wood or cloth?

Is it metal?

Is it on the front door?
Is it the doorknob?

no

yes

no

yes

yes

no

yes

no
yes

yes

yes!

c. Name That Sign. Another mealtime game is called "Name That Sign." One person

introduces a new, unknown sign and family members guesswhat the new sign means. If no one

can guess the meaning of the sign, the signer identifies it. During the course of the meal, several

new signs can be introduced. The person who guesses most of the mealings of the new signs is

the winner.

d. Simon Says (Follow the Leader). Parents of young children will enjoy this game in sign. The

parent signs, "Simon says _______." (do an action such as jump or sit down). The children must

follow the instruction. However, if the parent merely signs jump or sit down without signing

Simon says, the children do not have to do the action because Simon did not say. Simon could be

(a) signed as man or boy, (b) fingerspelled, (c) represented by an s, or (d) / say could be substituted

for Simon says.
A simpler version would be for the parent to sign a simple command for the children and the

children would respond, being reinforced for correct responses.

e. Sign Charades. Most families love charades. A sign charade is part sign and part charade

(pantomime). The presenter thinks of a title of a book, movie, or song. The presenter can useonly

one sign per title and must act out the rest of the words. (If the title is one word. no signs can be

used.) The presenter acts out one word at a time in the title. The family must guess that word

before the presenter moves on to the next word. Often small connector words in titles such as a,

the, and an are indicated by gesturing small with the hand (the first finger and thumb of the right

hand are extended to the left, the finger is above the thumb).
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f. Sign Password. Many families enjoy playing sign password. Four players are required (two

teams). One person on each team has the same'word (such as pencil). The player with the word
gives the other person on his or her team a one-word clue (such as write). If the team member
does not guess the word (in sign), the other team takes a turn. The player with the word on the
other team gives his or her teammate a one-word clue (such as wooden). And so it goes until the
word in question (pencil) is guessed.

g. Add-on-stories. One family member begins telling a story in signs, making it up as he or
she goes. When the family member desires, he or she discontinues the story and another family
member picks up the story, continuing in sign. This process continues until the story is
completed.

h. Indian Rhythms. Family members decide on a sign category (animals, family names,
foods, etc.) and assign each person a name within the category. For example, the family may
select the category of animals. Family members may be designated as follows:

Momlion Bethcat Waynesheep
Dadgoat Glendog Donnacow
Next, family members sit in a circle. All members clap out rhythms together. One rhythm

could be slap thighs two times, clap hands twice. Another rhythm could be slap thighs twice, clap
hands twice, and then click fingers. A rhythm is selected and all family members begin in unison.

At the end of the rhythm one person signs an animal name, making sure not to break the rhythm.

Examples: (a) slap (b) slap
slap slap

clap clap

clap clap

click dog (sign)

dog (sign) slap

slap or slap

slap clap

clap clap

dap cat (sign)

click
cat (sign)

The person whose name is signed (dog), in this case Glen, wili have the next turn. Glen will sign
another animal at the end of the next rhythm (examplecat). The person whose name is cat, in
this case Beth, will have the next turn. And so it goes with no one breaking the rhythm. When the
rhythm is broken a new sequence is begun. Family members will want to try a variety of categories

to learn many signs.

8. Family members will find their signing skill greatly increased if they interact with deaf
adults and children. Families who make the effort to attend deaf church services, captioned
movies, deaf sporting events, local and state association for the aeaf activities, theaters of the
deaf, and school for the deaf events will be pleased at how their signing skills will improve. Family
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members should not worry about how slowly or clumsily they sign around deaf persons. Deaf

people certainly understand that many persons are beginning signers. They are delighted that

others are making the effort to learn signs.

9. Families may want to meet with other families to learn signs and practice them. Or pehaps

regular classes with families and parent advisors can be organized. Some states have family sign

language sessions conducted by the parent advisor. Children and parents attend the sessions to

learn and practice signs. The sessions are geared to the vocabulary of the children. Interesting

games and activites can be conducted. Families can take turns bringing refreshments to the

sessions.

10. If the family members are learning signs by means of videotapes in the home, sets of

picture/sign/printed word cards can be obtained commercially or made at home tt;. be used along

with the tapes. In this way, younger children and the hearing impaired child can be shown

pictures of the objects and concepts being signed and can understand and be included in the

family learning activity.

11. Cooperation between home and school is required for children who are learning signs in

a center-based program and at home. Parents may want to request vocabulary lists from the

teacher so new school signs can be used in the home. Many teachers appreciate sign lists from

home indicating signs family members are working on. The teacher can then use these signs

whenever possible in the classroom. Some parents and teachers plan out sign units ahead of time

(such as zoo, animals, foods, weather signs) and then the same signs are emphasized at both

school and home.
Some parents ask their hearing impaired child at the end of each day to tell them the new

signs learned in school that day and then the parents write down the new signs and post them in a

place visible to all family members. In that way, the family members can use the new signs

..Afiquently around the hearing impaired child.
If there are great discrepancies between how stns are made at home and at school, parents

may want to consult with the teacher and decide upon mutually acceptable sign formations. This

may minimize the child's confusion about different signs. Some parents may find the child

correcting their signs if the child has learned signsdifferently at school. Most parents do not mind

this and, in a spirit of learning, accept the suggestions from the child. However, children need to

realize that there is no one, absolutely perfect way to make every sign. Parents may want to

explain to the child.that the sign can be made in two or three ways. Or they may want to impress

upon the child that different signers have slightly defferent ways of signing, just as they do talking.

Mother may want to say, "This is how Mother makes happy. This is how Daddy makes happy."

(She makes the motion slower or otherwise slightly different.)

Activities for learning fingerspelling. Learning to fingerspell is an important part of acquiring a

basic sign language vocabulary since many signs involve hand configurations which are the

manual alphabet letters. However, fingerspelled words should be used minimally around young

hearing impaired children because fingerspelling requires reading skills.
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It should be noted that words with simple fingerspelling may be perceived as signs by the
young child. Th?. child might then make an attempt to imitate the fingerspelled words just as the
child would attempt to imitate signs. Parents should encourage the young child's attempt at
fingerspelling. The following activities will assist family members to develop fingerspelling
proficiency:

1. Family members should practice fingerspelling in syllables: A-MER-I-CA. It is not a good
idea to spell words out loud while fingerspelling: A-M-E-R-I-C-A. Words fingerspelled in syllables
are much easier to read as well as to fingerspell. Practice fingerspelling in syllables in front of a
mirror.

2. While riding in a car, fingerspell passing signs. Fingerspell as many signs as you can as
quickly as you can: School Lane, Anderson's Meat Mart, Stop, Yield, etc. Family members will find

this excellent practice.

3. Fingerspelling can be done quite unobviously in most places. Family members may want
to drop their arms and let their fingers spell out what other people are saying in church meetings,

family reunions, PTA meetings, classes, and other gatherings.

4. Some fingerspelling-signing drills that can be done in the home are:
a. A family member fingerspells a word; the receiver signs it back.
b. Someone signs a word; the receiver fingerspells it back.
c. A family member fingerspells a question; the receiver may fingerspell or sign back the

answer.

These drills will also give practice in reading fingerspelling.

5. Have some "fingerspelling sessions" where the entire time is devoted to fingerspelling
without voice. For example at mealtime, someone might fingerspell p-a-s-s t-h-e s-a-l-t,

p-I-e-a-s-e. Fingerspelling while doing household chores may be fun: I n-e-e-d t-h-e
d-u-s-t p-a-n, p-l-e-a-s-e.

6. Try fingerspelling radio and TV commercials. Fingerspell songs on the radio. It good
practice to fingerspell to yourself (talk to yourself) as you move about your home or on the job.

7. Some families enjoy fingerspelling games.
a. Definitions. Two teams are necessary for this game. One team (team A) finds a word in a

dictionary and fingerspe11$ it to the other team. Then each member of team A fingerspells a
definition. All of the definitions but one are make-believe. For example, team A fingerspells
dibble to the other team. Then the first person on team A fingerspells a flower, the second person

fingerspells to Ovrite and the third person fingerspells polled shovel. Team B tries to guess which
fingerspelled definition is right. In this case, pointed shovel is correct. Then the teams reverse

roles
b. Dictionary Games. Some dictionaries contain names of capitals of states, state flower,

populations, and other interesting trivia information. Some families enjoy trivia games. For
example, one person can fingerspell state capitals and other family members will try to identify
the states in which the capitals are located (using fingerspelling).
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c. String Alongs. One family member fingt.7spells a word: b-o-o-k. The next family member

thinks of a word that begins with the last letter in the word book which is k. He or she will then

fingerspell a word that starts with k such a k-t-c-h-e-n. The next player then will fingerspell a

word that starts with n and on and on it goes.
d. Guessing Games, Password, etc. These games have been described on pages 587-589 as

signing'actiyities. These same games can be fingerspelled instead of signed for family fun.

Teaching the child a bask sign vocabulary: sign simplicity. Language develops in the hearing

impaired child the same basic w)ty as it develops in the hearing child. f-t description of how

language is developed is in lesson 3.
In order for language to develop, the hearing impaired child must be exposed to signing in

the same basic ways a hearing child is exposed to spoken language. Parents of hearing children

use three important principles to stimulate language development in their children. These

principles are (a) simplicity, (b) emphasis, and (c) reinforcement. Parents of hearing impaired

children using total com nunication will need to use these same three principles. However, they

will need to ihe aware of some things, when applying these three principles, that parents of

hearing children will not. The first principle to be discussed is sign simplicity.

Sign simplicity. When a parent talks to an infant, the parent uses simplicity. Words are simple.

Sentences and phrases are short. For example, -a recording of a mother talking to her 18-month-

old hearing impaired child revealed the following: "You silly." "Let's put your aid on." (hearing

aid) "Whoa." "Wait a minute." "There now." "Hi there." "Hi Andy." "You hear me, huh?"

"Huh ?If

Notice the short sentences and the simple words.

Parents who use total communication will need to use simplicity (short sentences and simple

words). There are three specific skills that parents who sign will need to be aware of as they

attempt to use simplicity: (1) total communication telegrams, (2) use of easy handshapes, and (3)

use of iconic signs.

1. Skill 1. Total Communication Telegrams: Parents who are learning sign language will not be

able to sigo every word in every sr ntence or phrase they utter, because they will not know all of

the necessary signs. Parents will be using "total communication telegrams." Parents should

realize that this simplified form of total communication is completely acceptable as they increase

their signing vocabulary. In fact, the child will experience less frustration initially if he is exposed

to signed telegrams. If the child is exposed to every little word and word ending when first

learning total communication, he will probably have difficulty figuring out what's what. The very

young child's short attention span is another factor pointing to the initial use of total communica-

tion telegrams. If every word is signed, the child may not attend to the entire sentence and may

miss some important meaning.:.
The parent might want to say to the child, "Go and get the cookie over there." The total

communication telegram would be signed, "go-get-cookie" (parent points where). Or the parent

might say, "This is the cat's nose," and sign, "this-cat-nose." Still another example might be,

"Where is your coat?" The parent signs, "where coat?" Signs should be used at the same time as

the corresponding words are spoken.
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Example: "What is in your pocket?"
parent says: "What in your pocket?"
parent signs: "What -- in pocket?"

What in pocket?

As parents increase their sign vocabularies, they will become comfortable signing more and
more words of each sentence.

2. Skill 2. Use of Easy Handshapes: Mother factor in keeping total communication simple is
being aware of simple signs which require simple move, nents and handshapes.

For example, a young child will have an easier time understanding, remembering, and
producing the simple sign dog than the more difficult sign puppy. The handshape for dog is easier

than puppy. The sign mouse will be easier for the child than rat. Boat will be easier than ship. Sky is

a much easier hand motion than heaven. It will be obvious to parents as they learn signs which
ones have simple handshapes and motions and which ones do not. Of course, as the child grows
older and the parents become more proficient at signing, more difficult signs will be used.

3. Skill 3. Iconic Signs. Parents will be aware of using signs that are e4sy to relate to the objects

they represent. These signs are iconic signs. They look like what they represent instead of being
abstract signs which look completely different from the objects or ideas they represent. For
example, ball, toothbrush, baby, coat, pencil, hat, and telephone are iconic signs because they
look like the objects they represent. The sign ball looks like an outline of a ball. The sign
telephone looks like a telephone receiver. However signs like stove, school, lady, boot, and sock

are less iconic; there is little resemblance between these signs and the objects they represent.
Studies (Konstantareas, et al, 1978; Mayberry, 1976; Polzer, 1979) indicate that iconic signs are

generally easier for the child to learn than abstract signs if the iconic signs are also functional or
meaningful words for the child. Parents need to remember that functional signs associated with
the child's daily activities are the most important signs to use. But if the signs are both functional

a. Id ;Lk)l lit,, icy vx;i; be racier fur tile young to remember and use. As the child grows older
and acquires more language, emphasis will not need to be placed on the use of iconic signs.
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In summary, parents will remember to use simple signed phrases and sentences. They will

use total communication telegrams until they are capable of signing all words in sentences.

Parents will emphasize functional signs that are simple because of easy handshapes and motions

and because of their being iconic (looking like the objects they represent). As the child grows

older, more difficult signs will be used and attention will not need to be placed on iconic signs.

Review Questions For Parents

1. What is a total communication telegram? (see pages 592 and 593)

Demonstrate an example of one.

2. What is an iconic sign? (see page 593) Show me three iconic signs.

3. Is the sign for mouse easier than rat? (yes)

is the sign for puppy easier than dog? (no)
(For this question, parent advisor will wA^t to use easy vs. difficult signs that the parents

. know.)

Sample Challenges

1. During the week, use total communication telegrams involving the signs you know. Be

prepared at our next visit to demonstrate five telegrams you used during the week.

2. Stress the use of the following iconic signs this week: turtle, kitty, book, butterfly, and

bird.
3. Play the games of "Signed Simon Says" and "Signed Twenty Questions" with family

members this week.

?6
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Lesson 5

Developing a Basic Signing Vocabulary: Emphasis

Outline/Parent Objectives

i. Parents will use the skill of sign emphasis when communicating with their hearing impaired
child.
A. Parents will emphasize signs that are meaningful for the child (here and now signs, name

signs, etc.) by increasing the frequency of these selected functional signs.
B. Parents will emphasize signs appropriate for the child's language development.
C. Parents will emphasize signs appropriate for the child's visual development.

Parents will continue to implement the sign and fingerspelling activities presented in Lesson
4.

Materials

None

Lesson

Introduction. As discussed in the last lesson, a hearing impaired child must be exposed to
signed language in the same basic way a heal ing child is exposed to spoken language. The three

basic skills parents use to stimulate language development are simplicity, emphasis and reinforce-

ment. Sign simplicity was discussed in the last lesson. Sign emphasis will be discussed in this
lesson and will include the topics of emphasis of functional signs and emphasis of signs ap-
propriate to the child's language and visual development. Sign reinforcement will be discussed in
the next lesson.

Emphasis. Parents of hearing infants use emphasis in their communication; that is, they repeat

certain key words again and again. This skill is sometimes called Increased Frequency of Language

Input. For example, the parent might say:

"Where is your nose?"
"Huh?" 'Where is your nose?"
"Oh, I see your nose."
"There is your nose."
"What a cute nose!"

vocabulary development is dependent on the frequency with which a child is exposed to
signs and the meaningfulness of the situation in which the signs are used. Meaningful language
experiences determine when and what vocabulary words are learned. The words a child hears
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most are the words he develops first. The more infrequently he hears the words, the later in life he

will develop the vocabulary. If he does not have meaningful experiences with a word, the child

will never develop meaning for that word.
A hearing child needs to hear a word at least 200 times before he uses it. The hearing impaired

child may miss many presentations of words. He may not hear words on T.V. or being used by

other children at play or being used by mother talking on the phone. Therefore, he needs many

more exposures to words. Consequently, one of the most important tasks for parents is to

emphasize key signs by increasing the frequencyof their use.

Emphasis of key signs does not mean that parents will use only the key signs: Nose, nose,

nose. Rather, they will sign all the signs they know in the conversation, but emphasize (repeat)

certain key words as in the example above. In selecting signs to emphasize, parents need to be

aware of three skills:

1. Skill 1. Functional signs: Signs that are emphasized should be functional or meaningful to

the child. If a child is tugging on his shoe, obviously shoe and pull would be meaningful signs. Or

if the child accidentally kn'cks his plate off the table, break and plate would be meaningful signs.

Or if the phone rings and the child turns to it, the sign telephone would be meaningful.

Signs about what the child is doing at any present moment are meaningful. Whenever

possible, parents will want to make sure the objects are visible or the events are occurring. For

example, if the child is given an apple, apple should be signed while the child is looking at the

apple or eating it. Or if the child's dog dashes into the room, that event should be signed as it

happens.
Name signs are typically functional words for young children. A name sign refers to and

identifies the child and other important people in the child's life. Everyone's name sign in a family

should be different. In choosing a name sign for the child and other family members, the sign for

the first letter of the name is often applied to the idea upon which one chooses to base the sign.

For example, if the child is named Timothy after his father, (and the father's name sign is a T

tapped once on the chin), then little Timothy's name sign could be T tapped twice on the chin. Or

if the child's name is Betsy and she has

huge, beautiful eyes, B could be tapped

close to the eyes. The name sign for a child

with dimples could be the first letter of the

name tapped by the dimples. Or for a child
disposition who laughs a lot,with a cheery

the first letter of the child's name could be

used in the sign laugh. One word of caution

is necessary. Parents may want to substitute
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fingerspelled names for the name signs as soon as the child is reading and fingerspelling. The
reason is that the name sign tends to stereotype particular physical or personality attributes of the

person which the person may no longer want (dimples, laughs a lot, etc.). In addition, many
hearing impaired children never learn the real names of family members and friends if name signs

are used exclusively. They do not realize that their friends have names like Tommy and Shelly
instead of sign identifiers only.

Teaching functional sign use. In teaching the parent how to emphasize key functional signs,
the parent selects five or six meaningful signs to emphasize in a particular activity. Then the parent

advisor models the use of the selected meaningful signs in an activity while the parent charts how

frequently the signs are used. For example, the parent advisor may use the following target signs
at the following frequencies:

soap
dirty In
wash /
clean 4,147

water I /
The parent advisor then repeats the activity, increasing the frequency of the selected signs

while the parent again charts key signs used. The parent advisor and parent then discuss the
parent advisor's increased use of the selected signs. For example,

11111
soap Of/ Pff (doubled sign use)

dirty 04 Ili/ (tripled sign use)

wash Or (doubled sign use)

clean 44 On (doubled sign use)

water /01 //// (tripled sign use)

The parent advisor then charts how frequently the parent uses selected functional signs in an

activity and challenges the parent to improve on those frequencies d 'ng the week.

Families should not feel that they need to plan a lot of formal learning activities (such as
garrh!s, role playing, etc.) in order for the hearing impaired child to learn functional signs. The
amount of time hearing parents spend with their hearing children in planned learning activities is
minimal. Rather, throughout the day parents should provide communication emphasizing key
functional signs. Communication can be about such things as what the child is doing or what the
parents are doing...As parents sign throughout the day, they will also want to use the principle of

simplicity that has already been discussed.
2. Skill 2. Signs Appropriate for Child's Language Development: Another consideration in

selecting signs to emphasize is the language development of the child. Parents emphasize
different words.depending on the child's language development. They emphasize different signs
to the child whose language level is 6 months than to the child whose language level is 5 years.

A description of total communication development is in lesson 3. Based on this development,

the following suggestions are made in emphasizing particular types of signs to the child:



While many researchers maintain that children on beginning language levels need emphasis

of concrete words (nouns), a word of caution is in ordpr. It is perhaps dangerous to use only noun

signs at first as many hearing impaired children become too accustomed to labeling objects and

later have difficulty learning other kinds of signs. In general, parents should emphasize nouns,

verbs, and descriptive signs while the child is very young. Some researchers believe that too many

young children ret ye only noun-verb stimulation while descriptive signs (adjectives) are slight-

ed. Parents will wai,, ,o use many descriptive signs such as dirty, happy while the child is very

young. Care should be taken to use adjectives that describe the child's feelings (sad, mad,

scared).
Parents will next want to move into the emphasis of preposition signs (in, on, out, off, over,

under), pronouns (1, me, my, mine), and possessives (Tommy's Billy's, Mommy's). Parents will

also want to incorporate some adverbs (quickly, slowly, quietly) into their total communication.

The parent advisor should help parents identify the general language development stage of

the child (example: child is on noun-verb-descriptor stage). Then parents will know which type of

sign construction to emphasize next (example: parent could next emphasize prepositions).

Some parents have requested a specific guide for selecting signs and sign combinations to

emphasize based on their child's language development. The following guide may be of help.

Parents should work on the level just above the one that the child is capable of doing. For

example, if the child is using primarily noun and verb combinations, the parents may want to

emphasize the next level, adjective and noun combinations. Parents should sign the words to be

emphasized and all other signs they know.

GUIDE TO EMPHASIS OF SIGNS AND SIGN COMBINATIONS

Emphasis of nouns, adjectives, and verbs: (one word stage)

Nouns. Where's your shoe? l see your shoe. There's your shoe. Hi shoe! (parent

emphasizes the shoe sign but signs all other words he or she knows).

Adjectives. What a dirty face. My you are dirty, dirty, dirty. Let's clean your dirty face.

Verbs. Run fast. Run, run, run.

2. Emphasis of verb and noun combinations:

Eat apple. Eat your apple. Come on, eat your apple.

3. Emphasis of noun and verb combinations:
Can you see dolly crying? Dolly is crying. Poor dolly is crying.

4. Emphasis of adjective and noun:
One cookie. Just take one cookie please.

5. Emphasis of noun and predicate adjective:

Baby is happy. Babby is happy now.

6. Emphasis of possessive and noun:

I see Tommy's nose, Tommy's nose.
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7. Emphasis of preposition and noun:
Get in the box. Yes, in the box.

8. Emphasis of verb and preposition and noun:

Sit on your chair.

9. Emphasis of preposition and adjective and noun:
Get in our yellow car.

10. Emphasis of preposition and possessive and noun:
Get on Pam's tricycle.

11. Emphasis of pronoun and verb:

You play now. OK?

12. Emphasis of verb and pronoun:
Kiss me, Sammy.

11 Emphasis of possessive pronoun and noun:

That's my cookie.

14. Emphasis of possessive pronoun and adjective and noun:

That's my big hat.

15. Emphasis of pronoun and verb:
You sit still.

Once these constructions have been established with the child, they can be combined into
an infinite number of phrases and sentences.

Some examples are:

1. Verb and preposition and possessive and noun:
Please sit on Mommy's lap.

2. Noun and verb and preposition and noun:
That cat is looking in our window.

3. Pronoun and verb and preposition and noun:
You sleep in that bed.

3. Skill 3. Signs Appropriate to Child's Visual Development: A third consideration in selecting

signs to emphasize is the visual development of the child.
Newborn to 2 months. At birth, infants can only focus on objects that are within 9 inches. The

focal distance varies from baby to baby ranging from 7 to 15 inches. The newborn will have
difficulty seeing the communicator's face and hands outside of this range. Parents need to try to
keep signs and gestures close to the newborn and emphasize large, simple signs.

From 2 to 4 months. As the maturation process takes place, the infant's visual attention
develops. By 2 months the infant notices patterns, brightness, and movement. It is at this time that

babies begin to become aware of gestures and signs as hand motions. They will begin to attendlo
these signals. They will track (visually follow) the parents' hand movements from one place to
another if the movements are slow. Parents will need to be aware of the importance of signing
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slowly during this time. They will want to emphasize gestures and signs that have a minimal

amount of motion rather than thos0 that have complicated motion patterns. For example, the sign

for king will be more difficult for the child to perceive at this age than home since king involves a

larger, more complicated motion pattern. Dream will be harder to see than drink. Giraffe will be

harder than cow.

From 4 months to 8 months. By 4 months the infant will be as skilled as an adult in the ability to

focus from one object to another. Until this time, the infant clearly sees only one single object

before him. The child at this age will be able to see facial expressions, gestures, and signs clearly

and focus on individual signs in a series of signs if the signs are made slowly and if spacing is used

between signs. Parents will still want to sign slowly and space signs so that signs in a series can be

perceived. They will still want to emphasize signs with easy hand configurations and simple

motions.

From 8 months to 12 months. By the time the child is 12 months old, he has fully developed

adult vision. The child is able to focus easily on all objects, perceive the motions of gestures and

signs, visually follow a series of signs and focus on each individual sign within the series, and see

fairly difficult motion patterns within signs. Parents of children at this age will still want to sign

slowly and dearly, and to emphasize simple signs with easy motions. As the child grows older, the

parents can pay increasingly less attention to these concerns. Parent advisors will help the parents

identify the visual development of the child so sign stimulation will be appropriate.

Review Que.ions For Parents

1. What are some signs that are meaningful for your child and should therefore be

emphasized?
2. How will you emphasize the signs you select? (see pages 595-597)

3. Because of your child's language and visual development, what type of signs (or sign

construction) should you emphasize? (see pages597-600)

Sample Challenges

1. During the week, emphasize the following five signs that are meaningful for your child

when he goes to the bathroom. (dirty, soap, wash, clean, toilet)

2. Be prepared at our next visit to demonstrate the bathroom activity, using each sign at least

eight times during the activity. (This will be a 100% increase over the frequency you demonstroted

today.)
3. Since your child knows name signs but not action signs, emphasize the following phrases

this week.

Wash face. Play ball.

Throw ball. You come here.
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Lesson 6

Developing A Basic Signing Vocabulary: Reinforcement

Outline/Parent Objectives

Parents will use the skill of reinforcement (providing positive after events for the child's use
of signs).

A. Parents will use praise words and signs.

B. Parents will use pleasant expressions and physical contact as positive after events.

C. Parents will use the skill of expansion; parents will expand the child's attempt to sign by
signing total communication telegrams or signing complete sentences when the parents
have the ability to sign all words in a sentence.

Parents ril continue to implemerit the sign and fingerspelling activities presented in Lesson
4.

Materials

None

Lesson

Introduction. As parents are using sign simplicity and emphasis around the hearing impaired
child, tii'e child will attempt to make many signs. One of the most important things parents can do
when the child signs is to provide positive after events. Parent advisors should discuss the
following material with parents on providing positive after events.

Being responsive to child language. Language acquisition is a complex problem which includes

many factors. One of the important factors is the frequency of the language behaviors which the
child attempts. The home situation should maximize the number of these language attempts so
that the child finds success and positive results from his attempts at language behavior. There are

some easy and practical ways for parents and others in the home to insure that the child will gain
these positive outcomes from his language attempts. The general principle is that the child's
language attempts will increase if those attempts,are followed by positive results in the home. This

presentation will attempt to give some guidelines to parents on how to facilitate such language

attempts by using after events.
The structure of proper response. How parents and others in the child's environment respond

to the child's language attempts determines the frequency of the child's language attempts. The

study of language development has shown that the things or events which immediately follow

these attempts at la, ,guage, control how frequently the attempts occur in the future. These events

which follow a child's language attempts may be called AFTER EVENTS.
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Additionally, it has been shown that the things which come prior to a child's language attempt

may help the child or encourage him td make an attempt at language (for example, pointing to an
object and asking a question or showing the child a picture and asking a question about the
picture). These events may be called BEFORE EVENTS since they occur before the child's language

attempt. Together these events make up a chronological sequence which looks like this:

(Daddy

Before Events 011. Child's Language Attempt After Events.1

("Right,comes into the room) (d-da) that is Daddy.")

All language behavior may be looked at and analyzed by this simple three-step process.
Sometimes the child simply begins verbalizing without any observable before events and many
times no observable after event occurs in response to the child's language attempt. It is important

for parents and others in the home environment to work towards maximizing the occurrence of
positive after events after as many child language attempts as possible during the time the child is

making such attempts. Maximizing these after events will increase the frequency of the child's
language attempts and will maintain the child's motivation to continue attempting language.
Hence, the focus of those in ti,e home should be in assuring that positive after events occur
following the child's language attempts.

Before Events Child's Language Attempt After Events

FOCUS OF HOME-FOLK

Positive after events. Positive after events may be given in many different ways. Some recent

research indicates that the total impac of col, . ration is made of 7% verbal (i.e., the words

we say), 38% vocal (i.e., tone, intonationthe way we say it), u1 55% facial-visual (i.e., the

expressions, gestureshow we say it). If this is true, then which words we use isn't nearly as
important as the ft:he of voice we use and our facial-gestural enthusiasm in responding to
children's language attempts. Simple attention from a parent in the form of looks, smiles,

assorted vocal sounds and verbal praise is a powerful after event to a child. It giveshim a feeling of

success in his language attempt. Other types of after events are also important to the task of

assisting language growth in the child. One of these types is what language teachers call expan-

sions. Expansions are useful and functional in the home environment as after events which can

icn rpcolt in auditory stimulation to the child. Expansions are after events which repeat the child's
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language attempts or expand them into grammatically longer and correct language units. An
example would be where a child says, "Daddy go," and immediately Mommy says, "Daddy is
going to work," an expanded version of the child's initial utterance. Expansions are functional
because they not only communicate attention, but if used with enthusiasm and excitement, they
communicate positive acceptance. This reinforcement increases the probability of the child
making another language attempt. Expansions are perhaps the best after events which can be
used to accelerate and increase language in children. If used properly, they fit into the structure as
follows:

Before
Event

Language
Attempt

("Mamma go.")

Expansion
After Event

("Mamma is going
to town.")

Other types of after events include words of praise, facial expressions, nearness and physical

contacts of various sorts. Below is a listing of potential after events which can be used to increase

children's language attempts. It will be apparent that the type of after event used will depend on
the age of the child, his current level of language, and what the parent or person delivering the
after event is doing.

1. Possible praise signs and sign phrases:

Good
Excellent

Good thinking
I love you
That shows a great deal of work

You really pay attention
You should show this to your father
Show grandma your picture

Go say that to Daddy

2. Expressions:

Smiling
Winking
Nodding up and down

3. Nearness and physical contact:

Touching
Hugging
Sitting in lap
Patting head, shoulder or backs

Thank you

That's right
I'm pleased with that

7"---heatThat's interesting
f

That's clever

Exactly

I like that

Good job

Looking interested
Laughing

Clapping

Stroking arm

Shaking hand

Holding hand
Moving close and listening



4. Sign Expansions:

The skill of expansion enables parents to expand the child's language into complete sen-

tences or from complete sentences to more complex patterns. Examples of expansion from one,

two or three signs to simple signed sentences are:

EXAMPLES OF EXPANSION

Child's utterancp: Parent's response:,

1. Child attempts to sign a word. Parent signs word and puts it back into a simple

sentence "Ball, here is your ball. What a

big ball."

2. Child uses telegraphic language. Parent repeats signs in a complete simple

sentence.

(a) Ball up. (a) Throw your ball up.

(b) Dadda bye-bye. (b) Daddy has gone bye-bye.

(c) See doggie. (c) You see the doggie.

3. Child uses limited vocabulary. Parent adds new vocabulary words.

(a) Cow. (a) See the brown cow.

(b) Want water. (b) You want some cold water.

(c) Come mama. (c) Mama will come fast.

4. Child uses few sentence forms, (perhaps rent expands child's sentences into

only simple, present tense sentences). varied sentence forms.

(a) 1. Go party. (a) Varying tenses:

2. Go to store. 1. Tomorrow you will go to the birthday

party.
2. We went to the store this morning.

(b) I eat cereal. (b) Compound or complex sentences:
You are sitting down and eating your cereal.

(c) 1. Put boat in. (c) New phrases and clauses:

2. I get down. 1. Put your boat in the closet.

3. Doggie hurt. Bandage. (prepositional phrase)
2. When you're finished eating, get down.

(adverbial clause)

3. Your doggie that's hurt needs a bandage.

(adjective clause)

5. Child uses incorrect language Parent expands child's incorrect sign usage into

correct sentences.

(a) All gone shoe. (a) Your shoe is all gone.

(b) Me find shoe. (b) Oh, you found your shoe!

(c) I putted on shoe. (c) You put on your shoe.
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6. Child signs simple ideas.

(a) Mamma, Miss Foyer sick.

No school. Miss Foyer home, cough,
cough, Miss Foyer sick.

Parent expands by adding new information.

(a) Oh, your teacher's sick. Miss Foyer is home

in bed. She feels bad. She coughs. You had

a different teacher at school today. I'm sure
she was a nice teacher.

As the parents learn more signs and begin to feel comfortable signing complete sentences,
they will be in a better position to expand the signed sentences of their child. For example, if the
child signs "Ball," the parent will want to expand the expression to a complete simple sentence,
"Yes, that's a ball." Or if the child signs "Go, bye-bye," the parent may want to sign the simple
sentence "Let's go bye-bye." However, until parents feel comfortable signing complete sen-
tences, they should expand by using total communication telegrams. They should use whatever
signs they know in their expansions. For example, it the child signs "dog" the parent can sign
"Yes, big-dog." Or if the child signs "cookie," the parent can sign "You want-cookie?"

Using positive after events. Effective usage of after events does not require a great deal of time

or preparation from the parent. Most of the after events suggested above may be given without
interrupting the normal flow of work or home tasks which are going on. The important principle
to remember is immediate responsivenes to the child's attempts and to place emphasis on how
the after event is communicated (enthusiasm, etc.) rather than worrying about exactly what you
sign. Only in the use of expansions do you need to think about what to sign and then only to
generate a longer form of the message which the child was attempting to sign. Immediate
response to the child's language attempts will provide the child with motivation to keep trying and
to continue making and modifying his language attempts.

Practicing and remembering to be responsive. Some parents need help in learning how to be

good users of after events. The key is to think about all the situations in which parent and child are
together and figNice out how to apply after events in those situations. Initially try a specific number

of times (10) in each situation and then gradually expand. The more one practices, the more
natural it will become. One way to remember to be responsive is to put reminders in various
strategic locations throughout the home where the parent and child are frequently together.
Notes stuck on the refrigerator, the kitchen cabinets, the bark of the bathroom door, or the

*dressing table serve as cues to remind the parents about what they should be doing. The signs
may read as follows:

BE RESPONSIVE

Tell Billy how
well he is signing.

BE ENTHUSIASTIC

Remember to
EXPAND

605

PRAISE BILLY

Are you praising
Billy's signing attempts?
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The continual use of good after events can be helpful in the complex process ofiearning

language. The use of natural home situations and naturat,occurring after events helps lake

this process easy and enjoyable for the child.

Review Questions For Parents

1. What is a positive after event? (see pages 601-602)

2. Give examples of 2 or 3 positive after events (see pages 603-604)

3. What is expansion? (see bottom of pag 602, top of page 603; examples on pages 604 and

605)

4. How might you expand the followingattempts by a child to sign?

(Whether the parent su, ests total communication telegrams or complete sentence expansions

will depend on the parent's signing abilities.)

Child signs:

Hurt!
Play out.

Want some.
Look, look, airplane.
Please watch.

Expansion:

Sample Challenges

1. Make three reminders to provide positive after events and place them in obvious places in

your home.
2. This week, remember to expand what your child signs into two or three word phrases. Be

ready to demonstrate your expansions at our next visit.
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Lesson 7

Signing Consistently In The Home: Communicating Directly To The Child

Outline/Parent Objectives

Parents will understand the importance of consistently signing whenever they communicate
directly to the child.

Parents will sign whenever they communicate directly to the child in four language areas.

A. The first area is child care activities.
B. The second area is parent task activities.

C. The third area is child initiated activities.
D. The fourth area is parent directed activities.

III. Parents will incorporate the principles of simplicity, emphasis, and reinforcement in their
communication.

Materials

None

Lesson

Introduction. If the hearing impaired child is to develop normal language, he mustbe exposed
to on -g ping total communication input in the home. Just as hearing children are constantly
exposed vo conversation directed tot: 'm and to the background conversation of others, hearing
impaired children must be given the exposure to total communication.

The next three lessons will teach family members how to use total communication consis-
tently in the home. This lesson will discuss the importance of using total communication consis-
tently :n the home. Then steps in achieving consistent total communication use will be presented.
The first of these steps, signing when talking directly to the child, will also be discussed in this
lesson. The next lesson will cover the second step, signing during the home visit, and the
following lesson will discuss the third step, signing background conversation.

Importance of signing consistently in the home. Toby is a 2-year-old deaf child. His father is

prcifaundly deaf and his mother has a severe hearing loss. Both parents sign consistently to Toby
in the home. Signing is their natural language. Toby is greeted by "Good morning," "Hi there,"
"Go you want up?" when he awakens. His mother signs to Toby as she dresses him. "Here's
shoe." "Let's put on shoe." "Push, push." "Push on your shoe." Mother and Daddy sign to Toby
and the other children as they put breakfast at the table. They talk about the day's activities, the

weather, and perhaps how they feel.
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Throughout the day, Mother signs to Toby about things she is doing and about things Toby is

doing. As she cleans up the dishes, she signs, "Wow, a mess." "Look at all thesedishes." Often

she steps over to Toby and signs to him about what he is doing. "Oh, you found toy dog." "Poor

old dog." "His tail's falling off." She always signs to Toby when she is caring forhis needs such as

toilet time, snack time, and undressing him for his nap. At the end of the day, Toby's dad,

brothers, and sisters join in the communication again, and Toby is exposed to ideas about

football, shopping, supper preparation, and television programs.
Just before bedtime, Dad plays with Toby. He signs all of his communication to his son. By the

time Toby is ready to go to bed, he has receivd a day of intense, meaningful language stimula-

tion. Toby feels communicatively and emotionally close to his family because they have provided

consistent communication to him throughout the day.
Toby's language development is 2 months ahead of the normal language development of

hearing children. He has an expressive vocabulary of about 200 words. He signs two-word

phrases, asks, what questionnd refers to himself by the pronoun me. He understands family

name categoris (mother',-fatherx sister), understands same and different, knows the difference

between mine and yours, and and stands a hqst of three-to-four-word phrases and sentences.

Deaf children of deaf parents, wh sign consistently to their children, typically show this type

of language growth. Many studies have done comparing deaf children of hearing parents to

deaf children of deaf parents in reading, s eech reading, math, writing, vocabulary usage, and

overall emotional achievement (Stuckless & rch, 1966: Vernon & Koh, 1970; Meadow, 1968;

Montgomery, 1966). In these studies, deaf child n of deaf parents often score higher than deaf

children of hearing parents. One important reason r the difference between the two groups is

that deaf children of deaf parents typically receive con tent sign language input from birth while

deaf children of hearing parents may not.
Consistent total communication input is necessary if th hearing impaired child is to experi-

ence normal emotional and language development. However, t is not an easy thing for hearing

parents who have never signed in their lives (and perhaps have n ver seen anyone else sign), to

sign consistently to the child. Their total communication vocabu ries are small. It is easy to

confuse and mix up signs. Parents are not accustomed to always move their hands when they

speak. They are afraid of making mistakes, afraid someone will criticize them. These concerns and

fears are certainly understandable. Since consistent total communication is important for the

child's grcwth and well-being, the next three lessons will be devoted to helpin rents improve

their signing consistency.. One word of caution: "Nothing in haste!" Parents mus e conscienti-

ous but not hasty or frantic. teaming how to use total communication consistently to s time. As a

matter of the basis for the following lessons is time; gradually building upon th rents'

skills until, over a period of time, consistent total communication is achieved.

Steps in achieving total communication consistency. After the family has acquired a b*sic

conversational total communication vocabulary (typically 700-300 sigm, or after several weeks

learning a basic vocabulary), the parent . ivisor can begin working with the family on signing

consistency. There are three basic strategies that should be used.
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1. Sign consistently when communicating directly to the child.
2. Sign consistently durinitkehome visit.
3. Sign consistently when the child is present but the conversation is not directed to the child

(sign background conversation).

These three strategies will not be done separately. They will be done in this time order:

Sign Consistently When Communicating Directly to the NW

Sign During the Home Visit

Sign Background Conversation
S

Parent advisors will probably want to spend several weeks on each stskategy. However, the
first strategy will be introduced in this lesson and the remaining two strategies will be introduced
in the next two lessons.

Signing consistently when communicating directly to the child. Family members shoultkuse total

communication whenever they communicate directly to the hearing impaired chit. As
mentioned earlier, family members do not need to worry about signing everything they say sttce
they may not know some signs. However, when the child is addressed, family members should'
sign all that they know.

This skill of signing consistently when communicating directly to the child incorporates the
principle of communication in four language areas. Parents learn to consistently use total com-
munication when they address the child in these four language situations. The four language
areas are: (a) child care activities, (b) parent task activities, (c) child initiated activities, and (d)
parent directed activities.
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Child care activities are activities the parents must do to take care of the child. Such things as

dressing, undressing, feeding, and bathing are child care activities. These child care activities are

very important times for language stimulation. These are the times when parent and child must

communicate.

Parent task activities are the tasks that mom and dad must do everyday. The child participates

in these activities. Such activities as doing the laundry, making the beds, yard work, and cooking

are parent task activities. Parents have to do these regularly. The child will often want to
participate in these activities. The parent should not feel that the parent advisor is trying to teach

them or their child these tasks but showing and helping them to use these activities as maximum

language learning situations. The child should not be forced into these situations but the parent

should be able to make them meaningful language situations when the child wants to participate.

Child initiated, activities are activities the child decides to do on his own. Often a child will be

playing by himself in an activity he initiated himself. The child is obviously motivated and

interested. These situations are some of the most important occasions for language learning in

the child. The parent advisor should model for the parent how she can, when she sees the child in

an activity, intervene with the child and make it a linguistically meaningful language experience.

Parent directed activities are games, stories, and other similar semi-structured activities. Some

language skills can best be developed through these typesof activities. The parent should learn to

sit down and sign a story to the hearing impaired child or conduct a language game or creative

activity such as coloring or cutting. The parent advisor can occasionally bring games, activities,

and materials into the home to demonstrate these to the parents.

Teaching signing consistency in four language areas. In order to help parents sign consistently to

the child in the four language areas, parents and parent advisor should select an activity in one of

the four areas. For example, the parent task activity of picking up clothes may be selected. The

parent advisor will teach the parents some selected clothing signs during the home visit or have

the parents view a videotape on clothing signs during the week. At the subsequent home visit, the

parent advisor will demonstrate how to use the selected clothing signs when communicating with

the child about picking up clothes. Parents and parent advisor will want to remember to use the

principles of simplicity, emphasis, and reinforcement in their communication. It is suggested that

the parent advisor determine how frequently the parent uses the selected activity during the

week. As a reminder to do so, parent advisors may want to leave the following chart for parents to

mplete and then check it at the next home visit.
\
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Example of

LANGUAGE ACTIVITY CHART

Note: A blank form is available on page 613.

Week From To

Activity: Picking up Clothes

Target Signs: pajamas pants

shirt shoes

socks pick-up

coat clean

belt dirty

Approximate Number of Times Activity Signed:

Mon. Tues. Wed. Thurs. Fri. Sat. Sun.

WEEK'S
TOTAL:
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LANGUAGE ACTIVITY CHART

Week From _ To

Activity:

Target Signs:

Approximate Number of Times Activity Signed:

Mon. Tues. Wed,

I

Thurs. Fri. Sat. Sun.

WEEK'S
TOTAL:
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At a subsequeot home visit, a new activity in a different language area should be selected. The

parent advisor should again teach the family selected signs or have the family view a videotape

containing the signs and then model use of the selected signs. This process should continue until
parents are communicating with the child in many activities in each of the four language areas.

Throughout these many weeks of signing daily activities to .the child, all family members
should receive this constant reminder: Always sign whatever you know when talking directly to
the child. Homemade signs and notes can be left on refrigerator doors or in other obvious places

to remind the family to:

SIGN TO SAMMY!

SIGN TO PAM!

TALK TO CINDY

WITH YOUR HANDS!

MATT NEEDS MORE LANGUAGE

THAR THE REST OF US DO

SIGN!!! ALL THE TIME!

WHATEVER SIGNS YOU KNOW,
SIGN THEM TO SUZIE!

Review Questions For Parents

1. Why is it impertant for your hearing impaired child to have other family members sign

consistently in the home? (see pages 607 and 608)
2. What are some examples of activities in the four language areas in which you can sign

directly to your child? (Have parents give some examples.)

Child care activities:
4 Parent task activities:

Child initiated activities:
Parent directed activities:

Sample Challenges

1. During this week, sign to your child in the child care activity of getting your child dressed.

Use all signs that you know.
2. Using the language activity chart, record how often' you conduct the table setting activity

this week. Make sure to sign to your child whenever you conduct this activity. Use the target

signs: table, plate, glass, knife, fork, and spoon.
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Lesson 8

Signing Consistently In The Home: Signing The Home Visit

Outline/Parent Objectives

I. Parents will understand the importance of signing with the parent advisor during the home

visit.

11. Parents and parent advisor will sign consistently during the home visit.
A. The activity portion of the home visit will first be signed.
R. The discussion of the activities will next be signed.
C. Finally, the business session of the home visit will be signed so that all communication

during the entire home visit will be signed.

Materials

None

Lesson

Introduction. As was discussed during the last lesson, there are three important things family

members need to do to achieve consistent usz,bf total communication in the home.

1. Sign consistently when communicating directlyto the child.

2. Sign consistently during the home visit. '

3. Sign background conversation consistently.
The last lesson discussed the first step in achieving total communication consistency. This

lesson will introduce the second step, signing consistently during the home visit. The last step will

be introduced in tl* next lesson.

Signing consistently during the home visit. The second major goal in learning to use total

communication consistently in the home is for the parents and parent advisor to sign all com-

munication during the entire home visit: This will take time but is an important step developing

ease and consistency in total communication use. This-step should begin after parents have begun

working on signing consistently when talking directly to the child as shown graphically below:

Signing Directly to the Child

Signing During the Home Visit
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An important thing to remember is to relax, take time, be patient, and enjoy learning to sign

during the home visit. A lot of mistakes will be madebut that is not serious. Concentrate on
enjoying small increases of signing time during successive home visits. Of course parents and
parent advisors should talk as they sign and should sign all words they know. If certain signs are
not known, these words will be spoken only. Parents and professionals can then help each other
learn the unknown signs. They may want to have a signing book handy to look up unknown signs.

It does not matter how slow the signing is. Speed will come with experience. The important thing

is to sign all known words.
The parent and parent advisor may want to follow this format:

1. To begin with, sign the activity section of the home visit; that is, parent advisor demons-
trates the activity using total communication and then the parent does the activity in total
communication. The activities should be kept simple and short in the beginning.

2. Increase the length of the signed activity. Perhaps 1 or 2 minutes will be long enough at the

outset. Increase the length of the signed activity to 10 to 15 minutes over the course of a few

weeks.
3. Begin signing the discussion and challenges following the activity. The parent advisor may

sign questions such as: "Can you think of some times and places that you could do this activity
during the week?" or "How many times would you like to try to do this activity during the week?"

or "How did you feel when you did the activity?" or 'What would be a good .way to involve
Tammy's sister in the activity this week?" After the challenges are written down, the parent can
sign them back to the parent advisor to make sure they are clear. If the parent has any questions,

they can be asked in sign.
4. The next thing that can be added is signing the description and discussion of the activity.

The parent advisor will be primarily responsible for this. She will need to explain why the activity is

done and how it will be done. Responses from the parent should also be signed.
5. The last thing to be added is the beginning business session portion of the home visit.

Parent advisors will need to get information about child and parent progress during the week. The

parent checklists will need to be discussed. Parents may want to describe specific incidents that

happened during the week. The parent advisor will make announcements (parent group meeting,
audiological test appointment) and will handle necessary business (making new mold impres-
sions, fitting trial hearing aids). This preliminary business discussion should be signed by both

parent advisor and parent.
By the end of many weeks of increased signing time during the home visit, parents and parent

advisors will be signing throughout the entire home visit.
Note: Parent advisors who may need help in brushing up on their signing skills should see the

section "Notes and Supplemental Information" on pages 621-622.
The following chart may assist parent advisors and parents to increase their signing times

during home visits.
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(date)

(date

(date)

(JD

(date)

(date)

(date)

(date)

(date)

(date)

Portions of Home Visit Signed

Instructions: The chart should be marked at the end of each home visit. Put an X in the box of each level as it isachieved. When boxes have
been checked in the categories of (1) activity, (2) discussion and challenges, (3) description, and (4) business session, during
any one home visit, the basic home visit is being signed and the charting can be discontinued.

(1.) Activity(s)
0-5 min.

Activity(s)
b,5-10 min.
'

Activity(s)
10-15 min.

Activity(s)
15-20 min.

(2.) Discussion
of Activity ano

Challenges

(3.) Description
of

Activity(s)

(4.) Business
Session

...

. . .,.. ...



Review Questions For Parents

1. Now will you and your parent advisor gradually learn to sign all of the home visit?

Sample Challeages

1. Be prepared at our next home visit to use total communication in our discussion of the
activity

2. Sign the activity of clearing the table during this week. Remember to use the new signs you

learned today while doing this activity: napkin, butter, jar, pitcher, tablecloth.

Notes/Supplemental Information

Strategies for parent advisors to learn and improve total communication:

1. The beginning step for most profession Is in learning signs is to view sign language
videotapes or enroll in a sign language class. Sign language classes are frequently taught by local

school districts, universities, vocational rehabili tion services, parent-infant programs, and
schools for the deaf. Professionals should inquire th ughly about what is available in their area.

Most professionals find that one basic signing class is not enough. Several classes usually are
necessary. These may be taken sporadically or in a series.

Sign language videotapes (such as those available from SKI*HI Institute) can be viewed on a

playback unit in the professional's home. The parent advisor should learn a basic signing vocabul-

ary before acquiring a total communication case. After picking up a total communication case, she

can review appropriate taped lessons in preparation for her home visits. For example, avideotape
lesson mealtime could be reviewed before conducting a home visit activity on lunch preparation.
Or if a videotape is not available, the parent advisor would review a word list of signs that could be

used in the home visit.
2. Professionals need total communication cases to assist in the development of their total

communication skills. Professionals who take a class or two but never make themselves available
for total communication cases will not learn signing skills very quickly. Of course the first few
cases may be a bit awkward but if professionals are honest an indicate to families that they are

beginning signers, a spirit of mutual assistance can be establis After the professional has
worked with several total communication families and has used the strategies suggested, she will

find her skills greatly improved.
3. Regular individual practice sessions and practice sessions with others are important for the

professional. Parent advisors in the same geographic area may want to meet together regularly to

practice fingerspelling and signing. In some programs, this is considered in-service training and
the professionals are paid to attend the sessions. Despite the provision for group practice
sessions, the parent advisors should engage in a lot of private practice: signing along with TV and
radio commercials, signing in front of a mirror, fingerspelling road signs while riding in the car,
and talking (signing) to oneself.

Some programs utilize videotapes of deaf adults signing. These tapes can be used in in-
service training sessions to enhance the learner's ability to read signs. Programs may obtain these
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tapes from vocational rehabilitation services, schools for the deaf, universities, or state associa-

tions for the deaf.
4. Professionals will find that a most interesting and expeditious way of improving their

signing skills is to become involved in deaf community activities. Interacting in sign with other

deaf adults is perhaps the very best way to learn sign language. Some deaf community activities

include: (a) showing of captioned films (film clubs, church groups sponsoring regular showings,

school for the deaf movie nights); (b) church services for the deaf; (c) deaf sporting events
(bowling, ping-pong, golf, volleyball tournaments, basketball); (d) state association for the deaf

conventions; (e) theaters of silence; (f) school for the deaf activities; (g) events sponsored by

state and kcal associations for the deaf; (h) deaf amateur (skit).nights.

5. One of the best ways for the professional to become a proficient signer is for her to teach

others signs. Parent advisors can regularly teach their own children and spouses signs. Or they

can volunteer to teach beginning sign language classes. Or as part of each in-service training

session, parent advisors can rotate in teaching the other parent advisors new signs.

If a total communication child is attendilig a special unit in a public school or is mainstreamed

for some of his classes in a public school, the parent advisor may want to teach a sign class or

arrange for a sign class to be taught to interested hearing students.

6. The final strategy professionals can employ to improve signing skills is to interpret for deaf

persons. To begin with, the parent advisor may want to volunteer to occasionally interpretfor the

deaf children in her caseload at such occasions as cub scout meetings or church meetings. As

soon as family members are able to do this, they should assume these responsibilities rather than

the parent advisor. Parent advisors may want to acquire interpreting skills by making themselves

available to interpret for deaf individuals. This is a more comfortable situation than interpreting

for groups of deaf persons which is considerably more threatening. To interpret for audiological

evaluations, doctor appointments, or in social situations is excellent practice. In some states,

parent advisors are paid to interpret for deaf parents of deaf children in activities sponsored by

parent-infant programs (such as parent group meetings).
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Lesson 9

Signing Consistently In The Home: Signing Background Conversation

Outline/Parent Objectives

1. Parents will understand the importance of using total communication consistently whert the
hearing impaired child is present even though the conversation is not necessarily directed t9
the child.

II. Parents will sign the background conversation of more and more daily activities until they are
signing all the time in the presence of the child.

Materials

None

Lesson

Introduction. The three basic steps in using total communication consistently in the home
are: (a) signing consistently when communicating directly to the child, (b) signing consistently
during the home visit, and (c) signing background conversation consistently.

We have discussed the first two steps during the last two lessons. The last step, signing
background conversation, will be discussed in this lesson. This is perhaps the most difficult of the

three steps but it is very important. Remember that hearing children are exposed to many
conversations throughout each:day that are not directed to them. They learn a great deal about
language from these conversations. The hearing impaired child is at a disadvantage because he is

lacking in that one important channel for learning languagehearing. He needs more language
input than the hearing child to make up for this deficit. It does not make sense to deny the hearing
impaired child signed background conversation when he needs more language input than a
hearing child. That is why this particular skill is so important even though it may be difficult and
though it takes time and effort to achieve. This skill should begin after parents have begun
working on signing consistently during the home visit.

Signing Directly to the Child

Signing During the Home Visit

Signing Background Conversations

These three skills continue until all have been achieved.
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Signing background conversations. Before presenting a format for teaching this skill, we would

like to point out some things to remember.
1. If the hearing impaired child is not present, it is not absolutely necessary to sign to others.

However, family members will probably discover that signing to each other in the absence of the

child is excellent practice and usually a lot of fun.
2. When private conversations are necessary and the child is present, signing shoUld be

discontinued. Hearing children would receive this same treatment. Adults would lower their

voices or go to another room.
3. In families where there are other young children, parents will benefit from always signing

their simple conversations to these children, The simplicity of these conversations makes them

ideal times to practice signing. It encocrages the young siblings to learn total communication and

use it. Most importantly, it enables the hearing impaired child to feel part of a signing environ-

ment and to be exposed to simple conversational signing on a continuing basis.

4. If family members are "beginners" and find signing background conversations difficult,

they should concentrate on signing during the times when the child is really looking at them.

Family members will want to constantly remind themselves and each other to be aware of times

when the child is looking at them and sign during those times.
The following is a suggested format which will assist family members to sign as they talk in the

prescAce of the child, even though the conversation may net be directed to the cF '!cl.

1. To begin with, parents and parent advisor should decide on a time unit during each day to

work on. Following are some examples of time units.

1. Getting child up,
dressing child

2. Feeding Child 3. Sending or taking child to
morning school or other
special programs

4. Morning play/
work activities

5. Morning nap
time

6. Lunch activities

7. Afternoon school
or special programs

8. Afternoon play/
work activities

9. Afternoon nap

10. Other children coming
home from school

11. Suppertime 12. Before-bed activities, getting
child dressed for bed, storytime,
prayers, playing with child

8' The parent and parent advisor should outline the family's typical daily time units. The number

of units will vary from famity to family. One unit should then be selected on which to begin

working.
2. The goal during the week will be for the parents to sign consistently during one time unit

even though not signing directly to the child. The parent will need to remember only one time

unit and will sign every word they know despite who is being addressed. After a time unit has been

selected, the parent advisor will demonstrate how to sign the unit. For example, if playtime is

selected, parent advisor will sign while talking to the child, the siblings, the parent or to
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friena§ of the child during the activity. Then the parent will do the activity. The challenge for the

40 week will be for the parents to sign as much as they can during that time unit every day of the
week.

3. At the next session, select a new time unit. The parent advisor will demonstrate the activity

and then the parent will do the activity. The challenge for the week will be for the parents to sign to

all persons being addressed during the new time unit.

4. This procedure will be continued until all time units have been covered. Parents should
then feel comfortable signing consistently during all typical daily time units with anyone who is
present. Families may want to use a chart to help keep track of the time units they have worked on

and which one is currently being worked on. An example of a chart is on page 626. A blank form is
on page 629.

5. Some families may wish to add an additional step. After they have practiced signing all time

units, they may want to combine time units in a cumulative fashion.
For example, the Martin family might sign two time units in one week: breakfast ac.d

lunchtime. During the next week they could add another time unit: breakfast, lunchtime and
supper. During the third week they would add another unit: breakfast, lunchtime, supper, and
playtime with siblings. At the end of several weeks, all time units would be signed daily.

Family members may want to use a chart to record their cumulative signing. An example of
this chart used by the Martin family in on page 627. A blank form is on page 631.

Review Questions For Parents

1. Why is it important for the hearing impaired child to be exposed to signed background
conversation? (see page 623)

2. Describe how you and other family members will gradually learn to sign consistently when
the hearing impaired child is present but when the conversation is not necessarily directed to the
child.

Sample Challenges

1. During this week, use all the signs you know to everyone you communicate with during
the activities of getting up and breakfast. Use the form TIMES TO SIGN.
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(The Martin family) Example of:

TIMES TO SIGN

(Sign all you can to everyone you talk to)

Note: Blnk form is on page 629.

1. Get-up ti 2. Bath time 3. Breakfast 4. Morning playtime

V

5. Nap 6. Lunch

tif
7. .Afternoon 8. Supper

V

9. Playtime with

siblings

10. Getting dressed

r bed

11. Bottle time

Unit To Be Worked On:

week of: Aug. 3-9 Get-up time

week of Aug. 10-16 Bath time

week of: Aug. 17-23 \ Breakfast

Aug. 24-30 Lunchtime
week of: _ _ _

week of: Aug. 31-Sep. 6

week of:

week of:

week of:

week of:

week of:

week of:

week of:
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(The Martin Family) Example of

TIMES TO SIG
(Cumulative Signi

Note: Blank form is on page 631.

Date Unit Added:

9/26

10/3

10/10

10/17

10/24

Sign These Times:

(Sign all you can to everyone

you talk to)

Get-up time

Bath time

Breakfast

Momirlg_plame

Nap time
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TIMES TO SIGN

(Sign all you can to everyone you talk to)

4.

7.

, 10.

week of:

week of:

week of:

week of:

week of:

week of:

week of:

week of:

week of:

week of:

week of:

week of:

week of:

week of:

week of:

2. 3.

5.

8. 9.

UNIT TO BE WORKED ON:
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TIMES TO SIGN
(Cumulative Signing)

Date Unit Added: Sign These Times:
(Sign all you can to everyone
you talk to)
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Lesson 10

Using Effective Total Communication In The Home

Outline/Parent Objectives

I. In order to make total communication effective, parents will use animation.
A. They will use interesting facial and body expressions.

B. They will exaggerate certain signs.

II. Parents will use speech effectively in total communication.

A. They will always use their voices.
B. They will speak clearly, avoiding over-articulation and synchronizing hand motions to

word syllables when possible.

Parents will use affixes and non-content words in their total communication.

IV. Parents will get the child to watch them sign.
A. They will get down on the child's level.
B. They will use interesting facial and body expressions.
C. They will not demand visual attentiveness on the part of the child.

D. They will allow the child to initiate signed conversation.
E. They will allow the child freedom to tune in and out of signed background conversation.

V. Parents will correct the child's signing mistakes only if the child obviously needs help.

A. They will realize over-correction inhibits child signing.
B. When appropriate, they will gently use shaping to help the child make signs.

VI. Parents will know how to communicate even if their hands are full.

A. If possible, they will free their hands and use two-handed signing
B. If two-handed signing is not possible, they will use one-handed signing (using their

predominant hand).
C. If one-handed signing is not possible, they will establish eye contact with the child and

clearly enunciate the message.

VII. Parents will encourage reluctant family members to use total communication by doing

such things as not forcing them to sign, involving them in enjoyable family sign activities
and games, and teaching the peers of reluctant family members how to sign and

fingerspell.

VIII. Parents will involve relatives and friends in total communication by doing such things as

inviting them to view video lessons, involving them in informal signed conversation, and

giving them signing books or games as gifts.
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Materials

None

Lesson

Introduction. This lesson will provide suggestions for making total communication as effec-
tive as possible in the home. SKI*111 Institute conducted a survey of parents in 11 states who were

using total communication with their children 0-5 years of age. The parents were asked what

problems and frustrations they had in using total communication around their children. The

following eight concerns emerged as the most pressing issues: (a) using animation, (b) using
speech effectively in total communication, (c) using affixes and connective words, (d) getting the

child to watch you sign, (e) correcting the child's signing mistakes, (f) signing when yourhands are

full, (g) getting reluct;..nt family members to sign, (h) involving relatives and friends in total
communication. This lesson will offer suggestions for dealing with these problem areas.

As discussed earlier in the section, "General Teaching Strategies," some parents may not be

having problems with some of these issues. If so, the issues can be mentioned and parents

praised for doing well on them. It is up to the parent advisor to decide how many lessons should

be devoted to the issues on which parents need help. For some parents, one or two lessons may

be adequate for all the issues. For other parents, one or two lessons might be required for each

issue.
The parent advisor should model the skills involved and then have the parents perform.

These skills can be presented while family members are still working on achieving signing

consistency in the home as shown by this schematic.

SIGNING CONSISTENTLY:

When Talking to the Child

During Home Visit

When Child is Present But
Conversation Not Directed to Child

Skills to Improve Signing Effectiveness

Suggestions for improving effectiveness of total communication. The following suggestions will

enable family members to use total communication effectively and enjoyably in the home.

1. Using animation. Let the face and body really communicate. Remember that total com-

munication means total communication. Parents should feel free to use facial and body expres-

sions along with their speech and signs.
Studies of body movements and facial expressions reveal that they are the primary com-

municators of human feelings. Since the hearing impaired child relies heavily on body language

and facial animation to learn meanings (particularly emotional meanings), parents should re-

member to use body and facial animation when using total communication.
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An important part of animation in total communication is exaggerating certain signs with
actompanyirig facial and body expressions. For example, if one is signing "What a big house!" the

sign big can be made very large. The eyes and mouth can widen to add a definite impression of
bigness. Or if someone signs "I was shocked!" the signer can drop open his or her mouth and
widen his or her eyes. These cues will enhance meaning and facilitate faster learning for the
hearing impaired child.

2. Using speech effectively in total communication. As discussed in lesson 2, parents should

always use their voices when they sign. These supplemental speech clues will facilitate the child's

development of speech and language. If parents occasionally forget to use their voices, parent
advisors may need to provide periodic, gentle voice reminders. For parents who frequently forget

to use their voices, the parent advisor may want to chart the number of sentences signed in a
particular activity and the percent of those sentences signed with voice. Parent advisors would
then challenge parents to conduct the activity again, increasing the percent of signed and spoken
sentences.

Parents need to speak clearly while signing. They need not over- articulate, but precision in

speaking will help the child identify the words. If possible, parents should make the syllables of
their words conform to the movement of the sign.

3. Using affixes and non-content words in total communication.

Affixes: The English language is full of affixes (additions onto words). Some affixes are
prefixes (come before the content word) such as pre, un, dis, and in. Some affixes are suffixes
(come after the content word) such as ing, ed, ly, and tion.

There is evidence from studies of spoken language acquisition that children learn to express

word meanings more quickly if affixes are used. Hearing impaired children will learn affixes easily
if: (a) they have proper amplification to help them hear the affixes, (b) they are constantly exposed

to the affixes in sign and, (c) the affixes are signed clearly (they are easy for the child to see)
(Schlesinger, 1978).

The following suggestions will enable family members to use affixes in total corn munication.

(1.) Family members who are learning to sign shi qild not try to sign all affixes. It will frustrate

the signer and confuse the child. Family members should at first concentrate on using simple
functional words (content words) rather than compound or complex words that contain affixes.
For examples, enjoy would be used before enjoyment, kind before kindness, quick before
quickly.

When family members feel comfortable using basic signs in total communication telegrams
(see lesson 4), they should begin to emphasize suffixes (word endings). Suffixes provide more
meaning initially than prefixes for children. Hearing children use the endings ing and ed before
other affixes. They learn the ing ending early because ing refers to a process named by the verb
(such as running) that is in progress at the time and is therefore obvious.

The ing ending is probably the best affix to emphasize initially. It should be used consistently
with action verbs requiring this ending. Parents will then want to use plural endings (es, s), and
past tense endings (ecl, d, t). in their total communication. All word endings should be signed
clearly so the child can easily perceive them.
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(2.) Family members will want to add more word endings as soon as possible. Parents will

want to use such suffixes as:

able ee er est im ion ite ment

age en ar ible it tion ity neath

ant ed or is in sion icity ness

ate ance ese ice ile ish ive ous

d ence ess ify ine ism ize t

dom
e

it 1st ly th

ure
y

(3.) Finally, parents will want to incorporate prefixes into their signing. Some prefixes to be

used are.

anti inter pro

ante infra re

dis pre sub

un

yester

Note: Books containing good descriptions of signed affixes include Signing Exact English,

Geri lee Gustason, et al.; A Basic Course in Manual Communication, Terrance J. O'Rourke; and

San Juan Visual English System, San Juan Unified School District.

Non-content words! Historically, many deaf individuals have had difficulty using the little

connector words of Ian& age (such as a, an, the, and, but, if, am, be, for, etc.). These non-content

words comprise a large percentage of the words in the English language. Many parents notice

their hearing impaired children skipping over these little words in their signing or later on in their

reading. One reason for this may be the children's scanty exposure to these non-content words as

a result of their parents skipping over them in their own signing.

Parent advisors should teach connector and other non-content words to parents as soon as

they have a small, basic vocabulary. The following list gives some connector words in order of

increasing aifficulty (extracted from Dolch, 1945).

Connector Words

to not ?hat if will

a at did soon am

the so had it of

into by an some or

and do this from with

for are was then has

is on just but any

he
1

-
as those

shall
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Initially, parents will want to use total communication telegrams while they are learning signs.

But as soon as they have a basic vocabulary, more and more non-content words should be added
until the parents are signing complete sentences. The parent advisor should model the use of
connector words in complete sentences during the home visits. The parent and parent advisor
should select specific situations during which the parents will practice using these words in
context in the home.

4. letting the 'child to watch you sign. Establishing good eye contact with the child while
signing is of utmost importance. However, a common complaint of parents of hearing impaired
children is that the children do not look at the parent's face or signs, or they turn their heads away

before the parents are finished signing. There are some important things to consider in trying to
remedy this problem.

first of all, children who learn to look at the face of the signer, rather than looking at the hands

of the signer will be looking where most of the action is. Siple (1978) has shown that signs that are

formeri near the face and upper chest are smaller

and have more detail than signs formed outside 4t ,°?
of this area. Signs formed outside of the face- -q .4
upper chest region are larger, more repetitive,
and easier to distinguish from each other. There-
fore, if children learn to focus on the face region,

they wi'l be getting most of the signing activity
and will be able to perceive the larger, easier
outside signs in their peripheral vision. In addi-
tion, important lip clues are available if the child
looks at the signer's face. Parents should never insist that children
emphasis should be placed on attending to the speaker's face.

Secondly, children will be more likely to look at the signer and maintain eye contact if the
signer does two important things: (a) Get down on the child's level. If parents squat or otherwise
position themselves on the level of the child, the child will be more likely to attend than if the child

has to constantly look up at the signer. (b) Use interesting facial expressions and body language.

The attention of the child will be maintained if he has something interesting to look at instead of
expressionless, deadpan countenances. (See no. 1 in this lesson.) This item cannot be overem-

phasized. Just as hearing children require interesting intonation and animation in adult talk
before they will attend to it, hearing impaired children need facial and body animation in total
communication to get and maintain their attention.

Thirdly, parents and teachers often over-demand visual attentiveness on the part of the child.

They may grab the child's chin and turn it towards them when they want to sign something or they

may become angry and sign "Pay attention!" or "Look at me." The child senses this frustration on

tbe part of the adult and refuses to look. It is interesting that the many studies done on
demanding, anxious parents indicate that when children sense demands and frustration, they

tend to back off and refuse to do what is being demanded. The more parents demand attention,
the more children look away. As a result, communication levels are lower and aggression levels

watch their hands. Rather,
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are higher in the children. In addition, if hearing impaired children feel that whenever they look at

their parents, that the parents are signing something to direct or punish them ("be quiet," "stop
that," "bad girl," "sit down"), the children will look away frequently. If instead parents frequently

use positive, accepting signs ("pretty girl," "I love you," "good boy"), children will look at parents

much more frequently and much longer.
A fourth consideration is that parents may not realize the importance of allowing the child to

begin the conversation. Many parents insist on starting most of the conversations. They demand

that the child look at them and then proceed to sign. Very young children start as high as 50
percent of parent-child conversations. The child most frequently does this by simple glancing at

the parents. Parents who are sensitive to these glances and then start signing back to the child will

get more attention from the child than if they insist on getting the child's attention first and then

signing to him.
A fifth consideration is this: A hearing impaired child often does not have the opportunity to

develop a sense of selectivity in tuning into and out of background conversation. He does not

develop a concept of conversational turns. Hearing children can tune into and outof background

conversations depending on their interest at the moment. They also develop a concept of
conversational turns as they willingly take turns in family conversations. The hearing impaired

child may not get this same opportunity because background conversation istypically not signed.

The child does not sense the freedom to tune into signed background conversation that may be of

interest. The child feels that whenever someone signs, he must attend, he must look. The child

does not feel a part of the free-flow of conversation in the home where some of the conversation

is for him and some is not. In time, the child may begin to resent always having to attend whenever

someone signs rather than feeling part of a conversational environment where he willingly takes a

conversational turn or he voluntarily tunes into the conversations of others. That is why signing

background conversation in the home is so important. (See Lesson 9.) When this is done, the

child's voluntary attending wilt greatly improve.
Finally, if a child simply does not look at the parents, more specific steps may be necessary.

The parent should gently place his or her hands on either side of the child's head and move it so

the child's eyes meet the parent's eyes. The parent may want to introduce the signs look or look at

me. If eye contact is established, the child should be rewarded warmly with a loving smile and the

comment good looking. If the child avoids the parent's eyes, the parent should persist in signing

look at me until the child responds and then reward warmly.
5. Correcting the child's signing mistakes. Perfect signs

cannot be expected from children. In the beginning, im-
perfect signs can be compared to baby talk. If approxima-
tions are readable in any way, parents should accept them
and respond to them. Gross approximations will have to be
accepted from children with visual or motor difficult),es.

Parents may want to do some occasional shaping to help

the child develop a readable vocabulary. Shaping means to -11
physically assist the child in making a correct hand forma-

r
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tion. Deaf mothers use some shaping naturally with their deaf children (Belfugi & Klima, 1978). tf

the child is in the baby sign stage (trying to imitate adult hand motions but not making true signs),

parents can occasionally assist the child to correctly form some signs. Or if the child is in the true
sign stage, help may be necessary at times for the child's formation of new signs. The tendency for

most parents is to overshape. If a child feels the parent is constantly correcting signs and shaping

his hands for improved signs, the child will decrease his amount of signing. Some children simply

refuse to sign if parents constantly correct them or demand that their signs be made better or
prettier. Occasional shaping, however, may be appropriate.

The following things should be remembered when shaping:
(1.) The signs the child makes are 180° different from the signs made by others, if the child is

facing another person. The child's own signs then, look quite different to him than the signs of
others. This dilemma may account for the fact that young children frequently invert signs. The
child may invent the direction of static signs (the hand may be pointed in the wrong direction) or

reverse the direction and/or motion of active signs. If the child is reversing signs, the parent
should realize this is a very natural occurence. In all probability the child will quickly self-correct.
However, if this isnot evident, the parent may want to sit next to the chid rather than across from
him. It may be necessary to gently take the child's hand and place it in the proper direction or
make the motion in the correct way.

(2.) Discourage the child from adding extra movements to signs. The extraneous movements

will be difficult to eliminate later. it is advisable to use shaping for correct hand formations rather

than letting the extra motions become habitual parts of signs.
(3.) Use a gentle warm approach when shaping rather than a correcting, punishing approach.

Immediately after shaping the sign, reinforce the child for his participation. "That's right!" "That's

apple!"
(4.) Parents may want to occasionally ask the'older hearing impaired child to help them make

new signs. If the child has acquired new signs in pre-school or kindergarten, he will probably be

delighted to help the parents form these new signs.

6. Signing when hands are full. Many signs are made with two hands. In some cases, both
hands may be doing essentially the same thing such as in the signs want, place, can, do, young,
and enjoy. in these signs, the position of one hand may be slightly different from the other or the
motion of one hand may be reversed from the other but both hands are basically doing the same

thing.
in other signs, the hands are doing different things. Some of these signs are: chair, bread, hit,

stand, tomato, and turtle. The motion, handshape, and position of both hands are different.
Whenever possible, parents should use both hands for two-handed signing to make the signs

as correct as possible. in fact, in all situations involving two-handed signing, obstacles should be

removed so the signs can be correct.
For example, the mother may be sweeping and trying to sign-stand up to her chi!d at the same

time. It would be advisable for her to prop the broiim against herself for a few seconds and free

her hands for the signs.
However, there are occasions when it'is not possible or perhaps quite inconvenient to free

both hands for two-handed signing. In such cases here are some suggestions:
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(1.) For signs that are made by both hands doing basically the same thing (want, cry), use only

the free hand. Parents should be particularly aware of using facial and body clues to give
additional meaning to these signs.

(2.) For signs that are made by both hands doing different things, (a) fingerspelling can be
substituted for the two-handed sign or (b) the dominant hand (most important hand for the sign's
meaning) can be used. For example, the right hand in the sign for stand or fall would be sufficient

without the left hand to convey the meaning. Again facial and body expressions will be important

additional clues.
(3.) If both hands are occupied and one or two-handed signing is impossible, the signer

should establish eye contact with the child and enunciate clearly the word or words. Facial and

body language clues will need to be used. The child will probably be able to understand the

message.
(4.) If a person is right-handed and that hand is occupied, the signer may want to use the)g'

hand, signing very slowly to ensure as much accuracy as possible with the awkward hand. Of

course, just the reverse procedure would be used for a left-handed person. Family members may

enjoy practicing signing and fingerspelling using both hands at the same time to enable them to

use their weaker hand in emergencies. Two-hand signing and fingerspelling in front of a mirror is

excellent practice.
7. Getting reluctant family members to use total communication. Some family members will

pick up total communication quickly and use it frequently and others will not. it is not uncommon

for some family members to resist Laming and using total communication. Wise parents will

never become insistent that reluctant family members sign. They will gently encourage them.
They will warmly reinforce the reluctant signers when they do sign. They will remember that the

best way to teach reluctant signers total communication is for the parents to sign consistently in

the home.
If all family members learn to enjoy signing instead of feeling that they must sign to help the

deaf sibling, they will offer less resistance. Most parents will find that if they use total communica-

tion consistently, gently encourage family members to sign, and use interesting activities to

promote the learning and use of total communication, all family members will participate.
However, the following are a few specific suggestions for family membrs who are very reluctant

to use total communication.
(1.) T-or some children, interest in sign language can be sparked by having their own sign

books or sign games. These books and games make excellent birthday and Christmas gifts. In

addition, some children enjoy books about deafness and signing. See a representative listing of

such books on pages 642-644. These book: may kindle an interest in using total communication.

(2.) Older reluctant :'blings may be e couraged to use total communication if some of their

friends know a few signs and perhaps the manual alphabet. Children love secret codes. They

delight in participating with friends in giving and sending secret messages. Parents (or the

reluctant sibling) can teach fingerspelling and basic signs to peers in scout meetings, schools and

youth church groups.
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(3.) Participation by reluctant family members may be encouraged by friendly family compe-
tition or other activities (see lesson 4 for activity and game suggestions). A family sign off is a

possibility. Each family member presents new signs he has learned during the week. The winner is

the one who makes the most improvement over his prior score. For example, if Shaun learned 4
signs one week and 7 the next, he would win over Gail who learned 13 signs one week and 14 the
next. (This accounts for age level differences.)

(4.) Some family members become enthused, proficient signers if they are given
responsibilities such as: (a) interpreting for hearing impaired children in school, church, and
community activities; (b) teaching or assisting in the teaching of hearing impaired children's
groups (scouting groups, Sunday school, etc.); (c) teaching local sign language courses; (d)
assisting or participating in deaf community activities (captioned movies, sporting events, skit
nights, bazaars); and (e) interpreting for deaf adults (churco meetings, PTA meetings, private
consultations with professionals, social gatherings, etc.).

8. Involving relatives and friends in total communication. Several total communication families

have taken an important extra step to include relatives and friend; in the child's total communica-

tion environment. Although most relatives and friends will net become proficient in the use of
total communication, if they know fingerspelling and some basic signs, the child's communica-
tion environment will expand and become much more meaningful. The following suggestions
can be used to involve relatives and friends in learning and using total communication.

(1.) Sign instructional books are excellent gifts for grandparents, cousins, aunts, uncles,
in-laws, and other relatives and friends. Select a book that is simple and well illustrated and one
that includes the manu?! alphabet. A compl-te listing of sign instructional books is in the
monograph "Materials List for Profeszicnals and Parents of Young Hearing Impaired Children"
and is available from SKI*HI Institute. Manua! alphabet cards inserted in greeting, birthday, or
Christmas cards are also good ideas.

(2.) Have parents invite persons directly involved with the hearing impaired child (Sunday
school teachers, Bible study teachers, scout leaders, Campfire girls and Brownie leaders) to view
sign language tapes in their home or attend classes with them. Or parents can arrange for a video
playback machine to be placed in the person's home for convenient video viewing (contact
SKI*H I Institute for information on home video equipment and tapes). Informal practice sessions

can also be arranged. Even though these support people may only be able to sign some of their
communication to the child, some communication will be much better than none at all.

(3.) Organize neighborhood sign classes. Neighborhood parents and children can gather at a
designated time and place and learn simple signs such as hi, ball, throw, come, play, etc. These
sessions can be conducted by the parent advisor or parents. Such sessions will enable the hearing

impaired child to begin communicating with his neighbors.
(4.) An excellent way to t.?ach relatives and friends signs is for family members to be willing to

periodically introduce signs in the course of informal conversation. For example, while talking
about a recent field trip the child took to a zoo, the parent could show the friend or relative how to
sign some zoo animals. Or if the conversation is about politics or religion, signs related to these
areas could be demonstrated.
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Review Questions For Parents

1. How can you make your total communication more animated? (see pages 634 and 635)

2. How can you use speech effectively in your total communication? (see page 635)

3. What are affixes and non-content words and why is it important to sign them? (see pages

635-637)
4. What are some ways to get your hearing impaired child to watch you sign? (see pages 637

and 638)

5. If it is obvious that your child needs help in forming a sign, how can you help him? (see

pages 638 and 639)

6. How can you communicate to your child even if your hands are full? (see pages 639 and 640)

7. How can reluctant family members beencouraged to use total communication? (see pages

640 and 641)

8. How can you involve relatives and friends in total communication use? (see page 641)

Sample Challenges

1. This week, be aware of using facial expressions with your total communication. Next week

we will video tape you so you can see your expressions.

2. Remember to consistently use your voice this week with your total communication. Put up

a reminder on your refrigerator: USE VOICE.

3. Sign the following affixes this week every time you use them in your communication: ing,

s, and ed.
4. When you address your child this week, get down on his level. Do not demand his

attention but if necessary, occasionally gently remind him to attend.

5. When your child needs help in forming a sign, gently help him make the sign. Reinforce

him warmly after he makes the sign correctly.

6. This week, try one-handed signing (that we practiced during today's home visit) when

your other hand is occupied. Next week, be prepared to show some one-handed signing for signs

that were not practiced today.
7. Make arrangements to attend Jimmy's (reluctant family member's) class and teach his

friends fingerspelling and a few fun, simple signs.

8. Invite your sister to your home to view the total communication video tapes.

Reference and Reading List:

Representative Books about Deafness and Total Communication for Family Members.

Lisa and Her Soundless World

Edna Levine

Words For a Deaf Daughter

Paul West, 1970

Ben's Quiet World
F. Caccamise, C. Norris 5 S
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I Have a SisterMy Sister is Deaf
Jeanne W. Peterson, 1977

Robin Sees a Song

Jim and Cheryl Pahz, 1977

In This Sign (Novel)

Joanne Greenburg, 1970

Deaf Like Me (true story)
T. Spradley, J. Spradley, 1978

I'm Deaf, Too (inspiring stories about deaf adults)
F. Bowe, M. Sternberg, 1973

Our Beautiful, Beautiful Children

For Parents of Deaf Children

Jerome Schein and Doris Naiman, 1977

Suggestions to Parents of Deaf Children
McCay Vernon

The Girl Who Wouldn't Talk
Cheryl and James Goldfedder, 1973

The Wild Boy of Aveyron
(evolution of sign language)

Willlove Be Enough?
J. and C. Pahz, 1977

The Palace and the Prince (novel)

Virginia Scott, 1978

Total Communication (a philosophy)
J. and C. Pahz_

Island of Silence (novel)

Carolyn B. Norris, 1976

Sound and Sign: Childhood Deafness and Mental Health
K. Meadow and H. Schlesinger, 1972

They Grow in Silence

Eugene Mindel, McCay Vernon, 1971

The Signs of Language (origin of American Sign Language)

Bellugi and Klima, 1979

Selected Annotated Bibliography of Books, and
Teaching Material on Sign Language

NAD

NAD

NAD & SLS

NAD & SLS

NAD & SLS

NAD & SLS.

NAD & SLS

NAD

NAD

NAD

NAD

Vantage Publishing

34th St, NY, NY10001

Charles C. Thomas

301-327 East Lawrence Ave.

Springfield, IL

NAD & SLS

NAD

NAD & SLS

NAD & SLS

NAD
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American Sign Language
History, Structure, and Community

C. Baker, C. Padden, T. J. O'Rourke

NAD: National Association of the Deaf

814 Thayer Avenue

Silver Spring, MD 20910

Telephone: (301) 587-6282

LS: Sign Language Store

\ 8753 Shirley
3ox 4440

rthridge, CA 91328

In Iifornia (213) 993-SIGN (TTY and Voice)

Outside California Dial Toll Free (800) 423 -5413 (TTY and Voice)

SLS
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Reference/Reading List For Parent Advisors

Bates, E., Benigni, L., Bretherton, I., Camaioni, L., and Volterra, V. (1977). From gesture to the first

word: On cognitive and social prerequisites. In M. Lewis & L. Rosenblum (Eds.), Interaction,

conversation and the development of language. New York: John Wiley and Sons.

Bellugi, U. and Klima, E. (1972). Roots of language in the sign talk of the deaf. Psychology Today, 6,

61-64.

Bellugi, U. and Klima, E. (1978). Structural properties of American sign language. In L. Liben (Ed.),

Deaf children: Developmentalperspective. New York: Academic Press.

Blanton, R. and Brooks, P. (1978). Some psycholinguistic aspects of sign language. In 1. M.

Schlesinger & L. Namir (Eds.), Sign language of the deaf. New York: Academic Press.

Bolton, B., Cull, J., and Hardy, R. (1974). Psychological adjustment to hearing loss and deafness. In

R. Hardy & J. Cull (Eds), Educational and psychosocial aspects of deafness. Springfield, IL:
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